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DEMANDE DE MODIFICATION DE L'ENTENTE ENTRE'ILE SERVICE,  ET 

SOMMAIRE 

• Conformement aux Directives du ministre sur les ententes et la cooperation avec des 
organismes strangers, vouketes pries d'autoriser l'augmentation du niveau 
d'echange de ]'entente ccnOukentrele Service canadien du renseignement de 
securite (SCRS)'et 

siotity inciuiQdcpietts 4ortimunication bilateraux 

• "-Oh- If entente conclue aifecr-f 	, a ete arproUvec avec une restriction 
ministerielle qui limitait la liaison a des fins de renSeignertient de securite, ce qui 
implique que le SCRS doivesolliciter,une approbation ministerielle afin de modifier 
la presente entente. 

• L'etablissement de liens de communication securises pernlettrait au SCRS 
d'ameliorer la rapidite et 11  efficacite des echanges d'informations avec 
Cette mesure sera particulierement irnportante lorsque 	 assurera la 
responsabilite des liaisons et des echanges avec 

c_  

CONTEXTE - "-ft kb n.c• 
Conforramental'amiXe D emanant des Directives du ministre de 2014 sur les operations qui 
regit les ententes du Service conclues avec/des organismes canadiens et strangers, vows etes pries 
d'autoriser raugmentatiotrthf niveau d'ecilapge de ]'entente conclue en vertu de ralinea 17(1)h) 
de Loi sur le SCRS entreit •ervice et 	pour y incl ure des liens bilateraux de 
communication ,,<.-niC.,) 4,1 1:k:Ns, 	autorisee, eerie modification permettrait au Service 
d'etablir un lien de conmrgri cation securise",  
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L'entente conclue avec 	 perrnet une collaboration 
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Lorsque le Solliciteur general du Canada a autorise la-conclusion,,i1,  do:Licetti ,iitn,,,,:te,:cntivei:14: a 
inclus une rnise en garde pour qu'elle soit lira* Ades echanges 

Compte tenu de cette restriction, le Service a sollicite et obtenu l'autorisation du So4iciteur, 
i  , 	• i , 06.,,c).  general 	pour modifier I' entente avec 	 Lii,e41,‘.70,,, j,31.1.  4,4 ‘,76..r,s,  
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P7-1/ON 	i„ 
Comme il le fait avec touter les ententes qu'ila.ecirickics avec des 

organismes strangers, le Service veillera A ce que ses echariges iv.ec 	respectent les 
parametres enonces darts les Instructions du ministre a l'intention du OS our 1'e4hunge 
d'infiomations avec des orgunismes etrungers de 2011, ainsi que les poliiiq ties cortexes du 
Service. 

En raison des avantages que tire le Service de sa collaboration avec 	relativement aux 
priorites du gouvemement du Canada en matiere de renseignements de categoric 1, et les 
rCsultats positifs que pourrait entrainer la presente mesure sur la relation entre le Service et 
1'agcnce concemee, vous etes pricd'autoriser la modiBeation de ]'entente 

- 'rice S op &I, r, 

Comme toujours. n' hegiteipas co rim. uniquer aves:,rn. oirpoyr obtenir de plus arnpies 
informations. 	6 	Ak. • 4 • So „ • 0 	(i4i)4,/ I C Y-F4 	Tiy, 

f 	 "It C7- 
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1:1 	Je n'approuve pas 
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Steven fityley. C. P.. dCpute 
Ministre de la Securite publique et de la k!rotection civi le 

c. c. Sous-ministre,Scurifepul?lique 7/1•107.. /110/0, 
c. c_ Sous-ministre, Affakes etrangeres, 

0& 
Le present document pent faire 	d'unc extOption 	terms de IS tut sir l'aceis a l'inforrmation ou de la Lai our la 
prorectiun des rertseignemenis pe.masimis. On pouffe egalcoent s' opposer II 1 a communication dcti informations ou des
renseignements quit contient en vertu de la Loi sew la prone at Canada. Ces informations ou renseignements ne doi vent etre ni 
communiques ni utilises comme preuve sans consultation prealable du Service canadien du renseignement de stcurite. 
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PROJET DE LW-51 

An Act to enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing 
Act and the Secure Air Travel Act, to amend the Criminal 
Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and 
the Immigration and Refugee Protection Rotund to make 
related and consequential amendments ei peter""10  

ACC 

Loi edictant la Loi sur la communication d'information ayant 
trait a la securite du Canada et la Loi sur la surete des 
&placements aeriens, modifiant le Code criminel, Ia Loi 
sur le Service canadien du renseignement de securite et la 
Loi sur l'immigration et Ia protection des refugies et 
apportant des modifications connexes et correlatives a 
d'autres lois 

SRSn' 4F  

tel:V°10c1 REPRINTED AS AMENDED BY THE STANDING CpAwilThEs „iandIN,PRIMt, TEL QUE MODIFIE PAR LE COMITE 
ON PUBLIC SAFETY AND NATIONAL SEClikiVoRG41-PUOXB*pE LA SECURITE PUBLIQUE ET NATIONALE 
WORKING COPY FOR THE USE OF THE HOUSE4OF le:ON440/0C-tIMENT DE TRAVAIL A L'USAGE DE LA tio 	r4„ 
COMMONS AT REPORT STAGE AND AS REPORTED TO THE .Q,HAMBRE2pESA,SOMMUNES A L'ETAPE DU RAPPORT ET 
HOUSE ON APRIL 2, 2015 	 PRESENTE A ,CITAMBRE LE 2 AVRIL 2015 

° 4/ A   .T/r3 ...z 	., ()/ 
MINISTER OF PUBLIC SAFETY Am? EMERGE 

'`Ic,
NIA. 	MINISTRE DE LA SECURITE PUBLIQUE ET DE LA 

` PREPAREDNESS 	 PROTECTION CIVILE 
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RECOMMENDATION 

His Excellency the Governor General recommends to the House of 
Commons the appropriation of public revenue under the circumstances, in 
the manner and for the purposes set out in a measure entitled "An Act to enact 
the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act and the Secure Air Travel Act, 
to amend the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act 
and the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and to make related and 
consequential amendments to other Acts". 

,AL LSD
- p -1Y/ 

0,y/ill 7, 	et  

q91;1MAN19ATION/4/0/0  

Son Excifllencel°1eiigoittcrattjg#era')',Vecommande a la Chambre des 
communes l'aireggi'enAAlerArs'frirlaWansae4,-circonstances, de la maniere 
et aux fins prevues dan.4une nles3jecintitgliee «Loll edictant 	Loi sur la 
communication d'informatiaQiiitut traagki sveSt0e..dil Canada et la Loi sur 
la sarete des deplacements aerreil4modifian4le4Cocakiiminel la Loi sur le 
Service canadien du renseignement de securite et la'C'tsur l'immigration et la 
protection des refugies et apportant des modifications connexes et correlatives 
a d'autres lois». 

SUMMARY Pi:?(D  N 	 SOMMAIRE 
vik9in Part 1 enacts the Security of Canada Information SharinglAeOvikth 	La partie I edicte la Loi sur la communication d'information ayant trait a la 

authorizes Government of Canada institutions,. to diselloQCinfoRnaipn ,to secyrite du Canada, laquelle autorise les institutions federates a communiquer 
Government of Canada institutions that havelN4di tioa or resfaibinies'ihi delStriformation a des institutions federates qui sont competentes ou qui ont des 
respect of activities that undermine the secuLtitOf 	dt also makes rgated, ialfirillutionaltarl'egard d'activites portant atteinte a la securite du Canada, et 
amendments to other Acts. 	 (A ifz)  '11? 	 " YPCap;icgaffes _&41:11,fications connexes d'autres lois. 

jilSr) 	 4144A r  Part 2 enacts the Secure Air Travel Act in order-toUrgy e Sie,w `iefi'Aat!ye 	Lap  lit82 ediele4la Lei sur la sarete des deplacements aeriens qui constitue 
framework for identifying and responding to persons Wif6",tkay 	affact". un nouveatilicadreikslatif en vue de l'identification des personnes qui 
that poses a threat to transportation security or who may travel i yra3r for the 	ii-6,turaient puttCila-  urf.ra1.4, qui menacerait la sarete des transports ou qui 
purpose of committing a terrorism offence. That Act authorizes the UtriimStimuWaIlitAse deplacer en aeronef dans le but de commettre une infraction de 
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness to establish a list oilsfikrpersofftot ,terrtiSspe'et(tvue de ('intervention leur egard. Le ministre de la Securite 
and to direct air carriers to take a specific action to prevent the commisticlruf' 	 oteAtion civile est autorise a etablir une liste de telles 
such acts. In addition, that Act establishes powers and prohibitions governitii/Op9rsAttes„,etva,ehjohlfi&Mux transporteurs aeriens de prendre la mesure qu'il 
the collection, use and disclosure of information in support of its administration 	Vrecise ridut:. fa 'veitintrascommission de tell actes. Cette loi etablit aussi les 
and enforcement. That Act includes an administrative recourse process for 	pouvoirs et les miet4Iictions regissant la collecte, l'utilisation et la communi- 
listed persons who have been denied transportation in accordance with a cation de renseignemeas afin d'assister le ministre de la Securite publique et de 
direction from the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness and 	Ia Protection civile dans son application et son execution. Elle prevoit un 
provides appeal procedures for persons affected by any decision or action taken processus de recotirs administratif pour les pers. onnes inscrites qui ont fait 
under that Act. That Act also specifies punishment for contraventions of listed 	!'objet d'un refus de transport au titre d'une directive du ministre de la Securite 
provisions and authorizes the Minister of Transport to conduct inspections and publique et de Ia Protection civile ainsi qu'un processus d'appel pour les 
issue compliance orders. Finally, this Part makes consequential amendments to personnes touchecs par une decision ou unc mcsure prise au titre de cette loi. 
the Aeronautics Act and the Canada Evidence Act. 	 Celle-ci prevoit en outre les peines pour les infractions aux dispositions 

0 Py,..., 
,,, A-de,(.., 
'-p ,)ssf-- Part 3 amends the Criminal,odearwithLis-espect to recognizances to keep 	La partie 3 modifie le Code criminel pour, en ce qui a trait a tout engagement 

the peace relafilig..,.to a terroWsVAct:1,0).& a.ferktm, offence, extend their de ne pas troubler l'ordre public se rapportant a une activite terroriste eta une 
duration, prep/IA(71,p di  Jesholde,,,,auppfirzekItAgPtitSirrp,ose sureties and infraction de terrorisme, prolonger sa duree, prevoir de nouveaux seuils 
require a juggetPv.2isifer-VIsther it is cfiesiiaNe.Oitieludetikrecognizance d'application, permettre au juge d'exiger une caution et l'obliger a decider s'il 
conditions regiiildOg pasports aqMpecitied geogPap-NcyaUs.)-Wilkifi'spsct to est souhaitable d'assortir cet engagement de conditions relatives aux passeports 
all recognizancehOlmeA)Wfrocre,;:thckaiktendments addialpvileiritngsViSe et aux regions designees. En ce qui a trait a tout engagement de ne pas troubler 
conducted by video cOtifelerkse'and;orders334c.be transferrealey pA judgelib a l'ordre public, les modifications provoient egalement la possibilite de tenir des 
territorial division other than Ifief:0,,ik)1411i8411‘164ter..was madc-itialricrcas(C)yaudienecs par videoconference et de transferer une ordonnance I un juge d'une 
the maximum sentences forAfreach of thoseredignizWePo 	 circonscription territoriale autre que celle ou elle a ate rendue de meme qu'une 

hausse des peines maximales en cas de manquement a !'engagement. 

Available on the Parliament of Canada Web Site at the following address: 	Disponible sur le site Web du Parlement du Canada a l'adresse suivante : 
http://www.parl.gc.ca 	 http://www.parl.gc.ca  
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enumerees et autorise le ministre des Transports a mener des inspections et a 
prendre des mesures d'execution. De plus, elle modifie la Loi sur 
l'aeronautique et la Loi sur la preuve au Canada en consequence. 

1••• (,) &- 
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It further amends the Criminal Code to provide for an offence of knowingly 
advocating or promoting the commission of terrorism offences in general. It 
also provides a judge with the power to order the seizure of terrorist propaganda 
or, if the propaganda is in electronic form, to order the deletion of the 
propaganda from a computer system. 

Finally, it amends the Criminal Code to provide for the increased protection 
of witnesses, in particular of persons who play a role in respect of proceedings 
involving security information or criminal intelligence information, and makes 
consequential amendments to other Acts. 

Part 4 amends the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act to permit tfie 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service to take, within and outside Cana* 
measures to reduce threats to the security of Canada, including measures that 
are authorized by the Federal Court. It authorizes the Federal Court to make an 
assistance order to give effect to a warrant issued under that Act. It also creates 
new reporting requirements for the Service and requires the Security 
Intelligence Review Committee to review the Service's performance in taking 
measures to reduce threats to the security of Canada. 

Part 5 amends Divisions 8 and 9 of Part I of the Immigration and Refugee 
Protection Act to, among other things, 

(a) define obligations related to the provision of information in proceedings 
under that Division 9; 

(b) authorize the judge, on the request of the Minister, to exempt the 
Minister from providing the special advocate with certain relevant 
information that has not been filed with the Federal Court, if the judge is 
satisfied that the information does not enable the person named in a 
certificate to be reasonably informed of the casemde bpte Minister, and 
authorize the judge to ask the special advocate tetigke stienissions with 
respect to the exemption; and 

b,o, (c) allow the Minister to appeal, or to applx for .judicia vow eakatly,J )..e c) d'autoriser le ministre interjeter appel— ou a demander le contrale 
decision requiring the disclosure of infotmliort,,vther evi en%icin 	Ljaliciaire—de toute decision exigeant la divulgation de renseignements ou 
Minister's opinion, the disclosure would4cinjuribuVtwiational security 	Piaui& 	ents de preuve qui porterait atteinte, selon le ministre, la securite 
endanger the safety of any person. 	Pk- &It 	 Pr),„lialtditale o 	securite d'autrui. 

ONA , 
1/41 k„ 

1 4̀1. 
",s,  

,Y44A  

De plus, elle modifie le Code criminal afin d'eriger en infraction le fait de 
sciemment preconiser ou fomenter la perpetration d'infractions de terrorisme en 
general. Elle prevoit en outre qu'un juge peut decemer un mandat autorisant la 
saisie de propagande terroriste ou, si celle-ci est sous forme electronique, 
ordonner sa,suppression d'un ordinateur. 

lop -/-)pp,..„ 
Enfincklte,iiiiadtfieqi Code criminel afin d'ameliorer la protection accotdee 

aux temoin'ASA40.ielfzen1 aux personnel qui jouent un role dans le cadre 
d'une instance-(nettantinsius0 s renseignements en matiere de securite ou 

/Yi'dc criminalito,Letepprttestmodifiseations correlatives a d'autres lois. 

,La7attisi  4 modifie la ItpMur kfrviceVergdien du renseignement de 
sieVrfreA.fidfaexEmettre au Sakip,e canaldtes.dditriseignement de securite de 

rendre; ral)?..andda,gu-V'exterieuifidliceana'claides nitsfites pour reduire les rr, 
menacekrersua pectarit 41,11,,grada, notattunyn„des tntspjes autorisees par la 
Cour fedefale$Stlek-attroiiie-Aa ROAM' federatelerenvdre@es, ordonnances 
d'assistancelpotti%cutitikdesm'iridats decemes 'en vertu de cette loi. De 
plus, elle imrioseliatirStrkb, defitiitelj641illigations de faire rapport. Elle 
exige que le comite der5nryeilrainte-deataivite'kedetrenseignement de securite 
examine la facon dont lef'SeSjite,Ptetiictde'SAgines7otw-; uire les menaces 
envcrs la securite du Canada. fuitt L ? L. ;'4:A ). Aler„ ,  

La partie 5 modifie les sections 8 et 9 de la-partie I de la Loi sur 
!'immigration et la protection des refugies afin, notamment: 

a) de preciser les obligations se rapportant a la foumiture de renseignements 
dans le cadre des instances visees a cette section 9; 

b) d'autoriser le juge, sur demande du ministre, a exempter le ministre de 
l'obligation de foumir a l'avocat special certains renseignements pertinents 
mais qui n'ont pas eta deposes aupres de la Cour federate, si le juge est 
convaincu que ces renseignements ne permettent pas a la personne visee par 
le certificat d'etre suffisamment informee de la these du ministre, ainsi que 
d'autoriser le juge a demander a l'avocat special de presenter ses 
observations a l'egard de cette exemption; 

3103(93/01) 
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2nd Session, 41st Parliament, 
62-63-64 Elizabeth II, 2013-2014-2015 

HOUSE OF COMMONS OF CANADA 

BILL C-51 

An Act to enact the Security of Canada 
Information Sharing Act and the Secure 
Air Travel Act, to amend the Criminal 
Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act and the Immigration and 
Refugee Protection Act and to make 
related and consequential amendments to 
other Acts 

2' session, 41e legislature, 
62-63-64 Elizabeth 11, 2013-2014-2015 

Ppo  P6),„ 
0 I f/  Licp, 

CHAMBRWMES %COMMUNES DU CANADA cr,  v„s,  
, CAF 	 r 

3̀6' to i'isioz,49 

DPRWIE E LOI)C-51?- 
iuk CS F1- 

/VD - I/- 4/ out, Al) 
/")". Loi 	edicts t/  la CLip sul41(a)  ne4r,nclpurnetlion 

d' information ayant/tritR t /6',1N,sgeiirAs AO/ 
Canada et la Loi sur la surei t,04et 
deplacements aeriens, modifiant le tikte 
criminel, la Loi sur le Service canadien du 
renseignement de securite et la Loi sur 
l'immigration et la protection des refugies 
et apportant des modifications connexes et 
correlatives a d'autres lois 

P'YOfriblitc 
/8/0A ..88F Her Majesty, by and with tifemaclvieecand) r  Sa Majeste, sur l'avis et avec le consentement 

consent of the Senate, 'Aill,Vouse 4-6611ymfini7y,c..dicSenat et de la Chambre des communes du 
of Canada, enacts as"Ydltowp 	NA_ Capp, ed8te : 

/0 	c-  P), 	OA • 

1. /i)ch,L4-1  47,,s,  C. 8 	0,,y414 C A4 	 /41._ 

'`,3 ?-/Oh ' &Iv '
11710'C7111TRE ABREGE 

'VA,c,Vo/  
SHORT I- '1E, 	-c, CA?, 

1. This Act may be cited Astljeo  Aihg-6,c; 1/4-;yLtoi antitetiPoristPelie 2015. 
terrorism Act, 2015. 	 .0-- '51itiv  C/-. , 

AR 	
1Ir.,'-/". 

PART 1 	 11/1  -/ SC'''' -41,1k;RTIE 1 '0 	ill  4 	r- 

Short title 

ENACTMENT OF ACT 

Enactment 
	2. The Security of Canada Information 

Sharing Act, whose text is as follows and 

/3 	1' 4 f-- PA , . 	. 	/t,' tvvi, No_ 
1/49o, 1/45:sbating beak9 diVern Vtviof Canada 
k-iy_114itultrs in ordeuto -pOotect 4vanada 

pitn Act to-ensguragt ?.Ra faELktate information 10 Loi 

°'0/vagaciitst- cofti/ies tharlundermtne, hig-

whrg,,e, SCh4dules 1 to 3 are set out in the 
schedtile/ito 	is enacted: 

lit€' .. t''', 'Y  s -urtty o Canada'..A, 	' /v ' 

4r-,- 8 ,r- 0  kt . .. 	. 

'..'  	107- 6/ 

44'' 0 

1 /4w0/1/  

/-eA . L. ),  „,. 1 p 

SECURITY OF CANADA INFORMATION 
SHARING ACT 

Titre abrege 

visant a encourager et a faciliter la 
communication d'information entre les 10 
institutions federales afin de proteger le 
Canada contre des activites qui portent 
atteinte a la securite du Canada 

LOI SeRcLAOMMUNICATION 
D'INFORMATI6N AYANT TRAIT A LA 

SECURITE DU CANADA 

EDICTION DE LA LOI 

2. Est edict& la Loi sur la communication 5 Edict,on 
d'information ayant trait a la securite du 
Canada, dont le texte suit et dont les annexes 
1 a 3 figurent a l'annexe de la presente loi: 

90756 
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2 	 Anti-terrorism, 2015 	 62-63-64 ELIZ. II 

Preamble Whereas the people of Canada are entitled to 	Attendu: 	 Preambule 

live free from threats to their lives and their 
security; 

Whereas activities that undermine the secu- 

99e la _population du Canada est en droit de 
vivre'', la,  lAccgriN des menaces a la vie ou a la 

'''AS/ - •S's securite- 04/, .6"-0 
Ai•v,  1 /4--C,-- 3̀  OP . 49YerN rity of Canada are often carried out in a 5y, ...1,que les actiVites.portaig.at4itc a la securite 5 

clandestine, deceptive or hostile manner, areSs4 AS'A- 	. 	' r, 	kJ- 'P ii. au ‘canaria sont sottygpmertees deonlaniere 
increasingly global, complex and sophisticated- (4 r.,." .9,-Q , tr,scsranp,e6.7,treppeuse QikpAgfiNrkoit7-71.75.„ 
and often emerge and evolve rapidly; istil§ien pi4gl'ofiales, compleiek-etusoilhisi,tig 

Whereas there is no more fundamental role 	queesel4voltfillejoihistevolu-en/116,4vievni)/Oci, 
for a government than protecting its country and 10 rapidenlept;1/°1„/ 0 ''',.9 „s) le7-4/  	10 
its people; 	 • 	iVPr'), " .4.* 	IlIc't-- k0A qu'il n'est' pomt?,de rotecplusjonuaniental 

Whereas Canada is not to be used as a 	 '417- 	/ c NA- 1  4 pour un gouvernemenialgve Idototection, de/ % 4, ,../v7., 
conduit for the carrying out of activities that 	son pays et de sa population; 	<,11C(- 

threaten 	
0. 

threaten the security of another state; 	 1:-.‘.? que le Canada ne doit pas servir d'interme- 
Whereas protecting Canada and its people 15 diaire a quiconque mene des activites qui 15 

against activities that undermine the security of 	menacent la securite d'un Etat &ranger; 
Canada often transcends the mandate and 
capability of any one Government of Canada 
institution; 

que la protection du Canada et de sa 
population contre des activites portant at-
teinte a la securite du Canada excede souvent 

Whereas Parliament recogrlizesPftinforma- 20 le mandat ou les capacites d'une seule 20 
tion needs to be shared—andli*arltiaSor- 	institution federale; 
mation needs to be collated — inlirder t nab . el_ Ati„' 	41-0  --1,-p_,-,r,: ..?.., r` cque le Parlement reconnait la necessite de 
the Government to P6teet, Canaria-Lan& its/yr,  dir, 	• 

6: fp, '''A'- 	i n , 4:-. p, scomrnuniquer de ('information—et — et de re- 
people against activities4that ihnolermine they 	frit, ‘-'1/,.. Po 	otiper dcwielements d'information dispara- 
security of CanadariY,s0A1 /3/?0-tt'')4,z-  s 	25 artt„ '- I-- 	A 

, AlAik, 	 --t.. C.P 	
ssvounperrriettre au gouvernement de 25 

Whereas information in respeot-activities -.-/i  , proteg2A•leicalaVa/et sa population contre ces 
• -r-- '/V t-, 'y V 	• 	(--.77 ' Oiy that undermine the security of Cairilda/mtp be...-8, ia`Ctiptes; 

shared in a manner that is consistentAwillitke 1 .A l,,,, 41.-  h _ 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms-au, 	c.n, ',Ir.,/ 14..A 	• .   	, ff  tu d 'une 
the 	

op 4,q , gligkla coltimunication d'information a l'e- 
3-60  agl ic,le tg„tileis_acov/ites doit s e ec er  

the protection of privacy; 4rnaniereLepi rrifetirte64 la Charte canadienne des 30 
And whereas Government of Canada institu- 	droits et lib-Prers-,et a la protection de la vie 

tions are accountable for the effective and 	privee; 	
•,,,) 

responsible sharing of information; 

35 

lect...A49 042k 

	

ik,i.„, 	A:"•SSHORT,14ITC.B/  
SZAch. vi'S'A'.,:, 	L)  i'0 y Pp- 8  OA, 

Short title p..' A 41.1 ,j1irs.14ct may beleitd aglie, Sku,,,,,rity of 
1?6anadfignfoirniatiov ShariniPA4., J.-,  qr. ' tiel.,  --'111v. 	cl.,'(../y,s, 	0A, ..- 7:1  

(8 	li'-). • PL. 
INTERPRETATION 'vAl  1: /0/y 	 DEFINITIONS 

4 i ;()t --".", fh... 
2. The foltoNv.  edefinittohs, pplkin this 	2. Les definitions qui suivent s'appliquent a 	Definitions 

	

Act. 	 fr)/1,/ ..-./1  4 	'' /GA, 4,4 	40 la presente loi. Al 	4/,0 ' v /T 	g' 
C' Ait,s  
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que les institutions federales sont garantes 
d'une communication d'information respon-
sable et efficace, 

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the Sa Majeste, sur l'avis et avec le consentement 
ad4e,• 

't-
atafeonsent of the Senate and House of 35 du Senat et de la Chambre des communes du 

CommodWanata„enacts as follows: 	Canada, edicte 

TITRE ABREGE 

1. Loi sur la communication d'information 
ayant trait a la securite du Canada. 

Titre abrege 

40 

Definitions 



(c) espionage, sabotage or covert foreign- 15 
influenced activities; 

(d) terrorism; 

(e) proliferation of nuclear, chemical, radi-
ological or biological weapons; 

(f) interference with critic (infra tructure; 20 

(g) interference interference with the globabnifoiraioti)6, e) se livrer une activite qui a pour effet la 
infrastructure, as definedvin sectiNc2,A161 off,c.k.„, (2.-pltiliferation d'armes nucleaires, chimiques, 
the National Defkce'Rel- 	 /4) -i fis:adioloktoes ou biologiques; 

Ofi,, v't (h) an activity that causes sekous arm to a 	fil,,entraverle lovionnement d'infrastructu- 25 
person or their propes-ity"6'44.9in;024)0hal 	res essentiellesNo 
person's association with Canada;alid 4/0 	, 	"C;7' /0 

°(./ 	pi  g)l'ritr,Aver le'fonctionnement de l'infrastruc- 
(i) an activity that takes place in cwiat,13,,,ania '4dr-ep.,""rtoratale d'information, au sens de 
undermines the security of another state:1'4i ✓ glarticleV3-.61_4(4e la Loi sur la defense 

For greater certainty, it does not include 	iVnatioRale- 	/VI-
)  

	

-10  ss 	 30 
advocacy, protest, dissent and artistic expres- 30 h) causer fe'''‘ sdommages graves a une 
sion. 	 personne ou a ses biens en raison de ses 

liens avec le Canada; 

b) entrainer un changement de gouvernement 15 
au Canada ou influer inclement sur un tel 
gouvernement par l'emploi de la force ou de 
moyens illegaux; 

c) espionner, saboter ou se livrer a une 
activite secrete influencee par l'etranger; 	20 

d) se livrer au terrorisme; 

"Government of Canada institution" means 

"activity that undermines the security of Cana- 	«activite portant atteinte a la securite du 
da" means any activity, including any of the 	Canada » S'entend d'une activite qui porte 
following activities, if it undermines the sover- 	attellite-ackpuverainete, a la securite ou a 

' eignty, security or territorial integrity of Canada 1 Integra evoriatdu Canada ou a la vie ou 
or the lives or the security of the people of 5 la secuttia0  okSla iidirJation du Canada, 
Canada: 	 icfnqitamment les3Activiroy ei-(4113, Si elles en, 'Se ,,,,..);(, 	' i n 	OA, ftramerniane telle atteintel. ,r/fr , v0 (a) interference with_ the capability of the) ,-  ,../Lop--1/1)0, 	..

/`°)461 C/' 	.1?,7-,c Government of Canada in relation to intelli- 04), entaverclaS'reapacite d 4  gouArriemeat: 
Ls I   federats-olit:iitd;?v r,so.kft-ivalzdm„inisif?Alti;n1.4* 

lea''' • 13'? matiere,cle renseignerent, dedefense, - acti- -i r , 	.f.-, 	0 Alb - / / 
vites a laitcrontterk deres,s'eu,fitt: publique, 
d'administratioVile,,,lil, cul9&%91  'kl‘ipns 

--1 	. Sr , / p „ I- 0 diplomatiques ou consakres otpde tatafte i 
(A — 'Itt,-, 

economique ou financiere au Canad'A;C'e,, o• 

gence, defence, border operations, public 
safety, the administration of justice, diplo- 10 
matic or consular relations, or the economic 
or financial stability of Canada; 

(b) changing or unduly influencing a govern-
ment in Canada by force or unlawful means; 

« activite portant 
atteinte a la 
securite du 
Canada» 
"activity that 
undermines the 

5 security of 
Canada" 

2013-2014-2015 

"activity that 
undermines the 
security of 
Canada" 
«activite portant 
atteinte a la 
securite du 
Canada » 

Loi antiterroriste (2015) 	 3 

"Government of 
Canada 
institution" 
«institution 
federate» 

opopidation 40, 00 e people inSanadp or  
Canada* p  ry 	,Ip 	ing;, 	'I/A4,t, 

,53,s, bPantyl  citin, as defirie'd?A 	lise„cition NI, 

otiti- atizensgksA a — or iibpectrimIntt'40 
4 (% 	 1 r) 	•S' 	j , 	i In , 

resident; tsydefrite in Abbsection 2(Prbf they06, 
immigAtp,n/ghtufAkel l431getion Act— 
who is outaccfrtilal Cos 	r)  .--,,, C: 

ID'S' G//  " 
N °/i) , 11/ZI/7-s 

C ,s, 
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'̀/OiJSF 
"people of 	"people "3 f2Et alasfjaatisr. 
Canada" iit/ 	 C̀‘8. tA/C.  S/ 

(a) a government institution—as defined in 
section 3 of the Privacy Act —other than one 
that is listed in Schedule 1; or 	 35 

(bYGirinstifiltion that is listed in Schedule 2. 

a) de l'institution federate, au sens de 
l'article 3 de la Loi sur la protection des 
renseignements personnels, autre qu'une ins-
titution qui figure a l'annexe 1; 

b) d'une institution qui figure a l'annexe 2. 45 

40 «institution 
foderale» 
"Government of 
Canada 
institution" 

i) se livrer a une activite au Canada qui porte 
atteinte a la securite d'un autre Etat. 	35 

Il est entendu que sont exclues les activites de 
defense d'une cause, de protestation, de mani-
festation d'un desaccord ou d'expression artis-
tique. 

« institution federate» S'entend: 



4. Information sharing under this Act is to be 
guided by the following principles: 

	

4. Les principes ci-apres doivent guider la 	Principes 

communication d'information au titre de la 15 directeurs 

resente loi (a) effective and responsible information 	- n 
sharing protects Canada and Canadians; 

P r-, Ph) . . (b) respect for caveats Oro amp Originator 10 
Vic), -q-. r, , 

control over shared informationtiscsoftsfstet 
with effective and sgsponsilikbfgrigtot9),- cb,) le respect des mises en garde et du droit de 20 

''-1,,, 	.•,9 0  sharing; 	,9e.h.,,, ' /Sk,. 	'''' lb 
1-1S-  ,4a:rd de la source relativement a l'infoa- 

z- 	' I i• 	1:),,4 	1/4  rI ll' CIA1  (C) entry into infO),:mati6rAsharRg arrange- po  , r y s01)1 VIM „.. fre 	q 	p 	avec )communi uee est com atible  
•"1-• 	• Ti•S'r 	'4" 0 	Ulle communication d'information respon- ments is appropriate when k_ro,v,ETniettqf 15 

'Aftc:: 	...7.:, 	S' ,f--. 	sable ciA,efficakf, Canada institutions share inicirthationgegb- ',/v 	"102, ..,,t),,.. 
larly; 	 447,;?-beir,, ts, 4-144 conclusion d'eiftentes de communica- 25 

asst o` 	4on 'Arikrmation convient aux institutions (d) the provision of feedback as to011917 4 i •,,,p ' c , 
shared information is used and as to whetheiltio oy s Cedetark.r1 c.oRinuniquent regulierement 

Nentreigiles `,z.Itiiformation;_ it is useful in protecting against activities that 20 - 	,,., /tr.,- ss, 
undermine the security of Canada facilitates 	d) la fournitinfesde retroaction sur la facon 
effective and responsible information sharing; 	dont ('information qui est communiquee est 30 
and 	 utilisee et sur son utilite en matiere de 

a) la communication d'information respon-
sable et efficace protege le Canada et les 
Canadiens; 

4 	 Anti-terrorism, 2015 	 62-63-64 ELIZ. II 

«population du Canada» 

q), La population au Canada; 
Or 

b) toutiseyef,seu sens du paragraphe 2(1) 
de la LoL sukta ggPennete, ou tout resident ej Y IY -Ipermatient", Asse ns , ,ifiparar,  griashe 2(1) de la 5 

,,U,y 41,ks,u,Atr 	 riOketion des 
trouvia-4tritalifey: 

	

IV 	1,,,tiz 

SO   
101'..‘" 	 ViAti Ac?„. 1* 

	

rrc,, 	,oA, AA , 
‘-,,,soME:F4E'r RIZINCIPES `• v /107," 0/0,4?  

k:-17/0 
PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLES 

Purpose 
	

3. The purpose of this Act is to encourage 
and facilitate the sharing of information among 
Government of Canada institutions in order to 
protect Canada against activities that undermine 
the security of Canada. 

a population du 
Canada » 
"people of 
Canada" 

e /  3. Lap  re'sente lobagt utobjetWencourager Objet 
" 	/ les institutions iecicraies/a4com mquer4entre 

lelles de 	ut unei  Pi  0 ]'informationAeittcleUt'a&ler/V'' 
fre 	CA communication, afin de proteger l'e4Eanalctas 

5 contre des activites portant atteinte a la seCuilife 
du Canada. 

Guiding 
principles 

(e) only those within an institution who 
exercise its jurisdiction or carry out its 25 
responsibilities in respect of activities that 
tinderniitie the security of Canada ought to 

	

1-6 	• ? 	• 

	

recei 	ortnivn that is disclosed under 

'9S 

"i 	
A 

4 7  

447-i 

protection contre des activites portant atteinte 
a la securite du Canada facilite une commu-
nication d'information responsable et effi- 
cace; 	 35 

e) seuls ceux qui, au sein d'une institution, 
exercent la competence ou les attributions de 
celle-ci a regard d'activites portant atteinte a 
la securite du Canada devraient recevoir 
'Information communiquee en vertu de la 40 
presente loi. 

this Aqt-, (48 FO 

1:tis) 	/ty< 	
/fr 

SO 	
0,y 
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DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 	COMMUNICATION D'INFORMATION 

Disclosure of 	5. (1) Subject to any provision of any other 	Al)5,,,, 	,Sous reserve des dispositions de toute 	Communication 
information 	Act of Parliament, or of any regulation made 	autre'TkifAclaatpu de tout reglement pris en 	d'information 

under such an Act, that prohibits or restricts the 	vertu de Wilte Clkaelles-ci interdisant ou 
-4er- '6' c),kb,-. disclosure of information, a Government of .estreignant-lt,s,c.pnampnication, d'information, 

Canada institution may, on its own initiative orS(5AInte'ltSiistitution `fecie- e pe4t, 'aeiiiva propre 5 ,, 	,''/-. , k.V.(\ 

on request, disclose information to the head of P- initiatiyejAolt sur demande,c,d`kfimuffill*r,,,de 
recipient Government of Canada institution 	keif,o, a-tlizirt, a&u,Sksnonsable -a2iune mstip.thort: 'VIA ,_'-' r A -• 1•14,.. 

‘- (.2, • Irk 3d, 	' 04, 	AA, whose title is listed in Schedule 3, or their 	federal 4,(testi atare of le titre frgure. v.a.)/  
t.-. )- 	v 	l'' 1.4-- 	. 	,-../' • 	05) delegate, if the information is relevant to the 	l'annexe „34,1ou/t (sp ke u04.1-.415information 

recipient institution's jurisdiction or responsi- 10 se rapporte Pike(?)  peter eliiii4guxeittributions 10 
bilities under an Act of Parliament or another 	de l'institution destirfataireLpIevuggiaritfiel loi - 	_ ;67 ‘,„ • v.P.4 _,,, 
lawful authority in respect of activities that federale ou une autre autolitellegittffizLregvp 
undermine the security of Canada, including in 	d'activites portant atteinte a la *wife,  .cht9  

t..' respect of their detection, identification, analy- 	Canada, notamment en ce qui touche la 
sis, prevention, investigation or disruption. 	15 detection, l'identification, l'analyse, la preven- 15 

(2) Information received under subsection 
(1) may be further disclosed under that subsec-
tion. 

6. For greater certainty, the use,antlfguahe0 	6. Il est entendu quc l'utilisation et Ia 
disclosure, other tbaciPurider of,2psolwitunication subsequente, autrement que 
information that is 'ili4Ofosetkiipsler subs-ec''fiiki47 d'abs;te Lad de la presente loi, de l'information 
5(1) are neither aulii$,I;i4-dg n-or,13fiihibited by Q.,ortiiiit ffiqiie&aui-titre du paragraphe 5(1) ne 
this Act, but must be dtiiie)fitiv#Ofdande6..I.iith 	soniltiatifort'stes,ni.  interdites par la presente 25 
the law, including any legar4R44/eirien't04/1oi mais'vdOiyeiliretre„ conformes au droit,  
restrictions and prohibitions. 	4 -.'"ot j 	2§notatatment a route aigence, restriction et • 

:14-0 r,C)$' 	 files.iriterdie-eon..leg 
Oi '-̀ 1(3. A 

No presumption 	7. The act of disclosing information .  under 4 //0 7.54 faledp coatnuniquer de l'information 	Aucune 

this Act does not create a presumption 	autitrede 	esente loi ne cree pas 114 	 de 30 presomption 

nresomntion selactaauelle • (a) that the disclosing institution is conduct- 	- 	 - 	' 

Further 
disclosure under 
subsection (I) 

Further 
disclosure—
other than under 
this Act 

tion ou Ia perturbation de ces activites ou une 
enquete sur celles-ci. 

(2) L'information recite au titre du para- 	Communication 
graphe (1) peut etre communiquee de nouveau 	svuebrt esu qduuente en 

en vertu de ce paragraphe. 	 20 pamgraphe (I) 

Communication 
subs&pente hors 
du cadre de la 
presente loi 

ing a joint investigation or decision-making 
process with the recipient institution and 30 
therefore has the same obligations, if any, as 
the recipient institution to disclose or produce 
information for the purposes of a proceeding; 

(b) thatt3ibliere `-ha's... been a waiver of any 35 
f-Nprvlleger'nr VS. 	4 	• 

2fDpvegter.  ent to obtain 
icbfisee, for 	lurppsiss.181jmny other 
4(liSOSUFF /of that i'irflotTrA.aftorj-,eitkriyin a 

'T'Satrocia)e-ding'i-r.go, an in 's-tiitifttopi,Liltatq ;Ls ino74... 
. Gove0iment4bCankla insti tutiont'V,i 	1\10,40 

4 • 
0

ou 
.`" 

a) l'institution la communiquant participe a 
une enquete ou a un processus decisionnel 
merles avec l'institution destinataire et a ainsi 
les memes obligations, le cas echeant, que 35 
cette derriere institution en matiere de 
communication ou de production d'informa-
tion, dans le cadre d'unc instance; 

b) it y a eu renonciation a tout privilege ou a 
toute exigence d'obtenir un consentement aux 40 
fins de toute autre communication de cette 
information, que celle-ci soit communiquee 
dans le cadre d'une instance ou a une 
institution qui n'est pas une institution 
federale. 	 45 
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Non-derogation 	8. Nothing in this Act limits or affects any 	8. La presente loi n'a pas pour effet de porter 
authority to disclose information under another atteinte aux pouvoirs en matiere de communi-
Act of Parliament or a provincial Act, at catiN)d'airmation qui decoulent d'une autre 

' tit,/ '0- common law or under the royal prerogative. 	loi federateb elfikyoi provinciale, de la 
pommonlwigFdaa 9rer9gative royale. 	5 

_ , , 	. PROTECTION FROM CIVIL PROCEEDINGS vii) LIMMUNITE EN) v ,, :ERE CIVILE 
-1(.'V- """.' •••• 9. No civil proceedings lie against any 51‘3,2„,:raiteip,eriOnne bene icield9rirrift)tnite elz.-. immunite en 

person for their disclosure in good faith of matide.%#fe'4191/48f:?aswmmunicakvAl'frifdylD matiere civile 

mation faite life-,1?3nfikrzi qiIii tv-oi de la ptqs'ente "Gk 

Oisi) 4 /14 	.1 4n  1/49„-,, 0. -.4/4  

10. (1) The Governor in Council may, on the 
recommendation of the Minister of Public 
Safety and Emergency Preparedness, make 10 gouverneur en conseil pent, par reglement, 
regulations for carrying out the purposes and prendre toute mesure d'application de la 
provisions of this Act, including regulations 	presente loi, notamment des reglements : 

(a) respecting the manner of disclosure under 	a) concernant les modalites des communica- 15 

Pli) P'Yo section 5; 

	

	 tions faites en vertu de Particle 5; 
keptc, C,...".,... 

(b) requiring records to be 	kakkAtaiN:15 b) exigeant la tenue et la conservation de 
in respect of that disclosure; Arc, `- Op 6'y- _documents relativement a ces communica-

c..‘98 ,-- l'iliA• 11?on``S.  (c) respecting tho9Imardeig)  which tfiGo - Pt.. loons; (c) 	A 
14/e- 11,/, //).-... records are kept Reif'  Waited. "q/ i ) 4  ,.„. 	Oka) cone cant 1es modalites de tenue et de 20 

60/v  OP-  `: 8c 	• vvrA , rA., iiv.„-- 

	

P 	/i),s 	
conscr6aiboni.d4Aoes documents. 

	

-4. 	in 	"•iii  (2) The Governor in Council ma.92makelan - • 1/(2) Le 4ii .vrn p uf://en conseil peut, par 	Modification des 

	

A 	10/ , `4.''Q .. CW7- annexes I et 2 order adding the name of an inStitpitionttp. 2o , dtcAett, tjajouter le nom d'une institution a 
Schedule 1 or 2 or deleting one frometkert)44,412amie$9,4a4k42Aou en supprimer un de l'une - 4, 
those Schedules. 	 '17,,driftutre 1C114:,̀eeilditiVxes. 	 25 , , 	.14......-A  

L .4 - ,vr, (3) The Governor in Council may make an 	(3) Le goutemur en conseil peut, par Modification de 

order adding the name of a Government of decret, ajouter le nom d'une institution federale 	l'annexe 3 

Canada institution and the title of its head to 25 et le titre de son responsable a l'annexe 3, 
Schedule 3, deleting the name of an institution 	supprimer de cette annexe le nom d'une 
and the title of its head from that Schedule or 	institution et le titre de son responsable ou 30 
amending the name of an institution or the title 	modifier le nom d'une institution ou le titre d'un 
of a head that is listed in that Schedule. An 	responsable qui figure a cette annexe. Il ne peut 
addilipn.iPau(tporized only if the institution has 30 y avoir ajout que si l'institution est competente 
jurisdic ktsor(i''Opgpsibilities under an Act of ou a des attributions au titre d'une loi federale 
ParliamertgrAolieialv 1 authority in respect ou d'une autre autorite legitime a l'egard 35 

i'Yqfj/activitiek-tttlat, undermineslhe security of d'activites portant atteinte a la securite du 

	

1 /494qarfal'a-,Aincludirig ikespeetito ii4ifft,detection, 	Canada, notamment en ce qui touche la 
it5iodleAntificiPtio4..,,/karialysis, firemti n,y-i vestfga- 35 detection, l'identification, Panalyse, la preven- 

	

, vi.-....-,_ ,4' ,. 	...../.,..., 

tia'161-41Atfti9h3.Cli)c, 
k..) 	

'41 	 .-/- 	• bon ou la perturbation de ces activites ou une 4t 4,3 	/04, 	 7- /0 enquete sup ce 	 40 
-4 t)(01 ° 	ii' v  / ,, 	J 
' A' 0,4,  

Aucune 
derogation 

No civil 
proceedings 

Regulations 

Amendments to 
Schedules I and 
2 

Amendments to 
Schedule 3 

information under this Act. 

POWERS OF GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL 

loi. 	Z. Z,vic,P0 , 6  A? &, te/ 

dOV POUVOIRS DU 	ERNE&EIN 4  
CONSEILIV 'qe 1,9 

10. (1) Sur recommandation du ministre de 10 Reglements 

la Securite publique et de la Protection civile, le 

3103(93/01) 
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RELATED AMENDMENTS 	 MODIFICATIONS CONNEXES 

R.S., c. E-15 	 Excise Tax Act 	 p ci.  ,,3 Loi sur la taxe d'accise 	 L.R., ch.E-15 
' 7016, OC,c-_, 

	

3. Section 295 of the Excise Tax Act is 	3. L'ardele 2955 de la Loi sur la taxe 
Air, 	-/•) amended by adding the following after d'acciseilt-moditle,par&a,d_unction, apres le 

.r.., 	‘....t...- •,, ---r• ), 
subsection (5.04): 	 6,4a0graphe (50_4);,,deivetzTViiigt,- 

-4:- p„ , 	u Affr  "V (-1/10,,, 
Threats to 	(5.05) An official may provide to the head%• 	(5.,0_5.) 1,1114  fonctionnairtici,ReulefrourniT ?les 	Menaces a la 

or their delegate, of a recipient Government of 5 'itt.i4j.gVm'enft. e-id4res au. retsitiOrisabie;dA'ufiie 5 securite security 

	

Canada institution listed in Schedule 3 to the 	instituTtoit,Sie'ditileLdgaataire figerillitg a% l'A/19, 
1.-.,,  -'v..0,....' V  Y.(" 	L,  r . 	,C),y Security of Canada Information Sharing Act 	nexe 3 4e4  ,1a0tpi sysi Abla../9municatton 

d'information'AVavartik:traii r4tvla keeurite du 

	

(a) confidential information, if there are 	 -k.);r4A , 4'1(1 i ..-, ''') /,-,..'"'4..-  4 Canada, ou a son delegue :.-u,, 	c.. 	AI CO  

	

reasonable grounds to suspect that the 	 0, 9̀4./p 	70, 7  
information would be relevant to 	10 a) des renseignements confidenitiel!, 's''-`4310 

existe des motifs raisonnables de soupctilrier (i) an investigation of whether the activity 
qu'ils seraient utiles aux fins suivantes of any person may constitute threats to the 

	

security of Canada, as defined in section 2 	(i) toute enquete visant a verifier si les 

	

of the Canadian Security Intelligence 	activites d'une personne sont de nature a 
Service Act, or 	 15 	constituer des menaces envers la securite 15 

du Canada, au sens de l'article 2 de la Loi 
sur le Service canadien du renseignement 

mitted: 	 01,7  OCF 	 de securite, 

(ii) toute enquete visant a etablir si I'une 

	

. 	 t . 	esdes infractions ci-apres peut avoir etc 20 section 2 of the Criminal Code; and 10.- 	4.,  ,..30:4?  , 0-$../:: 	i 01, '-- Po. &unitise: 

	

(B) an offerfaewntlet/s,eefitir) 462.31 o 	z-, 	0 fA/P0 . ‘ikl ' v'u .A? 

	

'-r,of 	, t,,6- 	iT4, (10zune afraction de terrorisme, au sens 

	

the Criminal Code,),A;AtlfatilVvestiVAtion 	-11')  ' I  (...-" '1:::' 

	

VI  Mi ' '''S( ‘7`, /1';c' 	(16),,Vartiore\g,du Code criminel, is related to a terronsms,  offence , as 4 

	

-- 	iv 	XICI• . (1/06 defined in section 2 of that Act;'Cind --,&-,s, ‘,,, 6:/741i) une -infrac 1 n prevue a l'article 
ZA4c,--(jc) 	rr."./1/ (4€2(..;31. du Code criminel, si Penquete 25 (b) information setting out the reasalaime -,28, , 	,.S-.,,.,, 4- i  

1/14A (.0/ enockuseq est lice a une infraction de grounds referred to in paragraph (a), to theitz 	,9/  ,,, 	4.,0/  
4/ 	'-tertorismVy /sees de Particle 2 de cette extent that any such grounds rely on 

information referred to in that paragraph. 	 loi; /1Cc.,,;=.3 

b) les renseignements etablissant les motifs 
raisonnables mentionnes a Palinea a), dans Ia 30 
mesure oft ces motifs sont fond& sur les 
renseignements vises a cet alinea. 

R.S., c. F-15 	Department of Fisheries and Oceans Act 	Loi sur le ministere des leeches et des Oceans L.R., ch. F-I5 

IC)15'n l9a-% 4. Section 4-4fsthe Department of Fisheries 	4. L'article 4 de la Loi sur le ministere des 
.6"4 and Oceans Akt; 	OTinded by adding the 30 Fiches et des Oceans est modifie par adjonc- 

/L,TollowingL&eissulifeedoiral; 	 tion, apres le paragraphe (2), de ce qui suit: 35 '"•• 	 1 7 
s) 	0 	P6) . Cht,  Security of pi,. 441 I ,q9..gying out atAiy;iti simirelatiOn to the 	(3) En exercant des activites relatives au 	Loi sur la 

Infarmation 
Canada 	C'Phw 1 /4   

	

.1 a timejagorraain., the moister ntayi,-receiNe,  domaine maritime, le ministre peut recevoir de 	communication 
d'infOrmation • 1AL. 	 -."tib 	 • Sharing Act 	information that/  .%,9 	A/ 	Pinformation qui est a Ia fois : 	 ayaat trait a to 

6" 	 'IC securite du 
Oty 	 Canada 

'1 y 

(ii) an investigation of whether any of the 
following offences may hav'e6been corn- 

S/0/1,,SS4c-n  
(A) a terrorism 	e offenckkdefi ted. it( 

444  
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(a) relates to activities that undermine the 
security of Canada, as defined in section 2 of 
the Security of Canada Information Sharing 
Act; and 

(b) is relevant to his or her support of a 
Government of Canada institution, as definedSu 
in that section, that has jurisdiction oif t., 
responsibilities under an Act of Parliament ''S 
or another lawful authority in respect of those 
activities, including their detection, identifi- 10 
cation, analysis, prevention, investigation or 
disruption. 

Customs Act 

a) relative a une activite portant atteinte la 
securite du Canada, au sens de Particle 2 de la 
L'IzZ).1) suIPM8 communication d 'information 

CV, 	et- 	. • ayant traftit la3e rite du Canada; 

b) liACal4uc:fite tea, apporte 	une 5 
iii*tution federals,la pc4g %dvyet article, 
qilipeQ441:impetente 4:iiiicsaj,arttrititiatcr.„,au 

Critlf,e /2?-Viied6i fede le ou d'dFieiputr-e@tiftdritt 
legiiiMeTRiani (Pune telle activi k, 

&T?", 	-7,s/11 	• 	
notani /1.70 

ment 	ce qtnAloucte;?la delection, 	enti- 
ficatia, Wan yQ6-  6w- trAlbn u la It - tZfi ` s  perturbation de c0factivi 

sib,
(g., 	enqnete 

sur "'IP/ 	%0 	

CC45:

'4-0

(-, / 1-  
Loi sur les douanes 	 L.R., ch. 1 

(2' suppl.) 
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R.S., c. 
(2nd Supp.) 

5. (1) Subsection 107(4) of the Customs 	5. (1) Le paragraphe 107(4) de la Loi sur 
Act is amended by striking out "or" at the les douanes est modifie par adjonction, apres 15 
end of paragraph (g), by adding "or" at the 15 l'alinea h), de ce qui suit : 
end of paragraph (h) and by adding the 
following after paragraph$h): 

"YO! - (i) is disclosed in accordance 

	

	thê the 	i) le renseignement est communiqué confor- „ 
Security of Canada lnfortnatioikS dhifig_Agtf) 	moment a la Loi sur la communication 

W k.a Information ayant trait a la securite du 
84.44,, 144 	0 bv,P16:iai tya(dali /0„. 	 20 

P 	 'Ois) 	c.  7- (2) Paragraph 1.07(5).,(4 Atf.)0Acik is 20 (Oh IL, aline! 10;71.(5)/) de la meme loi est 
replaced by the following: F(  C7- li'S remplparleaqui suit: 

	

(5' /0/vr, tr 	c 
(j) an official of the DepartmexitLofti8zelf-%, 	fonctionnaire du ministere de la 
ship and Immigration solely for M/41.1.1;446'4 ,"%ixdlincte et dc l'Immigration,-uniquement 
of administering or enforcing 	-tY11//1 '1, q? 	Rtcati rbo l'execution : 	25 

04/   
(i) the Citizenship Act or the Immigration 25 	(i) scsillepq§sur la citoyennete ou de la 

Loi sur l'unChlgration et la protection des 
refugies, lorsque le renseignement se 
rapporte a Pentree de personnes au Canada 
ou a leur sortie du Canada, 	 30 

,CIA. 	i)  

R.S., c. I 	 "0// °CI - e Tax Act 	 Loi de l'impot sur le revenu 	 L.R., ch. I 
(5th Supp.) 	 /8/0 'l.Ssc Z 	 (5' supp(.) 

1C,p/V8  06- ° &) , 
, 1%-1,6.,,(1) Thep 	241(9) of 	6. (1) Le passage du paragraphe 241(9) de 
'3-0 l'il  
A fthe Ìncome Tax A9 ,befm%pvaOktoy (c) is la Loi de l'impot sur le revenu precedant 

""-kfiteld?e:COZItio,lollow'  ilig?:6344'1C)-. ,, 6)  71, 	Palinea c) est remplace par ce qui suit: 	35 
/11/, 1-4,--,,,,kie,0 	, 	tm, -I C 7- ' ' 

Threats to 	(9) AtitsofficiabrY dmvi ide to Irit,, 4F)11/1,93/.,  (9) Un fonctionnaire peut foumir les rensei- 	Menaces A la 
security 	 securite their delegke,-/of latteviefit;gGpvemment of3-5knements ci-apres au responsable d'une ins- 

	

Canada ilisiiiiitipiii,l'kee tR4§et(eidigb3 to the 	titution federate destinataire figurant a l'annexe 
Security of Canaga9krpOn0;olekst;inc $qt 

( cv 
Co k9 

.9 

and Refugee Protection Act, if the informa-
tion relates to the movement of people into 
and out of Canada, or 

(ii) the law of Canada respecting passports 
or other travel documents; 	 30 	(ii) soft du droit federal en matiere de 

passeports ou autres documents de voyage; 

3103(93/01) 
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(a) publicly accessible charity information; 

(b) taxpayer information, if there are reason-
able grounds to suspect that the information 
would be relevant to 

3 de la Loi sur la communication d'information 
ayant trait a la securite du Canada, ou a son 
delellre : P  Y,e-1 

a) les rgigattlenknIs d'organismes de bien- 
A10, 	'-/P 

	

- faisance-accessibl&s-aulkblic; 	 _ 5 (i) an investigation of whether the activity051 
of any person may constitute threats to the '0,4? /6)94es) rensei 	epts 	 s'il 
security of Canada, as defined in section 2 	detiOrtils raiscgickles110Soupfdriner 

‘-'0 	tNr4 	iviA)•," of the Canadian Security Intelligence 	qu'',41s-seraient utires,aux fins surcantes4 A  
Service Act, or 	 1/ 49 	fOii„" $:Av 	IV 4,,,11/0„,„ 

(i) toutet..en uete)iv antra verifier'si. les Fg 
(ii) an investigation of whether any of the 10 	activit‘s4u 	ersoniie spill/de nature a 10 "--r) 4,461 Iv8t,-• following offences may have been corn- 	constituer desPmen ,ekynvers:31a etrirjte 
mitted: 	 du Canada, au sgista,g l'aftgek,2Vcie1,1a-1.-,o'?/ ' 

sur le' Service canadien'du renseanement3 
de securite, 

(ii) toute enquete visant a etablir si l'une 15 
des infractions ci-apres peut avoir ete 
commise: 

(A) une infraction de terrorisme, au sens 
de Particle 2 du Code criminel, 

	

Roc 	 (B) une infraction prevue a ('article 20 
0/v6,86 -0 	462.31 du Code criminel, si l'enquete 

	

Op j• 	en cause est liee a une infraction de 
6' irV* 	& ?b ,* 	Sterrorisme au sens de l'article 2 de cette 

A 	;::) 
•Ifto 	//1,9„,-- 	k 1 .1/Dr. 

	

Pqob ' 4,c. 	06) xik51 ).-1' c)(i) 7.- 
S'A. ' tOT ": ,Cst-, 	1111-- • ArN :Aig- 

	

(2) The definition "designateCctaxpayier 	(z) 14)detiniMoirde «renseignement confi- 25 ci - 	/7, 0 i•-• 	fit. A _ ' I Ar, , information" in subsection 24t(tO), ofiAthe20/deRtiel designe;», aucparagraphe 241(10) de 
Act is repealed. 	 4 1/0  `-' s la means loi, est abrogee. ir 

4 '6'114S:j  0 

	

0 , ,l 	-,, 	.",, 
1995, c. 25 	 Chemical Weapons Convention 	Kg L6iftle m`iken'-devre de la Convention sur les 

	

Implementation Act 	 421V °(:-/Ai' 4,141aipp p°,ss,/ chimiques 
C 	, 

	

7. Subsection 17(3) of the Chemical Weap- 	7. Le parag
oe
r pite 17(3) de la Loi de mise 

ons Convention Implementation Act is en oeuvre de la Convention sur les armes 
amended by striking out "or" at the end of chimiques est modifie par adjonction, apres 30 
paragraph (a), by adding "or" at the end of 25 Patin& b), de ce qui suit: 
paragraph (b) and by adding the following 
after paragraph (b): 

(C0).?(41. A-Neocase where the information or 
documents G€61iclosed in accordance with 
the Se4z#Vof 6a'iitidtcjInformation Sharing 30 

fiW-Act. 	F,90 	r  Cs. 
Olit 	p..6 	`') 	p 	e 

2002, c.22 %4•11, 	p 	Axase ACILIF01/1-1C), ---rr 
'3,0/vt  11-07-s. `• Sc„ 	4/,(17-/, 

3103(93/01) 

(A) a terrorism offence as defined in 
section 2 of the Criminal Code, and 

(B) an offence under section 462.31 of 15 
the Criminal Code, if that investigation 
is related to a terrorism offence as 
defined in section 2 of that Act; and 

8. Si'vtionC211 6fal,r. Excise AleW 00645 	 211 de 8. Larticle 
amended' ny';taiikditn.,,tnefollowingCliTter/°Ft'accise est modifie par adjonction, apres 

-1 /4 	 ,, 

subsectiOti /(64): 	 paragraphe (6.4), de ce qui suit: 
-0  

la Loi -de 2001 sur 35 
le 

1995, ch. 25 

c) qu'ils spient communiqués conformement 
a la Loi sur la communication d'information 
ayant trait a la securite du Canada. 

Loi de 2001 sur Paccise 	 2002, ch.22 



5 

4a4idesir\enseignernielinTss) clritfitentiel PA 	• 

(6.5) An official may provide to the head, or 
their delegate, of a recipient Government of 
Canada institution listed in Schedule 3 to the 
Security of Canada Information Sharing Act 

(a) confidential information, if there 
reasonable grounds to suspect that 
information would be relevant to 

15 

of any person may constitute threats to the 
security of Canada, as defined in section 2 10 
of the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act, or 

(ii) an investigation of whether any of the 
following offences may have been com- 
mitted: 	 15 

(A) a terrorism offence as defined 
section 2 of the Criminal Code, and 

(6.5) Un fonctionnaire petit fournir les ren- 
seignements ci-apres au responsable d'une 
instilcitiytnR4dfteple destinataire figurant 

fie"' .•••••",-•• • 
l'an- 

nexe 	eetia Efljs..sur la communication 
d'informStion1 4ant 	la securite du are 5 L., 
Co 	 ou a'soff dele'gn : SY8 theSti 	 - /0 4.-  p 

(i) an invcstigation of whether the activity SC • Pqrs,(&'ff • 	iliPsid c,xvts4 ecz.mcot 	e c-so Monne 

	

' 	1 A, qu'ils/sgrlient/sules al l& fins suivantes-: ,v/j/  
0 A 	6&.• (i) toute enallidy visaut a /N.erifier si les 10 . 	. 

activites chotrivers.oNie solu:Aleiature 
.A • constituer des rieetAyoscknslejelid,,s.sidicuritk 

	

du Canada, au sens 	 de/  la Rai, . 
6  sur le Service canadien du renseignerkedt 

de securite, 

(ii) toute enquete visant etablir si l'une in 
des infractions ci-apres peut avoir ete 
commise : 

Threats to 
security 

Menaces a la 
securite 

2014, c 39 	9. On the first day on which both section 
254 of the Economic Action Plan 2014 Act, 
No. 2 and section 2 of this Act are in force, 
Schedule 3 to the Security of Canada In- 

(B) an offence under section 462.31 of 
the Criminal Code, if that investigation 
is related to a tetiOyirnbicizflence as 20 
defined in section 2 of ti{ 

-714s 	0 
(b) information setting out the

r, 
 qea,sonable.. 

//- grounds referred tom pa graph (a),'"-to)tie ft, 	. 
extent that any' itlixigsonnets iply on //1,,p  Prit, rvor teisme au sens de Particle 2 de 

C information referred killhatCp‘a, 	25 kit,' ',1 

COORDINATING AMENDMENT 941.1C' 
DISPO-SITIONSDE COORDINATION 

9. Des le premier jour ou Particle 254 de la 30 2014, ch. 39 
Loi le 2 sur le plan d'action economique de 
2014 et Particle 2 de la presente loi sont tous 
deux en vigueur, l'annexe 3 de la Loi sur la 

tity  
in,epts etablissant les motifs 

kt4ispinnables entiot?fids a Palinea a), dans la 
ces motifs sont fondes sur les 

Gyn&resmet'144vises cet alinea. 

(A) une infraction de terrorisme, au sens 
de Particle 2 du Code criminel, 

(B) une infraction prevue a Particle 
462.31 du Code criminel, si Penqudte 

cause est liee a tine infraction de 
cette 

20 

25 

Order in council 

8LS' Fry 
Pz. IS)  4,41 P-1 deo. 	/k, Pfi, COMING INotORtit;),  't Tye 80A/ 43/k-  9C 	/41)^ 

formation Sharing Act is amended by replac- 30 communication d'information ayant trait a la 
ing the reference to "Chief Public Health 
Offteeor", ins, 	2 with a reference to 
"Presiderip(ortteAnblic Health Agency of 
Canadalpc, AiS 6'04, 

ENTREE EN VIGUEUR 

10N1f),Seratnsic:251-and 5 tolikomeinp,35 10. (1) Les articles 2, 3 et 5 a 8 entrent en 
U/1/ i 	 C force on a dayjto 	ed"‘-br order of. the vigueur a la date fixee par decret. 

./ • 	(,/ 	,9 rto- Governor inZcounciF 	 •.-• 0  

l'C)/i)/1/ '140 	<A 

securite du Canada est modifiee par rem-
placement de la mention «L'administrateur 
en chef de la sante publique o, figurant dans 
la colonne 2, par «Le president de I'Agence 
de la sante publique du Canada ». 

10 	 Anti-terrorism, 2015 	 62-63-64 ELIZ. H 
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Order in council 	(2) Section 4 comes into force on a day to 
be fixed by order of the Governor in Council. 

Enactment 

Short title 

(2) L'article 4 entre en vigueur a la date 	Decret 

fixee par decret. 

follows: 

An Act to enhance security relating to 

11. The Secure Air Travel Act is enacted as 

transportation and to prevent air travel for 
the purpose of engaging in acts of 
terrorism 

SECURE AIR TRAVEL ACT 	
RFC

iitillUIRCl/Astiftpt DES 

PART 2 	 ok/si,C6T4RTIE 2 

Pk- iS3 C 	 tri  
S 	/S .DEPLA-c&EIVE *S AMENS 

5 Loi concernant a`ii49tatir„,e5ka:-suretfysiAant 5 

deplacemeki- 	tle-texte 	."1../0,c? 

QA,„ 	Se, 	"14,17-  AC>: htF 11'.f1E11,edfc,tee, 1ASLoi sur 	 Ediction 

perpetration d'actes de terrorisme 
&placements &rims /Snit roblCkcallitas, 
les transports '-etti8A'pr=e5014:04-ip„des_)/  

	

1 4 , 7 0 	,c?  

EDICTION 	 T.2, 

LIA/c,  

/. 

'IY/L u/V°  

SHORT TITLE 	 TITRE ABREGE 

1. This Act may be cited as the Secure Air 	1. Loi sur la sfirete des deplacements 	Titre abrege 

Travel Act. 	 10 aeriens. 	 10 

ENACTMENT OF ACT 

HER MAJESTY 	 SA MAJESTE 
Pob PA- • Binding on Her 

Majesty 	
2. This Act is binding OITCHer M4jesk in vfo, -.., ,_ 	2. La presents loi lie Sa Majeste du chef du 	Obligation de sa 

right of Canada or a province. 	̀-'40A, k'• 	Canada et des provinces. 	 Majeste 

C(Th  vS  0 t)tt' 

	

A. 	—,s,  , P7-6,-  •-c,9 INTERB. '',PAT-IQN 	6  t 	p /S4/ 	DEFINITIONS 
s"<-/YY 

 

	

I. 	PA„ 	° //y IY ,, /WI .  
Definitions 	3. The followingWrtifiqn,N applyt,in this Paa. i*icia'filiVioxis qui suivent s'appliquent a 	Definitions 

Act. 	 3̀04/   i0t-.4.' 8c, 	la pre'kente lo.f."- 'r/I 	r 4 , 	i lyi-- 
4 4 ii),9 ... 	'L.* 1 	 4/r)  

"air carrier" 	"air carrier" has the same meaning, '20/6 1-5V«Ipontrole » Svelltend/a6ens de Particle 4.7 de 15 «controle» 
aerien a 	subsection 3(1) of the AeronauticAlet'°U 0 	,I. ,.119oits,..#1:-.1'ae'ron autiqu''e. « transporteur 	 "screening" 

/VP 	 C-1/ 'Q' 0 

	

01? 	4./ 1 1 . S&'/..., 

	

441 7. Rtisste.»1,:a isteieta le en vertu du paragraphe 	. Hate . 
"aviation reservation system" has the same kg0) 	 "list" 

meaning as in subsection 3(1) of the Aero- 	 ,1 cep:  ,3  
nautics Act. 	 «ministre» Le mciastre de la Securite publique 	« ministie a 

et de la Protection civile. 	 20  "Minister" 

"aviation 
reservation 
system" 
<<systerne de 
reservation de 
services 
aeriens 

"list" 
a lisle a 

«personne inscrite» Personne dont le nom 
"list" means the list established under subsec- 20 figure sur la liste. 
tion 8(1). 

"listed person" "liAlcpiellaitycgeans a person whose name is 
«personne 
inscrite» on the list% 

1  
•winistee' 811v114- ter" 	ths) 	o6Puhlic Safety 	«systerne de reservation de services aeriens» 
«ministre» 	 PA 	/A4h 11)1 nagrAmergepcy rreparenne . 	 25 S'entend au sens du paragraphe 3(1) de la Loi 

SOA, Ott.4. 	 44-q 	sur l'aeronautiaue "scree-n* klia* Ciatne.meaning in sec4j9 	 • 
4.7 of the6;10:on 	Adi.1., 	C i'?- 	01? 

47 1  

kks 

"screening" 
«controle» 

«personne 
inscrite» 
"listed person" 

«systeme de 
reservation de 
services 
aeriens 
"aviation 
reservation 
system" 

«stirete des transports» S'entend au sens du 	«surete des 

paragraphe 4.81(0.1) de la Loi sur l'aeronau- 	transports ; ation  

tique. 	 25 security" 

3103(93/01) 
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"sterile area" 	"sterile area" has the same meaning as in section 	« transporteur aerien » S'entend au sens du 	« transpotteur 
«zone sterile» 3 of the Canadian Aviation Security Re la- 	paragraphe 3(1) de la Loi sur l'aeronautique. 	aarien» 

"air carrier" 
tions, 2012. 	 P 	It)  

IY frls,  °CPQ , 
aQ 

"transpottation "transportation security" has the same meaning 	« zone stArrie,V,'CntT,Ilau sens de l'article 3 du 	ozone sterile» 

«siirete des 	as in subsection 4.81(0.1) of the Aeronautics 5-ReglemenPeanWn,-;:de8 20A,2 sur la surete security" 	 "sterile area" 

MZ.( transports » 	Act. 	 & ,aeftenhe. 
1̀1?4 s'PA ''

S'  k)/1;v14i;S49  (//vo, 	5 

N 	4 	 ,„. '1?4,,t,
APPLICATION 	 So ' Y 0 7,,,.. cARLICATIOki ' 11C ' l'i, 

AVAIA"., -'• et/ 	 =s9 p.. 	 / 	AA/ 
tify 7" 

General rule 	4. (1) Subject to any regulations made under 	4. (17-Ssous reserve 114 ireglernentstrls. a/0  441e generate 
i 47  PA---, ' 	Ir.i .  this Act, this Act applies to all persons, both 	titre de lapresente'loi eelle-cts54,nlique a toute ' 

inside and outside Canada. 	 personne, au il .,41a. ou' 61 ' ,49ger:0 & /6,k— UP qif rjP  
41344,1;-'1 40/ ciG/4/ ,1 i Conflict of laws 	(2) Nothing in this Act is to be construed as 10 (2) La presente loi/ /pja jfa".T ofitii,effel),/ Condit de lois 

W 	(.7.1/,«.. requiring a person to contravene, or an aircraft d'obliger une personne a contreventr4ux '10%40 
C.?k,  to be operated in contravention of, a law of a d'un Etat &ranger auxquelles elle est soumise iii 

foreign state that applies to or in respect of the 	a imposer l'utilisation d'un aeronef en contra- 
person or aircraft. 	 vention avec les lois d'un Etat &ranger 

auxquelles son utilisation est soumise. 

Contraventions 	5. Every person who commits an act or 15 5. Quiconque est l'auteur a l'etranger d'un 15 Infractions 
outside Canada omission outside Canada that if committed in fait — acte ou omission—  qui, survenu au reTatgseres a  

Canada would be a contravFptionpV provision Canada, constituerait une contravention a une 
of this Act or its regulationsiheem'ell-to. have 	disposition de la presente loi ou de ses 
committed the act or omission in Va-4,04), kap.:(,b reglements est repute avoir commis cette 
the person may be 1p4!)ceedealCa0,140S:npfikTaklavention au Canada. Il peut etre poursuivi 20 
punished in the pla.-es,Airl,  ,g,Fat.,da where77811 e.titifli el  lieu du Canada ou it se trouve comme ii tr  
person is found, as iftftEcontcayention had beenA/PoblaldOe v tt.on y avait ete commise. 
committed in that plac'elS(4 1ib7- 'SCE'14,417 1C7 

77z. 
'Af 1,, 	r, No , 

AIR CARRIERS 	 TIONSPO*MUR AERIEN 
'- 'S is,, .fi'ir'i 

	

A - 	. v ,c•-• 	. it 
Duty—air 	6. (1) An air carrier that holds /tabadtan44  'v6.,./s(g-lk..transporteur aerien titulaire de 	Transporteur 

aviation documents, as defined in subsecltfqedatmigfik4fiatt5n canadicns au sens du obligation carriers 	 aerie 

3(1) of the Aeronautics Act, must comply with 'Ya:ragita/plie RTO;1a1Loi sur l'aeronautique est 25 ‘..,4„..„ 	,,c, 
the requirements of this Act and its regulations 	tenu, avant d'e-Iffigsel'un passager monter a bord ,..-6,  
before allowing any person to board an aircraft d'un aeronef ou de transporter une personne, de 
or transporting any person. 	 se conformer aux exigences de la presente loi et 

de ses reglements. 

Requirement to 	(2) An air carrier or operator of an aviation 30 (2) Le transporteur aerien et l'exploitant de 30 Obligation de 
provide 	 foumir des reservation system must, in accordance with this 	systemes de reservation de services aeriens sont information 	 renseignemems 

Acband itAisegulations, provide any information tenus de fournir, conformement a la presente loi 
that 	erred,.:10t,ref' 	to in the schedule to the 	et a ses reglements, les renseignements dont ils 
Aeronautresetct,`ar?d:ithat is in their control disposent a regard des personnes qui sont ou 

6 or  ' v6 r, ..." (-1  .0 ,concerning4esRersons who, are on board or 35 seront vraisemblablement a bord d'un aeronef 35 
aim giteraft for any pour tout vol et qui figurent a l'annexe de la Loi 

l'eli/A \IIVOR.. 
'10},- 	sur l'aeronautique. 

itlit, AlC7- 1;* N 

.90Asx9_0,41.0 to be *-sorit13,o 
Nfligtftp  1 
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(3) The Minister may at any time amend the 
list 

(3) Le ministre peut en tout temps modifier 	Modifications 
apportees a Ia 
liste 

Amendment of 
list 30 la liste pour : 
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MINISTER 	 MINISTRE 

7. The Minister may delegate his or her 	7Ake ministre peut deleguer les attributions 	Delegation 

powers, duties and functions under this Act to qui ITOLsorig'briferees sous le regime de la 
any officer or employee, or any class of officers 	presente loi a-urr,dirigegn ou un fonctionnaire, 
or employees, of the Department of Public -individuellern'ent dtratititre'dprn appartenance 

	

C:1/ , 	-k.)8 
Safety and Emergency Preparedness. 	 telkeOgorie de krstgeg,, ,Trtinistere de Ia 5 

/Alt, 	z  . tin', 
Abligne et ae ia-Crotection 

'&01, bib?' 8. (1) The Minister may establish a list on 	8. 40 Legiimstee;',1reut etabhr ittne lisZeisur 

	

4.c 	in. 	V 	v 	
Liste 

which is placed the given name, the surname, 	laquelle iritherit-te`smomi ,tp.prenom de..toute 
any known alias, the date of birth and the personnee4c9o1116-"n4(Oindrel''mil-it' nt qu'elle 

C gender of any person who the Minister has utilise, ainsi qu'-eCsai„datel de naisanee,"et son 10 

	

0 	. 	kA , 
reasonable grounds to suspect will 	10 sexe — dont it a des"in12!).fst favonlYablfs'idepi 

	

4/. 	Al' 4, soupconner qu'elle : (a) engage or attempt to engage in an act that 
would threaten transportation security; or 	a) soit participera ou tentera de panic pea 

(b) travel by air for the purpose of commit- un acte qui menacerait la stirete des trans- 

	

ting an act or omission that 	 ports; 	 15 

b) soit se deplacera en aeronef clans le but de (i) is an offence under section 83.18, 83.19 15 
: or 83.2 of the Criminal Code or an offence 	commettre un fait—acte ou omission—qui  

referred to in paragraph (c) of the defini- 	(i) constitue une infraction visee aux 
tion "terrorism offencAin-segiiin 2 of that 	articles 83.18, 83.19 ou 83.2 du Code 
Act, or 	 kis 4c.,  /0,, 	 criminel ou a Palinea c) de la definition de 20 

ArN 	S 	 o infraction de terrorisme » a Particle 2 de (ii) if it were committed in CMfada-, 
constitute an ortence re,f_eed 	f ey 	 SO,st e loi, _ 	t,-/  - 

paragraph (i). P• 	p 	 1-Ai 	/I 

	une 
Po 	e it commis au Canada, constitue- 

/44,i  'fait une des infractions mentionnees au 

	

10,A 	/ele 

/ 	OP 17 
4 	sous-altnea ( iy /0,, 	 25 

0 	$'<-) 

	

(2) The Minister must review-the,,list teVy-Sp(2)1Tous les quatre-vmgt-dix jours, le minis- 	Examen 
periodique de la 

	

90 days to determine whether the grounits4or4„.1 tre egamine4la„ liste afin de determiner si les 	liste 
which each person's name was added to the 11st12:5,404-rdtifs'isiur'lksic0146,s'est base pour inscrire le 

Li 	//c) 	1-1PA under subsection (1) still exist and whether the nom de cham.ie perSonne en vertu du paragraphe 
Cr,  0 person's name should remain on the list. The (1) existent encofeset si le nom de la personne 30 

review does not affect the validity of the list. 	devrait demeurer sur la liste. L'examen est sans 
effet sur la validite de Ia liste. 

Delegation 

List 

Review of list 

(a) byigeleting the name of a person and all 
ktrnatioracrgating to them if the grounds 
for wiithlOeiraqe was added to the list no 
longeflaisOitTro, ° y 

/S)Efr, 	8s, ' 	Cs, 
Sok,. (Akby changing/the itifonati&relating to a 35 

P 	• 	- //VP 1̀71/ 	 0 149,d pe$on, 	Op "IC), 'TS° 11)07.. 	 irtiA  
rio  

111 4 

11/ 

a) soit enlever le nom d'une personne de la 35 
liste ainsi que tout renseignement la visant, si 
les motifs pour lesquels le nom a ete inscrit 
sur la liste n'existent plus; 

h) soit modifier les renseignements visant 
une personne inscrite. 	 40 

3103(93/01) 
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Directions 

Exemption from 
Statutory 
Instruments Act 

DIRECTIONS 	 DIRECTIVES 

9. (1) The Minister may direct an air carrier 	$,(1) it,c ministre peut enjoindre a un 	Directives 
to take a specific,  reasonable and necessary trangilf4,00Otesi,seuc,,de prendre la mesure 
action  to prevent a listed person from engaging raisonnahle etAnccessa5e qu'il precise  en vue 

-le r, '..) c),- 64- - in any act set out in subsection 8(1) and may idZeviter qtruffe-personne inscgte commette les 
- 47..14,- 	'6.3. 	'11k- ‘-'07...-,  make directions respecting, in particular, 	0-6,4cIes).tyises au parairaphe--.8,(1.). "IP.0-ut en outre 5 /....)A 	/4//--- f:/i".... i ,),, P --. Iiii,/donerats directivesirelativeg.cnotamVent: (a) the denial of transportation to a person; or IY,s- ' ki?,-, 4. 	--f 1 -fvfAa i..  ?in  rity.. 01 i Li ta--. Soh 

d),,tau,renis-de trauTorter une 	
iv 

,‘*. (b) the screening of a person before they 	''''.4-.S' .,,,,/ /0,-.1/  $4/ I 	v„ir  i vo,,,,, 
enter a sterile area of an airport or board an 	b) au controbdoriOune nitnpne fait rbjet LI'? Av , , 	'.--.,.) 
aircraft. 	 avant d eritfer dap, 	sterileunivorf 	de 

Or.,. A , 	kS'k- _ 	i l'aeroport ou creak:Ater adprd-{L'ilp,aeropef. 10 
.-100A  ,' So v',4,14..., .1- 0/ 

(2) A direction made under subsection (1) is 10 (2) Est soustraite a l'applieation"de.A.fritsp:s, Loi sur les textes 

exempt from the appliCation of the Statutory 	les textes reglementaires toute directive dontise 	reglementaires 

Instruments Act. 	 en vertu du paragraphe (1). 

COLLECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF 	COLLECTE ET COMMUNICATION DES 
INFORMATION 	 RENSEIGNEMENTS 

Assistance to 	10. The following persons or entities may 	10. Les personnes et entites ci-apres peuvent 	Aide au ministre 
Minister 	assist the Minister in the administration and 	assister le ministre dans l'application et l'exe- 15 

enforcement of this Act, inclUdingttly(collecting 15 cution de la presente loi, notamment par la 
', information from, and disclosing 1. inf9 I'M'.  atiovo, 	collecte de renseignements aupres de lui ou de 

the Minister and each other: Acc,.. So  O ens.,  personnes ou entites et par la communica- 
'S'A 	',96, 	7',*,„ tiontide renseignements a celui-ci ou a celles-ci : (a) the Minister oqrangtorf; 

.• p .1 A 	.4.c.) 	 P.4?,/ ° °Al", _ P 	ce)vie mintsys des Transports; 	 20 (b) the Minister 6,-krzeng1:0 and/Immigra- 0,ci,4; IC „., 	7,t,/,..., `' ta tion; 	 ") —A,/, vA .ei  7 .-c,c:;;r9C, i_..abs, 20 11,5-1176-4-MA.Ntsr  ye la Citoyennete et de 
`.. c' 	" 'Of - 	/V limmidation:•"vt),  (c) a member of the RoykIkVanadia'rip  1/4,-..41. - ..--,'' /0/2? 

Mounted Police or a civilianigeinpPeCor 8%)` tilveembre de la Gendarmerie royale du 
that police force; 	 oN4- 4-1 4 C/§natatfirnAmembre du personnel civil de 

1;),.., 
Den a. 

	

,''' 4 0, 	 25 (d) the Director or an employee of the ci/V, - ''-'1?-?'4 , '11." .,' 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service; 	25 d) le difgc%tkgd un employe du Service 

canadien du renignement de securite; (e) an officer or employee of the Canada 
Border Services Agency; and 	 e) un dirigeant ou un employe de l'Agence 

(J) any other person or entity prescribed by 	des services frontaliers du Canada; 

regulation. 	 f) toute autre personne ou entite reglemen- 30 
taire. 

Disclosure 	iii)(401kfo section 12, the Minister may 30 11. Sous reserve de l'article 12, le ministre 	Communication 
discloseliCidma9.081,11tained in the exercise or peut communiquer des renseignements obtenus 
p.erformanceofcl'thOlipigIcy'Apowers, duties or dans l'exercice des attributions qui lui sont 

,s7ifikktiezps unaerStl)i,s, ,faAhee.94urposes of conferees au titre de la presente loi si la 35 
p 	traAslotatjejn secunWroy.--the4Wereptilipc.,-of the communication a pour but d'assurer la sfirete 

trave referx daosin paragrap , 	, q,-, fly .35 des transports ou de prevenir un deplacement '.1-' l 	iej 	• 	()%°$(19C5) l'I)  t 
" fiVAI•  ,s4 	0,_): Al, 	."' 	

11 11041 L- vise a Palinea 8(1)b). 
lc?:  wo, z.- . 	

maven  1-• Foreign states 	12. The 4Mifilterrit7ipto a written 'T 12. Le ministre peut conclure une eaten- 	Rats strangers 
arrangementZ4i,e10 4to tlfe:.9disel'opre of to ecrite portant sur la communication de 40 
information referredittlALseefo 0,104111 the renseignements vises a Particle 11 avec le 

..9 
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gouvernement d'un Etat etranger ou l'une de ses 
institutions, ou un organisme international; it ne 
peti?"0rimimiquer tout ou partie de la liste a cet 
Etat etrldtige;:s2Ilutte institution ou a cet 

L11/ 5 organisme4riterntonal 643,1e conformement a 

Minister of 
Transport 

government of a foreign state, an institution of 
such a government or an international organiza-
tion and may only disclose the list, in whole or 
in part, to the state, institution or organization in 
accordance with the arrangement. 

13. The Minister of Transport may, for th&. --
purposes of assisting the Minister in the 
administration and enforcement of this Act, 

(a) disclose the list to air carriers and to 
operators of aviation reservation systems; 	10 

(b) collect from air carriers and operators of 
aviation reservation systems any information 
referred to in the schedule to the Aeronautics 
Act that is in their control and that relates to a 
listed person; 	 15 

(c) disclose to air carriers any direction made 
by the Minister under section 9; and  

5 

Ministre des 
-̀̀ )Y.4.• 	Y.4 	• / 	Transports eatipn et ilexecution de la pros nteClya, v 

ministreides 	ofes 4peut : 
0A" fr• 	4C7- 

a) comiplipi et la-qrste,,,atik?, ansporteurs 10 
• aeriens et at&Dwildapts ter:,-systeines de 

reservation de servieUieiva'n4 
"1 

4, 4:j Co/ 
11/7- b) recueillir aupres des transporteu/ rgigerrs9 

et des exploitants de systemes de reseniarnin 
de services aeriens des renseignements vises 15 
a l'annexe de la Loi sur l'aeronautique qu'ils 
detiennent et qui portent sur une personne 
inscrite; 

eette entente.SS 	cIS,/ 
7 J -I 

Lic3AWnd.'assist
b
er 

c) communiquer aux transporteurs aeriens 
toute directive donnee en vertu de l'article 9; 20 

Canada Border 
Services Agency 

(d) disclose information collected from air 
carriers and operators ofiavia.tien'ikeiservation 

	

‘LiV, Up 	 - systems to the Minister and 1*.rany,tithey 20 d) communiquer au ministre et a toute autre 
.,,e, '41/c,. '-'12) person or entity refe ed to in se:etion1 /4:4 	a personne ou entite visee a Particle 10 les 

'-'` 	P 

	

S 	/1/4s.-..4:, 	S 	'kik- (i'Enseignements recueillis aupres des trans- 
° 	Pp, 	/ /A „ . 

	

A 	-1 p 	,94g. 	
/ 4,/ 	p,ost.eurs/6eriens et des exploitants de syste- 

0 r- A 

	

q de-roes 	de services aeriens. 	25 
0/vA, 01- "•• r+ 

4-• 	r, •- 	— 67-4,, "lut , 1(-. 
14. The Canada Border Sotvyes- /A:gen4 	14. L'Wgence-Vcte, services frontaliers du 

may assist the Minister in the Riclrif'iit'iista6its, dgriada peutlaViSter i%inistre dans l'applica- 
and enforcement of this Act, includinkvp iS)"' ilaliqt?-lelexeQution de la presente loi, notam- 

°Ai'AA• 44 me' • ' vriP4:,N`j. LA (a) by disclosing to the Minister and to any125 --/- ' -4'.- ' 
0 	0 	CG   

A--,  other person or entity referred to in section 10 	a) c trt ique'N.1 4 ministre et a toute autre 30 
information in respect of a listed person that 	personne o Cefee visee a Particle 10 les 
is collected from air carriers and operators of 	renseignements recueillis aupres des trans- 
aviation reservation systems; and 	 porteurs aeriens et des exploitants de syste- 

Agence des 
services 
frontaliers du 
Canada 

(b) by disclosing to air carriers and to 30 
operators of aviation reservation systems that 
the name of a passenger is the same as that of 
Ostedcp_erson. 

Alt L„ "roc, 
kS' 

lCC '~SC30Sy
iit•fr 	 7-/-/ C'S/ Sok) 4.9-• 	7-0 / . Pz2 S UA,,,_ 

P. -,:.,' LA i-AiktITNISTRATIVit RECOURSE' 
`YS 	'A? ).k" s, 	i•?4,1 '`-• /-•• ,q0.. f. i t.: 

	

, 4/(-19'Ail_istee&rson who lil'geen-cferuebt 	15. (1) La personne inscrite ayant fait l'objet Application to 	Cli§. 
Minister 	 4:I ct, 	i/r,, .° A- 	• 1V,c7 "ilk) , 	, transportahopi)sk-alift5snitVoyza directioreTade/35cl un refus de transport a la suite d'une directive 

	

under sect2n, Otirray, •fthin:,-.7667--das after the 	donne en vertu de Particle 9 pcut, dans les 
' p 	. 4 	‘..iv.c., -̀',., o 

Ofy /1 i'W 	to `'&/G 4 
/It 10A/ / Cif? 

S 

mes de reservation de services aeriens portant 
sur les personnes inscrites; 	 35 

b) communiquer aux transporteurs aeriens et 
aux exploitants de systemes de reservation de 
services aeriens le fait que le nom d'un 
passager est le meme que celui d'une 
personne inscrite. 	 40 

RECOURS ADMINISTRATIF 

Demande de 
radiation 
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day on which they are denied transportation, 	soixante jours suivant le refus, demander par 
apply in writing to the Minister to have their ecrit au ministre que son nom soit radie de la 
name removed from the list. 1 i s t 0,5, 	Pii)(,....,"1 

v-115)1.• 	k,,„ Exceptional 	(2) If the Minister is satisfied that there are 	(2) Leimniatre, sqbest convaincu qu'il existe 	Prolongation 
circumstances 	 "r,,  v6 r)...:'-)  P exceptional circumstances that warrant it, the 54des circonstatIc,5ess,ft.  ceipitit,o,nite.6llefse,  le justifiant, 5 

• i• i." Minister may extend the time limit set out in Supeuttagolonger le deal vise/au parayraphe (1). 
subsection (1). 	 p 'I)/ A  '.." PA, 	" j  /41p 	)/17A  iV/)... I): 	'°1 

1C:)' Va16.07.-...C.L  S' 	
atio -iC),..•  "kg 4 tAi Representations 	(3) The Minister must afford the applicant a 	(3)4A, ministreekeorde au cremancleitigka Observations 

reasonable opportunity to make representations. possibilittkilezaiiii:gdes"jAgepvations7 ivAlet b/0,,i, i..) 	•'" 
Application to 	/0c5/ 	z, (4) On receipt of the application, the Minister 10 (4) Ala me:v.1i n"...clea ottbanu7'd  elkle.ministre 	Decision du 
Minister  must decide whether there are still reasonable 	decide s'il existe &lire dels/trioviktgi=4bles 10 ministre  

'41 )^, 'Li/ SN. : iVkA .1 4n grounds to maintain the applicant's name on the qui justifient l'inscription` dimwit mrdemanaeur4 
' v• 	' r 4;44,..„"ksiVt.c, list. 	 sur la liste. 	 „--ce. ,-, 

QS Notice of 	(5) The Minister must give notice without 	(5) Le ministre donne sans delai au deman- 	Avis de la 
decision to 
applicant 	delay to the applicant of any decision made in 15 deur un avis de la decision qu'il a rendue decision au 

respect of the application. 	 relativement a la demande. 	 15 

Deemed decision 	(6) If the Minister does not make a decision 	(6) S'il ne rend pas sa decision dans les 	presomption 
in respect of the application within 90 days after 	quatre-vingt-dix jours suivant la reception de la 
the day on which the application is received, or demande, ou dans tout autre delai supplemen-
within any further period tavd, 6:09./6.  on by 20 taire convenu par le ministre et le demandeur, le 
the Minister and the applicant, trie3,tlyIiii%tis-0 	ministre est repute avoir decide de ne pas radier 20 
deemed to have decided not tactentaVeottei) &de la liste le nom du demandeur. 
applicant's name from tRg114st, 	̀-- '„9 	PA/  r  Cs 

6' to 	',,r 4S ti  

	

Al4E-‘445 ,.'S1%/yA).'1'? (A- 	
Illip  0,c?„ Cl. ?RAPPEL 

Extension 

Decisions under 	
'S<)41  (p'k "- 6'.? 	'144 7.-/ 	C 2-  

this Act 	 is -). C-1,/c) 	. 

	

16. (1) This section appliekresperZt`p an k. 16. (1P/Le prespit article s'applique a toute 	Decisions au 
A,-.... (. A/ 	".• ,/ I appeal of any direction made under...spawn/WS detnande d'a ape d'u* directive donnee en titre de la 

presente loi / 	 4 1  - '''.7% /N ""112'./ , 	• and any decision made under section,SiNr.1-544,  vkrtu de4article 9 et d'une decision du ministre 
the Minister. 	 fr'Oic:,/i,, 4-113,0s/ev'S'afic.itttiVE'd(sarticles 8 ou 15. 

-7-11-1/Th / S'i 111 11,7 	gt 
	25 

Application 	(2) A listed person who has been denied `41,(2) 11? persofiileonscrite ayant fait l'objet 	Demande 
- S' transportation as a result of a direction made 	d'un refus deAi  trnansiio,rt a la suite d'une directive 

under section 9 may appeal to a judge only after 30 donnee en vertu de 'article 9 peut presenter a un 
a decision referred to in section 15 is rendered 
and within 60 days after the earlier of 

(a) the day on which the notice of the 
decision referred to in subsection 15(5) is 
received, and 	 35 

(b) heiclabort-which the Minister is deemed 
to hav'ecaid0 deoi6on under subsection 

' 
Sur, 

q pe'SPII9 subse
O  P /z),iT 	 ctiotrdp, icald?Frs9,%may 	(3) Malgre le paragraphe (2), une personne 

'9a kcal '%Iiiii(aSy.,Nfurther timellthat,afiglge irliy440 peut presenter une demande d'appel dans le 
befoValf 3,1ftdr.- he &of those 60kdays, Tfiitlior delai supplementaire qu'un juge peut, avant ou 

')/0 allow. 	‘ 	 1,/ 	 /Ores l'expiration de ces soixante jours, fixer ou 
accorder. 	 40 

AW.15(6). 	 vCS/  

juge une demande d'appel de la decision visee 
l'article 15 dans les soixante jours suivant: 	30 

a) soit la reception de l'avis vise au para-
graphe 15(5); 

b) soit, si elle est anterieure, la date a laquelle 
le ministre est repute avoir rendu sa decision 
en application du paragraphe 15(6). 	35 

Dolai 
supplementaire 

tiIq 
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Determination 	(4) If an appeal is made, the judge must, 	(4) Des qu'il est saisi de la demande, le juge 

	

reasonable on the basis of the information 	de JPInforrilktion dont il dispose. 

	Decision 

	

without delay, determine whether the decision is 	decide si la decision est raisonnable compte tenu 

available to the judge. 	 ' -'fris,  -' /0A  , k9s,t. 
ile 	1110 ,--,:--0 A.,,. 	.. 

(5) If the judge finds that a decision made yg.,(5) S'il eizri1 /4§luticque'-'1a (decision visee a 
/ %„/h Irc, 

under section 15 is unreasonable, the judge maySokati'qe 15 n'est9plbrafslinna le; & juge peut 
order that the appellant's name be removed fronctotklqwe'Nradiation diu 	kappelAt-de la 4..- 1.- 	- r 7-, 
the list. 	 ' Are, 6?' 07' l''''S 	1/1/2 lt- IV ' .1191/ 	''C ,' Cei)c 	9,v, 14/0 Procedure 	 i ss , 1 /0 L PA, (6) The following provisions apply to ap- 	(6) Les keg es 41-apres 'appliquerirtaux/04Toeedete 
peals under this section: 	 10 appels vises,' aU/Rescnt&aiticle :BTU 

h`-'' A'10vs,,, 

	

(a) at at any time during a proceeding, the 	a) a tout momefikpetidalt *instaRee., e;La la 10 
4 1‘ 	• / .C,  ‘-?/tio. • . 1 I r-, 

	

judge must, on the request of the Minister, 	demande du ministre; ,loi ige,(04it, terfml..une4 

	

hear information or other evidence in the 	audience a huis clos et-  en l'absenice";,,e3 

	

absence of the public and of the appellant and 	l'appelant et de son conseil dans le cas oil& 
their counsel if, in the judge's opinion, its 15 divulgation des renseignements ou autres 

	

disclosure could be injurious to national 	elements de preuve en cause pourrait porter 15 

	

security or endanger the safety of any person; 	atteinte, selon lui, a la securite nationale ou a 
la securite d'autrui; 

Removal from 
list Radiation de la 

5  liste 

(b) the judge must ensure the confidentiality 
of information and other evidence provided 	b) il lui incombe de garantir la confidentialite 
by the Minister if, in theitdge,ls4ipinion, its 20 des renseignements et autres elements de 
disclosure would be injure kiss. tP(riational 	preuve que lui fournit le ministre et dont la 20 

"''&/`.•-•,, '-Ss.s,,., security or endanger the safety0annersoruj 	divulgation porterait atteinte, selon lui, a la 

the dud )s )".(securite nationale ou a la securite d'autrui; (c) throughout the PiProceeding, the,sjudeefsk,„ :-\i/s, 67 ,,,_ 	ItS`r.z, ._ 	. 	try  
must ensure that thWappellant AS provideclw., i're)filvedle,tout au long de l'instance a ce que Pp 	L.-si ,, ••1,9 
with a summary oPi316ortilat)g Lallds,other 25(:),Tsoectum a /1(a,' ppelant un resume de la 

'ix! 7-, -Ir 7- 1.& evidence that enables the/kW. liApsoicalt 	preuvOiqurne.mmporte aucun element dont 25 
informed of the Minister's casebtft-thkoes 41  Oa divuliall6ivpoReAl atteinte, selon lui, a la /c.,, 	-P-,... not include anything that, in1 the yidge' 	secunte. nationale ou la securite d'autrui et 

141k- --'4: 	. ,...•,...  
opinion, would be injurious to nafigna14.1 	4:i,erniefl l'appelant d'etre suffisamment 

114, 	GA ,. 	A ,,. security or endanger the safety of any persont>90  Uforme .4.41p,theAF du ministre a l' egard de 
i if disclosed; 	 •l'instancgeptica(fse; 	 30 

••0&'.,-;')  
(d) the judge must provide the appellant and 	d) il donne a 'f,appelant et au ministre la 
the Minister with an opportunity to be heard; 	possibilite d'etre entendus; 

(e) the judge may receive into evidence 
anything that, in the judge's opinion, is 35 
reliable and appropriate, even if it is inad-
missible in a court of law, and may base a 
etision%,that evidence; 

Li V49/ (f) th rjCags, 	„base a decision on 
iitipformaticApsoiPetlyec KiLizyce even if a 40 

wsilOnary of `habiifofna.  *pri9Opoher 
dencela not been #ntitcled {dl the 

RSC '1441)- 	'Alk" 4yvilf,the40.dge-detennines thafdlormatjo 
s, 	/nA 	tz'A • or othei.  0#fence/pp yidesi b the Mk after /0„5, 

not rele1/49, s erty:riithdraws the 45 
information orC ,15)phek i Siptl,gPrfifue not 

v71 is/  

e) it peut recevoir et admettre en preuve tout 
element — mane inadmissible en justice — 
qu'il estime digne de foi et utile et peut 35 
fonder sa decision sur celui-ci; 

j) it peut fonder sa decision sur des rensei-
gnements et autres elements de preuve meme 
si un resume de ces derniers n'est pas foumi a 
l'appelant; 	 40 

g) s'il decide que les renseignements et 
autres elements de preuve que lui fournit le 
ministre ne sont pas pertinents ou si le 
ministre les retire, il ne peut fonder sa 

3103(93/01) 
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Definition of 
"judge" 

Protection of 
information on 
appeal 

base a decision on that information or other 	decision sur ces renseignements ou ces 
evidence and must return it to the Minister; 	elements de preuve et it est tenu de les 

1 " ` “. 	• • ..._ . and 	 rer‘ve /*Tints u-e, 

(h) the judge must ensure the confidentiality 	h) il lulSincrtnnVetkgarantir la confidentialite 

	

'Alifl  e` 	1-1,  of all information or other evidence that the 5 z.,.des re s igneme.As•tel)tEtres elements de 5 
Minister withdraws. 	 Sc. preuye que le 'mini e re re e instance. (..,- t,,, 	041 • Alt' ti 6' l'i• 

	

914. . 	ne "ell/A  ilibp 
(7) In this section, "judge" means the Chiefii,c, 7f3ku present article «i  we »%-s),e4tencr'-du 	Definition de 

	

(") , "i rs 5 	5 A -i 
IFY kJ( A . ' 0 r '''' •V Justice of the Federal Court or a judge of that ju evelapchcf.'del.ita,_ACG-0.  ,,,ur.AtederateOlcO:i.julii,dvi3/ «juge» 

Court designated by the Chief Justice. 	cette juridietion desie'yaricielui-ci. 	07- 	0, 

	

.1 
 — 	1  
, 	 i  J r, 	S' 1-, 	 i-, 17. Section 16 applies to any appeal of a 10 17. L'articte41.6 slappliquefAave0e4(a,dapta- 10 Protection des 

decision made under that section and to any tions necessaires,94?0-610.,ccip.'keixi3n-r4Adue rapsie,eir e"ts a  
further appeal, with any necessary modifica- au titre de cet article efli771014t/apTYek„subi6414P 
tions. 	 ' c.:1C 

 
.'`,..9 C  

GENER AMES GENERAL 

18. Despite any other Act of Parliament, the 	18. Malgre toute autre loi federale, le minis- 	Destruction des 

Minister of Transport must destroy any informa- 15 tre des Transports detruit dans les Sept jours 	renseignements 

tion received from an air carrier or an operator 	suivant leur obtention les renseignements recus 15 
of an aviation reservation system within seven 	de tout transporteur aerien ou exploitant de 
days after the day on which • is reesived, unless 	systemes de reservation de services aeriens, sauf 
it is reasonably required for tke2p,u o'?espf this 	s'ils sont raisonnablement necessaires pour 
Act. 	 47_64,-20 l'application de la pre'sente loi. 

Cse,, 
19. For greater certaityeothing iftV Acr,c/L., ClkIl est entendu que la presente loi ne porte 20 Maintien des 

limits or prohibitp8V4  dalfsetion, uskofjvc7 acynenietatteinte a la collecte, l'utilisation 
disclosure of any infoiltatidnrif# Collection A- 	Qpmniateation de renseignements par . 4 	 /VA 	•,(4o use or disclosure is otherwiRe+VawfuE'c 	ailleursilicites.. 7.4  

1„. 	
1 0 , 

INTERDICTIONS 
14? 	4j  20. (1) It is prohibited to disclose tnee)4ist,'2.- 4r, 

V  
u5(1(),III1&&t interdit de communiquer la 	Interdiction— 

except as required for the purposes of sectioittl'fi-life,,Sauf 14.6i4,444cation des articles 10 a 14. 25 liste  
10 to 14. 	 "Y 

` C 

: (a) for the purposes of sections 10 to 16; 	30 inscrite, sauf dans les cas suivants  

(b) as required to enforce any law of Canada 
or a province or to carry out a lawful activity; 

(c".P67441scp,i_.!rpose of complying with a 
subpdeffai6rA  Oar-Lent issued or order made 
by a cfnitkp' 'Am ai4olly with jurisdiction to 35 (2. - 	--/- ›. 	eTh sv ,Ii) 1,e,sgi el thffro diurstio'no in t  formation or for 

p ki,5)  Ae tiFpose of coiniiilying44kr411i,of court 
'1•:()%, i'l r'  . c:.?.. "--,Ysryel'atifit p3 e (production frinfoprpripn, of, 

'IV 	C-;. ch).c., 	'9)>O? L1'4 (d) fit!..thesase- eran individual/disclose ..,.. 	of A 	v 1„,..,. 	L. -?.. 	/r), 

	

that he or shtis or-,Ps a Ifged person:- 	40.--r , i 
PO 	A' 

1'4 

Information 
destruction 

Rights preserved 

Prohibition—
list 

C 8 
PROHIBITIONS 4 " 

droits 

(2) It is prohibited to disclose whether or not 	(2) Il est interdit de communiques le fait 
any individual is or Was a listed person, except qu'une personne est ou a etc une personne 

Prohibition— 	 Interdiction— 
general 	 general 

a) pour l'application des articles 10 a 16; 

h) si cela est necessairc pour le respect des 30 
lois federales ou provinciales ou pour la tenue 
d'activites licites; 

c) en conformite avec un subpoena, un 
document ou une ordonnance d'un tribunal, 
d'une personne ou d'un organisme ayant le 35 
pouvoir de contraindre a la production de 
renseignements ou avec des regles de proce-
dure se rapportant a la production de 
renseignements; 

C 

S 
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d) si une personne communique le fait 
qu'elle-meme est ou a ete une personne 
4-1.. • inscrite. rro 

"jfrSr, 	-, Prohibition— 	(3) Despite subsection (2), it is prohibited for 	(3) Malgre)jo,p t  graphe (2), it est interdit a 	Interdiction -- 
air carriers 	vo rA 4-1  P . 	 - transporteur an air carrier or an operator of an aviation ,yciut transporteur aert-eri et)-adolit exploitant de D aerien irt - 	'''.0.,c‘ -- • 1 /1*-. 	6/..: 	r • reservation system to disclose any informationSo,syste,Tes de reservation deAserviees,„aenens de 

,,,, tr / 	- A':)„.1  , 	'-' /Az,-. /17), "Rth . • relating to a listed person, or whether or not anyk- conimuniquer tout renseignementdelatifya une 
individual is or was a listed person, except 	•-•7Y.- ' 	' 4P 5 personne-ifiserite.We fait-47/1fille'  -,p!erg(51In'erecgt,' 

	

willsz-, - tfiC)- 	rf,fi .. • 	' /km, / .1 A 

	

ou a ete4trje,..perg,9,nne-14§cnte, saur .-9,1 	VO/Q‘ (a) for the purposes of sections 6, 13 and 30; 	 7., 	rti.op  ,, z., 	'-- 7-   
or 	 a) poutilZappikatIon-dmartierk0, 13 et 30; 10 

p(, '-', 4:  ' 	/1„/ 	i)... 
(b) for the purpose of complying with a 	b) en con fornr4fraveci mriSruh.pothal,/ un 

	

' / fi ' .̀1 - 	4c) subpoena or document issued or order made 	document ou une ordolihanee(atin-tribunwl 

	

,v- 	' % i ' 	"iti• by a court, person or body with jurisdiction to 10 d'une personne ou d'un organisme*et, teS' 
compel the production of information or for 	pouvoir de contraindre a la productionre 
the purpose of complying with rules of court 	renseignements ou avec des regles de proce- 15 
relating to the production of information. 	dure se rapportant a 'la production de 

renseignements. 

Prohibition— 	21. (1) If a direction made under section 9 	21. (1) Il est interdit a toute personne dont le 	Interdiction— 
persons and 

	

requires a person to be screened, that person 15 controle est exige par une directive donnee en 	Personnel et 
goods biens 

must not enter or remain inm airtie or sterile vertu de Particle 9 de monter ou de demeurer a 20 
area unless the person permitPkejedknsb  or bord d'un aeronef ou de penetrer ou de 
screenings, to be carried out as ricwirl'cksb4the L., demeurer dans une zone sterile a moins qu'elle 
direction, of 	/rk' , 	(-`e -  L'A-  '-' e-.,  onsente aux c ntroles exi es par la 

t347, vik%--- 	&& 1- tilp - c.", 	 ° 	g   ‘ 0 	- irecti've:p , (a) their person; pr ey r 	Ai_ 	.//9,Q. /Tit, ivo, ,. 
•49r- t.'1  l'y ll  4 (b) the goods that the-Ofson *ends tat•dAye - 	q,),49:  itYd4ea p'er)s,9nne; 	 25 
I /OA . t A ‘: or have placed on board tl4vgiork-ssalds th -- b) soh deisc,b,ierkS)/qou:elle se propose d'em- 

case may be, the goods that til's'es'pe'rs'en vh"as 	if<Verter ou de/placer dbord de l'aeronef ou, 
f >, 'VA, -",,) ,S>,_ 1 =1 / ,.. taken or has had placed on board-tlfc/Fafirsrall , 	•scion,tieocas, des biens qu'elle y a déjà 

4 ,11 	' VlYk f 	 - 
or has taken into the sterile area. 	"11114.125 4.cemporgisii  od..glaces ou qu'elle a emportes a T5 	

le  fici*euvA10ai-zgie sterile. 	. 	30 op,/ tits‘  
Prohibition— 	(2) If a direction made under section 9 	(2) Il est mterdit-aux transporteurs aeriens de 	Interdiction- --‘,3  

trariesnpsorteurs 
Interdiction— 

air carriers 	requires a person to be screened, an air carrier 	transporter une personne sans qu'elle ait subi les 
must not transport that person unless they have controles exiges par une directive dorm& en 
been screened in accordance with the direction. 	vertu de Particle 9. 

22. A person must not wilfully obstruct any 30 22. Il est interdit d'entraver Obstruction 

person who is exercising or performing their 
powers, duties or functions under this Act. 

Contraventi on 1? .1.2.3. (1) Ekrysperse--,n/Eyheivtravenes sec-
i.„'9 //tio14:,4-20 or 21 tori ikdifekcion.4110.61e, under 

made fir t -,YS 	 '41C 1YA' 
punishableqnisurRtirefinvv,etion. 	c)/0 

mau4i9d "f",( hit, CA%••,iQ guilty oloki oh:RI/19e 
/10P gli)r4 	provisiciiTof -14yrettiNion 	35 

OFMWES3=k1•83 PUNISHMENT 

Ai /00  

Cr,  'I's' Op 

xi 

deliberement 35 Entrave 

]'action d'une personne exereant ses attributions 
au titre de la presente loi. 

INFRACTIONS ET PEINES 

23. (1) Quiconque contrevient aux articles 6, 	Contravention 

20 ou 21, a. une directive dorm& en vertu de 
]'article 9 ou a toute disposition d'un reglement 40 
pris en vertu de la presente loi est coupable 
d'une infraction punissable sur declaration de 
culpabilite par procedure sommaire. 
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(a) an indictable offence; or 	
Iii9/ -'(-1  a)sol4 aemise &accusation; (b) an offence punishable on summary con- 	

0_p• 0)'- viction. 	 5Y. -'1!;) soit par-pfuedur4y,Qmaaiw. 	 5 
... 	/0 	P -1°.  -4i / 

individuals 
Punishment- 

	

	(3) An individual who is convicted of autp,"1- 4(.31)/3L'aftyrsonne phils,,,it, leAarpetapupable 	Peines: 
indictable offence under subsection (2) is liable tril'ene 'Cii-iffadtIZT„visee atr Igarag a0e (2.k.. personnel

physiques 

	

(..... V 	- "1' '''•  

to a fine of not more than $5,000 or to 	punissable,s, suript5ciaratii 	de c 	irc,  1/441j11 41A1 /     WAi , 6r--%, , 	 ,.... 

imprisonment for a term of not more than one mise en a,sctfia;t15nNatet Ovitprisonnement 0/S:' 
year, or to both. 	 10 maximal d'.‘itiAtc-letame aikende (kaximale de 10 

5 000 $ ou l'une Ee'ckèsiikes.8 /G14-4/1 

	

641/•/,-)  Lq syi  itt 	4 0/  
Punishment- 	(4) A corporation that is convicted of an 	(4) La personne moraleNleclaa4 qpuftatte 	Peines: 

indictable offence under subsection (2) is liable 	d'une infraction visee au paragraphed;' personnes morales 
corporations 

to a fine of not more than $500,000. 	 punissable sur declaration de culpabilite par 
mise en accusation, encourt une amende maxi- 15 
male de 500 000$. 

Imprisonment 	(5) If a person is convicted of an offence 	(5) La personne declaree coupable d'une 	Exclusion de 
precluded in 
certain cases 	under this Act punishable on summary convic- 15 infraction a la presente loi ou a ses reglements 	im'emenfrisonne- 

tion, imprisonment must not be imposed as 	punissable sur declaration de culpabilite par 
punishment for the offenastr 4kIgault of procedure sommaire ne peut encourir d'empri- 20 
payment of any fine imposed aslitiniititie-q 	sonnement pour cette infraction ni pour defaut 

-16' i14.3 r% '-‘70,90e paiement de l'amende imposee. 
fit' 	, 	-., k.ip ..,.. 

Recovery of 	 1/4) cs 	/ ify 	 g", (6) If a person is; 	of an Offetce 'it:),_(:)t.SLoirsqu'une personne declaree coupable 	Recouvrement 
under this Act and tlierfille4tIlat'infuposed is noitlOiVeginfYareVos a la presence loi ou a ses 

'.....' , 	L. 1,  ' '1 	

des amendes fines 
4::11)(% 	t-)A'"„ . k .A.• . paid when required, onDiprodu9tion- it,,,the regletepts/rte.paie6pas l'amende dans le delai 25 

superior court of any provini/Vcetliecr'okt-ctikri--A  Imparti,gra,410,18fion de culpabilite, sur 
t-).&-,.., 	Al t, must be registered in the cou,q andominerK-c, present] lion rev/ant la°Rridiction superieure, y 

u r, k.Y,o,. tit,- registered has the same force and4effect and 	cgenregistree Des lors, elle devient executoire, .-0 	I"! 	1  v1 /4yi, ' kii.;: 
all proceedings may be taken on it, as iittlfi2,5 etclioutetyredufe4  d'execution peut etre enga-
conviction were a judgment in that court ikgeve,*colfd'alpnagdn etant assimilee. a un 30 
obtained by Her Majesty in right of Canada jugement kcigCceratridiction obtenu par Sa 
against the convicted person for a debt of the Majeste du cheek' Canada contre la personne 
amount of the fine. 	 en cause pour une dette dont le montant 

equivaut a l'amende. 

Recovery of 	(7) All reasonable costs and charges attend- 30 (7) Tous les frais entraines par l'enregistre- 35 Recouvrement 
costs and 	ant on the registration of the conviction are 	ment peuvent etre recouvres comme s'ils 	des frais 
charges 

recoverable in the same manner as if they had 	avaient etc enregistres avec la-  declaration de 
beRiAlegils7Perl,as part of the conviction. 	culpabilite. 

. L' v/67c,\' L-. '',9c‘ Defence 	24. A, ReFskt ig-iff to be found to have 	24. Nul ne peut etre reconnu coupable Moyens de 
ipoi/itravenedgrofigiolL'Orth, Act, other than 35 d'avoir contrevenu a la presente loi—a. l'ex- 40  defense 

,304eciiii# 22, or d froT:giffationd;904  direction ception de Particle 22—, a ses reglements ou a 
it. 	adectitder7section 9, i'f'413,1erks'irexcki*d_all tine directive donnee en vertu de Particle 9 s'il a 

‘9,-, .r--) 1-1-- c, 	'VIA, ..- r.4 - liyi,  due/tchligerke ttoptexent the contray.enttop. /.- pris toutes les precautions voulues pour s'y 
ilik.4  -- C77  rrs. 	i cm  , 	A A  , 

k9 	'. . • . . „ 0 	 ' v-,I c  '' vo/0  conformer. 

--1 

Contravention of 	(2) Every person who contravenes section 22 	(2) Quiconque contrevient a l'article 22 est 	Contravention A section 22 	is guilty of 	 coupable d'une infraction punissable sur decla- 	Particle 22 

ratif4ble 
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PROSECUTION 	 POURSUITES 

Limitation 	25. No proceedings by way of summary 	N. Les ppursuites visant une infraction a la 	Prescription 
period 	 r,-,, 	• TT), conviction under this Act are to be instituted 	presentetlim, ou...ses reglements punissable sur 

after 12 months from the day on which the declaratiorieekeu?plbllite par procedure som- 

	

-ta-... '..) t-'‘ 	1- subject matter of the proceedings arose. 	/-inaire se preseriwnepar douze-mois a compter (..4- 	-t-.)6' -,•• ff-Itz- 	%•• ‘s,  <94,/de 14expetration decliiRrrattion. (iii,, 	5 
Ai" 4 	' 1%1 pt. 	Al t.,_ Fe , 

Proof of 	26. In any action or proceeding under this '.--Q3,26:-Dans tokite,actioivnPonui;:okeedili. vreALUakee., Authenticite des 
documents 	 VA/4 ' Li i'L.-. 	0 4., Act, any document purporting to be certified by 	au titrewle lap-tesentedsn et de s'eltreklem-  ici-/-111s,,Je 	documents 

	

' -4,9 	i /nil, 	ii.• . 	• 	A,-.."111),/ the Minister or the Minister of Transport to be a document e•-en,,se-•etEy unezzopie, certypee Oic, 
true copy of a document made, given or issued conformelpar le.keni i ttceou i-j,ministre des 

- Ng- 	-/.1,,- • • '   under this Act is, without proof of the signature Transports, d'unCcIficument etabh• donne ou 10 
'-.0.,  ,-/C-',i• 'A • or of the official character of the person 10 delivre en application delajpresetile iofait fiiii:D/  

''1.6A • appearing to have signed the document, evi- sans qu'il soit necessaire deAkouvge:anthentits 
dence 	 cite dc la signature qui y est apposeeCia-i4 

: (a) of the original document of which it 	qualite officielle du signataire  
purports to be a copy; 	 a) de l'authenticite de ]'original; 	15 

(b) of the fact that the original document was 15 b) du fait que ]'original a ete Otabli, donne ou 
made, given or issued by or by the authority 	&Eyre par la personne qui y est nominee, ou 
of or deposited with the person named in it 	sous son autorite, ou depose aupres d'elle, a 
and was made, given, issmisd or-deposited at 	la date eventuellement indiquee dans la copie; 
the time stated in the certffieatemiPcka time 
is stated in it; and 	A  '-'6/1/,'S 	0 c) du fait que l'original a ete sign, certifie, 20 

en  k.7) 0 	y• atteste ou passe par les personnes et de la 
e‹.• . 	‘---.c,,.. A-  , , 	e t1, • . 	• 	• 	• (c) of the fact that,,lhe meg documeutiwasr-f&- 4> mavere indiquees dans la copie. 

signed, certified,oteikl,ot- executed by eiVA. iti)/t/  1/0k, t-, 	1/1' 	 Q/i) 4 fq C), "-7 })  persons and in tlfeiliannei?eowitz-  in the 	41 	A. 	7',hy 
L'Amv 	°C,,y 	/477 - 1C7- certified copy. 	 04, 	la, 

./0A , S  iit/ ,.-.. _ 	- 17- 	/ICT-"r1)/0,00)  
Document 	27. In any action or proceedigg under hiss-t-5 =27i.)Dans toute actionl ou procedure engagee 	Inscription 
entries as proof 	 - 1-1 

44,5
—  Lir 

 any 
 1/4J  P,r-• UN Act, an entry in any record required.  	any i au-Akre de la presente loi ou de ses reglements, 

	

P2 	'--4 i' 	'fr•-•, • 	i 	• provision of this Act or its regulations to be'  Negtii,, ekinscrip,trs-,./inrt5es aux registres dont cette 25 
is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, kPitti oi.i44s regielli4 ti exigent la tenue font foi, 4 -,c, 	' vrc, proof of the matters stated in it as against the 	sauf preuve 'CoVaire, de leur contenu contre 
person who made the entry or was required to 30 l'auteur des inscriptions ou le responsable de la 
keep the record. 	 tenue des registres. 

Powers to enter, 
seize and detain 

INSPECTION POWERS 

28. (1) The Minister of Transport may 

ce,)enter4bany place, including any aircraft, 
aerdatorikOolkother aviation facility or any 
premise 	y-thtCanadian Air Transport 35 
_SecuntcCtsilltclityi,•-iy•tfcthe purposes of 
rn inspeiiinsAiratiid_pelhOng to the 

414ifeliOn tpf corn/44F ti*41111,14ik 
0,p, ardieN 4hether or Alt 

gl/A- • • G*_-- '41'4; or ancritretate§-to tnatplace or to-Ineerdt,46 
• -•/1/ t-• who poSsesse9,f oceuRls ork,,on ols it; and 

4 z 	bk. 
Poisj, 

POUVOIRS D'INSPECTION 

28. (1) Le ministre des Transports peut : 	30 Pouvoirs 
d'entree, de 

a) a toute fin liee a la verification du respect 	saisie et 	de 
retention 

de la presente loi, entrer dans tout lieu aux 
fins d'inspection ou de verification — notam-
ment monter a bord d'un aironef, entrer dans 
un aerodrome, dans des installations aero- 35 
nautiqucs ou dans tout lieu utilise par 
l'Administration canadienne de la surete du 
transport aorien—, que ]'inspection ou la 
verification porte ou non sur le lieu ou elle est 
effectuee ou sur la personne qui en a la 40 
possession, l'occupe ou en est responsable; 
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(b) remove any document or other thing from 	b) emporter, pour examen ou, dans le cas 
the place where the inspection or audit is 	d'un document, pour reproduction, tout 
being carried out for examination or, in the 	d'O'cu RiP4  Lot.u..,autre objet se trouvant dans le 
case of a document, for copying. 	 lieu. ON S 6 

	

/1 	k9 ! ) (2) In carrying out an inspection or audit in 5y,..... (2) D sftadreitle)la vate gull effectue en 
any place referred to in paragraph (1)(a), the,90.4yelr".'"..lqepl'alinea'3(4/)./6re itniksrereides Trans- 
Minister of Transport may 	 ilt0o*DeutlYy 	7/Vp `Y/fr,q wV0- 

NI 	ii)  )-',1 	,9,.. 
(a) use or cause to be used any computer Sbaliiitli)fil°ilet:u„fa'Pre?yiliser toutioisinatam 9.4: 

A•r, .. 1^) 
iv 4 	Itt", 

system or data processing system at the place 	'' '.1  S'ilf 'Alt% 44 system 1,.:  p 	iqu_. .. ittrouvant suiCplac'evo 
n, b(-- & to examine any data contained in, or available 10 pour pikdre vorinaiss&hc ,des7Vonnees qu'il 10 

	

//-.... 	'r . A, to, the system; 	 contient ou auxgfne's/.11 onritel.ccii-s3:.  
Pio, 	4--  GA 	Ai 

(b) reproduce any record, or cause it to be 	b) obtenir ces donneesisbus farnf morim40e / -iv 	-.41 /7._ 
reproduced from the data, in the form of a 	ou toute autre forme intelligib elcet, lesS' (..,,,c- 
printout or other intelligible output, and 	emporter aux fins d'examen ou de reproda- 
remove the printout or other output for 15 tion; 	 15 
examination or copying; and c) utiliser ou faire utiliser le materiel de 
(c) use or cause to be used any copying 	reprographie se trouvant sur place pour faire 
equipment at the place to make copies of any 	des copies de tous livres, registres, donnees 
books, records, electronic data or other 	electroniques et autres documents. 
documents. 	 20 

P " 1:41)0 
Search warrants 	(3) Sections 487 to 492 of the Gilminalgodc 	(3) Les articles 487 a 492 du Code criminel 20 Mandats 

(-)A A, 3,t -̀i) 	, apply in respect of any offenceicommitte51 or &s appiiquent aux infractions — pretendues ou 
-L-Pc, 	P....,  r' I-, 	. suspected to have beeikeommitted undsr,this/./k.coniimses —a la presente loi. - 

Act. 	 6 i ii, ' fez•,.  
k-p.  4.1 p lici iti) , 	Ab 	4c 	7- 

No offence 	29. A person authoriielly mei-minis ,tsr of 25 1.Y24-9:1-1.44r‘s..onnelAutorisee par le ministre des 	Immunite 
t% 	/0— ...1_,,,. _ 

Transport to verify complianc ...wk 	eigrovi-pA  Transport Aven , ?Die respect des dispositions reg-tliitii''' 1?  ' 	Transports 	4  t  ic--,, the// „ , v 4,..,(, 	. IC 7-- . / 	. sions of this Act or its regulattons,/s. witriss:, de, lafresente loi etude ses reglements, des 25 
•ii 	kir.... •-= 	..' 1 • 	.1..,, directions made under section 9 or- tfi'vmst ktle4  darecti es;  donnees en vertu de l'article 9 ou 

A 	tV(..-. 4-s.' , effectiveness of equipment, systems and)Vrk.17: 4_,.fficaoteAVapt4.,eriel, des systemes et proce-
cesses used with respect to the list does not 30210 iiiilisp7 kkgede la liste peut, a cette fin, 
commit an offence if the person commits any sans se reid-te, ,c7Amble d'une infraction, 
act or omission that is required in the course of commettre unL'6..afte ou une omission qui 30 
any such verification or testing and that would 	constitue une contravention a la presente loi 
otherwise constitute a contravention of this Act 	ou a ses reglements. 
or its regulations. 	 35 

Operation of 
computer 
systems and 
copying 
equipment 

5 Usage 
d'ordinateurs et 
de 
photocopieuses 

Duty to assist 
Minister 

30. The owner or person who is in posses-
sion or control of a place that is inspected or 
audite6, under-, subsection 28(1) and every 

vt0 person who/bifpund4n the place must 
:"4 P (a) givethteM inister cif) 	rt Tons o all reason- 40 

'--1/A," 	-  
ameassistance tin 	he to carry rr 

iy '-olitthelfilspection or falit a. cepreisp p.ny s  ,  
*?iwe--Vonfdreack n him 	7 ditteir t4.44  

30. Le proprietaire ou le responsable du lieu 	Obligation 

visite en vertu du paragraphe 28(1), ainsi que 	d'assistance 
 

toute personne qui s'y trouve, sont tenus : 	35 

a) d'accorder au ministre des Transports 
toute ('assistance que celui-ci peut valable-
ment exiger pour lui permettre d'exercer ses 
pouvoirs au titre de ce paragraphe; 

b) de fournir au ministre des Transports les 40 
renseignements que celui-ci peut valablement 
exiger pour lui permettre d'exercer ses 
attributions au titre de la presente loi. 
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(b) provide the Minister of Transport with 
any information ,  that is reasonably required 
for the purpose of exercising or performing 
his or her powers, duties or functions under 
this Act. Act. 	 5 	-I 

As' I, 	, 	P "... ) r. 
. o.c.,. 	I Aet... ,-8'..,,-.. Compliance 	31. (1) If the Minister of Transport is of thati  514-(1) S'il estithe atilurransporteur aerien 	Mesures 

order 

	

	 i 	:PA 	'•-) /7k, .... be'', . L1/14, — 	. opinion that an air carrier has failed to compl.P4-- contrevientza toute dispositen de,la-presente loi, 

	

1/47c?s,  ' 1-4,3, 	&fi• 	NA., R" Y 	"I, h, with any provision of this Act or its regulations A ges regle,mentsSou a une directive armee 'el': 
--"'v/vt... 	.,.r.,,„.. •-•c, 	. 	'1 4"). , 	i A A or with any direction made under section 9, that 	vertu dei.:laalcied te) Mmistre des-irranspoEt,..$)/  p- 	"V t, _-• V V- . 	it,„ /- .  Minister may order any person to do, or to 10 peut prendr ides, mesures moignant a qui- -YT 

refrain from doing, anything that, in that 	conque de awe/pit...au essenctet, irecqubque ce 1ft -',. (1,t),-0  i;),,I., h.. . 
- t-,, 4.,41 : Minister's opinion, is reasonable and necessary 	soit qui lui parait rat§Triabisie qie-gesgairg en ,s-,,, . . .vg-4 ,„,  4., to do or refrain from doing in order to ensure 	vue du respect de lai llitOsente/Aloi"-te-Jse / 4. --- p- compliance and may make orders respecting, in reglements ou des directives, notammenqn.se 

particular 	 15 qui conceme : 	 ''S' 10 

(a) the movement of aircraft or persons at 
aerodromes or other aviation facilities; and 

(b) the diversion of aircraft to alternate  

a) le deplacement des personnes ou le 
mouvement des aeronefs dans les aerodromes 
ou autres installations aeronautiques; 

landing sites. 	 b) le deroutement d'aeronefs vers un lieu 
d'atterrissage determine. 	 15 

l',-, li'r.) 
Exemption from 	(2) An order made under stilpticrn$9„) is 20 (2) Est soustraite a l'application de la Loi sur 	Loi sur les textes 

Instruments Act exempt from the application ofi llie0,4tgluflib les textes reglementaires toute mesure prise en reglementaires Statutory 

Instruments Act. 	iii') 	0 ..1 /4, °P i., 'Vertu du paragraphe (1). 

SS 

-ols 
sCiii) 4.94  	l./ 

	

REGVIAT:19S 4/y 	i/Vp Jet)/ 	11/0,. • 0 1/A,-, •c12EGLEMENTS 

	

.1 /43_, 1‘)07. 	,s,„ 	4,/,,L)'"Ar.: r  1cm, 
Regulations 	32. The Governor In -t.cdunctl Aley, make 	32,:iirtgipuirerneur en conseil peut prendre 	Reglements 

	

. r fi-4 , . xi, .' ,Y 	I v 	-144--. 
regulations for the purpose of the administration.-Afdp reglemefitsvourAtapplication et l'execution 20 
and enforcement of this Act, inclan`g790guIV.Z2,̀,ideqepre§ente loi, notailiment pour: 
tions 	 ' //1/ic- €4.  z 	fl.,c, L'. -  ar, 

00i)41  "I 4 
pas 

-g-ir i--a („.4verification de 1 ' identite des 
(a) respecting the verification of air passed-ib fiAg,g.->eAGOrierfs2/ 
ger identity; 	 t ;el ,"4/7-.-c-, 

b) regir 141(QsAffon et la protection des 
(b) respecting the use and protection of 	directives prises en vertu de l'article 9 ainsi 25 
directions made under section 9 and the use 30 que l'utilisation et la protection des rensei- 
and protection of information provided by the 	gnements fournis par le ministre, le ministre 
Minister, the Minister of Transport or the 	des Transports ou l'Agence des services 
Canada Border Services Agency to air 	frontaliers du Canada aux transporteurs 
carriers and to operators of aviation reserva- 	aeriens et aux exploitants de systemes de 30 
.:-,. - ,c-, bon -systets,‘• 	 35 reservation de services aeriens; ,0- 

Vi,,.. -.-.--`,,s,,,, (c) prohibitvg an4 carrier from transport- 	c) interdire a un transporteur aerien de 

	

,it, - ing a Vars‘gber(firciircti?rif ces in which the 	transporter un passager dont l'apparence ne 
80 	ths-  s.eRger does k5irtvgre” m_bq/frie jir id_entifica- 	correspond pas A son identification; 

. /i),c,  t'-'io 	(-- 	IVPOici, 11/1 	L') /Y 7- 	d) prendre toute mesure d'ordre reglemen- 35 
Pk--- <tipn• e? 

-(It 	1.0)-- . • 	• 	At. Iir;,-... ,:.'i (dne.rFsobp:iptcatthng  t at rizt..p.i  loe R11040 taire prevue par la presente loi. 
scribeiainderifiliF ctAi L. 	 "06) 4  - //o 	, v 

?A, 
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(a) designate any provision of this Part or of 	a) designer toute disposition de la presente 
any regulation, notice,pRrderoRr security 15 partie ou de tout reglement, avis, arrete ou 15 
measure made under tfR's)VieCors. any 	mesure de surete pris sous son regime, ou 

//), '-,.9.c,  provision of the Secure Air Travel 40t, orlob 	toute disposition de la Loi sur la siirete des 
'<IC.'..-N- 0  n-,. 	&)..- 	. any regulation or ditvion made-utder-thax.. 	cdeplacements aeriens ou de tout reglement 

	

, 	lyt. 6 to 
Act, in this sectio4nd ikkctions 7./torc .8%2 '-7P.,pris"-&jou toute directive donne — sous son 

, 	ft-  i 	-- 	. . 	--. ifi •.-. • rit A 	' VT) referred to as a `/designa*Cproilsi9f, as a 200segfine5  ci4ipres appele au present article et 20 
provision the contraventio ot1 /4411i:1,- niay be 	•1-4,4,.. -̀- .r.".1 ' //a, 

aux,articleR7-.7 a48'.2 «texte designe», a titre 
,,, ' -,,,..,Th 

iii 	/4 I. dealt with under and in accafianie ?.i.v--it 	e —A, de disposition ddrItila transgression est traitee 
frit-- 	 I''' 	LIA) procedure set out in sections 7„3 tolk(2„.; 	edlormement a la procedure prevue a ces 

	

'vP ,,,, 	10, fok, 

	

11" 	'1  4 ' '&i/G ' - •-• 4A 0/ ,c 	11,- 	, 4 Canada Evidence Act 	 tit, -Oikoi-siit.-.1a feuve au Canada 

item 3: 

4:'len'ev  
13. The schedule to the Canada Evidence 	13. L'annexecde la Loi sur la preuve au 25 

Act is amended by adding the following after 25 Canada est modifiee par adjonction, apres 
l'article 3, de ce qui suit : 

R.S., c. C-5 L.R., ch. C-5 
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R.S., c. A-2 

TRANSITIONAL PROVISION 	 DISPOSITION TRANSITOIRE 

	

L'atticle 16 s'applique a toute decision 	Article 16 

conciktangu9r...prsonne inscrite et prise avant 
Pentree en Vigbeur`de":71ta presente loi : 

(a) by the Minister under paragraph, 	la soit par-lesministr;ez.eirkvertti de Palinea Lyt 	r•S`/:!• 	 1 /4,  4.81(1)(b) of the Aeronautics Act following 5,c?14 81(411),de la Lai tsvki ac,r9nautique apres 5 
the transfer of the Minister of Transport's ,),9411Pretal'ribliti'ops du raikyie4•31esqracispOZts p 
powers, duties and functions to the Minister 	Ititrot etatansfeits 

-
par le acre:K.13:24M- 
/ by Order in Council P.C. 2011-34 of February 	34 du IZIe,,vrieft30.11,/, vtlortant le nutnero/iD/i)  

1, 2011, registered as SI/2011-10; or 	 d'enregistreurait 
&,e,  (b) by the Minister of Transport under 10 b) soit par le nisye cieg.(T;ranspsor)s ent'lyfrat 10 , section 4.76 of the Aeronautics Act. 	 de l'article 4.76 de la Loour lcatronautigue./ 

' 4„A, ors 
CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS 	 MODIFICATIONS CORRELATIVES o- 

Aeronautics Act 	 Loi sur Paironautique 	 L.R., ch. A-2 

12. L'alinea 7.6(1)a) de la Loi sur l'airo-
nautique est remplace par ce qui suit : 

Section 16 	33. Section 16 applies to any decision in 
respect of a listed person made before the day 
on which this Act comes into force 

12. Paragraph 7.6(1)(a) of the Aeronautics 
Act is replaced by the followini: 

4. A judge of the Federal Court, for the 
purposes of section 16 of the Secure Air Travel 
Act 

4. Un juge de la Cour federale, pour l'applica-
tion de Particle 16 de la Loi sur la sureth des 
deplacements aeriens 
	

30 

R,, 
etikfiNG INTO FORCE 

8/0/1 14. Tfie-•&roifis!wir-ot this Part come into 30 
fiiree on a dPar sta-y/i/M:bcifxsd by order of j  

4he G-ov"trnor in dittitch.Plii)/fr 4-/A/0 AFRS
4 	'06)A 

(Div Pf? 
 0 	 •w,41 

ENTREE EN VIGUEUR 

14. Les dispositions de la presente partie 	Decret 

entrent en vigueur a la date ou aux dates 
fixees par decret. 

Order in council 

3103(93/01) 
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RS., c.C-46 

PART 3 

CRIMINAL CODE 

AMENDMENTS TO THE ACT 

PARTIE 3 

CODE CRIMINEL 
° 0 

 I
.Q  C.,_„ 
vtODIFIUATION DE LA LOI 

„geZ/V8 -4=0 4::,1_, 
of the definition ,ii, ••

1k  
15. (1) MatiAea

A
Pfy,  de.  (ft/definition de 

section 2 of theS64 p/ fteur geiker4o a,,v - Vaftitiejkidu Code 
by the following:ft ingipertktiremplace pSvAllatsstit 	,.. 

&Ott , 11"07.- :- Sr 	"4,12-/ ' 11  C )-, ".)' f)MileegafdAer0,oedures viseeCaux artitkes 
83.1'3`,4'831.14- - Yil,2,2 16:223 83.28, g13:Z9 oi243,i, 

k / , '---"6cs, 	:?•.-- 83.3, 161  roereur_werier-4..auit4riaAla ou. le 
procureur gendasV /lel 1914kr:).  senedi  de 
la province ou ces pildOt 5lturles-?6oniVeljfiageek 
ou le substitut legitime devl'un Ot4"autit'V.0  , L;46,...., 

15. (1) Paragraph 
"Attorney General" in 
Criminal Code is replaced 

(f) with respect to proceedings under section 
83.13, 83.14, 83.222, 83.223, 83.28, 83.29 or 5 
83.3, means either the Attorney General of 
Canada or the Attorney General or Solicitor 
General of the province in which those 
proceedings are taken and includes the lawful 
deputy of any of them, and 	 10 

L.R., ch. C-46 

	

(2) The definition "justice system partici- 	(2) La definition de «personne associee au 10 
pant" in section 2 of the Act is amended by systeme judiciaire», a ]'article 2 de la meme 
striking out "and" at the end of paragraph loi, est modifiee par adjonction, apres l'alinea 
(a), by adding "and" at the end of paragraph b), de ce qui suit: 
(b) and by adding the following after pare- 15 
graph (b): 

Ar, 
(c) a person who plays a rolerin respect of ' ir‘, 	a-,, c) toute personne qui joue un role dans le 
proceedings involving 	A  '/Oi,"6 0  _cot, c)... 6,),,, cadre d'une instance mettant en cause des 15 

ii), 	c'S',s,  	7', 	apseignements en matiere de securite ou de (i) security informanonc, 	 c.' uit?  ,,4-c) 	ib Pl i)  '' " -ft" 

	

,1; 	'1c iTminavii.5 ou des renseignements dont la 
(ii) criminal inialigeildekinfelitation, 	240,0it,i4tiorf4ortA jerait atteinte a La securite 

P6bAi l'ecp7- ‘-' - ,9,-, (iii) information that wtStit erfdangerAy 	atitritiliquil koicit obtenus, sous le sceau du 
safety of any person if it were ,disclosed secret'-i, ide1-4sour-lctilanadienne ou du gouver- 20 1,,c 

	

,4 / I/0 	A'. 	h 	s-111) 
o i, n ent d'un Etat etranger, d'une organisation 

(iv) information that is obtainc4in eon, 	tip 

	

' 	Internationale lime sur pied par des Etats ou 
fidence from a source in Canada, the "..., L.Qrec,ruatoc:s  Pir.,  ! • 	• leur,s,forgarnsmes, ou encore des 
government of a foreign state, an interna- 250/vren"-Is4e/ove(-milgen%/Joitentiellement prejudicia- 

	

tional organization of states or an institu- 	 '`--/,— irk` tiles ou des-renseitnements sensibles au sens 25 

	

tion of such a government or international 	 4„,s 
donne a ces expressions a Particle 38 de la 

organization, or 	 Loi sur is preuve au Canada. 
(v) potentially injurious information or 
sensitive information as those terms are 30 
defined in section 38 of the Canada 
Evidence Act; 

P420  Ppp, 
16:CTih

1
e,'Aitkis amended by adding the 

following aiterrcia*83.22: 
16. La meme loi est modifiee par adjonc-

tion, apres ]'article 83.22, de ce qui suit: 

Advocating orn 	1,83.221 (1)--Every Perwnqilio,, by commu- 35 83.221 (1) Est coupable d'un acte criminel 30 Preconiser ou 
promoting 1/43tp'• k .k h)statemeds°, ki)43 Pirti*''-  '4 ' . 	 fomenter la -f  ellleating 	 w 	vocates or et passible d'un emprisonnement maximal de commission ,,.., 	(Ai 	Al  , 	 perpetration 

' 	!... 	t.tiit' 1   in getKeLrelc,--Coter-,  aue an offencemplte VA munication de declarations, preconise ou fo- °ft): 	
terrorisme 

section —'Lintriie triCwiiii tthat any ofC'chosV/grente la perpetration d'infractions de terrorisme 
offences Al.;t1i;I:i eo -4..IFiletiolAikin,g reckless 40 en general—exception faite de ]'infraction 35 
as to whether any of iteos' ciffin20)41-na be visee au present article—, sachant que la 

3103(93/01) 

• • '`O fe  Ar.,, '-'..V , terrorism 
offences 	

,i'pr8mfitts et:cprission 	te orism 	ences 	cinq ans, quiconque, sciemment, par la corn- 	d'infractions de A,„ 

41-41 	()V s 1()/V , 	4 
ibitf r. 
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committed, as a result of such communication, communication entrainera la perpetration de 
is guilty of an indictable offence and is liable to 	l'une de ces infractions ou sans se soucier du 
imprisonment for a term of not more than five fai6Ztue fi*cosmmunication puisse ou non 
years. 	 entrainer /40pe _,qration de l'une de ces 

infractiork? 1\49 0 Cgs  	 5 
.i , 	

C&-,s, 	p 7., 	C.(, 
Definitions 	(2) The following definitions apply in thisS5 akl,R clefinifkiks)  #E-stfreinci eappliquent 

Llic' /
Definitions 

section. 	 ct,att.grOenttArticle. 	/ VA. 	11," 	
Off, 

°IYIVIC   A 	1:1,t PI' OIL 11)04..  ' ',3 	.4)-. -7t+ 	' f 4.= "communicat- "communicating" has the same meaning as in «coMMniqfitrp ,S,-,tend au sen,§A ,dtribz,a- ocommuniquero ing" 
« communiquer » subsection 319(7). 	 graphe-3AZ:),.. /0/1 	/If k,„ 	,v/ici,  V0/0/0"c gor,nmunicat- 

4 .4.  , ,00OkSs • 	7'6, 
/P, `i itlr,c, 	1)z, "statements" 	"statements" has the same meaning as in 	o declarations » SzeiltendAu? sens,fill-paragtaphe 10 «declarations» 

subsection 319(7). 	 10 319(7). 	 v41 -7.., - u/.(..,, L,Iiik•-,„ ', 4,-, 	"statements" « declarations » 

' I C3141, 1/4' CilY s*-114 /1/-//  

Warrant of 	83.222 (1) A judge who is satisfied by 	 4  31c,  l'S 
seizure 	

83.222 (1) Un juge convaincu, pare#11e 	Mande de saisie 
information on oath that there are reasonable 	denonciation sous serment, qu'il y a des motifs 
grounds to believe that any publication, copies 	raisonnables de croire qu'une publication, dont 
of which are kept for sale or distribution in 	des exemplaires sont gardes aux fins de vente 15 
premises within the court's jurisdiction, is 15 ou de distribution dans un local du ressort du 
terrorist propaganda may issue a warrant 	tribunal, constitue de la propagande terroriste, 
authorizing seizure of the copies. 	 peut decerner un mandat autorisant la saisie des 

	

Pah  P 	exemplaires. 
TO b, OC 

Summons to 	(2) Within seven days after thek4y-on 	'eh 	(2) Dans un delai de sept jours suivant la 20 Sommation a 
the warrant is issued the judgelaajlilticSsue V Spelivrance du mandat, le juge adresse a occupier 	 ('occupant 

	

issued, thee ....   ,, 	 t. . . 4.7 0 	.1:- 'S.. . 	eN e, , 

summons to the premis4....,occupier'reqbiring/20-Poccupant du local une sommation lui ordon- 

	

°IP) ''S'" 	//') 	Pt., tiA the occupier to appear before tql urt and 	naafi/de 63 • paraitre devant le tribunal et 

	

/.., ,. 4... 	 CI-, -xlr,, 	/.?..,„. show cause why the mater-saize, sho‘431 riot be d'eknoseeles raispuis, pour lesquelles il estime 

	

L.71/„ . 	fc-- 	or, 	''.-1/ ") 07- 	i•-, forfeited to Her Majesty. ' v/V.0 - c'e7-, -̀'/Y,s, 	clue cc COI a ..ete saisi ne devrait pas etre 25 

	

( S 	' /0 	.-4/ - 	'' lit ' 

	

1:7 	0 ,, COrlfiSCIlle all profit de. Majeste. 
4 /, 04/p, &,5) `'''??:,,,/ 

Owner and 	(3) The owner and the author of tlion,o..attel-4,6  4/3/1,m,"proprietaire ainsi que l'auteur de ce 	Comparution du 
author may 	 Q,k-,/ sji." i 	 proprietaire et de 
appear 	seized and alleged to be terrorist propaYahila,2 iitibiLeteaisietAiricest presume constituer de la 

""1/.,/,-, 7/ vkvt  )1 	 l'auteur 
may appear and be represented before the court vtopagattcle,tefi*is a peuvent comparaitre de-
in /..-Ar,vi-.7 order to oppose the making of an order for the 	vant le triburtal e etre representes pour 30 
forfeiture of the matter. 	 s'opposer a ce quQ'uCne ordonnance de confisca- 

tion soit rendue. 

Order of 	(4) If the court is satisfied, on a balance of 	(4) Si le tribunal est convaincu, selon la 	ordonnance de 
forfeiture probabilities, that-  the publication is terrorist 30 preponderance des probabilites, que la publica- 	confiscation 

propaganda, it may make an order declaring that tion constitue de la propagande terroriste, il peut 35 
the matt% be forfeited to Her Majesty, for rendre une ordonnance la declarant confisquee 
disp sa i/as t. • ftorney General may direct. • 'tic' 1 PliecA au profit de Sa Majeste, pour qu'il en soit 

9/0 . 9̀,,SZ. 

	

lee  A/6,  op  0 8 	 dispose comme peut l'ordonner le procureur 

, . 	v-,,f„,--,, ...., 	% __;..- tfip ,,CS/s,  . , 	
general. ,%-i., 

Disposal of '9C/Abt• (D)Iff-, the COUITa; 110t-isatisfied that the 	(5) Si le tribunal n'est pas convaincu que la 40 Remise de ce qui 
matter 	P ' ' 4.4. , '7, 4 z,-.„ 

	pro 
	 f i/da" EmlurrnritioniisLterrorist p oil'agandaLg,,marior;der 35 publication constitue de la propagande terro- 	a ete saisi 

elicKth,41,7)m'attp??...bbets,tored tii4tAezpePsorillrolltr. riste, il peut ordonner que ce qui a ete saisi soit 
I/ - ,411 whom it‘Fas-siciks vt,fitAut delay after e2timeVoiT,remis a la personne entre les mains de laquelle 

d
L.z.-ti)  

for final alii;'efiltlias A 	 cela a ete saisi, des l'expiration du delai imparti 

1/4P0Apc1 4 
41 	

pour un appel final. 	 45 

Cc. „..s,  
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Appeal 	 (6) An appeal lies from an order made under 	(6) Il peut etre interjete appel, par toute 	Appel 

subsection (4) or (5) by any person who personne ayant comparu devant le tribunal, 
appeared before the court, on any ground of d'u9k-Rakriance rendue aux termes des 
appeal that involves a question of law or fact paragra-01-4'ssit,lk,tkpour tout motif d'appel 
alone, or a question of mixed law and fact, as if 5,impliqualiteinsAziyesti9n de droit, soit une 5 
it were an appeal against conviction or against ao  74iIestion de failSou ?iiipliSaiitsune question 
judgment or verdict of acquittal, as the case may, 	mixte de4Irsoit et e atp,,ccomme, i &agissait 3̀(/  ' 66'  .) 	• 	cl (Df•  ' 	Rt  " 	'ir ' • 	• 

	

ebe, on a question of law alone under Part XXI, 	8 p,c-I Tn sr dec am;  .9n)„ e c..1 pl,  i ,it4, Ai'd,11‘  Pap-  2,11".1  tr 	'' 1).'11 'itik rt'r 
and sections 673 to 696 apply with any ou icktrzesun'ajp,getktteu ve;Aie01;acquitti% 
modifications that the circumstances require. 10 ment, seionkip:,,,caVvzLe•mestion104roit""f0i? 

seulementleit4vvet‘i::.  /cl_el'as,g3alt,„::Ie4/M0-51_10::-10esi rticles 
673 a 696 s'appli0Ant eneconsetptoc avI les /14,,._ 4..(,), _ 	, 
adaptations necessaireOriov,  84,/,'v,&.--4,,...", 0,/ 

`
T  4 A 	/.7-• 

Consent 	 (7) No proceeding under this section shall be 	(7) Il ne peut etre engage de proceditren3  Consentement 
instituted without the Attorney General's con- 	vertu du present article sans le consentement ciii 15 
sent. 	 procureur general. 

Definitions 	(8) The following definitions apply in this 	(8) Les definitions qui suivent s'appliquent 	Definitions 
section. 	 15 au present article. 

"court" 	"court" has the same meaning as in subsection 	«juge » S'entend au sens du paragraphe 320(8). 	«juge» 
« tribunal s 320(8). 	 -judge" 

c-, f-•)A? 
"judge" 	 •'T01,- Or,— "judge" has the same meaning asigi,subsection 	« propagande terroriste » Tout ecrit, signe, 20 «propagande 

, Ali, 

	

	

il Cc  & 0 r„, 4-I a )1•epresentation visible ou enregistrement sonore 	terrorist 
N ' ''''',>,,‘ 

propaganda" 

,t,  rroriste » «juge » 	320(8). 
'S''.s‘ ,' 7',14,qtkweconise ou fomente la perpetration 

"terrorist 	"terrorist propaganda'' in 	writing, sign 20' Ahfizeikins de terrorisme en general — excep- propaganda" 
Pii 	Pr'  Laudcolqd'thatI P ' ''' vl ' '''°F- « propagande 

terroriste s 	
visible representation: 	it?, 	ing 	(iiqnofait-e)-ge ffinfraction visee au paragraphe 
advocates or promotes';, 7611rtifsi8m,of 

	

' itt,&-  c'f."1-, "-Pr.c'. 	831. 114))4,—(44rttf conseille la perpetration 25 
terrorism offences in general --1,gthgthanwann 4C;-,v" 'd'upe infraCtlei:dgetro_fisme. 
offence under subsection 83.221(1p— op count s 	tyt., 

. coe/i)....,1Q14<;1troi(bstri:let» S'4e,intend au sens du paragraphe 

	

--/A-,t,- /r.- 	 «u  ibunal o 
"court" 

sels the commission of a terrorism offen, 

e4417`k):::'' uo  AvZ'ik(  4  0,/ 
Order to 	83.223 (1) If a judge is satisfied by informa- 	' 1̀83.223 41,),Le'lijuge peut, s'il est convaincu 	Ordonnance au 
computer 1L:rs . v rdien d'un 
system's 	tion on oath that there are reasonable grounds to 	par une denonctaftn sous serment qu'il y a des 30 gardien 

custodian 	believe that there is material—that is terrorist 	motifs raisonnables de croire qu'il existe une 
propaganda or data that makes terrorist propa- matiere—constituant de la propagande terro-
ganda available—stored on and made available 30 riste ou contenant des donnees qui rendent la 
to the public through a computer system that is propagande terroriste accessible—qui est em- 
within the court's jurisdiction, the judge may 	magasinee et rendue accessible au public au 35 
order the computer system's custodian to 	moyen d'un ordinateur situe dans le ressort du 

''Yo, j/S30 	 tribunal, ordonner au gardien de l'ordinateur: (a) ziv,ean €1,:q,stronic copy of the material to 
the courti°44s SFO 	 35 a) de remettre tine copie electronique de la 

if'• 	lt*, 0,c 7.. &)--(,_, 	 matiere au tribunal; si  , klo,4ensure thAt 7-the,(0Algraisis no longer 

	

pLri)  zAtored,,,oin and irc2c14,ar  ,vall'al,zetfirongp. the 	b) de s'assurer que la matiere n'est plus 40 
-̀'''S)S-cAloriip'tei!" g'.38"  to and s-4?4,7 CY 2-'1-  11.../ 	emmagasinee ni accessible au moyen de 

u'VNP i  ,-`) CR 	"I )- 0  C7- A  F l'ordinateur; (c) prksi thOvfontiatipu that thteceglat'01.1  
to identi lilditocia641vIereson who posted 40 c) de foumir les renseignements necessaires -1 	,,,, -..... 	/..„   
the materialVp 	" ‘71/ 

	

0 	 , 0 . , _ 	pour identifier et trouver la personne qui a 
A. -1 4 

.11,1 	 4-1 	affiche la matiere. 	 45 
/0 	'.44  

'''''1C`c, s,  
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Notice to person 	(2) Within a reasonable time after receiving 	(2) Dans un delai raisonnable suivant la 	Avis a la 
who posted 
material 	the information referred to in paragraph (1)(c), 	reception des renseignements vises a Patin& 	Paffraigine lea ayant tire 

the judge shall cause notice to be given to the (1)Nfigkfait dormer un avis a la personne 
person who posted the material, giving that 	ayant affi et ,e (1e3natiere

' 
 donnant a celle-ci 

person the opportunity to appear and be 5c..,1'occasionaKeompritr*pt d'etre represent& 5 
represented before the court and to show causes,7kviag.,.. le tribagl?et 7kpptert  les.  raisons 
why the material should not be deleted. If the Li/kg lesiViles la Hatl'Oig neiCevrAlt-pas etre 
person cannot be identified or located or' does &.kcjacee.YSillhiptrsonne ne p-eurtetre ideltAepiu., (-1,-, - --1(?. 	- , e' ou.. 

reside in Canada, the judge may order the trotiVklu n7eCtesid-Oas au Can'allia/aejtig)e7,peS 
A, 	L.,f,.... , ,),,-,,,._ 

computer system's custodian to post the text of 10 ordonner aVgar',dSe s,L1 	mateur a e r 	iy IfIttr 4'Aid. 	a' &lie' v1k0 
the notice at the-location where the material was 	texte de "OaVis/VrtcndrOltitla':-.4_matiere C tait 

/1/A- 	-/:-. / 	‘-'/I.hi... c' tip- „ previously stored and made available, until the emmagasinee et Crendue.,Accessikre,-jusqu a la ' 'WA-. (-X)/ 	̀ ,..)A1- ' 41.1 time set for the appearance. 	 date fix& pour la comparimon aef la per,sonne0j,  

	

L'iv• R AT,"(3) The person who posted the material may 	(3) La personne ayant affiche la matrefe-pout9 Comparut Person who 	 ion de 

may appear 	appear and be represented before the court in 15 comparaitre devant le tribunal et etre represen-- 	15 lsayanpetrsoaffinneene Is  posted material 

order to oppose the making of an order under tee pour s'opposer a l'etablissement d'une 	matiere 

subsection (5). 	 ordonnance en vertu du paragraphe (5). 

Non-appearance 	(4) If the person who posted the material 	(4) Si la personne ayant affiche la matiere ne 	Non- 

does not appear before the court, the court may 	comparait pas, le tribunal peut statuer sur la 	f:Tprsaruontnioen de 
proceed to hear and determine the proceedings 20 procedure, en l'absence de cette personne, aussi 20 ayant affiche la 

in the absence of the person ii,,s?Sully and 	completement et efficacement que si elle avait matiere 
effectually as if the person haPApjlearCe', 	compare. 

on 
/0/1,,,,-  ‘.9 .6 

(5) If the court is slisfied, onGrbalancecl Iii'j•-(5) Si le tribunal est convaincu, selon la 
, • 	• 	4-,(-, 	 Ordonnance Order of deletion 

probabilities, that theme  ri;aT availableSto-the/i6-prekiderance des probabilites, que la matiere 
(.J,c:, 	 ' 0 , 	5),. OA i public and is terroriist.protaganaliqr data thatig5Ast /accessible,  au public et constitue de la 25 

	

--1 i) 	 tf,,, -ler,  `-ji) -,,, makes terrorist propltbda aiCailabk.`it, may propagandeiterron§te ou contient des donnees 
'-'A, /-P,-, )f.,: dorder the computer system's cu§tocharop/Aelete z. qui ii an e terroriste accessible, r-  nrak la tp rb, ag 

<-6 ,,••., ,..0,6/ 	/ai l-.. 	r,  -, 1,,,  ... the material. .4 " 1  /0/ , 	Nit ordonner. au garlien de l'ordinateur de 
. 4 ',IA, - 0 	ilFeffacrik 

niPaCii, 44 j 7 S ''' 4). - 
Destruction of 	(6) When the court makes the order foritirei,, 4^ C(k), thmome6t4de rendre une ordonnance en 30 
electronic copy 	 1  / 	Or., ' V`t/1,4ry  (.41 	

Destruction de la 
copie deletion of the material, it may order the 30 vertu otwraglap. e (5), le tribunal peut 	electronique 

destruction of the electronic copy in the court's ordonner la ajar clan de la copie electronique 
possession. 	 en sa propre posse` Sion. 

Return of 	(7) If the court is not satisfied that the 	(7) Si le tribunal n'est pas convaincu que la 	Sort de la 
material material is available to the public and is terrorist 	matiere est accessible au public et constitue de 35 ' 

propaganda or data that makes terrorist propa- 35 la propagande terroriste ou contient des donnees 
ganda available, the zourt shall order that the 	qui rendent la propagande terroriste accessible, 
elegronicpcopy be returned to the computer it ordonne que la copie electronique soit remise 
systatsvzctioctIan and terminate the order au gardien de l'ordinateur et met fin a 
under pars-ply ORM 	 l'ordonnance visee a l'alinea (1)b). 	40 

Cr% 	
8 lies Appeal 	1: 1f,8 An app%,atlies tkati.order made under 40 (8) Il peut are interjete appel, par toute 	Appel 

.1).30/ 1.111S 610„.2 (5) oitC(I§:)pi'taiy? (0,,,rai who personne ayant comparu devant le tribunal, 
'',,,. pidtpicl'lf404.-,c the couiPARAIM-grouiid)-of d'unC ordonnance rendue aux termes des 

a Li tkfit8twoRressea uestiOinfr-la4r 'fad paragraphes (5) ou (6) pour tout motif d'appel 
' v1-/ 	,...0 	01 	-iv 	 v,#,A alone, or SquystirOkoif i5k4ttaw and fdet;ps -i1/0,.impliquant soit une question de droit, soit une 45 

it were aniappe/a/hgailonfilaibn or against a 45 question de fait ou impliquant une question question  
//1/ 	<0' , '?'fir LiP r, 

4- 
judgment or verais fac,cluittalia5.the_e4ase may 	mixte de droit et de fait, comme s'il s'agissait 

	

/ 	

1' 

/lilt  4-  

	

/Qv  Soot?  -4 	/ 
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Consent 

When order 
takes effect 

Definitions 

"computer 
system" 
« ordinate-tn. a 

"court" 
« tribunal» 

"data" 
« donnees 

"judge" 
«juge » 

"terrorist 
propaganda" 
« propaganda 
terroriste» 

«juge» S'entend au sens du paragraphe 320(8). 	« juge» 
"judge" 

•Ac '43©p©13 
C c.‘C. 

	

'V', 	• 	,/, "judge" has the samszt am 3g. 	stibsectz9nflpropagInde terroriste» 
320(8). 	 /0/-1S)fAir paqaAraPline'83.-.222(8). 

11' 
?' C A7/ "terrorist propaganda" has 016VmeatiptlitVias 20 	/0 	,q 

po 
 C °41 	/3`20484'.0 414c. 

17. (1) Paragraphs 83.3(2)(a) and toQV/74:"17,44 C1/76:,.6444,esi,alltas 83.3(2)a) et b) de la 
41 

the Act are replaced by the following: 	 ,scirkteetriplaces par ce qui suit: 	25 

"court" has the same meaning as in subsection 
320(8). 	 15 

i'/C3 	 «ordinateur» 
"data" has the same meaning CaVink stipsection 	342.1(2). 
342.1(2). 	 6/0/1 SS~c 

in subsection 81222(8). 	48 z- "0/1/ `) 4 . 	410/r, 
<411)unal» 3-ettend sens du paragraphe 	o tribunal» 

"court" 

S'entend au sens du paragraphe 	oordinateuro 
"computer 
system" 

S'entend au sens du 20 «propagande 
terroriste» 
"terrorist 
propaganda" 
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be, on a question of law alone under Part XXI, d'un appel contre une declaration de culpabilite 
and sections 673 to 696 apply with any ou contre un jugement ou verdict d'acquitte- 
modifications that the circumstances require. 	 sur une question de droit 

	

/Yrs 	L•tt..... • seulementken-vertup8eJa partie XXI, les articles 
"L'Atc, 673 a 696Vannkqsanreneconsequence, avec les 5 

ie ,, 	• 	 cc, adatations necessatres 	t-,3/16N Seifi, - 	4:) 	
/ ° /A/ PRP - /1//)./ (9) No proceeding under this section shall be.) -;,!? 49),d1 &Aleut etre ervia4.e., deler ediipe7sn 

' instituted without the Attorney General's con- 5 'e-r:tuidt)(pl:r4erft'aitticle sans 1 cons tirilent'al.:": 
' v/1/,-/ '('')-, 	s 	/  

sent. 	 procureursenerat 

	

,/n„ , 	If 	4 07' 1 v()/0 
(10) No order made under any of subsections 	(10) 1_,Ykdonnan95 eEdue.eriiteau de 'run 10 

	

ii1/4-. 	1, • "It-A, 	/-1 (5) to (7) takes effect until the time for final 	des paragraphes (5,),a-Min'estkas en,4vigueur 
' v/14.4_ z.0- 	./G- . 4,1 appeal has expired. 	 avant l'expiration de tottsbles dklais dWel. 4.0/ 

'4 4/i., 
(11) The following definitions apply in this 10 (11) Les definitions qui suivent s'apRiquent3 Definitions 1,....3 

section. 	 au present article. 

"computer system" has the same meaning as in « donnees » S'entend au sens du paragraphe 15 0 donnees* 
342.1(2). 	 "data" subsection 342.1(2). 

Consentement 

Ordonnance en 
vigueur 

a) il a des malts raisonnables de croirc la 
possibilite qu'une activite terroriste soit 
entreprise; 

b) il a des motifs raisonnables de soupconner 
que l'imposition, 	une personne, d'un 30 
engagement assorti de conditions ou son 
arrestation aura vraisemblablement pour effet 
d'empecher que l'activite terroriste ne soit 
entreprise. 

(a) believes on reasonable grounds that a 
terrorist activity may be carried out; and 	25 

(b) suspects on reasonable grounds that the 
imposition of a recognizance with conditions 
on a person, or the arrest of a person, is likely 
to prevent the carrying out of the terrorist 
activityPiy 	 30 

"01,7, 

'leo 8O 

	

' v,, _`-. t- 7.../ _ crtC t, 	Li.11/ 	AIA t 

	

officerna,yrarresiva per 	without 'elwarran1)/ l'agent de la paix, s'il a des motifs raisonnables 
.- 7°., 	v 0,... 

son
Vt-,.., 	. 	'-- r and cause4elertspn to:tte,lipetaped in custody, 35fte soupconner que la mise sous garde de la 

in order to bfikg-, ,thre'befOW/aTiotn-cial court personne aura vraisemblablement pour effet de 40 
Li) 	'-ci / 	' t..=`,/ --,Q. ? 

	

judge in accordancekiith suFse4rofi;A6) 'tf14, 	l'empecher de se livrer a une activite terroriste, 
1/ /0 	's (..//i) °I,i&-. °/ 

4 1,_„, 	I- 
k....ork 

tSh 

soli k,264,,c,Subseti6117,-(83144),Icitsthe Act is 	(2) Le paragraphe 83.3(4) de la meme 
p /iepliceiPibiy the follOWing: 4i)/1//i 	 est remplace par ce qui suit: 

Al /13 	4k... • JA;).44 C 	7.1.4 
Arrest without 	4)A, espite,subseetions (2) Ai, ..3)1Ctipe e& 	(4) Par derogation aux paragrapher (2) et (3), 

loi 35 

warrant 
Arrestation sans 
mandat 

3103(93/01) 
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(a) either 	 peut, sans mandat, arreter la personne et la faire 
mettre sous garde en vue de la conduire devant (i) the grounds for laying an information 

referred to in paragraphs (2)(a) and (b) un'''ju-g5ifie413. (.5gur provinciale en conformite 
avec le pafa145064-6), dans l'un ou l'autre des exist but, by reason of exigent circum- 
cas suivihrsA "9 0,..1) ,S)).. 	 5 stances, it would be impracticable to lay an :1 	-k.;: c,, 	f\.„ 

51k'fr• 	,3 c 	i ivh• -,37,- information under subsection (2), or 	Sti  a)Q;turgence de famuationfr,endgifficilement 

	

A 	Zrealidle?le depot d'u'Ve-kletrniojaVatirohn:%1, titre (ii) an information has been laid under ii,,,s, ,--,9„._ e 	,—„,y,i„ ,. — r , 	r 
CctifiAparagrapeSt2) et les 'tnotifs i s'e - a , subsection (2) and a summons has been 
alin/lels" (2cia)ittrAceSc8ritire'unis;''I°41,,q—  "I/V",c; issued; and 	 ''.-, ..-,.. •-lv 	v 	Ci- 	./0 

(b) the peace officer suspects on reasonable 10 b) une/s'qftim"-Natte.  Ibijal'etec  dee"'")rri'es,par suite de 10 
la denoncialf80 deT:idse'  Pl.  altiStitre tatr para- 

	

grounds that the detention of the person in , 	 1'1V 	Zo 4-704f  4,1 
custody is likely to prevent a terrorist activity. 	graphe (2). 	Al i'i 	/ So 	• 	40/ 

qii i? 

	

(3) Section 83.3 of the Act is amended by 	(3) L'article 83.3 de la meme toEze§t 
adding the following after subsection (7): 	modifie par adjonction, apres le paragraphe 

(7), de ce qui suit: 	 15 

Adjournment 	(7.1) If a judge has adjourned the matter 15 (7.1) Si le juge a ajourne la comparution en 	Ajoumement en 
under 

	

under subparagraph (7)(b)(ii) and the person 	vertu du sous-alinea (7)b)(ii) et si, au terme de la 	vertu du sous- 
subparagraph 	 alinea (7)b)(ii) 
(7)(b)(ii) 	remains in custody at the end of the period of periode d'ajournement, la personne est toujours 

adjournment, the person shall be taken before a sous garde, elle est conduite devant un juge de 
provincial court judge whoP,90  Piibr, 

1&( 	,SN0 	
la cour provinciale et celui-ci : 	 20 

(a) shall order that the person bBArelease 0 a) ordonne que la personne soft mise en 
/l 	I s.: 	'''• 

unless a peace officsr shows cau-sb::-,0 /the, 3-"rtib,erte, sauf si un agent de la paix fait valoir 
person's detentionS19, "ADtly is justiffectorY7Z- /z)1 /4-46u/Aamise sous garde est justifiee pour l'un 
one or more of thkquil4sAskiltiin clauses/VP0 Clids'4notif4aumeres aux divisions (7)b)(i)(A) 

	

(7)(b)(i)(A) to (C) andFqi0iebheltid4e-that 	%/.  (ag"Ic0;1 7:'j 	• Ilk .  ,.../ , 4.  ;,... aint:le juge que Penquete sur 25 

	

the investigation in relatioff-Ztowhiell qcie 	laquerlilis4aptituc) sa mise sous garde est 
u P.)- " ‘-'/I. tl 	' Cs,- 	/1")L--, person is detained is being conductsd, diti7S-, aenee de facon dillgente; ''t 4,„A  , 	,t)  

	

'/VPois, 	b)Sp,eut 41purner la comparution prevue au 
; : 'OP gently and expeditiously; and 

(b) may adjourn the matter for a heariligltit  Opasallra5ke" A(101th;sis, si la personne n'est pas 

	

under subsection (8) but, if the person is not 	NmiseYeti>41ibete- tau titre de ('alinea a), 30 
released under paragraph (a), the adjourn- 30 l'ajournemg-etlks, pent exceder quarante-huit 
ment may not exceed 48 hours. 	 heures. 

Adjournment 	(7.2) If a judge has adjourned the matter 	(7.2) Si le juge a ajourne la comparution en 	Ajoumement en 
under paragraph 	 vertu de l'alinea 
(7. 1  )(b) 

	

	under paragraph (7.1)(b) and the person remains 	vertu de l'alinea (7.1)b) et si, au terme de la 	(7. I )6) 
in custody at the end of the period of periode d'ajournement, la personne est toujours 35 
adjournment, the person shall be taken before 35 sous garde, elle est conduite devant un juge de 
a pr9vineial,court judge who 	 la cour provinciale et celui-ci : 

A?Oir-1-0C\L-- 

	

(a) shaltre5der,St&aj the person be released 	a) ordonne que la personne soit mise en 

	

unlesslope)6e: elpar4spows cause why the 	liberte, sauf si un agent de la paix fait valoir 

	

,,, "41)- -(p,sr,z9n's aetenficr ii-?tustrekis justified on 	que sa mise sous garde est justifiee pour l'un 40 
4-

(per 
-okirnore of thre)ftutiaess,t &ittritclauses 40 des motifs enumeres aux divisions (7)b)(i)(A) 

	

...ti's67)(=b)(9(144to (C) and sciffi,elfh'ejAiclee ittat. 	a (C) et convainc le juge que Penquete sur 
rk--, 	S r 	),. 	c., 	..f... 

	

tlieVinvesttg9tion* elation 'tib/whiehlVe 	laquelle s'appuie sa mise sous garde est 
-4. c+ 	i 	• e./ person '-is,-45.ta). ne' is }king conduvelealtilf270 menee de facon diligente; 

,c. cP7.- gently 1414p/edit' o slA) a d 
i<0, 	'• .  

3193(93/01) 
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(b) may adjourn the matter for a hearing 	b) peut ajourner la comparution prevue au 
under subsection (8) but, if the person is not 	paragraphe (8) mais, si la personne n'est pas 
released under paragraph (a), the adjourn- 	mitt', en)/Wiberte au titre de l'alinea a), 
ment 	 Cg- 	 ' ment may not exceed 48 hours. 	 l'ajournettzentilkspeut exceder quarante-huit 

)4 1 s - 1) hcures:f Cr, 	0, .63), 	 5 
'S'I 	"-"c,  ' C'6‘,/--, (4) Paragraphs 83.3(8)(a) and (b) of theSk)  (444,,ss alineas It3i..(ftlai))4,t b) isifvla meme 

Act are replaced by the following: 	P47--,loiAugt reMplaces pake-quesititz 1:) .)53  
'T,S0,, libr. f c,  , f'l 	ee /14A t .)-"lie tA/P (a) may, if the judge is satisfied by the 	a' /' 	csticconvaincu p7i0 la -1:4-  uve 

''4'. c, AA . 	, V A ,,, / (f) evidence adduced that the peace officer has 	apporteo,  gip rslisemoon0e 1 agent_9e ia/oly 
reasonable grounds for the suspicion, order 	paix sofit4f#5,81rWstinptifgOsonnables, 10 
that the person enter into a recognizance, with 10 ordonner queit pefLitne'eOntracte4Y4seage- 
or without sureties, to keep the peace and be 	ment, avec ou sanYsiliaatifrn9deAsktnichrepi  
of good behaviour for a period of not more 	l'ordre public et d'oderve(rAfteAititt,3  
than 12 months and to comply with any other 	conduite pour une periode maxim 	de 

LI 
reasonable conditions prescribed in the re- 	douze mois, et se conforme aux autres 15 
cognizance, including the conditions set out 15 conditions raisonnables enoncees dans l'en- 
in subsections (10), (11.1) and (11.2), that the 	gagement, y compris celles visees aux 
judge considers desirable for preventing the 	paragrapher (10), (11.1) et (11.2), que le juge 
carrying out of a terrorist activity; and 	estime souhaitables pour empecher qu'une 

(b) if the person was not released under 	terroriste ne soit entreprise; 	20 41z,eased under 
subparagraph (7)(b)(i) ofqt tor-4),:hc(2..1)(a) 20 
or (7.2)(a), shall order that tkimerso?isbe 
released, subject to he recogniiance,Lcifcariy, 6').. (7.1)a) ou (7.2)a), ordonne qu'elle soit mise 

8 	[7.,,, Co • 	, ordered under para ra Vila . 	 ,-- .....enljiberte, sous reserve, le cas echeant, de 
A p 7b  Un 

ir) 	 INA- 1r/dx;igageiMent impose conformement a l'ali- 25 
( 	0,q,,,. Ir.). - <71) 2-. rip:  a).   
,-,, C 	 rl  

(5) Section 83.3 of the Act (amn'ded 	 it/ . iq A  • (5) L'arttple 133)3 de la meme loi est '-' 	.-",V 	 c.,t• --, 0,0  
adding the following after subsettion18, ): 	idnie par adjonction; apres le paragraphe -1 z 	• 	i-,, 

,/vpo '-' • - • 4, (8)4de &qui. suit : 
% 40,`") ,1(:,./I ' IA 

(8.1) However, if the judge is also satistiergtfr, (8,51, Totitefois4s11 est egalement convaincu 30 Prolongation 
'•-•/Ai 	",t• .v/Pl, -,- that the person was convicted previously of a que la personne a)deja ete reconnue coupable - is jr, 0 

terrorism offence, the judge may order that the 	d'une infraction-a-eterrorisme, le juge peut lui 
person enter into the recognizance for a period ordonner de contracter l'engagement pour une 
of not more than two years. 	 30 periode maximale de deux ans. 

	

(6) Subsection 83.3(12) of the Act is 	(6) Le paragraphe 83.3(12) de la meme loi 35 

	

replaced by the following: 	 est remplace par ce qui suit : 

Condition— 	(11.1) The judge shall consider whether it is 	(11.1) Le juge doit decider s'il est souhai- 	Condition: 
passport 	 Pt,' 	 passeport desilible, 1°3erevent the carrying out of a table, pour empecher qu'une activite term-

terrori‘.1st kaictiaitwtkinclude in the recognizance 35 riste ne soit entreprise, d'intimer a la per-
.4 "VO ED a conditi610,that ahe ptrpon deposit, in the sonne de deposer, de la maniere precisee dans 40 

ii'Ci  ., 	c.., - i 	Co so  speptfied manner; 	lAsIpoctiar, other travel l'engagement, tout passeport ou autre document 

	

p..,. Ariqc.ii efitlissued in tlid*-narne/that tvitn,their 	de voyage etabli a son nom qui est en sa 
i-, i 

any  

	

'-'"../ 	t•-•Ai•••• • 

Up 	l, 	"-- li) 	session-or-eikttrol. If the juifgVecides thatat, possession ou en son controle, et, dans l'affir- 
A, 	. ' - ' ' t''' 	1/4)C.C,J 	 , 	ft ,..-7.,..„  /.. 

is estr'able tliejudgeshall add theQopditiointo,40 mative, it doit assortir l'engagement d'une 
'.-- ' lie, 

	

A/ 	,e. 	. Al i-^,..„ . 1,1 
the recogni Ate andr'speci the penod1 /4dnnng 00ondition a cet effet et y prevoir la periode 45 

A 1 • '00 --k•S r•, 
	Cl which it apph,es. ok„ rrk. 	 d'application de celle-ci. applies. Off. 4.1  --.A 	to.. 

	

/144 )., 4 	44 
' 10,4v 
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Condition—
specified 
geographic area 

Reasons 

	

(11.2) The judge shall consider whether it is 	(11.2) Le juge doit decider s'il est souhai- 	Condition: 

	

desirable, to prevent the carrying out of a 	table, pour empecher qu'une activite terroriste 

	

terrorist activity, to include in the recognizance 	ne i e 	piise, d'intimer a la personne de 
a condition that the person remain within a rester dansFune regforkdesignee, sauf permission 

• ..1,.. 1"."A 	• specified geographic area unless written permis- 5 ecnte qualcp_outea,g. itte)accorder ou qu'un 5 
iY•r-. • sion to leave that area is obtained from the judge inclividu qu'iNibignetikrjkliti accorder, et, 

eor any individual designated by the judge. If thg, rqn1.-aftypative, 	olAas 	og ment *Pd' 	Ps6)rti, %)14-1ag 
nt., judge decides that it is desirable, the judge shall icqunP'e'onlitio:fi ra cet effet4et y rpr 

PAp 
/0 I  

i,z, 
4  t ,,,,,nsp i? (12) If the judge does not add a condition 	(12) Le jugv!,,ts,.i1-14-alss,ortil'ip8s lsorgonnance 	10 Motifs 

described in subsection (10), (11.1) or (11.2) to 	de la condition prehire-..iticCparQiilp1P,(10)„ ut) 
-I/ ,;-,. 	7/1.., ( yr a recognizance, the judge shall include in the 	(11.1) ou (11.2), est tenu dLerv_donnOilesej  motifs, 

record a statement of the reasons for not adding qui sont consigns au dossier de l'instanc 	S 
it. 	 15 	 k.S,' 

add the condition to the recognizance and periodet:d appiicatiort‘eeelle-ci. 	/1/0/0/y 
specify the period during which it applies. 	10 	

/04/ 	iv  

region designee 

18. (1) Paragraph 83.31(2)(c) of the Act is 	18. (1) L'alinea 83.31(2)c) de la mane loi 
replaced by the following: 	 est remplace par ce qui suit : 	 15 

(c) the number of cases in which a person 	c) le nombre de cas ou la personne n'a pas 
was not released under subsection 83.3(7), 	ete en liberte au titre des paragraphes 83.3(7), 
(7.1) or (7.2) pending a hearing; 	20 (7.1) ou (7.2) en attendant sa comparution; 

r) (2) Subparagraph 83.31(3)(5Xp offtliOct 	(2) Le sous-alinea 83.31(3)b)(ii) de la 
is replaced by the following: A 1°AvitSt 	meme loi est remplace par ce qui suit: 	20 

'C) Op 
(ii) by a judge under Ippbagraph'"8• LF3S7:)(g),*p  8,(§) par un juge au titre des alineas 
(7.1)(a) or (7.2/gi)?? 4  kPA 	L' itp /i',/ 1,83 !--3(f7ta,.),(7.1)a) ou (7.2)a). 

k="t "1  Po._ 	t. 	0.,y, C), 
19. Paragraph (a) ofcthe` klifinibotteof- 25 19q yaliirel..ard,:_e la definition de « infrac- 

c-f" fence" in section 183 of the ActsispakVedWfon», Ptakt#031r3)  de la mime loi, est 
by adding the following after sjitbp4Oplis-s, ria0flie par adjonctioti, apres le sous-alinea 25 
(xii.8): 	 ce qui suit: 4.41 	 • vt.s,G2f,,,k 

(xii.81) subsection 83.221(1) (advocatinti ti 4 0/ 4p/14* paiwaphe 83.221(1) (preconi- 
or promoting commission of terrorism 30 	serii4.4(sii

rx ts
i'doig la perpetration d'infrac- 

offences), 	 tions de teme), 

20. Paragraphs 195(1)(a) and (b) of the 
Act are replaced by the following: 

(a) authorizations for which that Minister 
and agents specially designated in writing by 35 
that Minister for the purposes of section 185 
iktiedctod the interceptions made under 

u fri those atftkopA  zatims in the immediately pre- 
cedinglgearw8 0'0 QY 

77 	' 6'040, '0.kaihorizatiortgiVertw CSderi-6siection 188 40 
CR) 

ig 
 peace offiee:?MkrOty511igpated 

SCbv tilitemilter for the'40tOpp,Sekof ih 
sea tibni,sapio4 .aura the intercepts 	made 

. 	/04: under those agthort ions tict. immediately 
if preceding year 	t 	 45 

a) aux autorisations demandees par lui-
meme et les mandataires qu'il a specialement 
designes par ecrit pour l'application de 
Particle 185 et aux interceptions faites en 35 
vertu de ces autorisations au cours de Farm& 
precedente; 

b) aux autorisations donnees en vertu de 
l'article 188 et demandees par les agents de la 
paix qu'il a specialement designes pour 40 
l'application de cet article et aux interceptions 
faites en vertu de ces autorisations au cours 
de Pannee precedente; 

20. Les alineas 195(1)a) et b) de la meme 30 
loi sont remplaces par ce qui suit: 
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21. (1) Subsection 486(1) of the Act is 	21. (1) Le paragraphe 486(1) de la meme 
replaced by the following: 	 loi est replace par ce qui suit : 

Exclusion of 	486. (1) Any proceedings against an ac- 	4860(4,1ScsVirocedures dirigees contre Exclusion du public 	 public cused shall be held in open court, but the 	cuse ontAlieuaidaucliteace publique, mais si le 
(D— . 	t, 	, . presiding judge or justice may, on application of 5.i.Ny ou le jugs, ipaix quic-p&eside est d'avis 5 

the prosecutor or a witness or on his or her ownStiqtkleest dans l'intCtetifve- .0,,Tnii  TS Litcsvi),,pub_lIqu.e, 
f 

motion, order the exclusion of all or any -dti-fri#mttetVcled'ordre ou fklebitt39--auflurils- 
members of the public from the court room Iiiiionldla---justieciQU que &4, ;est net eissafie.-:` 

' for all or part of the proceedings, or order that pour evttes- toutelottemte/aux relatio Ante aD/  v 	, the witness testify behind a screen or other 10 tionales our  Alga d'elfse oti?-a la securite 10 
/01-- device that would allow the witness not to be nationales, 11-pgurau6:demattd,ccdu poursuivant 

`ft.  seen by members of the public, if the judge or ou d'un temoin okcler  saOpTprE'Atriafizeo  
justice is of the opinion that such an order is in ordonner que soil exclii &Ira sa416,yatfilikeic 
the interest of public morals, the maintenance of l'ensemble ou tout membre du public, Oats219kit3  
order or the proper administration of justice or is 15 ou partie de l'audience, ou que le temdin 15 
necessary to prevent injury to international 	temoigne derriere un ecran ou un dispositif lui 
relations or national defence or national secu- 	permettant de ne pas etre vu du public. 
rity. 

Application 	(1.1) The application may be made, during 	(1.1) La demande peut etre presentee soit au 	Demande 
the proceedings, to the presiding judge or justice 20 cours de l'instance au juge ou au juge de paix 
or, before the proceedings be-013  teitt115).‘,1dge or 	qui la preside, soit avant l'instance au juge ou au 20 
justice who will preside at the prO-06.5.fpgksl, if juge de paix qui la presidera ou, si aucun de 
that judge or justice has not been‘,4.c.tg#41ecle4d)&p.eux-ci n'a ete assigne, a un juge ou juge de 
any judge or justicershi'vittg jurisdietcofte fia,/,ippawicompetent dans le district judiciaire oft 
judicial district whet-V.4-9 pc-kiglings will tA.119/25 19tista%‘4€ deroulera. 

.00.6 	p  Atil) place. 
	take/725 

114qC /Y 	1-"A 
(2) Section Section 486 of the gct4it amiirskeditir 	(2) Ltalit, icle48,6tde la meme loi est modifle 25 

)4/- 	. 	'NO", 4-Vr‘,.. adding the following after subsectiok(3): 	spatadjonctumispres-kparagraphe (3), de ce 
(10 	p.  

414c. 	vivsmtk, 
(3'ti))1 IA 4 	t(-/c, No adverse 	(4) No adverse inference may be drawn froriN7.../n Ctq,Le>./if sit quftje ordonnance visee au 	Conclusion 

inference 

	

	 &favorable the fact that an order is, or is not, made under 30-p'resert/PvislikA9iit. lou non rendue ne peut 
this section. 	 donner lieu A.Cdts,caclusions defavorables. 	30 

22. The Act is amended by adding the 
following after section 486.6: 

22. La Tame loi est modifiee par adjonc-
tion, apres Particle 486.6, de ce qui suit : 

Security of 	486.7 (1) In any proceedings against an 	486.7 (1) Dans les procedures dirigees 	Securite des 
witnesses ternoins accused, the presiding judge or justice may, on 35 contre ]'accuse, le juge ou le juge de paix qui 

application of the prosecutor or a witness or on preside peut, sur demande du poursuivant ou 35 
hisA9I hetiawn motion, make any order, other d'un temoin ou de sa propre initiative, rendre 

(-) 'le76thUar-d than an n,  
wy, be made under any of toute ordonnance autre que celles visees aux 

sections.4861?°44863, lftthe judge or justice is of articles 486 a 486.5 s'il est d'avis qu'elle est 
''--04- 	U 	,Y ,-, lithe opinion thaMe orders nesessary to protect 40 necessaire pour assurer la securite d'un temoin 

S'ti '17, t< • 	trl• 	 . 	/1/4.:1 ' 	. 	. 
/the sectmtv of any w"ttless*1 is(awwise in et qu'elle est, par ailleurs, dans l'interet de la 40 

Pr-- 1-.1 	'vPr, . [-;`4. •'(-*1-, <-.MIie myFcst 4q. the propeTtyaamatstrattoni-Af bonne administration de la justice. 
OA , t47-,... So 	"417-/  JUStlqtt. •.CN, /ye, 	'O/  

/0tA  
Application 	(2) The, apillica torDmAy *made, (2) La demande peut etre presentee soit au dune the°/3 	 Demande 

proceedings, ,°//t.  pr$s1 	,tti  , stIr ystice or, 45 cours de l'instance au juge ou au juge de paix :f  Vel  ''• din1 714.0 • • 
before the proceciditialgegO, `&:kh Alge or qui la preside, soit avant l'instance au juge ou au 

/ 	1  
d 
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justice who will preside at the proceedings or, if juge de paix qui la presidera ou, si aucun de 
that judge or justice has not been determined, to 	ceux-ci n'a ete assigne, a un juge ou juge de 
any judge or justice having jurisdiction in the 	paif48436,teilt, dans le district judiciaire ou 
judicial district where the proceedings will take 	l'instanckezqeb§iitra, 
place. 

(3) In determining whether to make 
order, the judge or justice shall consider 

(a) the age of the witness; 

(b) the witness's mental or physical disabil- 
ities, if any; 	 10 

(c) the right to a fair and public hearing; 

(d) the nature of the offence; 

(e) whether the witness needs the order to 
protect them from intimidation or retaliation; 

(j) whether the order is needed to protect the 15 
security of anyone known to the witness; 

(g) society's interest in encouraging the 
reporting of offences and therticipation 
of victims and witnesse0driv. theDaiminal 
justice process; 	 /1/4% SS 20 g g) l'interet de la societe a encourager la 

. 	,Jy-ccienonciation des infractions et la participa- 20 (h) the importance ot e witness'sifestumfity- 
to the case; 	S 	

11&'" 	victimes et des temoins au processus 

/AC' 	'9,4? 	o 	Aci4stieZpkyple; 
(i) whether effectiveYalternia- ipe to,the,mak- -̀',, ,tej 	)"1,4 

Jilin . 	,) 	h) llimpor4anc tin temoignage dans l'ins- ing of the proposed order arteTAtfabl,.ihjitie 
circumstances; 	 $.7*./ 	25V 

A tnce• 
' 

(j) the salutary and deleterious 
4 
etfeAs:-of t 	tyk.ii)v1,Risstence dans les circonstances d'autres 

proposed order; and 	 Ofki 	4 	s424.4pes qui celui de rendre l'or- 
4 0  

(k) any other factor that the judge or justice 
j) les e et0(benefiques et prejudiciables de considers relevant. 	 ; 
l'ordonnance demandee; 

k) tout autre facteur qu'il estime pertinent. 30 

(4) No adverse inference may be drawn from 30 (4) Le fait qu'une ordonnance visee au 
the fact that an order is, or is not, made under present article soit ou non rendue ne peut 
this section. 	 donner lieu a des conclusions defavorables. 

23MIgsfgEtph (a.1) of the definition "pri- 	23. L'alinea a.1) de la definition de « in- 
mary destnagisigfme" in section 487.04 of fraction primaire», Particle 487.04 de la 35 
the Actis*neked„ bytallding the following 35 mime loi, est modifie par adjonction, apres le 
tifier-, sub pariiiiiTh 	eSis 	 sous-alinea (i.09), de ce qui suit : voiy 	 ON  *P 	4./Ain  

it 4.1 MAP zubsection 18-Nr210)--,(,adtiaing 
3̀064C91trAftikl_commissi4117-RSielrort‘V 

	

offdns e 7'40 '3  , 	 1/1/0 
frp44  4/•11  /0 

replaced by thkunowing: 4.1 	()" tiv, 

	

tiO 	14? ,q//- 

Factors to be 
considered 

No adverse 
inference 

5 	AlC /VS 0 '°:!? 
,. 	C&- 	P -7.. )'"ct 

	

,Ss,  ..,... fo, • & 	, theSti  13V'our dectdercs 11==-.401 reS-alre 1 ordon- 
,Y / 	4-) • At,,nan4erb,,telitlge,_ou leligs ' 	endefr,pla:‘'19c/Vide 	en 

	

1.19ii, ' 	 i tiy  e'QoAsjcle'ratii,b4;:risa8cteurs suivan'tTi -41( 7, 
ftl 'i -et/ 	(DNA lAio a) l'age3cru,,tenafirb-/t/ tr,... 	C',-. 	/0,Ais 

4; ' ''' Li 	''.,S'. 	tz 
b) les der6ences yst :svou4tutales du 

	

temoin, le casr-faiklitl 	"S.'"iG . 6  - 44 	10 

	

/ 	/ s, 	/1/, 
0 / 

c) le droit a un proces 011ie etiquAt9., legit,'  
Lq-,..„' d) la nature de ('infraction; 	 k) 

e) la necessite de l'ordonnance pour proteger 
le temoin contre l'intimidation et les repre- 
sailles; 	 15 

f) la necessite de l'ordonnance pour assurer 
la securite d'une des connaissances du 
temoin; 

25 

5 Facteurs 
considerer 

Conclusion 
&favorable 

24. (1)1bseCtin,81Qr 1;91.,the Act is 40 

(i.091) paragraphe 83.221(1) (preconiser 
ou fomenter la perpetration d'infractions 
de terrorisme), 	 40 

24. (1) Le paragraphe 810.01(1) de la 
mime loi est remplace par ce qui suit: 
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Fear of certain 	810.01 (1) A person who fears on reason- 	810.01 (1) Quiconque a des motifs raison- 	Crainte de 
offences 	 certaines 

	

able grounds that another person will commit an 	nables de craindre qu'une personne commette 	infractions 
offence under section 423.1 or a criminal unaittclitobrevue a l'article 423.1 ou une 
organization offence may, with the Attorney infraction7d;',9jatii‘on criminelle peut, avec le 
General's consent, lay an information before a 5,consentefnqtAmeAtilweneral, deposer une 5 
provincial court judge. 	 ,-., riere'bonciation c-clecsv)ni dn'Auger4,'„une cour pro- Q 	' '"Yt" 	1  A tifyi  UN" 

	

,r, 	ffeA 
1- ,ii>:-."1  Pp.; ' 'ifi)  I ,t•• 	P0 	l'IC ‘/Oi ' 7- IY,7 	,.'r' 	, R, (2) Section 810.01 of the Act is amended ,-,q,p, Vrai3ticle' StO.pl de lat<Memel 	est- 

VP: 	Oa,, 	. ,, 	. '/On. 
loi

AA,. by adding the following after subsection (7): modi le,4Par_aluonctrow/apres le parugrapnv/h  
(7), de cextplilit4/:O$-,s,' v l'''.../y2-. 	"-1: 	re 

4 yA,,Y bp % .4,-- ,,, 
Definition of 	(8) With respect to proceedings under this 	(8) A l'egatrdOiieF iptioced(ile.s vAees au 	Definition de 
"Attorney 	 (i procureur section, "Attorney General" means either the 10 present article, «pro - ibu g rtera » cgn encl)/  "116* 	()e' - '911/ -  ' kie ' Generar , 	P 	/P A .. 	general ii 

Attorney General of Canada or the Attorney du procureur general du Calada on4c1„mcproett:.9  
General of the province in which those reur general de la province on ces procats 

	

proceedings are taken and includes the lawful 	sont engagees ou du substitut legitime de l'un 15 
deputy of any of them. 	 ou l'autre. 

25. (1) The Act is amended by adding the 15 25. (1) La mane loi est modifike par 
following after section 810.01: 	 adjonction, apres l'article 810.01, de ce qui 

suit: 

	

810.011 (1) A person wAbio?  fears on reason- 	810.011 (1) Quiconque a des motifs raison- 20 Crainte dune Fear of terrorism 
offence 	

to 
de 

	

able grounds that another persciiiijyrCktrynt a nables de craindre la possibilite qu'une per- 	terrorisme 
terrorism offence may, with *048040)   sonne commette une infraction de terrorisme 
General's consent, layiaminformatigkl#424euts, avec le consentement du procureur 

0 	1/76, . provincial court judgeuk, 	k-p 	- 0 , genera , eposer une denonciation devant un 1' 	 i  --"I of 
Pk' . ' 4'1  p 'llS) 	

p .. '1717,5 vo.c...., awe &lung coure provinciale. 	 25 
le,9(') % 4',5‘ -A 	q. -Pp, 	'111,1r, r  lc, i*- 

Appearances 	(2) The provincial court jatIq w- 0-4,9ceivu t„ 	(2) 1104.1getOvrecoit la denonciation peut 	Comparution des 

an information under subsection fikinai-clisyr,̀;Nfoire comparlifio-lec 'es devant un juge de 14 parties 

the parties to appear before a prey irOkii(dyylfSitkPp'tbminciale. /p, 	.- A 	'3,.., "Q' ,0-... judge. 	 p+-JP `Loi 
' 44,1t 4  ()/ ;;IG'.11p'' 4  4r1 

Adjudication 	(3) If the provincial court judge before whom /04(3) tai)...14g6/1etyan't lequel les parties corn- 	Decision 

	

the parties appear is satisfied by the evidence 	paraissent pettl'017-e`gt convaincu, par la preuve 30 

	

adduced that the informant has reasonable 	apportee, que les C-Taintes du denonciateur sont 
grounds for the fear, the judge may order that fondees sur des motifs raisonnables, ordonner 
the defendant enter into a recognizance, with or 30 que le defendeur contracte l'engagement, avec 
without sureties, to keep the peace and be of ou sans caution, de ne pas troubler l'ordre 
good behaviour for a period of not more than 12 public et d'avoir une bonne conduite pour une 35 
months. 	 periode maximale de douze mois. 

Duration 	4§ owA  e 	4 if the provincial court judge is 	(4) Toutefois, s'il est egalement convaincu 	Prolongation 
extended 	 .V 'r, .. ,p,.., 

also satisfita-that4e,defendant was convicted 35 que le defendeur a déjà etc reconnu coupable 
il 	' `')/11c, 	it=t) previouslOf a, teropsmaffeAce, the judge may d'une infraction de terrorisme, le juge peut lui 

i',t:-, 8, ,ordpr,xliat the tillep6akenteienitopthe recogni- ordonner de contracter l'engagement pour une 40 
p Pz.V.,e)e,%14-period of tif*Inore'it 	fikyears. 	periode maximale de cinq ans. 

/..), 	up. 

it,,1  kiy,--, 4., 	LilS)4,, 	r? ,4,, 
Refusal to enter 	V) The 	court judg0:-  a e9mttuf- 	(5) Le juge peut infliger au defendeur qui 	Refus de 
into 	 Il" 	.,°/'• -TrR 

ognizance 	 19the defekl tot Tonapy term npomo t, o ofi ' t '<Mr' 	met ou refuse de contracter l'engagement une 	contracter un 
engagement 

than 12 inbngsttt epctele diii-Ovils or reuses peine de prison maximale de douze mois. 
to enter into &15coinizaJnk ' 1 
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(6) The provincial court judge may add any 
reasonable conditions to the recognizance that 
the judge considers desirable to secure the good 
conduct of the defendant, including conditions 
that require the defendant 

(b) to wear an electronic monitoring device, <S<'S
hej 

 ide> portez-un dispositiVe sui,/eitlancp 
Sr 	 /4 • if the Attorney General makes that request; 	distanr, .81-4e piteurcur genertieit fat4 a- 

(c) to return to and remain at their place of 
residence at specified times; or 	 10 

(d) to abstain from the consumption of drugs, 
except in accordance with a medical pre-
scription, of alcohol or of any other intox-
icating substance. 

(a) to participate in a treatment program; Su meet 	& 0 / 	P,,t? 

(6) S'il l'estime souhaitable pour garantir la 
bonne conduite du defendeur, le juge peut 
assaci5142613gment de conditions raisonna-
bles lui fainaliArdtarnment 

5 	-1r,  c,&,,ici) de paftIciperOX-ApYoggmme de traite- 

/ a ifk" 07,  4,)/y 

moments precise 	ns 4„,etig 	,ent; 

d) de s'abstenir de corkomrne3-4de144o., 
/go, gues — sauf sur ordonnance medicale-=-4slp 

l'alcool ou d'autres substances intoxicantes. 

ken 
ry c) de regagner sa4si neeket Iy5ster aux 10 

4111() 	IV // 40/ 

mad 0 den 	A/ 

5 

Conditions de 
fengagement 
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Conditions in 
recognizance 

Conditions—
firearms 

Surrender, etc. 

(7) The provincial court judge shall consider 15 (7) Le juge doit decider s'il est souhaitable 15 Conditions— 

whether it is desirable, in the interests of the 	d'interdire au defendeur, pour sa securite ou 	armes A feu 

defendant's safety or that of any other person, to 	celle d'autrui, d'avoir en sa possession des 
prohibit the defendant from possessing any armes a feu, arbaletes, armes prohibees, armes a 
firearm, cross-bow, prohibited weapon, re- 	autorisation restreinte, dispositifs prohibes, mu-
stricted weapon, prohibitedecNi5e, a*pnnition, 20 nitions, munitions prohibees et substances 20 
prohibited ammunition or exploS4itilicrance 	explosives, ou l'un ou plusieUrs de ces objets, 

OA/ `'.)$5 or all of those things. If the judgeldecidegthatft &et, dans ]'affirmative, it doit assortir l'engage- 
Pr- 	—(,;-,, k-il- , r r, is desirable to do so,, the(judege shalf-,add,that&k.meajd'une condition a cet effet et y preciser la k.)7., , /6' condition to the remnize c - aqt,specify eivi , per ,lo e apRication de celle-ci. ' ilh • `.- ")''' ; Id,' ' I" 	• 

254i)44,10k `' 7-* period during which114`E ieP7i) ' r  4. 
ili °1"A-  '30 ./V- -. . p 7-, oti)  C, 	'117 0 	Z * A , (8) If the provincial court„.0sdger41s ,.a.--4  (8) Le 4 ech04.9t, l'engagement prevoit la 25 Remise 

condition described in subsectionq76,4 	, fa011.de  remet-Irt, de delenir ou d'entreposer les At / : , '41 t,  0 p ,,:* ' f  recognizance, the judge shall speayon ktl,* Olt ̀visesay paragraphs (7) qui sont en la 
recognizance how the things referred to is2illitti , Pp.,,sisviltilliu dtnAeur, ou d'en disposer, et de 
subsection that are in the defendant's possession 30;:tcja-iettietiltsql,toAiggions, permis et certificats 
shall be surrendered, disposed of, detained, 	d'enregistreknt dciiii celui-ci est titulaire. 	30 

`4',3 stored or dealt with and how the authorizations, 
licences and registration certificates that are 
held by the defendant shall be surrendered. 

Condition— 	(9) The provincial court judge shall consider 35 
passport 	whether it is desirable, to secure the good 

conduct of the defendant, to include in the 
• Pk-. recogtsziazyree08,4ndition that the defendant 

deposit, nigh,..9 trrecif manner, any passport or 
Acpther traVelalganEernt ag7tpd in their name that 40 
0 	peiRess,iu ofcsnerolt the judge 

p 'iOdesfitiat, it is destriiIiile, tkjudge'ran I add 
'"Ytkh 1AZ•rif t 	0,43„ 

•-,,L.)4/irs 
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Condition—
specified 
geographic area 

Condition: 
passeport 

de lui intimer de rester dans une region 

the pgittbd 	 applies!04/  

(9) Le juge doit decider s'il est souhaitable, 
pour garantir la bonne conduite du defendeur, 
de lui intimer de deposer, de la maniere precis& 
dans l'engagement, tout passeport ou autre 
document de voyage etabli a son nom qui est 35 
en sa possession ou en son controle et, dans 
]'affirmative, doit assortir l'engagement d'une 
condition a cet effet et y prevoir la periode 

Rstf recognizapicip incicsyte 	d'application de celle-ci. 

CT ()_, 
(10) Ille4  pregic al%ourt,inke shall con- 45 (10) Le juge doit decider s'il est souhaitable, 40 Condition: 

sider whethe/4(4ibkireak7ikseVairthe good you garantir to  bonne conduite du defendeur 	region designee 

conduct of the de3hcl&(; ay1161:nd7, frii the 
6'41,4? 	"-(-)/ 
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Reasons 

recognizance a condition that the defendant 
remain within a specified geographic area 
unless written permission to leave that area is 
obtained from the judge or any individual 

designee, sauf permission &rite qu'il pourrait 
lui accorder ou qu'un individu qu'il designe 
pou*It, Itilliaceprder, et, dans l'affirmative, it 

'In. 	A- doit assortiiiliengatment d'une condition a cet 
designated by the judge. If the judge decides 5 effet et 

iicprievAio.rda,  

that it is desirable, the judge shall add the 6'eelle-ci. 
ettorde d'application de 5 
it-I& C% 

0 	PD., . 0 
'Ilk? 

/ 	7'4 (11) If the provincial court judge does not 	 sort(111Its,"11, Fa 	.-pcs  .:atk,1;engage eutccer,#)/0  Motifs 

add a condition described in subsection (7), (9) 10 conditionpiekcjauP4pffagiiity,/  (7), (9) ou OAS 
or (10) to a recognizance, the judge shall 	(10), le juge 6. ,t&-t (4,1c4  4.i%fieisseerrrotifs, qui 
include in the record a statement of the reasons 	sont consignes au aisiefictejiin 

'"t1 //0  8 l' k* 4 010 

condition to the recognizance and specify thgt  
period during which it applies. 	 1Y80 "Y07" 

Variance of " 
conditions 

Definition of 
"Attorney 
General" 

for not adding it. 

(12) A provincial court judge may, on 	(12) Tout juge de la cour provincials 	Modification des 

application of the informant, the Attorney 15 sur demande du denonciateur, du procureur 
General or the defendant, vary the conditions 	general ou du defendeur, modifier les conditions 
fixed in the recognizance. 	 fixees dans l'engagement. 

quire, to recognizances made under this section. 20 engagements contractes en vertu du present 
article. 

(14) With respect to proceedings under ttfi) 	(14) A regard des procedures visees au 
4?t,- section, "Attorney General" means-..ct,!,4r 4119-4, `present article, <<procureur general » s'entend 

Attorney General oeccranatkbr the Attaity 1.6'dtcpt=c7c(KTfur general du Canada ou du procu- 
General of the piklyiip.,60 	"Aktli1(ch, those Paerlis liant0)40,p, province on cis procedures 
proceedings are taken arkDAKI iiktee Taw/tut 25 soiatefi'gaels'ou 	substitut legitime de l'un 

(2) Subsection 810.011(6) of tyfe Aidtbic 1 /43 /1?,(2)/te,paragraphe 810.011(6) de la mime 25 the 
	. amended by striking out "or" at the en,d1),olcA! loi est4modaer  par adjonction, apres l'alinea 

/ 	k",-Ir paragraph (c) and by adding the followi'llgil,,69?,:dkcssoqut,syiti.0/  
after paragraph (d): 	 30 v. 	"r4', vq/1- Cem  

•c'c,  (e) to provide, for the purpose of analysis, a 	e) de fournir 1 /4a des fins d'analyse un 
sample of a bodily substance prescribed by 	echantillon d'une substance corporelle desi- 
regulation on the demand of a peace officer, a 	gnee par reglement, a la demande d'un agent 30 
probation officer or someone designated 	de la paix, d'un agent de probation ou d'une 
under paragraph 810.3(2)(a) to make a 35 personne designee en vertu de l'alinea 
demand, at the place and time and on the 	810.3(2)a) pour faire la demande, aux date, 
daynsie;ciified by the person making the 	heure et lieu precises par l'agent ou la 
demantr, (if-?4-h t person has reasonable 	personne designee, si celui-ci a des motifs 35 • 
grountisop/Weliettat the defendant has 	raisonnables de croire que le defendeur a 

iiW•pireached'adipbv14,1108ec9gnizance that 40 enfreint une condition de l'engagement lui 
(Jit-e 4461jigs, them to riNtapitrtfritileViinsump- 	intimant de s'abstenir de consommer des 

tio&,434'd?ugs, alcohol' oNnyltlie, 	 drogues, de l'alcool ou d'autres substances 
6'04 't 	 '41 	 CU'I F7  - ngtsubst.t5q, orb 	OA 	A 	intoxicantes; 	 40 

/ /911/ 	. 	No/ 
(/) to provide, ordhe p*ose of analysis, a '-'iy j) de fournir a des fins d'analyse un echan- 

, 	et? • <''S sample Om <Oily sutstaneepreseribed 45 tillon d'une substance corporelle designee par '‘, 0 
by regulation *Ty lazdntory# ihad  are 	reglement, 	intervalles reguliers precises, 

1:/0 	114 " I 4 

s, 

4;1C 1-6' 
conditions 

	

(13) Subsections 810(4) and (5) apply, with 	(13) Les paragrapher 810(4) et (5) s'appli- 

	

any modifications that the circumstances re- 	quint, avec les adaptations necessaires, aux 
Other provisions 	 15 Autres 
to apply 	 dispositions 

applicables 

Definition de 

20 Ai procureur 
general» 

pc, 	 "Y.  
deputy of any of them. 	 7'7041'9  ill ou 1,  ante .1 i../44/0/0  

CAS 
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specified, in a notice in Form 51 served on 	dans un avis redige selon la formule 51 qui 

	

the defendant, by a probation officer or a 	est signifie au defendeur, par un agent de 

	

person designated under paragraph 	p'YobatiPoiPeihpar une personne designee en 

	

810.3(2)(b) to specify them, if a condition 	vertu dSh12,glinet,810.3(2)b) pour preciser 
of the recognizance requires the defendant to 5 CCUX-Cir'&11 Pengagen*,t est assorti d'une 5 
abstain from the consumption of drugs, .1e,,ondition lit19 iptimfant,gks'abstenir de 
alcohol or any other intoxicating substance.Z-4Y4coVsoVr des (Thdr4g":iinerg'?„id,"je (Pialsfi t,(3o1 ou 

latikessub§tances iniokiPaven-,i  -6)  

	

26. The Act is amended by adding the 	26. 1;a6mAmeft tsmochfike pai,aidymczp,,,r)  AltiOn 7'.4 

following after section 810.2: 	 tion, apr 	811_0,52, 	suit4 
ciAh„-- 04- 	06- 810.21 If a defendant is required to appear 10 810.21 LorWun d,dediv'esttsteilu de Videoconference 

under any of sections 83.3 and 810 to 810.2, a comparaitre au titre deiljun a'scartiRe's;834.340, 
- i  provincial court judge may, on application of 810 a 810.2, un juge d une tour pro,ymetate, 

the prosecutor, order that the defendant appear peut, a la demande du poursuivant, ordonnerz 6& 
by video conference if the judge is satisfied that defendeur de comparaitre par videoconference 15 
it would serve the proper administration of 15 s'il est convaincu que cela servirait la bonne 

	

justice, including by ensuring a fair and efficient 	administration de la justice, notamment en 
hearing and enhancing access to justice. 	assurant la tenue d'une audience equitable et 

efficace et en ameliorant Pace& a la justice. 

Transfer of order 	810.22 (1) If a person who is bound by an 
order under any of section

,o
ftV latfcL,10 to une ordonnance prise en vertu de l'un des 

810.2 becomes a resident of oViis eliaged 20 articles 83.3 et 810 a 810.2 devient residente 
4 L'iltc,  ' 0 with, convicted of or diseharged4hder'segtton /9 yl'itne circonscription territoriale autre que celle 

s-t.' 	h . Ce. 730 of an offence, ingiiiirig., an offeneeSunderry6-ou ordonnance a ete rendue, ou y est inculpee 

	

'j •oral e ''' .. 	i  0 I 	'' AO 	i section 811, in—a ,e r 	ivisi, other tnariVp ouidemlaTeOgoupable ou absoute en vertu de 

	

the territorial divisioni3,),vlikthe ‘fder was 	l'ititiclec7111-d'uliti 'nfraction, y compris une 

	

`-'/VA,... / t";,-.. 1 /43C/ ,-. 	. 	"."1 .r/o  .(...7- ,  made, on application of a peaes4officerior the 25 infractionivisee/n !'article 811, un juge d'une 
Attorney General, a provincial courtiii-dge Nay, dobr,provinxclici -  pedt9,4-pous reserve du para- 

	

,4 	ii QS' '-.1,"/- . subject to subsection (2), transfer the ',9ysler tka iraphe40, a la demande d'un agent de la paix 

	

%%.11 	''IS'f- °f4.-  	' provincial court judge in that other te 	ii, 4 epip _To,  eus. eperal transferer l'ordonnance 
division and the order may then be dealt with17;16.044Fr.14%,,elbeivprovinciale de cette autre 
and enforced by the provincial court judge to 30 circonscnptiCeerfitoriale, lequel peut des lors 

	

whom it is transferred in all respects as if that 	statuer sur l'ordtiffhance et l'appliquer a tous 
provincial court judge had made the order. 	egards comme s'il l'avait rendue. 

Video 
conference 

810.22 (1) Lorsqu'une personne soumise a 20 Transfers d'une 
ordonnance 

25 

30 

Attorney 
General's 
consent 

(2) The transfer may be granted only with 

(a) the consent of the Attorney General of 
the province in which the order was made, if 35 
the two,territorial divisions are not in the 
sameproveice; or 

'7S/r,L3,5%, 
(h) theccoYAesi,toopth&Ottomey General of 

nfolvtiot/ttat led to the 
p‘344i) is'alagee of the Cop,c1Fr 	ldielv6v .th the 40 

con' 	/Of4the Attome eneflaP9f Canada. So 	• 	L.: 	 '1C7- ja isiF 8e,y C 	,S. 	Aile  '1  

4 

(2) L'ordonnance ne peut etre transferee : 
	

35 Consentement 
du procureur 

a) qu'avec le consentement du procureur general 

general de la province ou elle a ete rendue, 
si les deux circonscriptions territoriales ne 
sont pas situees dans la meme province; 

h) qu'avec le consentement du procureur 40 
general du Canada, si la denonciation 
l'origine de l'ordonnance a ete deposee avec 
le consentement de celui-ci. 
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(3) If the judge who made the order or a 	(3) Lorsque le juge qui a rendu l'ordonnance 
judge to whom an order has been transferred is ou a qui l'ordonnance a ete transferee est pour 
for any reason unable to act, the powers of that queT4A3i fkiSeit dans l'incapacite d'agir, les 
judge in relation to the order may be exercised pouvoirs41eueqiigjeconcernant cette ordon- 
by any other judge of the same court. 	5,nancc peuveripterfrepie'Veie4.par tout autre juge 5 

/111/rneme 	 c%9/ 
&4,t 	„ 	 'S  

tict!,..0.01-.1er  la 
, 27. (1) The portion of section 811 of the'',0),, 42/741)1,pei  passage a 	' 

Act before paragraph (a) is replaced by the "ii4M16-P,Tee-effajt Patine a)?est flemplke•- 
following: 	 par ceiat siciefto 	 '04/ 14/ 

Ci- % 
fOvent preVu a 1 0 Manquement a 

If judge unable 
to act 

C. Vr  4,, 
'ii (2) Paragraphs 811(a) and (b) of the Act 	(2) Les alineas 811a) et b) de la meme-liii 

are replaced by the following: 	 sont remplaces par ce qui suit: 

(a) an indictable offence and is liable to 15 a) soit d'un acte criminel passible d'un 15 
imprisonment for a term of not more than 	emprisonnement maximal de quatre ans; 
four years; or b) soit d'une infraction punissable sur dada- 
(h) an offence punishable on summary con- 	ration de culpabilite par procedure sommaire 
viction and is liable to ifinp3isailey t for a 	et passible d'un emprisonnement maximal de 
term of not more than 18 months: 	20 dix-huit mois. 	 20 

-leo  1/43 
TRANSITIONIAkPROVISIOICS 	z. Cs,/  DISPOSITION TRANSITOIRE 

'SU; 171'96 n . 1/4S'  / V 
Information— 	28. If an information Chas neea-laid underlip- 28:2$1, alITit la date d'entree en vigueur 
terrorism offence 	 ';''. ii), '-1  PL--,-. : T i c•-. 	1,..1Aiiii - " I' I, 	fy .7- 

subsection 810.01(1) otChe -1.cortnaisEode diApresenticarticlk•;une denonciation a ete 
before the day on which lik-mficiir-ofie.1/4_,depolskQiiyvertilidu paragraphe 810.01(1) du 

A  "tdin into force by a person who fears 4,reds161t,L, "Codg, crimmet ?Oar quitonque a des motifs 
---‘-: f,..77-i able grounds that another person. NOR co`Shar  25 fraisonni(bles de craindre qu'une personne 25 

vf-r:1,„ '- 4,A i t 4c ,, 4k,- 
tine, n mit a terrorism offence and a provincial --t pme,ftga takejnifraction de terrorisme et un .-vi,di .,,.. . 

gem 
 1  ,i,,„ - 	.,..„, , . 	. 

court judge has not made a final determini-1 / Ow_et.__, r  a'i, , oasr../431.rovinciale n'a pas pris de 
tion with respect to the information, the decision definitive Crelativement a la &non-
information is deemed, on that day, to have elation, la denfin"ciation, a cette date, est 
been laid under subsection 810.011(1) of that 30 reputee avoir ete deposee en vertu du 30 
Act. 	 paragraphe 810.011(1) de cette loi. 

	

CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS 	 MODIFICATIONS CORRELATIVES 

R.S., c. P-20 	 Prisons and Reformatories Act 	Loi sur les prisons et les maisons de correction 
P*0, Ppc., 
2% ON portion of the definition "prison- 	29. Le passage de la definition de «pri- 

kc't 	,.s er" in subkepon 4.(3) of the Prisons and sonnier », au paragraphe 2(1) de la Loi sur les 

	

. o. r, 	p 
4WormatorKs-ActPafter)".  paragraph (b) is prisons et les maisons de correction, precedant 

	

,-.),,S.‘ • 	/4- 	649 6'04e61ked by the fallowingp 	0 	35 Patin& a) est remplace par ce qui suit: 	35 
io- 	411 A., 	 1C? 	.' /4/Prl 	I 4/0-k) to ismon4,e5 in a prikoa Rtitsuant rtoz,ta « prisonnier » Individu inearcere dans une 

sentenced4pldrekee under apie,yiVigan?'of# prison soit par suite d'une condamnation pour , v , 
Mt of PaliAme4torakil/opts regaii6,4s, an aux lois federales ou a leurs regle- ‘ •-• /0, . 4i ,s, 

Al 

	

	u 	To 	 ments d'application, soit pour avoir omis ou 
//tip 0  

A  0/ G 

	

--1 / 	s 

3103(93/01) 

Incapacite d'agir 
du juge 

Denonciation — 
infraction de 
terrorisme 

L.R., ch. P-20 

«prisonnier» 
"prisoner" 

-/E 	'11/  0 Breach of 	811. A person bound by a recognizance 	811. QtlieonquO violeSrien 
recognizance 	under any of sections 83.3 and 810 to 810.2 10 I'un des articIts) 	'84,114p.A 810.2 est 	I engagement 

who commits a breach of the recognizance is coupable : 	it. 0/ 
guilty of 	 Cry /11 
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pursuant to a committal for failure or refusal to refuse de contracter un engagement aux termes 
enter into a recognizance under any of sections 	de l'un des articles 83.3 et 810 a 810.2 du Code 
83.3 and 810 to 810.2 of the Criminal Code; 	critfitnel Bil'exceetion : 

St9P 

	

Loi sur lecysteiltedorPectionnel et la mise en 	1992, ch. 20 

Merle LItS7C‘j  Oraitiftlf 
'94.kakbfriSC'. 	1-0 	p 

30. Section 1 of Schedule I to the Correc,%..' /39 	C e 1 de l'idn'tlexeillItlf 	r le 
A 	 C' 

tions and Conditional Release Act is amended 5 schitti &Misecnonll.let la mtge.cp/ hbeleisou: 5 
by adding the following after paragraph condit0)., ,sesCnIoRIG 	adjoniaan., alle,tsj  
(a.91): 	 l'alinea a..9134de ceifut 	 /0/y 

< 	0A` Rte, I 	. (a.92) subsection 83.221(1) (advocating or 	a.92) paragraPtefi, 511 	0 	recd' e r ou 
promoting commission of terrorism of- 	fomenter la perpktVionO,d'cinf2otive 
fences); 	 10 terrorisme); 	 3̀41/ 4  4.10 

/1Cr,  • ' LS' 
Customs Tariff 	 Tarif des douanes 	

,9 	
1997, ch. 36 

31. The Description of Goods of tariff item 	31. La denomination des marchandises du 
No. 9899.00.00 in the List of Tariff Provisions 	n°  tarifaire 9899.00.00 de la liste des dispo- 
set out in the schedule to the Customs Tariff is sitions tarifaires figurant a l'annexe du Tarif 
amended by adding a reference to "Writings, des douanes est modifiee par adjonction de 
signs, visible representations or)  audio re- 15 «Des ecrits, signes, representations visibles 15 
cordings that constitute tekii?rilt p.teyaganda ou enregistrements sonores qui constituent de 
within the meaning of subsectiofk83,1248)Nof la propagande terroriste au seas du para- 

A kJ/tic, c-.'&-/-1 the Criminal Code;" as a separatelrovistond tggraphe 83/22(8) du Code criminel;» comme 
before the provisiog,letqsters and haktlIplIstydis0,9tin distincte figurant avant la dispo-1-t,  

depicting scenes oficsri&e. o \r4i4leqce; or".9410..Eiltett/Atffiehes et feuilles volantes represen- 20 
•-*/ 	t),$)  1)" 	r'f )a%t 	d-  • 	del 	• 'SO 	 IC 

	

es penes ?grime ou 	violence, ». 

p!. Youth Criminal Justice it • 	I /0 	/1/ pi sur 	gMme'airjustice penale pour les 	2002, ch. 
4 4,7'0 	 s'r 

	

4/' 	adolescents 

	

Pr) 	Ais, 
32. Subsection 14(2) of the Youth Crunthal 	rn. ctievardgraphe 14(2) de la Loi sur le -61 	,,male Justice Act is replaced by the following: 	Csmtemeleirskey,penak pour les adolescents 

est remplad(par,&qui suit: 

(2) A youth justice court has jurisdiction to 	(2) Le tribunal a aussi competence pour 25 Ordonnances 

make orders against a young person under rendre a regard d'un adolescent l'ordonnance 
sections 83.3 (recognizance — terrorist activ- 25 visee aux articles 83.3 (engagement — activite 
ity),810 (recognizance—fear of injury or terroriste), 810 (engagement—crainte de bles-
damage), 810.01 (recognizance — fear of sures ou dommages), 810.01 (engagement— 
certain offences), 810.011 (recognizance—fear 	crainte de certaines infractions), 810.011 (enga- 30 
of 14rr•onifft offence) and 810.2 (recogni- gement— crainte d'une infraction de terro-

P • zance— fOrdif serous personal injury offence) 30 risme) ou 810.2 (engagement—crainte de 
of the 	L 	Abe young person fails sevices graves a la personne) du Code criminel; Ci-t@ ing7t 
t*- 	‘ 	("`-  	e's • ori,i7fuses to entelpto aecogilizance referred 	dans le cas oli ('adolescent omet ou refuse de 

p  464 inaKApof thos(e)gq9lion's),/t e PeOurt may contracter l'engagement prevu a ces articles, le 35 
Almoge(?a 	f the rackip nc gat' ii)ut -An... tribunal peut lui imposer une des sanctions 
-kVA/ 	11%° 	7-.• '1C subsektini4Z(2)/(y6igheentences)Cexycept ,tb,t 35 prevues au paragraphe 42(2) (peines specifi- 
in the cases'aT'ai'l'OAlenualetparagraPhU2)06)/Offlues), sauf que, si la sanction est imposee en 

/0/ 	 - (custody and/A5upeqolston,50aer)bit, shall not 
exceed 30 days. 0/i;, 4,414 /VLS' 

t/OA, 

1992, c. 20 	Corrections and Conditional Release Act 

1997, c. 36 

2002, c. 1 

Orders 
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vertu de l'alinea 42(2)n) (ordonnance de 
placement et de surveillance), celle-ci ne peut 

13" exceA 4-et5trentojciurs. 
k/Qi 33. 	 )aa)~de de la meme loi est 

e 	page p'itzte suit r 	5 
, (a) in respect of an order under section 83. ) Lg.? 4a) falixordonnank.,,egAvpndkn edoWyrtu des 

(recognizance—terrorist activity), 810 (re- 	 (Fngagemi-eit—AaOtivitt-qerro- 
i 	 -.. • 1-1. to/)—/8i0: 	bielsuu- 

res ou&cloninnrages),*19.,.01 (enidge7ieriii)/0 1. g 
— craftily de'-artairres‘; ftlifiyati205), 810.011 10 

/IVA- 	, 'it.A,, • infra Air unejoi -Air de 
terrorisme) ou87iro:2-1(78g2gesiikikwftititsi 
de sevices graves a la fiersonn4Au,,,a,tfe,s, 
criminel ou aux infractions prevues a f'kcje 
811 (manquement a l'engagement) de cette 15 
loi; 

COORDINATING AMENDMENTS 	DISPOSITIONS DE COORDINATION 
2011, c. 7 	34. (1) In this section, "other Act" means 	34. (1) Au present article, «autre loi» 	2011, ch. 7 

the Response to the Supreme Court of Canada s'entend de la Loi donnant suite a la decision 
Decision in R. v. Shoker de la Cour supreme du Canada dans l'affaire 

L /49/ C&:s. 	R. c. Shoker. 	 20 
1r, °IV& (2) On the first /)-A -day on which egit h,1-0 (2) Des le premier jour ou le paragraphe 

subsection 25(2) ofghis vAtt..-and segolicil*:?,:540S4s, la presente loi et Particle 11 de 6-/A), 
of the other Act arkiii2form —Alt:? 	/4/P6I'Alittejoi so*tous deux en vigueur : 

lib)- (a) the portion of subst'eqion• 819,3kr)%f rvailitkp):alcateitikparagraphe-810.3(1) du 
the Criminal Code before p(drakraipliqq)111/ ,Code dititinfIV6itqdant l'alinea a) est 25 
replaced by the following: 4 / /04/ 	Ciifiplace par ce qui suit: 

"14/A- b, */ 	 /)r.. 
Samples— 	810.3 (1) For the purposes of sectionV,830,'I 4(111063,ecpcEiviiril'application des articles 810, 	Echantillons : 
designations and 810.01, 810.011, 810.1 and 810.2 and subject t617;t1.1,0.6168,11 /8•15/1 et 810.2 et sous reserve 	precisions 

et 
specifications 

the regulations, the Attorney General of a des regletitsoftegard d'une province ou 
province or the minister of justice of a territory 	d'un territoire donne, le procureur general de la 30 
shall, with respect to the province or territory, 25 province ou le ministre de la justice du 

: (b) paragraphs 810.3(2)(a) and (b) of the territoire  
Criminal Code are replaced by the follow- 	b) les alineas 810.3(2)a) et b) du Code 
ing: 	 criminel sont remplaces par ce qui suit: 

33. Paragraph 142(1)(a) of the Act is 
replaced by the following: 

cognizance—fear of injury or damage), 5 
810.01 (recognizance—fear of certain of-
fences), 810.011 (recognizance — fear of 
terrorism offence) or 810.2 (recognizance— 
fear of serious personal injury offence) of that 
Act or an offence under section 811 (breach 10 
of recognizance) of that Act; 

(a) to slake a demand for a sample of a 
bodikist2tonce for the purposes of para- 30 
grap%st3/841.0%d(b), 8 1 0.0 1(4.1)(f), 

0 .0 PE(6kqp 78'96'4.-,(4 .02)(h) and 
Sot., 4%01,44.1 )(1);)‘4ni:b 	p Q/k.Ss 

Pt.."' 	 /NA- /*I/A 1v0p 
corvf_speqlily the regulcrAttervils-si Aiefrila 

CdtirldgE=EiZep,svide a sa./A:Tit-cif ' -:'15-o'dil(;35 
subs̀idnk-St.1Q174inlisisks of paPt;aphs'/0 

—1 /1 /),, 

810(3 .150(cd,/,08A 07-61- 	 (6)(f), 
810.1 (3.02)440 li,(1124(4.1V 	4 

1 /off/S /f 

S 

a) faire la demande d'echantillons de subs- 35 
tances corporelles pour l'application des 
alineas 810(3.02)6), 810.01(4.1)f), 
810.011(6)e), 810.1(3.02)h) ou 810.2(4.1)f); 

b) preciser les intervalles reguliers auxquels 
le defendeur doit fournir les echantillons de 40 
substances corporelles pour l'application des 
alineas 810(3.02)c), 810.01(4.1)g), 
810.0146A, 810.1(3.02)i) ou 810.2(4.1)g). 

3103(93/01) 
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Restriction 

(c) subsections 810.3(3) and (4) of the 
Criminal Code are replaced by the follow-
ing: 

(3) Samples of bodily substances referred to 
in sections 
810.2 may 
handled or 

c) les paragraphes 810.3(3) et (4) du Code 
criminel sont remplaces par ce qui suit: 

P' O^  
Lfrkse'ei (3) Les,j  64§111Pritde substances cmporel- 

	

810, 810.01, 810.011, 810.1 and 	vise'sc47.-.6artiirest  8-4i0;c8310.01, 810.011, 
not be taken, analyzed, stored,SO4'116401 810.29  a-e Otiviepl‘//(4trsiv  preleves, 

destroyed, and the records of the-taoattalWA,"1,e,qrpposes,'AriCaDiRule$GortdidAtriitits 
results of the analysis of the samples may not be "'clicepAircratrAitemifc les .d&itilfalo'4,et 
protected or destroyed, except in accordance precisi4sf0e4y,,,vtiie4 iparagrapie,44AND  
with the designations and specifications made 10 male, le,s4dtittiluntAtaAsatOtIt des resultats 
under subsection (1). 	 de Panalys6 idgs:dcila:nifilletsAi, e4fkitypt etre 10 

protégés ou detruiti)/491/0 teo)fpkt,eveleei ter 
designations et les precisi&styfafecisAujtitreffteR 
paragraphe. 	 cA Cc F S 

(4) Le procureur general d'une province ou 	Destruction des 

le ministre de la justice d'un territoire, ou la 15 echantillons 
personne autorisee par l'un ou I'autre, fait 

shall cause all samples of bodily substances 15 detruire, dans les delais prevus par reglement, 

	

provided under a recognizance under section 	les echantillons de substances corporelles four- 

	

810, 810.01, 810.011, 810.1 or 810.2 to be 	nis en application d'un engagement prevu aux 

	

destroyed within the perdigd piiqgibed by 	articles 810, 810.01, 810.011, 810.1 ou 810.2, 20 
regulation unless the samplePatOdar:0801y sauf s'il est raisonnable de s'attendre a ce qu'ils 
expected to be used as evidence 196 -.)1,60se(C)Iiiii:2pils_pient utilises-  en preuve lors de poursuites 
for an offence under skim 811. 4•,,s,  P7'1, Inientees a regard de l'infraction prevue a 

' l%r11/048/lit. (d) paragraph §10',:30)(lott14e CrimmalAip • x/ 
Code is replaced 444)15 fklilwings,

-17
alinea,n1u13(5)a) du Code criminel est 25 

	

/1141..--7CtioCf?„9 	remplic$ATsrgefoi/lui suit: 

e) le pairhgrAFilik,s810.3(6) du Code criminel 30 
est remplace-kr ce qui suit: 

(6) The notice referred to in paragraph 	(6) L'avis vise aux alineas 810(3.02)c), 	Avis: 

	

810(3.02)(c), 810.01(4.1)(g), 810.011(6)(f), 30 810.01(4.1)g), 810.011(6)1), 810.1(3.02)0 ou 	teit  hearvntaiilileosns A 

810.1(3.02)(i) or 810.2(4.1)(g) must specify 	810.2(4.1)g) precise les dates, heures et lieux 	reguliers 

the places and times at which and the days on on le defendeur doit foumir les echantillons de 35 
which the defendant must provide samples of a substances corporelles au titre de la condition 
bodily substance under a condition described in prevue a l'alinea en cause. Le premier echantil-
that p'afaks1.0cAile, first sample may not be 35 ion ne peut etre preleve moins de vingt-quatre 
taken earlter(t14;#kmisi...after the defendant is 	heures apres la signification de l'avis et les 

witlic-640det;a2,ioigfillmuent samples echantillons subsequents sont preleves a inter- 40 
•34mugFaitaken at ii`e'mlar ,iiit,efial4f at least valles reguliers d'au moms sept jours. 
itisetvitqaSTIsi) 	vPOlop 1/ C1-4 	7- 

°0 rA  rOtp 6°0,6, 	- 	• 	j) les paragraphes 810.4(1) a (3) du Code 
vikbsedlibins '4140.4(1) to 434 Aofithp,40 criminel sont remplaces par ce qui suit: 

c71.j 	"Jr,  Criminal (:)ock arearep aced, by the follow- 
ing: 	'JO 	s'Y 

06- 
q 

FS 

Restriction 

5 

Destruction of 
samples 

(4) The Attorney General of a province or 
the minister of justice of a territory, or a person 
authorized by the Attorney General or minister, 

(a) prescribing bodily substance, 4st, t e,s cp, esignerdes su s nces corporelles pour 's' IV  ' lf,c-P0' • 	WS 
purposes of sections 810, 810.01;i/1840 01:1)4'..; 25 Kapkitatpp des articles 810, 810.01, 
810.1 and 810.2; 	

0,i)j, .,, ,...".1 	t:', 
C8,40,. 0 f1/4/8.1 OA et_810.2; "Al -/0 `

SUP *41P 4'(')/ (e) subsection 810.3(6) of the Criminal 
Code is replaced by the following: 

Notice — 
samples at 
regular intervals 
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Prohibition on 	810.4 (1) No person shall use a bodily 	810.4 (1) Il est interdit d'utiliser les subs- 
use of bodily 
substance 	substance provided under a recognizance under tances co orelles fournies en application d'un 

section 810, 810,01, 810.011, 810.1 or 810.2 	englaAttieni?ffevu aux articles 810, 810.01, 
except for the purpose of determining whether a 810.011,v/8;1“6206, 810.2, si cc n'est pour 

,-, ic-, defendant is complying with a condition in the 5 verifier 16aeSDECt , ld'une' dOndition de l'engage- Lit-. 	,,,ek- 	'--- f e•-> 
recognizance that they abstain from the con-ss igtpt intimant Lau :ideeendeur-,c1,ess'abstenir de c.,_ 	, , 	. r, 

4.1, 	'3'(. 	d 	(-) .`". q" sumption of drugs, alcohol or any otheb ssomri)er, es drogues/Ale •1119okoOkautres 
"-L,., ,_ I ec),., '1,-  e ... • 	0/y, _•41c),, 	-/) ?.. intoxicating substance. 	 ••tsoostanees intikxic.antes. 

"1/qIjr, 'qC7-, /7Z- -"/4/6,---‘ L/7-6'0 °C ,,  Prohibition on 	(2) Subject to subsection (3), no person shall 	(2) dui zestfvf  e d'uparagrapheIGArilliek 
use or disclosure 	 ' 	•)•-, "/V deco  * V /r._ 
of result 	use, disclose or allow the disclosure of the 10 interdit d)itilisecou 	mmtittiquer oul'aisser 1 / = 	u p, 	p 	‘ if.,, 

provided under a recognizance under section 
results of the analysis of a bodily substance 	communiqtieri/vIes 1,'Otil.rtiats...:de.,;,:ta.nialyilise deo  

810, 810.01, 810.011, 810.1 or 810.2. 	
substances corporelleskourdes enCappiteation 

	

Oil,, 	xi e 'L)Pe -̀lc-le 
0 	S 	'-' 481' f3/ d'un engagement prevu /aux atitTos 40,, 

810.01, 810.011, 810.1 ou 810.2. 	'gee .16' 
'-,s 

Exception 

• results are made anonymous, 
other research purposes. 

/ 
P, 

firsriVay 

reps  aceilayy Siparagiaphe 811.1(1) du Code criminal est Po L,r1 .remplaize,par 4Fe, qui suit: 	 30 
`')/1/ A Ca Proof of 	 811.1 (1) In a prosecution for breach of a '^d/031iliel(1) 	< toute poursuite pour man- 	Preuve du 

certificate of 	 `k: 	 .. 	 certificat de 
analyst—bodily condition in a recognizance under section 810, 	quement a inteccondition d'un engagement 	icert,an-a-lyste:  
substance 	810.01, 810.011, 810.1 or 810.2 that a defend- 30 prevu aux articles`810, 810.01, 810.011, 810.1 	substances 

ant not consume drugs, alcohol or any other 	ou 810.2 intimant au defendeur de s'abstenir de 	
corporelles 

 

intoxicating substance, a certificate purporting 	consommer des drogues, de l'alcool ou d'autres 35 
to be signed by an analyst that states that the 	substances intoxicantes, le certificat, paraissant 
analyst has analyzed a sample of a bodily 	sign& par l'analyste, declarant gull' a analyse 
substance and that states the result of the 35 un echantillon d'une substance corporelle et 
andfysis 13,radmissible in evidence and, in the 	donnant ses resultats est admissible en preuve 
absence ofjpodenge)to the contrary, is proof of et, sauf preuve contraire, fait foi de son contenu 40 
the statements cort,eu4the certificate with- 	sans qu'il soit necessaire de prouver l'authenti-

'5'clitt•nroof 0—iii4ignatitte  or f-AtIcial character of cite de la signature ou la qualite officielle du S'4p. 	rr, j. . flu person who appeag, toY1104 isRed the 40 signataire. fit '  
t' can   Fite irreqie. 

	

'9Ci? 	-17;, 1C7-4  

	

(3) The results of the analysis of a bodily 	(3) Les resultats de l'analyse de substances 15 Exception 

substance provided under a recognizance under 15 corporelles fournies en application d'un enga- 

	

section 810, 810.01, 810.011, 810.1 or 810.2 	gement prevu aux articles 810, 810.01, 810.011, 
may be disclosed to the defendant to whom they 810.1 ou 810.2 peuvent etre communiqués au 

	

relate, and may also be used or disclosed in the 	defendeur en cause. Its peuvent aussi etre 
course of an investigation of, or in a proceeding utilises ou communiqués dans le cadre d'une 20 
for, an offence under section 841-?ar, if the 20 enquete relative a ]'infraction prevue ]'article 

d .4' • ci p 	k., 7-- ,, •••• 	. 	, 	. subsection 25(2) of this Acts and section' 12 25(2) dela presence loi et l article 12 de 
'-‘,V 	I,c)n, 	'/ 	44 h 	1.3.,,,,, of the other Act are in force tiilbs hop 25 Ilau e loi soli.' tousdeux en vigueur, le , 	k. 	,..., 

811.1(1) of the Criminal Code is 	 rt 
the following: 

(3) On the 	 Intbs,both 	(4 DeClie,premier jour oil le paragraphe 

of4jlattstrcal or 	811 ou lors de poursuites intentees a regard 
OA/  % 1,-, 	s 	L,„ d'une telle infraction, ou, s'ils sont depersonna- 

L.C%°P .7-f;t2fig.'ek aux fins de recherche ou d'etablissement 
lb , c":' d-"std c̀tislioues 	 25 

e — 	'41Abiti3- 	'''1 	-h  -, 

(4) 0116, the''',Orse,duy on icliith ;) /0 bdt1 	(4) Des le premier jour oil le paragraphe 
-1C. 	/4 subsection 25(?), oktius, Actcaind sectin 13 15(2) de la presente loi et ]'article 13 de 45 

of the other
/

Oct 4iire iniorce“ 	section l'autre loi sont tous deux en vigueur, les 
— 4,1 0./  

43 

Interdiction a 
l'agard de 
]'utilisation des 
substances 
cotporelles 

5 

Interdiction a 
regard de 
]'utilisation ou 
de la 
communication 
des resultats 
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references after the heading "FORM 51" in renvois qui suivent le titre «FORMULE 51 », 
Form 51 in Part XXVIII of the Criminal Code a la formule 51 de la partie XXVIII du Code 
are replaced by the following: 	 crikatej,iktxcemplaces par ce qui suit: 

(Paragraphs 732.1(3)(c.2), 742.3(2)(a.2), 	(alineas k7.2.(11(k2,,744,2.3(2)a.2), 810(3.02)c), 
8I0(3.02)(c), 810.01(4.I)(g), 810.011(6)0, 	,iye,0.01(4:-1:1001-0c01.12.1)40.1(3.02)0 et 

810.1(3.02)0 and 810.2(4.1)(g)) 	V-4.3- 	k-810S (4. .1)g,1), 16' 4p, 
Pt, 	1.4 ' AA) 	141P,--,`171110E6  

(5) If section 26 of this Act comes into cli)c, (fSiParticle 26 de la Tifesnte;101,entre'en 
`-"Cm '7* Cst-N 	 • 

force before section 11 of the other Act, then 5 viguektr, avitt kl'artiele 11 de-  Tauitre-10141t. 5 ,t77  
the portion of that section 11 before the passage de4cFt, at-4yr* precedaniik 4ticIP/Qic, 
section 8103 that it enacts is replaced by the 8103 qui44e7Ndite gVytie4jkiite par ce 
following: 	 suit : 	AfP 	kiVks,A., t) 0„ 

0/ 	4,-, 
11. The Act is amended by adding the 	11. La meme loi est iiiillibfieeijr ra`iltopic•-"/ 

following after section 810.22: 	 10 tion, apres l'article 810.22, de ce quesfyit'e:1;si o 
(6) If section 26 of this Act comes into 	(6) Si ]'entree en vigueur de l'article 26 de 

force on the same day as section 11 of the 	la presente loi et celle de l'article 11 de l'autre 
other Act, then that section 11 is deemed to 	loi sont concomitantes, cet article 11 est 
have come into force before that section 26. 	repute etre entre en vigueur avant cet article 

26. 	 15 

2014, c.3I 	35. On the first day on which both section 15 35. Des le premier jour ou l'article 16 de la 	2014, ch. 31 
16 of this Act and subsafit9 1/612,,), of the presente loi et le paragraphe 16(2) de la Loi 
Protecting Canadians from OnlikeiditireAct sur la protection des Canadiens contre la 
are in force, 	"0' 0 Li e ,  rcybercriminalite sont tous deux en vigueur 

o (a) the portion dfmb'segfion 83.223(l) of Q- 	1eLpassage du paragraphe 83.223(1) du 20 
IY71 NT) the Criminal Code-tiifOrt Agr Oiaph (a) is/2t Code,,criikinel precedant Palinea a) est 

replaced by the foll 	 Sr, 'Ii)0 	 19A e 4  .mplace  ,e  p rar ce qui suit: 
.1-/Z,Y,9 	1°Ai "(1A/c1 Order to 	83.223 (1) If a judge is satisfleOvnionp, ,a-4.:"Vi/p3.223 rktie jugOpeut, s'il est convaincu Ordonnance au 

computer 	lion on oath that there are reasonagiegrOrtitidsro%' parTifilit'denonciation 	serment qu'il y a des 	gardien d'un 
systcm's 7 ,- 	 W 	 ordinateur 
custodian 	believe that there is material—that is terronst4,4 motifs.(-raisorinables de croire qu'il existe tine 25 

propaganda or computer data that rn-tralegs126 fiPatie'vcel--°fcons4tit'ant de la propagande terro- 
' 'OA/ 	, 	1 terrorist propaganda available—stored on and nste ou c,oriuenagt7ges donnees informatiques 

made available to the public through a computer qui rendent f41-spagande terroriste accessi- 
system that is within the court's jurisdiction, the 	ble— qui est emmagasinee et rendue accessible 
judge may order the computer system's custo- au public au moyen d'un ordinateur situe dans 30 
dian to 	 30 le ressort du tribunal, ordonner au gardien de 

(b) subsection 83.223(5) of the Criminal l'ordinateur :  
b) le paragraphe 83.223(5) du Code crimi- 

P i' 	tlY0 	
nel est remplace par ce qui suit : 

Qriz c 
Order of deletion 	(5) 11-  die, o •frtis ,atisfied, on a balance of 	(5) Si le tribunal est convaincu, selon la 35 Ordonnance 

	

probabihti9i,tl
At
ifai tlfic.,tickerial is available to the 	preponderance des probabilites, que la matiere 

s. e4V and.. 	AktopstiirtpaiaiVialor computer 35 est accessible au public et constitue de la 
p (-/CdatIt tkatzmakcs tcrrais'Anto,gaj1a4Vailable, it propagande terroriste ou contient des donnees 

.'11) ka.vY 4derfh/e5.-computei s S'AT:exisedustiatiAtio informatiques qui rendent la propagande terro- 
"Ai kii-k• •1 /4)..e" 	ixiti -1(...t- $  

	

de etelithe rnarenalvY,s,  	riste accessible, ii peut ordonner au gardien de 40 

	

''.&'1.10/1/ f.. 	, 	, 	',..)/ 	, 	• C ... • 0,e1 ordinateur de ]'effacer. (c) subsection083,A24(7) kofithe Criminal  
Code i; ielifpvetfy thk#11oWifig5) 	40 c) le paragraphe 83.223(7) du Code crimi- 

ulw
vz...,  

	

,q 	0/ .0k.--70 	nel est remplace par ce qui suit : 

Code is replaced by the following: 

3103(93;01) 
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Return of 	(7) If the court is not satisfied that the 	(7) Si le tribunal n'est pas convaincu que la 	Sort de la material material is available to the public and is terrorist 	matiere est accessible au public et constitue de 	matiere 

propaganda or computer data that makes la p"Pueggiittsrroriste ou contient des donnees 
terrorist propaganda available, the court shall 	informat44,s irtii,Tendent la propagande terro- 
order that the electronic copy be returned to the 5 riste accesaaet.ilAhonti5,..que la copie elec- 5 

	

LPc-, 	1- -)., computer system's custodian and terminate the tibnique soft regise, au/ ardieftide l'ordinateur „ob t.) , 
-order under paragraph (1)(b). 	 , elfitimAtia l'ordortinadee Vis& a, l'afiite (1)b). 

l 	.4 p 	' P A 'Qat' kIC );,',' 21: (d) the definition "data" in subsection 1 /4)(d)vlaqilegmtio)i-,de «do.«*,(Aau-,;p.... 
83.223(11) of the Criminal Code is re- 	gra kts8C221.0)9dik Code criniineekt),, lc i.. rro pealed; 	 10 abroee; 070, .v0.& i'Z",,,, 

4 /A,, u .0., L' iY,t-,' 4s , 
(e) subsection 83.223(11) of the Criminal 	e) leg  paragitabix,c83:a23004u Wdf cri- 
Code is amended by adding the following 	minel est modifiet<045Wdbaciiiiptisell*/ 
in alphabetical order: 	 l'ordre alphabetique, Sell& quOsigt: /1/./- 

"computer data "computer data" has the same meaning as in 	« donnees informatiques» S'entend au sens deb 	«donnees . «donnies 	 15 informatques tt subsection 342.1(2). 	 15 paragraphe 342.1(2). informatiques» 	 " "computer data" 

Bit S-7 	36. (1) Subsections (2) to (9) apply if Bill 	36. (1) Les paragraphes (2) a (9) s'appli- 	Projet de loi S-7 
S-7, introduced in the 2nd session of the 41st quent en cas de sanction du projet de loi S-7, 
Parliament and entitled the Zero Tolerance depose au tours de la 2e session de la 41e 
for Barbaric Cultural Practicesptct (in this legislature et intitule Loi sur la tolerance zero 
section referred to as theOrokh'ecAct"), 20 face aux pradques culturelles barbares (appele 20 f6 c receives royal assent. 	 /0As, 	« autre loi» au present article). 

`). (2) If subsection 25(fi)
/ 

of this Act:)" me 1 /49oi,t./ Ca), Si le paragraphe 25(1) de la presente 1 	 ,S` into force before sectioV41Arofiltie other Act; /A. myielre49,vigueur avant l'article 11 de 
then the portion ott4divie seel$tfoe the (-Piaiiiir'eClohcli" -ipaLsage de cet article 11 
section 810.02 that it enaalvi•epli,q(C.bF,the 25 precillst IraNCiet-"810.02 qui y est edicte 25 
followin • remplaa (pa/ cie')/qpi suit : 

/0/ 11. The Act is amended by dding 411 	Lt lame loi est modifiee par adjonc- 
following after section 810.011: 	~fi tion;%$res Particle 810.011, de ce qui suit: 

(3) If subsection 25(1) of this Act comes —V) sirVeRtreevr vigueur du paragraphe 
into force on the same day as section 11 of the 30 25(1) de la pgkiktesloi et celle de l'article 11 30 
other Act, then that section 11 is deemed to 	de l'autre loi sont concomitantes, cet article 
have come into force before that subsection 11 est repute etre entre en vigueur avant ce 
25(1). 	 paragraphe 25(1). 

(4) If subsection 27(1) of this Act comes 	(4) Si le paragraphe 27(1) de la presente 
into force before section 12 of the other Act, 35 loi entre en vigueur avant l'article 12 de 35 
theNhatIction 12 is repealed. 	 l'autre loi, cet article 12 est abroge. 

(5) Pilugaion, 27(1) of this Act comes 	(5) Si ('entree en vigueur du paragraphe 
tk*Pa, into force(9(n, 	ay,,as section 12 of the 	27(1) de la presente loi et celle de l'article 12 

Nitiy,r, Act, &assort A.VoirT,Vs,is deemed to de l'autre loi sont concomitantes, cet article 
Ciitiry4oime into foc4•4bfiikeifhaliikitibsection 40 12 est repute etre entre en vigueur avant ce 40 

	

."',5=2,7(1y.2,,:i, A? 4- 	ry vdq C 	paragraphe 27(1). 
%-).0/ A 	 44/I  

(6)"1114sectio'h49'QIL-this Act '-e4mes `into/ 	(6) Si Particle 29 de la presente lot entre en 

	

••-„ 	41/ 	"I 	0— force before sectionfta,of *Luther Act; then rlIgueur avant l'article 13 de l'autre loi, cet 
‘ 161 	,t;) that section- 4.4pis replealecr., A , 	 article 13 est abroge. 
To. 1/ '"6 / 

i? 
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(7) If section 29 of this Act comes into 	(7) Si Pentree en vigueur de l'article 29 de 

32 of this Act and section 14 of the other Act) ),piegenteilol et,l'article44),de 154itrelOPsont 

make orders against a young person under rendre a regard d'un•logiescento (rat:moan 

810 (recognizance—fear of injury or damage), terrorists), 810 (engagement —crainte de tiles 
sections 83.3 (recognizance—terrorist activity), 	visee aux-  articles 83.3 (engagematC.--'7,-,activft 

force on the same day as section 13 of the 	la presente loi et celle de l'article 13 de l'autre 
other Act, then that section 13 is deemed to 	loi'' s' 	cet article 13 est 
have come into force before that section 29. 	repute eti44k(4),iyigueur avant cet article 

are in force, subsection 14(2) of the Youth tousvfl J-eskyigu'eprz,le paragrkrie 1421 ale, 

following: 	 /ir 	vi'" • 
Criminal Justice Act is replaced by the la Loi fakleeyi'lemedeEltisdce penatillturikk/ 

(8) On the first day on which both sectiomAti, (8:)Z1Its le premier, pur Akl'ltrfj9lver,3.2 de la 

(2) A youth justice court has jurisdiction to 10 (2) Le tribunaD6awau§si cofhpe,teneei pour 

T. 	I 	 +, 

adolescents 	rtmpl e , ,j?? par., 	suit . 	10 

29.  "goo  

4"P, ?;

(Ik &fc.,  

` %--71/ 	 , 
• k.r) 	 Ordonnances 

Pita, 

	

5 

(recognizance — fear of certain of- sures ou dommages), 810.01 (engagement— 15 
fences), 810.011 (recognizance—fear of terror- 15 crainte de certaines infractions), 810.011 (enga-
ism offence), 810.02 (recognizance — fear of gement — crainte d'une infraction de terro-
forced marriage or marriage under age of 16 risme), 810.02 (engagement — crainte de 
years) and 810.2 (recognizance—fear of ser- manage force ou de manage de personnes de 
ious personal injury offence) of the Criminal moins de seize ans) ou 810.2 (engagement— 20 
Code. If the young persotPAa6siikrefitses to 20 crainte de sevices graves a la personne) du Code 
enter into a recognizance referrecl'35194x of criminel; dans le cas 	l'adolescent omet ou 

;JA tr. \-.).-, those sections, the court may impose any_one op &refuse de contracter l'engagement prevu a ces 
the sanctions set out 	 42M1 /4(35utir,*.ratiiket, le tribunal peut lui imposer une des 
sentences) except th irtillyhe64s4 of an orativp  afriotpn'slip4Vues au paragraphe 42(2) (peines 25 
under paragraph 4 ij(t..,( usto(d.  abd (super- 25Q/Acitil(4s), sailf)tye, Si la sanction est imposee 
vision order), it shall not biettFd,301.aYkeiyo  en N%giajicileCValing 42(2)n) (ordonnance de 

V —"likth,,•,. •'•'%/pjtFement et ge,-survetiance), celle-ci ne peut 
4 	6/ 	iexceitettrente jours. 

elf 
(9) On the first day on which both sect 19,n • r(9 414§ e-ptep2ier jour l'article 33 de la 30 

33 of this Act and section 15 of the other Act'icKeselrit,e*reqricle 15 de l'autre loi soot 
are in force, paragraph 142(1)(a) of the Youth tons deux"' eir Tigii7e4r, Patin& 142(1)a) de la 
Criminal Justice Act is replaced by the 30 Loi sur le systeitici' de justice ',etude pour les 
following: 	 adolescents est remplace par ce qui suit : 

(a) in respect of an order under section 83.3 
(recognizance—terrorist activity), 810 (re-
cognizance — fear of injury or damage), 
810.01 (recognizance—fear of certain of- 35 
atces)4,)/i8i  0.011 (recognizance — fear of t_kt .6„ 	t 
terronSnlieffWq)0110.02 (recognizance 
fear ofif004/1arAlleSoir.parriage under age 

years) ,StsliiieL,).2/0t.e,c4ggnizartice — fear of 
pt i'zsertoti'Scronal in-pityAofferof tk*Act or 40 

_. :t1.1P6ffenc6- 	section 	kbreaQh1-eof, 
Lq16,6  re 'gnizanc9).,of 	c

fi 

t; 	OAv 	A, ./v  " /01?  
-4 0  

a) aux ordonnances rendues en vertu des 35 
articles 83.3 (engagement — activite terro-
riste), 810 (engagement — crainte de blessu-
res ou dommages), 810.01 (enga-
gement— crainte de certaines infractions), 
810.011 (engagement — crainte d'une infrac- 40 
tion de terrorisme), 810.02 (engagement — 
crainte de mariage force ou de mariage de 
personnes de moms de seize ans) ou 810.2 
(engagement—crainte de sevices graves a la 
personne) du Code criminel ou aux infrac- 45 
tions prevues a l'article 811 (manquement a 
l'engagement) de cette loi; 
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adjonction, apres Palinea e), de ce qui suit: 

e.1) la necessite de I'ordonnance pour prote-
ger l'identite du temoin ayant eu, ayant ou qui 40 
aura des responsabilites lives a la securite 
nationale ou au renseignement; 
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Bill C-26 	37. (1) Subsections (2) to (4) apply if Bill 	37. (1) Les paragraphes (2) a (4) s'appli- 
C-26, introduced in the 2nd session of the quent ettocas de sanction du projet de loi 
41st Parliament and entitled the Tougher C-iii,?1Tpiikejcay cours de la 2' session de la 
Penalties for Child Predators Act (in this 41' leglatt,e 608titule Loi sur le renforce-
section referred to as the "other Act"), 5ment deAffein1.9penVis3oredateurs d'enfants 5 
receives royal assent. 	 r  O' 	« 	 r&ttt article). 

S4)1 	 k)  "!PP.,/1"' 61A/ta (2) If subsection 27(2) of this Act comeg") )), (4)petoitaxagraphesc2a2rdp—le.  pifeeitte 
into force before section 19 of the other Act, "li)Diptr0;e4!1 vigueur avatit414ticlec179 41`'e.  
then that section 19 is repealed. 	 l'autiAtiN cii7irtielleS't9Aest abrok:13/4 1/1/0/  

'c) (3) If section 19 of the other Act comes 10 (3) Si 4- ,,,rticle1J1,3 	Rautredot entre en 10 
into force before subsection 27(2) of this Act, vigueur avatiltPteicreamille7(2e)::--tle la 
then that subsection 27(2) is repealed. 	presente loi, ce paraiOaphe-17,:eclt4abilide-o/  

4747-- (4) If subsection 27(2) of this Act comes 	(4) Si l'entree en vigueur du paragriaphe3 
into force on the same day as section 19 of the 27(2) de la presente loi et celle de l'articIP139 
other Act, then that subsection 27(2) is 15 de l'autre loi soot concomitantes, ce para- 15 
deemed to have come into force before that graphe 27(2) est repute etre entre en vigueur 
section 19 and subsection (2) applies as a avant cet article 19 et le paragraphe (2) 
consequence. 	 s'applique en consequence. 

Projet de loi 
C-26 

Bill C-32 	38. (1) Subsections (2) and (3) apply if Bill 	38. (1) Les paragraphes (2) et (3) s'ap- 	Projet de loi 

C-32, introduced in the And sesOn of the 20 pliquent en cas de sanction du projet de loi 20 "2  
41st Parliament and entitlagbfecliMill C-32, depose au cours de la 2e session de la 
of Rights Act (in this section refeire_04436.as`-th e lle legislature et intitule Loi sur la Charte des 
"other Act"), receives' al 	 Vrits des victimes (appele « autre loi» au 

&rirAjrit*ticle). • rit,A, 
(2) On the first dar o_n,which-botlifth1s Act c>/Y% pes'Ae,ifieopler jour 	a la fois, la 25 

has received royal assent aq-zsces  cm/  I-35)4p presenterVeittltietionnee et l'article 15 de 
the other Act is in force, subseettolt248air(3)L .Nlia(le,  e loi eittelPfbgueur, le paragraphe 
of the Criminal Code is amendedjb,Lca)litling'SA16.2(46du Code criminel est modifie par 
the following after paragraph (/): 	 tljltiiiE9ImPia`pres Vann& J), de ce qui suit: 

c)/ G4'PA  0 (11) whether the order is needed to protect /0A.1.1-)4a;metes% die' I'ordonnance pour prote- 30 
the witness's identity if they have had, have 30 *ger 	 ayant eu, ayant ou qui 
or will have responsibilities relating to 	aura des resptigabilitos 'ides a la securite 
national security or intelligence; 	 nationale ou au renseignement; 

(3) On the first day on which both this Act 
has received royal assent and section 17 of 
the other Act is in force, subsection 486.31(3) 35 l'autre loi est en vigueur, le 
of the Criminal Code is amended by adding 
the •folowiiimafter paragraph (e): 

,10-1 .̀ ‘',T.R,  (e.1) ),1/(11,ethtisthe'43,51g; is needed to protect 
lathe witnesftiscifityAtipltex,iliave had, have 

•SOfij  o ISZW4! have r 03- vykinsirmyrAtiyofing to 40 
l:)./i),

°

41141i93,1alitiecurity or infatigievnac 
OA/4; '0 	%.9 	 At 

./1/ 
4 

C 
/041.  
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(3) Des le premier jour oii, a la fois, la 
presente loi est sanctionnee et l'article 17 de 35 

paragraphe 
modifie 486.31(3) du Code criminel est par 
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COMING INTO FORCE 
	

ENTREE EN VIGUEUR 

Thirty days after 	39. (1) Subsection 15(2), sections 17, 18 	33. (1) e paragraphe 15(2), les articles 
and 24, subsection 25(1) and sections 26 to 17, fiG,344,f4rrpgraphe 25(1) et les articles 
29, 32 and 33 come into force 30 days after 26 a 29 ic.'et 3i)'(e61 e t to vi ueur trente 

liy, /6 (1..J tg- 	g  the day on which this Act receives royal 	ours apr ss-4,s‘nctur de lacpresente loi. 
assent. 	 6A,1,0  k9r-* it) 	TO 	la L'  & (.1 

	

PL,  ' ' LA ,t  -1A3 , . 	/I/F., l'ilk-41(A411)&:if Subsection 25(2) 	(2) Subsection 25(2) comes into force on kai)s62) Itripsarasfsaphe 25(2Re reF etkly4u,e,uyr 5  ... Paragraphe 25(2) 

the later of 30 days after the day on which treniiiilltegpt;ic,rassanction dedt,tp'reseVe 
this Act receives royal assent and the day on loi ou, st oiencegtohiPtithre, as  'faC“,daie)/0,y 
which subsection 8(3) of the Response to the d'entree-4 74,gujeuVuS'plf.ag4.1pe 8(3) de 
Supreme Court of Canada Decision in R. v 10 la Loi 	suitedonnant 	1114 deiclisciiin,,dP&ICour 

t4fA 	(-0/ ,"-'f ,.,,, ‘41 Shoker Act comes into force. 	 supreme du Canada-140th 1)affairelvc.-  00 
Shaker. 	 -4/.  'PI) (;1(r  kit. 

. S 

.6. 

SERVICE ACT 

Measures to 
reduce threats to 
the security of 
Canada 

40. Section 6 of the Canadian Security 	40. L'article 6 de la Loi sur le Service 
Intelligence Service Act is amended by adding canadien du renseignement de securite est 
the following after subsec,tion (4* 	 modifie par adjonction, apres le paragraphe 

im n k.itz, —C.,,, 	(4), de ce qui suit: 	 15 
"•16'/0), c'Ss.L...., 

(5) The reports shall includOelno'fig; €ilteril§), (5) Les rapports precisent notamment les 
things, the following,iff0mation in f'aspiet offy,„elerliVnts d'information ci-apres au sujet des 

oi,•• vi,c3A.z. 	. in 	,o-, •Qf f /.., 	• the Service's operational' activoies, during ,theA, activAes-operationnelles exercees par le Service 
4A..f)  1,?' v,i,-,, (it..-/-)  . period for which thereurt is irnade,49- reduce '-dares la pexiode•ivisee pour reduire les menaces 

• of 6)"i'd"').• 	Ciii) threats to the security 	ana a. 	c CRS, enve a4ccurifet  u Canada . 

	

l'Alli'l `('` ' ir - 	 20 
""48 	t'bil, 	*4/ ! „. 

(a) for each of the paragraphsx? fkdefidil Q v.4). pour cha n des A:116as de la definition de v Alcif v6/°  • 
" /1 lion "threats to the security of t :aliadi'Otn xr& menaces envers la securite du Canada » a 

d 'art` c 2, a general description of 	4 	2; Lune description generale des 
-'IJ7 	A-;.4 _ 	 , r),., measures that were taken during the period 	mesures,Oiti pns•4 1 egard des menaces au sens 

18", 1...)A-- 

in respect of the threat within the meaning of 	de l'aliheacen , &use et le nombre de ces 25 - -,s, 
that paragraph and the number of those 25 mesures; 

Mesures pour 
reduire les 
menaces envers 
la securite du 
Canada 

royal assent 
Trente jours 
apses la sanction 

PART 4 	 PARTIE 4 • 

R.S., c. C-23 	CANADIAN SECURITY INTELLIGENCE 	LOI SUR LE SERVICE CANADIEN DU 	L.R., ch. C-23 

RENSEIGNEMENT DE SECURITE 

measures; 

(b) the number of warrants issued under 
subsection 21.1(3) during the period and the 
number of applications for warrants made 
under subsection 21.1(1) that were refused 30 

P." during trfemeriod; and 

(c) for/each  re`a 	the security of Canada 
,s3g..ifor whi'clV&os rrial s ave (been issued under 

vslibi  section ---2q.1t,3)/A  .f•,oe8r wring the 
P&../Y i-oro.d14general desMpvn efcfl>921fi4stires 35 

Cthl •••i 	 I n wer,ektakenender the w4driants during (he; 

41. Suilsectioli/7(2,4fithc SA4Lis replaced 
by the following :4y <A 4  k9&-/ 	4  

1 

1°4 -1/1/0 v/l/ C.7- its 
periods' ...77/0Af  FA 	407- /0,,i) 

b) le nombre de mandats decernes en vertu 
du paragraphe 21.1(3) et le nombre de 
demandes de mandat presentees au titre du 
paragraphe 21.1(1) qui ont ete rejetees; 	30 

c) pour chacune des menaces envers la 
securite du Canada a l'egard desquelles des 
mandats ont ete decernes en vertu du 
paragraphe 21.1(3) durant la periode ou avant 
que celle-ci ne debute, une description 35 
generale des mcsurcs prises en vertu des 
mandats en cause. 

41. Le paragraphe 7(2) de la mettle loi est 
remplace par ce qui suit: 

3103(93/01) 
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(2) The Director or any employee who is 	(2) Le directeur ou un employe designe par 
designated by the Minister for the purpose of le ministre aux fins d'une demande de mandat 
applying for a warrant under section 21, 21.1 or viseeytayx4)atciles 21, 21.1 ou 23 consulte le 
23 shall consult the Deputy Minister before sous-mniAfre-a'viiiklepresenter la demande de 

/I 	 kj i) applying for the warrant or the renewal of the 5 mandat ou de renim k"enempt du mandat. 

SU/S .  
..,ySs 

T TS/ p,„ 
P 	hest 
	iNe .1? 

ark 

Limits 

Warrant 

warrant. 

42. The Act is amended by adding the 	701 44q701.,Ahime loi itiktdi te'Cly.  Opp,  
following after section 12: 	 iiii)r4/04-1j.ttikly$, , de eeimiitud..ct.441&--

believe that a particular activity constitutes a 10 de croire/qu'unRac. ,fivito 
threat to the security of Canada, the Service may menace envers faoecunt 

. 
rtiln . take measures, within or outside Canada, to 	peut prendre des mesureS'r,-/  

reduce the threat. 

(2) Les mesures doivent etre justeAt Limites 

proportional in the circumstances, having regard 15 adaptees aux circonstances, compte tenu de la 
to the nature of the threat, the nature of the 	nature de la menace et des mesures, ainsi que 15 
measures and the reasonable availability of des solutions de rechange acceptables pour 
other means to reduce the threat. 	 reduire la menace. 

(3) The Service shall not take measures to 	(3) La prise par le Service de mesures pour 	Mandat 

reduce a threat to the security of Canada if those 20 reduire une menace envers la securite du 
measures will contravene drilittaRfteedom Canada est subordonnee a l'obtention d'un 20 

Joio „ •--",').1c,,,, guaranteed by the Canadian Charter okRzghttp mandat au titre de Particle 21.1 s'il s'agit de Char 
	Si 1.- and Freedoms or wilily be contrary to Wier- ,mesures qui porteront atteinte a un droit ou a 4..zi, 	. 	oS -:., itik,  -04, 	, 

Canadian law, unless e SiWice is authorized ,'dux) libeste, garantis par la Charte canadienne 

	

mi, 	VI , iv to take them by a vv 
21.1. 	

Ant&il§ucilAutItler,sectiori 2t/f5,,st  clthipr  gri lieftes ou qui seront contraires a 
' ts30 11)0 7..„„''' ,9  ArA f,, .. c, Cyi)„., d'a tie-sidileidy'ait canadien. 	 25 

-1/ 474 	i ,--) A - 21, 	 /V   	kV (4) For greater certainty, nothing9p;,,siths'eat.. 1(4),  II est Merit-endu IA, le paragraphe (1) ne 	Precision 

tion (1) confers on the Servitd APy!-/law.c7.%3 to4rifeid,' au Service aucun pouvoir de controle 

	

- //VA- '-'V L 	 ,c:., 	 Qr.) enforcement power. 	 01 d'apiclitation, e la loi. 
Raj1••r '` (3/ c';'(34/.,, '1141,f/  

	

12.2 (1) In taking measures to reduce a 30012:2410104is e cadre des mesures qu'il 	Interdictions 

threat to the security of Canada, the Service prend pourleeduii-eSs une menace envers la 30 ,....,F, 
shall not 	 securite du Canadall-  le Service ne peut : 

Consultation 
with Deputy 
Minister—
warrant 

Measures to 
reduce threats to 
the security of 
Canada 

Consultation du 
sous-ministre—
mandats 

5 

Clarification 

Prohibited 
conduct 

(2) The measures shall be reasonable and 

12.1 (1) If there are reasonable grounds to 	12.1(11q:,SL'il ier'xiste Sel,  Er,iotifs raisdrifiableis)/041esures pout- - 	 . 
re uire es eettoristitue une vb. ..„, 	menaces covers 

an 	a; 4e,(Service 10 la a6aarita du 
f:, 4.A 	Canada 

enkV eXtmtit 41p)/  
Canada, pour reduire la menace. lye 4 ,4  ' .41 cc  , 7:3 

(a) cause, intentionally or by criminal negli-
gence, death or bodily harm to an individual; 

(b) wilfully attempt in any manner to ob- 35 
struct, pervert or defeat the course of justice; 
9E,Q, PA?, ,- 
(c) violaIbtheAexual integrity of an individ- 
ual. lcc 	(;) /VS ,,06,),.. 

C1/ 43/ 

a) causer, volontairement ou par negligence 
criminelle, des lesions corporelles a un 
individu ou la mort de celui-ci; 

b) tenter volontairement de quelque maniere 35 
d'entraver, de detoumer ou de contrecarrer le 
cours de la justice; 

c) porter atteinte a Pintegrite sexuelle d'un 
individu. 

1.(4),o1n4Abse_c_tion (1)1//todii4 	"a),Is,...the 40 (2) Au paragraphe (1), « lesions corporelles » Definition 

"Abe ganitigt--4° i sectioritliqf-L;the4'.Crinzfricit-  s'entend au sens de l'article 2 du Code criminel. -bodily harm 

Vik/ 	 041 -1,141  Code. 4s , 	
0   Oir, - 4/  04-.V  I/ 	C7- 0„, 

43. Pailgcaphidj(l)fhi.):016the Act is 	43. L'alinea 21(2)h) de la mime loi est 
replaced by iliEigolltliving:'N 	

C 	
remplace par ce qui suit: 

40 Definition de 
«lesions 
corporelles» 

3103(93101) 



(2) An application to a jzi5idge isider subsec- 20 (2) La demande est presentee par ecrit et 	Contenu de la 

tion (1) shall be made in9tw,140cand be accompagnee de l'affidavit du demandeur 20 demande 

	

- accompanied by the applicant's affiday,0 dep. 	portant sur les points suivants : 
Qs0- ing to the following matters: 'ICC 8 0A--‘' =0)-- /Yk- fli 	''',s.,s, 	?' 	ail les faits sur lesquels le demandeur s'ap- 

	

.. 	Ai... 	',N.  - 
(a) the facts relieS60-it?'jfigify the belieiain 	Pipui`e 13;our avoir des motifs raisonnables de 

Az, 	Azt,_ /L.: vot.. 
reasonable groun&:thar-Al*arrant under this 250,crof`40,que-74 rnandat est necessaire pour 

11 (") rin,, '' 0 	 4144 -: 1 4r, ' ir---- section is required to enal?ts.tneSerViCqq,9 	p 	 •errnettce auService de prendre des mesures 25 
take measures to reduce Y4t.lire'.a1741:1,Aitlie ,'iv ,pour rYciiii-frun Ai 

tri 	0 	1/ 	s.... /. 
security of Canada; 

14IP 4°   4 	fl)  (b) the measures proposed to be takenPii> 4 b Sibs rAilre envisagees; 
44 7., 4 Of c,-- Gyvi.,.. A v, 	• 4:4 4 '0,1 (c) the reasonableness and proportionality, in 300/1/cf-leifait, quf:Ales mesures envisagees sont 

(-A-, 'vr, the circumstances, of the proposed measures, 	justes et adantees-aux circonstances, compte 30 
.•,.9 having regard to the nature of the threat, the 	tenu de la nature de la menace et des mesures, 

nature of the measures and the reasonable 	ainsi que des solutions de rechange accepta- 

4 4 	 t#'0Va; 
menace envers la securite du • 
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(h) any previous application made under 
subsection (1) in relation to a person who is 
identified in the affidavit in accordance with 
paragraph (d), the date on which each such 
application was made, the name of the judge 5 
to whom it was made and the judge's decision, 
on it. 

Application for 
warrant—
measures to 
reduce threats to 
the security of 
Canada 

44. The Act is amended by adding the 
following after section 21: 

21.1 (1) If the Director or any employee 10 
who is designated by the Minister for the 
purpose believes on reasonable grounds that a 
warrant under this section is required to enable 
the Service to take measures, within or outside 
Canada, to reduce a threat to the security of 15 
Canada, the Director or employee may, after 
having obtained the Minister's approval, make 
an application in accordance with subsection (2) 
to a judge for a warrant under this section. 

Matters to be 
specified in 
application 

h) la mention des demandes anterieures 
presentees au titre du paragraphe (1) touchant 
des?, errso~ —4-visees l'alinea d), la date de 

c chacune4eceskdernandes, le nom du juge a 
qui elles..ent, ete-wesefiteep et la decision de 5 
lee ui-ci dariAllaquikas.. CS/,s, 

S̀C4,4,15)L9 inimeSki-est motfiee'-ipari adjonc;:-. A a•-• • 441, 

VPi 	fr(' 	• 014•1 tion, apr4, 1:artigie 21,10 ce qui smt1,--N ••vi),/, 27/r, "V oz. Fp, 
21.1 	4Le afiettytif'S'utinn employe designe 

14/c., 	P 	
Demande de 

a cette fin par raorurnstre peutz/ apra4ayoir 10 manda our 
4-.0/ 	WI— 	reduire obtenu l'approbation dui'inmusft?e,4errtanker- A)," 

	

un juge de decerner un mandat er7c.'049vitmAife1 /43"- 	miaenace securite 
envers

du mandat 

	

avec le present article s'il a des motifs 	Canada 

raisonnables de croire que le mandat est 
necessaire pour permettre au Service de prendre, 15 
au Canada ou a l'exterieur du Canada, des 
mesures pour reduire une menace envers la 
securite du Canada. 

N 	Ay 	PO kle 

3103(93/01) 

availability of other means to reduce the 
threat; 	 35 

(d) the identity of the persons, if known, who 
are dirstly affected by the proposed meas-
ure :,) 0%s, 

(e) they per9ans Gl 	of persons to whom 
. 	• f?Othe warrams (propose tabs jlirected; 	40 

s(441. v/8&'• 	7b 	/`' p 

	

	/(/) a ieineral descriPtion of/ftle plaree;where 
he ‘,91-the wayrantmscproposed tot9fxecuted, 

'- genetal descpptibm.pfrtliat place /rag/be Ti e 
• 04 clv 	 70 

bles pour reduire la menace; 

d) l'identite des personnes qui sont touchees 
directement par les mesures envisagees, si 35 
elle est connue; 

e) les personnes ou categories de personnes 
destinataires du mandat demande; 

J) si possible, une description generale du 
lieu ou le mandat demande est a executer; 40 

g) la duree de validito applicable en vertu du 
paragraphe (6), de soixante jours ou de cent 
vingt jours au maximum, selon le cas, 
demand& pour le mandat; 



(g) the period, not exceeding 60 days or 120 
days, as the case may be, for which the 
warrant is requested to be in force that is 
applicable by virtue of subsection (6); and 

(h) any previous application made under 
subsection (1) in relation to a person who isS 
identified in the affidavit in accordance witlP 
paragraph (d), the date on which each such 
application was made, the name of the judge 
to whom it was made and the judge's decision 10 
on it. 

Issuance of 
warrant 

(3) Despite any other law but subject to the 
Statistics Act, if the judge to whom an 
application under subsection (1) is made is 

Matters to be 
specified in 
warrant 

l'ed liAta p 1S3  60 tliNmeasuresVutiraz .fito be ken; 
-iys  'I PA)  'Y 4,,-:. 	'OiyA  AlC}.---- iti' 2-, 

C(A)theitIptit'l the person4 6 swry,. whil: 	b) Pidentite des personnes qui sont touchees 
are vikiesetlFaTlegtetiOyA,the measures 44/0,40 directement par les mesures, si 

. 	—Wt.) -1' 1/6-. 	. - Nc7. 	oi?  
• 

the measures specified in it to be taken outside des mesures indiquees dans le mandat deceme 
Cann PAN, 

	

a: 	• r0 frisj  
(5) Tivreq11811 1 /4We'sgecified in a warrant 

issued uncre(4uberefiort 0-Cs 

	

Su ":1"1,... 	'-'6 tr.,' ri 	/8 

(c) them ,0 ..ur-classqs?of pOr'sjons to whom 
the warrant fdire"  e'k — rr, 	40 

•17-/ 	, 
ON vie? 

35 en vertu du paragraphe (3). 

(5) Le mandat decerne en vertu du para- 	content, du 
graphe (3) porte les indications suivantes 	35  mandat 

a) les mesures autorisees; 

elle est 

,S` 
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h) la mention des demandes anterieures 
presentees au titre du paragraphe (1) touchant 
cfaqedirtec  visees a Palinea d), la date de 
chacuKeSteg,Kepandes, le nom du juge 
qui elficeNitprelleAtes et Ia decision de 5 

dan4"-s-Sehast e71;as,<./:FS/s, 
`.3F 	 /A/P 14 /17A 411)- 
'1  Ply 1)1.- 	0/i) SCR /WA /0  nR 

1./0 S 	AI4 
2 	 V€Z.• 

,‘*'• 	0, 
L.4 , 40 	' • (3) Par derogation 4alplit atitsejeglOs roil)/  

mais sous reserve de la Lot kr la fiatisitAfte • ,S 

Delivrance du 
mandat 

juge a qui est presentee la demande vise<---au 
satisfied of the matters referred to in paragraphs 15 paragraphe (1) peut &center le mandat s'il est 10 

	

(2)(a) and (c) that are set out in the affidavit 	convaincu de l'existence des faits qui sont 
accompanying the application, the judge may mentionnes aux alineas (2)a) et c) et enonces 
issue a warrant authorizing the persons to whom dans l'affidavit qui accompagne la demande; le 

	

it is directed to take the measures specified in it 	mandat autorise ses destinataires a prendre les 

	

and, for that purpose, 	 20 mesures qui y sont indiquees. A cette fin, it peut 15 

(a) to enter any place 	,obtain PO AY autoriser aussi, de leur part : 

access to any thing; /O $S 

	

SA 	a) l'acces a un lieu ou un objet ou Pouver- 
ne 0 (b) to search for, ,ITove or-f nttyp,Poix/ csture d'un objet; 

examine, take exaq, irb.ip K  make colfge,/i f P4) crad-Oerche, l'enlevement ou Ia remise en 
of or record i6) ,anys•(--14herliiiiatiner the 2(5.00Vet;10164". document ou objet, leur 20 

	

record, 	'rmgc; 	eldit5,11-0-prta-vement des informations information, 	T 

(c) to install, maintain or r:143yean'tiyC'tftifig 	qui s'y PrOtkey,V4irsigue leur enregistrement 

or 	 „e4 ,'/Ou 	 tablissement de copies ou d'extraits par 
Aarile; 

(d) to do any other thing that is reason y 

	

	. GA: di 4 	• -1 4 
necessary to take those measures. 

	

	 ),SlbgftariA,,,ti/2..,p, di/entre-nen et l'enlevement 25 30D 

d) les autrees tacetes necessaires dans les 
circonstances a la prise des mesures. 

(4) Sans egard a toute autre regle de droit, 	Mesures a 

notamment le droit de tout Etat &ranger, le juge 30 Canada
rexterieur du 

peut autoriser la prise a l'exterieur du Canada 

d'objet :16'-4/7•6, 

Measures taken 
outside Canada 

(4) Without regard to any other law, includ-
ing that of any foreign state, a judge may, in a 
warrant issued under subsection (3), authorize 

3103(93/01) 



(h) the continued reasonableness and propor- 35 
tionality;  in the circumstances, of the mea- 
sures'? i9 surapeclified,in the warrant, having regard 

781  to the natiite of kthttAhreat, the nature of the 
measuresCArs ict* ,..,the-rienonajztei  _availability of 

SUS, L'OtAsr means tti febice411.e./4,hreck/41 	40 

fr 
4 /00 zvp

lJ 

vw,9 

S 
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(d) a general description of the place where 
the warrant may be executed, if a general 
description of that place can be given; 

(e) the period for which the warrant is in 
force; and 

Maximum 
duration of 
warrant 

Renewal of 
warrant—
measures to 
reduce threats to 
the security of 
Canada 

c) les personnes ou categories de personnes 

subsection (3) for a period exceeding 

(a) 60 days if the warrant is issued to enable 10 
the Service to take measures to reduce a 	a) de soixante jours, 

(f) any terms and conditions that the judge ,-,/i, 	p., .. 	fb it , 	R/I .41i,.. . 
considers advisable in the public interest. 

(6) A warrant shall not be issued under 

,Att, Leass mnilditions que leztige est7e,eln4rees 
Si I. '--  

'TSeclansit'Snteikoblic. 11'4 .)--,q ;(/- 

Y-14;le) la duree-dkvalidfte/e1Qtapclat; 

maximale : 	Po 	4,41  -111,9, 	 10 
du paragfap ek43) qug. tp&iffi'iuine periode 

destinataires du mandat; 

d) si4ossiker.-.  une description generale du 

(6) II nt9peut etieARcerlytcle manaat/e'nyert6)/0Duree maximale 

lieu 4::11 rn4n. 	ut etre execute; 

i viVp), ' "C%?-,'-'/Ys i, 	Lik 	-1A1 

PA). 

1 Sefr 	̂ 

	

..., 1:/"..: 	....LN 	 /, 

4., /iv 	0. ..-,-, 	rVA-.  

1?4/)- ( / 	G t,.4"1 / 

4?).' 

'147-,-,, Ci- 

	
5 

threat to the security of Canada within the 	deceme pour permettre au Service delpredFes 
meaning of paragraph (d) of the definition 	des mesures pour reduire une menace enfe 
"threats to the security of Canada" in section 	la securite du Canada au sens de l'alinea d) de 
2; or 	 15 	la definition de telles menaces it l'article 2; 15 

(b) 120 days in any other case. 	 b) de cent vingt jours, dans tout autre cas. 

45. Section 23 of the Act is replaced by the 	45. L'article 23 de la meme loi est rem- 
following: 	 place par ce qui suit : 

22.1 (1) On application in r,Awn1:1ingcso-kjudge 	22.1 (1) Sur la demande &rite, approuvee 	Renouvellement 
• 4)— 

pour for the renewal of a warrant tssifed wider 20 par le ministre, que lui en fait une personne qui 20 —11.! reduire lee/Oh— `"iip 	. . 
subsection 21.1(3) made. by a p ,rson w opis S',est habilitee a demander le mandat vise au 	menaces envers 

PVP 	 CC' 	 la securite du entitled, after having/  cnottained the Minisper's' ,,-paragiraphe 21.1(3) et qui a des motifs raisonna- 	Canada 
11') 

tamed 	

e/Lc1 approval, to apply for,suolka warrant andw A-0  es F„..prol ierque le mandat reste necessaire r believes on reasonable groands-tnat.me,w,arrant Aitipsermotre t'itiService de prendre les 
/VA,— 	 . continues to be required to enaolizgle zet;v4ce to ZS mesures qu,i6ys,onpfkLi/nr,diquees pour reduire une 25 

A ( -/Ai take the measures specified in it to N.duceta,.;.- *Ace envers- 'la securtte du Canada, le juge 
,41 	c-A3 	'1771 — threat to the security of Canada, the,j4dge-mv Kul renqpveler le mandat, s'il est convaincu par 

renew the warrant if the judge is sativs'fir&Ob44 ,44  teciVestreatNniest presente sous serment, la 
evidence on oath of the following matters: 	11-4-pis "34.,/tio 	40/ v 	;,4,..„1 /4.-A/7.., 

(a) the facts relied on to justify the belief on 30 a) de l'exisfencedes faits stir lesquels le 30 
reasonable grounds that the warrant continues 	demandeur s'appuie pour avoir des motifs 
to be required to enable the Service to take 	raisonnables de croire que le mandat reste 
the measures specified in it to reduce a threat 	necessaire pour permettre au Service de 
to the security of Canada; and 	 prendre _ les mesures qui y sont indiquees 

pour reduire une menace envers la securite du 35 
Canada; 

b) du fait que les mesures indiquees dans le 
mandat demeurent justes et adaptees aux 
circonstances, compte tenu de la nature de la 
menace et des mesures, ainsi que des 40 
solutions de rechange acceptables pour re-
duke la menace. 
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S 	,ea 
tAik qFP,  le6soit a titre 
/ included in a class of persons to whom— itoinai4uello-n4au titre de so&appl4e,nanceia une 

warrant issued under section 21.1 is directed "eal4goittonn&c--,du manaf/ifeeeen7ver  
Lq-Q  i„ • oiy 

ir ,v  
may take the measures specified in it only if, at de l'a 	 peutA prendre 	,meSite4, 
the time that they take them, they believe on 10 autoriseesipar 1.0mandquie41,1, a des motifs 
reasonable grounds that the measures are 
reasonable and proportional in the circum-
stances, having regard to the nature of the threat 
to the security of Canada, the nature of the 
measures and the reasonable availability of 15 ainsi que des solutions de rechange acceptable's 
other means to reduce the threat. 	 pour reduire la menace. 	 15 

Assistance order 	22.3 (1) A judge may order any person to 	22.3 (1) Le juge peut ordonner a toute 
provide assistance if the person's assistance may 	personne de preter son assistance si celle-ci 
reasonably be considered to be required to give peut raisonnablement etre jugee necessaire a 
effect to a warrant issued under section 21 or 20 l'execution d'un mandat decerne en vertu des 
21.1. 

	

	 articles 21 ou 21.1. 	 20 PRn Pii)0 c 
Confidentiality 	(2) The judge may include in tfieordeP),:Any 	(2) Le juge peut prevoir dans l'ordonnance 	Confidentialite 

A L'II/c,  Cf:) measure that the judge,cpnsidersCrIscegsaty'in &;totkte mesure qu'il estime necessaire dans 
k-, 	 . 	, the public interest to-,ensurecthe confidentialityrinteret,public afin de garantir la confidentialite •( of the order, includigg,tnernntityio4any pers(jon/Azfran1 golagiance, notamment la confidentialite 

who is required to prio-adusistfance4tfiider,the (deill'identite -,des ipersonnes tenues de preter 25 k) 

Limits on 
renewal 

Limits on 
execution of 
warrant 

(2) A warrant issued under subsection 
21.1(3) may be renewed only twice, with each 
renewal being for a period not exceeding the 
period for which it may be issued under 
subsection 21.1(6). 

decerne era 
5 

22.2 A person to whom — or a person who isSup  

(2) Le mandat peut etre renouvele au plus 
deux, fois et, chaque fois, pour une periode 
n'efee'pdan%as celle pour laquelle it peut etre 

dilszaragraphe 21.1(6). Lir/ 

Limites 

5 Limite imposee 
au destinataire 
du mandat 

raisonnabld- ifiVcrWifleAtiu'eeksolrittiAu-Tnoment 10 
_ de leur prise, justesikf adapfeeranx, circqns- 

( 	 0/ tances, compte tenu de ia Aaiture 	memv.cic 
envers la securite du Canada et des iksures;3 

Ordonnance 
d'assistance 

order and any other inforinatikporieCrning he assistan‘24ateiwys de l'ordonnance et de 
provision of the assistance. 	 daft autre infOi:riatdQ,,cconcemant cette assis- 

/Alp 	 /tine o 	iVa„ 
23. (1) On application in writing by'likel, k.a3,..,WMuelaidemande &rite que lui en fait 

r) Director or any employee who is designated 30-1didirecteur,ouian, employe designe a cette fin rs by the Minister for the purpose, a judge may, if par le ministrozdd , 
juge peut, s'il l'estime 

the judge thinks fit, issue a warrant authorizing 	indique, &caner un mandat autorisant ses 
the persons to whom the warrant is directed to 	destinataires a enlever un objet d'un lieu oil it 
remove from any place any thing installed in avait etc installe en conformite avec un mandat 
accordance with a warrant issued under subset- 35 &cane en vertu des paragraphes 21(3) ou 35 
tion 21(3) or 21.1(3) and, for that purpose, to 	21.1(3). A cette fin, le mandat peut autoriser, de 
enter any place or open or obtain access to any 	leur part, l'acces a un lieu ou un objet ou 
thirfkb PIS) 101/4c,  Oc 

Warrant 
authorizing 
removal 

l'ouverture d'un objet. 

Matters to be 	(2) Therk§ball9kike-,...specified in a warrant 	(2) Le mandat decerne en vertu du para- 
specified in 	 • 	7'N 
warrant 

	

	?sued undetsiffseefion ((-
--
1)-the matters referred 40 graphe (1) porte les indications mentionnees aux /A, 

	

1/ 43 1  bliffsta,rea)graphsc,2119(c)%bw /6i,F,J1.1(5)(c) to 	alineas 21(4)c) a .1) ou 21.1(5)e) j), selon le 
P". (J),,ass 	may bei.V,P0  P171,,;(1,/V1:) t., 	cas. 

Ce filk9 "Yr+ 4- 	 IY/1/ 	t 

	

46q,he "k..cris.ippended ayka, amg the 	46. La meme loi est modifiee par adjonc- 
followheafter 	 /04ion, apres l'article 24, de ce qui suit: 

3103(93101) 
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Authorization to 	24.1 (1) A person to whom-or a person 	24.1 (1) Le destinataire-qu'il le soit a titre 	Demande 
request 	 d'assistance 
assistance 	who is included in a class of persons to 	individuel ou au titre de son appartenance a une 

whom-a warrant issued under section 21.1 cate'Ori)e &- kneedu mandat decerne en vertu 

	

,„ 	1",... ,-. 
is directed may request that another person de l'artiele.%1 peitrdemander a toute personne 
assist them in taking any measure that the 5 de lui Alm assistance spoor lui permettre de 5 

	

d?rz., 	k-Po -̀'1" 	., r,,-,  requester is authorized to take under the warrant prendre la mesure auto /'see paolvpandat, s'il a Sej fit' 
if the requester believes on reasonable 	ides motisi raisonnageN,c. 'Citire-quie'Vl irnesure 

	

. grounds,R-, ,,, 	E., • - 	, 	 (:) -*N, k"-1( NI ...- ''.71c)  ,-.. that the measure is reasonable and proportional "tretjak9.:Sdkp,t)ee aux cireollstantek,compW 
in the circumstances, having regard to the nature temiVefecia nftiii-e-kfactrace enversi a secunt ''l '. 1 ''''''  • " 

	

4.  0 	I ,,:pc 	 V 
 que 

" VO ,,,,.. 
of the threat to the security of Canada, the 10 du Canada ket- e Pv1 .) In/Afire ainsi 	i:rdes/lOis) 

	

nature of the measure and the reasonable 	 10/ , k•'. • 41:)),.. solutions de. Fechangp,acceptablesLpour reduire ivp 	c• 4  . 4 .. 41 t., .. 	0A,.. 

	

availability of other means to reduce the threat. 	la menace. 	0/1-.),, , i / „ k i..., , 4  A  
' I:o11), -.... kJ 7 ,9 ‘• Mit, _ ...1 / 

Person giving 	(2) A person to whom a request is made 	(2) La personne vises spar la-hdpin'iri*Ai i Personne pretant 
• ., 	if 'A ,-, ." v .C", 	assistance assistance 	under subsection (1) is justified in assisting the 	justifies de preter assistance a i au eur,„-ae,t, a.) ,.._...,,,,,, 

requester in taking the measure if the person 15 demande pour lui permettre de prendre era 15 

	

believes on reasonable grounds that the request- 	mesure si elle a des motifs raisonnables de 
er has the authority to take the measure. 	croire qu'iI est autorise a la prendre. 

47. Paragraph 25(a) of the Act is replaced 	47. L'alinea 25a) de la meme loi est 
by the following: 	 remplace par ce qui suit: 

(a) the use or disclosure in accordance with 20 a) de l'utilisation ou de la revelation faite en 20 

	

this Act of any commu2449ni'r.  iLtrepted 	conformite avec la presente loi d'une com- 

	

under the authority of a warrantiktssued-untler 	munication dont ]'interception a ete autorisee 
section 21 or 21.1; or 	'410r, VS ''() ,„ 	op &j,- par un mandat decerne en vertu des articles 

i'‘). 1,,, 	-ss, 	t 
6`up  *A) 	6' 7,  * L-14911021.1; 

	

° 1 	PiY 
48. Sections 26Pand 421tofiliej Act are OS ..Le ,, -cles 26 et 27 de la meme loi 25 /VP il 44ti 

"fi:,-- ACT L 0 	'14,9,- i e I,- par,  qui . replaced by the following4A/A , t.,,  SC 25 25 sont remplaces• 	cc 	suit: 
''''./ c, Ct ,--,' 76' ,, 

Exclusion of Part 	
1 L14/ . "'WV" 

26. Part VI of the Criminal Codkidoe4 8tz, ' v q,6. La paftle VICAti Code criminel ne Non-application 

Code 	apply in relation to any intereeptinan°E.o ac'S fyR.411* as a une interception de common/- 	cide.  la PattieVI VI of Criminal 

communication under the authority of a/NiipTilt44 faflokalt, risk! par un mandat decerne en vertu criminel 
issued under section 21 or 21.1 or in relation toli;tcdPsfaticre42,t,j1421/.1 ni a la communication 30 

	

,..„,,ti, 	- ciAy ,,, ,".-,/,--A  , -, 
any communication so intercepted. 	30 elle-meme, 61,-'vi-1/ 49  

"-C -c-, 
Hearing of 	27. An application under section 21, 21.1 or 	27. Une demaride de mandat faite en vertu 	Audition des 
applications 	 demandes 

	

23 for a warrant, an application under section 22 	des articles 21, 21.1 ou 23, de renouvellement 

	

or 22.1 for the renewal of a warrant or an 	de mandat faite en vertu des articles 22 ou 22.1 

	

application for an order under section 22.3 shall 	ou d'ordonnance presentee au titre de l'article 35 
be heard in private in accordance with regula- 35 22.3 est entendue a huis clos en conformite avec 
tions made under section 28. 	 les reglements d'application de l'article 28. 

	

4-93A9iigre,phs 28(a) and (b) of the Act 	49. Les alineas 28a) et b) de la meme loi 
are replaicitbAkeifollowing: 	 sont remplaces par ce qui suit: 

ler: /itS' c-,,,,,°&_1..., 

	

/i34(a) presciiht9§, metprmcsi warrants that 	a) determiner la forme des mandats decemes 40 
1/43(zein  atbe issued u:iter kefilen. 2-1 Last 1 or 23; 40 en vertu des articles 21, 21.1 ou 23; 

Ft ' I  44 .0  1-:41 yy , 	//VP() ' v I/1 r: vi.),  

	

Rs b) governirTgAhe practicemd p?oceckurepf, 	b) regir la pratique et la procedure, ainsi que - orp,  

	

andikre,upyy/  reqt,ijrpnents appmealor\eziApe, 	les conditions de securite, applicables a 
hearing tifi4Ilikaiging Ifsefpthose warrants,/©R ]'audition des demandes de mandat ou de 
for reniwaNtf-tIver.Wa:Tants7aiti for orders 
that may be nitRie uniddr4s(ciPo'n/22-.5';:' and 45 

'414 ' (14 ' (-)siv -̀-1.1 
/o,„ 8(j.a.„ 	/ 

v1' 
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PARTIE 5 

2001, c.27 	 IMMIGRATION4ND REFUGEg P  l'ii, CILOI SUR L'IMMIGRATION ET LA 	2001, ch. 27 
PROTEVLF-101(19/AP. 	ib 	p k's.  r  /A, 	1Y/, ̀ PROTECTION DES REFUGIES 

,, (11 A„!?./ 	""PO, 	li) -2, 
AMENDMENtsa0 TrurnACT; s -04A, inODIFtOATION DE LA LOI 

''''; 1 :'e .., 
-,

,9 	-Iii„ ',,.. r 	,.... 
‘-",,v , ,,,Ini 52. Subsection 72(1) of the,gmmigeation 	52. Le paragrakh,e„72(1) de la Loi sur 

' v 	t- 	1,/:(--,  • 	• 	, 	‘."frv' 	• and Refugee Protection Act is replaced-by the-69 Luntiugration et la protection des refugies est 
following: 	 1-• /4/p t.)`• 7PA . .1  LIP ... i 	emp_ age par ce qui suit: 0 41  I 4  • ...../ p_ 

4...," 41  

Application for 	72. (1) Judicial review by the Federal Courfq2.00/v12414t/e4,9nitaje judiciaire par la Cour Demande 

with respect to any matter—a decision, deter- federale cfe:It9uteikuesure — decision, ordon- 25 d'autmisati"  judicial review 

mination or order made, a measure taken or a nance, questionCcfUSaffaire —prise dans le cadre 
question raised—under this Act is, subject to 	de la presente loi est, sous reserve de l'article 
section 86.1, commenced by making an appli- 86.1, subordonne au depot d'une demande 
cation for leave to the Court. 	 25 d'autorisation. 

Review of 
measures 

Additional 
information 

renouvellement de mandat ou a celle des 
demandes d'ordonnance presentees au titre de 
lAkiticle4t4s3 • Lt, c 

is'h, 	.s,  c,  50. Section 38 of the Act is amended by 	50. L"rticleisl,8 409 mime loi est modifie 

-. I., 	,,39 	to  (.. ,, (1), mmr adjonc n apresaragraphe 	de ce 5 adding the following after subsection (1): 	 nib ' ' ' 
Su Aniitit: 	'3 7'0  '7*.  /:' i8  (/ / 6)/ -IV Pk,  4,ei (1.1) In reviewing the performance by the k:tes, 0.4--)y tae.Ze cadre e aysif.trvet ,auc rilia dPT- 	11 ePd 	Examen des 

A .• 	l' •••,. 	' /A 7', Um-, .P mesures Service of its duties and functions the Review 	facon4clont Service-tle-exerce scs fronctions,  te. 
' 	'n. ‘J.PA, 	-/ni .,, - -?Am 

Committee shall, each fiscal year, review at 5 comite de Ourveraance,vexamine a--VhaqtreVo 
A 	/ /r), ° 1)Pr, v  .."-Ailb. 1)  • . , 	• 	• least one aspect of the Service's performance in exercice aumnsAm...aspe&tgle ia Arise, par le 10 

taking measures to reduce threats to the security 	Service, de me&res, .1:4).r1  retafee,-.16-senaces TA, 	t,e-1 , ,,,, „ I, , of Canada. 	 envers la securite du. VapadaY/ s, 	/1/- -1  4.0/ 

'Ulli"/11/), 

51. Section 53 of the Act is renumbered as 	51. L'article 53 de la mime loi dikicnt, le 
(1 .&'V subsection 53(1) and is amended by adding 10 paragraphe 53(1) et est modifie par a jon - 

the following: 	 tion de ce qui suit: 	 15 

	

(2) In addition, the report shall specify the 	(2) Le rapport precise, pour l'exercice vise, 
number of warrants issued under section 21.1 in le nombre de mandats decernes en vertu de 
the fiscal year and the number of applications 	Particle 21.1 et le nombre de demandes de 
for warrants made under that section that were 15 mandat presentees au titre de cet article qui ont 
refused in that 	

: 
year. 	

13 	
ete rejetees. 

C 

	

PART 5 	Si 	.969. ... 

20 

Informations 
supplementaires 

2013-2014-2015 	 Loi antiterroriste (2015) 	 55 

53. Paragraph 74(d) of the Act is replaced 
by the following: 

ORauge%Ot.9.4.section 87.01, an. appeal to the 
Federal&-tIrvteAppfal may be made only if, 
in ren'aGitit kdremeptAliteAdge certifies that 30 

p

soi..&= IS. ,!.Trious qastioto uilegeB,,e'ralS'itvortance is 
4iiiivolfeil-and states ittfe.-8uVaiOn., vC) .• 

%()- 	4  8 	I*1 /1?-1 iofr114,q7-* 
411VP 7- C)--, C1Yc 

54. Sulis,!cpaliWir,7(2)Vallg (3) ACtileille/0  
are repla41,/b/Pth 

C -11/8  0  A, At 4 0/ & 
6, ' 

53. L'alinea 74d) de la mime loi est 30 
remplace par ce qui suit: 

d) sous reserve de l'article 87.01, le juge-
ment consecutif au controle judiciaire n'est 
susceptible d'appel en Cour d'appel federale 
que si le juge certifie que l'affaire souleve 35 
une question grave de portee generale et 
enonce celle-ci. 

54. Les paragraphes 77(2) et (3) de la 
mime loi sont remplacis par ce qui suit: 

3103(93/01) 
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Filing of 	 (2) When the certificate is referred, the 	(2) Le ministre depose en meme temps que le 	Depot de la 
evidence and 	 preuve et du 
summary 	 resume 

	

shall file with the Court the informa- 	certificat les renseignements et autres elementsry resume 
tion and other evidence that is relevant to the defpuvP% sec,- rapportent a l'interdiction de 

l/i 

	

ground of inadmissibility stated in the certificate 	territoire e&ustateectfIns le certificat et justifiant .k.../1/0  k-p, 
and on which the certificate is based, as well as 5ce dernielrainsr,qtun`feklme de la preuve qui 5 
a summary of information and other evidence tifermet a la-Ve;k3Infe.ilkee Pelitspffisamment 4/. /0'k, 
that enables the person named in the certificate linfoymeftle sa thelsPeiiiiAVieolftipliae.aucun 

'N k) -Ike I 
	.C1Y' 'aiTh 	a'te to be reasonably informed of the case made by Rye /haDerk4 .9pt cdivulgation 4494 .terat a IR -,,, 

• .t.-- 	,,, 	/ 	Ci- 	#-• 

	

the Minister but that does not include anything 	seikile:-.ministre a-Ia‘ssec.urite natioriaje otil. b  , .i0A, :A, 	lei:  /roii, that, in the Minister's opinion, would be 10 securite d' utrttt.. 'y c),... '' 1/A- 

	

injurious to national security or endanger the 	4 4, 	 li I)  Q.S' i -'R7'(!  
'Ilv safety of any person if disclosed. 	

i A-
0,y 	/14 & ' $ /

0 
 • .4.  

•11',, dl.c'i )4/,6.-ri 4  4n, Effect of referral 	(3) Once the certificate is referred, no 	(3) Il ne peut 'etre procecleja au64ne, mg:Lance , Effet du depot 
I, ,,,c) 	/ V i'r, 

	

proceeding under this Act respecting the person 	visant la personne au titre de la presente (1c1,1-Nt) 
who is named in the certificate—other than 15 qu'il n'a pas ete statue sur le certificat. Ne stint 

	

proceedings relating to sections 79.1, 82 to 	pas visees les instances relatives aux articles 

	

82.31, 112 and 115—may be commenced or 	79.1, 82 a 82.31, 112 et 115. 	 15 
continued until the judge determines whether 
the certificate is reasonable. 

55. The Act is amended by adding the 20 55. La meme loi est modifiee par adjonc- 
following after section 79p t„ /D, 	 tion, apres l'article 79, de ce qui suit: 

CE.c...  
Appeal by 
Minister 	

79.1 (1) Despite section 79;:iivp,irinst.e.5,, 	79.1 (1) Malgre Particle 79, le ministre peut, 	Appel du 

	

may, without it being n4cessary for..tiplidge,:tey &prii,tout etat de cause, interjeter appel de toute 	ministre 

certify that a serious &Ciuestion of 6gineralfideeginrendue en cours d'instance et exigeant 20 serious 
,34.- ts 	 i  0 • 	1-'1?.. 	JAr,.. importance is involved atipeal,rati any stage of25. la divagation de renseignements ou autres i,,-:-i40, iy 	(1,), '-̀ ',..-1.,. sA? ),.. 	. the proceeding, any deesionrcf9aae ila, the elements (cm preuvIgriqui porterait atteinte, selon 'i , 	(..... 7-. 	4:..— proceeding requiring the diCgc(0.2.T.1,15r&Q ,.., lui, a 10/securdevnationale ou a la securite 

tion or other evidence if, in theNini  islees, Vautrui, sans que 614e soit tenu de certifier 
be' '  u" —̂t .6' f' ''' vaff . opinion, the disclosure would 	inmpus.),,,o 	4111.5t, ,,,..aig souleve une question grave de 25 

national security or endanger the safety Ottoy/30 ,porreeCgerrekle. /O  . k...)/ s, 	,...,' 
Ai. 	

/ 0/ person. 

Effects of appeal 	(2) The appeal suspends the execution of the 	(2) L'apligiDs4sseild l'execution de la deci- 	Effet de l'appel 

	

decision, as well as the proceeding under 	sion ainsi que Piiistance visee a l'article 78 
section 78, until the appeal has been finally jusqu'a ce qu'il soit tranche en demier ressort. 
determined. 	 35 

56. The Act is amended by adding the 	56. La meme loi est modifiee par adjonc- 30 
following after section 82.3: 	 ion, apres l'article 82.3, de ce qui suit: 

Appeal by 	82.31 .(4,Despite section 82.3, the Minister 	82.31 (1) Malgre l'article 82.3, le ministre 	Appel du 

may,VilITOtlie,:twnecessary, 	for the judge to peut, en tout etat de cause, interjeter appel de 
Minister 	 ministre 

certify ,tiLatLigi,ssFrpt6 question of general 40 toute decision rendue en cours d'instance et 
/ittirRojtance c'siiv)orectijadi.et,,,§t any stage of exigeant la divulgation de renseignements ou 35 

	

it:73, 4.4the-prio„c,eeding, a0//0oRt,op ma'51,5„in the 	autres elements de preuve qui porterait atteinte, 
roi&dirigiequiring thePascIoidee.‘pf iiddryna- selon lui, a la securite nationale ou a la securite 0 	 -.z.- c.... 	Ai f, 	,.. 	!--hr 

	

tionV,9r, ottlet,eViclence if, in 'tot min4ster -s 	d'autrui, sans que le juge soit tenu de certifier 
-.4 ,-,, 	i /1"), ' 0  A 	

in  Ali  • /VW) opinion, thez-diselOproNottfid be kfirous to,45Aque l'affaire souleve une question grave de 1 	./. 
national secityy

f
i
-,  
ttrAriffahgeliiie-cafety of any portee generale. 	 40 
n 	,,,i person. P 	Ns 0 '-itiiii 
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Effects of appeal 	(2) The appeal suspends the execution of the 	(2) L'appel suspend l'execution de la deci- 	Effet de l'appel 

	

decision until the appeal has been finally 	sion jusqu'a ce qu'il soit tranche en dernier 
determined. 	 rest ‘t 1:3/Y0 

../ 

	

57. (1) Subsection 83(1) of the Act is 	57. (trzi),paragiVhe 83(1) de la mime 
amended by adding the following after 5i1pi est mai-fie iia9/kdjaettln, apris l'alinea 5 4.- v._ 	•,,,s.c, 
paragraph (c): 	 8.0 c.), Wce qui suif:ib ill p„...°43 t.. 

k,,,, i'r 4, --• P,I 
put sur qdt  161 -%L'IV4)674 (c.1) on the request of the Minister, the judge '..,yc, "e.'/IAil,lie,:_ta; sur demetle du)-mtn4s,rik  

	

may exempt the Minister from the obligation 	'00 . - 1-.1.rc, '- Sf-z..... 	v41, . x),-.-‘ 
eie ptett.(t. "numstre de P01341 atrAd dc- 

in A ''') A.:di , 	i A 	I  VA) 

	

to provide the special advocate with a copy of 	fournirSune, cailib aes 1,rfinseignerhei,ts a/0 
information under paragraph 85.4(1)(b) if the 10 l'avou-dtZ,s14eia,l, 4 '..,ti' ktit47-1 .de l' alin ea 10 

ii,t/•_-- ` '-iP , ".x.6- 	̀'.- r-, 

	

judge is satisfied that the information does 	85.4(1)b), s 1,1-gs,t conmAineufCcIF cesrensei- 
g-,94,, 	40, 	',G a.., 1,,A ,, , 

	

not enable the permanent resident or foreign 	gnements ne perrnet,9nt papt  a. iiv,t9tsressvi  

	

national to be reasonably informed of the case 	d'être suffisamment infolo de'CL' tbefeltdu-, --i A,  
made by the Minister; 	 ministre; 	

c CS,. 
 

(c.2) for the purpose of deciding whether to 15 c.2) it peut, en vue de decider s'il exempte 15 

	

grant an exemption under paragraph (c. I), the 	ou non le ministre au titre de l'alinea c.1), 

	

judge may ask the special advocate to make 	demander a l'avocat special de presenter ses 

	

submissions and may communicate with the 	observations et peut communiquer avec lui 

	

special advocate to the extent required to 	dans la mesure necessaire pour lui permettre 
enable the special advocate N  make the 20 de presenter ses observations, s'il est d'avis 20 

	

submissions, if the judgeAivelltecopinion 	que les considerations d'equite et de justice 

	

that considerations of fairnesstS* tkgral 	naturelle le requierent; 
justice require it; , 	--1  ec.1149  0:°i9  

	

<, 	G: 	k9‘S' 7., 	S'ics• (2) Subsection 834)•of trlict is amenost14,_ /z4L-IigiptAragraphe 83(1) de la meme loi est 
by striking out "arkdLl'Ya/tqtie""jen"tkof para-25Cmoditte-par4itnonction, apris l'alinea j), de 
graph (i), by adding andAt  at/the end f ce q i sui 	7- 114410- CtAC 11-7 	 25 • " 1 , ',---,  9 i 1-0-,- 

,, 	,th.  ( %,..., . 
ti  	lAity ,, paragraph (i) and by adding4 ezfolloXid .",,v 

"4  	ou , s'ii,k 	NBCi: -/o/i, after paragraph (i): 	 ../ ' 
MA- 4.) '/ 	/ . i'Z'o (k) the judge shall not base a decisiony/orp,"14  k),54,-/nc feel  fonder sa decision sur les 

information that the Minister is exempadq390 rerik9i.( 6fAritsf-atne le ministre n'a pas 

	

from providing to the special advocate, shall 	fournivs"Cal' (04:oit,A,t special en raison de 

	

ensure the confidentiality of that information 	l'exemption ve.,:t lui incombe de garantir la 
and shall return it to the Minister. 	 confidentialite de ces renseignements et de 30 

les remettre au ministre. 

	

58. Section 84 of the Act is replaced by the 	58. L'article 84 de la meme loi est rem- 
following: 	 35 place par ce qui suit: 

Protection of 	84. Section 83 —other than the obligation to 	84. L'artielc 83— sauf quanta l'obligation 	Protection des 

appeal 	prow ,,9a s mmary — and sections 85.1 to 85.5 	de fournir un résumé—et les articles 85.1 a 35 rappel '',a. Pe - renseignementsappeA information on 

ViO. t-• 

	

apply in resust CT- peal under section 79, 	85.5 s'appliquent, avec les adaptations neces- 

	

,79.1, 82`.1Q.r,82`3 ran irf?fespect of any further 	saires, a l'appel interjete au titre des articles 79, 

	

rri(-1 	s'',' 	1- 	C..C‘ 

	

1 /4,9/  app;ej,.. with anyam 	imodiSicAtions. 	40 79.1, 82.3 ou 82.31 et a tout appel subsequent. 
" 	4 	PA. p, 	L' /A /  , ' -ii)/1, , '410 ,..._ . 

	

r"..&; ,s, 594irilbset,ion 85.4VIDR,Ethe;AccAg ire- 	59. Le paragraphe 85.4(1) de la mime loi 
pal byitbiloilbwing: ' fr7117/ "lei- Ici" est remplace par ce qui suit: 	 40 0,1/  

' : :1S' (""Itir '6' A 
Obligation to 	85A (1) 4S-upjfett4po seraph 83(WQ)--ke/Ofi, 85A (1) Sous reserve de l'alinea 83(1)c.1), 11 	Obligation de 
provide 

	

Minister ihAll,  Willin 4cseriodle ky. the judge, 	incombe au ministre de fournir a l'avocat communication 
information 

PO 	4,1 ' 	S 1).' 

	

ii)41 	4 	t 	' 	special, dans le delai fixe par le juge : 
1  0 	fi' 	Ai I  

C• ,9 
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(a) provide the special advocate with a copy 	a) copie des renseignements et autres ele- 

	

of the information and other evidence that is 	ments de preuve qui se rapportent a sa these a 

	

relevant to the case made by the Minister in a 	14e"gesdAkte.,instance visee a I'un des articles 

	

proceeding under any of sections 78 and 82 	78 et Atit/82c.44i4ustifient le certificat ou le 
•-/ii-, '-'4.7., to 82.2, on which the certificate or warrant is 5 mandalt-,qu'b ont,e &deposes aupres de la 5 

(4- 0 ''-'7:. 7-, ./ 6"'‘, 

	

based and that has been filed with the Federal 	s'LCour federale.Stnais got- nont,sete communi- So, 	ik.),k- . „. '. 1 a .?.-.r-,,-  OA , Court, but that is not disclosed to the)  ry4ques ,fijikl mteresse/fta sonensetz. 

	

permanent resident or foreign national and 	"1  ••°/i',-", 	.4c' ,-. 	'3,4" 'IC)" ;̀'S' ,A,  .. 	A 	7",,,,' - Cbi)ticoptqwes Lautres renseigherentc; en 'sq.., 

	

their counsel; and 	 /Ilk, k:C).-_,.. 'qv,  .... 	os4a, ti „ to A,„,„ possession, quoskyiLrap4ortent 	-601- '̀-ii/ t, 
(b) provide the special advocate with a copy 10 l'egard4he4vanksmse4ilun des articles rai- 

	

of any other information that is in the 	78 et 82 a '182/:-2, „ &Is/  qiii8eijuistiknt pas le 
•,...,..e), ..',,, t 	-1 /4SPI 	1 , . 

	

Minister's possession and that is relevant to 	certificat ou le mandat etrournCOnt,,pasi ete 4,1,,,,,, ,, k..-A 	(... 0 

	

the case made by the Minister in a proceeding 	deposes aupres de la Coarvfedefale4  , ."/A, / 
'vi's 

	

under any of sections 78 and 82 to 82.2, but 	 C 
c'',3 on which the certificate or warrant is not 15 

based and that has not been filed with the 
Federal Court. 

	

60. Section 87 of the Act is replaced by the 	60. L'article 87 de la meme loi est rem- 
following: 	 place par ce qui suit : 	 15 

Judicial review 	86.1 (1) The Minister may, at any stage of 20 86.1 (1) Le ministre peut, en tout etat de 
,,,,..,. 	/::4 . 

	controle 
judiciaire the proceeding, apply for judieralrevfew, of any cause, demander le controle judiciaire de toute 

-'i,//c- L,-, decision made in a proceeding reftred-1 /4034 decision rendue au cours d'une instance visee a ivc, 	,..., 
section 86 requiring thi, disclosale7,'.6infomat 611=toicle 86 et exigeant la divulgation de 
tion or other evidence 	the 14-illisibr'gr nignements ou autres elements de preuve 20 
opinion, the disclo,sukr:,eRveo41A' 13.44njurious te./g5- tifi?/031041•1aisteinte, selon lui, a la securite 
national security or entrailgerlhsafertfi,q,any na ionalel'Ou,a laiS'eeurite d'autrui. Sa demande 

,,,,-, '1,-' 	J. 
person. The application ma ki,zi‘l'.,#'1yeIJES'Ift n'est pas-shbordehmee au depot d'une demande 

Ai 	.'iv, an application for leave. 	i';,, . w op. &au onsa ion.- . ' t 	- t' 4̀1c't v/Ody 

	

44, 	
00/7 

 ,, s , 4,,, ,-. 1)7-1 , 
Effects of 	(2) The making of the application//kIspds4 ' r4t1f:dernande de controle judiciaire sus- 25 Effet du controle 
judicial review 	 judiciaire k AID,. 	A i ,..,. 	.f.:/,,:-.  / 

the execution of the decision and, except ift‘th'egglpendc.rexecutionqQe la decision et, sauf dans le 

	

case of a detention review, the proceeding 	-4s 	•olztrgleedevla detention, de ]'instance en . as 
peed 

	

"',4•4 	 / , 	• 

	

referred to in section 86, until the application 	cause, jusqu'Toe. ckil soit statue en dernier 
4...,c,  

has been finally determined. 	 ressort sur la question. 

Application for 	87. The Minister may, during a judicial 	87. Le ministre peut, dans le cadre d'un 30 Interdiction de 
°°° 	reviewl fornon-disclosureof informa- dcoivuntrietion - , appy 	the  	35 controle judiciaire, demander ]'interdiction de la disclosure — 

	

judicial review tion or other evidence. Section 83—other than 	divulgation de renseignements et autres ele- 	judiciaire et 
and appeal 

	

the obligations to appoint a special advocate and 	ments de preuve. L'article 83 s'applique a 	aPPe  
to provide, summary—applies in respect of l'instance et a tout appel de toute decision 
the-pitfeeediQtand in respect of any appeal of a rendue au cours de ]'instance, avec les adapta- 35 

e 	.it 	proceeding, with any 40 tions necessaires, sauf quant a ]'obligation de decisionAtt - g h ,.._,,... • its, 	.,.  
necessarykriloch jc`ahons.4q-r, 	 nommer un avocat special et de foumir un 

	

' 't-i..,., 	66' 7- / /16:- `-',943 	 résumé. S0,„„ S'&‘-• 	m, Piiii  .0 

	

Ac, 'vl.,..4 	. fie. 	without t. Appeal by ....-iy& 67/04.(1) Mje Mimstemnab 	itibeing_ 	87.01 (1) Le ministre peut, en tout etat de 	Appel du 
Minister 	A 	A...1 -""- 	.C' 	 ministre nge,ls.try foltprefti.dge to certiOtthaCar4e,r4 cause, interjeter appel en Cour d'appel federale 40  

question-4,8g•eiiiii4414,430ance ' is ithro14.0/0,de toute decision rendue au cours du controle 
' 	stag &if311 	'./''''de • 	toi. 	

tc' appeal, atl any g 	, _c, p o. ,eding, 	the 45 judiciaire et exigeant la divulgation de rensei- 
Federal Court Appal;oran y etsjonli*e in a gnements ou autres elements de preuve qui 4'141  	'T'6'clV&A/'-- 

,it  kg/ 6,(404/ c.1 40  
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judicial review requiring the disclosure of 	porterait atteinte, selon lui, a la securite 
information or other evidence if, in the 	nationale ou a la securite d'autrui, sans que le 
Minister's opinion, the disclosure would be jug46t fafittly certifier que l'affaire souleve 
injurious to national security or endanger the une questi6,1wa%61e,portee generale. 
safety of any person. 	 5 	1Cc 44S 0:°,ey 

't , 2h, , 	.S,c, .i--, C&‘ (2) The appeal suspends the execution of theSoi? (/)41,4ppel suspIsd/414eXegnrenba7 la deci- 5 Effet de rappel 
decision, as well as the judicial review, until the 	on;ainsitque le controi4g136latks,i jilWase 
appeal has been finally determined. 	 qii. 1 1-so'lt-ifatelieFen,demier resswt )... • '1714, 	r AlA 	/A./ 

/ 4 	'Ci--/ '`..trs 	49A/ ' 
' h 'ini - ill ' 	-let 	I? DI% ,SI IOVIRAINSITOIRE 	. 

progress under Division 9 of Part 1 of the 
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act 
immediately before the coming into force of 
this Part, or in respect of any appeal or 15 titre de cette section avant la date d'entree en 
judicial review, commenced on or after that vigueur de la presente partie et pour 15 
coming into force, of a decision made in such lesquelles aucune decision n'a ete prise avant 
an application, proceeding or matter. 	cette date, ni aux appels interjetes ou aux 

AA, 	1)/s) 	contrilles judiciaires engages a cette date ou 
' vOt, Oc 43/ 	 apres celle-ci et portant stir une decision 

Ap S~O 	
rendue dans le cadre de telles demandes, 20 

ii'1-1/, 	- C-,s, 	ingances ou questions. o / s, 80,4 1,3 ,. 4.)... 
040-iticrieReE , 	iii..„ °Air 4,-..ic -,ENTREE EN VIGUEUR 

'1VC) lib )-_ `' 0 	'w.1 --- "-ir? 7-1-1 - 	. Order in council 	62. This Part comes intiliffr votardi:yiti 	62. 44/pfreitpite partie entre en vigueur it 
be fixed by order of the GovernloPipiC6Acil. -kylvtate fixeelrirlitlt. 	

Decret 

frl" 

Effects of appeal 

Cases excluded 
from application 
of this Part 

ltrribt 61. The amendments made by this Part do 	61. Les moilitisptiolil p4A90 esDipar la Cat exclus de 

	

not apply in respect of an application, 10 presence partie ne ,q,IpipitqrnPARAsii-a 	la'apppEcation de 1, 	• 	*---/r. -- LA 
resente partie 

proceeding or matter that is pending or in demandes et instances preientth?oe mstrui= 10 v 
tes au titre de la section 9 de la partie vitoe 
Loi sur !Immigration et la protection di's 
refugies ni aux autres questions soulevees au 

TRANSITIONAL PROVISION 

/°0 vES 

414 
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SCHEDULE  (Section 2) 

S
CHEDULE 1 

(Section 2 and subsection 10(2)) 

EXCLUDED INSTITUTIONS 

i 	2  et 
Tragr co  

AANNEaNrtiNcEIXeXE2:1 
he 10(2)) - 	

0A/S‘tVic-i'llTiStlysS 
E 

PALy 4 
,9 71-1,1 

1.16 /3 
ki 

/1/°6) t,9 
nipoi,41 	Y",r4 c  

xP CLUE 

0 )z.c C rs 
Iv 

"It JON 
A/a/0 

4 C ' 	
it•-  iy 4/ 8, 

ilti 	1  ..-914y 4  S' /14/\/ts 
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SCHEDULE 2 	 ANNEXE 2 
(Section 2 and subsection 10(2)) 	 (article 2 et paragraphe 10(2)) 
ADDITIONAL INSTITUTIONS 	 / /i)ofribi.c.,/i'TgTITUTIONS SUPPLEMENTAIRES 

Office of the Communications Security Establishment Commis- 	Bureau du/E9mmiwire du Centre de la securite des telecommuni- 
sioner 	 catiofier /VS ot: 4 ? ), 
Bureau du commissaire du Centre de la securite des telecommu- 	1 , Office of like offinitinicatitans ecurity Establishment Commis- 

nications 	 v kS"Sisner 	lb liv' /4-:1341// UN 

Iii 	1 P4 4 	 li'llt)0`1C).- A rY, 
P 

cR~ 
0,9k -le 	,i) i-, , _ 

/1,/ 4 

	

, 	/V 	
&got-IND/0 

i . 	[z-- 

	

xi 	 RT 4 	
-' S̀' IS) 	4.IF ,o, 1 

"I Lot OGAt ...1 40, 

	

11411./° 	(4 Y 4 4/...., 4/7-1 / 4, ....c..s 
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SCHEDULE 3 
(Subsections 5(1) and 10(3)) 

RECIPIENT GOVERNMENT OF CANADA INSTITUTIONS 
AND THEIR HEADS 

ANNEXE 3 
(paragraphes 5(1) et 10(3)) 

PAskSTIATO,NS FEDERALES DESTINATAIRES ET LEURS 

1/44V.c 	
RESPONSABLES 

Column 1 

Recipient Institution 

Canada Border Services Agency President of the Canada 

Agence des services frontaliers Border Services Agency 
du Canada 

Commissioner of Rev-
enue 

Chief of the Defence 
Staff 

President of the Cana-
dian Food Inspection 
Agency 

Canada Revenue Agency 

Agence du revenu du Canada 

Canadian Armed Forces 

Forces armees canadiennes 

Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency 

Agence canadienne d'inspec-
tion des aliments 

	

1"' 	C Column 2 	 OzInne 1 -S 7- • 	&is 

	

0 	PA. 	
Colonne 2 

A?4 	1/1/A-- ' Head 	 ci9stinataire Op, '1c 1,ReSAbrorable 
(-)Al C)isg- kYr% 	. 	"v1117- ACT Ag6tite 	caiedienifesd'ulspection/O/Le president de 

z, 	
l'A- 

4/ 41 	
,

Canadian)§
0

ood)knspe&ion (,/..pection des aliments 

/0 : 
ti 

des atimqnts 	0 	1, 	gence'r' 
vo,  

canatheynne 
10 

0,5) 	 IV&& Agency 	,0  
7'/On ./ Sup, A/ fai4-. 0/ 

	

Agence de la sante publique du- 	flafpOtrateur en chef 
Canada 	 de (1-kkaid publique 

Le president de l'A-
gence des services fron-
taliers du Canada 

Piri)  Piy,-, 
Canadian Nuclear Safety Com- PresidenPcif4bp-lqn,g- 

mission 	 dian Nuclear S'a7f4,ty, ‘̀ •S'o 
. . -1CO '-) op & 	Canada Revenue Agency 

Commission canadienne de sit- GOznypission 	6,s 	tii  °sic.,  
rete nucleaire 	 80 '.1,S..- 	tO 	PEentrejd'analyse des operations et r, 	IS)  / 	PA 	/A ft- Tor  , 1/4 -14._ 

- 	 aF4),-1 „" 'I? / ,, 	-Op',, delasaboits•fin ncieres du 
Canadian Security Intelligence 	DireEtor of 	Canadian 	irvi,._ / A 

' k C Anaa C 
Service 	 (Mt  - 	,-,,`-'(.4.?,-, 	It JAI  Secunty :ctllize c 	c.) n 'Oe  N 	k Financial:frant)sdctittms and 
Service canadien du renseigne- Service 

(Jo°  15) 6)712eports Analysis Centre of 
41:-.::A , 	kJic-.  r.., 

0 	/1 4  ' vSpnatta4  
Communications Security Estab- Chief of the CommuniYIN°c1A, fire;diVe4kgeurrRt'e des tele- 

/ 	,,q / . 

lishment 	 cations Security Estab- 	 [ , . --qv-7- 
commurimationg; 

Centre de la securite des tele- lishment 	 -1--& Communications Security Es-
tablishment 

ment de securite 

communications 

Le chef du Centre de la 
securite des telecommu-
nications 

Public Health Agency of 
Canada 

Agence des services frontaliers du 
Canada 

Canada Border Services 
Agency 

Agence du revenu du Canada Le commissaire du re-
venu 

Le directeur du Centre 
d'analyse des operations 
et declarations financie-
res du Canada 

Department of Citizenship and 	Minister of Citizenship 
Immigration 	 and Immigration 
Ministere de la Citoyennete et 

de l'Immigration 
PlYr) , PAl b Department of Final= 	C 

Ministere des Finarkef 

Departme8 o 4}f Ebseign Affairs 7-0  

Minister of Finance 

13)) Cc,  
iiiister

, 
 deboreign Af- 

Trade ian136ef9 nlent 	aiVs. "/1/ V.0 t.,/ 

i.S3 	es' 46- 	05,4  'IC), 
Ministere de0AgaietranW, 	1-11-1  '1C  

' VP, 1 /49 t-. 	ON res, du CommereeSet,du/0 	c'ili 	"i - 4-, 	z... 1/-., Developpement 4 , •c..), I / ,,_ -c-.-,S,  , #-I-T, 
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Column 1 

Recipient Institution 

Column 2 

Head 

 

Colonne 1 	 Colonne 2 

InatmtipnGIeskinataire 	Responsable 

    

Department of Transport 

Ministere des Transports 

Financial Transactions and Re-
ports Analysis Centre of Cana-
da 

Centre d'analyse des opera-
tions et declarations finan-
cieres du Canada 

Minister of Transport 
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Service Media Coverage—March 28, 2015 to April 16, 2015 
(Focus is on C-51 and C-44, with selected other key Service mentions) 
(Summaries with a "D" at end of headline indicates mentions of Director) 
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C-51/4xpands app ncabill orsecretn0A9o-fly list 

RSO 'Natkoppl P6:Sto\-, Douglas Qu ,o2dre lift„.161,9z, 
/Vmuch oehefdatVq•nalysis of thkomeeri"atime`dovernment's controversial anti-terror legislation has 

foFelsttlkoii`e*dihd.raVestigative roweks,idieipada:s spy agency. But critics say there's another part of 
Bill C,-51`eh'et,haig ickehslarbely.;,everlooked, (houghYtidally troubling: the overhaul of the secretive "no-fly 
list."-Th6NticnatFkos,t'sik9,9gla'4911 looks at how someone gets flagged under the Passenger Protect 
Program, htklt,r,.,,te Orecgss Wiki?d;c1mna'under Bill C-51 and why some observers are sounding the 
alarm. Q How do'dAtomecielo'W.the,littlioW:? A A person is added to the list if there are "reasonable 

fr+, grounds to suspect' they-p9se a ttf(eat tovaration security. According to internal guidelines, this could 
include someone who is believed to tie4iriv9144 a terrorist group that has threatened aviation security 
in the past or may do so in the future, as vieeps someone who is believed to be capable of violence and 
may have a motive to harm people on a plane. Senior police, intelligence, border and transportation 
officials meet every 30 days to review names and make recommendations to the public safety minister, 
who has the final say over the list. The list is passed on to air carriers. If someone on the list tries to board 
a plane, the transport minister (or designate) is notified. If the person is deemed to pose an "immediate 
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threat," the minister can issue an emergency direction to stop that person from boarding. That person can 
challenge the decision by writing to the Office of Reconsideration, which will review the case and make a 
recommendation to the public safety minister. 

Terror bill losing support: Poll 	 Ic) 	P 
The Ottawa Sun, Staff Writer, 2015 04 11 1'T —FQ Ottawa - Most Canadians oppose the Conservatives' proposed ah ittaFortedislation, according to a 
Forum Research poll released this week.The poll found 56% ofriad6Rsolostict9tpe,L.-n younger and 
less wealthy, disapprove of Bill C-51. Forty-two pazda'099,9lieve theWifcpala.se,apy.ill hate/a:negative 
effect' on their lives, while one-quarter think the efftets b

elieve 
positivell'apealAs1Wftioten,,,, 

Canadians learn about Bill C-51, the less they liKiaAt,.rhe„ateeslif-811,tiiie,bill is seen'tOet.sdimiPiittifiWig 
voters recognize some provisions may impact on th6it9iv?.Fln,La,y,s the,sleet like," F'itgrp,,R,searich, ,..  
president Lorne Bozinoff said. "With an election approaehir(WhehO2iernreecft?wpd be welltddv,iksfid too 
determine whether this bill is the-hill they want to stake thennataktOoTtpepcop,ond 
would give more powers to Canada's spy agency, CSIS, and allow infotatiorktze sh4teiglmore freely 
among among government agencies in a move the government says islie4ssary4Cprot'actlhe cotintry from 
terrorism. 	 ' rc'sr, 

40 /GA, 41 
el 	 Ott Keeping up with spy activity 'constant concern': watchdog 

Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 04 04 	 41Cc•`
,.s,
.7:3 

Ottawa - The federal watchdog monitoring the lawfulness of Canada's electronic spy agency says  
keeping pace with the bustling, evolving and expanding secret service is "a constant concern." The 
unease is voiced in a document released this week by the Office of the Communications Security 
Establishment Commissioner. It follows similar worries recently raised before parliamentarians by the 
sister review agency monitoring Canada's human spy agency, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS). The 12-member commissioner's office is headed by Jean-Pierre Plouffe, a former military and 
Quebec court judge, reporting to the minister of national defence. It operates on a $2-million annual 
budget and is responsible for reviewing the Communication Security Establishment's (CSE) clandestine 
foreign-signals intercept activities to determine whether they comply with the law. "Cost sharing related to 
central agency initiatives aziSfiscalkastraint measures are reducing the flexibility of the office's available 
funding," the office says in itsq,01.5-141anning report. 

0a. 
Watchdogs warn they struggleltorkeeiRabi-0 _ 
Toronto Star, Alex BO*Iier, 2015 0442s, c 	7-4  r  
Ottawa - The revietbtodieVpr both of banal-15s irfteligapceSagencies are raising concerns about their 
ability to keep trao0fIka,,Flintryls-spies. The wiar,pirgsIfinAeraWtbsezC9nservatives continue to insist that 
Canada does not reckca..inAasecffos:(qcsight of the Calklian*SlesHeritRqence Service or the 
Communications Security*OlithA4pot 	psome as Parlirn, ,eAnt -Ohtindesto debate Bill C-51, which 
would give CSIS a much wider-rotnclate'tnestiane land "disiCiptAratikgt/Crada's national security. 
Many critics who testified about the bitancra cro,odonurtes of witnesse1Who 60157port it, have argued 
there should be some measure okarliaplIritajOVertiabf fattte actions intelligence services take on 
Canadians' behalf. But Public Safety dirniktyi..,Stex'ariimplaA4-5ritl-spikdipg to questions in the House of 
Commons Wednesday, said Canada's revieiniALstg isphe,"en,%ottheworig." 'We will continue to 
support them," Blaney said of the review bodies 	 fij 

11/ 7- 4- s  
Bill C-51 to allow peaceful protests 	

kir.,
r \ 

 

Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 04 01 
Ottawa - Non-violent protesters, even those who break the law, won't be targeted under the government's 
powerful security bill, a parliamentary committee agreed Tuesday. The move responds to a chorus of 
complaints from aboriginals, environmentalists and others. It was among a handful of government 
amendments to the proposed anti-terror legislation, Bill C-51, adopted by the House of Commons public 
security committee as part of its final clause-by-clause review of the sweeping bill. But opposition 
attempts to introduce more than 26 amendments of their own were rebuffed by the Conservative majority. 
What he opposition side called straightforward measures to better protect Canadians' privacy and other 

PiriightCtitgovernment side called needless bureaucracy and red tape that would hobble the nation's 
abilitk-AoreQA-5.squickly to evolving terrorist threats. The Tories plan to parade C-51 - the Anti-terrorism 
Act4011Rin4heir&pcoming election campaign and are rushing to enact it before Parliament's June 
surfinikrAcels2A,4*--F,ommittee this week began fast-tracking the legislation through the upper 

It miklsagaiqttursdgy to begin hearing from independent experts. Much of Tuesday's 
Oort-tim ons' com(rfiftaa,se&n,,dealfity,ithi  the bill's Security of Canada Information Sharing Act. It would 

4,4 alloArtlee federal depal'A'aiLt;lahacar,geltfal) ip_cluding the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, RCMP 
SC 'asiNGrartmelt,of Finand0,434”r‘pte_ 9flalliell information they may hold on Canadians and c 

N...?ipeosige3.7Theyfi.outri only do so it 	infoficrolon in it were relevant to a national security threat and 
did hot yjoiata9-  PritfiCir Act and othefgaisting-ICkts. r 

You 6,s' 	
fr 

Aucunichtngenfilt C-4A.h., 
Le Devoir, FleiWp4TIZ-zetti4041(z94„01 	, 
Ottawa - Le ravalagefiCtrii.priojkip,"ti,talLonsV'aura vraisemblablement pas lieu. Le blitz en comite 
parlementaire se poursdiajt mardilsOr,Arnai -s4pu..moment de mettre sous presse, seuls les quelques 
amendements mineurs mis en avant palriegoikanement conservateur avaient eta adoptes. C-51 restera 
donc tel quel. Sur le fond, le document est rest le merne. Les ministeres conservent leur droit de 
partager entre eux des informations sur des citoyens au nom de la securite nationale et le Service 
canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) obtient le droit de " perturber " les actiVites de ceux qu'il 
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surveille comme s'il etait un corps policier. 

Tory tweaks to terror bill dissed-D 
Ottawa Sun, Staff reporter, 2015 03 31 
Ottawa - As the parliamentary committee on public safety,c-arld national security prepares to start a clause-
by-clause review of the Conservatives' anti-terror bill on Ttfirsiday,'cpptspon parties say the government's 
newly proposed amendments won't convince them to support triaRntentic2oleigislation. In question 
period on Monday, NDP MP Randall Garrison said Bill C-51 is 4taldgr16'-e'rpyilY,09gue and over-
reaching" and that the amendments don't come cloStto, ,addressing-458cmk*O ciletigns of privacy 
and civil rights. The bill would give expanded poWeelpfetlacy.',s spy agerfCb9S1S,AnOIRTjeasier 
access to private information -- measures the gwetrimelitnys-larvecessary tolos/t0494adig6SARm 
terrorism. But the opposition parties and several siiit(iksnsettpuylic ifiearkigs on thd-leglsIptidr:i. laye'T 
called for more oversight to keep authorities' expanded .poigeriin,q1senglAr8tect the Oriliky,arliflighIS 
of ordinary citizens. Critics of the law have also expressed cgrick5i4Coulbl tptgettlboriginal 
environmental protesters. During Monday's question period, Public ,Setety Kitiinitter gtext011ariey sardle 
was confident that the parliamentary committee would make any`10.9,9dmieiltszrAel:l(n.tkbillIwould 
protect rights while also keeping Canadians safe. Blaney, as well as Ju'akceintger Pete,MacKiYAC,SIS 
director Michel Coulombe and RCMP commissioner Bob Paulson appeare at,,,a4Sfin*co,rinliittee—
meeting about the bill after question period, according to the Parliament of CanadaAgebdiatia. e r 4 , 
Minister questions 'credibility' of anti-terrorism bill critics 
Toronto Star, Tonda MacCharles, 2015 03 31 
Ottawa - As the Conservative government gets set to unveil a handful of amendments to its sweeping 
proposed anti-terrorism legislation, it slammed critics including the Canadian Bar Association as lacking 
credibility. Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney ridiculed those who say the bill undermines the rule of 
law and misunderstands the role of judges who, critics argue, should not be required to issue warrants 
that would approve CSIS actions that break Canadian law or breach Charter rights. Blaney said it's "rich" 
for the country's leading law association to offer such advice. "It undermines the credibility of this 
organization," said Blaney, adding "this is not accurate. It is already the role of judges to issue warrants 
and they've been doing it or yeactJustice Minister Peter MacKay said judges already approve breaches 
of privacy rights or freedobiiite?cpralicyp the course of judicial duties when they, for example, approve 

um search warrants, compel doceWtosbe 1518duced to police, conduct closed- door court proceedings to 
allow evidence of a complainantlseoribAsxualetivity to be heard, order individuals to give up their 
passports to impede*eir ability to-161V.e,Cir?td9..dr'cifa,erc!,he deletion of hate propaganda or child 
pornography from, tntriteraebtt  Blaneikateltli4.Ci,C-r4Litierties Association for offering the same 
kind of "fear monRenni"4criticiskas,ln 1983401e)Vits-9,:iticiApd, theloreation of CSIS. The B.C. group joined 
Amnesty InternatiWebgafilad'a401"Qqadian Civil libeljelAggi?cialrorti, the Canadian Muslim Lawyers 
AsSociation, the Interkali-4:11ivil;Libp.rtiatAisnitoring Gro(4,-La •Ig'ile-degl5roits et Libertes, and the 
National Council of Canadd OUslifris-iitaloinatas ipment Montdiy,Lhat eall,for the anti-terror bill to be 
withdrawn. Amnesty's 	 shouldlciCit give'Tegislated power to CSIS 
to violate the Charter of Rights" arid4rrowing/prii514dicCal aatytization for such breaches is merely an 
attempt to offer "a sheen of legitimacykobataill. i Civ4.3 

`"1,1Y4t 1 	&./GA/--: 1 
Federal anti-terrorism bill changes not enoughitq-sabsk9odcl-rqs `-0/,  
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 31 	 r' 
Ottawa - A Conservative plan to amend the federal anti-terrorism blifilSA,Squelched opposition to the 
sweeping security legislation. A handful of proposed government amendMrits, to be presented Tuesday, 
haven't alleviated Green party Leader Elizabeth May's concerns about what she calls a dangerous and 
undemocratic bill. May said she plans to present five dozen amendments when the House of Commons 
public safety committee begins examining the 62-page bill clause-by-clause. Seven leading human rights 
groups, including Amnesty International Canada and the Canadian Civil Liberties Association, issued a 
joint statement Monday calling on the government to withdraw the legislation. The NDP and Liberals have 
also called for changes to protect civil liberties and improve oversight of security agencies. However, 
Conservative ministers appearing before a Senate committee Monday made it clear the government has 

Piao plgrat9 create a full- fledged national security committee of parliamentarians like the ones in Britain 
AQII,tpe,bnireciStates. The government bill, drafted in response to the murders of two Canadian soldiers 
last Obt5W-4-ikitilci-gve the Canadian Security Intelligence Service more power to thwart suspected 
terronstplott-notpst gatper information about them. 

RFC tity C8 
S(J 7.L.c0afia monitoriggiraefwge-ofigrotests 
Apr,' 4,1 ;11.9fCiriiStar, Alex EltidfiMfolv3 

pk/a.-Wriam9 canachan4e,terirkoyocatwfor the disabled and the country's largest union have in 
IV.dpgin66:1-Thelf--Ativities were—nidilitodd A'pileported on by police and government agencies over the 

lastlyak‘ ,6c1.4'measeirow that the—CgrattlQbVistruent Operations Centre received reports on more than 
160 protestgr-cOrvnr4ity e(i.60.ts)and1  demoKstrationitetween May 2014 and February 2015. The RCMP, 

IN  Public Satetkpariar4a antr4t.1ern4ECouncil Office prepared reports for the GOC, which co-ordinates the 
federal goverrit's4etporiglerpAt

i
etiAli,emergencies and natural disasters. While much of the 

monitoring focuSditolli,iisal'atirisAte"dreinvironmenthl activism, the GOC showed a diverse set 
of interests, including: gr',41,1y o`ti(PArliarnerktAllpi‘shing for better benefits for Canadian veterans. A "die-
in" protesting police brutality against blabloA.niefigans, including vigils for. Ferguson, Mo., shooting victim 
Michael Brown. An event called "Paddle rdritesce" in Fort St. Jean, B.C., where the report noted "public 
order issues are not expected." Canadian Doctors for Refugee Care's national day of action. The Star 
reported in September that the centre has received reports on around 800. demonstrations, community 
events and protests since 2006. The reports vary from "open source" intelligence (such as newspaper 
reports), to information provided by the RCMP and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). 
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Activists have raised concerns the Conservative government's new anti-terror law, Bill C- 51, would allow 
CSIS even greater powers to spy on their activities. Conservative MPs, including Public Safety Minister 
Steven Blaney, have repeatedly said that "lawful" protests do not fall under C-51's purview. But numerous 
internal documents reported by the Star and other outlets show law enforcement agencies already have a 
keen interest in "lawful" protests. 	 Pk), 	/ • t 	00,., 
Idle No More and friends gather to protest anti-terror bill 

ot,. 
43/0, 

The Ottawa Citizen, Emanuela Campannela, 2015 03 29 	'V gy  
Ottawa - Members of the Idle No More community ahbupporters proltsst iiipAylianientihill Saturday 
to loudly reject the Conservatives' anti-terror legitIkti0,1151,p-51.DespiteNfit golierriirge,,,rits9c jent e 
proposed amendments to the legislation that woMpafegerd.(3)Vters from b'etf,igtfleTained;bkkri 
measures, demonstrators say that their rights to free'donl oftattr;ch 40, sp,ILthreatenetficviritAe-steRs 
below the Peace Tower, a large crowd of activists halYtdelrivigpskjgh,atWe,x,Neve, secrit6tyiergr,b1,of 
Amnesty International, addressed protesters. He stood up, miceoBhontirrtnard?'r',Olgnizing 
Hill as "unceded Algonquin land," with a clear message to listeners:$8111,C;M.gar fo goZ,lhis legislation 	L'Ai) 
is so flawed ... I can tell you that on every single page of Bill C-51 tti9re'16'..sonathiAg*atVitlates, 
undermines, attacks or affronts human rights. We don't solve that by atk,AireaK here-Nlay46'maving a 
word here," he said.The struggle to fight for the rights of First Nations peopl4balreadylprd'erRiugh, LA 1 
without the bill, said Lynda Kitchikeesic Juden, the protest's organizer. ,suzi w -4,7,(... L- 0/ 

;qr:-.1V)-s 
Conservatives to tinker with anti-terror bill; 'Lawful protest' or dissent would not be deemed iiieittls  
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier and Tonda MacCharles, 2015 03 28 
Toronto - The majority Conservatives will put forward four changes to their proposed terrorism law, 
clarifying that protests and dissent do not qualify as national security threats.The government's 
amendments to Bill C-51, to be tabled on Tuesday, would'address two specific concerns brought before 
the Commons committee studying the bill.The first amendment would clarify that any protest or dissent 
would not fall under C-51.The bill currently excludes "lawful protest," but legal experts and activists have 
warned that civil disobedience could be considered "unlawful" and, as such, would be fair game for 
CSIS.Another would clarify that CSIS agents are not permitted to arrest people as part of the agency's 
new powers to "disrupt" tftfeats tozpational security.Under the proposed changes, government 
departments would be li ite oi,tailigVormation with 17 government and security agencies, rather 
than "with any person for any pii*pp,40ifigejsity of Ottawa law professor Craig Forcese, along with 
fellow academic Kent Roach, ha 	hAbted a/N:6-de th analysis of the bill. Forcese said Friday that 
dropping the word "laKull" from C- „of 	 qta.rget civil disobedience activities may allay 
some concerns onstheriaactenvironreebtaliand tkirisinaqroups. 

ui? 	ic) 
Projet de loi anbt mons e.0-51 	 4VP01  C} -,41 	77it, ffrn, .c7 La Presse, Joel-Denis beillmnceett;Hggoig,t9randpre, 201,5103 .LC/- 
Ottawa - Soumis un barrageae,crit(qukde 'AT -Apes partis1/41:140A1Ridditjtn„ des groupes ecologistes, 
des Premieres Nations et des e)irierts -panaedomatneAppla protection ,de la sa,p,rivee, le gouvemement 
Harper jette du lest en acceptant4e4t9iiisig_menarii`erttsniiniKojet de loi antiterroriste.Dans sa mouture 
actuelle, le projet de loi C-51 precise 4.10.110-gaivittesilidttssdefgnse dune cause, de protestation, de 
manifestation d'un desaccord ou d'expressapirti`i$qiic3IneiVritpas vises par les nouveaux pouvoirs 
accordes aux forces policieres et aux agences dgrOueignktnt44goilvRnement entend donc retirer 
le terme «liciteu de cette clause pour repondre aux inql6ietudesrekrp/O.Aigadivers groupes qui 
affirmaient que cela ouvrait la porte a une repression policiere d'activite"Mec,manifestation legitimes, a-t-
on appris de source gouvernementale hier.En outre, le gouvernement Hirper compte ajouter une 
nouvelle clause stipulant specifiquement que les agents du Service canadien du renseignement de 
securite (SCRS) n'auront pas le pouvoir d'effectuer des arrestations. Le projet de loi C-51 accorde pour la 
premiere fois au SCRS le pouvoir d'entreprendre des actions pour uperturberu des menaces a la securite 
nationale ou l'integrite du pays. Pour ce faire, ils pourront obtenir I'autorisation d'un juge s'ils estiment que 
cette intervention est susceptible de contrevenir a la Charte canadienne des droits et libertes. 

OD/ 	
stir,Atttegislation—Commentary 
Ca, 6' op ay,  

/SI  sellitegf9.7514:tmethipg ?Id, something new...and a lot just plain missing 
'3Uici. ‘-itolitics.ca, Craid-Porfie"-se4), 21415'04* 

PkA. 	F4-90*-lary: There warskmelO9d,,,,a etAorne not so good in Justice Minister Peter MacKay and Public 
`SOA Safellf giftteMteven Blaiiksiagpeata_ncet*re the senate committee now studying the government's 

uric c  -biii,2C„-` 5R Minister MacKikendalk.Mtinguished himself and his department with detailed and 
nuanceg,:apialVevochis4ciojtons of C-54kTliis is-nt149 say that every position he argued was persuasive. 
Nor kslitito'SfghattkadAresiapiall issues that demand answers. But his presentation stood in stark 
contrast,t6Wpf-lylindisten,fkrer/er,Mr. Blaney was less acerbic than during his Commons 
appearance, liaMr,ayedliQtja)tp`d$oiemieal(Rn9 was flippantly dismissive of important criticism of the bill. 
The single most piiAlftp-IdgaINKtibi491sien bOoth ministers relates to the now- infamous provision 
anticipating Charter breacii4s by`CS14 w'hOeigermitted by Federal Court warrant. Both ministers urged 
that such warrants are commonplace :1gting new under the sky" in Minister Blaney's words. This is an 
astonishing category error. As Professor KenUtoach and I have argued here and here we have never 
had Charter breach warrants before. Analogies to search warrants, or arrest warrants, or various 
procedures in criminal trials closed to the public (but not the accused) are false - equivalent to pointing to 
the existence of a bushel of apples to defend the slicing of an orange. Nor (as we have argued) can it be 
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persuasively asserted that s.25.1 of the Criminal Code is somehow any useful precedent — the minister's 
position. Minister Blaney also sought to dismiss some critics as alarmists, suggesting that the BC Civil 
Liberties Association is a serial "fear monger" because it objected also in 1983 to the original CSIS bill. A 
little history: The CSIS bill tabled and debated in 1983 is not our current CSIS Act. 

Piy,..„ 
The government has not made its case for C-51 	10, 

viC1/  '- 
Globe and Mail Online, Kent Roach and Craig Forcese, 2015 030044..., 
Op-ed: We must exercise caution in judging the government'sgerfatidge?its3frii ste'CurAy law, C-51. We 
have received what appears to be the official golf r7i*yanguage. The soMeA ood*rne bad and 
much that remains ugly. First the good: it is helpftilrftnt th`e?plopo4sed chandeVvyilchakeIcIddieftn the 
national security information sharing regime pro*,..ts_pifiallisArt; anqmot just protgsfbEqtpkg-wVetain,,, 
and every regulatory law. The amendments will alsdleinpRf liAgo/agfeatt.Inight havd5(10,01edfiutrth7erVip 
sharing of information to "anyone", including in disregard-bAtcyritf:earats/ityched to that' ififorpationi — 
But in all other respects the government has disregarded warningeg ofre(PnyagA127,nissioner (aigct 
many others) about the reach and potentially ungovernable nature of th0,stWriti,:acykliitling power. 
Downstream sharing can still take place so long as it is "in accordant with 
exceptions to privacy. Even more distressingly, the government refusesitOefdr,essAikapylnUeliligible,/ 
concerns with proposed new CSIS powers. Instead, its amendments seem to'bifkr-pc,sinike,,proVi'sgttha 
CSIS shall not have "law enforcement powers". But that expression, a colloquial oneArely Oied 
Canadian law, raises new interpretive headaches. We assume it means that CSIS will riot have Crikrial„ 1 /49 
Code powers of arrest. We never thought it did. But arrest does not exhaust all the forms of detention 
exercised by state agencies. If CSIS wishes to detain or interrogate, it will do so for threat disruption 
purposes, not "law enforcement". 

Getting balance right on C-51 is essential 
Ottawa Citizen, Wesley Wark, 2015 03 30 
Op-ed: The Liberal party announced its desired amendments to Bill C-51, the anti-terrorism legislation, 
last Thursday. The Liberals seized at least a temporary, first out of the gate, advantage in what will 
become the battle of the amendments, following a deeply partisan testimony battle to the Commons 
Public Safety committee tfiat?gen0.4tpd more heat than light. The Liberals have been desperately seeking 
a distinguishable stand on 	alrfaitter that has become more important as Canadian public 
support for the legislation shows,sigh-qstegki9g and becoming more conflicted. Liberal Leader Justin 
Trudeau announced the party'slitti'ailztaricepte6?;5Avith a speech designed to show his gravitas on 
matters of national seVaitty: 'We have 	acp„agalriStiterrorist threats, as a Liberal government did 
following 9/11. Waii*eyet4Y,Aas legislatorsCtobOalariOeiefeeKdpsnn and safety of all Canadians." But 
Trudeau subsequ'ttgtooq gilajofiffak.fo..1 this apprice6h.frorrKeturc-140-4iences across the country, with 
voices wondering whettiejAe 4iat pefraysCliberal vatasA B,alanqedppiipAches to security and rights 
are a tough political sell in/times/of konterteEituOc concerribouttecunty,:' less pitchable, certainly, 
than being tough on terrorism -or-IiiipgAhess:tedrcate.dARIOder ofil'its);1.hkr)giajn„also be seen as mere 
political expediency by the more skOticOamong:', Ohrapprobably represents Wgood part of the 
Canadian population, and especrailjr.09.01.1045re'Algriapc(ire&But,in reality unbalanced approaches to 
security and rights are the real danger and_tyrieAern4rme.e4ruinAlkv all three political parties is to say: 
Prove you have the best formula for achieving ftbe:p,ectiritYzsigite4atancikkayne even the Conservatives 
are getting that, with their last out of the gate, minor aniendmerlts/tO-661A1,eaked late last week, following 
the Liberal call. But on the big issues such as parliamentary review'in:cf-nOkeSIS disruption powers, we 
are unlikely to see any accommodation, despite some unease within the'epnservative ranks. Note: 
Wesley Wark is a Visiting Professor at the University of Ottawa's Graduate School of PUblic and 
International Affairs. He gave invited testimony to the House of Commons Public Safety committee on Bill 
C-51. 

Selected (non-terror legislation) Service reports 

Pit PP  .11t!g obakgroup fights digital spying, cybertheft 
Globe,fand NTai6Vn Silcoff, 2015 04 16 
OttaYivea,- Mrs!' ei ternatisnal group dedicated to preserving the Internet's free and unfettered qualities is 
calling-GEasgeAlolArso‘_ciakcompact" to counter the growing threats of digital spying and large-scale 

v/aata theft. 4R,i's now Werlial441,governments, collaborating with all other stakeholders, take steps to 
-builid4pnfidence ihafithesigntitVivIleyjofall people is respected on the Internet," said a report released Pr- , 	 ) vrdqegO'atby the Glo alRommission bOnleirset Governance, an independent body led by former 

-̀'0Ateditpr,imilster CarlBilariD lttieveVtiave consistently kept ahead of companies and " • 4 g verTentstifte fettering out confid • tialjgata, 	le government- sponsored cyberspying has been 
expose *SaNwid'eppreald 'practice. Meanwl ile, manyyndividuals are still not heeding basic warnings for 
how‘ pmenet4th51.26441,onlinqt,),rn data raiders. A report this week by Verizon Enterprise Solutions 
found neaWonier.kuripefrollitopen trillisping" messages intended to trick them into revealing 
Confidential infokfattorgsaeht/asjiielt/paSswqrds, while one in nine click on attachments inside the e-
mails that can wreaknavogprfAtte*ofikiite5,Lsciferns. But cybersecurity experts said that while the 
commission's report adds another credible, voicNo the debate, its impact may be limited. "This a very 
good and overdue first step at establishingtikkOtional norms around a topic that has seen technology 
rapidly outpace policy," said Ray Boisvert, forrnbr assistant director of intelligence with the Canadian 
SeCurity Intelligence Service in an e-mail. 
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Les espions touches par l'austerite 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche; William Leclerc, 2015 04 14 
Ottawa - Les heures supplementaires au SRCS n'ont pas Me epargnees par les reductions budgetaires 
L'austerite budgetaire a cause de la frustration chez les espions canadiens, qui se sont plaints de 
«l'inconsistanceD dans la remuneration des heures supplArpentaire% passees traquer les terroristes ou 
les agents etrangers ces dernieres annees. En vertu de ladiVcfkies..a ('information, La Presse a 
obtenu une note ace sujet, datee de septembre 2012. La missivatairgetnAvcriee tous les 
gestionnaires du Service canadien de renseignement de securite&S.VR4y perancien directeur de 
l'organisme, Richard B. Fadden, sous le titre Eliminiflort du Black boOkcl LiP 	ce, 

	

l✓j Qk9 	Q/S 0P Wave of threats prompts creation of Edmontplyc&ititntertrism unit 	/y 

	

unit 	0 
Globe and Mail, Justin Giovannetti and Colin Freeze 20115 
Edmonton and Toronto - The Edmonton police will be settiggiup arcb,untertavpilsm unit as lawnC 7', 
enforcement across Alberta struggles to investigate an unpreietlenlOO Alrobef4:0fteriror suspeotPand '14/0 
threats. Edmonton police Chief Rod Knecht, once the second-in-con' 	at tf1MiCMF4;Aays federal  "7: 	/Op 
and local resources are stretched thin in Alberta's capital city as.folicfit inife§tig.,te-jitryciVecfieers and 
financiers, and terror conspiracies. The move comes as municipal polic'ecisrpes.kpms,sikeountOre 
being asked to do more to stop Canadian extremists, and as the RCMP is pi'ffiiRg .p.,Oridre/dtP/61flTsC1 
from drug and crime probes and transferring them to counterterrorism efforts. 'We'reneirig,(09,nroaW, 
threats, pedal to the metal," Chief Knecht told The Globe and Mail on Friday. " The Edmonton forcelwill'ivts 
receive 35 new officers this year; Chief Knecht says he needs at least 300 more. Canadian municipare&-, 
police forces do not generally have units dedicated solely to fighting terrorism. After the Sept 11, 2001, ''' 
attacks, the federal government created specialized squads in Canada's biggest cities known as 
Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams (INSET). Led by the RCMP, the squads include local 
police as well as the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. 

Comment un Montrealais a aide a coincer un trafiquant de faux passeports 
Le Journal de Montreal, Andrew McIntosh & Felix Seguin, 2015 04 11 
Montreal - Un Montrealais travaillant dans le plus grand secret a permis de mettre a jour un important 
reseau de faux passeport,cpanadiers et etrangers offerts a des terroristes et a des contrebandiers. Arian 
Azarbar est un homme d'afface monfrealais d'origine iranienne devenu, un peu malgre lui, collaborateur 
pour l'Agence des services frontli4fs-cfarieftd_a, la GRC et le Service canadien du renseignement de 
securite (SCRS). Son nom a faittcsurfaeeSarAderniebdans des documents policiers I'identifiant comme "un 
agent de renseignervrent iranien". seel,€.0 	 tt,$'est un peu pour cela qu'il accepte aujourd'hui 
de raconter a notreAktVquete aiiiS"Frie(n; WOO les4utorites canadiennes et thailandaises 
epingler Parknejed Sey d 	u trafiquant de/fauxatsePAltpadiens et etrangers, qui fournissait 
des terroristes viiSfAtts,seo  e0trafiqualits d'humains ookde ciAgups. 

T.O. lawyer fears he's on anda hitAist' 	 ib,ivig5tilirklig 
11-0/- c' Se 

Toronto Star, Debra Black, 2016-04.0,AJA/i)'v 	 et. 

- 

/0„ 
rl' 

Toronto - A Toronto-area lawyer-4hp ,d4efendel a-RwAoKtage9,eral in a 14-year war crimes tribunal 
claims the Rwandan government is thireteilin eiimiwitli-4001.40eistopher Black says a member of the 
Rwandan National Congress in Canada tOlAirrillit rboyth—thke/17%1.elible and reliable information" 
that the Rwandan regime has "sent a team to Cank3ip Orrift,49 al4ssireata,five people here," including 
Black, who wrote a sworn affidavit provided to the StarilliBlack 	 ved sayOrielVei 	a similar message last 
July from two Canadian Security Intelligence Service officers he met witniat:,ARichmond Hill cafe. "(A 
CSIS officer) informed me that CSIS was concerned for my safety as the had information that the 
Rwandan government wanted to kill me and they were further concerned that the Rwandan government 
would try something against me inside Canada," reads his affidavit, sworn before a Richmond Hill lawyer 
last month. Black says the CSIS agents showed him a "hit list" of about 100 people who are targets of the 
Rwandan government. His name was 23rd on the list. The Star has not viewed the list and cannot verify 
its contents or that it exists. Canadian authorities are not speaking openly about the alleged threats. 

Islamist group that prompted closing of Canada's Cairo embassy added to federal terrorist list 
PhleapoPabRost Online, Stewart Bell, 2015 04 09 

Tont9to'lltia.Aiolent Egyptian faction that prompted Canada to close its embassy in Cairo last year has 
beer), ilidekintkigovernment's list of outlawed terrorist groups, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney 
annafile",_,da Vedfro09y. The Islamic State Sinai Province is one of several regional terror groups that 
have aligliealhes4jvps_Af6tyle Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant. It was formerly known as Ansar 

‘3:0;c10, 1,90 .,al-Maq-d'it tOetichairiggkiteriafge when it pledged allegiance to ISIL in November. "The primary 
tacgefesofithe ISSP iin'eltft:.te,,'thgegyptiarftlitary and security services, Israeli interests, and economic 

11',3011rifetsio,4'-eo.Minister's state:rmOrs'ajd,r-Ttieigrp,up's tactics include small arms attacks, bombs and, in 
/VO,VfasVcaisTirikosto-air missile./Sjp94-Asl,iftling itself an ISIL franchise, ISSP has widened its targets 

fromlecur&tyleF5e,sAiiipofiticians tolin4ludp v(rest  ,tern targets. Canada closed it embassy in Cairo last 
year du&wtfote threa,tpose0Mbe ultraradical' 	groAR"Our government is firmly committed to the security 

,"1 of MiddlejEasielriecoupirikin,bfifdtIg,,Egypt and Israel. We will not be intimidated by the cowardly acts of 
terrorist grAifttlBik3 or tildOetkpo;called Islamic State - Sinai Province who affiliate with them," 
Minister Blaney gardiik-dWasq,ied'.4nadiakBecurity Intelligence Service report obtained by the 
National Post said the *is '01tiifiaja`fril4ioniito take control of Egyptian resources and create an 
Islamic caliphate in Egypt, based on 'shkiatc.v, 

Soaring cost of terror fight hits RCMP 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2015 04 09 
Ottawa - The RCMP has been forced to shuffle more cash and officers into terrorism investigations as 
Ottawa's financial contribution has remained static over the last decade, documents show. The Mounties 
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diverted $22.9 million from other operations to the Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams 
(INSETs) in 2013-14. The RCMP's share of INSET funding has been steadily rising from $717,000 in 
2003 to more than $20 million for each of the last three fiscal years.. While led by the RCMP, INSETs 
include representatives from CSIS, the Canadian Border Services Agency, as well as provincial and 
municipal police forces. The Star made multiple interviewAeguestsAo the RCMP for comment, which 
weren't returned. The Star also requested an interview withARDVic Sfiktyyinister Steven Blaney's office. 
In reply, a spokesperson for Blaney said the government has incrise51%-eaajty agencies budgets since 
coming to power - and took a shot at the opposition for voting adayetlairtVeabudgets. 

CIA ex-spy on Canada's intelligence safeguardToiftekidding m' 	• • p • %-N 
p 	 /Afp Canadian Press, Alexander Panetta, 2015 04 07p,_ 'YzA 	 r4r, 42, 7,1105 

Arlington, Va. - A former CIA spy's eyes widen wl.arch‘earSlitlat, in, Canada, the pcilitfaval,oppi5shon I ,7";(4  
doesn't get to see or scrutinize national-security intelligerleomeexlwrkkogyrn me," saY4.2t;qhil. 1,  
Kiriakou, who's now under house arrest in Virginia after a twoc-4,eaf px,rson3VIOOevealing infbirrnatipp;14/ /0/,?  
about his former employer. "That's s shocking to me. It seems to bt9ctikny,chaftofaln:atpkal consensus 
on an issue that I think would be very serious. There has to be ofksi9tr4KMpOrnakte theMmarks 
during an interview in which he described an internal controversy within/R(15, ,C-rAd,vmr;thelassrg‘t artt 
rendition of Canadian Maher Arar to be tortured in a Syrian prison. Many core:491ms prgesledCaroyingl 
that they were punishing an innocent man, he said. The CIA's role in the 2002-03/akakhAihen Wapz-A  
publicly scrutinized. But the fallout in Canada did include a public inquiry and a $10-million governi:rfnViits, 
payout to Arar. A major recommendation from the inquiry was an overhaul of the model used to scrutini0s, 
intelligence work. A decade later, that recommendation from the Arar inquiry has never been 
implemented even as the Canadian government prepares to provide intelligence agencies with more 
power in its new anti-terror bill. The inquiry recommended giving review bodies the power to scrutinize 
more than one agency at a time so that they could see, for instance, how CSIS and the RCMP co-operate 
on cases. 

Les Supemacistes Blancs En Tete 
L'actualite, Alec Castonguay, 2015 04 04 
Ottawa - Les « loups solitges 	terroristes qui commettent des attentats seuls au nom dune 
ideologie, ne se trouvent Varktie dan'ke,c_amp des islamistes. Un document interne du Service canadien 
du renseignement de securite (s/e.,EW),mtiritrs,que les supremacistes blancs qui croient en la superiorite 
de la race blanche et les partisans-de'll58,r0:Vtoite sont plus susceptibles de perpetrer des actes 
terroristes en solo TITO islamisie64.:Tatorrgedgn%rs attentats terroristes inspires par une vision 
extreme de l'islamss,ornmiqar Martin dotiiuyeAdVrea84-Sairl-Jean-sur- Richelieu et par Michael Zehaf-
Bibeau a Ottawa oriteartes kailutles espritSi.OrvAckankrpon'ci: e'Likelement 15 % des attentats 

'1 perpetres par des loulDsolitajriers sont motives par'llsfaffi.4AU(Opmzierrnangviennent plutot les partisans 
de ('extreme droite et lerAwerni4ktObliincz, responsabrepige f7e/vdegYaltentats. Dans les dernieres 
annees, le cas le plus mediatikkettceluiy1Arkers Breivik, qt.trajfAit,T71r49,15t, et 151 blesses en 
Norvege en juillet 2011. Suivent 14:131aisk((ow'ezet,14"x(upg gauche,' les):militaEstlantiavortements et les 
luttes separatistes. Plus du tiers deza,ttentbtscdriiiiiit ppr dkOividus soles ne peuvent etre attribues 
une motivation ideologique precise. ilt/pr, 	 0 

"6"4,1A-',"1 	 4 
Mystery meats ... and many menu mistakes-w/o °is 	4 C 
The Toronto Star, Laurent Bastien Corbeil, 2015 04 OP 
Toronto - For Canada's spies, the most harrowing challenge apparentIMegins at Iunchtime.The catered 
food at CSIS headquarters is so off-putting that one employee threatened`te "raise the issue with 
Amnesty International," emails obtained by the Star show.A dozen pages of complaints on the quality of 
the food served at CSIS headquarters over a five-year period offer a rare look inside the workings of 
Canada's spy agency. 

Complot terroriste revele au public en 2011 La GRC recherche l'auteur de la fuite 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche, 2015 04 01 
Ottawa - Depuis plus de trois ans, une equipe d'elite de la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC) tente 

Pifarraorpt de jeter en prison la source qui a revele au public ('existence d'un complot terroriste que les 
AG-44,0`,:kitaient garder secret. Ce complot visait a faire exploser un avion entre Montreal et la France. 
A l'epbc(634retressl avait mis la main sur un document secret du Service canadien du renseignement 
de ged-krit01S03 ijiqui?esumait une conversation telephonique interceptee en ete 2000, entre M. 

RfiV Abdelrazikakii4atit—Nonritapts, Adil Charkaoui, aujourd'hui devenu porte-parole du Comite quebecois 
SUp, 4p-ntre l'islamophOie 	t• 4./A/  

4-1 p 
1.80A  p6i(yas Eikionner Nos 

'VtI
O
rlodnireliejelAdr)trse-91., Andre'vPMdtpt1:21),,lp-03 29 ' • ,‘ alAa --AlOrtgy,e,„'leibUsIget et le person8eLdu4bC13S a plus que double depuis les attentats terroristes 

de wigm*2604140 N40.-iintre 248 M$), celu'id&comite qui le surveille (le CSARS) a bien peu 
augmenta'AppiiMze afiktiet  riatikeerpar notre Bureau d'enquete.En effet, le CSARS fait son travail 
avec 2,7 MVeittelantieeimoickqp'IlneaT/ta sa disposition en 2007-2008. En 2000-2001, son budget 
etait de 2 M$.C'ACce;siomfaVitettidjkles"kerafions du SCRS pour le gouvernement et le Parlement 
canadien afin de s'assurily'que ge's'iactriliftrOpqrconformes a la Ioi.Cette situation pourrait donner des 
munitions a l'Opposition officielle a Ottalta$ atsgrioMbreuses organisation ou personnalites 
canadiennes et quebecoises qui reprochent iraouvernement de ne rien faire pour ameliorer les 
ressources du Comite de surveillance des activites de renseignement de securite, alors que le 
gouvernement, avec son projet de loi C-51, veut donner d'importants nouveaux pouvoirs au SCRS pour 
combattre des terroristes au Canada.C'est sans compter que ce comite est souvent critique pour ses cinq 
Wes dirigeantes qui sont des nominations politiques du premier ministre.De plus, ce comite ne scrute 
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que le SCRS et non les autres agences de renseignement financier (CANAFE), militaire et electronique 
(le Centre de la securite des telecommunications CST).En outre, les enquetes et etudes de ce comite se 
font A huis clos, incluant le traitement des plaintes de citoyens contre le SCRS.Malgre cela, Michel 
Coulombe, le directeur du SCRS, estime que le Comite fait du bon travail.«Le CSARS est une 
organisation robuste qui a fait du SCRS une meilleure organisatibraLa recemrnent dit M. Coulombe 
devant le Comite permanent senatorial sur la securite natiaalitACedotrs.ire, retorque Francois Lavigne, 
un ancien agent de renseignements du SCRS, qui pense que lefe$MS'ekytokalement inefficaceD et 
n'a pas l'independance requise pour faire son travail. Le ComitelgclitraVrar le SCI3§, _des mois l'avance 
sur quoi va enqueter. Tu imagines!), lance-t-il. 	fit• 	 tly r  CS'  
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Anti-Terror Legislation—News Coverage 
Meet the professors behind the swift assault on C-51 
Maclean's Magazine, John Geddes, 2015 03 04 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper must wonder what's hit hi . When Harper announced Bill C-51, known at 
the Anti-Terrorism Act, at a campaign- style event in RichthndiHillyOnt,, on Jan. 30, he might reasonably 
have judged that his government's response to what he called Vipi,int(ji divri" was a sure political 
winner. After all, polls show his Conservatives enjoy a solid ed ezovek he Nevfi:geRocrats and Liberals 
on the fighting-terrorism file. On the policy details, the experts in kelipty, lalet-bis-ditto.kal inside the 
federal public service easily outgun anyone in thesop oiitiwarties' regiapplbutkauA. Wite,t,the 
Conservatives didn't figure into their calculationsrptriGeye,Mae4e scheduling ,clifvtcedkrytb,sablvticals. 
It happens that both the University of Toronto's Keklioabh/andihV ypersity of Ota;laisi  Crajg..F6r4Sen, 
-arguably the country's two top law professors when it-cerfleptin, etion'al,kiurity--are bcitheRnkelkti,  
from their usual teaching duties. That gave Roach and ForycgeamtPlglicne MP) rces and'moljn a ,14//-1  
swift assault on C-51 unlike anything seen in a federal policy delde*irii.;rAce69,9e.  dry/i1;hey set u a 	̀-'/O 
website, under the stolid banner "Canada's Antiterrorism Act: An4sse.ssnten,tc 6bc'w,V ,they /heave 
posted a series of devastatingly comprehensive critiques of the billLtekktifigiev'irythinOpEn;_howayvould 
chill free speech, to how it would undermine privacy, to how it puts judges- Fn 	billorkeedentetpptitikai 
of authorizing Charter of Right and Freedoms violations by Canada's spy agent1.2R,p,cti,684.?skit%e,,flp, 4-0/ 
studying the Canadian Security Intelligence Service from the time it was born--even 'Alt before.4Pierf.-"Nt., 
undergraduate political science student at the University of Toronto in the early 1980s, he came unVelztte 
thrall of Prof. Peter Russell, who had been director of research for the landmark McDonald Commission '---S 
on the RCMP. It was the McDonald Commission's recommendation that a civilian national security 
agency be split off from the Mounties that led to the creation of CSIS in 1984, the year Roach handed in 
his undergraduate thesis on the brand-new intelligence service. 

Grand Chief Phillip, Palmater invited to testify on anti-terror bill before committee of MPs 
APTN National News, Staff reporter, 2015 03 04 
Ottawa - The House of Commons committee studying the Harper government's anti-terror bill has invited 
Stewart Phillip and Pam Palmaterpto appear as witnesses, according to a list obtained by APTN National 
News. Phillip, president of*terUnidiMAritish Columbia Indian Chiefs, and Palmater, a Mi'kmaq 
professor and lawyer, are on a/liekvfisebekW,potential witnesses who have been asked to appear before 
the Commons public safety committee?. The 	is studying Bill C-51, the Harper government's 
proposed anti-terror II lhat wotilt:i4jp,moQipoveti;totegencies like the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS), the RtivilPhand Canadabrder Services-Agency (CBSA). The Assembly of First Nations 
drafted an analysgs6fitbe p4osed bill whichanclalQrthe'pr'oldpsed law could lead to the labeling of vA  Indigenous activiEts7-as "tefrorists:7/Y activists 

. 	 117-  le 6Z- Former PMs not on C-51 utessils,r7,, fr,s, 	OA/  7.1% 
Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc,c245-0,3164fivt,k 	 /op  
Ottawa - A parliamentary committlevirillitiey frdro8trona's'Oporters and vocal critics of the government's 
anti-terrorism bill, but not from four former 	decried the lack of increased 
oversight in the legislation. Bill C-51 would-be$fip-the,poiker%of,ihjeganadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS), criminalize the promotion of tern:3'410nd priovidelftte F'-el1 /4111,:ith new powers of 
preventative arrest. But critics charge it goes too far an risksliii6Iiffelivironmentalists and. First 
Nations in the fight against terrorism. The public safety committee of tkHdu'zie will hear from 50 
witnesses between March 9 and March 31 as part of its study of the bill gta3ting with Public Safety 
Minister Steven Blaney and Justice Minister Peter MacKay. The 48 remaining slots will be filled from a list 
of 70 potential witnesses, based on their availability. According to the list obtained by The Globe and Mail, 
witnesses will come from a wide range of society, including government, academia, law enforcement and 
various non- governmental organizations. For example, the committee could hear from former public 
safety ministers (Liberal Anne McLellan and Conservative Stockwell Day), current and past members of 
the Security Intelligence Review Committee, current and past privacy commissioners, and retired judges 
John Major and Louise Arbour. The list of potential witnesses includes fierce critics of C-51, namely 

p Mahertrar, who was tortured in Syria after being flagged as a security risk in Canada, and law 
rbfessole)62.0t Roach and Craig Forcese. NDP MP Randall Garrison said he is concerned the 

committee wilfrOWave two hours with Mr. Blaney, Mr. MacKay and their officials, including RCMP 
Corninissioner Opbtlulson and CSIS director Michel Coulombe. 

LIP  7- "Y  S'S 	k3ic,  Sur, /611.Witness list loncoBn antpterror lejw,  
p A tbatoS,tar, Alex oiltiperNi14,0,3'04' 

Prisr, Otkiiv  a -zittetlouse of Cdritone-ciNrnrrAttee4tpdying the Conservatives' controversial new anti-terror law 
'-'4/jsvrpekte,(1.4,PilailirVired spiet4,1 05qpolitAialit and some of Bill C-51's harshest critics to testify. A draft 

witnets 	&Stained byte Star shoirsAte,cdcriiNtee will invite about 70 people to fill the 48 speaking 
slots orfth431).Thklist,inc10,,Vormer SUPreme e)4rt justices, lawyers and academics, as well as 
retireii Pp4hpbaniSC:aVerffbfsemeptend security officials, both active and retired, are also expected to 
appear to discaea tti4ggipletiorit:HOOtenking officials from some of Canada's closest security partners 
will also be inviteditktetifyqiiut'tliezlitt,dile4 not-include four former prime ministers - John Turner, Joe tet- Clark, Jean Chretien and,ful-mgln- wtaktwe been publicly critical of the bill. The New Democrats 
hoped to call the four to testify before-thkcsmratee. According to the committee's list, other potential 
witnesses include: Maher Arar, whose reruirtitis,and torture in Syria led to a federal inquiry into Canada's 
security agencies' co-operation with American spies. Justice Dennis O'Connor, the former associate chief 
justice of Ontario who led the Arar inquiry. Chuck Strahl and Deborah Grey, the former and current head 
of CSIS's review committee, respectively, and former Conservative politicians. U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson. Craig Forcese and Kent Roach, two academics who have 
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raised serious concerns about Bill C-51. Louise Arbour, a retired Supreme Court justice. Anne McLellan, 
a former Liberal cabinet minister who oversaw the implementation of Canada's 2001 anti-terror regime. 

Ottawa didn't learn Air India lesson, says ex-judge 
Globe and Mail, Sean Fine, 2015 03 02 	 PR*  P d, 
The former Supreme Court judge who headed an inquiry intoavarAgelars-rrst terrorism incident says the 
federal governments new anti-terror legislation is flawed becaued-WiRilsto-%3Aty,e that CSIS and the 
RCMP share information on unfolding threats. John Major saysifikerkg6189k;bfdopperation between 
the two agencies that occurred before the 1985 Air liKLIa_dxplosion iStdtjj1(6 ci.oriO'drn,ancTMa security 
overseer is needed to ensure information-sharing54,60119 his 201b report ihtb,ttitiilisasin, he said 
a national security adviser with enhanced powectItiou149dppcjfilteid to settleiefidtMds‘a44 
intelligence is shared between the Canadian SectiritiaVg4eip.ervitei,the RCMP Akitott19,1c.,,,,  
security agencies and departments. The Conservative go(idtgnentOlecieCtqat,recommelklaLioirt at ttie 
time. "They may be entitled to do more than simple intelligenc-e/gdthenrcd,Olte Sai4f psis undePittie,-,,,.'v0/0,i,  t proposed new law. "If that's the case, it can lead to other problems of. 	dap.4..ite,RON:4,tget a little — 
annoyed and think, Well, let CSIS do it.' And CSIS doesn't do it:14957 yobihtve tt'iatirnanyfigencies 
involved, its a recipe for confusion unless there's somebody steering tie Chi*. ..spo,ke rriA9:  9! -̀`g 	iPilbt 
Safety Minister Steven Blaney, however, said greater information-sharing is a101aEfitrid ps?pbSd,dJainiq 
"This Act fulfills the government's commitment to introduce information-sharing legislation 
Air India Inquiry Action Plan," JeanChristophe de Le Rue said. But Mr. Major said he saw nothi4iri 	v 
bill that gives a national security adviser the authority necessary to ensure the information is actually (-', 61 
shared. 

Le SCRS a peu de pouvoir pour arreter le recrutement de terroristes, selon des experts 
Radio-Canada Nouvelles, 2015 02 28 
Ottawa - Le Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) dispose de peu de marge de 
manoeuvre dans son mandat actuel pour prevenir le recrutement par des groupes radicaux tels que le 
groupe arme Etat islamique, selon des experts en securite.g Ce n'est pas illegal de quitter le pays 2,, 
souligne le professeur a l'Universite MacEwan d'Edmonton Jean-Christophe Boucher. « Ce nest pas 
illegal de payer le billet d'av/ian de' 4diqu'un d'autre. Ce n'est pas illegal, a certaines conditions, de 
convaincre quelqu'un de partia,Mr6Figsp fait-il valoir.Cette semaine, Radio-Canada a revele plusieurs 
cas de jeunes femmes qui ont quittetp,a04.??wejoindre les rangs du groupe arme Etat islamique 
(EI).Dans l'une de ces revelatioriottne feSitd.,d,5cLmionton s'est dite furieuse que sa sceur, qui etait 
surveillee par le SCF(Oit pu quitterCpays retdAzliersow rallier l'El. « Je ne comprends pas pourquoi 
ils ne l'ont pas arrele,6 YgerRport de TorVni8.:-plid'Th'azwEirite` tgrs dune conversation qu'ils l'avaient 
suivie tout au lonOde son,Novaedjpa-t-elle affirmdt;-, I-4;g CC'S Li,i)/14A  C)' 
Rules spat puts hearinsgtildniehli-terro,t-biljp in air 	/0 	, - 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 201_5 0i280 	• • 	 440 

t, 	V 	". 	e. /(V. Ottawa - The start of public hearings-or 	gov.kokrnenksAiltj-terror bills in question after the NDP 
complained Friday that Conservalvestpijoketagdmeiptarty'rideszclu,!ing a committee vote on the 
hearings. NDP House Leader Peter JuliSfornr1INtasked ddli,y1:4,1-loki, of Commons speaker Joe 
Comartin to void a Thursday vote by the CoWm5”; 	ka,fetyig_frimitteer omartin said House 
Speaker Andrew Scheer would respond "as quicklyiamosSibld1WithifiVnient now on a weeklong 
break, Scheer's response isn't expected until Monday, March 9. Ptilt,A4nos on Bill C-51 were to start 
the following day and continue through March 31.The contentious cominiftte vote came just before 5 p.m. 
Thursday, after more than seven hours of bickering between government and NDP MPs on the timing of 
hearings to listen to expert witnesses on the anti-terror legislation.The proposed legislation gives CSIS, 

Canadian anti-terror bill opens door for human rights abuses, law scholars argue 
The Guardian.co.uk, John Barber, 2015 02 28 
Toronto - More than 100 Canadian law professors have warned the prime minister, Stephen Harper, that 
a sweeping new anti-terror law introduced by his Conservative government is a "dangerous piece of 
legislrnion" that threatens to undermihe the rule of law, human rights and democracy itself. Although one 

fipellshed,that four out of five Canadians supported the proposed law shortly after it was tabled last 
moriths,cilitidzkthat originated with scattered human-rights groups have since been amplified by a 
groMigWprus 	9tion's leading jurists, academics, editorial-writers and opinion-makers. Bill C-51 
signifiedlittylandrisicadtikrestrictions on police and spies seeking to disrupt terrorist activity. But critics 

,s,,1//ccAaim that it-atioloRerfg4thONSlido the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS) to target 
v/i) `legitimate dissentriv'pking—e'dpinalitoftenyironmentalists, native people and other protesters hostile to the 

W - gave- ent. 	"Fb,s344.MC).- -,S3  
" (D11/ °7 	 C` 'rrtopcle-aiepafralue.SHlalth ministreritjwAt h4pvtilo terrorism during health speech 

Cariadialrp'!&1/4i1j Grlirdlancl, 2015 02(2 .:- "/Op 
Calg4-,Fickriaj.HiktiAlifilkdtril,ona Ambrose made an unexpected leap Friday from talking about 
health-cakijn,,,noUttop tcfetirp.oveatle,preat of the Islamic State.Ambrose was discussing health care in 
a speech to the*Orktta„ni8 .4-fkf,FomOiArce when she abruptly changed topics.We're also proud of 
our record of maki441NA01',/pfiVpiekchoideisT•eflecting the values of Canadians whether it's economic 
and financial security or creating aiilitpfpfeCtifig'jops but also keeping Canada and Canadians safe in a 
dangerous and an uncertain world, AmtiGsmaiel know it's on a lot of people's minds and the truth is we 
are again at war with a very dangerous enerhy$1SIL's campaign of what is unspeakable atrocities, 
whether it's beheadings or rape or slavery on the most innocent of people including women and 
children.Her comments come as Ottawa pushes ahead with Bill C-51, which seeks to increase the powers 
of police and spy agencies in the name of fighting terrorism.Ambrose lauded actions the Conservative 
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government is taking, including changes to the Citizenship Act as well as the new anti-terrorism bill.The 
bill would give CSIS the ability to disrupt terror plots, make it easier to limit the movements of a suspect, 
expand no-fly list powers, crack down on terrorist propaganda, and remove barriers to sharing security- 
related information. 

PR , 1:1  Tories use majority to limit study of terror bill to eight daytk, 1?1,  
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2015 02 27 	 f6;i0A  
Ottawa - Conservatives used their majority to limit a House of etonio'rYatugeatteg. controversial new 
terrorism bill to just eight meetings. After a day of deWtactics frorritiit1).;PJnAniattefii8tito expand the 
study of Bill C-51, the Conservative members of triejR,01T6,.ctafety committee eyerrdrej:13ZeAW911,,,,,  
committee chair to force a vote on the schedule,a,_horkqsjtjoK*As suggestineePeaett2'52heetinke-A9 
study the bill that would drastically increase the m'in'efate oftSh,adais:pies. On Tue ayithe `sie 

I, A 	. 	 .1.t ‘, offered only four meetings. In the end, the Conservatives)pergittedVleme,ciws on thettili,/rAcn-thet,,,, 
say will allow for about 50 witnesses to testify. NDP public safe(yreri 	 efebvre calledth eq.)/ 
a small victory, but said eight meetings -- including one with Public al'ebyAinater  to 	Blaney ane 
Justice Minister Peter MacKay -- is still not enough. "We were tryin6 to aveigftill' eq'aet  arclitsAudy, so 
we were pushing for that," Dore Lefebvre told reporters Thursday. "Wl  to412Sve,iit eveifihgs anc.' 
weekends, and have a full study. But unfortunately we didn't get what we wantect-butiifeistijraCirtj 	

0c: 

all 
victory in the end." 	 /04,,  N v 
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;10 11./1'1 /49  
ISIS recruits' beliefs usually known by families, Steven Blaney says 
CBC.CA, Laura Payton, 2015 02 27 
Ottawa - In most cases where someone is willing to travel for terror-related reasons, those around them 
are aware of their beliefs, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney said Thursday, as he urged people to 
report those cases to officials. "We all have a responsibility and our studies clearly demonstrate that in 80 
per cent of the (cases], when an individual is willing to travel for a terrorist purpose, the people around are 
aware or informed of that situation," Blaney said outside the House of Commons. "It is important to report 
it to the authorities for the well-being of that individual, for not being further radicalized and also saving 
human lives." CBC News reported Wednesday on a woman in Edmonton who recruited a Canadian 
woman to join ISIS. On Tbripdaynrectia reports said six Quebeckers had travelled to Turkey and are 
believed to be on their way toCSIVi:jajoiditjjhadists there. Blaney said Wednesday that Canada "cannot 
become an exporter of terrorism" eyt5iiing-C2tActians travel to join ISIS. Blaney urged MPs to move 
faster on Bill C-51, his proposecraht-tertailmjegistation, which would vastly expand the powers of the 
Canadian Security Irikfiirnce Serkirt.C(C,SES). GmfotiCeesw9uld be the ability to disrupt suspected 
terrorist activities,' i 	 ew iimits. New ilierniidratibyplAktety critic Randall Garrison questioned the 
need for some oflthhe p Weirs,,pr posed in the billArguingettimpO'claA security and law enforcement 
agencies already Ka he bevZer-sto'sio,Canadians'feekleevinglg Igin *wrist activities. he 

vA -/r6b7-. ,S. i,„ 	"0 'L  
CSIS needs power to stop high4,nracAlters,,csays Steven 	vu/06, 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 26//0‘, ,. • Canada must take action to preve 	enVisoisil ttr*e,IiingAbroad for terrorist purposes, Public Safety 
Minister Steven Blaney said after a CBC'N"8)",„ irdegigatlio&teivfediekra.  243-year-old Edmonton woman 
travelled to Syria after being radicalized. "CleblikGeA'accPesapnaliecprrie4a0exporter of terrorism. This 
is not the Canadian way of living," Blaney said WedrceVclay. T-*vivometAvporn CBC News is calling 
Aisha to protect her identity, made the journey to Syria to join up WitiKtVlee:r summer, after taking an 
online course to study the Qur'an taught by a woman based in Edmonto4ccording to her older sister 
Rabia (whose name has also been changed). Blaney said the Conservative-backed Bill C-51 -- which 
would bolster CSIS's powers, allowing the security agency to disrupt the travel plans or financial 
transactions of Canadians the agency believes have been radicalized — is aimed at preventing stories just 
like Aisha's. "In Bill C- 51, there are provisions that enable our intelligence officers to interact with the 
families and the communities, not only to engage in a discussion but to reduce the threat and prevent 
individuals from travelling," he said. "Currently, we are not able to prevent a high-risk traveller from 
boarding an airplane. With the bill, we will be able to prevent those individuals from getting on board.... So 

pthat's/thl threat diminishment measure that is in the bill, that clearly would have helped to avoid that kind 
iaMtudtio:nABlaney said the bill -- which has prompted vocal opposition from civil libertarians and privacy 
adVdeges,Aduldalso criminalize the promotion of terrorism. 

C r",b, 	 1., . . Work on,yet spyrrnonit,ggi39 still underway four years after promise: feds 
Szp:: v4sconadian Press'r, ,clim'Br39skilli000402 26. 
p pt, 1Y 4 ottPwa,,,,;5  The Con—seltietilveVoleinzAnxs it is working on more comprehensive monitoring of 

pflian,eteegence agen"kies- difeji-f9 Jur dears aftercommitting to do so. In December 2010, the 
Aloxerrkent braqsed to allb,A4kreyieG.ef..ziatifinal security activities involving multiple departments and 
e'greticies.T 4,:901-Wo,eliminatse-84riirs ffitppvent spy watchdogs from talking to each other. It 
also A4*illofereV(0 iqe,rnal mechanisl:n to ensue accountability and compliance with the laws and 
policigkgwertiffigotiontWuliNcformation-sharing. The commitments were included in the Harper 
government 	a fietekrarcaripion of inquiry into the 1985 Air India bombing that killed 329 
people, most of ifftem Cana ion 	 Public9 	Safety Department spokeswoman, says the 
government is still ddielgiijing tiphippsvfaeont_ef-Ag'ency security review, adding she has no details on when 
it might be done. "The governmentdf Can 4daiteogn Os the importance of independent review in 
maintaining Canadians' trust in our nationareleurity activities," Sirois said. While there are efforts to 
improve information exchanges between intelligence agencies, calls to break down walls between the 
watchdogs that keep an eye on those agencies have largely gone unheeded. Pleas for new rules that 
would permit greater co-operation between watchdogs have come from Chuck Strahl, former head of the 
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Security Intelligence Review Committee, which monitors CSIS, and Robert Decary, who once led the 
oversight agency for the Communications Security Establishment, the electronic spy service. 

Small boost for security, even less for watchdogs 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian Macleod, 2015 02 25 	 pp pin  
Ottawa - The government plans modest spending increases fo'ivlsey,  nation security agencies in the 
coming year despite proposed legislation to dramatically expandftfletRp, a4a9c1 scope,-  according to 
federal spending estimates released Tuesday. What's more, as*e.,Qonser,:y0veS,&cptinued their 
weeklong defence of anti-terror Bill C-51 in the Com*rti,s, Tuesday'ltifitikisting jtiatprigitanid freedoms 
will be protected by robust, independent oversight75rgasdryiBoard revekedba, 0440094ciwitijpakonal 
security oversight agencies are to receive a combped 	Afiestiv 2,358 in additional
next fiscal year. By comparison, Canada's "human"ilveepen6:Sidhe C.4hadian SecuriOieilligence„ 
Service (CSIS), and the electronic spy agency, the ComminpatioA-C-ee4riiiiii4tablishmelt/P50,`-ai;e 	'`•;: 
get a combined total of almost $37 million more in annual nettikt,dirif0.91‘546ivC,SIS is to sleeeerne 
$20.8 million, or 3.8 per cent, boost, bringing planned spending tp 037,ailliortfRr,,The CSElsr:to 
get $16.1 million, or three per cent more, for total spending of $58(2'noillitivAtTtetallacl,e'BoDder,,,, 
Services Agency's (CBSA) net spending is to rise $37 million, or 2.2 perceplt, to tle4718(billikz7he-(3,ieMP, 
which has responsibility for criminal national security investigations, is to se444 .A-militpri;,orq,.2/per-1 
cent, spending increase. 	 ' /OA/  'N.,/c? ":11,/- CV 

Ai?* 
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Tories move to limit study of terror bill 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2015 02 25 
Ottawa - The Conservatives are seeking to limit testimony on their wide-ranging terrorism bill to just four 
days, sources say, with Prime Minister Stephen Harper urging MPs to pass the bill "as quickly as 
possible." The parliamentary committee studying Bill C-51 met for several hours behind closed doors 
Tuesday to discuss potential witnesses and schedule meetings. Because the discussion was held in 
secret, MPs are prohibited from speaking publicly about the debate. But several sources told the Star the 
government wants only three meetings to hear expert witnesses, plus one appearance from Public Safety 
Minister Steven Blaney and Justice Minister Peter MacKay. That would amount to only four days to study 
the most dramatic changes Ca4Vacs security legislation since 2001. No decisions were made on 
Tuesday, and Blaney's office ilidijt's(ud-to•pe committee - on which the government enjoys a majority - 
to determine how many meetings tfieAlficildSlpth,e House of Commons, NDP Leader Thomas Mulcair 
demanded that the bill be given/kqlkstaelY6Rarfirfin9 C-51 through without improved oversight is 
reckless," The Conskrya:fives introdb&g,BilltlAndaliieik, suggesting the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Servidebeed44panded polkersit9 cOMbAtierroriStipreats to Canada. Critics also point out 
that while CSIS 	 iiIteir mandate afiAddexp6n64qpoidekLincluding the ability to break the 
law or violate ChariWrIghteNviffi-judiktapproval  -thegOvernmlebt re'ffisedito add more oversight. 

t'''` / 	 1-Altz '""lCr  
Harper urges swift passage o 	 atryo.  calls 2rtfugatuayD/, - • cP 	 A , 	-AM/ 

Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 20)5-0e/2.9, 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen`1114rp,eid,drang a)Hb046' oVemons committee to study the 
government's anti-terror bill as quicklyleicossik,i9 itfiit4f(accustiqns the Conservatives are using 
their majority to rush the legislation onto the'  OO,Isis.NDID,L es,WeriA3m Maica ir)tpld the Commons on 
Tuesday it is essential to scrutinize the bill, and aSkii9,1-OrtiefitbiensuArectWsecurity and human rights 
experts are not only heard, but also heeded The Conservative brOvit*,,in tb bill - which would 
significantly expand the powers of Canada's spy agency - following thetmli'Vers of two Canadian soldiers 
last October. The bill would also make it easier for authorities to control the movements of terror suspects, 
expand no-fly list powers, crack down on extremist propaganda and outlaw encouraging someone to 
commit a terrorist act. The NDP opposes the legislation, saying it threatens civil liberties and fails to make 
Canadians safer. Harper dismissed Mulcair's criticisms and said the public strongly supports the 
proposals. "I would urge the committee to study this bill as quickly as possible, in order to ensure the 
adoption of these measures to ensure the security and safety of Canadians," Harper said. The NDP 
hopes to call anywhere from 80 to 100 witnesses to testify on the bill during more than two dozen 
meetiRgs, and as of Tuesday had finalized a preliminary roster of 20 names. They include four former 

t3irime-iilirristers and several retired Supreme Court justices who recently published a statement calling for 
increas oversi fit of Canadian intelligence activities. The New Democrats also want to hear from Eva 
Pluge,  thMorfneripsjector general of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, whose office was 

po,„ aboliOddAsa Co' s, t-duAidgeneasure. Critics including the NDP and Liberals, have called for more robust 

	

" 	oversightWciampetneett-thd,i`eksk of the Security Intelligence Review Committee, the remaining 
-̀'4? 'iVatthdog chargia ,wp,,Wekifig,arcgyelon CSIS. 

	

Pc 	,., -416) "1-0/yi„,v1C )71? 
4,§gragmy'011 	grour fra ply? 

ott‘:wR 	[3;)  Lan: Mn'1V1,512eod, 2015-0'214 4/Vhz. 
Ottawa 0ìte Srfigitglou'p katclfing over'eahadYsli,Y agency says it was purposely devised to be a 
limited a e j"6,1:•11-2vAg ibOdkr,.- not an all-seeing "oversight' committee that would vet spy 
operation 	 d ysjoNfAvglytd,ebate in the Commons over the controversial anti-terror Bill C-51, 
Public Safety Minister 	pstice Minister Peter MacKay and other Conservative MPs have 
repeatedly charactertzedle'SeKity I ,ijiAehaiReview Committee (SIRC) as providing oversight of the 
spy agency, known as the'CanadianOpicikrityAltjtetligence Service (CSIS). Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
has done the same. Yet SIRC has no su6h2naQ,d'ate, its spokeswoman said Monday. "We review CSIS. 
We look at past activities," to ensure they aretawful, appropriate and effective, SIRC's Lindsay Jackson 
said. "Recently the terms 'oversight' and 'review' have become almost interchangeable, but they do 
actually mean separate things. "Direct oversight implies a certain amount of involvement in the active 
political decision-making or the operational decision-making, and we are not involved in the operational 
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decision-making," at CSIS. Under C-51 - which MPs have now sent to committee for study - CSIS agents 
would be allowed to actively disrupt threats to national security, a significant expansion from their current 
chief mandate of producing security intelligence for government. CSIS would only be required to obtain 
judicial "threat disruption" warrants in instances where the activity was expected to be illegal or 
unconstitutional. 

' 0 itr, (.C',- 

4CO3  
Bill's terrorist propaganda provisions overly broad: law professprs 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 24 	 /V8 
Ottawa - A federal proposal to scrub terrorist propaga `41rom the trifeSist z-sk$) epirvin, too much 
speech that has no ties to violent threats, says a et rfaifts A-he definitionSifd 
government anti-terrorism bill is dangerously broad,. law$Tiolgssats,Craig ForcegglandA4liTqacikellAs in 
their paper. The bill, introduced late last month, -p4Wes,givi -the R. R pointer toLke'elstA j„i..1d6'§';,s(prdel/yL., 
to remove terrorist propaganda from websites. Forcese, ark, nivVrsity',A0,ttawa, and Paaeb/wItio 1-A  
teaches at the University of Toronto, say while they support thetldealii/pitcipre', ft:Ahould be rooted,lt,„:110,,,r, 
actual or threatened violence. The Conservatives brought in thetzill-wnieiwouldelso sigiAti9antly expafid 	Aj 
the powers of Canada's spy agency following the daylight murderstifipyg_traWah soldiers last October. 
The Canadian Security Intelligence Service would become an agency tffetastikre:ifAriptliCIFrpAter4•or, 
plots, not just one that collects and analyzes information. The bill would alsolereate 
offence of encouraging someone to carry out a terror attack. 	 1/ /041  kSe 	-./14 	0/ 

1Cc, 1.8 

Kenney spurns calls to increase security oversight 
Globe and Mail, Steven Chase, 2015 02 23 
Ottawa - The federal goverrgenVi'wjecting calls for more independent oversight of Canada's national 
security agencies even as if "ifstedgids-stase of legislation that would give sweeping new powers to spies 
and police in the name of fighting'terraf,irrEatjiament will vote tonight on the Anti-Terrorism Act after the 
Conservatives limited second reatng de*te„tb(-4,1egislation to three days. The bill will be sent to a 
Parliamentary commit(ta for scrutirisr.08e,Tofie0;wpifittig,nntroversial legislation to become law before 
the summer beging" 	Stifiday Defenceq4i5terlisti ennby, who has functioned as the 
government's leattpo 4§.71,0nfarttlrAlegislationl'in'A-e. 	tfelays,:reirkffitd an appeal for more independent 
supervision of natiorpfun 'agencies one that dantqi 	form of leit5rtpublished in The Globe and 
Mail and signed by form6risti e"fiiriaStefeele:Supreme Courtijusticesiappl others. Mr. Kenney noted the 
letter's key signatories, Jean hf.etleift:PaO)MfaAiri-:Avoe Clark andVJqtr,Tu (afrilid not change the 
oversight of Canada's spy agency whietri§ curteotty sligervipd by the Securifyiktelligence Review 
Committee, while they were in pokrIATAWIggis)aborlilsicesponse to the deadly Ottawa attacks on 
Canadian soldiers last fall that includeblykgsigplar(storThin6WarliaReq It would give CSIS new 
interventionist powers to disrupt potential threatqq.natiOnaLAecurttyzandinzalse it easier for authorities to 
detain or restrict the movements of suspects. Prim'e1010ste)(S)IppOlttaipdrlias changed his mind on 
oversight. His 2006 election platform promised to establish a "Natiorlal•Setatty Review Committee" to 
"ensure effective oversight and a greater degree of accountability and 6a*kparency regarding Canada's 
national security efforts." 

Anti-terror act risks creating 'grey area' with RCMP 
Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc, 2015 02 24 
Ottawa - Beefing up the powers of Canada's spy agency will come at the expense of the RCMP's ability to 
investigate and prosecute terrorists, security and legal experts are warning. In addition, giving new 
powers to the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to "disrupt" security threats will increase the role of 
political officials in law-enforcement operations in Canada, experts said. The federal government's 

'C'fpfo,p666',d.3)..qti-Terrorism Act has sparked a fierce debate between proponents of security and defenders 
oftlitrdigtits.':Ihq Conservatives and Liberals voted to send the legislation to committee for further study 
- agaiethbvpAitn of the NDP - on Monday night. Security experts are already raising questions 

r  overt • egov,ernrnents•oecisiT to provide CSIS with new powers to disrupt terrorist threats, which stands 
''1,/iAto..increaie4t€over16130409.,arearof responsibility with the RCMP. In particular, CSIS agents would be Su sz 

IpJjo stay mu6gocigez cint-afcase/13,efT they call in the Mounties to open up a criminal investigation, as 
/%1̀ igh. 	fi-01 ueotly do underaheir joi trespo Abilities over national-security matters. Instead of facing a 

`00Astrirlelltinveggaton, poterdiarkt9rrocistivpihkontinue to be monitored, and potentially disrupted by the 
yin*Iligfraig,atherift_agency, buti4tvface *possibility of being charged, which is the sole purview of 
the RGMP, C)Ai "JV 	 "ì/arch, 

//06, 	w0?7-  
NouveauxtioupirsiantiteriprIttes:tplusieurs interventions echapperont aux juges 
Le Devoir,l-leldATull'effir20?5:tte 
Ottawa - Les nouvegyitogOififcofekttAureepions canadiens par la loi antiterroriste ne seront pas 
aussi soumis I'aval d'un 	quele.lais,st4ice, le gouvernement conservateur. Un mandat judiciaire 
sera requis du Service canadien du reabigirnlefit de securite (SCRS) seulement si les methodes qu'il 
entend employer sont illegales.Le projet de lei b-51 accorde un nouveau pouvoir au SCRS, celui de 
perturber une activite qui " constitue une menace envers la securite du Canada ". Le SCRS pourrait par 
exemple entrer en contact avec un terroriste en herbe pour le detourner de cette voie ou encore perturber 
('expedition de materiel chimique que convoiteraient peut-etre des gens mal intentionnes. Les experts 
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Blaney s'appuie sur la menace contre le West Edmonton Mall pour promouvoir C-51 
Radio-Canada - Nouvelles (site web), Joumaliste maison, 2015 02 23 
Ottawa - Le gouvernement canadien s'appuie sur la menace proferee par ('organisation integriste Al-
Shabab contre le centre commercial West EdmontOn Mall pour justifier son empressement a adopter son 
projet de loi antiterroriste. Le projet de loi vise a etendre les pouvoirs du Service canadien du 
renseignement de securite (SCRS), en reaction aux attentats d'Ottawa et de Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu. 
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s'interrogent sur Ia necessite d'etendre au SCRS ce pouvoir de perturbation que les corps de police ont 
dela. La difference, soulignent-ils a gros traits, c'edt que le travail policier debouche sur des accusations. 
Dans le cadre des procedures judiciaires qui s'ensuivent, ce travail policier est revele au grand jour et 
peut etre conteste par l'accuse. Ce West pas le cas avec le SCRS, qui n'a pas le mandat de faire 
enquete, encore moins de proceder a des arrestations. COAfait,trzindre a plusieurs experts Ia 
transformation du SCRS en une sorte de police pofitique d&Vrry,t,pre.§263mrassurer tout le monde, les 
ministres conservateurs repetent que ces pouvoirs seront conditiokedts obtention d'un mandat d'un 
juge. Encore vendredi, le ministre de la Justice, Peter MacKay,/a6lectayeen12hrLe que " la 
surveillance judiciaire est necessaire pour que nos akerices de renseig9ernetitpylss'entVr sur les 
renseignements qui auront ete colliges ". La veille3 t̀l,Rinigice:die la Deferise,-das'dkicenAdy$'‘‘/ait declare 
que ce sent plut6t aux " juges et aux tribunaux "„que're'sinou'Vea.uitpouvoirs sonegccoriTeR/A  

„"̂ l 	'T g, 
Prime Minister Harper has categorically rejected the idea of &security-cleared committe,9of TA  '- 
parliamentarians monitoring spy agencies 	 ,L7./70,1;t1°..6.-Air C /06, Canadian Press, 2015 02 20 A /Of 	"•,Yr1,?:h. Ottawa - Prime Minister Harper has categorically rejected the idea .6f/Apeeurityzcle re:',c_kco wittee of 
parliamentarians monitoring spy agencies, like the ones in Britain and ff431Aljtbd4.5tia;e040„Eppr 
asked in Surrey, B-C to respond to statement by two dozen prominent Canadiehs-callit4for Stlariger'-/q ,s1 oversight. The prime minister says the government prefers independent, expert oversqht 
politicians. Four former prime ministers and several retired Supreme Court members are among4altas,t "7S 
two dozen prominent Canadians calling for stronger security oversight. Their statement, published 
Thursday in the Globe and Mail and La Presse newspapers, comes as the Conservative government 
proposes a new, expanded mandate for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to counter terrorist 
threats. 

Defence minister says more homegrown jihadist terror attacks possible 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2015 02 20 
Ottawa - Defence Minister Jason Kenney sang the praises of the federal government's anti-terror bill 
Thursday as he used his maiden speech to Canada's military establishment to warn that more 
homegrown terror attacksMre, fikely,QThe country is engaged in a long-term ideological struggle with 
radical Islam, Kenney told treOrtruaCOttavva gathering hosted by the Conference of Defence 
Associations Institute. "We neediclillbtolotittaeopenhagen, to Paris, to Brussels and to Sydney," 
Kenney said. "We need only cofisideriKetor646A8, the ongoing trials in Vancouver in the plot to bomb 
for the B.C. legislaturkFiiid in Tordlito.Ca.gafisitihpalleVer6. /ia Rail bombers, to know that there is a high 
probability of futureji, digtkaltaks froewifhin."'Ttiemtiokittat western civilization and style of 
government are never ding tote) allenged is4rq9.ght4ed'.,heaZd,sd. "Some Canadians can be 
forgiven for indulging-in 	y,"41tengey said. CdriageAd,ogriahicirsin,-i9teness, prosperity and 
pluralism "have given Cadardiati rkaFon‘fo thip that we cbluavoicrre41 threats to our peaceable 
dominion. Yet we face a globg4eyeApelitlet 4'ut t9terally deiietims6WV16,9„nney, who took over from 
Rob Nicholson earlier this month, s4rs-le coUritry,:tics‘ulAn't overreaclko this threat, nor should we 
underreact." Debate over the federal 9ovdrtenYepFP,Ropci,B,Q.C-51, which would increase the powers 
of security agencies, notably the CanalabSActrity4nieflideficd-Sektice, began earlier this week in the 
House of Commons. The concerns of the blirsicaics argexdigatatacl,4Ken, nky said. "We are taking all of 
these steps while respecting the rights of Canadiar2.0,1,1  

'v. 	'I 	/ 	4.-7/ 
Strong support for anti-terror legislation in Quebec: poll *S Maclean's Magazine, Nick Taylor-Vaisey, 2015 02 20 
Ottawa - If four prime ministers, five retired Supreme Court judges, three former justice ministers, four 
past solicitors general, three ex-members of the Security Intelligence Review Committee, two recent 
privacy commissioners, and a longtime RCMP watchdog all sign a letter, find willing publishers at The 
Globe and Mail and La Presse, and criticize a sitting government's direction in the middle of a 
tremendously important public debate about their country's safety, whatever they write is news. "The lack 
of a robust and integrated accountability regime for Canada's national security agencies makes it difficult 
to meaningfully assess the efficacy and legality of Canada's national security activities," wrote Jean 

P,Sttieti*-13aul Martin, Joe Clark and John Turner, who roped in a lengthy cast of co- signatories. 'This 
poshserieilt.problems for public safety and for human rights." Their problem: Federal anti-terror 
legisla`li&PdoAllifolster existing oversight of Canada's security agencies. Their solution: "A strong and 
robiaftitit4pifitVreirine...,mitigates the risk of abuse, stops abuse when it is detected, and provides a 

REjlmechandriegi remedying .bases that have taken place. In the years since the Arar inquiry, international 
1/49(.453 fkkliplay rights eX5elt„,i-kciudli9g theWommittee against Torture--have called on Canada to improve 
It:) ,1,6  (.1 oversi'g'ht of its nationarsecunfkgencrekyle oversight question isn't lost on Thomas Mulcair's party, 

' TS0A wfirchwitriPepe Bill C-51'eottlileAlhds,thSt7its provisions "could lump legal dissent together with 
tbktgisrd "wii8dighte significalitAnetirvipeKers to CSIS without addressing serious deficiencies in 
ove ighb" 	 va/ 0,4? 

4 ::,t/04/.111)-s, /,._,Yi- ,,,. NDP will,oppose-4-verre Ohm -terrorism bill, while Liberals offer support kJ/. 
Toronto Star, ;Fonda MacRarles:.,2,414 5'0241,9 
Ottawa - New Demci8rAtsyaricf1912FRIhtliatt9peting claims to the political high ground as 
parliamentary debate on this, Consekatlyelbirerunent's proposed anti-terror bill kicked off Wednesday. 
NDP Leader Tom Mulcair cast his partYligekkvark of Canadians' rights and freedoms, vowing to 
oppose Bill C-51 unless its extraordinary spying and police powers are curtailed and parliamentary 
oversight created to prevent abuse. Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau proposed more oversight, a mandatory 
three-year review of the legislation, and a narrower definition of risks to national security, yet confirmed 
his support for the bill nonetheless. It all comes as the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) 
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informed the Star the spy agency had no records at all on Michael Zihef-Bibeau in the nearly two years 
prior to his deadly Oct. 22 attack on a soldier at the National War Memorial and his assault on Parliament 
Hill. Zihef-Bibeau was not on the radar of CSIS or RCMP, yet the Conservative chair of the public safety 
committee, Darryl Kramp, told reporters the proposed new powers for Canada's spies and police, along 
with a unified security force on Parliament Hill, would key, haveAtRoped his assault. 

ROI 
Anti-terror law said to target 'evolving threat' 

JS 
/ON St, 

Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 02 19 	 o' a) Ottawa - Recent terrorist strikes in Australia, Paris aPd::Co 	bire penhage 'tpgic cemindelksal why Canada 
needs extraordinary new laws to hammer the evo49itiiiVatfrom violent`extcen2isti;g0lAezatty 
Minister Steven Blaney declared in the CommonspedtiesdayifiNcomments marked theleReciirlkifit, 
parliamentary debate on Bill C-51, a far-reaching seckOrkatmedr:Ation\al security'lA/eformkttiaktheXp,, 
Conservatives expedited following Octobers murclerou4-attOicks-b4repexiieRists in Que'04,0.,qc 
Ottawa. 'We've always said that we must remain vigilant andScijilsto thkeKolvegIceat and tffa14,wh' 
we are tabling this bill," said Blaney. It "represents an important step•t6-4aprovel4he,me'atthat our 
services have to fight effectively against the terrorist threat. ThefAterpiaionatjlzach.'"'Mkvementitas 
declared war on Canada and our allies." Blaney rejects critics who bell'eck,theA ledisiapilitapple i  
individual rights. "There is no liberty without security," he said. " It creates a'WorAylist-f67e,ir*i'ditap,„,"-1,-, 
suspected of planning to join extremist fighters overseas. And in exceptional caseOilVeettle?FficieFkk-A  `"/ 
Court authority to issue warrants exempting the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) frokirNv'7-8 
breaking the law in order to disrupt and "reduce" national security threats. A dozen federal acts will b/(4-6-, 
amended and two additional statutes will be created to make way for the proposed powers, the biggest 
overhaul of the country's national security legislation since the 2001 terrorist strikes against the U.S. 
Trudeau repeated his pledge during Wednesday's debate that the Liberals will vote in favour of the bill, 
even if the Conservatives ignore his party's demands for changes. That includes creating a new body to 
monitor and oversee CSIS. 

Anti terrorism bill opens door to spying on opponents,.Mulcair charges 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 18 
Ottawa-- Information-shar,ingmeattres in proposed anti-terrorism legislation are so broadly worded they 
would allow the governmeritif6),/aCitsipolitical foes, NDP Leader Tom Mulcair says. Mulcair took 
exception Tuesday to the bill's meMitiA  cifirikrkerence with infrastructure or economic stability as activity 
that undermines the security of 4anadaYaiheAofkgas sufficiently vague to permit a Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service 4t.e,s,figation Warixgrke`iiSelot e,tlerA” the Conservatives' social, economic or 
environmental poliiielthOpposition leaderild dtir,ing,theclAy question period. "What's to stop this 
bill from being tiel.,:f6%01.4oristif4vemment's0oliticargkeoles'qri,,,me Minister Stephen Harper 
dismissed the sugge49p,ite1114-the *use of ComMOWthe'NDPAiadTer,itesed the realm of conspiracy 
theory. "That's what we've* e't870xpe8steorn,the blackitiefikalterWelloVe'r there." The bill introduced 

' late last month would give Cgl -.Aciwer tot r pt s-aspected terroMolots thwArt financial transactions and I 1, 
covertly interfere with radical web its?/ 	 $- v 	 ,4e 

A , V 	410 ' 9̀ 	t'eJ • 
Head of Air India inquiry 'comfortatile'`With ten* A? 

P 

Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 02 17 —rv44/1 
Ottawa--The mission of prosecuting terrorists shoulceetpritt6/1-InDepaMentiof Justice and be led by a 
special prosecutor with a dedicated team of litigators, retired Supterfike,poiktustice John Major told a 
Senate committee Monday. The creation of a "director of terrorist prosecOrs" was one of two 
suggestions Major made to the committee inquiring into security threats facing Canada. The other is an 
enhanced role for the national security adviser. Beyond that, the man who headed a four-year 
commission of inquiry into the 1985 terrorist bombing of Air India Flight 182, said he is "comfortable" with 
the Conservatives' proposed Anti-terrorism Act. Bill C-51 would give significant new powers to the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to carry out covert activities to disrupt national security 
threats. It would also criminalize the promotion of terrorism; make it easier for police to arrest and detain 
individuals without charge as suspected national security threats; allow government departments to share 
personal information about individuals suspected of "undermining the security of Canada"; and much 

are A. 	critique of the bill by noted national security law and constitutional law scholars Craig 
Foreete1ai4diKent,Roach suggests Canadians should be anything but. They argue the government 
propiosp§-vacficailltrestrActuring CSIS and turning it into a "kinetic" service - "one competent to act beyond 

RF 	 the lacir.C." 3—_Op 	k cc, 
fr4r-: 	tr) fl$ ,ah,-;)1  / iy 4  ubeop, NDP carefttlkon tizqrpAr bib/0 Pr- xj ,OV.Aacitizen, Ian Mk 	 t 

ptfaw,a-Ottitir„House dtofnrn,pnaigetito Win debate this week on sweeping anti-terror legislation, 
maiiriomidirtioalparties deirbadingiitroelly, reluctant to confront the bill head-on. Both New 

Derriopitipilf:_',Wyle.#/rom,,Mulcair'alid:ciberVI4der Justin Trudeau have expressed concerns about 
Bill 0;1,,,b`ut-iteither-Orly.4*sTaislA will oppose the biggest restructuring of national security powers 
since 200111,0nly‘GieenyartMestder Elizabeth May has raised fierce objections, calling C-51 an "act to 
create a new .46-tetrpolice..t,ND MP Randall Garrison, the party's public safety critic said a distinction 
needs to be made 644;e9pt  dn6qyg rniiihtxtn6e9d after-the-fact review by the CSIS watchdog group, 
SIRC. The Security Intelligence Reiii3OvhComillttep is an independent fivemember committee struggling 
to operate efficiently. Meanwhile, the LibigdirhTrudeau's early support for the bill - with or without 
government acceptance of proposed Liberal amendments - still leaves the party with options. "If the 
government is not going to allow democracy to work and allow sensible amendments to be put into the 
legislation, then we will put those key amendments in our election platform," said MP Wayne Easter, the 
party's public safety critic. 
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New rules are long overdue to counter threat 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 02 14 
Ottawa - Proposed additional powers for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service are overdue in this 
era where terrorist plots and other potential national secyti%threati,,traverse the globe at the speed of the 
Internet, says a former highranking Canadian spy.Ray Boisvelivo„nef4ABIS chief for counter-terrorism 
and later assistant director for intelligence, says giving CSIS 	 agetsipowers to go on the 
offensive and actively disrupt threats to national security will moligmizeiZn3titirialAelcurity structure that 
was devised for the Cold War.CSIS was created in 

 
=r,6 was 	disbanded RCMP 

Security Service after revelations of "dirty tricks" EiggiAstleflz•Wing radicalVang;Oydbeevoara..Ms,p the 
late 1960s and early 1970s.Acting on the recomtnAndat(ogsRfreeNcDonald arrffitilsioliCclicially4ced 
the Royal Commission of Inquiry into Certain ActivitietofreiTylPititgovernment9onclateirpe.peirlit, 
civilian organization with collecting and analyzing infornkatIcirmd*o,5.i.ufiinriAMIligence atiolitoZerrtgi4 , 
national security threats to Canada.lmplicit in that mandate wereSe4eralfiregrees*spparation frortjt-% 
police work. CSIS was not allowed to counter threats. 	 v,, 

1& Former CSIS officer warns new federal anti-terror bill will 'lead to 1..uits, e,rnbarra4ment-,&-  
Postmedia News, Stephen Maher, 2015 02 14 	 -"Y/14 	4 0/  ,/0,1 , C. 
Toronto - Former CSIS officer Francois Lavigne is alarmed by the Conservative goviritrment*ey'a 
terror bill.He believes the measures proposed in C-51 are unnecessary, a threat to the rights of 4.:41r,r, 
Canadians and that the prime minister is using fascist techniques to push the bill.Mr. Lavigne started his ,,s 
career with the RCMP security service in 1983, before the CSIS was established."I was hired by the barn 
burners," he said in an interview last week. "I went to work for the FIU unit, the foreign interference unit. 
And that was where the barn burners came from."The barn burners were the off-the-leash Mounties 
whose law-breaking ways led to the McDonald Commission, which led to the establishment of Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service in 1984.Mr. Lavigne, who went from the Mounties to CSIS and later worked 
overseeing spies in the solicitor general's office, likes CSIS's design. It was set up as an intelligence-
gathering body, not an enforcement agency, actively overseen by an. inspector general and reviewed by 
the Security Intelligence Review Committee.Mr. Lavigne, 55, left government in 1999, but follows 
intelligence news closely.1-"speobyears tracking dangerous radicals without the powers the government 
wants to give to CSIS."I findliragtlel'am,rient that in the past few years that these radicalized people 
are the biggest threat to ever hif t‘676eit  saiaghere are more people dying because of drunk drivers or 
because of gang violence."Theofanges4 pf5-14ijbgive CSIS broad powers to take action to disrupt 
plots and reduce threats, in CanaclaCifiti-absrad,Triis'fs-acrecipe for trouble. P, 	'''')6° 	1 /43/6,  
Federal justice mittc s

i/
tet efenoloti-terrofbillip 

Calgary Herald, J mgda qtcy Om, —10,k 41)  
Az, 	• Aix- Calgary - Federal Justice-Rini,ster 	Iftlftadefendea t4fp,onse(ReAive,govemment's new anti-terror 

legislation Thursday, saying ifikrigegedlir de&-wtthireal threats/MO."1g, ffieteourntry. In Calgary to make 
two announcements, MacKay said last fall s att Mks byl,t)omgrown terrorists in-Quebec and on 
Parliament Hill -- as well as alleged4plgtsVg. 	 traitet.end the British Columbia legislature - 
illustrate the need for new measures tAitItctr,B&Nt C-51k'', 	serious. It's not theoretical," he 
told reporters at the Calgary Police Service rek9uOrtfert.,"*Cnktliatlits,happening. We are taking 
steps to curtail that activity to the greatest extent 	lkdAsio/with2pfhtaCanadian law." Bill C- 51, 
introduced at the end of January, would make promoting or advbcetipg alfeirsr act a crime punishable by 
up to five years in prison. If passed, the legislation would also expand-theciVe of the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service, allow authorities to detain people who haven't committed a crime for up to seven 
days, and use a no-fly list to thwart Canadians planning to travel abroad to join groups like the Islamic 
State. But the bill has raised concerns among civil libertarians about potential abuses of the enhanced 
powers for CSIS. And Christianne Boudreau, a Calgary mother whose son was killed after joining Islamic 
extremists overseas, told the Herald recently she is worried the law will raise more mistrust and fear, 
pushing at-risk individuals towards radicalization. 

Judggss at risk of being CSIS pawns: Report 
PiqlsbelMMail, Colin Freeze, 2015 02 13 

Ottawa,-T190:Rominent law professors argue that Canada's judges are being "dragooned" into the 
servjpebl'ispi&GrOvI2NParliament's overhaul of national-security legislation. Professors Kent Roach and 

Ao, 	Craigeercea 	reldpsp,a scholarly critique of the Conservatives' Bill C-51, tabled last month, on 
vk-(7 Friday. TtSefAcralysiikesesancproposed judicial authorizations for future Canadian Security Intelligence 

806). 1:61'engj9e "disrupted& merrpfilgns;eGoVmment officials and the proposed law do not spell out precisely 
wiOldfsfuption" entdilsi`The'eirtg8sspre;etigu‘e the bill could conceivably give CSIS licences to engage in 

" SbA  ,bre1,81nAl',.totppyter hackiWIcapirfgAb,a4,dectunts, ripping up passports - even "smear campaigns'.  - 
' vkkinsW_15idd,etikrgr...off in advaksvThe'pcbfessors, who have written books about Canada's security 

laws. 6AkesLon.,01,pr,e thdya,decade's watt) pf Kaasalch, argue such spying activities could be directed 
against 	gf-kql;S„."`falOtf,s," - not just terrorism suspects, but possibly lower- tier threats, such as 
extreme,envOnmeht9listge.gherk104allexperts counter that the judiciary would never write CSIS a blank 
cheque to vide* ji:ettiaztiee'qcfipkedfikl"Court judges have shown themselves quite fiercely 
independent of tFiktiV9p3mkntiq't  sa'0*51n,Altiks9ja former Conservative politician and past chair of 
CSIS's watchdog committee. "TheNill rd'sat4he notion that they are tools of executive power." 

Targeting methods raise concerns about CSIS powers 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze, 2015 02 11 
Toronto - When Canada's spies designate someone as a "target" of a terrorism probe, they input that 
information with one of four labels - "terrorist," "extremist," "supporter' and "sympathizer." From there, the 
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spy service determines whether the target is a Level One or Level Two threat. Only the latter can be put 
under the surveillance of bugging devices or paid infiltrators. Newly released documents provide details 
on the targeting methodology now being used by Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the secretive 
agency that's about to be given new enforcement powers through legislation. The recently added ability to 
deem "sympathizers" as national- security threats meansSAIS ryi,t already be casting a wider net to 
head off the threat posed by jihadis. Yet observers, including@imretiksigry- service executive, point out 
that fundamental changes are occurring at a time when Parliamenlkas cohiSkinder criticism for lax 
scrutiny of spying. 'Where's the ongoing accountability, and revikiyAtahr)Oscertricontemplates, and 
depends upon frankly?" said Geoffrey O'Brian, a retry; diformer CSISON orcquntercitelligence. Mr. 
O'Brian says CSIS targeting is now less centralizOpanItfyyas a decade-akwfig't tiiejjapris chief 
personally vetted most major targeting decisions,z,..2ordtr&ents rfavouggest the nOltingitlfe0q0&.., 
executives oversees such decisions. The Globe aricNail rently obtained two 2013-'C IS docilirlenff 
stamped "secret" - internal reports on whether the spy serweAslottor ng tbe7Oes of its wartatVrid 
targeting programs. The CSIS Internal Audit Branch reportsNIOsed tiritieitAccOsoto InformatidnA N 
looked at two years of records. Auditors determined the spying ppw'4wrbilbeigg.„6.xef,,Cised lawfully 
However, some criticisms and the specific numbers related to CS4"tartgelti7were*laciard's.tit... 

4  , 1,,s, 0 
Privacy rights won't be trampled in terror fight, says public safety minister. 	 4,1 

40 The Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 07 	 v  
v 	114FAI  Ottawa - The privacy rights of Canadians will be respected under new anti-terrorism legislation tuOmultri's, 

allow more information-sharing with the United States, says Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney. BISW's, 
has been discussing security issues in London with U.S. Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson and s' 
ministerial counterparts from Britain, Australia and New Zealand. On the sidelines of the Five Eyes 
meeting, he and Johnson talked about strengthening bilateral information exchanges, including case-
specific sharing on citizens suspected of terrorism-related activity. Blaney pointed out that the 
Conservative government's new bill would allow sharing of data from Canada's no-fly list with close allies. 
In an interview Friday, the minister said that doesn't mean handing U.S. officials the full list of people 
suspected of being a threat to the skies. -I made clear that, from a Canadian perspective, we have to first 
take into consideration the privacy of Canadians." Blaney said only information about high-risk travellers 
would be shared under a memorandum of understanding that conforms with Canadian privacy law. 
Legislation tabled late last RoLith/Aad-gye the Canadian Security Intelligence Service powers to 
actively disrupt threats, not just 6cfillectedAn,)alyze information about them. It would also make it easier 
for police to control the movemerns,gfteSorpstitp.egstynd to detain them longer without warrant. In 
addition, the legislattdirgryould expMiktkp nVfliriegimedoccover those travelling by air to take part in 
terrorist activities,&hereaS`arrently there9riltist b4riiiswiediateArisk to the plane. Opposition MPs and 
civil liberties adva'tbc'heyecC...allecilor strongef Oixfit* Oflasig dian intelligence services in light of the 
proposed new pow'gk,s-drAtjairiPtfeigovernment 64,reject4asZifirlepessary, given existing 
watchdog mechanisms. OA • 	S'e 	lvt17- 

vAt. 1-7•" 	 t. /1.41A, 
CSIS oversight body lacks reso ...,qe,,,,fewi mem eberiRob Rae soft 	taii) 7Z0,,AL 	 'v0),en 

CBC News, Staff Writer, 2015 027074.  , A Lk/CS 	'rri"/ 
Ottawa - As the government's anti-te 	 to,ettance the-powers of the national spy agency, 
a former member of the independent bodyt-th'ktAchesypeAtiSpAShiani  Security Intelligence Service 
is concerned it is not equipped to provide sufficient o‘yietrsigEttkb KiS:evig!ttieformer premier of Ontario 
and one-time interim leader of the Liberal Party — was for five ye6rAsmertibr  of the Security 
Intelligence Review Committee, which keeps tabs on CSIS.In an intervianotrng Saturday on CBC 
Radio's The House, Rae told host Evan Solomon that although CSIS ha -Audget "well over a billion 
dollars," the agency meant to watch over it has scant resources in comparison."SIRC's budget is $3 
million. So that's 0.3 — one third of one per cent of the [CSIS) budget," he said. "I believe very strongly 
that SIRC also suffers from a lack of resources. And, frankly, in the last few years particularly, from a lack 
of attention and respect from the government itself."SIRC is meant to be a five-person committee, but 
Rae said vacancies have gone unfilled for months. There are currently four members on the 
committee. Bill C-51, the new anti-terrorism legislation, aims to give Canada's spies powers that would go 
beyond just gathering intelligence, but also allow them to disrupt the activities of the people they're spying 

P0).1/4  Rige:mid there needs to be a discussion about Parliament's role in watching over security work.But 
ftie'OpiTe-rikisler's parliamentary secretary PaulCalandra told The House that the non-partisan approach 
usedjo44cWovkGSIS is preferable to parliamentary oversight. 

Cci v° Op 4)11).,-, 
Top coutrtksdep,idkCSJSts4py, powers 

S'tjA0  'Lqftgra Citizen, 40 MalCietid-)2"0•16,02 06 //lit  Sttav*- The Supreme 0,9urt willidepide,celtier it's legal for Canada's spy agency to employ foreign 
rTtSb A  ,S &sty se 	to spy ont'en dians/broadiComing at a time when the government has introduced an 

o- 	n the pow rcid_f)jthe-Gasfien Security Intelligence Service, the case pits CSIS 
ag'a'in t ttaq.:Fie'd,)c6i4t of Canada diikconfroiritatyn over whether the court has the authority to 
approve SI5marrarLpp14tioins to electrionically Oy on Canadians overseas. The federal court insists 
it has no gticypoir-e.,bSik,nditkc,g2yernment argue it does. The competing positions are layered in 
complex leg51(ajqumentSilaidvkbinc:secrqcourtroom hearings. The debate led the court to issue a 
stinging rebuke 	&raising thelnatiorilis mrity intelligence service of purposely misleading and 
keeping the court "in tileCakrei)riAder"to'lkimrrants to spy on suspected Canadian terrorists overseas. 
That raised questions aboufwhetherieBISAa'gkeen violating charter privacy protections and even 
criminal law. Federal Court Judge Richard'MOiley, the nation's foremost jurist on national security law, 
crafted a ruling that allowed the communications intercepts but respected the territorial sovereignty of the 
unnamed country or countries involved. But the court has jurisdiction to authorize the warrant under the 
CSIS Act only as long as the communications in question are intercepted within Canada. So Mosley 
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authorized the warrants on the understanding that the federal electronic spy agency, the Communications 
Security Establishment (CSE), was to do the intercepting. 

High court to hear case on overseas terror tracking by Canadian spies 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 06 	 AS 	P/Yr \ Ottawa - The Supreme Court of Canada will delve into the`legajj 	of@y,eReas spying by the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service. The federal government had urged the3iiigffealtio hear the case, arguing 
that guidance was needed on the issue even though the ConseAltiv,cgiVatilafrottifepd legislation to 
clarify foreign intelligence-gathering powers. In its alijotetnts, the g`ov'elViTt 4,51reciigAtabled 
legislation didn't overtake the high-profile issue ofEkhRtherkSIA needed a wet-apt-To/1k 'allie51 I /3 spying on Canadians abroad. It said CSIS was IOW th6,i1a.F blloeyhen a juddate'am 	rtleecleitto 
monitor suspected Canadian extremists in other counties. Fe111,1a+ikeksralso sai4N-149r urt ,,imade7"/..f  
significant errors in dealing with the delicate matter. As Its*,  the'skreAfe-Gourt gave no ea`sone- 7- A 
Thursday for agreeing to examine the case. No hearing date hals,LbeerzeD,ID a2c6i4r91,2013 ruling11/5„' vo,r(-.1  
Federal Court Justice Richard Mosley chastised CSIS over a recmelilforvyarrattp tra0rtwo Canadians 
with help from the Communications Security Establishment, CanadfrpAeiget'llic s'ijA9enbcti 

vP0,53  c- 	11.43. - 
z

- 

	

, 	, 
Expert says new powers.  for CSIS a worry 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 02 05 	 tiOA '31/14 
Ottawa - Proposed antiterrorism legislation that dramatically expands the powers of Canada's spy'a'Ancy 
is a gross overreaction that would grant the state impunity to trample Charter rights and reduce judgesle,S,  
"enablers of illegality," a leading expert on national security law charges. Craig Forcese, a longtime 
University of Ottawalaw scholar, says the government's Bill C-51, tabled in the Commons last week, also 
would allow Canadian Security Intelligence Service agents to conduct warrantless clandestine operations, 
chill freedom of expression and harm police anti- radicalization efforts by criminalizing some of the 
language of terrorism and therefore discouraging frank discussion from Muslim communities. Part of the 
sweeping legislation, introduced last week, would amend the 1984 CSIS Act to fundamentally change the 
agency's core mandate. CSIS collects, analyses and reports to the federal government information about 
"threats to the security of Canada" - from terrorism and espionage to foreign influenced activities. It's a 
broad mandate, but the pciwers CSollSchsas to enforce it are purposely limited to intelligence collection. 
That's because its forerunn"45),e/110Mcurity Service, was disgraced and disbanded following 
revelations of "dirty tricks" againstimprincOktcals and Quebec separatists in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. Its intelligence-collectionifiwersvinttgetheirt;authorized search-and-seizure techniques, such as 
human and electrocrii4Veillance O'f Egpsects, rillb„,opekrigs and other intrusive measures. C-51, if 
passed - it now hasfterati.).#rtmupportiboff.:wsuild'orip4Attiatu9SIS could actively target people, 
places and thingslqeduiVhreatts to the secdfitit Cartal4c'etzrdling to the bill, the new measures 
would have to be reasqnatile kdwpfaational to the cif41,Dit'an0A.,Forc4tp-says the bill could lead 
CSIS into dangerous terrifokwitfi Canadians charter righte' 	 creating future grounds for a 
constitutional court challenge.. 1S 	flk)A 	 /1/„<1 1̀/1/0 

1v 0 	1/Z" 	 /0",y 

Liberals to support Conservative aqh,- en•Okil , Infilizeqdreite-the 'gaps' later 1,9 . "?7-, 

Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc, 2015 02 05p:: .4„.(1 
Ottawa - The Liberal Party is ready to ignore'  gaqc,in-dtpxvp s‘ailti,terreriml?ill and vote in its favour, 
while the NDP plans to put up a fight and could stillidiippse-the^,prpkelkdAegislation. The two parties were 
united in opposition to Canada's combat mission in Iraq last year,LbOtlje/alcheading in different 
directions in regards to Bill C-51, known as the Anti-Terrorism Act (2615)%fter a caucus meeting on 
Wednesday, Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau announced his party will support plans to beef up the powers 
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the RCMP, and to criminalize the promotion of 
terrorism. Mr. Trudeau said his priority will be to "address the gaps" in the bill. In particular, the Liberals 
will push for parliamentary oversight of Canada's national security agencies, and try to add a sunset 
clause that would force Parliament to evaluate the legislation before it is periodically re-enacted. Mr. 
Trudeau said the Liberal Party will be willing to compromise during the current session of Parliament, and 
then promise to amend the legislation in its next election platform. "The current government can accept 

rs  that 93nadians want greater oversight and accountability, or it will give us the opportunity to offer that 
fidtryptiyiVanadians in the upcoming election campaign," Mr. Trudeau said. 

Antilt
'1St 	_ 

rismAncears CSIS from committing 'bodily harm; sexual violation 
CBC N‘..vits-,,eaura":Pfayton';`a9(15,02 04 

'1,</.cgttawa - Thelovgrnrtitntisproppsed anti-terror legislation expands the powers of Canadian Security 
—11110110rice Sery eitorallowlit/to "6iitisr.„suspected terrorist threats -- but it also expressly prohibits CSIS 
from killirlypq serioustOnjuriridilt-Ilpjed4Vhat's not clear exactly is where the line between those 

1 /430A,acitVips-id`dr, 	and what 	rnearal."41-10gency when it comes to interrogation techniques, experts 
liri:It8ilbreVipts)aikd3snufity 	 Ot.kwould allow CSIS to take measures within or outside 
Canakfafroiredo6q%lats to4the securitV6fpanddiDitpt doesn't spell out exactly what those measures 
coulebe.,TQe fill isfs§lQlribikrag ivities, barring CSIS from: -Intentionally or by criminal negligence 
cause cl'eakAr.goifify/har. 	 /trying to obstruct, pervert or defeat the course of justice. - 
Violating the goat* 	oPk.iin9 vidu'ajqThe bill ties "bodily harm" to its definition in the Criminal 
Code, which means ki5WykkApe plittiatAi:Aterferes with the health or comfort of the person and 
that is more than merely transienTdi-ttinAtiralosttlre." • 
Edward Snowden speaks to Toronto students, urges caution on new terror bill 
Canadian Press, Adam Miller, 2015 02 03 
Toronto - Former U.S. intelligence contractor turned whistleblower Edward Snowden says citizens of the 
world, including Canadians, should be "extraordinarily cautious" when their governments try to pass new 
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laws under the guise of an increased threat of terrorism. Legislation tabled last Friday would give the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service powers to actively disrupt threats, not just collect information 
about them. Snowden, who remains in Russia after leaking U.S. National Security Agency documents, 
says citizens of any country should have concerns about this type of legislation. "I would say we should 
always be extraordinarily cautious when we see governments trying to set up a new secret police within 
their own countries," Snowden said Monday night during eriejkolAirksoe organized by Upper Canada 
College in Toronto. Intelligence powers used by governments in way5mlategtop,olitical ideologies, 
radicalization, influence of governments and how people develo"pdhAir pOliticsre8ause for concern, the 
former NSA analyst added. "We need to be very care's _about this berC'tu,0-161s7iLa -frnicess that is very, 
very easy to begin. It always happens in time of ka,rAd'efaRjopamergeney regslafi6k.theWayy(e're 
facing extraordinary threats and again if you looqrtfreist trtticse.lvAile the threltkarte,thikepAtfliY*,., 
typically not as significant as presented." "Once weettsPd;owieesige 7;7  its verktj,ffieultfoAtpF 
that pull though," Snowden said. "So I would say that weiriftd,to t*extr of  'nary scrutiri94(e}vAery-
society, in every country, in every city, in every state to make-Witi,LOt ilieliwi)'4Ave under ..afeitIT-:1  
ones we truly want and truly need." Public Safety Minister SteverkBlariemAi(sVIAte ,'Weli,sves that the 
Security Intelligence Review Committee which reports to Parliament hakit'ae, expeXtiseiO'Re4yr eye on 
CSIS. 	 4'vp. 	4 40 ,9% 
MacKay once backed spy oversight now rejected by Tories 	 At/0 O/?  	 0  

Ai Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc and Steven Chase, 2015 02 03 	 4r, 	8 
Ottawa - One-of the Conservative cabinet ministers responsible for Ottawa's new anti-terrorism legislation, 
once advocated parliamentary oversight of Canada's spy agencies, which the government now rejects as 
unnecessary even as it expands the powers of this country's national security apparatus. Justice Minister 
Peter MacKay stood beside Prime Minister Stephen Harper last week when the government unveiled a 
bill that would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service new authority to disrupt terror plots and 
lengthen the number of days individuals can be held on suspicion they may commit terror acts. As deputy 
leader of the Conservative Party in 2005, Mr. MacKay argued forcefully for giving MPs and senators a 
role in overseeing Canadian spies. "When you talk about a credible oversight body, I would suggest ... 
that a parliamentary body is going to have more credibility because of its independence and because of 
the fact that there is also urliamenkry accountability that will be brought to bear," Mr. MacKay said in 
October of that year. "To thkefid,f suggest that it would also cause a little bit more diligence on the part 
of the security agents themselvds'3„iptrioNilsg4hat this oversight body was in place." Asked to comment 
Monday, Mr. MacKay said circurnstantetihave:altered his opinion. 

C,sy, Opposition want.Togrsithkof new spr p;owe p,. 00 
Toronto Star, Leszvihittivgton-, 27945,02 03 	114/0C- 7 
Ottawa - Oppositio4affiel itapAetr iirtdemands forw

fA 1
,r(rneMir4te eplas1 Harper's government to 

strengthen measures Wc:Ottrof Gahada'skriejes as part ofitsswe r gianti-teltor legislation. NDP Leader 
Tom Mulcair said Harper favdet40,4nOMncewoiowers prorSdgechforiik9anadian Security 
Intelligence Service (CSIS) with more OrfsigfitploveSeposto proteotirlifits anOir liberties. "If you are 
going to give enhanced powers, yty:ha# pav'enitarideVoiersight," Mulcair said Monday. "If you loOk 
at Washington, if you look at London/there!saaays,s‘ridjaNyiersight and it's done by elected officials." 
He was responding to the wide-ranging legesiato,,n4gtruped-Vtigatbi,frialper that is meant to combat 
terrorism by broadening CSIS's mandate to incllude,o3pce-kaipoileVor thOirst time. Opposition MPs 
question whether the existing five-member Security IntgligenaKeyje.wr-ticifin;iittee (SIRC), which looks 
into complaints against CSIS, would provide adequate oversight once-ffibzi011igence agency is allowed . 
to take a much more activist role in investigating and thwarting suspected "terrorist threats. The Harper 
government has so far turned aside questions about the adequacy of oversight provisions under the new 
legislation. But in the Commons Monday, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney sought to reassure MPs, 
saying SIRC "will cover all activities that CSIS will be mandated by this Parliament to accomplish." Mulcair 
told reporters he doesn't know if the NDP will support the legislation. Parts of the multi-faceted proposals, 
such as criminalizing incitement to commit a terrorist offence, are useful, he said. But the NDP intends to 
fight hard for the inclusion of more controls over CSIS. 

PSoriaitgbuff calls for greater oversight of CSIS 
Grlilbea'rdkailAdrian Morrow, 2015 02 02 
OttaidkO,t4;rsZejecting calls for parliamentary oversight of the nation's spies, dismissing such 
increa3VAkitAkdsileiediess red tape." Conservatives on Sunday defended their controversial new 

r.r."1„,,, ant- terroligtlepisatop., wIteliisnas faced criticism for massively expanding the powers of the Canadian 
3̀0,41, 'SS'ecur,ity Intelligente,ServiettwithobtPadded public oversight. Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney argued . 	'EP LIOegitiriityIntelligenoe(139.yrewe.pernft9#, „a five-member body that investigates complaints against 

11-80 ,catEos erkygp, "We can'ti44Orprould-,of wlia,Vhey are doing," he said about SIRC on CTV's Question 
14/Pv92,,d.etnytt,nhgill,dltional would*Ou`st4upiKation." The anti-terrorism legislation, which was unveiled 

Fndafi'woUld@ivve CStMe right to diWoytergiist-activity, such as by pulling suspected terrorists off 
/ planes or mtessing(kttrthe0ank accounts.• 

4'1'17(18p 1 /4)  1(i),A r '- Canada SeOl*to,StreqgthekcSpx.A`gily After Attacks 
The New York Tiffigsl)an Qat8n, 261,51 '314 
Ottawa - Citing the attacks rall(ealilifani4at killed two Canadian soldiers in October and the more 
recent assaults in France, Prime MinrsgOtaiteli Harper introduced sweeping legislation on Friday that 
would greatly expand the role of Canada'esktiervice, allowing courts to remove online postings and 
increasing police detention powers. "Jihadi terrorism is one of the most dangerous enemies our world has 
ever faced," Mr. Harper said at a campaign-style event in the Toronto suburb of Richmond Hill. "It seeks 
to harm us here in Canada, in our cities and in our neighborhoods, through horrific acts like deliberately 
driving a car at a defenseless man or shooting a soldier in the back as he stands on guard at a War 
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Memorial," he said, referring to the two deaths last fall. The bill, which was introduced in the House of 
Commons shortly before Mr. Harper spoke, is the second piece of antiterrorism legislation his government 
has proposed since the October attacks. Some legal experts questioned the constitutionality of its crucial 
measures, while political opponents accused the prime minister of exploiting those killings in an election 
year. The voting majority held by Mr. Harper and his Conpery.ative;garty in the House of Commons all but 
ensures that the bill will pass without amendment. Under it'', teiCfriailta9,Security Intelligence Service 
would change from an agency that only gathers information to ongttet cars livelyintervene in what it 
regards as terrorist actions in Canada and abroad, and, with coka„RIPPgandis@ett,iem. While it would 
not gain powers of arrest, the spy agency would, arrkn.q9ther things6k9,9bletcrcancertkavel 
arrangements, shut down bank accounts, providecfake'verkons of dangerous-Inkletriks1416tters and 

1.7% compel access to buildings in order to plant survillancedevicesit, 
S 	4 	

ft)/1/  wV/D. 
 '1 ,Y44  

Spy service to get stronger anti terror powers under-fe,deral'bilp —Cob 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 01 31 	 4 	C77/^1 	

.0„ 
/ V d 	I V 	: V°/0 Ottawa - Canada's spy agency could soon have the power to der§111e1199,st plkk'txe,notlipst gather and- 

analyze information about them _ as the government moves to do'nfroAntradipitthreacsbwithlintafray of 
new legal tools. Legislation tabled Friday would allow the Canadian SV6tty,tirell,i9p9cefiftity.fetiiittlyvart 
a suspected extremist's travel plans, disrupt bank transactions and covertlyiftetylp;w4)91clisTmpsit4.4, 
The plan to boost the spy services ability to counter terrorism flows from a review.ofjptal attrap,l5sionftwoA  
Canadian soldiers last October _ incidents the government believes were fuelled by Islamic extreroWn-t-ivt 
The Conservatives say the new powers are needed to help keep Canadians safe in an increasingly CAS  
dangerous world. Initial reaction from opposition parties was cautious and muted. Privacy advocates and 
civil libertarians expressed fears about trampled rights and inadequate oversight. The proposed 
expansion of CSIS powers also conjured memories of past misdeeds _ such as burning a barn to prevent 
a meeting of radicals _ by the old RCMP security service, the scandal-plagued outfit from whose ashes 
CSIS rose three decades ago. As expected, the bill would also make it easier for police to obtain a peace 
bond to restrict the movements of a suspect and it extends the period for preventative arrest and 
detention. 

Harper 's next act: Give CSIS teeth 
The Globe and Mail, Danie14341anRQ04.5 01 31 
Ottawa - PM proposes dramaticl'afps0fOsigency's powers in effort to defend against the 'great evil ... 
descending over our world'Steplapn,,I_Italp',a,r is  proposing    the most sweeping increase in power for 
Canadian security agencies since(the4afterr(nkh;of Sept-' 1, 2001, including jail time for encouraging 
terrorism on the In1 /419r}ipt,[0842, playing d'Arncin&f(lisisvarkth? impact on civil liberties.The new charge 
for advocating ",,p,p_omzlissionrohtelrorist offend0i4,g'Gkerpl"-Wopjf1,,,,wry penalties of up to five years in 
prison and is part of,TpaCriate-rpra"htEterror measuregit&trOduiqd Fndayiwhich come as a response to 
the deadly attacks on h'ofikiluslastp*beik% included W-dtitypetTormiiirarliament.This Anti-
Terrorism Act is igniting a natikat;debatt apoutkeAproper balant,eAt441nreedom and security in 
Canada in the 21st century, incluainOri•peltherth.„a•re'lrs lstifficient outsicleAcrLitin9pli the law-enforcement 
agencies that are gaining new pasteirs/TAejegipatian4iiipuldkr,grant Canada's spy agency, the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Servideliithp4pwkt9 interVsnk A-nd'disrupt threats to national security, a 
major change from merely collecting intellidensexrd fluding:Patteitiattet to the RCMP. Mr. Harper 
made it clear Friday he will try to own the security illtiRthi0Cer,stioril9ar, bating his political opponents 
as reluctant to follow in his footsteps, both in fighting terrorism at.ficlinAtkidAs.,lamic State in Iraq. Both the 
Liberals and NDP declined to reject the legislation outright Friday, sayirig41* need time to study it. Mr. 
Harper rejected a reporter's question about whether this might conflict with` civil liberties, saying it's his 
rivals who worry about that. "This is really what we get from our opposition, that every time we talk about 
security, they suggest that somehow our freedoms are threatened," the Prime Minister said. " 

Critics fear Bill C-51 could lead to unintended consequences 
Maclean's, Rachel Browne, 2015 01 31 
Ottawa - The Conservatives tabled an anti-terrorism bill today, three months after the fatal attacks on Cpl. 
Nathan Cirillo in Ottawa and Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent in St-Jean-sur-Richelieu. With sweeping 

PkeformsMe Anti-Terrorism Act (Bill C-51) proposes to amend existing laws, including changing the 
drattng1C)57cle-,to,r9ive law enforcement officials broader powers to make arrests if they suspect terrorist 
activWrilatecarrAd out" (changing the wording from "will be carried out"), and increasing the period of 
preqedtatl,vg det9Rliontopeven days from three. The bill would also expand the no-fly list, bolster the 
Canada'rcSksucityliityliger4Service's (CSIS) abilities to "disrupt" suspected terrorist activities online, 

‘34/4i. '4,11d.make itilledattoA)41ote"isertqrrnm.At midday, Prime Minister Stephen Harper hosted a news 
• coriVollce in RichnibUtthq56tovh'e*Ile explained to a jubilant crowd the need for these new laws. 

,frekuttie'-lattstervi years, a givit,e041s4)ekilst_escending upon our world, an evil which has become 
'Vrttgre k4..,miore-pnerful: violentijikad#,Iiniopiated by extremist distortions of Islam." He went on to cite 

retenEtwgriOvots t4tihiayl been foiled8y#AdiaRpolice forces: The Toronto 18's attempt to bomb 
the CAN TowmaindQIIAlem itie:cs-pf Parliament in 20M and the plan to derail a Via Rail train in 2013. "But 
recent tertvt-att-04-heit.„:rd'ktund the world have shown us that as the terrorists refine and adapt 
their methodsColmolie0pndva*iort,(4.urity agencies need additional tools and greater co-
ordination."HowekfrIcItibahriettkefitigtOtipslim community warn the bill's provisions will lead to 
more harm and unintentifedvcons4erkeftsvppcially when it comes to dealing with radicalized 
offenders.Even before its contents Areicriael,az.ptblic, the bill had been subjected to scrutiny from civil 
liberties groups and lawyers, who said it w&ilticimpede freedom of expression and religion. 

Spy agency to become 'disruptive' influence 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 01 31 
Ottawa - Canada's lead spy agency, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, will gain some real 
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cloak-and-dagger clout under the Conservatives' proposed Anti-terrorism Act. The government's 
sweeping package of anti-terror measures tabled in the House of Commons Friday would, among other 
things, give the organization broad powers to "disrupt threats to the security of Canada," including 
terrorism, espionage, sabotage, foreign-influenced activities, and domestic subversion. Bill C-51 would 
amend the 31-year-old CSIS Act to authorize agents to secAre warrants to enter "any place or open or 
obtain access to anything, or install, maintain or remove ariMitrVlarkuld also authorize the service to 
"do any other thing that is reasonably necessary to take those meakiiris'AINVtA more, the law would 
compel individuals and organizations, from landlords to telecorrik-to,a kie,bytany,RS request for 
assistance in carrying out the socalled "disruption tekniques." "ThisAilow,SIfter;n4to do(3sime pretty 
concrete measures," said Christian Leuprecht, a riactjOhAleAekurAy expeiftt,tgifofiRo, 
College and Queen's University. Experts have spspetieNotyealViat CSIS adantsc Oet9,94kdirz.„ 
some "disruption techniques." Even the service radtadmitsSit.cond4tscelectroniesevIlance; 211 ,01Tt,c 
openings and covert searches, but only when authorizet1).15yA,ayejdlistal,COldiviorrant. The'04(leisiwir," 
considerably broaden the scope of those activities. Clues abbIlf.tlittheboul irItyalve can be'616,anedlila)/  
from RCMP disruptions of suspected terror operations. 	, ?;„ 	v 	 0,5) 

xi Ou 
'T A  LIP Critics question whether new anti-terror laws will come at the expefiSe of-Kivacy-arig freesogech 

Ottawa Citizen, Jordan Press, 2015 01 31 	 L'A)/W " 0 k`/G 	444 
Aire 0 Ottawa - Canada's new anti-terrorism legislation creates sweeping new powers foroffieipati &p,?se 

services, but it's not clear there will be equally robust oversight to protect privacy, free speech or4cilitt-,̀ 'V)-1 /49 
liberties. Missing from the act, for instance, is a sunset clause for any of its provisions, though the Jdaii: c, 
Chretien Liberals put such a proviso in their anti-terrorism bill introduced after the terrorist attacks of Sept.'-' 
11, 2001. Nor is there a mandatory review by a certain date - though this may yet be added when the bill 
goes to a parliamentary committee for review. Some question whether solidifying national security will 
come at the expense of civil liberties. "Countries that are free are also safer countries. Civil rights and 
public safety go hand-in-hand," NDP foreign affairs critic Paul Dewar said Friday. The government argues 
that existing civilian oversight bodies - at the spy agency CSIS, the cyber-spy agency CSE, and the 
RCMP - are adequate. And the new law does require that the public safety minister regularly report to 
Parliament on how CSIS is using its new powers. Prime Minister Stephen Harper also said on Friday that 
the government has workedj)rotecy.ons into the bill to prevent erosion of civil liberties in the name of 
security. "Every time that ey-tallic abVsecurity, they (the opposition) suggest that somehow our 
freedoms are threatened. I thil;k1Itipt-pgrioN,§ understand is that their freedoms and security more 
often than not go hand in hand,'>,1-(lariettaid,inggsponse to a reporter's question. Federal Privacy 
Commissioner DanieyTherrien, strebling,,A4-Itala inliaft,chance to fully analyze the bill, said he was 
"concerned" aboutthe%ill'kiskew powerkto letAerkrme,ntsittiare citizens' personal information. 

(-1,S) 	P . <4 	P, 	!11j.rli)/1/A  L14/0, 
Des nouveaux po ypo pdbae SCFA et les tribulidt.ix Ck 	. 
La Presse, Hugo de Grlf:4022alp„-Ort aitab, 	41,11-fr., 40t 
Ottawa - Le gouvemementW4014;eres;en,triceop projet de 13,i` 	qui elargit les pouvoirs 
des services de renseignement`eeaccplOtring&e*tsde nouveauj'e:culdsCa* services policiers et 
au gouvernement pour combattrelsztevorigrniei,Let deAt3i/C-51 donne entre autres au Service 
canadien du renseignement de secuntei,(SCRS)1u)ostitite;ffiigifAii-meme pour contrer certaines 
menaces, plutat que de devoir s'en remettAfg,u0e6E,Irganiskr,es,`coldrine la Gendarmerie royale du 
Canada.C-51 rend aussi plus facile l'imposition plrleVribaauxWC:ronditioes,a certains suspects, en 
plus de faire passer la detention preventive de trois setlijour`audVisfolVaInscle donner plus de temps 
aux autorites pour amasser des elements de preuve et pouvoir porter-QpAccusations.Le premier 
ministre Stephen Harper a fait l'annonce de ces nouvelles mesures lors d'One conference de presse aux 
allures electorales en banlieue de Toronto, pendant que les parlementaires et journalistes obtenaient des 
seances d'information par des fonctionnaires a Ottawa.M. Harper a insiste sur ('importance de proteger 
les libertes fondamentales des Canadiens, mais aussi de les proteger contre une menace terroriste qu'il a 
decrite comme &ant de plus en plus presente. 

Tories' public safety bill will expand anti-terror powers 
Toronto Star, Tonda MacCharles, 2015 01 30 

PRttaka*jaiA-Prime Minister Stephen Harper will unveil Friday details of an omnibus public safety bill to 
16191§,iir,z,,a-r'ittcCrew anti- terror powers, including authority to knock terrorist propaganda offline and new 
protectionsIfor georst evidence gathered by spies. The bill will enact two new laws and make 

egts-tcctiie-erturral Code, the CSIS Act, the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act among a 
host of others-N,, It's nOttplea4mher the Conservatives are prepared to boost the budgets of national 

0.0 	'&ecurity agerreikaikAeYfetm of opposition criticism. The government put the Commons on notice that 
Pp-,s1S) 	Cun§4.w)II attach to'ffitfy Osigtes,,49S:senior government official said it shouldn't be interpreted as 
err" ifeCkLfuilding; rather is interidktOspiNde: idiftty to spend for a new purpose. However, the official 

fvgio 
i
sitlil*ificsists the queStleogif itesOuircils is the main one and is skeptical of the need for new 

la 	Sfea„.. 141/fuOertrode civil libertrkand Oircfy.  rights. Harper has chosen the riding of Richmond 
Hill t9rrGKetp,lvong&taiigfAnpouncemek flankedfloy Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney and 
Justice4i4,iVer eeer  MdC"),Wetlttte.9ame time the bill itself is tabled in Parliament. The prime minister 
will press the tie.ii4 tdinqease,Ir&f9,rrnbkhrsharing among federal departments and agencies, authorize 
CSIS to disrupt onfirtliniAQVts ValfiArnirik[nsestigation, deter jihadist propaganda and order the 
removal of online conteint<ffiat priotlibpS'feitgriiispl(enhance "no-fly" rules for airline travellers deemed a 
risk, and lower the evidentiary thresholdiforecourt to issue peace bonds or recognizances with conditions 
- court-ordered restrictions on a person's libel  y3and communications. The Conservative government 
already responded by granting anonymity to CSIS informants under another bill, C-44, now speeding 
through Parliament. 
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French consulate increases vigilance but 'no known threat' to.Vancouver 
Vancouver Sun, Tiffany Crawford And Tara Carman, 2015 01 10 
Vancouver - French consulate staff in Vancouver have met with RCMP to enhance security measures 
after the deadly attacks in Paris.'We have increased our vigilance," said Antoine Mention, the deputy 
consul of France in Vancouver. "We are asking staff to pay attention to what is happening on the outskirts 
when they come into work and we are in the process of asse§-stnp oGecurity system."Mention said the 
consulate asked police to add more patrolling officers around thwa;f15,0-tg5ica,led in downtown 
Vancouver. Although police have not added extra officers, MenttAaid$91i5easmed us they were 
taking the situation very seriously and that there aret4Mady freque'neatr91s4ii this aretbecause we are 
downtown near the British and U.S. consulates."Hlutd"Ftfday afternoons-IhttiteVinsatfeShalnot 
received any threats to staff. Both VPD spokesmaR.,CoitsA Bria441,9ntague andilkpM 
spokesman Sgt. Rob Vermeulen said local authontekil,aye*(rec"e. isied any threatsinlyirRok-4eldo,(11*/,,,,, 
province since the first attacks on Paris.At a Delta appeatAriaeiarftihSafl& Prime Mrilstkr:162-
Harper suggested further measures to give security officials motgspoigerit9orriibtOrrorism 
introduced later this month.That would be in addition to Bill C-44, altt4p9).44.tAticavPititestion of Canaa 
from Terrorists Act, which was tabled in Parliament in October aAkiylVdorisR4lefortitiptgkrjAte. It 
amends the legislation governing the Canadian Security Intelligence'  SerV,!5(GS5,94 tcithie,itsnoriaRower 
to share information with allies and give sources anonymity. 	 11)47 	4.0/1'/GA 4/I tzo So Ai) Concerns raised about accountability as Canada's spy agency takes on more overse as misAions 
Postmedia News, Douglas Quan, 2014 12 01 
When Canada formed a civilian intelligence agency in the mid- 1980s, it sparked fears that its members S  
would run amok across Canada with unchecked powers. As it celebrates its 30th anniversary, the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service is being dogged by similar concems — but this time it's in the 
context of its rapidly expanding overseas missions and "we go where the threat is" mantra. CSIS was 
created strictly as a domestic security intelligence agency, but some industry observers say it has been 
taking on operations more akin to the activities of a foreign intelligence service. They are worried about 
the lack of oversight related to its overseas missions and propose that Canada should follow the lead of 
its G-7 partners by creating a separate, dedicated foreign intelligence agency, such as the United States' 
CIA or Britain's M16. "Wh5bwe armIging is pretending that the skill set for domestic and foreign 
intelligence are the same .Ascl,9ffeep,2,othing in the way of appropriate internal and external 
accountability," said Wesley Wark*a4tiona!ssscurity expert and visiting research professor at the 
University of Ottawa. Wark sayst.RSIS'1149. es*Fir, become a "dual-purpose" agency operating at 
home and abroad. S,icrcei9/11, CSIS:kassxpanleErits overseas operations "well beyond" the original 
functions performtd,bAaj§orkofficers Oistegit Ckaid:laefnbassies. Proposed amendments to the 
CSIS Act in Bill O4444ve,Vc'ement that hybrid/tole he?,taid.V61:Sidirector Michel Coulombe alluded to 

• ---41 	 v,41 the spy agencys skffirkorio-fittak ancl,Fppnding globatlfrprifir imatsirech to retired employees 
earlier this summer. "lietlaiMew- dn'yironm`ttrwe go whe 	 yVe,do more foreign operations 
and joint operations than evekgfer4,(arlytig6"apAmore comialgr_operfitibuithan ever before," he said, 
according to a copy of his speecOlifig,inpsdlqfj'ostm4 ia•-ews thrOtich?",accesOtrii;-information laws. 
Asked to elaborate on his remarks, iCSIS-ebokfsW6h)arkTWeraMufti said there is no question that the 
agency's foreign role has expanded 	tTrailits#aations are consistent with its mandate to 
collect information pertaining to threats to'CanOpp,,,Alirn1 /4-ypnesi;(01Firicillsistant director at CSIS, 
agreed. "You cannot defend Canada in isolation`,', he-said. eSbrzetimOpSISliperators must have an on-
the-ground presence to complete an intelligence collection taskriMat`gdptare not in the business of 
doing is collecting information about the activities of other states — th6tep$role of a foreign intelligence 
agency, he said. And there is currently no appetite to turn CSIS into such an agency. Craig Forcese, a 
terrorism expert and law professor at the University of Ottawa, said he's not convinced a separate agency 
is needed given that it would fill the "narrowest of niches" not currently occupied by CSIS, the 
Communications Security Establishment (which intercepts foreign electronic communications) and 
intelligence arms of the Department of Foreign Affairs. That said, Forcese agrees that the Canadian 
security sector needs to "go back to the drawing board" and reconceive how it conducts its affairs and 
how it is held accountable. "I think we have been making it up as we go in many areas of national security 
law and governance. That is not an ideal situation," he said. 

MajpiqrufAanadians worry about domestic terrorism, according to new survey 
Postnietaiblewepouglas Quan, 2014 11 24 
OttaiarA,IFIQC1Fkbds of Canadians believe homegrown terrorism is a serious issue, but most do not 

l?0,„,/,.PercervegthreaffrOThia,UiClitzed individuals in their communities, according to a new survey. The c, 

	

4 	, 

	

tifigo 'klitatistnal poll, con(D9ted-irPtOilw\a, 	peadly attacks on Canadian soldiers, found that just over half of 
A~5tgperodents supported-1a antriterrogegt,slation that would boost the powers of Canada's spies. Another 

RS0„ 22S1194irtE'sejinhe gove nimtOpkutsligil,e4tfurther, suggesting they have not been swayed by civil 
ftfliligr/ids.ncpmst the same tima),,,th,i6Se need recognizedthat there are many factors behind 

radibaliiatio'ner4igko4?VlillnessvalitrnargErlatlization - and seemed open to a range of preventative 
meavres(itoMusfpknitive'orles.,"People are sensititil to the fact this is a complex issue that requires a 
compreintvivelaDproMhfksididtitistit! Leuprecht, a security expert at the Royal Military College of 
Canada and0DmPs4JOilyerdit?6T/IA‘itlfrierrvey, 	of 1,609 residents was done by The Vancouver 
Province in conitinetiprvAtthe,,paridcliasMac,'ecyelations Foundation, The Laurier Institution and the 
Angus Reid Institute. A'rmq?abilitkaArgirkhi,s size carries a margin of error of plus or minus 2.4 
percent 19 times out of 20, accordindliSithe-in'state. Similarly, about one-third of Canadians said it was 
"likely" that people were becoming radicaliie4 their communities, though this number surged to 47 per 
cent in Quebec, conceivably part of the fallout from Quebec's recent debate over a "Charter of Values" 
and a reflection on Quebec's distinct ethno- demographic composition and immigration trends, Leuprecht 
said. Overall, there does not appear to be a lot of knee-jerk reaction to the recent violence, Leuprecht 
said. 'We don't see people falling over themselves here, seeing there's a terrorist lurking around every 
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corner." If anything, Canadians seem to recognize that when violent events occur, they tend to be 
isolated, he said. On public policy, 51 per cent said they support Bill C- 44, proposed legislation that 
would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service more powers to watch Canadians. An additional 22 
per cent said the bill doesn't go far enough. Twenty-seven per cent, however, said the bill tramples on 
civil liberties. Thoie living in B.C. and people 18 to 34 weWhe Most likely to subscribe to this view. 

Government calls proposal to create a committee to overseekth'eloreigB-focused electronic spy 
agency CSEC 'needless and duplicative' —c, Op. Globe and Mail, Josh Wingrove, 2014 10 31 
Ottawa - The federal government has dismissed qppo-sts,to add n::wiiSrlialekta"ryr.$)y‘irscs-iyMof 
Canada's foreign-focused spy agency at a time ythx.FifOttt,argi4rEsting counteiterf origritp,o0eiff 
aftermath of two attacks last week. The rejection cokss,,t hreecd,a# after the governrnellt t.,31-bled)-ity 
bill, C-44, to boost the powers of the country's other majolAipitietlig'*e,100-4ye,!pe CanaCharecu 
Intelligence Service (CSIS), which has a domestic focus. Thecfecleritgoymmentlaloo continueetfo.Ir., 
review what other new counterterrorism powers it will add in the aftertIthshialisli4tylpek that killed 
two soldiers, though sources said Thursday those changes are afillLunslerliirOsionViktimminent." 
Bill C-622, known as the CSEC Accountability and Transparency Act3riattapledip:Jynelpyl.,itierBI4MF 
Joyce Murray and calls for more oversight of the Communications Securitytapbliy rngnt Califsla, t 
(CSEC), the country's foreign-focused electronic spy agency. The bill would, arAribtertlilirlg,s, create %-// 
parliamentary committee to oversee national security operations, including CSEC. Currently, it's6Yers,640,3  
by a commissioner. Ms. Murray held a briefing on the bill Thursday along with Jean-Jacques Blais-
former Liberal MP, minister of defence and member of the Security Intelligence Review Committee 
(SIRC) that oversees CSIS - and Wesley Wark; a professor who studies national security issues. Both 
praised the bill, with Prof. Wark in particular stressing the bill would not diminish' CSEC's powers. 
Oversight by a committee of MPs and senators is "about making sure that our intelligence and security 
agencies have the tools and the funds they need to protect Canadians and to protect Canadians' rights," 
Ms. Murray argued in Question Period. However, the government was cool to the proposal. Public Safety 
Minister Steven Blaney said "robust oversight exists," though he cited SIRC, which oversees CSIS, not 
CSEC. Nonetheless, during debate on Bill C-622 Thursday evening, Conservative MP Roxanne James 
called the bill "needless and dupliclve in nature" and said the government would not support it 

Bill extends CSIS source pro
()

teetioAextfinds judicial warrant powers 
Halifax Chronicle-Herald, Paul MgLebof,i2j11refOr2 t,  
Ottawa - New legisletN9 would gsgoakretterseihe rtuli,99s of two court cases lost by Canada's spy 
agency. A bill introducedtifiShe House afContliOns.i.On,Mbridaypould allow CSIS, the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Serv#- 	irifethAtisinally and-weljiWitxicin0iiitylo CSIS informants in court cases. 
The agency had prisyloWy s'eFigiltiboth-„of these thingicbScialt;ebt.ifQ py the Federal Court and 
Supreme Court of Ca6itteuesp(ecliyily. Bill C-44, the Frolegtim of Can,atatfom Terrorists Act, was set 
to be tabled last week. That'Apushed;ilack'igieztthe House o4i3ummorkSself was hit by a violent 
attack by a gunman. Public Safelji),Millie'rgfero tWabey,didn't sajeCtOthertWeirvernment had 
changed the bill since last week.,$riein4soptietin,p;oileAyle government may grant police new 
powers to detain people who were suspfc ,ted-of4anniKglercolcatracks but who are not charged with a 
crime: That is not ultimately part of the bilr--'6'4,4 1  40 ‘.3 1.0 	4,q 

41tio  / 	4%ti  0/  
Bill would let CSIS spy on Canadians while abroad/14 	(:4  
Ottawa Citizen, Dylan Robertson, 2014 10 28 
Ottawa - The federal government has introduced a bill to boost the abilitYPthe country's spy agency to 
monitor Canadians. Amendments to the CSIS Act were tabled Monday under the title "The Protection of 
Canada from Terrorists Act." The bill also includes small changes to citizenship rules. As expected, the 
legislation: Allows the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to obtain information on Canadians fighting 
abroad with terror groups through the "Five Eyes" spy network, which includes Canada, the United 
States, the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand; Lets CSIS more easily track Canadians 
engaging in terrorist activities abroad, and similarly helping a Five Eyes country track its nationals working 
with terror groups in Canada. Gives CSIS informants the same identity protection now accorded to police 

Psourc*Tte bill doesn't mention the Five Eyes by name, but clarifies that the agency can investigate r' outside,of- kracla, as it has done for years. "It's not as extreme as some people were predicting; there's 
soni104,91cf;4kight, it's not quite as bad," said David Murakami Wood, an associate professor of 
sociol§gy,et6usen s'U'jiyersity. But Wood says Canadians remain in the dark about the implications of 

	

RF1 	allowing mospi link withq:Fartgering countries. 

	

Sur, v 	/ 

	

/ 	 "WI is Nex sjiy b'll would !etre.  adifOrage 'operate illegally abroad 
TorolDtp,,St „Sondra Ma hear, 200,1 2bry- 
i:l.iawar-s•ANiillftii6tiesen the pdive-4). ot0§1§/Ruld, for the first time, explicitly authorize Canadian spy 
agehtP0road-03vbreakAhMays of a forefg9,co6ntbreen investigating threats to the security of Canada. 
After,,ten'seeptiiic,sp,w,19kliament Hill attacked by a gunman, the Conservative government unveiled 
a promisetkaex bill:to/boi4Arly s*eillance powers and protection for secret agents. Even before it was 
introduced, top,iy;Ir41141ASISV0414egan lobbying for even greater legal "tools." Public Safety 
Minister Steven ETth4tio.9 Tv16nsleayfEittep Efilltet4, the so-called "Protection of Canada from Terrorists 
Act." The Conservatives(preViousiPerct‘itqe,,creation of a foreign intelligence agency, citing cost, 
bureaucracy, and arguing CSIS alread06:aslIigal mandate to operate on foreign soil to investigate 
security threats to Canada. This makes Cglt-roych more akin to the CIA. "It's an act of-political courage," 
said University of Ottawa law professor Craig Forcese. "What a federal court judge is now authorized to 
do is authorize a warrant .. . to engage in surveillance in a foreign country that presumably violates that 
foreign country's privacy laws." "So the Parliament of Canada is now saying, 'We are prepared to allow 
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our security intelligence service to violate state sovereignty.' " In practice, the provision expressly allows 
CSIS to enlist the technical support of Canada's top secret electronics eavesdropping agency, CSEC (or 
Communications Security Establishment Canada) and its foreign counterparts in the U.S., United 
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand in the "Five Eyes" alliance to spy on Canadians or foreigners 
abroad in pursuit of security threats to Canada. (The CSECelready,has the mandate to provide "technical 
and operational support" to CSIS, but Forcese says this clarlfiesAliefeacbof that power.) However, 
Forcese argued that with increased spying powers should com6 QV% Siie*ht. 

ry^4)  
Ottawa demande des pouvoirs accrue d'enquite*K 	RSle SC 	So 

0 

tO 	PR k9  

C 
La Presse, Hugo de Grandpre, 2014 10 28 
(Article aussi paru dans le Quotidien, le Soleil etilaTribikl,e py`Sltecbrpoke) Ottawa:--(-LAgoOyernertta% 1 if,  

federal a propose hier d'accroftre les pouvoirs de-rettilarmirtie,roVa0 %Canada (GRA),,e7t-difAer,vice'fyz. 
canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) pour lutter4oRedle:7'erffirishle-au CanacialettlAtrarklr, 
Comme prevu, le projet de loi depose par le ministre de la SecidrtfP4pu,,hliegeun,Pc62rivtieln,t2as 	vb/ 
l'elargissement des pouvoirs policiers qui a ete evoque depuis ta,ttaque 	mercred) derntier,au parlement 
et au monument commemoratif de la guerre. Ces mesures sontlaillqiitrp a-(atuct69_L-ei ertb6iliant la Loi 
sur le Service canadien du renseignement de securite et d'autres lois 66%firm—epliitOtliPliaticiat df4CRS 
de mener des enquetes l'etranger et accorde une meilleure protection a sesislurcesOf --'`..7G,Ato-. 4-1 

"C)41 'NY 	° L'At Ottawa eyes deeper security overhaul Cr  
Globe and Mail, Multple reporters, 2014 10 28 
Ottawa - On a day when the Conservative government tabled new legislation to expand the powers of 
CSIS, sources say Ottawa is now weighing new tools to deal with citizens who openly support terrorist 
attacks on Canadians or back groups that urge this goal. And in the midst of this proposed overhaul of 
security laws, the country's top Mountie is calling on the government to make it easier to restrict the 
liberties of suspects in terror cases. RCMP Commissioner Bob Paulson's comments to a Senate 
committee come as Ottawa moves on two fronts to strengthen the powers of Canada's spy agency and 
police forces in the wake of the killings of two Canadian soldiers last week. The first step came Monday 
when the Harper government tabled new spy legislation called "the Protection of Canada from Terrorists 
Act," which will expand thevoweriifrttie Canadian Security Intelligence Service. The bill, C-44, would 
better safeguard the identitArkinellig6ree informants in Canada and authorize CSIS to eavesdrop in 
foreign countries. Sources say Oftaitsiak kcpsidering measures to crack down on individuals who 
openly support terrorist attacks-on-this cginbrysir-igrZufms that call on aggressors to attack Canadians and 
Canadian soldiers. TRW19ited the catiZgisMaftin),C7outura6Rauleau who veered into extremist Islam and 
shared his new-fotinjibdfieii4Online before r6bingiCtzvivn,VI:41rant Officer Patrice Vincent in Quebec last • r--11 , week. "One of thgiueshortst)hat,hAsi..orne up further-to lastlieekisttack is you have a case with a guy 
like Rouleau who Srlia4b?penlAtyp.ortika group thak9allifignolitetrbrItpttacks on Canadian 
citizens," one government/4%9e geltl-oftMic',co\uture-Roultfatinrp(th6ROils required? Is there 
legislation required?" Experts saicEt1)051Weaislitiyetchanges can<k".9.onO ered constrained in the 
circumstances. "In the wake of last weelt9 eie6ts-,-14eal4lhey'd bring out all th*rnore controversial 

uniVe60. °fd* 	t ofeack,-.- ideas," said Craig Forcese, a 	 w 
-4143 0, 
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If you're so sure of C-51, debate it 

National Post, Tom Mulcair, 2015 03 03 
Op-ed: Justice Minister Peter MacKay is out of touch with reality when he pretends the official Opposition 
is on "the sidelines" of Bill C-51 ('Freedom and security, hand in hand,' Feb. 28). In fact, New Democrats 
have been on the front line - leading the charge - opposing Conservative schemes to ram it through 
Parliament at all costs. If the minister and his government were really serious about security, they 
wouldn't shy away from meaningful study and debate of this sweeping new bill. The NDP knows that 

Pipublifeity is the priority of any government and we are not alone in our opposition to bill C-51. A 
f#40,911sf.61.-etninent Canadians are adding their voices to the chorus of those saying the 

ConOni
,
alWecs*dalled anti- terror legislation goes too far. Four former prime ministers are concerned 

witIfilkb0-brge:aft44sures; the privacy commissioner - an officer of Parliament - lacks the power and 
ili> j,,,,resources-to?,Bro,yid4LersittarAC-51; and Canada's reputation is being tarnished as international media 

QUic, ''Qr4pArt the Conseaakebiiimyrd d rzteAre door to human rights abuses. Last week, New Democrats 
(.41 vterelAllifigon the governDentkallow/kfukrange of experts and others concerned about the bill to Rio  ,tekity ;at comittee in ordeT,to:44iel'Opiptapctibkkamendments that will strengthen oversight and protect 
'- v.OatipdjentAlreedtihjs.,Instead, tlie@celtmlrAtidecided to cut off debate and to play more politics that 

pas-dilgree6a, at fi*jhe governee'elyvang,tagive CSIS a huge new mandate without improving its 
oversight: irViipMeir*RKa iay,.pe best way to protict our fundamental freedoms is to rely on our 
indeperkleNadicitry;Regkilp5 attigsks,on Canada's courts when they don't rule in the governments 
favour show' tfie/Fpnseilie0sSifspon'iteiriali independent judiciary, but the issue here is that judges 
cannot be asked flir4p1/9„se-tti%rofecitty1146 4y5risight for our nation's security. It is also hard to 
understand why the mintst6,r woUldibpjediicKapada's elected officials providing security oversight, when 
you consider how one of their appointAms4A fiek the Security Intelligence Review Committee is now 
sitting in a Panamanian jail. Note: Tom Mika& the leader of the Official Opposition and the NDP. 

A simple fix to terror politics 
Postmedia News, Michael Den Tandt, 2015 03 02 
Column: There is a way for Canadian politicians to walk the line between the struggle against violent 
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Islamism on one hand, and dangerous bigotry on the other; and that is to declare war on extremism yet 
uphold the rights of minorities, in this context Muslims, with matching ferocity. It really is that simple. How 
odd that, 13-plus years after 9/11, this lexicon seems still somehow out of reach. It would be difficult to 
overstate the depth of revulsion the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham elicits from the average 
householder in, say, Orillia, Ont., or Longueuil, Qua This0whydreont polls show Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper's government enjoying a bounce in suppoftc(pVicullittV9 Quebec, as the Conservatives 
efficiently make this issue their own. In the war against ISIS, into/46h paRasJa has sent transport and 
surveillance aircraft, six F-18 fighter jets, and precisely 69 speciatiFccgs3oldigrOte Tories appear to 
have found a sweet spot of appearing combative whiktommitting 	 cerginVelative to 
the outlay of the Afghan mission. Bill C-51, the neiy91ftligto,risrAi law that-lakyeel4as#6.Wesqnd 
reading, seems of a piece with this strategy. AsideptrarniVie,lealiges aimed atidasifigreotripAn'495,n 
between federal agencies, and freeing the hands iiifft)19.,qartacfla.nekiiritx IntelligenceAtfce,)wyc '- 
important changes, the law seems as much political goeckapvle,giSlatiye0CiRent. The obvialre); „ A  
explanation for C-51's lack of robust new oversight, in keepin644thIliesesuntOagrc,ies' 
proposed new powers, is politics. Each time an intellectual bleats.ab-piMelperilmfruhtetitei;ed spies or. 
intrusions on civil liberties, the Tories look like brass-knuckled defer:WA,reof/P‘iptitAieffy. They re betting 
the populace, whose interest in the detail of legislation is cursory at begfilivpnf-bet mublkeyondaeir 
loathing for violent Islamism and the visceral feeling that it must be confrontVdi,p4:1wi*, 

k),,,,,„ 41 /14,140/ 
• r What real oversight would look like 	 Cfti  

National Post, Colin Kenny, 2015 03 02 	 1Cc, 
Op-ed: If the Prime Minister thought public pressure to institute a more robust review system for national 
security would slowly die down, he has miscalculated. Recently, a number of former prime ministers and 
Supreme Court justices penned an open letter calling for the government to keep a closer eye on federal 
intelligence activities. While certainly increasing the visibility of the issue, the letter was lacking as far as 
specific policy prescriptions. There are a number of concrete steps the government should take to 
address the gap in national security accountability. Chief among those are improving the integrity of the 
application process for national security warrants, re-establishing the Office of the Inspector General of 
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, and expanding the Security Intelligence Review Committee's 
(SIRC) size, capabilities azd_mandte. National security officials usually seek between 40 and 50 new 
warrants each year in addititttolhe (IQ to 250 renewals or replacements. The prime minister argues 
that the involvement of federal COA/juc4Igfcklpheck on the bureaucracy. It may well be, but we should 
also note that the overwhelmingipajoritkofftclesejvcrant applications are approved. With CSIS now 
designating terrorist if r;ipathizera,Vlappn6Isectirittftreats and the authority to make targeting 
decisions being deiegO,tecVt9jower leverofficialg,iffppied401-  apalanced warrant application process is 
all the greater. 0,0r`oPrp/Erstberve that out WarranOrocessiOlready too cumbersome. In 2005, I . met with Baroness Eliza Marknph *Buller, the forrntdelle direptortgenecel of MI5, the United 
Kingdom's Security Senile-pi/in hdrioffid-e-  can, thYe Thamese.AtlOne,p6int in filOiscussion, she held up a 
three page form and said, "Tig,Zissflieka9.4cn'en't?weAuse to oblairi'laArrgrftrot the bloody phone book 
your people require (clearly a set-,u4y,icskylvpir4 procedures here may ec.-.‘rviore cumbersome than in 
the U.K., the importance of each Aii'az.r.entAir)g, vetti0olerisbr.9)1 meets the standardt of the Charter is 
essential. Instituting these reforms wdo1011oVfae corAlilteeZt6:tbrer much more than the "snapshots" 
that they're limited to now. 	 4 

4  
Freedom and security, hand in hand 	

11,1 ;10 0/6'0 
1Y 4. 	

0/ 

National Post, Peter MacKay, 2015 02 28 	 /.1C0„'S 
OpEd: I reject the assertions of NDP leader Thomas Mulcair's recent op-ed-in the National Post 
(Canadians' rights are at risk, Feb. 19). Now that Bill C-51, the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2015, has passed 
second reading in the House of Commons, I wish to provide a reality check to Mr. Mulcair's continued 
opposition to these crucial anti-terrorism measures.The world has been shocked by recent atrocities 
perpetuated by jihadi terrorists. We have witnessed outrageous acts of violence by extremists who attack 
those that don't share their narrow and oppressive ideologies. As a result, acts of terror have been carried 
out across Western nations, most recently in France, Belgium, Australia, Denmark and here at home in 
Canada. Today, we are part of a global struggle againsjjisjjisht brutal extremism, including in the fight 

Aain'eVIL. Mr. Mulcair has proposed that we ignore this fact by voting against the Anti-Terrorism Act.On 
m"N, anygc, casyk5, the excellent work of our national security agencies and police forces has foiled 
atte:TOtki,91jerfro6T(efianadians. Recent attacks in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu and on Parliament Hill in our 
nation`kcapifattve-reSirled that terrorism is evolving. Our government introduced the Anti-Terrorism 

15) ' v Act to keep p. with ,ify,ftveti:4?pging terror tactics which confront us.The government's focus is on 
iatrous threats ticiLlhe s'ecdi;' orO'apa a, such as espionage, sabotage and foreign influenced 

PA.. 4./ 21 destinea '‘tin,e operatiorie-  sta reddy-out 	the CSIS Act. Our security agencies are interested only in , 
hroOose a serioustkeatp-ebrlada's7i'eourity.Both Liberal leader Justin Trudeau and Mr. Mulcair 

ilitta4yet  kirsly/itafqthat the new (19.mrs' granted to national security agencies tasked with protecting 
CanatiVs,ot sugject, to proper ove'rEigi.‘'Ny,Nould rather see Canada's national security 
overVglit Grit ire dkande6t,:ppliticians; however, ttftest way to protect the fundamental freedoms of 
CanadiAriNVolyoh).47de'pe'tleqt judiciary. Such oversight is further strengthened by the Security 
IntelligenceRevexii-dorp fitter  l DY412151h provides independent, expert, third-party advice regarding 
compliance with tfie'Afewf  Note Pet AlacKayis•tfte Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada.) Qs) 
Alarm bells must ring 	

"ICCA,  8  National Post, Conrad Black, 2015 02 28 ,S 
Column: Bill C-51, the federal government's Anti-TerrOrism Act, 2015, is the principal official response to 
the increasing threat of terrorism, a phenomenon that infamously prorupted into the central block of 
Parliament on Oct. 22, after the murder of a soldier ceremonially guarding the grave of the unknown 
soldier at the war memorial in Ottawa.The purpose of the measure is given as assurance that the people 
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of Canada "live free from threats to their lives and their security," as "there is no more fundamental role 
for a government than protecting its country and its people." To this end, government departments and 
agencies are authorized and instructed to share information that could frustrate or reveal attempts "to 
undermine" or "threaten the security of Canada;" the Minister of Public Security and Emergency 
Preparedness compiles a list of people whom he or she .pq& reasonable grounds to suspect will attempt 
to threaten transport security" or commit or facilitate a "terrifarri.pcfren Canada or elsewhere.This 

gua sounds fairly innocuous by the standards of legislation conferrinrpanbakapitrary powers on law-
enforcement officials, but, as is usual and to some extent unavellabW,4any OfitTwOborations of 
enhanced official powers are very broadly outlined. keading throughiffieteckti3f;tM,and2.tgliated bills, the 
principal areas of impact are lowering the thresholVozat*tfcriminaliiiiigib5 prombli9Q,oeterrerism, 
conferring powers of disruption on CSIS (Canad,iazSectisitylAntelKence Servicekgiivinffiti94040o,, 
remove designated terrorist material from the Internetcqemlittillg,c94pr,c,;ceedings 
they are in progress for protection of investigative tecfrriigetesi,evide:qce, araglRersonnel, expanl.ng(4i4 .  
government's ability to stop people from leaving the country,Wgrahtikg,urisbeqtfied and scarcel'y1 
limited powers of arbitrary, warrantless, detention. 	 '/ou 

—71,/O  V V., 	C 

7N Amend C-51 or kill it 	 Poz, 4.1 
National Post, Multiple Authors, 2015 02 27 	 G„w„.,4,41 
OpEd: The following is an abridged version of a letter addressed to all memberiVfill,iarlie`nt/egarclip,g, QJ 
Bill C-51, signed by more than 100 Canadian professors of law and related disciplines. The full`teiqc:'/V)-8 
together with the full list of signatories, is available at: (wp.me) Dear Members of Parliament, We write(t, 
express our deep concern that Bill C-51 (which the government is calling the Anti-terrorism Act, 2015) is a 
dangerous piece of legislation in terms of its potential impacts on the rule of law, on constitutionally and 
internationally protected rights, and on the health of Canada's democracy. We believe that terrorism must 
be countered not only in ways that are fully consistent with core values (that include liberty, non-
discrimination, and the rule of law) but also in ways that are evidence- based and likely to be effective. In 
that respect, Bill C-51 may turn out to be ineffective in countering terrorism by virtue of what is omitted 
from the bill, and actually counter-productive in that it could easily get in the way of effective policing, 
intelligence-gathering and prosecutorial activity. Bill C-51 would allow CSIS to move from its central 
current function - inform,9n-gatInAng and associated surveillance with respect to a broad area of 
"national security" matters Ro-being 	different kind of agency that can actively intervene to disrupt 
activities through a potentiallyinfikterrafifroCurispecified measures, as long as a given measure falls 
shy of causing bodily harm, infrieRerhalso0100al integrity or obstructions of justice. The CSIS Act 
already defines "threatMo the seCatityM cfan'addelticlly that CSIS has subjected various 
environmental angtsiqongitrakmovements%ittsscrt(tint;.fioCil; thiey can also be subject to disruption 
"measures." Thatis`taay"thistrielsdisruptiohipaimarwellIktond anything that has any connection . 	 , at all to "terrorism 4prvRsetyreetcp se(CSIS s mandate)AnAttie CSIS Act goes far beyond a concern only 
with terrorism. Further -o.51Arn;j000skiritciagents oetfiteg57cutivRprapar:(here, CSIS) to preauthorize 
violations of Canadian law aria',Wri,ttO/Otre7,t ailthRriie infringem'erMoieveo any Charter right as long 
as the limits in C-51 - bodily harni„sgpalirite'ailyAdiqbstruction of juifice -•ACrot crossed...C-51's -
new disruption-warrant regime createsAl'hei.pbtenetigfppOStieibaviour to undermine both the 
investigation and the prosecution of 	 Vasesciimihaj 	 ifittyttri4:miikl-the evidentiary trail, contaminating 
evidence, and so on. Thus, we urge all Para'rrieintarianVo ensWeithate,-51 not be enacted in anything 
resembling its present form. Yours truly, (Note: Sliellhen,,C4gblaciv,$rbfes6d0Of criminal law, Schulich 
School of Law, DalhouSie University Fannie Lafontainkassocilli.OrigfAkrapd Canada Research Chair 
on International Criminal Justice and Human Rights, Faculty of Law, L-Cvai-Uhiversity Audrey Macklin, 
professor and chair in human rights law, Faculty of Law, University of Tor''61ito Steven Penney, professor, 
Faculty of Law, University of Alberta Donald Stuart, professor, Faculty of Law, Queen's University 
Francois Tanguay-Renaud, associate professor and director of the Jack Mae Nathanson Centre on 
Transnational Human Rights, Crime and Security, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University Reg 
Whitaker, distinguished research professor emeritus, York University; adjunct professor of political 
science, University of Victoria And 105 others) 

Security reforms raise questions on human rights 
ANtta4piitizen, Alex Neve, 2015 02 26 

js,so much packed into the government's current national-security law reform, it is hard to 
knoly, Wtice:revVfeBills C-44 and C-51, currently before Parliament, constitute the most substantial 
and-OO—rtt.T.yersiateferkly1 of Canada's national-security landscape since the 2001 terrorist attacks. The 

R at weeks teddirte will ae9mu6kdebate about the human rights consequences of CSIS's unprecedented 1 /4) 
c.W.1,10)h '64ew powers to act-10166We ecurityitbreats and to apply for Federal Court warrants authorizing charter "1  4 	 1-P  6 	vfd 	• 	• xplattobs as part of 	.43 once 	,he &NO, bp.  discussion of the vagueness of the new criminal offence of 

tr1/490., ad%catineoripmoting he/49Ari issiq,b,of teitarism offences in general and the certainty that this will 
/14: • th irft&ie (16461i-chill free exprettiori-irilet  untry. Indigenous peoples, environmental activists, 

hu alli'ptisi vpaigriqrs9nd others/viltworry!..*the new measures protect only "lawful" advocacy, 
dissent antlipsotesc*intereiral retrenchifig from—ddrrent laws that recognize that protests that are not 
lawfdiKtbeiker4,of haviiiaaicitjut al,Lpermit are nonetheless not criminal, are protected under the 
charter andIgkendt;eby elltg,ted-iterpretation, be lumped in with terrorism. Bill C-44 and Bill C-51 
both establish tlieflosp Carri'dbOclitee/14fget.2.99ada, a dramatic departure from the agency's mandate, 
which has always been'altehoi4eratifik.vitfiknithe country. Bill C-44 opens that up with respect to 
investigating threats to Canada's secbrit)0Billy,C,51 extends that authorization to act outside of Canada to 
new powers fot CSIS to disrupt and reducelOgets to Canada's security. 

The anti-terror bill is a work in progress 
National Post, Wayne Easter, 2015 02 25 
Letters: After the deadly attacks on military officers in Quebec and on Parliament Hill in October, we must 
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consider how best to protect Canadians from modern terrorist threats while safeguarding our values. 
Although the government's new anti-terrorism legislation, Bill C-51, takes some proper steps in that 
direction, it will need fixing. The Liberal Party is well aware of the tough issues and sensitivities involved. 
We will support C-51 because of measures that will help keep Canadians safe: making better use of no-
fly lists, building on the powers of preventive arrest and allomingeteore coordinated information sharing in 
government. Beyond laws, there are real worries this goveffiRept rie rrkproviding enough resources to 
the task. Our existing review body for the Canadian spy agency,/e$6,1 ftkaped doubts about its 
capacity after the government left vacancies on its board open tbtrarg.SWe m64telso ensure our 
security services have what they need to do their jokmithout dephyrtAbeisic.cftsou%ssiin other areas 
- especially in light of recent budget cuts. It is no0p549h* ogernment-toltimpYytia.Vtruirt us " That 
trust must be earned, it must be checked and it pain tuberen 	 i/VA. 

	

P 	 OiN„ 	Ai) 

	

So
% 	6t/ii) Don't sacrifice liberty for security 	 ETC 	nui 

Ct/  8 
4,3 on, '/1/ Toronto Star, Errol P. Mendes, 2015 02 25 	 An, 

Op-ed: Four former Canadian prime ministers (including a Conservatiya),and fiVaz.fomie,Mupreme Cbutt 
justices have warned Conservative Prime Minister Stephen HarpirMat tptiOtestknAepecuntyg 
Canadians and their most important freedoms is not a zero-sum gamMittAr-ovtiw,e'idssiqficizifffgzhis 
anti-terrorism legislation, Bill C-51, they warn: "Protecting human rights andlificielctirlb(gyqAckfMaiel 
complementary objectives, but experience has shown that serious human rights ebiges cad_oscurifteA  
name of maintaining national security." Harper has already said he will ignore this hisferically ' 
unprecedented collective advice, even though it warns that key security agency review bodies will not e•-• ,, 
have enough power to provide critical oversight of new government security activities. (Contrast that with '' 
the views of our closest allies in the U.S., U.K., Australia and New Zealand who have established that 
democratic oversight is a key aspect of national security.) The reason for the prime ministers refusal to 
listen can be found in the fact that he announced his sweeping anti-terrorism legislation not in Parliament, 
but in an election campaign- style presentation in an Ontario riding. Ignoring the most effective way to 
protect both our security and liberties to win the fear vote on terror is a Faustian bargain of selling the soul 
of your democratic principles for power. This Faustian bargain also involves grave errors of fact. HarpV 
alleges that the under-resourced review body SIRC, which oversees the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service, can provide sufficient ovArAght. The Security Intelligence Review Committee will continue to 
have limited powers of review) wilrapt(De able to oversee the vastly enhanced powers CSIS will have 
under C-51. Note: Errol MendesvkIrpfele—s3ociof constitutional and international law at the University of 
Ottawa. 	 ce‘-1143 

Teiror's limits 
Globe and Mail, Hugh Segal, 2015 02 20 
Commentary: As Parliament debates Bill C-51, the new anti-terror legislation, and the oversight issue is 
justifiably raised, there is a bill in the Senate - S-220 - that affords all sides an opportunity to make 
progress (A Close Eye On Security Makes Canadians Safer - Feb. 19). S-220, which I proposed last 
spring, seconded by then-senator Romeo Dallaire, creates the kind of joint and multipartisan legislative 

p verstlphat mirrors what is used by the U.K., U.S. and France. It provides for in-camera hearings, 
aiVve‘likl the plans, approaches and budgets of security agencies, and genuine statutory 

7 overeigttlayfRarli . entarians from both Houses. In the U.K., the committee of parliamentarians' 4 — 	4 	i ) ,.., mempeetApqncl es, among others, sitting MPs and lords who were former police chiefs, chiefs of the 
,., ik,,, defence siaffad., hcilyi,erseGgtaqes. In both Canadian houses, we have ample parliamentarians with 
0.(jk. ,̀S.k..tinAtructive eigletierperiaWthC4,rpolice and other areas. The U.K. approach, initiated some 20 years 
it.-  ' 4A 996Aoppever resultedbAle kipK;sveatilty breach. Here, the notion that the Security Intelligence Review 

rrySbA  ,C6kmHtteefiFaypactive, coniggiarsztiard'apijfeach to CSIS activity, or that relying on a retired judge 
ivand-pritiihtpff'vdtreecrt on the'dgrxiniU4catio& Security Establishment is sufficient is, at the very least, 

	

wiiityalimisitei 	.../v 	wiqC2-vva` plc  V  	Q A., „ ifi, (9 Canadmostin Wet? attqsAc, up ,.,, 

	

..... 	. 2075-02 19 - National Postupirp u4air,,,.  ,_,,,,.., , I A  
Op-ed: In recent diort,tps,Worritifiterrektpt4atta4pipve shocked the world and united Canadians. 
Mourning has brought C'fileigethe4np-Atret6:09.11`ed our resolve to defend our way of life against the 
cowards wanting to intimidate us and-dode,oar freedoms. That's the Canada that stood together in grief 
and defiance the day after the ParliamenrIllilr000ting, pledging that violence would not - even for a day -
halt the work of our democracy. Unfortunately, at a time when we need responsible approaches to 
protecting Canadian values and freedoms, Prime Minister Harper is playing politics and putting our 
freedoms at risk. Canadians are right to suspect the Harper government's new anti-terror bill, C-51, goes 
too far. After careful review of this complex legislation and its negative impacts, the Official Opposition 
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Op 	r, 
Oversight call is,tisqadek 	6".36' 7,0 	p̀ ,̀949 At"it 

Toronto Star, Fr5scePt..znjud; 415,02 23 	/4/p 
Letter to the editora6kl-reActPollitoe3gore spy agercer,aveV5ht; FebY20.As one of the 22 signatories to 
the letter from four forrii.6),c19ablialltpqniAsters speakir4.9,utib3crt the Aurgent need for robust 
oversight and effective revievtdatienal;.ndrifY4acitIvities in ba'rlada,444terjrpelled to clarify the 
characterization of our concerns Itet6ip,046/e did bot.make a Oak call fiitithe "the establishment 
of a committee of elected officials'-ihatwUrid?mtiegeAtee`eiescise of its proposed new mandate." Our 
concerns are much wider than that.LTAfis-a VitalRointgtiatsstis01039t be lost in the current debate. We 
do, yes, highlight the essential role of Parfi'dnlerpee6 iotorAettlti national security oversight but that is 
in a wide sense, not just of CSIS's new mandate:IW151,weGqysriG4fiy.bigtilight in our call is the critical 
need for expert and independent inter-agency review of/national ieAuritY1C,tiyities in Canada, along the 
lines of Justice Dennis O'Connor's proposal from his 2006 Arar inquity feerFrances Lankin, Member, 
Security Intelligence Review Committee (2009-2014): 
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New Democrats will not support bill C-51. The Prime Minister is telling Canadians they need to choose 
between their security and their rights - that safety and freedom are mutually exclusive. Instead of putting 
forward concrete measures to make Canadians safer and protect our freedoms, Conservatives have put 
politics over principle and introduced a bill that is sweeping, dangerously vague, and likely ineffective. C-
51 would give CSIS a huge new mandate to "disrupt" theiap,tivitiaskol people or groups it believes to pose 

traV a threat. That sounds OK, but the Minister for Public SafeiV6Ifisials refuse or are unable to 
describe what activities this new mandate covers, while experts al*Egiteliked:it would lump legal dissent 
and protest together with actual terrorism. There are already serious,cletitienclei)imersight of CSIS. 
The fast report from the under- resourced Security Iniejligence Reifies49,,r'rAttepAptiqMal,CSIS had 
"seriously misled" the Committee in one investigatji5,„arktIpt the Corninitft )ficYclAffittiltiu A"  and 
"significant delays" obtaining information about thetsig, g.er-Lbyi1/21ivities. 	 Harpel, 
Government's decision to eliminate the office of threvogR Irisjappiq Otd‘cal in 2012(;-4iphfiSR1)94,7 
weakened oversight. With these serious shortcomingsit41,ifrppoqibleyetve,an agenc§ skstqweepind 
new powers without enhancing oversight to make certain freettOrzbdOtesn,tianiristh,,e balance-R(4e: '94/ lot 41, NDP leader Torn Mulcair is Canada's leader of the Official Opposition?>,  'VOL, 

	

"fAvp... 	 , 	" '1 	10'0 
A close eye on security makes Canadians safer 	 f'('), 	LA '1%.9 i, 
Globe and Mail, Jean Chretien, Joe Clark, Paul Martin and John Turner, 20-rd102 4,9 	GAt . 
Op-ed: The four of us most certainly know the enormity of the responsibility of rdepip4iCarlada)safee'l 
something always front of mind fOr a prime minister. We have come together with 18 other Cana6Ons -ilits 
who have served as Supreme Court of Canada justices, ministers of justice and of public safety, 
solicitors-general, members of the Security and Intelligence Review Committee and commissioners 
responsible for overseeing the RCMP and upholding privacy laws. Among us, we have served in our 
various public office roles from 1968 to 2014. Over that time we were faced with, and responded to, a 
range of pressing security concerns. We all agree that protecting public safety is one of government's 
most important functions and that Canada's national security agencies play a vital role in meeting that 
responsibility. Yet we all also share the view that the lack of a robust and integrated accountability regime 
for Canada's national security agencies makes it difficult to meaningfully assess the efficacy and legality 
of Canada's national security activities. This poses serious problems for public safety and for human 
rights. A detailed bluepridtpr thefiriation of an integrated review system was set out almost a decade 
ago by Justice Dennis O'Co*uniliCrc_ecommendations from the Maher Arar inquiry, which looked into 
the role that Canada's national 	elicie,s played in the rendition and torture of a Canadian citizen. 
Justice O'Connor's recommendatitonsi, ,hqyiKellikve not been implemented; nor have repeated calls 
from review bodies fprAranded atitOrity to/ed9dircteeks7agency reviews. Meanwhile, efforts to 
enhance parliameatiarrovt5Lght of natioriksefutitt.aAendie2spve also been unsuccessful. For 
example, in October(,23)244  a-rappit)calling for-paligmerftatypvekght over national security activities 
was presented to'llie::rriste?),ofPdbIty.afety; this reftirchcpTariii/ed i'Avprsight structure that was 
agreed upon by repreieriativei(47allp,arties,in both the Wo4e„oftoinmblisTand the Senate. 

'v4 	 &-AL  iLjAt 141Nr) • C)A 	 Ar-‘, Beyond the law; The bill that wouwiautnorizepteifiggnce agents-to act "CSR 
National Post, Kent Roach and daig,r8Qtse,,,201,9 02,1617-u, 
Op-ed: In this excerpt from their latest,41jackdritaldeixdritumerit (4e the full text at 
www.antiterrorlaw.ca) on Bill C-51, the Anti6T/tonsm(4et 20k5d.  author focus on the new powers the 
bill would grant the Canadian Security Intelligence Se, 	itE311,. -5Apasses, CSIS will be 
expressly authorized to "take measures, within or outildie Canada`,reddoc,' very broadly defined 
"threats to the security of Canada." Where authorized by Federal Coin arrant, these "measures" may 
"contravene a right or freedom guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of RI ills and Freedoms" or may be 
"contrary to other Canadian law." The CSIS changes are dramatic, even radical. In 1984, 
parliamentarians granted CSIS a very broad mandate - found in the definition of "threat to the security of 
Canada" in s.2 of its Act - but were careful to accord it very limited powers. It has been an intelligence 
service - it collects and analyzes information and supplies assessments to the government.-When 
enacted, Parliament accepted CSIS's broad mandate because it lacked what we will call in this discussion 
"kinetic" or physidal powers - the powers to do things to people in the physical world (except as necessary 
to, for example, install a wiretap or listening device). Note: Kent Roach teaches at the University of 

Pi
oronblaw faculty and worked with both the Arar and Air India commissions. Craig Forcese is a law n 	• Tr - rofpnor-tecIzing national security law at the University of Ottawa and a participant in the Canadian 

Networkialigesetc
Aj
h on Terrorism, Security and Society. 

RFC  CSIS-B 11-uS5.1 mov'gs1us citilg,1: to end of privacy 
SUA6, iiStoroto Star,`KADRRathign:cjeralgiracese, 2015 02 18 

' 4,1 
 

9p-et 	new infOrriAtijofrsitaring, fa'iOist C-51 will relax constraints on the flow of information 
figs 0 A  pe9ceent,baimvent agenciks,,ib'Oul,Whretithat undermine the security of Canada." This change has 

'Vrto,tzr/beiv9cps-ctipchA,ttention actairp`oth,egif,ekures of the bill. This is unfortunate because, as with 
otiterlep4e0fpil?C:Atithis propogeelta.w.d419,lanced. "Big data" technology enables incredibly 
detaii4d'anetsip!renfkkinti/dsivre7monitorindarid scrutiny of people's behaviour. Law stands as the 
bulwar1409ipt t6egnsd 6fexcaokricc this bill makes the law weaker. Recent events raise real concerns 
about terrorist/19d their, ren,a87,:ehip.,cas°# jar increased information sharing. The Air India Commission 
even recommendectitnapdaWry aniVitISISIo prevent another such attack. So information sharing is 
required. But it must QAsona*in i,ts'SOpe)rid be countered with effective review to ensure that the 
information shared is rehab% and.relpeCts,,pki`,(iaqy. Mote: Craig Forcese and Kent Roach teach national 
security at the Universities of Ottawa and Torotto respectively and Roach worked with both the Arar and 
Air India commissions. They have posted detailed legal analyses of Bill C-51 at antiterrorlaw.ca. 

Parliament must reject the anti-terror bill 
Globe and Mail, Ed Broadbrent and Roy Romanow, 2015 02 12 
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Op-ed: We are writing to add our voices to the rising chorus of opposition to Bill C-51, Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper's draft legislation extending the powers of Canada's intelligence agency. This bill should 
be withdrawn, or defeated in Parliament. Terrorism is designed to provoke governments into making 
damaging mistakes. It is conducted through brutality and rooted in the belief that killing ordinary citizens 
will cause nations to abandon their most basic commitments., Tecro!ism demands a sustained and 
effective response. Resources must be allocated to enablelkli5Wktelligence agencies to find its 
perpetrators and to discover potential terrorists. Those who are g 	offeFgs 	must then be brought to 
justice. Canada already has mechanisms, practices and laws nelcessdOop.ala9n*with terrorism. These 
include surveillance, immigration controls, preventivention and-incgrce'atidnAor'Cn.tnR„i activity. As 
we have recently seen, our system of national seotitvs AWerfect. But-thrtspie.-dpetolnaf*pacies 
in our security legislation. It is the result of overvyodse'd 	tinefkifoded police a'n'ct-seedrityAste,rviet The 
bill attacks the civil rights of all Canadians, and plkcassthe`pPotasticin64uaranteedth-iiiO,haFterg r • `.•-. Rights and Freedoms under the shadow of wider powersilyiipterferOdtlilavr Iand legitirilakepr&Ct. 

powers of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. Note: Ed Broadj5;e9ps 6haipf IhMr.,2ad bent 	116/0/ci, 
The general tenor of the bill is to expand the definition of threkts) zationgtecurityvand add to/ 

Institute and former president of Rights and Democracy. Roy RofilaThp,w`is-fat4t Orel:rite'r of d. 
Saskatchewan and previously served as a member of the Security an'clifitelligen0ARev4 mmittee. 

1  4. r, 
Ottawa's anti-terror, corruption crackdowns show the problem with rushingtitgv 	 0/ " 1/4 	c, 

CBC News, Brian Stewart, 2015 02 10 	 tcs, 
Analysis:The federal government has recently taken two strong initiatives linked to the troubled stateCol,Q  
the world — one designed to counter potential corruption and bribery by Canadian firms abroad, the other 
to confront the jihadist threat at home. Both are meant, at least in part, to toughen up Canada's image in 
the world, and both have stirred up considerable opposition among those who think Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper is expanding government powers too far. That opposition, mind you, is vastly different. 
One is made up of the nation's corporate elite, the other is the civil liberties crowd, backed by at least 
some of the opposition parties in Parliament. It will be interesting to see which has the most muscle in 
Harper's often populist Ottawa. Personally I'd bet on the boardrooms. Already, corporate Canada looks to 
have pushed the government into retreating on its tough new anti-corruption rules, which were rushed 
into place in 2013 and then muchAstrengthened by Public Works and Public Safety Canada without 
serious consultation with trAtfirniOctuajly trading overseas. While bribery and corruption is considered 
almost the norm in many part oilkiriiitctAlyers are now warning their Canadian clients that the risk of 
any impropriety in seeking a foreign Contraqtsisiatitoe.  high now. Indeed, the RCMP is currently said to 
be pursuing at least 3ksignificarittiiis-,„o(f„ 	abros_alk„,What particularly riled board rooms was the 
new initiative to bet9oniptips, includiNg-foyeignrarleiroriplfing any products or services to the 
Canadian goverrmr)RT,J  filIITOFRde if, at arfyiliae ii;iha)agriktyeart,s, they or even their foreign 
affiliates were fourdAutlty of*,041-ilzed abroad. Tiii.c4stiaTiletms`oviclei.jtlat five global giants have 
been snagged, includirieft-lAckl-rd,%emens andIBA:Vp„,yst&VT-1,,n fah, it has been the fierce 
protests over these big-namV4ses t6?keepli311,9rie moved ibtfay4aAdVaztogakening its regulations. 
Canadian companies are warnineceppt9tiallyrbilbonsi,ot ollars in loblcontractstfhen our important 
trading partners, furious over theitIrs beistaa`ri:difcitsomps'fig for Canadian contracts, launch some 
sort of tit-for-tat retaliation. 	"VP() A  4.1 
Freedoms lost 	 'vf.4 	 4/I 

OPro 44 Oi 
Globe and Mail, Steven Blaney, 2015 02 05 2'63 
Letter to the editor: Re Stephen Harper's Secret Policeman Bill (editOrief-e, '2): The international jihadi 
movement has declared war on Canada. Canadians are being targeted byirhadi terrorists simply because 
they hate our society and the values it represents. These threats require a strong response. That is why 
our government has put forward measures, such as the Anti-Terrorism Act, which protect Canadians 
against jihadi terrorists who seek to destroy the very principles that make Canada the best country in the 
world to live. As the Prime Minister said, our government rejects the argument that every time we talk 
about security, our freedoms are threatened. Canadians understand that their freedom and security go 
hand in hand and expect us to protect both. There are protections in this legislation to do exactly that. 
CSIS is not becoming a secret police force. The key powers of the new legislation are subject to judicial 

PirayieP,Vci judicial authorization. In addition, a highly respected law school dean was appointed to the 
ovefsight body last Friday. Providing CSIS with new tools will ensure that gaps in sharing 

infqiatlfan' ti.4uispected terrorists do not limit its ability to prevent attacks on Canadians. Steven 
BlaneVAinit erot.Ptibilb(Safety and Emergency Preparedness 

'''"& tt- csi,3  ,05Ber got spy,  pibirp WO; uutiqviilian oversight very wrong 
ASR  4,1 .,1c)1761,4n51 Mail, Bolikat2Ois,02,94Y€A0  

'TSO, 

	

	,..Sorktirpps Stepheli*pkiii,,Ms,g.'whiuytarst enemy. Recent events in Europe should bring home 
1 Vt2m1j qfjs:th these. are indeed peZiplie iri,theim,itist of democratic, multiracial societies who are ready 

aridCalittg,rotitliptYek/in Me pursuit ofteir...reiarzus,and political beliefs. They are terrorists. They plot 
and 99rrimiu*alewittigatMiAi4f)a similar mind, anAlth similar intentions. They receive encouragement, 
and SOmetimeYeik3 inst%tticnOrbm foreign entities and governments. Canada is not somehow 
magically aloollrgm 	 0/44afge cities are the home of millions of people from all over the 
world. There is ntflatkign`Crdpiflist th.a4cloarRolp,ave a direct influence on the lives and feelings of many 
Canadian citizens and, ir9Iteethe0,aWaikriits—and proposals in Canada itself to which some in Canada 
are strongly and irrevocably'opposedniketherticase feelings give rise to a direct threat to the lives of 
their fellow Canadians is a matter of fact and%idence. But it would be simply foolish to argue that such 
threats could never happen here. On June 23, 1985, a plane which had left Toronto for London carrying 
more than 300 people was blown up in mid-air off the southwestern coast of Ireland. They were 
Canadians, killed by their fellow Canadians. The bomb that killed them was made in Canada. The plot to 
make the bomb was hatched in Canada. It was the largest civilian bombing of its kind at the time, a 
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record maintained until the attacks on the World Trade Centre on Sept. 11, 2001. CSIS and the RCMP 
had been recently split up in the wake of the Macdonald Inquiry, and the record will clearly show that their 
risk assessment and post-bombing investigation of the Air India attack were marred by competing 
rivalries, poor judgment, bad execution, and simple negligence. An exhaustive inquiry by Justice John 
Major some 25 years after the incident fully explored the ARies en/c4nade recommendations to ensure 
we learn from the mistakes. I wrote a shorter report for theVo3e,r9mente,9,Air India calling for the broader 
inquiry. It was called "Lessons to be Learned". We still need to fe'S jIcttele49,9,s of the Air India bombing 
and it's aftermath. Note: Bob Rae is former premier of Ontario afid,a forifer-Nteriiber of Parliament. 

."? UP 
Putting CSIS surveillance on a firmer legal focitin,g,,, vis 	 '6`k9 
National Post, Kent Roach & Craig Forcese, 2014'0'29 J Fo 0 / 	Pi? Uiv 

pp 
	 itfp 

Opinion: On Monday, the government tabled the ' Pr"otectid4f.Cariad fr8m Terrorist 491: Comprised 
mostly of amendments to the Canadian Security IntelligelteiServit,WaWfJ991.?ill might be ,95C1C7-4 
accurately named the "Filling Gaps Identified in Recent Couri40esAck13,111'04.4/glarifies CSIStS -14/D 
powers. Controversial anti terrorism changes, such as preventive,  leie'htion'aingspeedlt 	

c, 

	

oAences, 	/Of? 
potentially await another bill. The bill rolls back a 2008 Federal cf&j.tt251#6iobg.,(i`e3ti,dtrigtSIS',s 
authority to investigate people outside of Canada. This decision - a sulifiettp4ReRy ;VISkipAatii4. 
workarounds, later condemned in a 2013 Federal Court decision. The new 61111.1mt>s,sug,eillarieC94sideq 
Canada on a clear legal footing. This is a reasonable fix in a globalized security emit 9p,rnenf4rideecyhe' 0/ 
bill is diplomatically courageous: It tasks a court with authorizing overseas surveillance,,even hOfdp,iCoNi-s, 
would violate foreign state law. This frank willingness to violate state sovereignty may discomfort '-;% 
diplomats. But in our legal system, such international implications alone do not serve to render the 
stipulated power unlawful. There do, however, remain outstanding issues: When CSIS investigates 
abroad, the risks of misconduct, including complicity in humanrights violations, increase. That behaviour 
would raise legal issues. And in its 2013 decision, the Federal Court clearly had this prospect (and the 
infamous case of Maher Arar) in mind when it criticized CSIS for enlisting foreign intelligence agencies in 
monitoring Canadians abroad. The presiding judge learned of this co-operation not because CSIS told 
him. He connected the dots by reading reports from reviewers of CSIS and CSE (Communications 
Security Establishment Canada, this country's signals intelligence agency) - two review agencies that still 
cannot conduct close joinkiinvestigations with secret information.(Kent Roach is a 2013 Trudeau Fellow, 
former director of research ,Orthe Ail-T d• Commission and a law professor at the University of Toronto. 
Craig Forcese is a law professor khR-t tieseitional security law at the University of Ottawa and is a 
participant in the Canadian Network for Resea 	Terrorism, Security and Society.) 

cFss
C)P 
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Selected (non-terroriegi 490-Se,tcpce repotps-," 
.4 2'0(7 m Spies expelled to U.S. were not Amerita s 

Toronto Star, Michelle Shephard and Tond ftWhiricsy200(gM 	/ 
Ottawa - A report that five spies were. thrown out ofGadadaS'apAsentibAcIttEthe U.S. ruffled diplomatic 
feathers Tuesday, prompting Public Safety Minister 16Ven B166eStlioro,o" tifiiNhat the individuals were not 
American agents. "All five of the suspected spies deported from Canaiiktqfte United States were cases 
of Canada returning to the United States someone who was suspected earning against the United 
States," said Blaney's communications director Jean-Christophe de Le Rue. No other details about the 
cases were provided. Figures revealed by the Star and La Presse Monday show that in the last decade, 
Ottawa has sent five people, out of a total of 21, who were barred from Canada to the U.S. Officials 
determined they were "inadmissible on security grounds for engaging in an act of espionage that is 
against Canada or that is contrary to Canada's interests." The release of the previously undisclosed 
statistics compiled by the Canada Border Services Agency - and provided to the newspapers under the 
Access to Information law - led to speculation that Americans were spying on their northern neighbours. 

P,45,..,fforatpcclarify the information with the CBSA, the U.S. embassy, former American ambassadors, 
diplimpats)latRovernment officials prior to Monday's report were unsuccessful, as none would provide 
any deikkorklh4ases. Michel Coulombe, the director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 
haslfttyl4nerdAn'ridlilic ..statements about espionage, noting in 2014 that foreign spies show a 

IY..,:L)// particularTnikiresit intGanadefOuclear, aerospace and oil sectors. "Our industrial capabilities, rich natural 
'•)(41,0 '=4,.fsources and aceess to 4.50,1h'es..0")e Canada an attractive target for hostile actors," Coulombe said. 

X/hallia new, 

	

	 .,of today's targets and the use of cyber attacks, which are 
'1.80 eft166d brislfflffctive andnickst:hifiortadWdeaiable, providing anonymity for their perpetrators." 

Cif Is 
CSISkitcgds 7"/Avvem,miptfof homegAvinN ouline/, ,anti-Islam threat 

Jirik8fon'ttly2015 03 ba 
Ottawa', Ordc14 sp a641)-y iseeteipg the threat of a homegrown anti-Islam movement spreading 
online. The Calkard,ian-S'Ociiiitg91911igereeiService advised the office of Public Safety Minister Steven 
Blaney of its condefri:s7du`ficat'ass refiApptanber briefing. CSIS flagged well-known warnings of the 
persistent menace pos4cliby terrof*,groWakpaida,. Hezbollah and the more violent and radical Islamic 
State of Iraq and the Levan( or ISIL'sakipte,Vol3tained through the Access to Information Act. But under 
the heading Domestic Extremism, the spy sekte also underscored what might be the flip side of that 
coin the recent development "of a Canadian online anti-Islam movement, similar to ones in Europe." CSIS 
characterized it as an "ongoing risk, particularly as its proponents advocate violence." The Sept. 18 
briefing for Blaney's office came a little more than a month before soldiers were killed in Canadian attacks 
just two days apart murders committed by young men that authorities say were motivated by Islamic 
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extremism. Lorne Dawson, a University of Waterloo sociology professor and co-director of the Canadian 
Network for Research on Terrorism, Security and Society. Dawson suspects CSIS is motivated by the 
horrific July 2011 slaughter of 77 people in Norway by Anders Behring Breivik, who penned a manifesto 
outlining his far-right ideology, including an extreme anti-Muslim outlook. CSIS spokeswoman Tahera 
Mufti did not respond to requests for comment. 	Pii,,,P,-, 

ut,,,,, ,--,cA,,,, « On se voit comme des parents de terroristes i - le Ore d'urilbunespartLen Syrie 
Radio-Canada - Nouvelles, Karine Bastien, 2015 03 04 	,lenS n''' ,0 , 0 k Montreal - e Reviens, parce que to me manques bealic9up. Je youdr$1.!,1qu'irreyL,enne.geffie veux pas le 
perdre. Je garde toujours un espoir quelque part.a&karriy-eipas a y croice.7.i,LitzeicestieS‘Mn 
cauchemar, je vais me reveiller, c'est un reve pqgritanfcestlaieane. Je ne vedApa,s,quelrilon filsDpi.,, 
embarque dans quoi que ce soit. » C'est une merel/tvestequi erWplecce messagd40'fili,k.44`''T 7"/4, 
soupconne d'avoir rejoint, avec cinq autres jeunes Quebk9„jeVkombaftgt;ttsslamistesVrqyneApt,1161  
ni son marl n'en reviennent encore. Ils se sont confies a AnnveNalie,Dtritaul(de,:-20/60, et a ndtle4r:146 , •,- /0 journaliste Karine Bastien. Leur fils est parti le vendredi 16 janviender-ifipc 140991$ ettpoche. II a pr is. 
l'avion a l'aeroport de Montreal pour la Turquie, point de passag .r.eputella'uhlgSrje) itiignait d'avoir 18 A . 	,...".. 

4/P0,5)  
ans. 

	

Ate 	/ /G --1 4 
Terrorism survey: 50% of Canadians feel less safe than 2 years ago 	1  1/ 	 ../1,7 	0/ 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 03 04 	 Q . 	Z,lt,, 

	,.9 Nearly half of Canadians say they feel less safe from terrorism than they did two years ago, according k-_.c., 
a 	 survey conducted for CBC News. Two-thirds say it is likely that an attack will occur in Canada within the 
next five years, including 42 per cent who expect that it will result in mass death and destruction. 
However, only nine per cent think terrorism and national security should be the top priority for federal 
politicians, behind unemployment (20 per cent), the economy(19 per cent) and health care (15 per cent). 
"People aren't hysterical about terrorism. They're still focused on the things that do affect them directly on 
a daily basis, which is the economy and jobs and health care," said Craig Worden, executive vice-
president of public affairs at Pollara Strategic Insights. "But terrorism is there." Although two-thirds said 
they were concerned about a terror attack in Canada, the issue trailed several others in the survey, 
including the economy (89.per cent), health care (87 per cent), jobs and unemployment (81 per cent), the 
value of the dollar (79 per cent jtthe*iyironment (75 per cent), oil prices (70 per cent) and housing prices 
(68 per cent). Nearly a third of res'OpslentOaidthe ability of a party and its leader to prepare and 
respond to a terror attack would4e,thridi9r,,,fAbbi5othe upcoming federal election, with only 15 per cent 
saying it won't be a factor at all. \-0. -. 	OF  •,.. ̀ -̀).- n 

86' 7- I  l'i• 1 /4"6.1,3 
The spies next Noon/. 	PA  „.,. 

	

.e 	 ° 0 fiV 	1?/ 	A114).. 
Toronto Star, TondaklacuhaV„,101,L5A03 03 	PQYA41</ 01-id ici'  tA4,- Ottawa - New figures ifiGWvCana60409fttlike,d out five spieq inth,e pWdecacle from a surprising source 
country - its best friend and glif2Ae Uniied.,Stakfqm 20641620,141_,Oltkwyent back to the U.S. five 
of a total of 21 of those barred from 4a790.4611),9,e6'urily/gRunds forienogingqtan act of espionage that 
is against Canada or that is contr$V, Carladailfeirregts,‘ ,a t̀cyp_rding to a document produced by 
Canada Border Services Agency. Ifs'ktrzlaArittlaesOiklgesivaMy foreign government agents or if it 
was industrial espionage - that is, spying ttoAtaia,Vate jeceatk-Atle'qtyll property or corporate secrets. 
A document released under access to informatiOnilavo,sho960evsuMiecte4pies were permanent 
residents or foreign nationals deemed inadmissible on'ilecurity gr6ulitittdoesn't break down them 
down by citizenship. Rather, it indicates the country the spies were senOzacflo. Still, the fact that the 
U.S. is the origin of the most espionage cases is surprising, especially give4 the emphasis put by federal 
politicians - including two former CSIS directors, one of whom is now national security adviser to Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper - on China as a suspected source of espionage. In a joint project, the Toronto 
Star and La Presse sought further information from CBSA, the U.S. embassy, former American 
ambassadors, former diplomats and Canadian officials, but none shed any light on the specifics of any 
case.. "We have long been concerned with espionage," CSIS director Michel Coulombe told a Senate 
committee last month. "Our industrial capabilities, rich natural resources and access to key allies make 
Canada an attractive target for hostile actors. What is new, however, is the sheer breadth of today's 

PAVeleYilpd the use of cyber attacks, which are efficient, cost-effective and most importantly, deniable, 
prOjdiqgqasanyrnity for their perpetrators. 

16/0/1;'°6'.&• 
Le di&tkur-duACRS;9quiet 

Ate 	La PresV44zel-peapBlellOance; William Leclerc, 2015 03 03 
'94/,t, ',Stottawa - Dans tin'temdigtiageAlitelfiAt devant un comite du Senat en Wrier 2014, le directeur du ,t-  i -- t-t.4 	 Mt, Apr, ,..,1rvreciiicanadien du.  renpogli4rivprIt deos,-Isure (SCRS), Michel Coulombe, exprimait son inquietude au 
—rt'&0, eultde lies'Ipiewage sufteres&catrikfiqp.,11 relevit aussi que l'espionnage evoluait rapidement et prenait 

Ivrtainterant i ,a4bertde cyberalfRifes nie4.9s Mpartir d'ordinateurs a l'etranger. ((Nous nous 
pr&fdaupsitigpu,,,islErigtemps de'fapiknagV.:,-Ltanada constitue une cible attrayante en raison de 
ses aoy,itis0, ,dusfrkleAdAs?val, stes ressources natigelles et de son acces aupres dallies importants. 
Ce qui es)45zuVek-C,Vsti'orAipreur4ies,cibles actuelles et le recours aux cyberattaques, qui sont 
efficaces et re"*.b.„les4etiqui., sigtaut,*agn etre dementies et permettre a leurs auteurs de rester vfL 
anonymes», a-t-il'affityle'd44siqViri400 1 	§,e, 

	

loAv, 	u,ke  / .,.ci A  ,.? 1 

Timmins, Ont.-bom jihadist recruited15-otbverijor ISIS 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 03 03 -(̀ ",9 
Inspired by Andre Poulin's apparent charisma and his message, five Toronto men followed him to Syria 
and ultimately into the arms of ISIS, CBC News has learned. Poulin, from Timmins, Ont., converted to 
Islam and went by the name Abu Muslim. He joined the jihadist fight in Syria in 2012, in the process 
creating an 11-minute propaganda video for ISIS aimed at Westerners. He died while fighting in northern 
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Syria in the summer of 2013 at the age of 24. CBC News has learned that Poulin also had a direct role in 
recruiting at least five young Muslim men from the Toronto area to go to Syria. Four were rescued by 
family members before they could cross over from neighbouring Lebanon, but at least three appear to 
have returned there to join ISIS. The first was Abu Turaab. His real name is Mohammed Ali of 
Mississauga, Ont. He left Canada in April 2014, eight moinThs afteroulin was killed. His father enlisted 
an imam to talk sense into him, CBC News has learned. 	 CBC News that Abu Turaab 
was already determined to join ISIS. What's surprising is that Abalir,atabi‘r131A9ufin were friends on a 
popular online forum called Ummah.com  as far back as 2009. AkluNks4atfidri.ansi the mother of 
another told CBC News that CSIS agents and the ROMP ,officers iiitetewedih;eiffou? returiees several 

v times after they came back. 

	

' 	P,q 	 p 

4,4 	 'VP° fr:1C (-115) Muslim leader blasts decision to close his school' in Montitlel 	 /41,41 	)-4 
The Toronto Star, Alan Woods, 2015 02 28 	°}1/ 	S 

	

r 	,S" 	
/477/0 

A • 	^LA, Montreal - It will take more than tougher anti-terrorism laws to-prtiergyo1199, eoptfrom joining ttii9c, yip/E., • 
ranks of the Islamic State and other extremist groups, says a Montreetlyluglien!leadfr 61,14-cAaccused of 	k-gi) 
being a sleeper agent for Al Qaeda. Adil Charkaoui was brandedla4tehrpriiife.Okelederliip. 
government and fought his forced removal from Canada from 2003 untirascus'iti9ns that h~etwids~a 
national security threat were dropped in 2009. He is now a Canadian citizeriT4A 0 airlgaourhaV,btpe,ne-/q 
pulled back into the news with reports this week about six young Quebecers - foie4,o9[16 rApylarpcfvf,,,,%., t--11 
women - who fled the country last month on a flight bound for Turkey. They were reportedly bounc419r; 1v1-8 
Syria and the ranks of the Islamic State group. One of the young men, Bilel Zouaida, enrolled in a 
weekend youth group that is run by Charkaoui out of two Montreal schools. After learning that the young 
man had enrolled last fall, the schools suspended their rental agreements with the youth group, even 
though Zouaida had attended only two sessions before dropping out. In a news conference, Charkaoui 
said he was "stunned" by the decision, which school officials said was based on the discovery of a video 
they characterized as containing "hateful" speech, Charkaoui said he encourages young people to 
integrate and go to school while offering them outlets for their frustrations over what he called 
"Islamophobia" by taking part in events such as protests, petitions and volunteer work. The father of 
Zouaida told Montreal's La Presse that he had confiscated his 18-year-old son's passport last year, fearful 
that he might be planning to leavezttle country. The young man reported his travel documents as stolen to 
the police and applied for a 	passbbitAvithout raising any red flags. "How did CSIS, the RCMP how 
did nobody see anything and hevciajtd*‘anpther passport so easily to fly to Turkey?" Charkaoui said. 
"I was really surprised." 	-"vs 

Et Canadian spy agmcrcoltep.ts Canada emaile*,gp rument sites 
CBC.CA, Ken 1-113100.1502-21 	//tip ' /Yike, W/06- 
Ottawa - Canada'stb munkations Security Establigkr t(CSE) is calectin millions of emails sent by 
Canadians to governor` ki)Ailgsi_ronAtte-rtiaq:el The collec edtegialls..afe searched for malware that could 
attack government computerYletw9hts:•)0op'egeTtAdocumentbilitainisernAhjef,C,BC and the US news site 
The Intercept revealed details abOlititiecileCtion..6fiet. The docuoient is frotn 2010. It is among the 
documents obtained from NSA wflit.le.ble ,..ev-/raWirdianow.tr,,The Communications Security 
Establishment (CSE). The CSE is Caffeer+. s,krA91016dgpjapp-Itlite,repponsible for foreign signals 
intelligence (SIGINT) and also for protectidri'dgwernmenreTeictrprIc and communication networks. 
Recently a new headquarters was built for the agencbat'aalst•of'$.1417t2i'lliotTniaking it the most 
expensive government facility ever built. This no doubt'Whows fice4p;cior,ty4f&he Canadian Conservative 
government. Many who support the government constantly complainioC9oVeThment spending but when it 
comes to national security matters efficiency and control of costs do not seem to count. The facilities are 
on 83 acres and the headquarters occupy 1.2 million square feet. It is next door to the broader spy 
agency Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). The CSE collected about 400,000 emails sent to 
government sites each day. Some of the data was stored for years. I expect that the agency thinks that 
some day it might be useful to mine the data for a specific purpose. The numbers collected have probably 
grown considerably since 2010 assuming the process is still ongoing. 

Poursuite d'adil Charkaoui Ottawa englouti sous les documents 
AAL; Pre" se, Vincent Larouche, 2015 02 27 

Ott4r,-11Cgouvernement federal et les services secrets ont ete engloutis par une montagne de travail 
de naWe2peickiCIAncriient delicate, recemment, pour tenter de devoiler autant que possible a Adil 
ChakdouLla-prgid-ult4secrete qui avait justifie son arrestation et sa detention pour soupcons de 
terrorisiiitlifepoqiikele SelSice canadien de renseignement de securite (SCRS) disait avoir des motifs 

sj/to 	• 	. • 	
dune organisation 

. 	, 	. . 	. 	. 
t-Visonables de croi,r,c,quitiVit rrrecnye 	organisation terroriste, setait Wit et continuerait de se 
tfferiCoterrorisme elteduSyaitcttildager-Dll aurait aussi «participe a des camps d'entralnement 
CiSkta7ir6ckite des extrerniales,..itra4ersidiKute de la planification d'attentats et merle des activites 
iVolykoinelle:Epolic-48uyer le djihadtA , 

Ì- 	t- /OA/ 	 iti 	iv A 4/0 
4.- 7^ 	•"'s 	• 1//, 	 C 7. 	

toy Slx Montreeteudeqtztsuspe'pted of travelling Middle East join Islamic State 
Globe andj 	 ite,!:-P,err'49A81, 14:091)Leblanc, 2015 02 27 
Montreal & &gm; FogireAuhgftn`aipv women who disappeared from the Montreal region have 
travelled to the MiclIllkiEast-tdNhrlkikAIMSlate, authorities believe, triggering scrutiny of a Muslim 
teacher once accused 404 own,fOrprisHi51*Rhile the Canadian Security Intelligence Service says up 
to 145 Canadians have gone abroadIoldin-terrotist groups, including an estimated 40 who have joined 
Islamic State, the addition of six would-be figfitgrs at once represents a stunning new level of recruitment 
in Canada. Until now, most known recruitment has involved loners or in rare cases groups of two or three 
at most. At least four of the young people studied at Montreal's College de Maisonneuve as recently as 
last fall, a school official confirmed. The case shocked college officials who said they learned about the 
recruitment in the local newspaper, La Presse, and were not aware of a radicalization problem in their 
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midst. At least one of the young men attended classes taught there in rented space by Adil Charkaoui, 
the leader of a Montreal Islamic centre who spent six years under security certificates after police alleged 
he was an al-Qaeda sleeper agent. Courts quashed the certificates in 2009. 

Six quebecois manquent a I'appel 	 Aoak 	 ?„-, La Presse, Vincent Larouche, 2015 02 26 	 • sOl,_ LiCk 
Montreal - Six jeunes Quebecois, dont certains frequentaient le doll 	de ais.onneuve, auraient gagne 
la Turquie dans le but probable de rejoindre des groupes djihadiAtep‘eV,By.rielPOrie.  s'est rendu sur 
place. cComme un papa poule, juste pour voir qui ilittequentaib);-dit4;Ap 'idgaided'interdire a son fils d'y 
retourner, notamment parce qu'il savait que le litige,,o6dAnkAdil Chall'aiotteuxS-6-rvicOdeo„ 
renseignement canadiens, Service canadien du reirstknem4ent3te‘securite (siORB;),.0'elt4ouoCirtp 
regle. 	 fv4P 	OA) -/-1)., - 141A  A 

	

‘-1141,1 	 '1004; RCMP red-flagged Almalki after 9111, despite doubts 	'4.0 	/ b—, 
Ottawa Citizen, Andrew Duffy, 2015 02 25 
Ottawa - Newly released documents show that an RCMP national effty..ter3m,..despfirdut,Ira's 
Abdullah Almalki as an imminent threat and an "important member" oigl:Nigto:NreigeVue.gencieven 
as investigators expressed serious doubts about the veracity of those claimr,./91ber doCreiiikevAaL,1 
that the RCMP team, despite its misgivings, shared details of Almalki's internatibliittlyelLWarts wittittheA ."0/ 
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency in December 2001, during the highly charged aftermath of 9/t14..Iftiell/1-8  
available information clearly confirms the intent of Canadian investigators in sharing the travel informaife,,ti-6., 
was, if possible, to arrange for or assist in his detention before he could return to Canada," Almalki's 
lawyers charge in a written submission to the Federal Court of Canada. The new documents have been 
released to Almalki's legal team as part of the disclosure process in his $100-million civil suit against 
federal officials for his detention and torture in Syria. Almalki, a Carleton University graduate and father of 
six, spent 22 months in Syrian custody after his arrest at the Damascus airport in May 2002. He has 
never been charged with a crime in Canada. A federal inquiry has already found that Almalki was 
inaccurately labelled by the RCMP in letters to foreign intelligence agencies. The new documents 
disclosed by the government suggest that RCMP officers, in labelling Almalki an imminent threat, also 
ignored evidence to the cOrary./69,RCMP memo, dated Sept. 5, 2001, generated after a meeting with 
Canadian Security Intelligerf:Ce.)Serclea officials, said that "CSIS have not uncovered information that 
would lead them to believe the 4iil$fectl-Akalk1)is doing something illegal." On Nov. 15, RCMP Insp. 
Michael Cabana drafted a memolsetting/sutAh'Qincotnsistent information" that the police task force, 
known as Project A-,121.)9nada, hAdGqleptetR .,its'Amalkypvestigation. "(CSIS investigators) have 
expressed the optipnlh.4t/se_spite theirUsyeflo*tlhageinever been able to substantiate that 
Almalki is in fact a.dr6re:brepentkffiRer for the(Bilitaden*garliiatidikand were often quite careful to 
characterize him'aCarl,lregelpr Virispected procuiefrient officer),. he:ifOt 

‘00A, 	 `le • viti, 	%-/ • Ors Spy cables: Israel airline usest as intelligence 'front' (Canadatt ,.., 	-) Al Jazeera, Rahul Radhakrishnan, VIj1k-Joitgii,f36:16/0k2-5 	•. Doha - Secret cables obtained by0:A),JOcefra's,lriv'e-Stjgat4Alrit,confirm that South Africa's spy agencies 
concurred with allegations that Israel fites(its4ffigicrierAEArkilims, as cover for its intelligence 
agencies. Leaked documents from South MriroVis,irifelligende'samicysligpiort claims made on a 2009 
South African television programme by a formerIrtelpfilkettu44-iyhisileblower. Despite official 
Israeli denials, the whistleblower's claims prompted an'ernergencS!peetdoVween senior officials from 
both sides, as well as a separate note of enquiry from Canada's intelligebm.hgency. The Spy Cables also 
reveal that Canada's intelligence agency had written to the SSA and asked-for "any findings or 
information" on Israel using the airline as "a front for clandestine operations", promising to treat such 
information "in strict confidence". 

Leak reveals spies chase more activists than terrorists 
Globe and Mail, Geoffrey York, 2015 02 25 
Johannesburg - Despite popular belief that they are chasing terrorists and master criminals, the world's 
spy a encies spend much of their time pursuing environmentalists, opposition leaders, dissidents and 

Pivren Alpe staff, leaked documents show. The intelligence agencies, including Canadian spies, are 
inter tedIecivilian targets that go far beyond terrorism, according to the latest batch of South African 
intelli 	agetexrports, leaked to Al Jazeera. Many spy agencies are more preoccupied with political 
act' is)-thr..\44.teriotisinj_the reports show. One document revealed that the Canadian Security 
Intellige`fi&cServiceArs.,§trongly interested in whether the Israeli airline, El Al, might have any 

'6:gtinSiting Isael4pir araittg,itS-IstO,la international airports. It questioned whether El Al staff might have 
4,/ p;egallyioptained firegrci* 

'TS0A 	 '1C)/14A 'VlSIS reciitited'Cali dian wombat) oin fight th Syria 
CBC SeRsiKatallie liAcy, 2015 02 2'51 
The famlly'dtar yold, ,anlaipswoman w b traveiretno Syria after being radicalized say losing her was 
the niUt czOki hihetylir 4v61151"And that they wish CSIS had done more to prevent the 23-year-
old's depa 610,29:le woman, Rap, CBNews is calling Aisha to protect her identity,, made the journey to 
Syria to join up Wit1-419factitv nfirl/afteaticgian online course to study the Qur'an taught by a 
woman based in Edmonfalysayillterigliclet$isier'Rabia (whose name has also been changed). "We all 
went to work, came home, all her stuff4-ksi.gdhe'SShe had packed all her winter clothes, took her 
computer and left," Rabia says. "It was the most 	most scary, most shocking thing in the 
world." Over the past several months, Rabia has been speaking to CBC News about her family's ordeal. 
Some details, such as names and the family's location, are being withheld for security reasons. The 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service declined to comment on the specific case, but said in an emailed 
statement that terrorism "including radicalization of Canadians and terrorist travel remains the most 
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prominent threat to Canadian interests and our national security." Rabia alleges Aisha was recruited 
under the guise of an online class to study the Qur'an taught by a woman in Edmonton. But instead, 
Rabia says, Aisha learned how to get to the ISIS-controlled city of Raqqa in Syria. CBC News has 
confirmed the identity of the woman in Edmonton and that she was asked to leave a mosque after she 
attempted to recruit people. She has not been charged iwonnection with this case. 
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AI-Shabaab threat against West Edmonton Mall 'high k,' 	uritrefurt.says 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 02 24 	 Ai 
Edmonton - A video that appears to list West Edmorit'9,,n,Mall as a possible-targetnlhaeda-linked 
terrorist group al-Shabaab "is a very serious threarithAtflitild iffact-ostlirreadianish,§pPlnaicentres, 
says a former senior intelligence officer with theSa alia S cuff Intelligences§e,rvic In thVV smote 
video posted online over the weekend, a masked*i4t1?,er itthe.,ektr,‘roist group apiAks,4cisa(1-9,51-' 
followers to attack shopping malls across North Amenca-alglpeok-E4,14:htm police daylttiRy,ar 
working closely with RCMP and West Edmonton Mall securifk8nsurefissessa0mrecautionegroain 
made. Deputy police Chief Brian Simpson said Sunday: "This was cofry.genellt,comWjept .., it wasn't*,, 	0 
specific threat" But Michel Juneau-Katsuya, formerly with CSIS(ialdithaMSpregiscelymbgatakes the 
threat more dangerous. He said CSIS and RCMP will closely monitor4ohnafitations4ftcgiakt'btwe.en 
Canadians and al-Shabaab. 	 /11‘)/14' 	4  0/ 	'/O 

	

7/0  Sudy 	0/ 
Les services secrets ont supprime en douce la prime au bilinguisme 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche avec William Leclerc, 2015 02 24 	 C`c, t1/49  
Ottawa -Presses de reduire leurs depenses par le gouvernement Harper, les services secrets canadiens` 
craignaient d'avoir a geler les salaires ou reduire les effectifs ces derrieres annees, mais ils ont 
finalement trouve une autre facon d'economiser supprimer la prime au bilinguisme qui avait ete gagnee 
apres une decennie de lutte par les espions francophones, principalement issus du Quebec. C'est ce que 
revele une note inteme du Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS), obtenue par La 
Presse en vertu de la Loi sur recces a ('information. L'organisme d'enquete federal est presentement au 
coeur de la strategie antiterroriste du gouvernement, qui propose d'ailleurs d'elargir ses pouvoirs. 

- Watch for Islamist infiltrgion, bAgger tells Senate inquiry 
Ottawa Citizen, Dylan Rol5gter, 2015,Q2 24 
Ottawa - Canada needs to ensuifdSapiplissiansts don't infiltrate law-enforcement institutions, a 
controversial blogger told a Sena,te,corAfrAitt04MtinAgy. Marc Lebuis has tracked radical Islam in Canada 
on his blog, Point de/Bascule, sinceVf. With thdfietoyoughly 10 people, Lebuis documents both 
tenuous and strowilinkSttletvyeen MusliMeaddi0d6adid'ai,groups. "Leading influential Islamist leaders 
have specifically 8rg‘Ted 	Lebuis t`old'ffix9:„Sengtepatidrit,security committee, noting that 
Islamist groups abOatdctialectAjletroq their supporterritipAtheiWest to•cciinmfice forces and spy agencies. 
Lebuis gave numeroueGenleVc5fpArinikep1Muslims in'tlanalaid9rn,h4aid supported Islamist 
groups, such as a prominent skokdrof .1slem'iSokauggested ItivalirALud§dpfip secular countries could 
use their jurisprudence to make verdietsthatifty,Fgd Itr.Rrincipleibl,Shandtiy,?He also took aim at 
remarks senior CSIS official Michael F;eir9elig,ave-tothe,,saViSeicopmittee last October, when Peirce 
discussed "individuals whose activitiesiMay,de4ssodiatediwith' pet/  cular institution, but it's the ,4 	••, 	• individuals we investigate. For instance, vie'doh)tAinve49pfe-dcaques?':,,,12.ebuis said that was misguided. 
"This decision by CSIS neglects to take into accaiiitiV/pifilt,agol4ttktnesque, as it is understood by 
the Islamists themselves, and ignores the numerous dticumente'd/caset dVrad,ical discourses preached in 
mosques reported in recent years and weeks," he said. 	C%1  

DND, CSIS, RCMP unable to spend $11 billion of their budgets since 2007 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2015 02 20 
Ottawa - New figures show the country's three major national security institutions were collectively unable 
to spend $11 billion of their budgets over the last eight years. The statistics on lapsed funds at National 
Defende, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the RCMP were presented today at the annual 
Conference of Defence Associations Institute meeting, which also heard a renewed warnings that the 
military is on the verge of a major equipment rust out. The numbers stand in contrast to the rosy 

Passes' ,n 	of the Harper government's defence spending record as presented by Jason Kenney, the 
'ne'klyi,appOirlteFt minister. Kenney dismissed the argument over lapsed funding, saying all departments 
do it aivarttlofiffkin9r,mal budget process, an explanation the government used last year when it was 
revealed,Vet&aneAffaits_gave back $1.13 billion in unspent cash. "Every department lapses funds every - I fr, year. And,t0y 	ayMevecand,they always will," Kenney told reporters. "Departments don't blow out 

	

SOL,' 	I‘SteiAbudgets1 /4". Thes,irasj-onsibleittiscal management. Departments submit budgets always with a little 
'T 	 , (VP 

	

Pp„ 	zaZditictof error on theihmhside,pnd thetaJwayShave carry forward provisions." National Defence has 
lapsed..$9-.4":billion since ZITEIT/Th'e 	ha's(handed back $1.7 billion and CSIS was unable to spend 

(.„ 	
1 %iv- ,,(27-x14; 

1 /4) 	 1  C 	4) ea, CSIS2RCMR-Ixpress,:ajarnevrer 'antl-petroleum ideologists 
Globeland/KW Ql.n?1;)  MIGIOV/201,5 02 17 
Ottawa - The 	has JalhIlktfte -4d6tipliroleum" movement as a growing and violent threat to 
Canada's securi , talipplear&prrioggie virotireyntalists that they face increased surveillance, and 
possibly worse, under theonsepitatiive" dyCecimeint's new terrorism legislation. "There is a growing, 
highly organized and well-financed antiaEried'alfttroleum movement that consists of peaceful activists, 
militants and violent extremists who are op/posse to society's reliance on fossil fuels," concludes the 
report, which is stamped "protected/Canadian eyes only" and is dated Jan. 24, 2014. The report was 
obtained by Greenpeace. The government has tabled Bill C-51, which provides greater power to the 
security agencies to collect information on and disrupt the activities of suspected terrorist groups. While 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper has identified the threat as violent extremists motivated by radical Islamic 
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views, the legislation would also expand the ability of government agencies to infiltrate environmental 
groups on the suspicion that they are promoting civil disobedience or other criminal acts to oppose 
resource projects. A spokeswoman for Public Safety Canada said Bill C-51 does not change the definition 
of what constitutes a threat to Canadian security, and added CSIS does not investigate lawful dissent 
"CSIS has a good track record of distinguishing genuine threats tort he security of Canada from other 
activities," Public Safety Canada's Josee Sirois said. "The-iWeendaitworts of the Security Intelligence 
Review Committee attest to CSIS's compliance with the law." 18/0 

1Cr,  CSIS documents reveal how agency designates, 	target-Cs C%&  
The Globe and Mail (Online edition), Colin Freezer

tetaka  
g:167412 	 6- 	43 A „ . Toronto— When Canada's spies designate someone' 	a terrorism0/ 00;1,1R , evnRuttbeti.„ 

information with one of four labels - "terrorist" "extifOip,t,,,'"app9he(Rnril,"sympatfiizel'ir,,Fromjthieert, 
spy service determines whether the target is a Level aried§rALOel'Iwo threat. Only the lalte4tasi b4uti, 
under the surveillance of bugging devices or paid infiltratorS.'Nety#ekadIddcAritents provide'detiaRS14,  
on the targeting methodology now being used by Canadian Secusity.lift?Ifiddneei,,SArvia secretncet 
agency that's about to be given new enforcement powers througHIORZatidhrg,SISisrakesvki,man Tahera 
Mufti replied with the following statement on Wednesday: CSIS developeta;leidcA ctitigorntkrris, 
and definitions to guide and ensure accuracy in its descriptions of individualsibagormatinexcAs/4 

` with domestic and foreign partners. This effort was informed in part by observations*pcimij)issiolfOrt-A U1 
Inquiry, and the use of the lexicon's terminology can in no way be equated to "casting'a•wider net".'<itersofts, 
does not alter the threshold of the Service requiring reasonable grounds to suspect an individual's LC 
activities pose a threat to national security before launching an investigation - a threshold which the 
Service has dutifully respected for 30 years. As indicated in the ATIP related documents, the internal 
audit found that the Service's targeting activities were carried out in compliance with the CSIS Act, 
Ministerial Directives and Service targeting policy. 

Ottawa arrests fit typical network size 
Ottawa Citizen, Dylan Robertson, 2015 02 04 
Ottawa - The RCMP allegations 9gOst a group of Ottawa men - if true - are similar to what has been 
seen elsewhere with small jeeps GriadVized Canadians who pursue violence. 'What often seems like 
a lonewolf (plot) or attack is oftenfiffuchLrnote6qta network-kind-of-cluster than what we initially imagined," 
said Amamath Amarasingam, whri4sieudyingtarMan extremists who are fighting abroad. 
Amarasingam, a post=doctoral studeitatth'eiDajhousiecydiversity Resilience Research Centre, says it's 
uncommon in Cartada,45er countriatO'seetkopteld4b/road with terrorist groups without direct 
encouragement frorin<oth,ers.4{.111-esetend to l'idp0g..orgattipaft(ittralot like someone's orchestrating the 
whole thing," sairikkradiiip,m)::ikiho.f.s„ay„s, most grot)don't(65$ceeclitight people because they would 
then become difficult tO'66/9rdihate'gy:Sually 	havelaldharisrAtieleacteEwithin the cluster who's 

)A. 	.# A leading the ideological leanings-,4agrnape:alfa'cilitator who is going to pay 	their flight or that kind of 
thing, and then the cohort or peo0l0/..4244\ins#01'0.19,the work."(Arnarasirigam said the main 
challenge for police is proving soreleonertiks,r/idiedlikekbftref&Trhat kind of link is quite difficult to 
establith legally. That's why a lot of'tagd-tkiintleatagests\tale goof time because you have to establish 
an evidentiary basis for this arrest. Mubin Shcaitsh,',a_fdrue-CSIM12,t1:kCMI counter-terrorism operative 
who is studying radicalization, said society neeciglaimAtjzpfostiged apivOi?heyterrorism, from tracking 
financial contributions to terrorist groups, to letting pedple knogyVhpitocodtact when they meet people 
contemplating violent actions. 'We're so fixated on the individuals. (gut):ityOreally want to deal with this 
problem, you have to go to the networks that give them logistical support"'said Sheikh. 

Preventing radicalization a key in terrorism fight, imam tells senators 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 03 
Ottawa - Canadians must work harder to prevent young people from becoming radicalized instead of 
simply dealing with the aftermath, says an Ottawa imam. There is little talk of steering vulnerable people 
away from extremism, Zijad Delic told the Senate national security committee Monday. Instead, the focus 
is on trying to deradicalize them after the fact. Political leaders, social services, teachers and others need 

P49,4finj'atays of tackling" the lure of extremism, Delic said. Last fall, the RCMP said it had some 63 active 
secyrApnv.estigations on 90 suspected extremists who intended to join fights abroad or who had returned 
to CanatINAb/Rdaral,9overnment has since introduced two bills aimed at reinforcing or expanding the 
abilityCot.C‘afiadian. acurity agencies to investigate and deter terrorist threats. Legislation tabled last 
Friday wo'illalvilhe:canardlaRSecurity Intelligence Service powers to actively disrupt threats, not just 

O'Oj• ero ',5011keyt information about tfiern, 'It wciAdlalso make it easier for police to control the movements of terror 
.4.1 islispelOtispnd to det4iriitheWcinger,ethaJkwprrant. Opposition MPs and civil liberties advocates 

—rr1 /490 ex9rssiserdidlom Mond'ayilmbAll didmViodskdversight of Canada's spy agency concerns the 
4,onser4tive daamment quic-144sfflissedi 

C 4biri3 identifyinwthie newlkce of tror 
Mon441.piazet(4GeOffr4yzyentletlle, 2015 01 31 
Montreal - The79;yxasGo tellinkoff.,p`Plkhr,he might hurt someone.ln St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Martin 
Couture-Roulea0•45:i*Riql/radicplizoedtOrmt to Islam - chose the morning of Monday; Oct. 20, to 
plow his gold-beige 2000AssanAirf4intOPACanadian Armed Forces members. Warrant Officer 
Patrick Vincent died of his irijuries the rfeVay?two days later, another radicalized convert, 32-year-old 
Michael Zehaf-Bibeau, picked 9:32 a.m. to shoot and kill Cpl. Nathan Cirillo, a sentry at Ottawa's National 
War Memorial, before storming Parliament Hill.Both men acted alone, without the formal backing of a 
terrorist organization. And both men were from Quebec. (Couture-Rouleau seemed to be as pure laine as 
they come.)By all appearances, the suicidal attacks were unrelated.As Canadians reeled from the events, 
our police forces were wondering what, if anything, they could have done to prevent the killings. Young, 
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radicalized lone operators who veer toward violence have raised new challenges for security forces 
around the world( //www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/01/paris-terrorism-114507.html  ). The attacks 
in Canada last fall - followed by a deadly hostage taking in Sydney in December, and the coordinated 
raids on the Charlie Hebdo office and a Jewish supermarket in Paris in January - have fuelled a debate 
on whether law enforcement should be given more powers, and r,es,$urces to cope with the evolving face 
of terrorism.On Friday, the Harper government announced)Wrianti-teitijr bill that would, among other 
things, give the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSiS) tMpbvies="9. intervene to disrupt 
terrorist activities. Since it was founded in 1984, CSIS has beenteiviliamagenc9filat_gathers intelligence 

* which it then hands off to the RCMP.But can such nmeasures, 4,44 5,,araffinitlu'de increased powers to 
restrict the movements of suspected jihadists, actileily46% -alone wolf hide -Tin Varnisidht?-3 

j1) 	P-1.40 ,o, 	4". Blaney defends high-flying CSIS boss 

Ottawa-Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney is standing by 	 itbf/t9ne of his op/40  ,i1.111,,, 
Global News, Mike Le Couteur, 2015 01 28 	 f/c- ,;/./1 

bureaucrats, a day after it was revealed the director of CSIS sperlt Wri'S‘tofithbulp_n(kis oQi.tir7avel and hotels 
in his first year on the job. Asked about the Global News story, BlaqemaideiyiViF-expV,all ke.9cies to 
abide by the Treasury Board (guidelines), and I believe all are doing soltr3Astateg5nt,PD*S7 
spokesperson Tahera Mufti said, "Everything we do in fulfilling our mandate to/protect Canadar0,atiohal 
security interests is done in a manner of utmost professionalism." 	'1  Pio 

"44C% 
Hamilton man to get hearing with CSIS on Intimidation' case 
CBC News, Adam Carter, 2015 01 24 
Hamilton - A Hamilton activist finally has a hearing date for a complaint lodged against the country's 
security watchdog after CSIS agents visited his home - but neither he nor his lawyer will ever get to hear 
the evidence in the case.Ken Stone alleges agents from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS) visited his house to "intimidate" him in 2013. Stone has long been a vocal labour and anti-racism 
advocate, and says the agents asked him about an op-ed he wrote in the Hamilton Spectator titled 
"Harper is wrong in demonizing Iran." He also visited Iran to attend a conference on Palestinian human 
rights in 2011.After the visit, Stone made a formal complaint to the The Security Intelligence Review 
Committee (SIRC), a boari6 of poptical appointees that examines CSIS's operations.Hearing dates for 
March 26 and 27 were set 499,aiTtimiday morning conference call between lawyers on both sides and 
officials. But Stone also found oriekttlat4SIRT8a requested what's called an "ex-party hearing," which 
means that they get to present e.vide6:09 camera,so no one in the public (like Stone and his lawyer) 
gets to see or hear 	`LC 	 ko 

isAt '46+ p, 
Women leave Montreal?in ISIS 't41) 	 r171,,,44 
QMI Agency, AndreWiMc nto 	 2015-u/V24 
Montreal - Two MontrellIbmerPeges.,18.̀...AriV9, were icgPOrted,rrlit:Sipg byitfieir families in November 
and Canadian authorities believev 	th4hkeRrieVslamic State-(01 	bro. Police fear the women 
have become "slaves" of jihadist flbtifersrsaid j3sp!Xrislief.,.-Guy Lamotheof thilOpntreal police anti-
terrorism unit. "There were signsOzaidicalizeitiorOie-,spjely9prtunateiy, we lost them, they've already 
arrived there. They'll be used as slaveatopthOenljelli"ei;eALamdtfte wouldn't say exactly where he 
believes they went. Both Montrealers are orield/e4Td.bitIrisk,tra)(Fieris,19d are being investigated by 
Canada's Integrated National Security Enforcement,Mrfis*Apur4tplgsteta,the investigation told QMI 
Agency. The two women are friends. The Criminal Code bars ani,:Cfpadiainom joining terrorist groups 
such as ISIS or providing money or assistance of any kind. At the reques45oSpolice, QMI Agency isn't 
revealing the women's names to prevent others in their inner circle from becoming radicalized. Police say 
they have a close relationship with the grieving families. A CSIS agent told QMI that 10% to 15% of young 
people who leave their families to join ISIS are women. "Radicalization used to take three, four or five 
years," the agent said. "Now we're talking about months." He recalled holding sobbing parents in his arms 
after informing them that their children left to fight with terrorists. Last fall, the head of Canada's spy 
agency said authorities are monitoring 80 suspected Canadian terrorists who have returned home from 
violent hot spots around the world. Montreal police officers discussed the foreign fighter problem this 
week at a special training session on terrorism and radicalization. The session, organized by the RCMP, 

r
frieltided Quebec provincial police and intelligence agents. About 100 officers received the training. 

t.in 
&''c' Le SC 03debarkpar les cas de voyageurs a haut risque 

Journakdapon4ai-Andrew McIntosh, 2015 01 23 
12,07  MontreaftlitsagenidNencel§n,,,ement canadien a declare cette semaine que la majorite des effectifs du 

'34,//40. /4eiyice canadiaraiwiensaimemebt/Olsecurite (SCRS) a Montreal enquete presentement sur des cas 
de,/-69,ageurs haut risilue,APres-aVoKatp. radicalises, ceux-ci ,cherchent quitter le pays pour se 

'TS0 Joiritte0•093p.e Etat israttlitike(Elfowa.gautres groupes terroristes comme 	 Notre but, eest 
deccle,edetecit9r-Giest a la GRC'datas arrateijOit-il, en rappelant que les agents de renseignements 
commie Ili n'olit/pail*orite d'arrefeYogyr  de.faites/inculper des suspects. 

' V 
Canada Spies Si tin a Blgge bstacle in BlackBerry Bid 
Bloomberg'kelvAjheappilakM424:1"5(  01 16 
Ottawa - CanadaS40i,as_nfail t1 /43)9,thellimpsilot,tve to any sale of BlackBerry Ltd. (BB) A foreign 
acquisition of the CanadiallismartfiNne niklArrould trigger a national security review, largely by a 
secret committee of senior officials tffatiklclufeskthe heads of two spy agencies. The committee would 
determine whether Canada can trust the bbyer,Swith government communication. "The government has 
shown interest in national security in telecoms" and information technology, said James Musgrove, co-
chair of the competition practice at law firm McMillan LLP in Toronto. "I expect they would show a very 
high degree of interest in this transaction." Questions over whether the federal government would allow a 
foreign takeover of BlackBerry resurfaced yesterday after Reuters reported Samsung Electronics Co. had 
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proposed a potential acquisition. Both BlackBerry and Samsung denied the report, sending the stock 
down 20 percent today in Toronto, erasing most of the gains from a day earlier. The Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service warned in 2012 that some foreign state-owned enterprises may represent a threat to 
national security. Later that year, Canada banned state-owned enterprises from acquiring businesses in 
the nation's oil sands outside of "exceptional circumstances," after approving Beijing-based Cnooc Ltd.'s 
(883) purchase of Nexen Inc. of Calgary. At the time, the gWerp/InVsajd, it would also "carefully monitor" 
transactions involving foreign state-owned firms throughout the ecorzomj/::•S,s‘. 

+-se, /VS 
Returning jihadists under close watch 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2015 01 10 	 3̀1/g) j'fSIoc" '9&  lb 7.6%,„*Pei)8,':8  Ottawa - Ahmad Waseem's return to Windsor, cm,in, 29,13 4e;v•-a problem foi ,.•:apadiaa,„,,na.,,tio '016,  
security authorities. As a suspected jihadist fighteri4t A dLitlkdwdund:to..prove it, wa%-he„ a 'thedlt to v 	v 	•••••v-. 	rC• Canadians'? How should they handle him? The 26-yearldldVIrd the,pi_oltilamchimself when,ho, 
disappeared only to resurface in Syria where he remains, occasionally posting` settles and jihadidtixic, A/0/  0 propaganda on social media under several aliases, most recentlyputriannavAapRadi(pRzens of other 
jihadist veterans are scattered across Canada, and following this'W.0.9i.kidttaclih'Paq,bly•i3rIO,,thers who 
had reportedly returned to France from Yemen and Syria, the governmeibs4mOst certdirfly4 
examining the threat they pose. They range from Fateh Kamel, the former Vattari of a,194rth,African, A 4  
extremist cell who returned to Montreal after serving a jail sentence in France, to' fikdiAliiddati‘ v Winnipeg man who trained in Afghanistan and swore allegiance to al-Qaida. "The governmentis-aWarkof /8 
about 80 individuals who have returned to Canada after travel abroad for a variety of suspected terranSft,c, 
related purposes," according to a report released by Public Safety Canada in August. Testifying before 

terrorism--, 
related 

 Public Safety and National Security Committee on Oct. 8, CSIS director Michel Coulombe said not all 
of the 80 extremists who had returned to Canada were hardened fighters. But he said, "all of them could 
potentially be a threat, definitely." Another 130 are believed to be active outside Canada in Islamist 
extremist violence, including about 30 in Syria and Iraq. Canadians fighting in the conflict have said in 
online posts they had no intention of ever returning home, but circumstances change. 

New security adviser has street cred 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacleoP.,d, 201,51„01 08 J., 
Ottawa - The prime ministerknv,,,rvtiralibnaj security adviser warned a long time ago about lone attackers 
such as Michael Zehaf-Bibeau an'd3extrf,emistssych as those who carried out Wednesday's massacre in 
Paris. That may be one reason ,StpArenittarPerS'amhosen Richard Fadden, deputy minister at National 
Defence, as his righVhand man on dome4c)andlirerfiational security threats. The scope and complexity 
of the problem searregOtvilbrLen daily. Fb`ddOn•ce'reajily„*.fitiefstreet cred for the job. When al-Qaida 
attacked in New ,NrnriedrLdpashiagton in 200'f, Faddeniwas;th%,̀ PriV.Council Office's intelligence and 
security coordinator,fao,earligrelverslorilol the powerf6Ntiohbf Spcpt§110tikhe's now taking on. Thirteen 
years later, when Zeh"Af-lilb,eau (statered Is:dfliament Hill cintdtq4E.1-,dd,en'4as meeting across the 
street at the Privy Council OftiteVh thidornOlocr*security adviser, to 	Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service (CSIS) director iiiippereduloo)66,ac,d,stijef of defence dthitGen. Tom Lawson. In 
between those tragedies, he serveld4fize(ydarbas-CdpiaA's spknaster. He was the first CSIS director to 
have direct interaction - and a leadershil:Prold)-4ii,ftp intellipwce alliance with the United States, Britain, 
Australia and New Zealand, known as the filethyr:ikicrfierpioAtitisigrials to allies that Canada takes 
national security - including budgets, capabilities ad-leederstlip,- sei4usik;(says Ray Bosivert, former 
assistant director of intelligence at CSIS. Fadden, whdofficiallybeCoir,tifilliAllational security adviser on 
Jan. 19, is said to have a strong sense of how Canada's and allied intelligeo& networks connect and 
intermesh. Improving collaboration within Canada's security and intelligend establishment will likely be a 
priority for him, say experts. 

Arbitrator upholds spy's firing 
QMI Agency, Andrew Mcintosh, 2015 01 06 
Montreal - Canada's spy agency was right to dismiss a junior spy assigned to fight Hezbollah terrorists in 
Quebec, a federal arbitrator has ruled. The recent decision by arbitrator Renaud Paquet lifts the veil on a 
little-known aspect of CSIS operations. The Public Service Labour Relations Board recently backed CSIS 

Coulombe in his decision to terminate Marc-Andre Bergeron. CSIS fired the Montreal recruit 
in-O,er",290K.. three months before the end of his probationary period. His termination letter, signed by 
Coulmli?,e&Ob*n led by QMI Agency, shows Bergeron was in training at the time. Coulombe said 
Bergelb,9Zatintki:Idmcisn:strated the "aptitudes" to be a spy, the letter reads. All CSIS recruits are in 

aneo9 probation for Me,years before they can gain permanency. The probation is mentioned in 
`t:alf ,,%1S job postinap.,Ber4r8rAidifin,,,ac,omment to QMI Agency. In a letter to CSIS, and in court 

zi 	documents, he clairatiktlaveibdenthVActim of a petty and manipulative supervisor. "The burden of this 
11',30/1,sPprjsiin drigkextreme de6iAdo w`ad,,apc( ieMains, very heavy on my personal and professional life." / 

v  P 	L.1-I 	8 
CSis,,bill-dipeeiV•sttlejimportant issutc untrrants: government 
CanaMidh ,Pigssi, ji<B,ron'tikly20,14 12 17 • 
Ottawa/. The la'deslatgiSv&h enfs'dy I still needs guidance from the Supreme Court of Canada on h/t - overseas spyamerir-tfto 0iyos....iptrauTd legislation to clarify foreign intelligence-gathering powers. 
In a new filing withillfeihig 	Wr., ,,thb4goviernrdetril/argues its recently tabled bill doesn't overtake the high- 
profile issue of whetherithkCanadfk$Vcaltyilptelfigence Service needs a warrant to seek allied help in 
spying on Canadians abroad. It even ea" 	with the politically charged Airbus affair of the 1990s 
in making a case for greater certainty. Thegkarnment is urging the Supreme Court to hear the global 
spying case, saying a lower court ruling has left CSIS "in the dark" about when a judge's approval is 
needed to monitor suspected Canadian extremists in other countries. But Gordon Cameron, an Ottawa 
lawyer appointed to probe the federal arguments, says the high court shouldn't bother with the case 
because the federal bill could make the central issue moot. The legislation, introduced in late October, 
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would explicitly allow CSIS to seek a warrant to investigate a security threat beyond Canada's borders 
something the government flags as a pressing concern as a number of young Canadians travel to train 
and fight with terrorist groups abroad. In a key 2013 ruling, Federal Court Justice Richard Mosley 
chastised CSIS over a request for warrants to track two Canadians with help from the Communications 
Security Establishment, Canada's electronic spy agencyAlosley/sAid CSIS breached its duty of candour 
by failing to disclose that CSE's foreign counterparts in theWiiievEyeiktelligence network the United 
States, Britain, Australia and New Zealand could be called upont6,assistiltalso warned that CSIS and 
CSE were incurring the risk Canadian targets "may be detained-'brattle4ise harmed" as a result of 
foreign agencies' use of the intercepted communications. 	 uf.:* 	r 

16z- 'Sis 0 bit  Ay?, Broke jihadists turn to Internet to get ticket tg)wa'rizqe 	 (1/.4 
QMI Agency, Andrew McIntosh, 2014 12 15 	

have take 
"1 	 "`"I 40. 

Montreal - Some Canadians intent on joining ISIS have takeryjto-  hez.,feb tofalse cash. Theityro)to 
crowdsourcing has netted potential terrorists as much as $10900:03eact)rlfsaW\Orfying trend, adecirding to1/0,_ • 0 	 LJ Michael Peirce, a deputy director at the Canadian Sedurity Intelli9ence;Srice,'1,%1Sjqieqe recentlyi, 
raised the issue while testifying before the Senate's standing comn•MrLoninati4nal ,s'fRunty and defence. 
"When we're talking about individuals, for instance, individuals who are.raisi , g4Lrnoney fot tgrAonstD 
purposes within Canada, they can be relatively moderate sums, up to $10,000#47

i
ield"tpe.,,,coraVee,1 

While that figure is what can be expected for an individual, the amount that an orgartiziatior`i,daraise!,san'"L'i 
reach six figures. They obscure where the money will actually be going, Peirce explained. 'Theylvioriii ìiii's 
necessarily direct the full purpose of raising funds," he said. "Again, they might do it under the cover of s  
humanitarian aid." But others say that there is no evidence that this is a widespread phenomenon. 

Canada's extremist problem 
Maclean's Magazine, Michael Petrou, 2014 12 12 
Analysis: "I was one of you. I was a typical Canadian," John Maguire says in a recent propaganda video 
released by Islamic State, a jihadist group that controls large chunks of Syria and Iraq. In it, he stands in 
front of a shattered building and holds an assault rifle. "I grew up on the hockey rink, and spent my 
teenage years on stage playing guitar." Maguire is not so typical anymore. But nor is he unique. The 
Ottawa-area man, identified thempileo as Abu Anwar al-Canadi, is one of about 130 Canadians the 
Canadian Security Intelligeride;BervideSIS) says are now fighting with banned terrorist groups 
overseas. Maguire urges his fellorni314sliffie3t9Agin Islamic State, or attack other Canadians at home. 
"You either pack your bags, or prieprligur_explasiyedevices," he says in the video. "Yo0 either 
purchase your airlineVet, or sherpeti:10-knife,'"`PublesBafety Minister Steven Blaney says Canada 
has revoked Magyir‘eApeXewrt. VVhiletanaiilian'AhA, a'reWoMual nationals cannot have their 
citizenship revokedgoittesTrisrifir jelated offenceei,1,10Asin&N5.,paselicirkmay mean that Maguire will never 
make it back to Canal:1a,Butc-2apcoPeiolgzto CSIS, 80 Callaqrahril:whioldinedOnned terrorist groups 
overseas have now safely/tet0gied;qnailiegija,w makes itle-rorirrilligoffe9te to join such groups. But 
collecting evidence and building(e6caa.e -.49e‘diffieult. Of the Wdre,ttiar.82(,)bganadians CSIS says have 
been involved with banned groups,abipAtnOlgekngth',OFJ,who haVerret0rnedacanada, only one, 
Hasibullah Yusufzai, of Burnaby,13,,bes'..b292:-O7liergediiiiitatterrorism offence. (A second Canadian 
who traveled to Syria has been charged%,,,pasepArefrft),,,CSIB;941rector Michel Coloumbe told a 
House of Commons committee the returneeeTIOALpart #VteFedrititcligateril activities." The RCMP says 
they "pose a significant security threat" to Canada/431i  yeaiegastrrlaj?rifyrir appears, will never be 
criminally charged. What to do with such individuals ie'en increasingly 	challenge for Canada, 
and other countries around the world, as hundreds of foreigners flock-toCREWand Iraq to join Islamic 
State. Keeping all returnees under constant surveillance consumes massive amounts of time and 
resources. Ignoring them is risky. Some Western countries are experimenting with a different option: de-
radicalization. 

Ottawa refuse la torture, mais pas son produit 
Le Devoir, Helene Buzzetti, 2014 12 12 
Ottawa - Malgre le rapport du Senat americain, Steven Blaney souhaite que le Service canadien du 
renseignement de securite (SCRS) considere toutes les informations qui pourraient sauver la vie de 

./:)._anaSjens Le gouvernement conservateur n'a visiblement tire aucun enseignement du fracassant rapport 
tTs re 	u 	a ion -- et l'inutilite -- de la torture. Ottawa estime qu'il est encore approprie que les 

force:ae-1,„'or'gr'dke'anAdiennes utilisent des informations probablement obtenues sous la torture s'il s'agit 
de 6-dam; des yips.' 

SU 	cS.4.1-A,,torture rep
)-•  
ottmihykAna a‘p111 claim innocence 

P , 	4,1 pfit4;trys, Andre MayeN,2:141ely-'6:iii, 
rSo„ Cinaciian:igefits may not tay,ppysicqllyparticipated in CIA torture tactics, but Stephen Harpers claim 

vt*panadt :diaktlinp Joie wh4tsogver misrvasents our relationship with U.S. spies, say a number of 
sedifiTysnalygtptitt gLy4sw goodcoliFilence,„tope able to deny participation in torture, but "it doesn't 
takeAway*fact‘ttlatc)we:re;e-gpilty as them," sayecMichel Juneau-Katsuya, a former senior intelligence 
officer ,hittyptBabe ana,sc.fiaii /Se0rity Intelligence Service. Stephen Harper rebuffs call to rescind 
federal torturerairedti‘ieVill gi.k%enate—Wport condemns CIA harsh interrogations? As Juneau-Katsuya — 	 4-4 , sees it, Canada's spy,aiaancieuilayeip .tremendously close relationship with the CIA and probably had a 
pretty good idea how th'e-ilelligenkelwa,640rated. AddS security expert Wesley Wark, 'When Prime 
Minister Harper says it's an Americana 	with an American issue with no Canadian ramifications, 
that's not really accurate - or oversimplifiedtkany number of fronts. The committee found not only that 
CIA interrogators had used "brutal" tactics, such as waterboarding, sleep deprivation and rectal feeding to 
obtain intelligence from suspected terrorists, but that the intelligence itself was largely unreliable. 
California Senator Dianne Feinstein, the committee chairwoman, said, "Under any common meaning of 
the term, CIA detainees were tortured" and that the program is "a stain on our values and on our history." 
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The report contained at least three references to Canadians involved in extremist activity, including a 
mention of "al-Qaeda operative" AbderraoufJdey, a Canadian citizen, and an FBI interview in which 
another prominent suspect, Abu Zubaydah, alleges he sent a Canadian to meet with a Malaysian al-
Qaeda member. Speaking in the House of Commons yesterday, Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
dismissed the idea that the Canadian intelligence community watlisany way implicated in the report. 
"This is a report of the United States Senate," Harper said.Atlf hps'rio'kg.,to do whatsoever with the 
government of Canada. "Senate intelligence committee chair Di aAtfepisleinzc,olled interrogation tactics 
the CIA used on terror suspects between 2002 and 2009 "a staqi0EpUrSalueSlin4on our history." A 
statement released by the office of Public Safety Minister Stephen Blirey,iikl, 7-, 7-0 
Overseas CSIS surveillance case 'not appropriaieft.irx0pFScnrs Court lawieet s ' 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2014 12 02 A r-N Ottawa - A lawyer appointed to probe federal arguments-abtmt,thelegary 6plrapking Canadiki,,terroi7- 
suspects overseas says the Supreme Court of Canada shOulereetecl:theie,9vdrc:ireres plea to heir41,-is  
matter. Ottawa lawyer Gordon Cameron - the amicus curiae, or Neneo!,-therktigkcj8urt/Esays in a written 
submission it is "not an appropriate case for the justices to examir:egpeftecVl'gotimnmelVtkas urged 
the Supreme Court to hear the case, saying the Canadian Security Intellrgerisce-SORticelaapl`kkrrern 
the dark" about when a judge's approval is needed to monitor suspected Canad49ictremists'alyand'.-.1 
Federal lawyers say lower courts made "significant errors" in dealing with the sensitiri9imaitir,4n a-keys -L-1 
2013 ruling, Federal Court Justice Richard Mosley criticized CSIS over a request for warrants toftr4tk,bnordts% 
Canadians with technical help from the Communications Security Establishment, Canada's electronic-SO& 
agency. Mosley said CSIS breached its duty of candour by failing to disclose that CSE's foreign 
counterparts in the Five Eyes intelligence network - the United States, Britain, Australia and New Zealand 
- could be called upon to help. He also warned that CSIS and CSE were incurring the risk that Canadian 
targets "may be detained or otherwise harmed" as a result of the use of the intercepted communications 
by foreign agencies. The Federal Court of Appeal upheld Mosley's judgment in a ruling made public last 
month.The Court of Appeal declared that a warrant is required when CSIS - either directly or through the 
auspices of a foreign spy service - uses "intrusive" methods such as interception of telecommunications. 
It said such wan-ants could be issued when the interception "is lawful where it occurs." Federal lawyers, 
however, said they had many questions about what the appeal court meant. 

Concerns raised about accountability asAanada's spy agency takes on more overseas missions 
Postmedia News, Douglas Quan /2014~1g 01E  p When Canada forme'ts.civilian inteigtregern4 tftesmid- 1980s, it sparked fears that its members 
would run amok adrpsttOtagla with uncheOkep poiters.Akit telebrates its 30th anniversary, the 
Canadian Securily,inirtelliarcerycce is being clOgAd/ksimAki,c:Vc?rns — but this time it's in the 
context of its rapid4cmdiFixo,\rtfskps missions andliVgbAqhere'lhe'itl7,k is" mantra. CSIS was 
created strictly as a dameSti9 sercurkir,itelharce agency,-but-tsonVLIftdustryzobservers say it has been 
taking on operations more aldreNtie`acilvitisa,,-foreign intelliki,;ceakc.e; They are worried about 
the lack of oversight related to its'&61-Seaymist ionSvinc13:1,ropose thai-Onadgiftpuld follow the lead of 
its G-7 partners by creating a separate, 6edicatp,Pikeigtilfit'ql jgence agency, such as the United States' 
CIA or Britain's MI6. "What we are dbiWd4is-#ten4i in g'tktetrthp,skirstst for domestic and foreign 
intelligence are the same ... and offering AithelgAltie'cly f4pLciierrateriternal and external 
accountability," said Wesley Wark, a national securittrpekrd'visitiRgrAe&arch professor at the 
University of Ottawa. CSIS director Michel Coulombe aduded tdo'qfpragr‘cy's shifting priorities and 
expanding "global footprint" in a speech to retired employees earlier thi4Ogimer. "In this new 
environment, we go where the threat is. We do more foreign operations ard joint operations than ever 
before, and these are more complex operations than ever before," he said, according to a copy of his 
speech obtained by Postmedia News through access-to-information laws. Asked to elaborate on his 
remarks, CSIS spokeswoman Tahera Mufti said there is no question that the agency's foreign role has 
expanded, but she insisted that its operations are consistent with its mandate to collect information 
pertaining to threats to Canada. Alan Jones, a retired assistant director at CSIS, agreed. "YoU cannot 
defend Canada in isolation," he said. "Sometimes CSIS operators must have an on-the-ground presence 
to complete an intelligence collection task." What agents are not in the business of doing is collecting 

PigormOtipnibout the activities of other states — that's the role of a foreign intelligence agency, he said. 
AnftthereiS.un:ently no appetite to turn CSIS into such an agency. Craig Forcese, a terrorism expert and 
law prde3slor.Sitlfte-Mniversity of Ottawa, said he's not convinced a separate agency is needed given that 
it waiirdAlLthe Zna-ri-Owi'spo,sf niches" not currently occupied by CSIS, the Communications Security 

ty Establishifii&p(wiiici(interodkissforeign electronic communications) and intelligence arms of the 
e Opp ,' ,Stteactment Firrel'efraysiìTh'a'ti,sv,ii1Forcese agrees that the Canadian security sector needs to "go 

prldoithe drawing bokk"  and4conceiyehow it conducts its affairs and how it is held accountable.   . 
0/1/.:% qr t, 	 0- uisclosufe-o sensitive' telecom'Survellisuce details worried feds: memo , 

Canadian,,PressVimi3rons,kill, 20141240.11%7:‘vabc) 
Ottawa - kmove bytelecolifitopications firms to' be 'more forthcoming with the public about their role in 
police and/spy sur,veillance 	dkdt?u/Ige "sensitive operational details," a senior Public Safety official 
warned inlialasifieSnietmpVotnpaniee'ffo  gs to reveal more about police and intelligence requests even 
the disclosure olbAad-n" ariikersAkolifdir' eate'','extensive consultations with all relevant stakeholders," • wrote Lynda Clairmont, senior assistrt deputypunister for national and cybersecurity. Clairmont's note, 
released under the Access to Informatit„prgrided advice to deputy minister Francois Guimont on 
the eve of his one-hour April 17 meeting witli-YOresentatives of Telus Corp. to discuss specifically what 
information the company was allowed to tell the public about electronic surveillance activities. The internal 
Public Safety memo sheds new light on behind-the-scenes tensions between government officials and 
industry amid pressure from privacy advocates and civil libertarians for details of the scope and nature of 
law enforcement access to Canadians' subscriber information, phone calls and email messages. The 
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demand for more transparency was fuelled by leaks from former American intelligence contractor Edward 
Snowden, whose significant disclosures revealed the U.S. National Security Agency had access to a 
huge volume of telecommunications data. The revelations prompted a flurry of questions about the 
activities of the NSA's Canadian counterpart, the Communications Security Establishment, as well as the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the RCMP. The,publici§afety Department is committed to 
protecting the security of Canadians while respecting theirlifiVaicy, Clairmscnt wrote in her April 16 memo 
to Guimont, stamped "Secret/Canadian Eyes Only." "We recognilet4tranparency is key to giving 
Parliament and Canadians confidence in our ability to meet botKthessakjectieSI, but must continue to 
ensure that sensitive operational details remain protketed." k. Cs 
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Date: 	March 31, 2015 
Classification: Unclassified 
Agency: 	CSIS 
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Committee. Note 
HIGHLIGHTS: CLAUSE BY CLAUSE OF C-51 AT SECU 

ISSUE: The Opposition and Government. offered many amendments to Bill C-51. 

-̀'1,1 	 t.- - Si, t9.c. ,  Summary: The Committee took over 8 hours to conduct clause-by-,claustcoAsidCrafipn of C-51. Justice 
Department lawyers and PUblic Safety officials Proli.idedAnhnical laralyst,ss,dunag)thkcinsigeration. Amendments 
were proposed to every major provision of the bill. 1 /4\fMthe.(t.lRP and Greenslitldidatedp,they,89uld oppose the 
Bill, the Liberals proposed amendments to address some concerns;  mainly relatertfttp,palliamentd ireview of 
CSIS. 	 fti " Pto,PA?4 	' v1"0 " MC 	 Xi" „S0 	0 	,' is 	iki 	)'7,,q 	17.), 

Cii' 

	

.._ 	
4 ti,,,, Ci-   

4, c? 	tti,Th S  P&L 	k...//1/ 	Nil+, Government Amendments: The Government offered three amen” rffents. litefi3st'anitn dment woACCIarifrthaliti  
even unlawful protest, such as illegal street protests or sit-ins, would n'ol'134ubjeettoZeWtt,flitie,  second 
amendment would address concerns that the Minister has too much fatika9d-tti,e'passe'ngesttlroteclerogram. 
The third amendment would clarify that CSIS employees are not peace officerVienaliqelaviertfOrcement 
powers. All Government amendments passed. 	 viii 7/ s--1/ 8 `'W, -  -." 4 0 ON 4 	'-114.-A , / 

4A, '1/7\.,  NDP Amendments: NDP amendments sought to change the bill significantly. In some cases, NDP ameadoents 
sought to delete whole sections of the bill, including those provisions related to threat disruption in the CSISSIct. 
The NDP voted against the Bill being sent back to the House for Report Stage. 
No NDP amendments passed.  

Liberal Amendments: Liberal amendments sought to clarify elements of the bill, particularly in relation to 
oversight and review of CSIS. Amendments related to review were found to be outside the scope of the bill. The 
Liberal member voted for the final bill to be sent back to the House for Report Stage. 
No Liberal amendments passed.  

Green Party Amendments.  green amendments sought to change almost every significant provision of the act, . including relating to privacy conc&t irA o 'sharing thresholds, threat disruption, and review of CSIS. The Green 
members had no vote at the committ 	tA eeeboulcrpro,ose amendments. 
No Green amendments passed: 'CC 	oil-- 
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SECU Witness Highlights from 26 March 2015 

On Review: 	 Pik) 
• c 

Proposed CSIS disruption measures, a necessary to*coulctb ,enefillkojn more • 
consideration and perhaps extensive revkwiapproachrse.'S illavidFlaftis Director, 

-uks,  International Intelligence Program, IN§1011/4trategic Resear(b)
vp 	

kin 
On, 

0 	' vi)  l'lp• 
Since its creation of the CSIS as a serviceothas beerbsubsectedi to consider,91/7  reymy, r 	- • 	77,,,  • N A, 
and I might add that it is considered by its peerS'em claSS-le  
of that review and not despite it. Therefore, I strongly, b.eliecv dlot m the,' age of 	'41C7• /OA? 
accountability for which we are in, agencies and theikleadership,,kAysqXidke.held to 
account. Mr. Ray Boisvert (President and Chief Executive Officer,‘Sec Integrated 

• 
Strategies, As an Individual) 	

'T4/117./Q(A°/ 9'i.;2/V :11/.1*4 0/ 

	

left CSIS with in the last few years would disagree with me that we ere a better 	A/7- 
organization because of review, not despite, as I said in my comments, and we wet-eV'. e'ry i  

‘,9 exceptional. We were very well respected by our peer group because of that. The reason 
we were better was because we knew everything we did would eventually, at some 
point, face some form of review by somebody. Whether it's the Inspector General or 
SIRC, that keeps the mind very sharp. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

• In this age of accountability the leadership of organizations, be it the RCMP, CSE or 
CSIS, they should appear in front of parliamentarians and explain to Canadians what 
they're doing, why they're doing it, and I think it will grow the consistency of support, 
and I think it is acfavoutik-,e outcome for everybody. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

,Oir A concurrent and meastketn-crease in the review of CSIS's activities is necessary. • 
SIRC has done a goodgjob tit-the hmiteclmandate and even more limited resources. 
Both should%C•expandedrWebelli&elk634mandate should be strengthened to enable 

• kY 7-- ' I meat a review ofeS,IS s acliv4ies across govArpmenItiagewveis.,.  This would render all CSIS 
operatiorkak&julitablielfithetsame degleokliealso pelt* that the chair of SIRC 
should be atailficeP'oillPalratiient requiredittlprOvideregidatreports to Parliament on - 	 , 
its review activities. ,(114,Dava`clL-Cape,,C-hair, Centre/for ergelsnd Jewish Affairs) 

fj 
A/  /I/ 	 ,z,

Q  
On 	Information Sharing: 	1/°0 &"- 

Qy 4,14  
• 17 

Les delais de reaction sont de plus e iiIii icouttsiAtikp,c)i stsrbilites de contrecarrer les 
plans des fauteurs de trouble de plus en plus reduitest.-(MOOlioisvert) 

• Disclosure rules of the day thwarted the flow of potential intelligence leads. Other 
impediments hampered the transfer of CSIS intelligence into viable evidence for the 
RCMP. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

• Bill C-51 creates the foundation for big data gathering and analysis. It is not simply: we 
have information, it's the manipulation-sharing and predictive analysis that's the issue. 
(Mr. Ziyaad Mia, Canadian Muslim Lawyers Association) 

• As Mr. Bucci said, big data's here. Yes, it is. This is lawful information the Government 
anada has and they're sharing it with these 17 agencies. But my disagreement with 

8 	respectfully, is that it's not just that, it's the mandate. How did they first 
.10Fillesytataujopation? Now they're sharing it for another purpose. Secondly, big 

dalcis, not 0.-;,bsey-2429;ap and yes, businesses do it. But when governments do it, it can 
'34,00 	be ch?ngleiroukSVQ14,, Zi4Ad,Mia, Canadian Muslim Lawyers Association) • , P4‘6,4A • 6.1 zwrked with—ter CME•ps thetpFector General of Counter-Terrorism. I can tell you it 

04/ 	s a vaT,complex g4t7eogrifiby. ifits bill will give CSIS a chance to more directly deal 
01 	 ic,JA 	A A , • withithreats,eriithout havingito engag in that choreography. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

0- No v 1/r, 
u On the 4  -Threat t 'tivironibren  

(j  4A 
_z). • Jamais, en eff4Daiyons'.,4?us ete/E9rontes a des menaces aussi variees, aussi graves et 

aussi complexes. (Mr. Ray4lift riltrtS' 
• A healthy, vibrant, and engaged Ng' 	community is the best defence against 

terrorism and radicalization towards criminal violence, and Bill C-51 undermines that. 
(Zarqa Nawaz, author/"individual") 
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• We must not—not—allow this to be viewed or articulated as a challenge involving a 
specific religion, as it is not. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

• Individuals and entities that cause harm were learning and adapting to this new threat 
environment. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

Pi')— PP • My fear, however, is without some radical transforn),Aorrktticie enabling antiterrorism 
framework, Canada will fall behind, and our luck wifikan oittNain. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

'1S • I take great offence to the common commit that's neetZTfflekayound-thedclea of the 
slippery slope, in fact that now anyboclyeotli'Aan issue thPy'Adifkod132tkitaill now 
become a target of the security establisliMOit.1 &ilk you shouldltiot,,asdRoup'tot-
individuals, flatter yourself to that degrge%rankil3fitAililevi:er-had enoirettgimi4ten I ily 

Ulk4.4 h 	n 	 dir 	1'1 	 01" was the director general of counter-terrorism o 	e a ,Istant-- kecttor of intel igence- oq 
do more than the top crust of those in the layer of read t'gh r ,/h4161 ..ability zOrlieCt WOly 
(Mr. Ray Boisvert) 	 4 4 , /°(../1) 	,s;'"C).1`4./  4 

On the Warrant Process:  
0

4 0 /GA/ 
/171 	Su -$4,1  -7  0/ R  

• The warrant process is the most onerous warrant process of any of its kind, in my
;,1 	6, 
 

estimation, around the world and that's the current warrant process. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 
• I'll talk a little bit about CSIS law breaking warrants, which I call them. They're open 

ended. Courts, again, are said to be a protection in this case but they're not. This happens 
in complete secret x party hearings. There is no ongoing supervision from that judge and 
worse it turns the role of the judiciary completely upside down. This is not the role of 
judges in our system. Security certificate judges have said they're uncomfortable in 
secret processes. This takes them further and conscripts them into the illegal acts and 
dirty business that 6S1S%:111Nengage in. (Mr. Ziyaad Mia, Canadian Muslim Lawyers 
Association)  

OA/  L9 0  

On Threat Reductions, 	C 	OP 
0"i; 

0/1.-. 

	

` to 	Ppi. 
• Bill C-51 	y entats-cukt,lytlaved. We Sfioarklingebtlyaditik;riiets to get security, we 

should be ge"ttintiW.(4..-/Ziyca'atiiMia, Canadi:41ylvidlilyt Lawyers Association) 
• Let's talk a little bit aaut,?z_SIS',*fil'eevduction ottfircilts,IoNlie6ecurity of Canada. 

This is new unprecedented 61kcy p4srs.tAtsiessentiallkundoes'Werything the 
McDonald Commission toldffh,s,:abakI,t tios,Rs(64--qs(9 the pre-McDonald 
Commission era. (Mr. Ziyaad ifigtiCaifddian KifiCilirnaNkyers Association) 

'I/ T., `.4.‘ • Being limited to only "collect, analyze and)ye,porafsi ,et orttAutrently in section 12 of 
the act on threats to national security, instantly jammetl(outOility to intercede with 
creative, low-cost, low-impact interdiction efforts. In other-w4Olds, Threat Diminishment 
Activity. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 

• Enhancements to proposed Bill C-51, particularly those affecting the CSIS Act, should 
not just be viewed as being exclusive benefits to the country's counterterrorism 
programs. (Mr. Ray Boisvert) 
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Date: 	 23 February 2015 
Classification: Unclassified 
Agency: 	CSIS 

STATEMENTS MADE DURING THE DEBATE OF BILL C-51 

On February 18, 19 and 23, Bill C-51 was debated at 2nd  Reading in the House of 
Commons. Members from the New Democrail,,190(rkt(gressed their lack of 
support for the Bill, while the Liberal Party of Cdqtc1;0),,i-Rfetend their support but 
stated their intention to amend the Biljuirposnein cr&it,niffprift4t DP were a 
lack of oversight, that CSIS was nottecei(fing, gdequate reakcegA3nAh-e?  
application of TDA towards non-violent Oroto9ts. 43:eLiovVcae, nota'b''1l/e''.c.iuo11e-'s'7fOm 

rfs,,-,' • 	' 

that debate: 	 Pio 's 4 uvt)  /get  /0,s, 
-4 	s 

40/ 

Highlights from the Reporting Stage: 	 0/ 

c:s 
On SIRC oversight: Mr. Speaker, the minister said that the bill is well balanced. We certainly question 
that. Moreover, the minister stated that SIRC, the Security Intelligence Review Committee, provides 
third-party oversight. Sadly, at the beginning of this debate, the minister has already misinformed the 
House. Let me quote from SIRC's annual report: An oversight body looks on a continual basis at what is 
taking place inside an intelligence service and has the mandate to evaluate and guide current actions in 
"real time. " SIRC is a review body, so unlike an oversight agency.... SIRC claims that it is not an 
oversight agency. Why is the minister continuing to claim that it is? His seconder to this bill, the current 
Minister of Justice, was parttfOckinc?004 that called for proper oversight, similar to what our Five 
Eyes have. He, at the time, refut4t1f4tv§TR' C4i proper oversight agency. Why did the minister leave 
oversight out of this bill? (Hon. mine'El4ter) 4m...responsive lines, please see Tabs 2F, 3A, 3B) 

On information sharing: 	/Speaker, at thei,AtArtpis/s:psechAninister talked about information 
sharing and mentio&dsh3t eatitajdi:aijs,wuld expectlittw4froriqraTcli)c,arne across information pertinent 
to national security threksAlgai sti euaaigirsi4t could givkiat ifkrrnaton to another branch. Canadians 
sitting at home might be sayinl 	einid64§,1"Filivght that wd`sC#eavi3teAng done. Certainly, terrorist 
threats and how they have evolved av/ahli4bviiaiyitrs. They certainly are not the same as they 
were 30 years ago when the CSIS elt14;z0t ct-dvSkertairlW,yhey are not the same as they were 10 
years ago. However, when we talk about infOrMtlatiful)sh4iiikkworicter if you could elaborate a bit more 
on who actually controls that information. I kricrwitsoriiketriWes4ei  opposition parties are 
assuming that there is going to be some sort of big database anditiatpsoiSle could just freely access that 
information. That would not be the case. Could you please clarify thatfOr the opposition parties? 
(Roxanne James) (For responsive lines, please see Tab 2 A, C, D, E, F) 

On civilian oversight: Mr. Speaker, I think everyone in the House would agree that terrorism is a real 
threat. We can also all agree that governments around the world should consider public safety an 
important issue. However, Canadians do not have to choose between public safety and their rights. They 
go hanckin hand. It makes me sad to see the Minister of Public Safety giving Canadians a false choice. 
'Po-gay TWfill.c1 like to ask the Minister of Public Safety why there is not more civilian oversight of 
CSISIiiiSthiklidtsWhy is the government not directly addressing radicalization by working with 
coriunfini,t(ekn(thigikund? Why is the government working in a vacuum? (Rosane Dore Lefebvre) 

r' IfFor respob k  hnes  I v  ease,s,ecTab 3 A) 
p 6,  

PA 	
/Ale' -On:JC,SIS:11,1y of candousegardingnIrfants: Mr. Speaker, I have a question for my colleague. Under 

deCielketWhertlferone (1141s planned operations could violate the law or the charter, it 
W IC ,714, 	,request aVailtolint frlAti/ajudge. However, the Federal Court has previously 
accusetheSIS-of 	the informatiociRquired when requesting a warrant. I would like to 

v  
. know whativprt4measureS-iwillbtincluded in the bill to ensure that CRS co-operates and provides 

all of the info rin'alairgo4thar§fiMoi-eT  nph happen again. (Ms, 11' Ve Peelet) (For responsive lines, please 
see Tab 1 B) 	1-/0 S'e./Pso 	

.0/ 

So 

AERs 
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On whether the Privacy Commissioner has been consulted: Mr. Speaker, the more I go through the 
bill, the more I have to wonder if this omnibus legislation should not be called the national information 
sharing and intervention against ordinary Canadians act. What is most concerning to Canadians and 
experts, particularly legal experts, privacy experts, and anti-terrorism experts, as they go through the bill 
is the fact that the government has put together a lot of measures that go far beyond the measures to be 
expected in responding to terrorism threats. One such person is the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, 
who has warned that the act may allow departments and 	to share the personal information of all 
individuals, including ordinary Canadians, who may be sumaa of,teyrorist activities. He is deeply 
concerned. He says that the bill is not clear about whose infonat9plau1411e shared with national 
security agencies, for what specific purpose, and uRder whaticileitionsagicluelitrig,..Fplicable safeguards. I 
need only point out to the hon. member that the figtilart of the bi41,4e0c&ity.of-Caiaada information 

bsharing act, lists nine instances when activities,arisW7Irmiftnation can 	are#1  et‘idepencies. In  114)  
Only one of those nine is terrorism. The other Eilitipepati'opts,,havVothing to eacy/iplei-lonsm9W 
government is going to allow all of these agencies to shkvtifo'rfriatrrapd, there arelikejACC*71-14-as 
pointed out by the Privacy Commissioner. Could the memicii,04y,iseigliOilicaey CommgsitnitO, 
questioned, was met with, was consulted in drafting this legislapSiq,sokitsatAsSliis advice?'( Linda 'T 
Dunran) (For responsive lines, please see Tab 2 A, C, D, E, F). YrAdrp 	 (4` 

Op 4xj 
' 44A:t-, 0/ c‘ 	4r,  On Parliamentary oversight of CSIS in context of TDA: Mr. Speaker, I willg9re-olotc o-ttlyt..9‘irstion 

on oversight. I know that the minister and his parliamentary secretary try to make the point-tifatttfleytvSant 
a nonpartisan committee. As the current Minister of Justice knows, the other oversight committedealnong 
our Five Eyes partners are from all parties. Their interest is national security and they do it in a 
nonpartisan way. I will quote from the SIRC report: To establish and maintain the confidence of both 
chambers of Parliament and the trust of Canadians, Parliament's role in this area must be, and be seen to 
be, independent of the Executive (Cabinet). Why, in heaven's name, would the minister not allow 
Parliament to do its job and provide proper oversight to all the security agencies, including CSIS and 
the others? Why is the signature of the Minister of Justice not worth much? (Wayne Easter) (For 
responsive lines, please see Tab 1 E, H and Tab 3A) 

0-140 
170i, 

On Parliamentary oversight coniportsonqs5 Eyes:Mr. Speaker, the Liberal Party and the leader of the 
Liberal Party will argue, and I stipprtilitweiksirdly, that there is no real oversight. In fact, the 
government could bcF*Iipg a wholefobere. Capda,§4member of the Five Eyes nations. We are 
talking about the Unttqlpig(s,Angland, 4341/a,460flia`lifthoe. Only Canada does not have 
parliamentary oveatisAgtielicyllAhereittip have par*en 'taky,Ifiiveifirglift.jhy does the member believe that 
Canada should stand all'Otkainiffiqielavegiuk,amentarAlerstightgjven* importance of individual 
rights and freedoms? (Kevini%inouCelkx) (Fkrpsponsive lilitel%1DleaAtsee Tab 1E, H and Tab 3A) 

v 	 ,c7:. / 0,$)  
4 / .170// On CSIS resources: The governmentlike.eps,sayingAttiat t eirtew powers of CSIS are subject to judicial 

	

1--/- 	 a...- oversight. No, they are not. It would be ontRVSI,S,.,4i9rediNfilxcideAiat what it was about to do would be 
illegal or unconstitutional that it would then be glysthecInceilOTappfliln for a warrant. All the other 
disruption activities would not require a warrant. TheVgoveriimehtd.:141&ff being disingenuous or not fully 
reading its own bill. It really illustrates why we need the time to consider in debate all the provisions of 
the bill. The bill makes some very major changes in our basic privacy rights and in basic, fundamental 
aspects of our freedom of speech. At the same time, I think we need to consider whether any of these 
things are actually necessary or whether the existing laws already provide a good basis for acting against 
terrorism. The fact is that when we had both the Commissioner of the RCMP and the Director of 
Operations of CSIS before committees of this Parliament, they said that because of the budget cuts 
by the government, they do not have enough resources to actually make effective use of the powers 
bytbg alrbA91ty have. This, to me, illustrates why we need a full debate in this House of Commons in which 

allriikniters*ftee to participate, not the restricted scheduling the House leader is talking about. 
(Rariciall/Oarr,4*(For responsive lines, please see Tabs 1E, 3C) 

CC OPc. 
ktikwhat coiAlltitteg 1 `4.hF,061,LM.T.L4Speaker, Bill C-5I is broad in scope—too broad. If the Conservatives 
1,yirarktliold,,Fa,1 	ruad?cal, 8So'p4.' Kcette4sp,lious and complex problem of terrorism in the world, then they 
-tiee-Oarefifilf57 targeted toOkfatliethhpn,broa51,measures like the ones they are introducing. I would like to . asiodthe parhapientae Ncretary a que,,stionli  bt he will be able to answer me since, unfortunately, the 
Prinitlistier(24dithFikipister of PiilkSafetY0ould not, but I will try anyway. Bill C-51 indicates that 
the Caniqiarif (Peeigifatejlialio,,Servicewill be able to disrupt or intercept any threat to the Canadian tAb., TA. 	• +1.It.• 	 • economy or trugs • cture amOng othmthings. I would like the parliamentary secretary to tell us exactly 

At 	e- '"•4;Jrs.,  what is being targete,ch Canibe explain, to us' what exactly constitutes a threat to Canada's security 
1/4) 	 Lit when it comes to its infr4tructurezan tc9n?„,my? I am asking for just one example. (Rosane Dore 

Lefebvre) (For responsive lines, pleaseYabs 1B, C, D) 

RE 
so„„.. 
ftWs  
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On application of TDA to nonviolent civil disobedience: Mr. Speaker, I hardly know where to begin. 
The hon. member for Medicine Hat has been attacking opposition members by saying that we somehow 
would rather side with terrorists than protect Canadians from an act that is so vague and so sweeping. If 
he wants an example, British Columbians will be lining up to commit acts of civil disobedience to stop 
pipelines if they are pushed down our throats. The candidate for the Green Party in Burnaby North—
Seymour, Dr. Lynne Quarmby, was arrested for standing up for her community, the municipality that had 
already tried to pass a bylaw to stop Kinder Morgan from pusjjng its pipeline through under this act. I 
have asked the Prime Minister, the Minister of Public Salfey anilOmergency Preparedness, and the 
Minister of Justice to explicitly state that the act would not apfilv,,,itoit,acq&thhat were non-violent but 
broke a law out of conscience, as Conservative members cholelq breatgatlle:y,Then they never 
registered their long guns under the long gun regittiCiy,k3,,u apPikke44.,i'di44die4c6when it is a law 
you do not like. Will you recognize that this lal)v'iVillirnicittalize people,̀114sttie'Ws yloiikjecret police 
on protesters in this country? (Elizabeth Ma4.-;(S0eS-poris/iVe/lines, please ke?Tatiler)  fro 	 11112-> 	' vivp 	Li?c, 	:OA/ 'IA Mr. Speaker, as a former adjudicator myself, I am quite alaring:dbStitlar5 	is not, in niy4opinioli)/ 

*L.  primarily directed against terrorism. Let us look the definitionlortOg itye.:§ugtvg,if3; that undermine itit  
the security of Canada". That is so vague and broad that it could ,apply 'tknearlyzqty, action taken in an 
act of non-violent civil disobedience or to groups even considering sti'disieactidn4.,-Mh)ySt bEtt4rTame 'r• 	44k-,, for the bill would have been "an act to monitor and suppress the raging grannies5A,My4wspootItnei 
hon. member is this: what would stop the bill from being used against philosophical and politicaeriebies 
of the party in power? (Bruce Hyer) (For responsive lines, please see Tab 1E) 	 Lis 

On legalizing what was illegal: Mr. Speaker, as we have'seen in the press, former CSIS officer Francois 
Lavigne is alarmed by the Conservative government's new bill and believes that the measures proposed 
are unnecessary and a threat to the rights of Canadians. We know that CSIS was created in 1984. Prior to 
that, the RCMP was engaged in illegal activities, and the result was the McDonald Commission, which 
then created CSIS. Does the member agree that with the new bill, CSIS will be allowed to do legally 
what the RCMP was doiug illeRlly prior to the McDonald Commission? (Alex A ta manenko) (For 
responsive lines, please s&flisb 

1-110 
1̀Ce 

Stp,, ftSI• 
'T 	 1)//ki1 /43  

PS*10 	'16)  
'S 	

01:4141..,/ 

v/V&C 	 l'04/1 

4 4,/4/7/04, 
/v Op 	s  
S06, 

SoIs, 
AFR 
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OTTAWA, Monday, March 30, 2013 

1. IN CAMERA 
(This agenda item with interpretation only) 
3 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Study and report on security threats facing 
Canada 

Consideration of a draft agenda (future 
business) 

UNREVISED 	NON-REVISE 1600 - 1 ADO p 

fr 6)0C\ 

A 
THE STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY AND-DEFENI...c 	- eye 

° 

EVIDENCE 

	

6)0// 	t•-•' -'6,S  P 1.- 	C6. 

P.,,, 4 	xl 	41P0,y44/VA ).-„," 

	

`TS() 	C,y,s, 	AltIo  C 7-Ai  
< n 	''Af' 	

N 	- 1  

	

1. A HUIS CLO$ 	 '1C1-  /OA? 
(Ce point de l'ordrqup P ay,ec '''-'8, 
interpretation seulemeniNc• 	''

TM 
z. 15 h - 16 h

l 
	 0 	 0 .- 

(,i 

Etude dun projet d'ordre du jour (travaux 
futurs) 

Etude sur es menaces a la securite 
nationale 

CCA'• --.,9 

PUBLIC 	 PUBUC 

2. 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. 	 2. 16 h- 17 h  
The subject matter of Bill C-51, An Actti,$enac0A0,,,,, 	La teneur du projet de loi C-51, Loi ddictant la 
the Security of Canada Information Sharingi V -  't-)C, .. Lol sur la communication d'information avant 
Act and the Secure Air Travel Act, to amend ' 6Y° A  7. 8,tieto, la securite du Canada et la Loi sur la 
the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security /let, '1",.9 csarete8eVeplacements adriens, modifiaM le 
Intelligence Service Act and theinlivigration 	'1.-.76,,,, 6de-crimindlza/Loi sur le Service canadien du 
and Refugee Protection Actihd461* - 

) 	 kj  en;spi:gridr,qe, t destu lite et la Loi sur 
related and consequential amend l'immigrartion thpAoi, ecitpAes refugles et 
other Acts 	•ii) 

SO, 	 apportanticqmdifi9tiAns £6nrie es et 
twit( 	 correlatives a d'autriedoisCi- r•r8 t.„ /VA 

APPEARING 	 .84  ''''/7./ ACO*C7R(k/ViTk.: 	
--1 	Ofi) 

Lit) 6  6) PO VP 	e., '&%,-.., i'l The Honourable Steven Blaney, P.C., MP, 	Qii, L'm„..olorabl 5teyen Blap:ey, C.P., depute, 
Minister of Public Safety and Emergency 	 4 pi ./ist4re9e oladicgri'ieolili4qut.  ?..t)die la 
Preparedness 	 Prote- bh civildi 	"k"' ' "-Ali-

Cc, , ,,.3 

The Honourable Peter MacKay, P.C., MP, 
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of 
Canada ' 

WITNESSES 

PRC2ii Ors Public SoferytOanada,, 
°/0 

FrangoiVGatont, diuly iniscer 
v 	 3̀6' PAt C8  

	

84/  itS`t 	 pici, 

	

gapadia Se 	Intelligence eivice  
,c,,,A1  PA*. 

rywber Getylom Oirtot r 	Mq 
v/V4 11/0 

Royal Canadian MoUnted Poke) 
4 	 _ OE 

Bob Paulson, comnasioner 
'171,7A  

L'honorable Peter MacKay, C.P., depute, 
ministre de la Justice et Procureur general 
du Canada 

TEMOINS 

Securite publique Canada 

Francois Guimont, sous-ministre 

Service canadien du renseignement de securite 
19 7- 

fOlichel Coulombe, directeur 

/rmriPie royale du Canada 

Bob Paulson, commissaire 
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1600 - 2 

11CCp,6'  P 
RcItniaTc(kr4lr_lgoff, sous-miniSretadjouilz, 
PF14cfikal,.Se''hgresles politiques 0 /Avi  

Doug 135'aihaupt, c-Proteur et%Eoc,at 
general, Segclik48,101t4teA  
de droit penal, Secteurdeslaceue s  1/ 

A4c- 0,y 

The Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence met this day at 4 p.m. to 
examine the subject matter of Bill C-51, An Act to enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing 
Act and the Secure Air Travel Act; to amend the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act and the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act; and to make related and 
consequential amendments to other acts. 

Senator Daniel Lang (Chair) in the chair. 

The Chair: Welcome to the Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence for 
Monday, March 30, 2015. Before we welcome our witnesses, I would like to begin by introducing 
the people around the table. My nach:bis DPrrtant senator for Yukon. This is the acting the clerk 
for the committee, Cathy Piccinin. 	Cji z' ') '''''' v/kS'0„ 5\36,,c.. 

•ir -..iv'S nti)  PI I would like the senators tcrintroduce th insehies andqtate the"Fegivn they represent. 1.,. v 	
'''6‘.9 t If-i.  ‘— ‘-/S,  S///: ISk• , 

Senator Mitchell: Grant Mitchell Albetp. 	° /A/ P./Y/ 441/ 
r". /ti2.,;/-1 P5, 1-6)4 	PO 	fr;1 	'° 

....)n 	rh, .-.. o 	44,, 	 1% * (French follows -- Senator Dageni-f SenateurJeaePGuy;..) 	r / 	...t 
0/v v'4 8 4.,., t/O—A76 	, , 	0/ Ogres anglais —Senator Mitchell -- Grant Mitchell, Albelta4 	1/A•,-., 

Lib' ""3P '11'tei /44- . .6" . 16.-Al Le senateur Dagenais : Senateur Jean-Guy Dagenaittdu Que.bec. ,S, 
`1914 ' Z., 01, 	/Giv 

'1 tiO 	0/i) :114 

(anglais suit) 

(Following French — Senator Dagenais — du Quebec.) 

Senator Stewart Olsen: Carolyn Stewart Olsen from New Brunswick. 

Senator Enverga: Tobias Enverga, Ontario. 

Senator Kenny: Colin 'Kenny, Ontario. 
iY0 

Senator C(Nkleselikl5sav-kom the Town of Hampton, New Brunswick. 
Cez76 	49}, „ 

iiienator laffer:Asila Jal,f9xsehafiVrom British Columbia. 

Atek94 	 ° //1 14.)"?/1,o, 41/ • --A,10  'Se I .9t• 	Vern Whiteiluilta Cy- j"s  
Senator 	Beyak, Ontaft 

4.„, 	A  
C /Op A•p,.. Senator R9ncimanyflob RurSiman-frprniOntario, Thousand Islands and Rideau Lakes. 

4:/p 4-) 4 	Lii„‘  ,0p Ovc,  The Chair: A special elcome,t4 Senatiir/Jafferan'd5enator Runciman, who is sponsor for Bill 

	

LO/ 	 41)t  C-51 in the Senate. He will be ouilTead cuegioner,  .alg  F. on in ,fie proceedings. 
—41  

'I Cr+ /19 
ia 

'TO 
Department of Justice 	 Ministere de la Justice 	0 

Donald K. Piragoff, Senior Assistant Deputy 
Minister, Policy Sector 

Doug Breithaupt, Director and General 
Counsel, Criminal Law Policy Section, Policy 
Sector 

(Sen. Stewart-Olsen : Carolyn Stewart Olsen from ...) 
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Plib I JP 0  
- A _. n., 

Colleagues, the Senate has referred to this committee the subject matter of-bmg-,5-.1. Ac it?- to 
-41 ,-%. 	v6''.,-, enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act and the Secure Air Travel-Kat,to,ameFid the 

/1"i 	. 	'...r,',  ,- 	n..,„ Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Acte6 he,tpkigration and,Reficigee- f.,- 
l.i /A  , Protection Act and to make related and consequential amerytmeakto/oiliePAtts. 	 / 

s ̀1 P/R,-,"-r  Z,' 	' vP0f44  
With us to lead off the Senate pre-study of Bill C-51 is the Honourabfe„...teven.,B&A(Mitieer of 	"-, nA . %....0*-4- 

Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness; and the Honourable Peter Ma?Ki;Pylz!nist4f1;. ifvJustik ,, 
and Attorney General of Canada. Accompanying the ministers are Mr. Francollu,ifnliitiDArtyS 	'''/Y7'-ii4 

 Minister of Public Safety Canada; Mr. Michel Coulombe, Director, Canadian SecurRIttiikfce4  ':11/c,,.._ '...' ar... 
Service; and Mr. Bob Paulson, Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police. From the IY/li 	40 ‘-'/Giv 41/ 4,7  I / 	-. 	- Department of Justice we have Donald Piragoff, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, Policy Sector; and 	,94,, iti, 	-- 0/  
Doug Breithaupt, Director and General Counsel, Criminal Law Policy Section, Policy Sector. 	

6‘  

We appreciate you being here as we commence our pre-study. We hope you will address some 
of the concerns that have been raised by the bill. 

Mr. Blaney, as you have been the lead on Bill C-51, we invite you to proceed with your 
statement, followed by Mr. MacKay. 

(French follows -- Mr. Blaney: Merci beaucoup, Monsieur le president...) 

PR) - (apres anglais -The Chair-foil   owetb, Mr. MaeXay.) 
43/0  SS`86.. 

L'honorable Steve Blaney, C.P., deputelalinistrfedelkSiCuilte publique et de la Protection 
, 	-* r civile : Merci beaucoup, Mo4,1-401,eirident. Jevo8drais,4/entree-de jeu, remercier les membres 

du comite pour leur accueiarkeurax4i,intime et nouisgic121riijrr6'Mtert,ay et moi, pour 
Pp- 	, notre retard cause par un voteen,Cnanare porta.nt.sur le prolongernent degaj.missia 4t, 

Moyen-Orient. 	 '90 	 7-417- Jc1C 

	

11(&` et 13 	/0 

	

4S 	1041 t,/1/ presenter 8/0,ab Je viens vous voir aujourd'hui avec le sentimenydu devuiraccomIllipour vous presenter le 
Le/ 	1/4-‘s resultat d'un travail colossal execute au cours de'Pdermer,sr, v 1*-0/isit4  zry',9,/,:--1&" 

Je voudrais egalement vous remercier pour cette preAlcrejchmarojettrciiretv etkore le 
serieux que vous y accordez et l'importance qu'une etude complktet exhai.?sqlsoifiijtric,,tans des 
delais raisonnables, afin que nous puissions faire en sorte que nos forces de l'ordrecelt.Orvices 
de renseignement aient les outils riecessaires pour !utter contre la menace terroriste laquelle nous 
sommes confrontes. 

De plus, je voudrais remercier mon collegue, le ministre de la Justice et solliciteur general du 
Canada, le ministre MacKay, avec qui nous avons travaille en kroite collaboration pour mettre ce 
projet de Ioi sur pied. 

JetgAitlERflugie de mon sous-ministre, M. Francois Guimond, de M. Michel Coulombe, 
directeur dults)bec.crrted„ten du renseignement de securite ainsi que du commissaire Bob Paulson 
de la Gendartnerie.Pdole.4%"nada. 

S 	(M.,6jtaney : The first crejty or this government ...) 
.1 	 uvp Priki  

ry.c.,(angiari:suit) 
se,5) c".  PJ 	Ai/1h, (Followinyrencrytyr 13Iangy/cont'g Gen

A
daiti-perie soya du Canada.) 

C), 

". 	 ‘c&'. 	• 	• The first du 	g Time t.taovc,mytesoonsibility as public safety minister, is to keep 
Canadians safe. That iQtye-ifitTducedCtli-lentfie5iorism Act, 2015 to ensure that our national 
security agencies have the tods'illeyYdea,to p/o144 Cap‘ccraps against the evolving threat of jihadi 

'10 

1600 - 3 
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c, terrorists. There are five elements on which I would like to make emphasis anai4 irt'enj54a5Kay 
explain very important measures we are suggesting you considetip,this pre-stud, Op 4?),-,.., 

Si i 49 `Ikl. 

	

,
un.,, TO> ''' •C''''' 	

47 ss'  

threat. I was here not so long ago to tell you about the protectocrim Canaithans rciqzterrorists witOiy,,) :1C)-- 

As you know, this is part of an ongoing engagement of our gofernme ,,'.tacklethe terroqlp  63/j 	z) 
Pk:• 	A ,,,,. '<IA? 

3',..3 .7 ' 1 - ''''S ,1S i rm 	p 	(j 

clarifying the role of CSIS, and I thank you for your recommendation'anqAtugly orizthat-As Ou 	 'i0 (11 ,-,..."L• Pi.-, '.' N.,c-- 
, k.-  />, • 7 a 	I,Z• 	ni  'IC  know, this is part of our ongoing strategy to target terrorism, our counterterrosjsrnstrategv,whictA/ 

has four pillars to prevent, detect, deny and respond. 	 4 , 	Ou 	.9 ,, i7-, , 
4://vp. 12).• ,/  fr iv  ,.., -0  

Today is another step which is suggested to deal with the imminent threat we have (fIetedi 	&."/ 	41 
witnessed either in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu or here in Ottawa. We know our allies have been/it/ 	 ,./1,7

..' 
4

iliz..
0/  

confronted either in Paris, whether at Charlie Hebdo or Hypercacher or in Sydney at Christmas or 
even in Copenhagen. The first element of that bill goes to words that radicalize, that leads to 	

Ccl.:..6,6' 

violence and terrorism are a vector of radicalization. I leave it to Minister MacKay, but that's why 
we feel it is so important that within the government that the left hand knows what the right hand 
is doing. 

Let me tell you what a former Supreme Court member has said, Justice John Major: 

There is little doubt that you can find it in our report on Air India that the lack of sharing of 
information between the RCM. R. 

D
anditl?cas a major cause of the terrorists succeeding in rI 

blowing up that airplane. Had thefelisein a-Ate:flow of information between CSIS and the 
-1 /4) 	. RCMP, there's a high probability thqpIcit-wq161d RaveL4eg,n uncovered. 

/Ykj 	Le," OP ?.../ 416 )" 
So no wonder the Air India ComMissipn recommenct,e6th5t*-woOlice information sharing , 

between our federal agencies. IT 4 	 .A?„,1,,,, • v , &At  

41 
 P/i) -r),. 0)- To many Canadians, and actuallyqqImanyvilitnesses„jtcame as a suffi;iitjhatC,Z:e'are 	yet 

/ doing it, but that's what we want to do. -.6" 	-OA ,P`5  &it 
iv 	 1)/0/5) 4 f 	04 	 1'1 , 

(French follows - Mr. Blaney cont'g - Nous Voiilort.s accoccier ..trt- 4,4  ,‘:(1) 
(apres anglais)(M. Blaney - we want to do.) 	fr41,17-., 1-0 s G 	40/  

10,4v  C.//i) 
c 	7- Nous voulons accorder aux institutions federales ce pouvoir clair et explicite, ettppa 2te de 

divulguer des renseignements aux institutions federales designees lorsque ces renseignaents se 
rapportent leur mandat et a leurs responsabilites a l'egard de la securite nationale. 

(M. Blaney : Our national security agencies are focussed...) 

(anglais suit) 

(Following:french - Mr. Blaney cont'g - de la securite nationale..) 
A-)>Yr") 1 6)0 

Our nat on,aJitefAurityjunci,es are focused on stopping violence, and that's why all departments 
need to be alke9 sh/Re(iy1,:orma,9)19, in a way that is done according to our Constitution, to our 
fattr of Rightsk-,ieedorrisz..)d 64,9.,,our privacy law. That's why we expect that any 

is,SC.tre,pareWtienphat we enteirPritwn ir(Pcilirpa`tio/r4aring agreement with will proceed as they ought to 
ts' sdo ‘-climitlineklhejaw by a pria4imptaiiiessèsligeiitin accordance with the Privacy 

. 	 r A , commissionerzezecommedapon and guraa;nce. Tbaps the first element of this bill, which we feel is 
VP/ 	 T,S 	 kiA/ /14/0 very importav 	 —1C7.. /0

6 t/O  . Of course, thefeiphe/grerienKtflmveTtime we talk about security, our freedoms are 
threatened. Canadianalrldp:statidee th045e9kM,3,nd security go hand in hand. Canadians 
expect us to protect both, afridqttRr 	afeg  kOithi‘lEkslation to do so. 

4:1  

Cosnment [1St]: http://prismweb.parl. 
gc.ca/IntranetDocuments/CotrilitteeBusi  
nesi/41/2/SECU/MeetIngs/EvIdence/SECU 

t1VBLUES58.H174 
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This is actually what Robert Morrison, a former RCMP member who had a distiliguisfiesikareer 
fiC 	v6.' 

0 seer 
of 35 years in the RCMP, and was also an expert in information sharjng said: 	c 1.- 	p rt. ..1 , 	86' 7-. tilp 

privacy of our citizens. 
bill C-51 will ensure accurate, timely, reliable infornAtion Viarjhg,while protectin$Ithe 11%--t, (4 p ---iiy j 

/-80,.. icb,.. i...k. 	

, f-1 	- psQj -1„11..L... 

irl'OAr. 1r'  5'. , pp.t.so.rrm i-IA- A 	ess/41/2/SECLI ileim/Eyldence/SECU 

uomItAlit [IUD http://prIsmweb.pan  
eito uments/CommitteeBusl 

t9,/ , ' ict.,..' 

11/1k. ' .'"c ),c 

	

I think maybe some critics have just taken snippets of the bill and not reviewed hetentird-oilt:/1  	UN - ' 111/6 
6-'7. ) it 1 k 	 t. 	/0)s) -t..) 

see it as a necessity. I don't know how many people have said to me in the past montthor two,<D9 	*.A., 
you mean we don't share information? I don't understand." Well, are willing to fixtbat. _ 	, 	A, /.,, "at/ 

	

ADP 	/f" 2'4'1. 
. v 

	

The fundamental fact is that our police and national security agencies are working to proteetic; 	8 
rights and freedoms. It is jihadi terrorists who endanger our security and will take away our 
freedom. 

(French follows - Mr. Blaney cont'g - La deuxieme mesure ...) 

(apres anglais)(M. Blaney- our freedom.) 

La deuxieme mesure que nous souhaitons prendre est tres simple. A la suite des attentats de 
2001, nous avons etabli une liste de passagers qui pouvaient constituer ou representer un risque a 
la securite du trafic aerien. Au moment oil oilse parte, cette liste ne peut pas inclure le nom de 
personnes qui desireraient voyager'V:4641sksorpmettre des actes terroristes. Nous souhaitons 
donc elargir cette liste aux voyageurs a hautirlique."(408urraient representer une menace de 
propager des activites terroristes. 	'1C c14/8 0 P fr 

rfitfi- Cest la raison pour laqueltruAkiipityons d'apport@ime refdm'au/1314gr)amme de 
protection des passagers 004tirrigeAte4ci'llt sur la surlit'e-Viderijurferfiae pens. Nous 
prenons des mesures devant le nooke cress 

	deiersonnes qui voYtgerdiftdallaViyn 
prendre part a des activites terroristes a (1.!etranggtic-,'""113S 

1\1'1 C is )/0 • 
~t I 

?'•/ `/A1,0 -/k/ fr• , 	 /i) (M. Blaney : We will do this by expandingthe,mandate: 
A-0 4 • iv& 

(anglais suit) 	 1)44,1 ;1104 0/ s,uiy/04/474,1 

(Following French - Mr. Blaney cont'g - terroristes a Petranger.) 	4;41, 

4.1 
We will do this by expanding the mandate of the passenger protect program to include those 

travelling by air to engage in terrorist activity. 

(French follows - Mr. Blaney cont'g - Nous allons donc ...) 

(apres anglais)(M. Blaney - terrorist activity.) 

Istd*Alorfi',13c elargir le mandat du Programme de protection des passagers pour y inclure 
ces personn!eyi saitiajteraient voyager par avion afin de participer a des activites terroristes. 

,,i '-'1•0 s,"'/) ,0 
(M. Blaneket-rrie 4,Dote-Mard-Andre ) 

, 	• 	' ' ?" 	• (....•rN — 
ASS 7- ' i• 1 /49 

	

SO/i3 tvla Afilsesuit) 	' 0 	C)/i) 	ON 
Z..xig 	 /4/P ili 'Qs — 	CE. 	

g'
.  'I C )., A ii) 1, 

Wollowing.prench &Is .131aney conrdes aCtivites te•riViistes.) 
'1111/ / 	C '' il'k3 	 ' /ON —1 Alni, 

•- S' _tI... qA , &A/ 	 4 - . v Let me quqtewarc- ncire Q'Rou'f,ke-of the NationaVAirlines4ouncil of Canada: *understand 

	

,A 	1 /2/ / -̀)
•
CI <1? )- 	 t 

the need to update,C nadaks„.p •ssenger profset,program in alignment of the evolving nature of 

	

•••• "VC -̀i s:/ • ':-.`A/,-, 	/fir. security threats and (eon ihuelo su port-arogram under the Anti-terrorism Act. 4,7 -, - ,,I 
"=1 n.  Ss 11/'. /Y4 

Comment [ISM: Not a direct quote. , 
https://openparhament.ca/committees/p  
ublic-safety/41-2/55/marc-andre-orourke-
1/only/ 
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So sharing information, protecting terrorists from boarding, so far so good.LIOA 
'IC Cpc., 

Third change, another important change we are proposing,relatWo the mandateuzif 

(French follows - Mr. Blaney cont'g - Depuis plus de 30 aigP.'§ 	
A 

6 1  

is. Tye Cs/ 
0 /I, vic  

(apres anglais)(M. Blaney - mandate of CSIS.) 

Depuis plus de 30 ans, le service de renseignement a approfondi son expeiiir krt2115cted.0,4?  
renseignements et de l'offre de conseil au gouvernement sur les menaces a la securftg`TittIeffiiit, 
aux termes de son mandat actuel, it ne peut que collecter des informations, it ne peut pas recOire„la 
menace contrairement a nos allies. 

Par exemple, le SCRS peut uniquement interroger une personne dans le but de recueillir des 
renseignements et non de la dissuader de perpetrer une activite terroriste. Nous ne pouvons pas 
non plus nous permettre sous-utiliser cette capacite au moment ou la menace terroriste evolue. 

C'est la raison pour laquelle nous souhaitons faire en sorte que nos agents du service de 
renseignement puissent intervenir en amont dans le processus de radicalisation, par exemple, en 
allant vers des parents dont ['enfant pourrait sombrer dans la radicalisation. Presentement, Hs ne 
peuvent pas le faire. C'est l'activite de reduction de la menace. 

li)r) fib r,  (M. Blaney : With its new mandatPe, CSbAoula 

A1C n (anglais suit) 	 Cr,  1Y,6e-L, 	SS'S 	C'S/& 
(Following French - Mr '9111(ati'ey icou9nticde la menace. f/vA., 	/1,, 	0 PP 	Ps) - ,%..A,„„, 

Ofi3iL.'7C 	 2.;(4,  
With its new mandate, CSIS couldierciploym-a;Alf techniques Co'clsrup$ pleisior alteT 

vit+P. 	 1"1".C‘ behaviour and any and all threat diminutiormeasu etrould take place in a(friaArni  ewq4rkktobust 
safeguards and rigorous review. 11.0,„ v 	 L., 7 	0,y 

4  YA/p°4i  4D;&  Let's be clear: Whenever CSIS collects intelligence..andAffen'ever theypuld'haye to reduce a 
,1[4.4 "--()/ threat, they would have to seek ministerial approval and a couttiwarranSwhenev:erilan intrOive 

operational technique is necessary. 	 °Ai 	L/ii'  ' Ale 

Let me reemphasize again this afternoon that we would be the only country to require a warrant 
for threat disruption activity that would infringe the rights of Canadians. I have not seen any 
example of all our allies doing so. 

Some, including the Canadian Bar Association, have said: By empowering CSIS to obtain 
warrants from the Federal Court for the purpose of collecting information and disrupting threats, 
the Anti-terrorism Act brings, and I still 

1315)Q!,,P (--1‘  w. entire,C,isarter into jeopardy, undermines the rule of law and goes against the 
fu 16/n n 	mai", I e of judges as the protectors of Canada's constitutional rights. y,c

di- 
WhileJ feel rear  1C‘sedfe^statndfiffg b.yCt&,[91inister of Justice, but this quote, I'm sorry, I find it rich, 

'(//) 	 0 	/-".C)..  pz.maybm triewAnkterof Justice 	comrsient onithat, but from my perspective, I think it 
re rrigg'sf4le cleaibility of this oreattza,Alti_on becaqs1-1)e, chimy,view, this is not an accurate. The fact 

ksor, is that thitds alreagy-theTo[e:of jpdges to issufiwarra tsl AThey have been doing it for years. 
0/v kt/ 	c vb/oR, .Q• 	4)". fre. . I learned,apiEnglist69,  ssi8n,t„„w refplis.tto call a spade a spade, and I think in that case that 

saying applies. ruclies13 tieltiazrafie:/1;hsreiii-n!:),thing new under the sky. Indeed, there is no 
better authority to revieatieselatters, acl'H,,-;titL4iikoprijustice system. Judges in Canada already 

. . „ A•t  approve or reject applications roin.polic art±nationalsec rity authorities. v 	
;lb 11/7-1 /49 

4 0/  
FAT 

'Comment ['ISO]: http://Www.thestar.c  
orninewsicanada/2015/03/20/canadien-
bar-association=condemns-harpers-anti-
terror-bill.html 
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. N  01/ LiC. .. 

/ At 	'. r'" I would recommend section 25.1 of the Criminal Code, which gives mango esAto e istizig..1  
t' 	vq r ' a police officers, powers that are much more intrusive than the ones suggested in ..I.3%-C- 1 _Dm& ).--c., 

again, this has been a long-standing practice in Canada, and I1 /41Tyld 1:11.ey refer an4Ee ynAkingt , '9/ 
statement to section 25 of the Criminal Code if they have anit,do&ti:A  ''' Pi p, 	Li  /41p r S>1 	410 ,- 

°?Sr 1  Ro'l; s, 	M 
0 	 R 7- 

iq 7-k, 07- /-/F a is will only be able to undertake the activity of a judge if the Fede4a1,CourtitielleVe4is 
h-/ . 1-,  b 	1%9 	 %._.yv 	1 

necessary to keep Canadians safe and has specifically approved it. Of coursepttleitt4g.eearvefuself , . 	xlet. 	/ 
the mandate and he can also modify it. 	 A  c /,./0 v  1:),.,' v ii,,, 

-1  4. • 0  a " ii,  , R4( IF©  4 0 
(French follows -- Mr. Blaney -- II y a des gens qui se sont donnes...) 

(apres anglais) (M. Blaney) 

II y a des gens qui se sont donnes la peine de lire le projet de loi article par article dans son detail 
et ils ont vu qu'il y avait plusieurs mesures qui reduisent et encadrent les pouvoirs. En fait, it y a des 
gens qui ont realise que le projet de loi sur l'antiterrorisme augmente les pouvoirs judiciaires et les 

mecanismes de surveillance. Je pense, par exemple, a Ia sur de l'adjudant Patrice Vincent, qui a 
ete abattu le 20 octobre, et je la cite : 

ii344,1 	0/ / A,  1 
OA/ 9̀0  , /144 ()/ 

'ICc  7-8 

J'ai aussi remarque autre chose : du moment ob le corps policier arrive avec son 
information, it n'y a rien qui change.a.Le juge doit etre certain que les mesures demandees 

P 	ht)  • .--, 
sont proportionnelles ace qui esfreprothclia Person ne. 

v49/0   
A la page 49 : 	 "4  Co v&  0 

	

.-i.,„, 	',s,,,,s, ::,-- AA- /'. 
_ 

	

On a des chienvc?dgardefgdoo. II n'y a rien de facile/ 	tiu d'aototnati ue L'employe 
it:-. itil L., *-70),,-,..; constate une situatriOtiTidlerfiaIld44'  laVernjssion au ministrtet doit-ensuite»lernander un 

	

'''. itl"SO 	YO 	''. %9 mandat au juge. 	
qiii  ,, , yil  - ‘ pi", 

	

/ViV 4. 7'Cti C'S)6' 	
11-10  et 

c 	..., c.). A . t(--A., 	 4/4„xliyi)k.. II va toujours y avoir une ordonnance, pAge(51.-Le juge dolt evaluer Ia menace avant emstitr 

	

e 	, /n, 	 4c'r,  hA:)>. 

	

le mandat, page 53. II n'y a rien de plus facile. 	" palis,vontiafPeNurydossier, ilcA.pront obliges de 
IA i 4" 	' A I 	r.E. ,r) l'emettre. Quant a moi, it y a encore beaucoup de louedeur law,eflans majs-je suis4arete accepter 

que ce soit au moins comme cela. ». 	 "--11'44,17.7 4.  ,' „S"'::  1GA.)-4,14,Fri 4 0, 
QV 	U/S)  4 :el '-'4/ 7-0 Elle est prete a accepter des mecanismes judiciaires, de revue et de surveillancrparce que le but 

- %....,s, 
ultime est de proteger les citoyens. 

Monsieur le president, it y a d'autres mesures importantes dans le projet de loi qui sont 
proposees. 	pu vous en montrer quelques-unes. le vais maintenant laisser mon collegue aller de 
l'avant avec son allocution, mais j'aimerais juste vous faire une derniere citation. 

(Mr. Blaney : Let me quote something...) 

t)  Pict,  
(anglais suit) Oc 

V/8/0 . (Followirkfrenc 	une-derniere citation.) 

fi)Eivt, 
on1 	Letyie quote somethinfromikee BC Eivif Liberties Association: 

/ Ale. c:1 11  

	

Thiyjs)truly.gblank cheque, forithAre 	w lekfalls outside that description. One's ki/v4.  
a!:)tmattyr,, ,record l ibrary, videoi.eglevcti6ri,,illyFigs, teaching, et cetera, suddenly 

become siii,atIPMecttOffsVveillance, asAckerhowiorie4pends one's leisure time and with 
w ho 4 ,/  /00 0(-1.6' 

/14("bp CA , N1 /43p, 
Is this quote within thekoAteXtlortbis deb-41e,we'teetiaving now? No. It was in 1983 during --, .3, 	 vPif 	 r), 

debate on the creation of CSIS. Eachland every, timele,goyfrnment brings forward national security y. 

[Comment  [1155]: 

[  Comment [RS6]: 

Comment [k7]: https://bccla.arg/ouC  
work/report-on-bill-c-157-canadian-
security-intelligence-service-act/ 
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. 1  C) /, L3Ccc'c, 
legislation, some groups take part in fear-mongering. We trust that this legislatioirtiv it ato*-0  A t.„ 	t, 1 , , 
Canadians need to stay in a free, democratic, open country with robust safe-Oar/fir". 	0,c ,A- 1,1 	-css  7-/,/  Cs/  

	

% S s 1 I 	r ‘S ' L'". 	tr) 	. . A., S (JA  I would invite my respected colleague to further explain to yotTsomerof,the very good meOures rrii , / vA 
that are also included in Bill C-51. 	 1") 	CI  P '16)4  	v'l 	 fii 

	

C)-- 	t IY0 	0 	 . 4t1t 'let 1* 
(French follows -- Mr. MacKay: Honorables senateurs, rapprecie l'opportpAite...) A", 	 /0

NA 1A/ 

	

'/\/ 	C t /0P0 17 	1/.• 	 • v 
(apres anglais) 	 4 4, 	LS' 	1Y7- 

1Y 

	

ibp, 4.11  ,3.1„ 	/ 
l'honorable Peter MacKay, C.P., depute, ministre de la Justice et Procureur general clit'Onada‘• 0/ 	k.iii,, •-• 

	

1/ /0 	 9̀  ,c?' ' 11,7 4 
Honorables senateurs, j'apprecie l'opportunite d'etre ici. Je suis honors d'être ici avec mes 

collegues, ('honorable Steven Blaney et nos collegues de departement. 

(Mr. MacKay : I appreciate, as Mr. Blaney has said...) 

(anglais suit) 

(Following French -- ... et nos collegues de departement.) 

PP is 	• • I appreciate, as Mr. Blaney has sai 	c mittee is undertaking to begin the pre-study of this 
important bill, a bill that was properly de 	 stfillegue as intended to deter, detect and sci4fribbyL-ky,cc̀ 
prevent terrorism here in Canada. 	 ""/ )/6,  

op 
SS Ai& t  

This is my 511th  appearak4rforeS4Viamentary coemiittee asdtrinistgryilIthink there are 
few legislative initiatives tageomparefruutheifiimportance whthi t comes4d"publies4fety. frAn.'-f .  

A0 	 .7tn.1'," I will focus my remarks on Part 3 of t 	ill, whi,eilgi urider y purviewuVI,Vlinisten,oFJustice 
tc,  

and Attorney General and on reforms that are ,.41y, ir ctOat strerrh.ening our Criminal C cle:pnd 
our criminal law in this regard in the fight agaidpterrotisen., 

gyp°  
You will note, honourable senators, that there has beVntatci,Vi.lcat)bts,itkirgiov'iet rtinroent of 

amendments, and perhaps some have followed the testimony (*experts atiffiei;lc&OfiCorl'imons 
with respect to the last two weeks of testimony. 	

"  

Terrorism poses a serious threat in this country. It's undeniable. This is not an alarmist or a 
partisan statement. It is not rooted in rhetoric but in realism. One only has to turn on the nightly 
news or talk to front-line security providers to understand just how serious this threat remains. 

The proposed Criminal Code reforms fall into four categories: strengthening terrorism 
recognizance with conditions and peace bond powers; creating a new offence for advocacy or 
promelr offairmission of terrorism offences in general; authorizing courts to order the seizure or 
forfeituratteuccitipiropaganda material, as well as its removal from computer systems located in 

`•)/r-  `0 C‘.(--.. Canada; andettrthly6prZectsig,witnesses, including those involved in national security 

1g 	dings and.ptizr_ctit'on5.,,,,7).-"Qs.  

'90 	V4-9.P 	 lb 17' € B4 i li 0 l&  ZIA), • /.. 	. ._ .e p 	/Y,W:ti h rebicl•to the first parthrgogni0Ace witkmditions and peace bonds, the proposed 
it>", 'I' i 

'enges heremouldgenerally speakfriA,AowQthe thresircilds. The thresholds provide for a more 
/I/A . ' L'A'..., • r, 	-7 --qh,  .".. targetedtconditiorLsuch astthe surrender of ifissporis ofi geographic area limitations. Of course, 

.0 	MA 	1--Ad 	fli 41z-, ' W nt.,,, there are other c'enditionsithat In a j9dge's discretion,cpuld attei), things such as not associating 
A__,' .`" in, 	1--,-, 	,.,.. 	'I 

with certain ihigividialsuiot, ing jntossessio of weapons or explosives, for example. 
/Alp 40., 4 dit? ir  — 	ci  '-' 

In all of these cases, fcititti recogs1,a 	with,tonidifions there is a provision for increasing the 
-, 	4- 6, period of preventative detention/ three'r.urnays totithelssible total of up to seven days, with _..., 

C , 

COL< 
C-7,3 
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periodic judicial review generally every 48 hours following the first 24-hour p 

detention. Making these preventative measures easier to obtaippiRcluding the-16TVgkifitfier  41),c, 
thresholds, would enable the police and prosecutions to move; orifiiiklArvith the applicSiio 	 '3/6' 

iti PiY whereby the evidence available would not meet the currentAhrssnolq eve though it wou 	„Ar-
otherwise indicate a threat. ?.- 

* 	 4411-1 AC)- , 
Canada is not alone in enhancing preventative detention in this area in terestncterrarivst thi*at/ 	°/0,0/ 

The United Kingdom allows for preventative detention of suspected terroristsririiiretharkP611gp 	 .1 
'61 = (j  to 14 days, so double what we find in this bill, which also requires independent revieypq grouTls 

similar to those found in this bill. 	 L114/14, 

Olv 
They also have in the U.K. a tool similar to our terrorism peace bond called a terrorism 

prevention and investigative measure. This allows for the imposition of conditions on individuals 
where satisfied on a balance of probabilities that the person is or has been involved in 
terrorism-related activity. I note Australia also has preventative detention at the federal level, and 
while there are state prevention detentions which allow up to 14 days, Australia also imposes 
control orders similar to our peace bonds, which impose conditions on individuals where there is 
evidence that they may commit a terrorism offence. 

Secondly, with the new advocacy or promotion offence included in this bill, Bill C-51 would 
create a new Criminal Code offencero;f:adyo'Clinkor promoting the commission of terrorism 

' Ul<4. offences in general. The proposed offence glif&gac3sAhe criminal law by making it a crime for 
a person to knowingly promote or advocate: t-_t_itccirriliiimm../af6Torism offences in general, while 
knowing that any of those offences willbe commiitatt,orbefil'gfAckrels,kto whether or not any of 
the terrorism offences may4eifomrrff4dAss a resultAil:6/a Ciiim`'uniCati601/, 

P,E 	P 	 14-1 op C 
The current criminal law only.S1tlites toloun elfin 	the commisli`priliof a skifiic tertesm 

offence, such as telling people to bom4•LvtraiV;tcictis-n.4)Inever the current law woulacnot 
04/ c:/(/ necessarily apply to somebody who actively enco4„rt5es others to commit terrorism-wyences more 

For example, when the remarks are made in a terrorisiraMexttqcsgriryuuliattaciks On-Canada, 
because no specific type of terrorism offence is singled out by thiPeacmpleilifiel%rfaed,offence in 
this bill would close that gap. 

Some have suggested that the existing crime of instructing terrorism activity under section 83.22 
sufficiently covers this behaviour intended to be covered by the new offence. It does not. The 
instructing offence requires that the person would be able to command or order someone to do 
something. In addition, "terrorist activity" is a much narrower description in scope than "terrorism . 
offences" in general and would exclude; for example, all of the new terrorist travel offences brought 
in by Bill S-7, the Combattini Terrorism Act brought in 2013, thus it is much narrower than the 
prop&e'd offaCerN • k 

49' Lj k9 
It is also importantto'notz,hat there was a close relationship between the proposed advocacy t- "'offence and the existing Offence of,counselling the commission of a crime. In short, counselling has 

/*it' s',..*://C,  k3-613„.Fen gitzrpiped by the Ste,rne:Cctu4 irmhtjAren v. Hamilton, a 2005 case, to mean active 
ftbncOutammentiiille same irrIttatilcirille t44.,tpreme Court has given to the phrase 

akbRtes?epromiiites," These refti''-elint.'slare'id'und.In44;8. v. Keegstra, a 1990 case; and the v. 
vAh-- . ' t 	 ,7" 	 ' 

Sharpe, from 20 le fihis,ph sein turn, is the-elLact language used in these new proposed offences. 
" 1 /4I Lt/ (-A/ 	 "Ir.m7.,f  To those that say, hisc97 offence.. itnkaon freedo p speee would respectfully disagree. I 

would note trliat4thpvTm'in:0141.aw)alikdA  puts)imits on speech when the speech is deemed to be 
sufficiently harmful, foQicampleihe batie0op.42rfaa' offence or advocating for the promotion of 

/1411--.. 0/ genocide that has no statutory de e ce. 	r rerseilm ,1(69s of communication that cross that 

rt 4:41, 	/1-6, 

(D/i)1,, 	,-, 6 /(_•). 	1,0  
generally. 	 1:1* 0 

'11/ 

' V /kst 
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LI  "/-4S! i ,-. C'', S' line of freedom of speech and cause harm, hate and venture into the certain activities iQto..q.e 
community. 	 le ' v6  0 	8). 

ckc. 	C -6, A" 	cs, 

	

‘f 	 iF,r4- 	 9̀  ib 1-1  A po 8  OA Thirdly, colleagues, the seizure and forfeiture of terrorist,pr pritan a-AlfeAhird area of refiiirm, , v/ 	, yi-N 
/-jk•-' ' 4-X1 -.' ' '1F? , 	' V/-?,_ frA r, 4-il?  relates to two new warrants of seizure: forfeiture or detention 6i terroristpropagarida. Terrorist t-",(1),) 	' - ),- 	7-, . 

	

6n4  • v7-_,...:4:,§,-, 	fil,i t. 	 i, P.- --. propaganda material is material that counsels the commission of term, i0ko eiiii...cciF atlia,ts, 	 /04/  - 
advocates or promotes the commission of terrorism offences in general. 4s z.-- ioA, FA, 	/lc 	Oro,„ 

'' t/o . vp,4) ,s‘ iyifi).)-,0 	 rt 
(French follows - Mr. MacKay cont'g -- Ces modifications proposees...). 	 (AC' 	..11 . 

b , 
Ot? '''-  41 iv 

(apres anglais) (M. MacKay) 	 41,1 /1/44 
6'  

CC
/7- 
86' 

(-Comment  Man]: SVI,'Rcouter. 	) 

En ce qui a trait aux mesures deitirAtectipn„j'aimerais faire remarquer que le consentement du 
procureur general constituerait une conflitpin?;%ble l'etablissement dune procedure visant 
l'obtention de l'un ou l'autre de ces mandats;%'eaullAcn`tir ia't la prise en consideration de 
questions d'interet public, notamment sur la,p@tection..ue-la libefite q'expression. 

"Ti , 

(Mr. MacKay cont'g: 17:13(5? Finally; the number of iMptirtarifTfianges'arkileing proposed...) 
ct 4-4 

'S)(-.1 (anglais suit) 	 OA /  
c-C)- f 	O ti 	/VA 

(Following French -- Mr. MacKay continuesp 

trCik 
QF 

Finally, a number of important changes are fig4proposed to likerprotectthose involved in 
9 P. 	 / A national security proceedings and prosecutions. In particiar theseadiangeswipuld prqvide.the 

-11/n 	t`i/./..-, courts with greater discretion to make orders for testimonial accorytiodatiou;4aTteqitiiteitiames of 
federal prosecutors and law enforcement personnel who obtain authorization tolvlittz 
ensure that the acts of intimidation in the context of national security proceedings are niti?e 
effectively punished. As my colleague Mr. Blaney has indicated already, for many of the activities 
that would in the normal context of behaviour be deemed an infringement of a person's 

constitutional rights -- things such as wiretap, entry of building, obtaining certain types of 
evidence -- judges already routinely, on a daily basis, authorize this type of activity. 

Similarly with respect to some of these provisions of the Criminal Code, we are drawing upon 
exarnfileiseafializidy exist in terms of criminal behaviour. The removal of materials when it comes 
to hate Pro460.?8Co'i.%..§11leornography, for example, is already authorized in the Criminal Code. 

r+, 4)  ts.„ ,$)eo, chair, wittikeilaccd-to t17,,cpestoci,ilaf constitutionality in Bill C-51, this bill would not have 

	

34314)en introduced to Parliament had we 	in the constitutionality of this. If I had 
p con6lxcled,iitgoconsultationilAithcpeflOntMkoartment of Justice, that it was inconsistent FRr ' 	 h-)01 	 . wittiTroisiesiortneStrter, the bill.w41/1.not,tite,neeqtroduced. That does not mean there 

will nottelZ,harter2Vapen/leg'! _As with manicely bjllS,-iftsioften the subject of legal testing before 
"•=1/' 	. the courts by counsel for acCused. 	 these)egis ativ,",proposals presented here are 

A 	F(..)/.1 reasonable anclAppropriatresPosiks.t'caeftreat of terrorism in Canada and are accompanied by 
/ <7./tin. At. a number of safeguardq%cial.civzrsignthLoyolverner,Rnd discretion, the requirement for 

Attorney General consent fokie-itsiegi ariAllitteiioasi.aiidfthe high mens tea requirements. 
Li"? :411̀ T/V;,-/  

Cce„, 

Ces modifications proposees permettraient a un juge d'ordonner la saisie de la propagande 
terroriste qui est imprimee ou sous forme d'enregistrement sonore. Elles permettraient egalement 
a un juge d'ordonner la suppression de la propagande terroriste, qui est sous forme electronique et 
accessible au public par l'entremise de fournisseurs canadiens de services Internet. Ces 

modifications sont semblables aux dispositions actuelles du Code criminel qui permettent la saisie 
et la confiscation ou pa suppression de formes de Materiel 6 des fins de propagande haineuse 
reputee de nature criminelle.; 
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In conclusion, it has also been important to note that the recognizance with conclitions,relnains 
-411.‘ important and subject to a sunset clause as well as annual reportingto Parliameek-,   

t9/ 	43* 	 tr,T• p,' ,The tenor of the times leads me to believe -- and my colleaguelas-well—,that, in addition-toVir,„ pit'/_ qtr Yt-ri  
being constitutional, it is incumbent upon our government to doceve8thingln ouripower to keep s-'R. 

(-)t Canadians safe. That is the ambitious but optimistic goal of Bill C-51/1/ 	A". 

S 	 ./1/ 
V/ As you know, there have been a number of successful terrorism investigation and'prosecutions 

since the Anti-terrorism Act of 2001. Most recently, there were convictions in4ii-diaijbntValannid'id: , 	0,4 Q , 0 
attack on VIA Rail in Toronto, Ontario. Our men and women from our military intelligeritenc9a2F 40,-c/GA , 
enforcement and prosecution services are to be commended for keeping Canadians safe from the/0 	 v 

real and evolving threat of terrorism in Canada. I'm particularly proud, and you will allow me to 
have this place of pride within the Public Prosecution Service of Canada for their successful 
prosecution of this challenging case. Let it be a deterrent, general and specific, that this threatening 
behaviour will not be tolerated in our country. 

As parliamentarians, it is our role to ensure that the tools that we have at our disposal are made 
available to the front lines in this fight and that they are as robust as they can be. That's what Bill 
C-51 intends to provide. As the government we continue to also take part in the outreach. This 
Friday I met with our cross-cultural round table to discuss prevention, reoccurring radicalization and 
recruitment efforts and sought inpuPo'n thisiiisla6on with representatives from around the t !, 
country in many different communities.

o v
49/0  

Orl,,.4"9  (-)f I would like to close my remarks with a relevkritcquote-ir°om, oneefeie House of Commons 
. 	 Ty 	k-.1  witnesses last week, Profess'or5a1i7Mansur, who said th 	

.c- 
at., 	49 4./A 

‘-'1Y 	/ fig 
N 	 VID6- 

	

0.C3 	r 9 Bill C-51 is directed' a@instA ..%st jihaklists and to prevent 1. thetrarorq theigstated 
.ft- or,p, goal to carry out terrorist thread against(heMestrincluding CanaclaCThe threats are real, 

.Lt c 	ir),.  
not hypothetical, and they have multipliedie/ver strice, 9/11 brought Islamic tercoris 
North America. 	 /q 	0 	4-'6"s 

Op, 	. . This is a professor from Western University. This bit recognizes eisc illimrealityrancl attempts 
to meet it head on. 	 0/ 

V / 

I thank you and look forward to your questions. 

The Chair: Thank you very much. We very much appreciate your coming before us and giving 
us an outline on the principles of the bill. I would like to start with a question if I could, colleagues. 
We've undertaken a study of terrorism through this particular committee since October and the 
seriousness of the threat cannot be understated. During the course of our hearings, we discovered 
there were well over 300 Canadians either directly or indirectly involved materially or otherwise in 
terromi)  activities. We also learned there are well over 600 financial transactions dealing with 
terronsmCikat,ZAICade public during that course of time. 

/Sc 
(1 Ivo a-) Yet, at theC.,?arne time-there were few prosecutions that had been undertaken. We very much 

. 	 r a pri,eciate the succesgul2prosesiAtion-trlatcpas been completed, which you mentioned earlier, but 
tSZ.   tnp numbeFofprosecution9that tiave taken placecompared to the U.K., France and other parts of 

4,e1 	 "171q0 4,:ithe,world'/Were Siinificantly less. at 
• in czp), 1:?C,  With the low<tinglpfthe'thOsholds, do you seelu kirosecutions taking place in respect to '1/4) 	/Vnr,, meeting this threat that.Ca arta,faces., 

4 /4/ (1  Ar, 
Mr. MacKay: Thantatiy, Mr/gri . .hdt'ta very relevant question. In Canada, we had roughly ". 

19 instances where convictiorg,Nave eeSr, .enderea. Cerran provisions -- I have to be very frank 

	

f() 	 , 

le ASS 
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with you -- like the recognizance have not been used. However, I would state ernticallyi kfla 	t 
v,9 their lack of use should not be interpreted as in some way indicating that theyre.Aotece pry., I 

would also suggest to you, in direct response to your questioeeXtt,th:e8rering of ihecsepoestiglgs 
will, in fact, allow for greater can access to these provisionspf ReVe!bond arbtdirecognizance. 	ici)/1.41 

01.47i 
&nd'i4 A)1Y027,4` .C'e\ I also must stress that police and CSIS would have to appear before !Mule, withAttotrity 	• .61  4-- General consent, to make that application, based on evidence -- so that very Rpo rta nt6) d i cia I rojei 

of viewing the evidence and allowing for those provisions to attach, for condftns t iOo beint in & frZ''• 
place. 	 /4/pc'  c' p&-if 

41 0 My final point is that this is always about prevention. This is about behaviour in the commuA 
 n() 

very often brought to the attention of the authorities by family members or friends or colleagues of 
the individual demonstrating that potentially dangerous behaviour. 

Those steps and that inevitable conclusion of attachment of peace bond or recognizance 
eligibility would be greatly enhanced by this bill, and I would suggest that also could lead to greater 
success in both arrests and prosecutions. 

The Chair: I will turn to Senator Runciman, who is the sponsor of Bill C-51. If you proceed, then 
I'll go to Senator Mitchell on the third question. 

rk. Pf?,.., 
Senator Runciman: Okay, thank y'di° havd 41 	Couple of questions, initially, for Minister MacKay 

about matters that have been garnering a fair amount or,mgdia attention and dealing initially with 
privacy. When I read interpretations to the Ftrecy Act,..the act,aiready permits personal 

tr'fii 	 ' information sharing in circuoistancOk.tovolving security )7! cnTinfaLinvestiVion-related matters. 
That's the way I understanAeigt)o 	 understiandiopt 	ItheAdifittirm legislation, 
the Privacy Commissioner has the aulth'S'Atrfo'recirve,and invesiigiaikcomicl̀difits1340 even nitiate 

tz investigations, with full access to'4atiliAofithe-atjgrekeus,invroif.pcit 	 Ofv 	xb, 
'4'1 9 	144 1 /4'  qt„ 	 °7- 70,c) I'm curious, reading the criticisms here; jtsee•• sjo ,me t .4 ciatilIC-53.doesn t take anything away 

1  , ?iv 	s" 	' from independent review authority. 	
Abk6 

-1.:; 40/ :?.. /Q40 4  / I'm just wondering if you can speak to that and commen, o.rbwith,—'spect ,the,sfactkat the 
existing provisions, as I see them, will still apply to Bill C-51? 	Al• 	‘jfri)  /1:   

Mr. MacKay: Senator, your assessment is correct. The provisions of the Privacy Act would apply 
to this legislation, as to all others. Complaints can be initiated externally, or the Privacy 
Commissioner may take it upon themselves to examine certain circumstances or situations that 
could give rise to questions. 

For that reason, I agree with your statement that this safeguard, if you will, this arm's-length 
independent body of Parliament, has the ability to examine circumstances that could arise from the 
enacgebottliii'Tegislation. 

Vi kii,,L  9̀  S'fi SenatorIrtgnut etr .cgr\5.to be hearing from the Privacy Commissioner at some point 
jai Or, the studyrsiO"opefull*we'll gesT&Ime understanding of his concerns. At this point, I don't 

SLunder414hem. 	ib Pf&',1:),c, S 4/ 

Ic,p,ellY 4,,r. 	/111:4b/c_,/k16,11::1) ; ... 
fr / 

0 Anotheit9su natzti s gained some,extensiveg k is th' -lain) that the bill somehow compels 
4114/ 	t 	 V....).- ek; 

judges tuAt.h8rizglyhacheiztifee Charter y.,1S/io i ,kyand it seems to me that we had this '1 l ' 	ff'4. 	• 
discussion ar4ritriBill t?Nancl.ttlia't the.Supreme EIC44)-clecieigii),On Spencer said that obtaining 

4 	7 / , -'4"--.fil. 	C',?si information wi 	t cou 	th ization r afaharter breach, but, with court authorization, it is 
Charter compliant 

trio
M/ or: 4c 1r 'C  .s,, 4,0, , 

'44 ti04211 6?.; 4/ 1144:4  . 	 ' 
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I just wonder if you could perhaps clear the air on that as well? 	 fQ 	
8S 

/Cep, 
Mr. MacKay: Well, I appreciate the opportunity to do soeintstprilaney and Fbbht rrntkote %Sys 

this in our opening remarks, and I think it's clear to Canadian 444) arta ft th
449

ose  who 0  / 	PIS)) 	OA/ 
ILI 	A/pn  

participate in the justice system, that judges readily approve anccf9ec 'ajzibljcati4tom police anc44), 
national security authorities regularly, when it comes to conducting c 	act' ities. T isftas been 	̀1  

/ 	+S' a long-standing practice within Canada, within our justice system. To be clear;,_CS57illenly alt 
to undertake certain activities if a judge, a Federal Court, believes it is necessary' to kaiKanadiags 
safe. That is a long-standing practice. 	 r ''A/p``' 

C)14411'x./1  
Let me give a couple of examples. Right now, where judges undertake the type of activity-thoo 

would be envisioned here, in closed criminal proceedings, they may impede the freedom of 

expression. So we have criminal proceedings in which the court is conducted in camera. These 
include applications for search warrants under section 487, warrants to seize certain materials, 
general warrants themselves. Other examples would include applications to lead evidence, and you 
will recall this in your time as solicitor general. Leading evidence of a complainant's prior sexual 
activity is very often a situation where a judge may clear a courtroom, and certain evidence is heard 

in the absence of a jury. Similarly, a judge may exclude the public from certain cases, pursuant to 
section 486 of the Criminal Code. They may order individuals to deposit their passports as a result 
of the necessity to impede their ability to leave Canada under section 615(4)(e) of the Code. They 

. 
may order -- already in place today undopthe OrimrnatCode -- material removed from the Internet, 

	

yin 	n 
affecting an individual's freedom of expressiort(Cgayethee)ramples earlier of hate propaganda or 
child pornography. 	 "IC v'S 0 

6" 
jt 
 X/&* SJ 

Many of these provisionsmilld theiKuotand their exples&on direqy in te,q, ions of the Criminal 
Code and powers that exisPiTeldeloVtpcelerabling,of certainaiti*ities4ikwoliTo otherwise Ysr, 
deemed to be unconstitutional. As.,,Ai 

iY,S‘ 	 "04/  tliv  

	

S' 	 Oh, 
Senator Mitchell: Thank you ministers, both' Olfyotr, tomour pfetentations. About threeyekrs 

ago, the government began cutting RCMP budgeIA/Itu 
 nasrdene`sorOgnificSnttkand, recently, the 

velocity of that has affected CSIS. We've heard testigeNytkat?agm4anylls'L600.RICI-taPiofficers have 
`Me 	-1 ahr been moved from hundreds of files of organized crime, drug crimes, financial . crimes to intetigation 

/ of terrorist activities. We've heard evidence that CSIS has had to m i e some very dlffcult7s, 
prioritizations. They don't have enough money. To put it in the vernacular, when afgtgoing to 

put your money where your mouth is and back up these institutions, these organizations? It's one 
thing to give them extra tools, but it's no good if they don't have the workers to implement them. 

Mr. Blaney: I thank you for your question, senator. I would say that we began to be coherent 
with our approach as soon as we took power, and that's the reason why, as we speak now, the 
budget of both the RCMP and the CSIS has been increased by one third since we took power. I want 
to congratulate both of the heads of the agencies that are doing very important work -- actually, it'rt 
outstanchfilwork,-vin,.yery difficult circumstances and that have shown the flexibility under this 

t" evolving threal-wgre,fdeironow of those high-risk travellers and this Jihadi terrorist threat. They've 
shown the flexibility, but vse.certairily .1re aware that there are other needs, other important areas 

h (, sOnati.qav,e to be taken ota.consid,!ratio4rs 

p, 	g) 	 /A/,-/:)1Y/1/4  Li  bp, (Fren=ch follows --Mr. Blaney contg -- 	lune expression) 
'180 	)- ks,  

Cpc, 	17)4:41?ini  
(a presc3 riglais) fM/Blanesz) &•- 

0 
II y a une'6,p:ression..en-fra cai$:opj ditcLutne faut pas deshabiller Pierre pour habiller Paul. 

"VP 
(M. Blaney: So it's o

0
l:MaiMhAtihttreAllodAip 

/ /0/v  4,4?  
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(anglais suit) 

r, '90 	 0 

S  0i 	

.6 
po   

(Following French — Mr. Blaney cont'g -- pour habiller Pau ' .1//

'S' 	
71-/- '-- 6'./.S 

0 04/6. 
So it's obvious that this reallocation of resources is puttingi3)ressure on 	 b ourintelligence and 	c, ',SOL, &"ifi) 

o,  
police service. We've had discussions with both Commissioner PaulsorrandivIr.;Coulbm.e'and we're vrry 7,, 'le>,  ' r• 

• ',VI', 	C' ,. '41',R 	to& ' /v aware of that. As you know, we've always ensured that the resources are thereswhen needeul (3:0t, 
- u  .P)- ' 	li ..',  as you've stated in your question, you may have the resources, but, if you don't haverthe authority„ 
-41 / ,_, 1 /4.-'( i 	.."`-) 	I you cannot act. Minister MacKay has just given a vivid example; even though you•have,10 police 'V '*-11 	 1..' 

"vl`r) „q il,S'• 4 officers in an office, if they are not authorized, with the consent of the Attorney General-ahk, 	4 r., 	/G 	4,1 . fig )- L/to judge, to intervene in an imminent situation, we may have all the money we need but won't be able.) 	%,,ti,  v.6-4 4-0/ 
to intervene. 	 AV 	"Y 	'. /7, 

IC 	I iS 
C&''s  

Senator Mitchell: On your point about the one third, the one third was increased to 2012 at 
which point presumably you had enough resources in these institutions to do the job but they didn't 
have the pressures of the terrorismiihv 	

(- 
estigalions 	 --that they have today. But my next question 

/1'01/  f t 
Mr. Blaney: Sorry, the budget is from 2006(until nom:it's a one-third increase for both the Al es, 	 c 	 ) 

RCMP and CSIS, including all the measures We have taker- (..) 

Pep,'0 L.:'*! 	
ASS 

Senator Mitchell: But if sb.ebn reduce4 since 2012.1'0 /A „ Pii?/ (.4 Aft)) 
4.P 0,y4  

My next question is to MinistkMacaw,MinisteFMacKay, you maiqp-powidelistLielrlent and 
11d /CIA 	4 n it's reassuring. The government is doingeverything grits power to keep peopleAafe. 'I would have 

."—k)  been further reassured if you had made the statement that its aIsordoing everything in its powevto 
r Lld 4.:\S balance that with Canadian civil liberties. You,uiedias defence of sbme ofrffte,provisions in that 

portion of the act which falls under your jurisdiction the(WK. and Avraliarvexperientes, but you 
Li/ . Wire, 	/ stopped short of the fact that in both the U.K. and Australia t ey6r patarnentarkbyersigpt and 

other forms of oversight that we don't have. It just seems to me that it's andd,klyerilAtat you 
didn't get to oversight in this bill. 	 `-C 

Why is it that on the one hand you argue to defend this bill with the Australian and U.K. 
experiences but on the other hand you neglect to point out that almost all of the rough edges that 
Canadians fear in this bill with respect to their civil liberties would be taken off if you had put into 
this bill proper, renewed, new oversight, parliamentary oversight, extra SIRC powers, extra powers 
for perhaps a public commission over the RCMP. 

Wh yos sit that PP t9bu ,aven't done that when it would really sell this bill and take the fear of its 
threat to \cigitiiier-tiera4y in most respects? 

61" MacKay:-̀ 413takk you;fr4or thattamtion. It is obviously an area of contention. There has 
3/4 en‘Tripof discussion i4Be ilkisgbf CdrUcyns committee on this subject. 

itstAao 	 .1/Vp. -.1)/1/  
ORp 	'6!_7- . ISErst afikloiiifittere are a few,things.thatd kclOW ybUzare well aware of. In Canada we have 

ChartleAtlygy dor*f have that in,the U.K. andktfity don*ave it in Australia. We also have a very 
S 0/4 '1,/ 	 vt..)/ robust check and:01, lancen 	Yo(Jr4Ilescription in-Si:RC, but 	let my colleague, Mr. Blaney, 

speak to that'll 	OFS 	1) 

bis) 
frig 

S 

That's why this bill is all about providing tools. At an appropriate circumstance, I am sure that 
members will eventually be dealing with measures that will address the resources. As we speak 
now, we talk of tools -- tools that have been actually been asked for publicly by Commissioner 
Paulson and, as Minister MacKay just indicated, will fight us in our fight against the jihadi terrorist. 
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I was recently in the U.K. at a global law summit and it was very interesting:bet-apse thAIA ì.„ 
/in Vq parliamentary oversight committee that you're referring to that exists in the Westmins er,cripdelN,  

. 	. 	 IP() was being savaged because the chair himself had been caughtucry7  a'isig.  disturbing s ,aptiyabOtp 	„S 
cash for access. So in my view parliamentary committees are not th$1 Weal orci.,ersight bodies whi4e,rjb ik/A, 4/0p, 

h 	'sfY  comes to these national security matters. It's a body like SIRC tharactuallytas.experuse in the 	/ A 	I 
that A p- Ocei 	-1C7- area, able to provide and to follow the type of activities in a way that shbuld-rea see,Ca a ans 	ON 

and does reassure Canadians, and there is reporting to Parliament. Let's not r ‘Thomentileave:- v " f§' 	 n& - 
Q 1 	.-)P anyone with the impression that these activities are not subject to the reach ot Qrrel)f entoans:d fi)L.., 

We're here testifying on this bill. You have two of the most important individuals whieMbe§:(,,i / "":/1/4,./  
capacities as head of the RCMP and head of CSIS, are regularly called before committees si.144,  
yours. 	 "O S

4 xi' c 
In my view, there is tremendous confidence in this country that our system is actually quite 

superior to some of the others that I've mentioned. But I only mention them as a touchstone to 
demonstrate that these expanded powers of prevention and detention already exist in those 
jurisdictions. Those are the countries where we're working most closely and those are the countries 
we're most likely to be sharing information with in the future in this global struggle. 

However, I take your point and I do want to assure you that that contemplation very much went 
into this bill when it came to the balancing. J t isn't just about this expansion of power, it is also very 

t r-'44o, 
much about balancing the rights of individuals,kp.role,cted in every way by the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms and our Constitution. 	 S'/() 	sSo 

at,  
Mr. Blaney: I would like t 'tc you for arielieSent que;st,n trfaypcesents the opportunity to 

make known to Canadians 9143ylel tfiiff'ssie envy of th)tialrkilcr-  Iiii;tbio'i)sieNriity intelligence 
review our government isiP•Onallyloriefof thlkst democraticikgiernrne4sany`464in.the world 

. iT'r") 	 T44,   
to establish a statutory framework4Ovits seckirAy_senviEst., 	1=12"/ 	C7- rrs 	(7)/VA 11/Ith " 04, You mentioned the Australian example anLSd, ,e,bad d4s,cussion,earker on this. Yoy may beiii 
interested to know that they do have parliaments ovierfight in ArYstralia.LBut you may also be 

1/Pc_, 	/ 	 f) 	into 
operational 

to know that this is only for administrativeyyrses,an,c,1,,at.ttely slonitTAito 
operational matters. However, SIRC goes into all operatiorValUpoersqn—d601,%Zie/rel,a 
specific mandate for our security and intelligence review committeNo look inticcttiph44,t-s., 
disruption activity. So by broadening the authority of CSIS we are enlarging and givifire power 
to our Security Intelligence Review Committee and this is in clause 4 of the bill. 

This is very important to mention, Mr. Chair, and I would invite you to take not only my word 
but this quote: 

... this security intelligence review process is an example of the Canadian legal system 
striking better balance between the protection of sensitive information and the procedural 

Pifigki,ts otirigykduals 

''11/7S,fr)C  
That's the 5upre'40,Cciuttol Canada. 

Bu 	1.;4,1 	. Su 	s4ur 	1 /4B me yotetrik-vo3givc them the $2.8-million to $5-million budget to do the 
p 	

ASR 
/A/A,  

0 A  _ }1C},i. 
lYSI:cAP19 	 'KA nrin/P499y:ESiyeve.,.111.Tys ensuredInerhave,sMficient funding and I would refer you to the 

L'A/ quote of fikei-dos 	tkiievxecuRvip director, who tra's"recently/stated that he has all the resources to 
fulfill his manciate.rib 	& 1/.0i)7- 

Senator Runciman 	
1-

6ytat..5, parljajentaro9 you're quite familiar with the statutory 
Oun review that occurs on quite a bit egislatc19, hilait%irnesibito're the house and the Senate and 41 

V. 	4 
IC 

• coorneri r.opj:r,tio://wr.v.pati.kc.c 
ililoiliePi6lications/Publi6iiioitas0115o ' 
clii.86:7060Adanguaige;EkKAncli=i.  

Comment 1g161: http://www.sirc- 	1 
csars.gc.ca/abtprp/exddex-eng.html  
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Ofris,, 	s, 
mandating a review after normally five years that the legislation has been in prat‘)sytherkt 
consideration to an amendment that would mandate a review after,five yeaMDC,t, 6  Op l9.k ,-t---1, 	'SS i'li S'i& ,, vin 	q-)  , p 	o Mr. Blaney: I thank you for your question. Regarding amendments, t abswer your qu stj0k, ,yik 	0  

P,.. 4.4 	4 . actually Minister MacKay has indicated that in the case of lowe ,i1g4.1-eShcilglaher ts.:,already a 	Ow4Cfr 
sunset clause included. Other measures such as information sharing-14,beenikiffig,r4Qs'ted 	'1 tio 	F 
from many studies. 	 i4,,S' L lb ' 6  $-/V 	 /

,40 /7 	ilt b 	1./•• 	 /0,4? 
4 / , 	 4/ A- -6' ,,,ak. ti)7-0 What I believe the member could look into a committee for amendment is to-r4ally...claraftkthe 	.",‘,. 	$'' p., v,kr, 	A  IV,1).„ 4,1k. 

role of the bill which is to target terrorists. We've heard these discussions about protestelkyVe11;1 .40,-eloit ‹ ,,,q  
this bill is not about protesters, whether they are being lawful or unlawful. This bill is targeteditio f  &O ' vFil" 	0/ 
terrorists who represent a threat and willing to harm Canadians. 	 - f-, 	t3 

Cf4 t .,s  

But to get back to your question, all the provisions, as you've seen, lowering thresholds or the 

threat disruption, many of the activitV suctis)/13ie power that is recommended to be a given to the 
intelligence officer already exist in our pc-Arsions fRON,Iong time so I don't see the need at this point 
in time. 	 1i 

0/0
Cep 

'YA it 	 . Senator Runciman: I oetrientiRs because statutpcy revit wssarectlatively commonplace in 
legislation. 	 /%-AicY 	/  

PO c "-4.9nA. 	c`i-N 	IS)174. 	)'-,4 Minister MacKay, again, there hiv,,Veenakileiolip3.1blic commentstrutfticeAew lqw 
advocating or promoting terrorism, a net4dition7petTiVci\tOttsoro_ie people re" ggg, sting it's 
somehow too broad in scope. When I've lookeat/fRe sectidlitsee a'%Zimber of qualifying worci; in 
there, like "knowingly" as well as "awareneSs1"4or?"'Wckie0srfess;11411Wems" alconsequences of 
the prohibited action. 	 ()/Y/1; 	0 ° 

()At 	I%) / "PAL°  Could you speak to these words creating what looks to me as a higher standkdArprolikthan 
normal for the Crown in any future prosecutions? 

Mr. MacKay: I think that's actually quite accurate, that there is a high standard here that has to 
be met. Secondly, although we contemplated it, and we looked at legislation in other jurisdictions, 
we did not go down the road of glorification. 

This legislation does not create an offence for glorification or praise of terrorism, which is the 
case in the U.K. This bill, as you suggested, has language written in that talks about the act of 

/Sp, 
encouregz5rnt. UtEog,,s beyond simple passive words and it's not merely indirect encouragement. I 
should say it dOf5't impaT.on someone's free expression, views or opinions. This is directed 
at prohibitirkhe,akfieqcoOra4ernent or the commission of terrorism offences. r 

rAi 
,Soys, XotS'illfjote, to the suipr)seifin`yy,'uiv,,,q,d "terrorism" does not appear in the Criminal 

P$)Codellyisteatiist Activity oriteNTO'n'  Offleflep Alziwe're dealing with here. In that context, it's 
die`Cied 	 ticigaIPot,e460rageket of the commission of terrorism 

<"(.—')•• tIcf. 	 An offences, antOot jfistiexpr ssiq'ps about peop e' opinionsiOhere is Supreme Court precedent in 
'V 1 	': this area that is instKrotive.kuciurts ha,  k*held that theL  te7- 

rms "advqcating, promoting and 
counselling" all ail rneAnAessentrally thekame thinIith that in mind -- act of encouragement -- this 

.4 /116 !  P new offence is modelled,u,y0stmgioffenteVsve aveLirkthe Criminal Code for counselling. That 
Li/  relevant jurisprudence is instruetk9 as to-kgwwe would suk.Lessfully proceed with a prosecution. 

I've also heard things such as whether CSIS will create a prison somewhere. No, absolutely not, 
because they are not the law enforcement. If members feel, for greater certainty, to clarify that 
CSIS and our intelligence officers are not police officers, that they cannot make arrests, they cannot 

put people into prison, if the members feels they need to do so I certainly feel this would be 
appropriate. 
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Senator White: Thanks to all of you for being here today. 	 43/0 k3SP 
"1  ° 	0 S' .. 	 , 

A.) ,<. 	. CP (- . p .):1, . Minister Blaney, the U.S., U.K., Finland and Norway, for emple,f,a)ltwtheir respec,r7,se.,,, ",$ 
agencies to disrupt, in one form or another, criminal and/orTYri4j3t aCtikes, Bill C-51 wocilq'A f  ,.. 
allow for similar actions from our own security agency. 	Albt 4  is-T-t - 1 4 	' Qiy 1 p., 

,,,, '9Ab O 	 •,.. 
&0 	 01-  '  S 	 C' iliAtt„ .6',.,. Cp 0  

Could you briefly explain how it was determined we would move in tharclixectionfqhd whettig 
or not SIRC had an influence in us moving toward the Bill C-51 change? 	Q. I./  Ai 	1,'" 

t , °  
4,/k- 	i  Mr. Blaney: Yes, the reason we feel it is important to reduce the threat Isertainly trip-examplp 	t.S'6,/  O' 4  

I gave of being at an earlier stage of radicalization, where the RCMP is doing an outstanding 	0/ 	°
1.4?

/1/z- A4  
iA /  querying ongoing investigations. But in the area of pre-criminalization, where we can intervene at()  . v. 

an earlier stage and potentially prevent an individual from being criminalized, it's a good reason to 	 Ca... 
-̀- ,3 have the capability to intervene with those who are at the beginning of the continuum of 

radicalization. We are working on many initiatives on the side of prevention and preventing 
radicalization. 

As you know, the RCMP is deeply involved in this with trainers and many outreach activities, and 
so is Minister MacKay. As of last Friday, he met with our cross-cultural round table, so we are in 
prevention but we need to give more tools. We looked at our allies and they are indeed using these 
threat disruptions. That's why we qte,suggetling

1-0
_that CSIS would use those powers. 

fI 
fr/ As I have mentioned, whenever these

t) 1  

poWe@coul' infringe on the rights of Canadians, there is 
A 

judicial oversight, as there is already for collectrig,infbeafttion or)n another area for police officers. 

SS'%9 17;* CS/S,  

	

That would be how we &kept.' `%'.7:1 	7-0 
/A/P p -1/y 4 	 094,-1C), 

Even the Security Intelligenc4gviePanmitteeincognizes that tofave thifeal. is4tion, the 

	

'1//1/i,a 	 /n4 '-' AA . power for CSIS would better protect Can fans. 1-cartaisAure youhat those thrNi s 
activities would be covered by the Security--1iteiiigr,!'5e Rivkw(cokigge and fully studied. iinn' he 

	

bill, we specifically ask that every year SIRC 	iliti:lbe•adisifiles.rellaiettto threat disruption. / ,4V.0,.. 4k. 
'-̀ "?/1.4,'""1 	 4,0 As you know, SIRC can go everywhere, whenever, howevginirow- erktpele v,t511)ntottlyi, 

activities of CSIS. I would certainly say that we can be very proudgfhis midltaV 
how we can make it even stronger. As you know, we just appointed Mr. Hollowqycylik 'js,,d'ean of a 
law faculty, as a fourth member. We are looking for the appointment of the fifth mem4in the 
near future to support the team of lawyers, specialists who have the independence, expertise and 
continuity that has proven successful over the last 30 years. 

Senator White: Thank you very much, minister. Minister MacKay, in the Air India commission 
recommendations it talked about establishing special terrorism prosecution divisions and even 
maybe a sugggstion toward special courts. In light of where we are today, do you see us -- this may 
be outSI e,therealm,pf Bill C-51, but I think a good continuation discussion -- moving further along 

"--11//c,. (-•firt- 
that continuum,tc)special:prosecution units as well as possibly courts or judges? 

en LYS  0 '61,  MacKay:-Thys a verkigood esstion, Senator White. In short, I would hope not. I would 
SZJike Itli`e'linvg that wet garkke eekrSn'o'r 	t fewer terrorism-related offences and activities 

m in 
nr  1 	

CFO /17 t/ 914 dadkcia. AV? 	 i‘i '41 	A)  tY,30, 
V6i C 1  

We hdie,cle elokd as &suit of the 19tages I allud*o earlier in which members of the /4 ,  1,14-", Public Prosecirtion'iSgwie were in Olved directly or inclirectly ,_,jy 

.4uU0p.,  My answer is po1/4
ia-infoi-mg,d,by thkrealitytqgt-there is shared jurisdiction here between the 

/ federal and provincial goverpment'imterms of.tfte daily-administration of justice. At the provincial 

Lett 

Tcommem [EC171 http://pritgc.caten  
g/news/2015/01/30/pm-announces-
appointment-security-intelligence-revier 

TcornmItteC, 
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level, we have prosecutors who also have to be well versed in prosecutions undkhg,C4Irf_alt%  

Aler, %N (1, '-/ 6,  t„ Code. 	
/Y v,ii 	26,  '''' TN Cs ,c., 

In short, I would suggest to you that at this point in time 11/rii?teaghticipate Sti'at CeXiyiU)Pit:?/1/1— 	04.. 
by necessity have to create an entire office or a specialist pei194)111,thrsirekafP. R4 k- 	l'0,y, 	C)--- 	ii)  te 

L1/17- let r'/ -• 

	

)Q1/44;,°, l'&. 1 /4.SICs 	/ON .41/1/0  This is an evolving threat. Were we to continue to see a threatened in wissiirectio,n1-it is 	''/(v 
F )-- 	' r, 	 1C7' /0/y something we could contemplate. It would be, as you mentioned, outside thejealm,9f0fs ,.... c.., IZAil, 

-1 4, — particular bill. 	
/4/PUI)q)  'Y'iv 1 ei--' 0 Olyp  xi 4  ,3-7  & - 4  

Senator White: Thank you, minister. 	
1  /00/S GA/ /14

1 4
O/ 

(French follows -- Senator Dagenais: Ma question s'adresse au ministre...) Cr% I S ,..., , 
0 

(apres anglais) 

Le senateur Dagenais : Ma question s'adresse au ministre Blaney. Monsieur le ministre, chaque 
fois que j'entends qu'un jeune garcon ou une jeune fille s'est radicalise sans qu'on puisse intervenir 
eta reussi a quitter le pays pour aller rejoindre I'Etat islamique, cela devient inquietant pour ne pas 
dire bouleversant. 

On sait que dernierement au Qutbec six jelines sont partis et les parents ne savent pas ou ils se 
4.)1, (.Jr'.,.'- trouvent. On constate aussi presque toujoupcp),scleqtrnternet qu'on les a inities a ces 

ideologies de la haine pour finalement lescpcyAntt,delse-Radts,aliser. Avez-vous une idee du 
nombre de cas qui pourrait etig's.'oumis aux tribujnaux 	 etait adopte? 4, 	 ' r76- 	1 /4)IS 00A, I • 	

bi PP() N^ M. Blaney : Je vous reyttercf4=p'our votfApestion, senateugEffectixerpect, eettitres troublant 
iz) de voir des jeunes qui sont radicalises etqesouhaltentpasser l'acticiflOCAst lalcalsontptlur. radical' 
	 1" '" laquelle dans le projet de loi sur nos es&irt_evnutery,Ki 	ou on va permuteAno aglieris d etre 

en mesure d'intervenir un stage plus preco'ceid4redAk3tAdjealisation, nougerons driDAJ 
mesure de recluire a la source le phenomenelde radi2Sitsati4a cl'egk joiinalisation de ces 
personnel. j 

/14 7 
C'est important parce que les parents peuvent etre confronfOAu croix*yg teur  R4t partir 

et risquer sa vie pour des ideologies extremiste ou voir son dossier criminalise. oriaetzinfa(enir 
de facon plus en amont du phenomene. Dans la sphere de precriminalisation, des elerriihis de 
criminalisation du terrorisme nous permettront de faire cesser les activites des sites Internet qui 
font la promotion du terrorisme. 

Sur le plan des enquetes comme telles, ce sont des questions de nature.operationnelle eta cet 
egard, je laisse le soin aux autorites policieres, aux corps policiers provinciaux, municipaux et a la 
GRC de faire le suivi de ces operations. 

PA? ,(y ai (Sen. Jafferc:, (Defil4t-1,750) Thank you very much, mister Chair...) 

(angiais suitr 	GC T 
.  A 

C • • 	 r, 

	

Lilt) (FaltawIng French in 17.40)A 	b 
;06. 	p„,z;:qii) 4  ,,&1? 7-, 
"SOnatortliffet: qoth,ministers, thafikcyou very Much ftirVour presentations. There is no doubt . 
that we aretaging-sorpe.threatpn our country jicliwe cegainly have to protect everybody. 

00 
I am very mel/Anter.esed in-npiyzyou stayted, Minister Blaney, by talking about prevent and 

detect. When Senatter'el49ale,w.as,taldrIgoboutifle balance, I heard a lot about the tools and 
' n what is being provided. l'a axe' you to-expanctanAr vent*pcl detect. For me, it is to reach out to 

10 QC' 
Cc 

S 
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PIY0 
the communities. I'm very glad at long last that the cross-cultural round table hasginfts.,tw.kilbl like 
to know how often it meets, what resources it has, and if both ryltyisters meet Q(1340 
to become safe if all people in this country feel safe. What aresweQitig,to have that happen? /"/•• 	

snip 
Mr. 	 4,1.  P1/%. c) 	t) 
Mr. Blaney: I thank you, Senator Jaffer, for your excellent question. Ame n eAlhose tools to0,97i 

"')nA 	 neo,  /lot '1face the imminent threat of terrorism, there are built into our anti-terrocismneasums‘preyepting 	ADA  hr, ty 
measures, such as the possibility for our intelligence officers to intervene at araaftie prowess. 	 v 	A/0/ 

Q/9 importance of the criminalization of promotion-clause is important because by.ist:O-ppl'aktihe 
messaging, we are stopping, if I can use the expression, the brainwashing, literally/Sf4these r.  

.3&-/  
extremist ideologies. That's why we've been conducting a reaching-out activity. I wouldiik(teli, 0/ 0,,, 
maybe Commissioner Paulson to elaborate, and Minister MacKay as well is aware, he's taken partiety 	

' 
;I'17 

many ongoing activities, but on the ground, if Commissioner Paulson would comment, please. 

Bob Paulson, Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police: I'll be brief and say that we 
have had a long history of prevention efforts and just your garden-variety criminality. Central to 
prevention is education and engagement of community members looking for those people in 
communities that are able to bring their expertise in a coordinated fashion to bear. 

I could speak at length in terms of some of the things that are going on, not only in the RCMP, 
other police forces, public safety is rolling out a redirect program which is seeking to coordinate all 
of the various resources that are ava le iribcgmmunities, coordinated in a way that is brought to 
bear. 0 

1C_e,  ivS What is most attractive to,ffie4n this proposea-legislatiorp.,uspectal(y in respect of the peace 
bond, it is not going to endi,6)44feeOecific p'...rò.:Suilitins,Vric4S)theitice'resiythat is subject of the 
peace bond is not complyifig-with61 rulks,tit it allows s.'"us kal'1613.1-in'Atframledrkof prevention, 

4. WfA. ‘L.  when we assess these people cotiefrt,Thkigh-rikarea in a pre-0147al spake.,,rerete 
believe, to the standards being established/in.itilsri4islatlk that we can use some aufbbrity to 

• (-)A, 	, 	'4-1/r), bring them into the program, to bring them into the pr,eventton realm;-,4 s a very attractive featyre 
to this proposal. 	 CAI 4-).e59 

0 
Mr. Blaney: Senator Jaffer, I want to reassure you that'this ‘‘Able olikenftient/approach. 

You have seen the effort of the RCMP. We need to develop this counter narrrrat 'td derail these • 1...„1„.„ 
speeches that are attracting and making these individuals fall into radicalization, andeTcetrtainly 
are appreciative of the work your committee has done, the work SIRC has done, and alscgre are 
exchanging with our partners in a way to increase our effort at preventing radicalization. I would 
invite Minister MacKay to say a few words. 

Mr. MacKay: In that spirit of collaboration, Minister Blaney is absolutely right on the peace 
bond and reconnaissance applications, there is not a shaft of daylight between the way the public 
prosecution service and the RCMP have to work. I may have misspoken earlier when I mentioned 

t-,_ _ CSIS meting these-applications. They make applications for other types of warrants; it's police in 
LI  '7,3 this instance•

• /04/  t9&: 0°& dri)g-To come bacletiIryr qu,e/stion, t) 
tsgross-cultural round table, which has been in existence now 

Sdot kitetthan a decack 41:X6s/our giRetnment, and we have members who have been on for 
PA 	//1/- A 	tat enter tirne'isince it was founded- 	 uteoz rt/1-5 members from across the country 

reptgniAting.qtly thegnof Canaaa,fla."9/1,14,ts rekke some lawyers, some with an 
educatio4Gackgrg&P,-buVrPally communityfegcters• t4(t'pe of people you would expect to not 

	

46e 1 	• 	'''1(;'-?‘ tn' only give you] orrcied a 	on pefspective, but p people w o-a-Re deeply immersed in their 
Lict 	 ,.15 	- 1-/ , communities nd4cliii iesk:lian,u,zifIrts.t,arid&ng)as you have indicated, that we are living in a 

tumultuous time. TherWitycurikipeopreqvtarAt9:re vulnerable and subject to radicalization, 
subject to the type of recruittilktita,isaly, 4%44 0/ 

Li'V• 

4"-St  

C• 
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It's very difficult, I think, for many Canadians to comprehend that a young PLeigifin mge t- 
-4-In female, growing up in this country, would be drawn to the type othomicidal marfaelhaylpuLthat 

' 	„ 	 L, we've seen exhibited on the Internet -- beheadings, burning peopre al Oei Why they ou191-teyer 
P leave the protections, the comforts of home, to go off to ana1Tost czertL)aih death, and a vidleniVr1 

death at that. Far beyond this bill, we must immerse ourselveVifia-bAgtiihdetIt‘tc_ding of what '''',Y4fA 
does motivate young people in the country to follow that path. 

•).. /()11,/ 	/1/ 
The commissioner has indicated that the police are doing more of that type; ot cortientjnity 

policing, prevention, in some cases destigmatizing concerns that individuals might-414e- bc2it̂-Polige 
and their government. That's part of it. 	 (')/WW <A1 

It's also some of the preventative programming that both the Justice Department and Public 	- 
Safety are involved in in the type of outreach that isn't just aimed specifically at terrorism but aimed 
at deterring criminal behaviour. 

Senator White will relate to this. I remember prosecuting a case in Cape Breton, and there was 
a gentleman there from Whitney Pier. 

Senator White: Not related to me. 

Mr. MacKay: Not related. We had a young 	that day who was probably going off to spend a 
bit of time, courtesy of Her Majesty, a'/ 4.1-'gorg,ct2in:al-centre, and they had a very good baseball 
team in Glace Bay around that time. This olderlien&hia%.was speaking of the merits of sport, but 

/-1 	vc.S' 	t) it would also include music, dLice and the artscNBut he,sajd rnO•rthat day, "Around here, growing 
4~5" up, it's sports or it's courts.& 	 r)Z- ("&if 

dr:),1 .41/4-, 4 A ..-11;) I thought that expression,na,tweryigtir nct,in4l.if we can do ....sly to rernt a -rnopttractive, 
productive alternative for young Pojale,,I 	itki,a,long way iiittlearealf-T4eveniii% that 7./ 	

tj /,,d '41/1/0 - 	/0,., we're talking about. 	
C)/V  

/01 / 	iS),"/ The Chair: I want to make a comment here,a;Athe charp•We kelveferrift to young persons 
here. There are a lot of young adults involved in'tgs'.01,tieny)A4R4aili641iit,̀)/Feontlated these 
are people in their 20s, well educated, well financed. I don't-44v. g,v90,s,rnicre.s,sip Atilt we're 
dealing with juveniles here because we're not, in most cases. 

Senator Runciman: A quick question to Minister Blaney, and the secure air travel act, section 8, 
that spells out ,roul"... may establish a list on which is placed the given name, the surname," et 
cetera. 

We have had a couple of folks who have slipped by authorities in the last little while, at least 
one who had his passport seized but somehow was able to leave the country and I gather is in Syria 
now. I'm curIpys, whether it's a serious matter or not, whether that should include a photograph or 
imageikpt;tRifirtc14ide us from using facial recognition technology which would deal with 
situations like<g)telindiViduals who, for whatever reasons, using fake ID, apparently, were able to 
slip throughille,cralckpalliti Oat language be incorporated in that section? 

1X/I: CL9/ 0 
uStif? Mi6qaney: I thank iog; 	esVonii/While we are here, we heard our witness, and we 

	

f °Ak ° 1-/ 	 at', certlarrilyjelAtfer ould be ‘neeTtAbe more specifib and that we could clarify the role of the 
fleni minister. he goal of tuicsection is clear gto,areverit-any high-risk traveller from moving away. In to/ 

.111 terms ofwhether a"ph'otparapl&ould be needed or not,intiuld certainly be open to your P7. '-"'/V 	" V v., 	.1C 7... 	/0/5) 
recommendation: //-$ 

s'S 11.1-0 
4Dz., Senator Kenny: 

	

	 are both to Mr. MacKay. 
v/14,1 4, 0/ /GA, ci 

‘3 
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Po. Pii3c., 

. ' ° A,, j c-, 
I didn't understand your example about being in the U.K. and going to the confirence-artt, ,,,, , ,s , --,t,) 

finding that a member of the parliamentary committee there wainvolved in ..asfi:for aces .1 (.7 

SIRC? 	

<r.c`o 	I 
(-1 pt , 	

ik 
ciA

ll) 

' TPI 	
43 don't understand this example. What's the difference betweeihim atikMr. Porter, who er:.ye 

11)Snit.), 4 	, 
	Al 
	 ,,/,,, 

Mr. MacKay: The example I was giving was a member of the parliatlentaryici3-mreelmot the 	—OW-% ,-, ?" I.-- • tri 	-(,.... i 	• t ts' f... 	 1̀ ,,i 114/0 external oversight body. That was the individual in question who had been imaigne foA , 	.-/v , _ 	Ci- 	/0„y 
IY/01,,,9,,,l'ZiY7-•, , 

Senator Kenny: Right, but if we have rotten apples in one country on a parliaroqtar9 4. 1- i  ,̀ T -A„..• c-..k i..., 
committee and a rotten apple on an appointed committee, why are you giving us the 	lecil 4 , ,),/,-, -̀'k" 4 

vilt,f0 / 84/  `>i4,./q 40/ 
Mr. MacKay: To suggest that somehow a parliamentary committee would give better insight 	 IS)C ' 	'il/ 

into the types of security breaches or activities of our security forces, I'm suggesting that in the U.K. 	CC&-'6,7-8  
where they have that example, it hasn't always worked to their advantage. 

Senator Kenny: You and I were on a committee together. We were appointed by then Deputy 
Prime Minister Anne MacLellan. We visited Five Eyes. Not all of them. We didn't get to New 
Zealand but we got to Australia. We looked at the U.K., and you came away quite enthusiastic 

about parliamentary oversight and you supported the majority opinion of the committee, that 
Canada needed one and there was a template there for it. Why did you change your mind? 

PPn Mr. MacKay: 	 g, I think it's clear that teexampre-hgave -- we have other more recent examples in 
our own Parliament where a confidential Ilse& jiotentlitS,Upreme Court appointees was leaked by a 
parliamentary committee. 'XIC -I v8  '':&) 

S. 	 171-, 1(1 	S For matters of national secAity, 	concerned aboutitr,evIrdlinV sens,ItyAinformation that 
could literally put a person9silfli'llikg7ifs rOn,Otto condemn irgayiodyltii9N,urkiiigs,r f a 
parliamentary committee, but tharnipdokfiisstykaliigormation, ifietusecikorx4pa itan 
purposes, if ever leaked, even in sometirigRpari4ariv'9y, cotiihery much puPrial(onal'isleajr yit 
interests at risk. 	 1) ".c 17 /1))- ' 47/vpn‘-'' 4) 

So my thinking has evolved on this. Experience atktrlepepartnient aProreiRnikffairs, the 
1/4  Department of Defence and now this department tells me that expert, ifd'ependent armlaength 

L/L/ 	 4)1., oversight, with the ability to follow information and activities, serves the countrOetter than a 
parliamentary and sometimes highly charged partisan committee. 	 'LC‘c.C") 

The Chair: Colleagues, it's five past six. I'd like to thank the ministers for appearing. 

Mr. MacKay: Chair, I have a brief paper both in French and English that deals specifically with 
the misconceptions around the advocacy provisions of this bill that I would like to leave with this 
committee, with your discretion. 

TI rehairNe:11 take it as tabled. We'll provide it to the clerk and she'll make sure we get 
Ort. 

copies of ityvnat youtr,coming and spending time with us. 

qn NtS' 
iti)k rr. Blaney: utt.%11c y 

tit," viSA;  q-  Mr. ma6Kay• Thank you. /44k. 	/ 

140'11.15-.— 	
0/y4/1 

The4ghair. M•risrnetig is adjournedl 
?-10A,8  

(The committee'adjoiffnetiA 

f/ivp 
0 
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EVIDENCE p 	p 
lib  

V  /8/0A 1/438  goo  ,/,s, 	6,),  

S'  6)RDRE DU Hi-IAS' 1.6Z- pCS/ or,  , 	 S 
<- AA 	 /11fp 1Y/1/A 

	

`E,;(.,/q 	—11i I Op, 
‘-) 	teneur-,cfir pr,§jet de loi C-5344ediciant la I),  p 

---'1/4/,(-- 	 . 
Loi stir 11,communicaticinA'informatiorf ayaintiVb 

	

LiAr- 	1, 	"lc 7- 	/0iy  
trait ;la secutLite ducCanada'etla.Loi sur la '• 

s--C/ 	k.Y 
surete des d§placemnts aerjeris, hicidifiant le 

	

e) 	'1 4 L ".6•• (-9= / 
Code criminel, la Lo4ur le oevice-ebpdjerLdU, 

7:/,;-, 	1/49/ 	 K-• / renseignement de securiteg•la Loviur 	, 
V 

l'immigration et la protection des refugles.et+ 1'8 

apportant des modifications connexes et 

correlatives a d'autres lois 

OTTAWA, Thursday, April 2, 2015 

AGENDA 

The subject matter of Bill C-Si, An Act to enact 

the Security of Canada Information Sharing 

Act and the Secure Air Travel Act, to amend 

the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security 

Intelligence Service Act and the Immigration 

and Refugee Protection Act and to make 

related and consequential amendments to 

other Acts 

S S0  

Counsel, Criminal Law Policy Section, Pp,licy 
Sector 	 ,4c- 

Donald K. Piragofts, eedy/esistant D 	to  / 1- 
Minister, Policy SAc 'ciR 	PA I, 

Doug Breithaupt, Director ancl(Gellerati-, l? °AM, 	SC,y 

XI  ' Li4•1  

6 

	
lYt 
Ai 

Public Safety Canada 

John Ossowski, Associate Deputy Minister 

Lynda Clairmont, Senior Assistant Deputy 

Minister, National and Cyber Security 

Branch 

v s, Director General, National 

SrApity oliO-National and Cyber Security yn,*  
Bra ra'Fic,:-vs „ 

	

(4',9 	?If  

	

k301?Abf 18P- 	 7., 
p 	4 , - 	v 

3136,11m. 

'V/ pi t., 	-/Yr, '1/4) EN 

	

*WITNEgSES -77/ 	"-it/ 
AI 4 0  1%-.4  

A  , Foreign Affairs, Tra egwi Ogvkleymentainada 
AlbAll  8 V  EVEN 

Beatrice Maine, Director General, ConsulaC6k 

Policy 

13 h 30 - 14 h 30 

*TEMOINS 

Ministere de la Justice 

/ 	o /nald K. Piragoff, sous-ministre adjoint 

indikl,_Secteur des politiques 
f.?/1/..-1C)"' ''41'  

Tie-,.1C7-- 
Doug,Breit4Wupt, directeur et avocat 

'4101- . (-)/n 	. . A-, general, Section de/0 politique en matiere 
. d'erdwit penal, Secteur des politiques 

1/ 4S'e 4-16" 

4,SetUrA6pfkieqUR,Canad0 
' 	

IC 
citit 

Cp4 
John Ossowski; sous-ministre delegue 

Lynda Clairmont, sous-ministre adjointe 

principale, Secteur de la securite et de la 

cybersecurite nationale 

John Davies, directeur general, Politique de 
securite nationale, Secteur de la securite et 
de la cybersecurite nationale 

14 h 30 - 15 h 30 

*TEMOINS 

Affaires etrangeres, Commerce et 
Developpement Canada 

Beatrice Maine, directrice generale, 

Politique consulaire 

C 

Mark Glauser, Acting Director General, 	 Mark Glauser, directeur general par 
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International Security and Intelligence 	 interim, Securite internationale et du 

renseignement 

Canada Border Services Agency 	 Afgence d?,s-Aervices frontaliers du Canada 
'1-01,,, ‘ucz, 

IS/0 of SSP. Caroline Weber, Vice-President, Corporate 	 Cariolineso(9ber,-vJce-presidente, Direction Carob 
	Ok- Affairs 	 .6(..- Branch 	 iS) .'- 	generatethes serviZes inte?ses 

SO friSk 	'3 lb ' '.7 	IS 0 il? i -- P 	/41Pri iYik4,n 0 ,.) Geoff Leckey, Director General, 	 " P "q? ' iys 	47.3f q..e2.1.$ey, Directeutlenerare ).-A, .1 ti., 
Enforcement and Intelligence Operations 	 Ativcipe4fionsVatives a l'exglidn-ciel lc Poi - ''. -4..t, L itn,'L3 P, 	 ili 	AA/ 

et au Ce segnvvcnt, v L, . 	Ct / 
4 y 	'-1-,9 'a 

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 	 15 h 30 - 16 h 30 	/I tio/v 

*WITNESSES 	 *TEMOINS 

As individuals 	 A titre personnel 

Kent Roach, Professor, Prichard-Wilson 

Chair in Law and Public Policy, Faculty of 

Law, University of Toronto (by video 

conference) 

kvo 

Co 
Craig Forcese, Associa0grofessor, Fac

t., 
g:ty 

,o, of Law (Common' Law,c5 tion:),Nniversity 10 
of Ottawa 	

IS)S 	190 4 SC,) 
Christian Leuprecht, Associate Pti3fOsici,J,Ll 
Department of Political Science Act 

Economics, Royal Military College of  

Canada 

Joe Fogarty  

Kent Roach, professeur, titulaire de la 

Chaire Prichard-Wilson en droit et en 

politique publique, Faculte de droit, 

Universite de Toronto (par 

videoconference) 

Cs, Craig Forcese, professeur agrege, Faculte 
P P • 	de/drirait (Section de common Law), A/A,_, • 	A 

uty,/ ,lever'Slice"-'cyottawa 

" 
do 

IC 7' 
Na. 1A(/), Christiati:puprectIyarofesseur agrege, 

/YtDepartement de science politique et 
"../-) -,SZtl'eonfimie College militaire royal du 
k;',1 ,94.9anaci.m„, iii ~Q 
/1) 4 
Joe Fogarty:8 

The Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence met this day at 1:30 p.m. to 

examine the subject matter of Bill C-51, An Act to enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing 
01. 	 A', 

Act anchthe Stcure Air Travel Act; to amend the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence 
— /9, - `-...-c. Service Act 4.151t elliarnigration and Refugee Protection Act; and to make related and 

.1:(t-N,-, vt3 cs,/-) cal 
AoconsequenNatamendmentsIo,Rther Acts. 

SZ
- '1,,„ 	̀,,,*- "-645, i 	- lkyL‹ /4. Plo,, 0 

P 	44enat6fiDaniel Langy:Chy4),in4hegh .  
1-'''S)0 4. 

Fn~s
°hl„ 'r-, 8CR 	tin 1 t . A &' Thehair-ViifolcorRed the StanailgSenareicommittee on National Security and Defence for 

P>. 	LiA/ .s. c' I 	'I C ` ' /C.),t) Thursday prill)2015PBefoke'iwe welcome..our witnesses, I would like to begin by introducing the 
CI 	o'p,... v fi t, 

people arourAtbe ta b.: My,..n'ame-ig7D9n,Lang, senator for Yukon. On my immediate left is the 
()PA knAi i 

'a ,me 
szt-A / Acting Clerk of the conimittee?,Cathy,u0shiekickl would like to go around the table and invite each 

' / 	'NJ"? 	1,-- ul. senator to introduce themse'l'ves and state tlikregion they represent, starting with our deputy chair. 
- '<leo '' 

Senator Mitchell: Grant Mitchell, Alberta. 

(French follows - Sen. Dagenais Senateur Jean-Guy Dagenais) 

3103(93101) 
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(apres anglais)( Senator Mitchell: Grant Mitchell, Alberta.) 

'4, ,s,'.  

Senator Kenny: Colin Kenny, Ontario. 	 4 , 

	

i 	 Li /vs 
Senator Jaffer: Mobina Jaffer, British Columbia. 	 OR  4 1`fi-

L/
, (:)/ &4),IG  ''-' 	0/ 
4/ 	ic:' 2.- 

' The Chair: Colleagues, we will have other members attending in a few minutes as they are ink' ''ss 
other business. I see Senator White from Ontario joining us. Welcome, senator. 

1%'13

Colleagues, the Senate has referred to this committee Bill C-51, An Act to enact the Security of 
Canada Information Sharing Act and the Secure Air Travel Act, to amend the Criminal Code, the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and to 
make related and consequential amendments to other Acts. 

(--) 1Y0 .A"- Joining us in our first panel are oitieials-fasthe Department of Justice: Mr. Donald K. Piragoff, 
A Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, Poricy,SectoprOrtaioug Breithaupt, Director and General Counsel 

from the DepartmentscVu'litio Safety andInXergency,Rrepftedness; Mr. John Ossowski, Associate 
&./ 	A>A_ 	/4, Deputy Minister; MsAvnaaklairmofit Senior Assisfant Derierty Minister, National and Cyber 

ry Security Branch; and Mr.`.1 n,,Davia4Diteaorp.Qeneral, NationarSeturityalicy, National and Cyber 7/1/-4 	rs',9 
Security Branch. 	 8 	QA 	141°14-  714t/o, 

rr 

	

4 / „four, 	Irtj rt-. 	• AC, 	• We are pleased to have you here tddOy to`gictress speeifit,questions on the bill, and I 

	

(-)/A 	4A understand, Mr. Ossowski, you have an openmelaternnt-, 	—1 tern 
)̀(Jiy 	(*)/ 

4;1, 4/7-,K , 
(French follows -- Mr. Ossowski up in full — Honorables senateurs;de,suis heureux de 

comparaitre) 

(apres anglais)(the chair : 	I understand, Mr. Ossowski, you have an opening statement. 

John Ossowski, sous-ministre delegue, Securite publique Canada : Honorables senateurs, je 
suis heureux de comparaitre devant vous afin de vous aider dans votre etude du projet de loi C-51, 

1::),c, la Loirantiterrorite de 2015. 
"1//s 

/0/1-., 86"/) Tel querentio,rtm.je4sujs accompagne de Mme Lynda Clairmont, sous-ministre adjointe 
A?p, prii9cipale SefteLit derWsecciritett de la cybersecurite nationale, ainsi que de M. John Davies, +.) 
kr? 	- • • 	I  Q 	 Y • Win . ductvuritneral, PolitigcleAle sectritetionale. 

"fib 	 `1/Y-  OAkt, 	6:CBri 	'it?"' leg" r-170ssowski • EC  L51 is a cornprehe 

(anglA49), 	8 

Of . 	4  r. (following French -- Mr.-40$sowskSgont uide segtrite nationale) 
7,9 

Bill C-51 is a comprehensive national Otilfty bill that contains a range of measures, including 
enhancing information-sharing for national security purposes, preventing terrorists from travelling 
abroad, providing law enforcement and intelligence agencies with the tools they need to address 

Le senateur Dagenais : Senateur Jean-Guy Dagenais, du Quebec. 

(Sen. Ngo : Senator Ngo from Ontario...) 	°I// 	C6' 
/0/v 647, 

(anglais suit) 	 xl  P 

(following French — Sen. Dagenais -- du Quebec.) 4/4 

Senator Ngo: Senator Ngo from Ontario. 
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the evolving threat, helping to prevent attacks before they occur, and criminalizing the promotion 
of terrorism. 

In my time today, I will provide an overview of the measure§:113 t fall within the purview of the 
public safety portfolio. 	 '1'011 C,6" A> kS'a. 

1C0,78x)4.."°  
The first component of the bill is the new security if Canada inforsnationOarinCap. This act 

,s,_ 	
/Canada  . 	`'),?o. h.as'  iti, creates a clear authority for government institution,s/tp/s amiinformatio 	it ,a mite, nu er of 

p, ,...q A.,,,i, , 	
• ' ' 4Y'-(2."cl " rel 	'Y government institutions, when it relates to their nattosial security reVgnsibilities n,vrnan ate. 	1,,_ 

	

134/N L'/b '3C/i, 	"9 ti "C/s,q" '- 
''/ o tin „ S noel y 	/Va, Currently, federal institutions undertake lengthy legal assessments glat can.uelay,or prevental2e • 0 

sharing of information with national security agencies., 	4 - 1/0 	 ,s 	7-‘4...  
Poi, 	ici). 

8&./c;,..,.. 4)' 6  - 4„q , 
/t 

The new act will remove these barriers, allowing information to be shared [ a ig-Jyaenkcnt f.. 0/  
and responsible manner. 	 '44. ,  

'IC0,, S' 

It is important to note that appropriate safeguards are in place to ensure that the information 
under this legislation is handled responsibly. 

For example, institutions are not compelled to share information, and all information sharing 
will be done under the scrutiny of existing review bodies for CSIS and the RCMP. 

It is important to note th'al-fede?Apristitutions will use these new provisions in a responsible 
TOI, LinA., manner, one that respects fundamental rigligs7,and freedoms of Canadians. 

141 41 I c '') 0 
'3, • 	'CCP L  .0P 61 )',(1% Both the offices of thejtrivacy CommAsioner49citneLAuditor General review the activity of 
.?, . 	' u  tri 	..4: ,  federal institutions, including as it relates to infolynation?shartngi8ctivities. Furthermore, all 

	

Pf-/- `-`1 Aio_ 'W / 	7tv)r-, "Yqr.). 	 ,R . departments are requ recS re08.0c*vear to Parliarn.gnt on their adherence to the Privacy Act. 
Ai 1 	 CP 	ell,,,-,'IC7- 1, .. 

	

••1.. 7 -/er'% 	pi 	 .4 iqiiii),/ The second component of the billift;th,, -*&,.nfrt:Fravel Act, wEiCh wili&t,sengthen the 
Passenger Protect Program. Underlhe;c6/Wefit, pibirti449,,yernment cannot list individuals who 

	

iv,-, 	 4,  ,, 	4,,,s,, -- ok. 
are suspected of travelling by air to support-0 en akin ter4rism-re:lated activities. The proposed 

vi  7'1 L'l 	PA '1  4.0 changes to the program will overcome a major gap irVour ability olarevenuterrorist travel. To this , v  '10-, 
end, the proposed secure air travel act will give the Minister of PublicSalety and Emergency 

"-- cl 
Preparedness authorization to include those individuals who pose such &threat on the list. 

Furthermore, the minister will be able to issue operational directions to disrupt their travel, 
including additional screening prior to boarding or denial of boarding. In order to further protect 
the rights of listed individuals, an enhanced recourse mechanism will be put in place to allow 
individual, who have been denied boarding to apply to the minister for reconsideration of their 
n &ion oAll`-- 

 
e,list. 
$c,  /0.. k-,S 

The next cpmponent &Ail! C-51 includes amendments to the Canadian Security Intelligence 
ot.,5erkice Act. Mr.cCITair, CSI$ currently does not have a mandate to take actions against threats to the 

Pr 	IAA 	(-14111/ of,ganada. It ca ("July ccillect intelligence on such threats and advise the government. Bill 
/ 	 a. 	- 	IY A Alt Ckwliwoutcrgive CS. 	clear new-rnandate\po undertake a range of actions to disrupt threats to the 

security It 	CaT,
:15.

kwhethey . N)ECan c 	in Canada orlabroacD,Ae Minister of Public Safety and Emergency 
6- Preparedness has4xen vEry,clearithat these new pow ers will be carried out under the privacy and 

1-1P legal safeguards tat havelgoverned CSI 'collection activities for 30 years. In other words, CSIS 
0/ '1GP 	/ would continue to seek tiie-approVal of the minister, followed by a court warrant before 

-140,/ - undertaking any intrusive activities. 	ts Cis  
Mr. Chair, the final element of the bill that falls under Public Safety Canada are the proposed 

changes to Division 9 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, including security certificate 
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proceedings. These proceedings are used when it is necessary for the government to rely on and 
protect classified information to determine whether noncitizens can enter and remain in Canada. 
That information could be injurious to national security or endanger the safety of individuals if 
released. The proposed changes will guard against this cliklostkiiatwo ways: First, the bill would 

l/  (4" 	UP  allow the government to appeal any order to publicly disclo se c ssifie 'C '"dinfoEmation during the A 	
the bills rather than waiting until the proceedingsAre overS-Sccoh'dckhe 13illfSpecifies the 

	

irk) 	 ttd (-;3fr, information that would form part of the cases, meaning 	information th5lithe govsrikment 
"‘"1/64-  ti iv° relies upon to make its case, as well as information that 	person to e rgas alty, _ 

r-A 	77), informed of the case against them. 	 t1"90 CSC 
/t 

48  	(DIV ,r,i 1  fr4- 	11C•7- t)/0,y (French follows - Mr. Ossowski contg: En resume, en plus, le p jeDde loi4C:k51 rerff9rcera 	)• 
'1  4 pL  

I I 0 (apres anglais)(M. Ossowski) 	 4 
‘iigiq  tz04, 	11  4 	

40, ‘, /1  
En résumé, en plus, le projet de loi C-51 renforcera la capacite du Canada a deceler et a preVeEi ' S 

les actes terroristes et contribuera a aborder la menace que posent les terroristes voyageurs tout enS 
garantissant des mesures de protection et un examen adequat. 

Je vous remercie et repondrai avec plaisir aux questions du comite. 

(The Chair: Thank you very much. I will now move to the deputy chair...) 

(anglais suit) 	

ref 	
C 

/0/v, ,Sb.1  
(following French by Mr, Ossowski .1. '::aux,questions du comite.) 

Th 
Cs, 

	

/ p 	p, The Chair: Thanyyo6ity mjl. I will now rn9ye tonke Deptity,Chair of the Committee, 
Senator Mitchell. 	0/ $/i's A)de

r77. %.20"3, '17-i '1C 
." igAp.)  

Senator Mitchell: Thank you, eieiSthodOlor,fiefrig here -- nicOtaseelyde. ome of you 
,d "0/ 4-'6-c, iqp• already met in my briefing, which I ap:preciatieti very m̀ 	

.T 
(" clve, 

4•01 	A 	41 I would like to focus on oversight. I know that's,a-sensitive issue: I rraloping to stay out of the 
realm of politics because I know that's not the realm iniV  which you'itan bajs,The point was made to 
me that while there is a great deal of concern about the limited resources that SIRC has to monitor 
CSIS, to some extent some of their work has morphed or transitioned into the actual department. I 
wonder if you could tell us what amount of budget within the department is doing supervisory 
SIRC-like work in relation to CSIS? 

Mr. Ossowski: Thank you for the question. With respect to that particular ratio, I would defer 
to lisiy)collieSves. John, you might have something on that level of detail. 

' (Is  
iOn S,,, 

John<C)aviesIMirector4eneral, National Security Policy, National and Cyber Security Branch, 
--OE, (JP .7... -̀')-",,N fi'tublic Safety Canada: ,J.hanio,Aunsenator, I don't have the exact budget here but in my group L94,,x, 16'4 . ,,,, 	ii0 , 	... Pp-„ 1 /43. OA ., p 	tizere are4bput 15 anallas in thpinrellige rice policy section of the National Security Policy 

,,:? '-i orate  Z .c. 	a 	AlCk• c.' )--, Direclnat deal directl 	h mi saes accountabilities under the CSIS Act. These would be 
. 	.(.-•• 	-ilk, 

analyst-skhamingiclwt 0.... versighffeirictiontirciative to CSIS. That would equate to a budget of k.) 	s'-'  ,,-) 	i 'r, 	7-  — Op about $1.5 millipsvin tetrrivs ofsAlary and operations and maintenance, O&M. 
..1 4  ZA/ ti I° ' Q  W I Cj.  . P6),-, 44 , SA, 0 Senator Mac elkipoulckt,he - cthe ones essentially taking over the responsibility of the 

r,  i /:. . .fi 
odes 

. inspector general to report,g1S c*tie ' Ope mister? If so, what is lost in the fact that they 
A 6-% vi: don't have the independence that the ins MG general might have? c• 
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Mr. Davies: I don't think anything is lost in that because they work for the minister, just like the. 
inspector general was doing. Some of the resources from the inspector general -- full-time 
equivalent, FTE, salary budget -- moved to our group and some of it moved to SIRC. 

Pl?(:)1u , P/?9,f, Senator Mitchell: Mr. Ossowski, in your presentation yokccluraxample, that institutions are 
not compelled to share information and that all information-shArgigAwilil4f4he tinder the scrutiny 

	

P4'4 	

• .. (... .C., ,..„(..) 	.,.._, ...., r r, _ 
of existing review bodies for CSIS and the RCMP. Istow),t,h4SIRC dVe-*Vie‘ie7te iksrity pursue 
the transfer of information from CSIS to the RCIV,IBer4fiqgn,toillr%agency, asillOn efitalc01.12-,c)  

sp 

fact, documents written by SIRC and tabled two da#419/Ip tike.)Vg(deeccpmmonkpl.)citlikric51e7;(1 
that point. They can't track information. Now we're talki4/-kyt col*. 4,81tatilid the Rc*A-„ti,,,r41440,0  
also about information that can go to CSEC, the Canadian Food InSceation Alie:hgy,itte:iC-,RA and all 
kinds of places. 	 14  /' 	

(Jr
i) ' 	/' 	141' 

	

Pc) - 	/VS ---- 4,1  Al 0, /GA, 4 
1  tzo  ' So f,' v4 01 

	

Will SIRC be able to pursue that information? 	 ir / ., 
-Aic S 

Mr. Ossowski: Certainly, any information that comes to CSIS as part of their activities, SIRC 
would have access to. SIRC, as you know, is fully independent and is capable of reviewing 
everything that CSIS has, except for cabinet confidences. 

Senator Mitchell: Who is tracking something that might go between CBSA and the CRA? 

Mr. Ossowski: The privaKy commissioner, the Auditor General and the regular sort of internal 
''''S)--, '6),(--,  processes we follow when we reotespeetinqow information flows -- information-sharing 

agreements with departments. To be 	th'igbIl will get rid of barriers to sharing information 
'Ve-N '`° 04, 44- and will enable that infOrnation-sharire4o,tale place. C.c, 

- 	so  .1/4:1/./s 	0 to  /-7-p  
/ 	4--  PA 	Illic- lili, — 1).(--, Senator Mitchel1?4:fryt satti,,qt.taVor CBSA —.arichrmieversingimy emphasis on this because I 

s r,, /VP,  think we need more SIRC`  —Q4cliyogke„-saifinidhpt it's adequate for the pursuit of information that 
v1 c, '-• Tic, " Ss  A.-- 	LA/ 4 "1/1/0 might be transferred between two'otteragettcle --filen. why do werreed ,o4vorry about having SIRC 

supervise CSIS? 	 -4 , -1 06 . ,..s, 	?)-,ti  

	

,... 	.0. 	iv 	
—, 	Like 

	

Y'vPo. 4-1 	-. 4()  

	

41,, 	r), 0.1_ CA Why is it that the privacy commissioner is odgyenough%forseverywheireelse, but we have the 
A, .̀"(ip '4111P". privacy commissioner and SIRC overseeing CSIS? Why don't we4hAve,SIRCivuerseeing everything 

1 0,- 3̀  else as well? 	 4,8 

Mr. Ossowski: Well, that's a hypothetical question in terms of what they could or could not do. 
I believe that SIRC is well focused in its activities reviewing what CSIS does. As you are aware, in this 
bill with respect to the activities proposed, SIRC has said they're capable and absolutely able to 
fulfill this mandate that would be put upon them. That is appropriate for what the government has 
set‘this in&pendent arm's-length agency to do. 

11`01 , 

Senaor nnitthelr.-40xou think SIRC will have enough resources to do the extra work that will 
Rye asked of it, stich as t,esupe8rision of new warning procedures and, in particular, the review of 

SO 	 ikS),c-. 	 /* 14 16' j_hi 	. . . Misrupti3On activities ,r,tatco rdibe q1.11, significant and SIRC, from what I understand, isn't getting 
Its; 	? 	 vt'Op- Any ex&a-money.-,Yet, CSIS willthave alotpf e*Fa.roles. 

13CA,, 	#'17>., 
	Fa 

tio 	,•9 &A  , 	 - Mr. OsscOliski. /If brQaWa-s,itime progress;es andlkese activities start to come before the courts 
Tsi-th 	"?' with the wal-can 	.4t,we rftalkingabout in this new regime, if SIRC finds itself in a position where 

(t)- it can't do what 	qttav sik'necesskry artAthere's a process they can follow to ask for more 
resources. 	v6 	ArNq A  0 

Senator Stewart Olsen: My first questio )on the term "security threat," which is not really 
well defined. Could you define that for me in terms of C-51? 
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Second, what would you consider "terrorist propaganda" in terms of the bill? Can you provide 
me a full definition of that? 

Mr. Ossowski: "Security threat" is outlined in the bill. The definition is fairly broad because we 
don't know the type of things we could be encounteringNkit is'kolas specific as it could be, 
perhaps, but we don't want to limit it unnecessarily. 	vIS/0 	6'5. - 

-4  Cc 4(9  0 '(:) )-- 

	

ifi'l 	or,4, i'i.„ Ccs, 
Donald Piragoff, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister,ili4cy Sec -Deftgtmitipot iatjce: 

	

-Lip , 	p, '-' LI/ -Pep ..-, 4̀1/1), "Terrorist propaganda" is defined in the bill to include twpAturrgsone, materialtat ' counselsOf 
"ctfif; T-) 4.-& commission of a terrorism offence; or material that ic-̀1Vov/cvapeiskr-cp,Tfm:_okeb theit,.. .cici:141.44L;( jilo:v.rilolp-,̀q  ///g 

terrorism offences in general", the new proposed offence. Thaewould tieLthe definition as -107. /0,5)  
proposed in the bill for propaganda. 	 4 .4 1';04.; .C)*'S ici:'PY 	• 

iNt. 
-'1 4 

(French follows - Senator Dagenais: J'ai deux questions a poser...) C ,It 	 ''• 1  A Co 
/0,,v 	/14 ,1,v  / 

(awes anglais, Mr. Piragoff, ... proposed in the bill for propaganda.) 	 CC .'• 
S 

Le senateur Dagenais : J'ai deux questions a poser. La premiere s'adresse a M. Ossowski. 

(Sen. Dagenais cont'g: Under a warrant as proposed by section 21...) 

(anglais suit) 

(following French - Senatik-DagtiAls cont, 	s'adresse a M. Ossowski.) 

For the warrant as proposed bj'feectidtS'2-1,94gtbe department agree that the judge will have 
7-, the full powers to dernan p•Iqllow-up renOilromfgCs ortow the warrant was executed and 

)41,k 	 0 	Pr;),, 	/ ensure it is completwjt the terms of the warranV• haknesoutces will a judge have for such 
4̀  i?  

oversight of warrants? 

Mr. Piragoff: Of the CSIS Act? 

Senator Dagenais: Yes. 

Mr. Davies: Senator, thank you for the question. You are correct, the judge can, at any time, 
add any conditions she would like to warrant under the proposed powers of threat disruption or the 
existing collection warrants. The Federal Court has the resources, if it asks for that. It will have the 
resource§do undertake, to ask the service to come back and report on the outcome of those 
warrantsedt no...-sp much a resource question of investigations. It is more a question of asking the 

`VOA service tq Feturnsto rep_ort ph exactly what was following the warrant. 
'3'"' 

t/if 
6'0,9 It'erich follows--(Sen9 olzilageners: Au lieu d'accorder le pouvoir au SCRS...) itt,A. • tit", • 

0,y4;i C c-15)  iyi-11 4p, L/49Rresa-ngfasf9lr, Davies :'.'"f/e'h-jexaltli9wHaSvas following the warrant. ) 
" 4,3 	11,. 	OA, 	/IA!  

4^' 	 . 	1.1A 	"C7: v(3'70,C) . Le seprpurgtayenaltol AugiALyd'accorddr le pouvoir au SCRS d'intervenir dans les activites 
4./k- terroristes, pourquoi1 	nee ascorAer,cette-mission a la GRC? 

/iti 19  40 Qk../G 
40 tn., 404 M. Ossowski : Je vous rernercie4eivp re.t.Nestion. 

(Mr. Ossowski cont'g: CSIS has a very different focus than the ...) 

(anglais suit) 

x1 7" "1  
111-'

4s 	lo
'C' 	/OA  ,C  A 

I V A 

	

tc,- A, 	 -107. Mr. Piragoff: Senator, what is your,questio exactie 
•I 	'-'4/ 

P Senator Dagenais: The warrant propose 
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(following French - M. Ossowski : Je vous remercie de votre question. 

CSIS has a very different focus than the RCMP. The RCMP is focused on the criminal 
proceedings. CSIS has very different resources in terms ofiaccesto intelligence at the pre-criminal 

'''‘), stage where they're often best-positioned and they have a cliffer",eint 	printfoa 	than the RCMP that 
104,k 

would allow them to disrupt the threat at an earlier stage. 	4c, 	
s 	

b 6, 

16' So they're very different capabilities. It is just`anoOpt`tcklyin a different,ppykofttio spectrAm 
that CSIS would be able to undertake. 	 pt.,11Y 	 v 	' V ey-- i 2- 

' TO 	ts'r, 	/lilt 

Senator Kenny: I would like to know some details about halkthrtankfer ofinflognation W`8(139: 
A  /h Op, 

Pick an agency transferring information to another agency. Tellitnewhelyte:Pnv,ncyCbitmissioner 
- %VP 

is involved. Is it prospectively before you can share the information? IsItiretrosPecaeFOfter?; 
‘L'Af.'• 140 

	

trey 	
4/1pA, 

Tell us, if Mr. Breithaupt wanted to give something to Mr. Piragoff, what would they have.t9C 
Ck 

 t.c, 
: if they were subject to this act and how would it work? 

Mr. Ossowski: Thank you for the question. So the way it works, and it is envisioned in the act, 
is that first of all I think it is really important to understand that no new information is being 
collected here. This is already in the hands of a department that has done a Privacy Impact 
Assessment and has a regime for handling that information. Now certain departments might find 
themselves in a position, more broadly, once this legislation is passed to update those Privacy 
Impact Assessments. Assumingktlyt5 not 	case, case, as I mentioned before, they're not compelled to 
share this information, but the act wohlikkallii'wtthat information to be shared with designated 
officials in the receivingiinstitution. 	

at, 	
Cs 

k30),14,' fr* 	 is 
„ 	/A1 	ts/vt.., 

It has to be relevaqt1to two definition that's in pike bee* terms the actual text that we 
' We") 	 /TV } A,L-% have said. So it is very specifkancl-taF,getea'abe purpos heeds to, get no,of those specific 

prohibitions for sharing and the a amplet at we 
vi 

ofeern use is the efternical-Weapons Convention 
S'.6 

Implementation Act where it specificajl
1
y sa "si";.„10-16c,anTbesglared. ,  

k- 
i

t• 
'1  I As well, the enabling provision to allow for t knit;inforfriationn -tolle4  shared with either CSIS, the 

RCMP or whoever it might be that would take advantage with respeq o4heir existing national 6 
security mandate. 	

trS 

Senator Kenny: You didn't answer the question. The question was: Describe what you have to 
go through to actually share the information and how is the Privacy Commissioner involved in this 
process? I specifically said: Was the Privacy Commissioner asked before or asked after? You didn't 
touch on any of those features. 

PA. res4it?, 
ssniv's11:-,Sorry, I misunderstood. What I understand is that the privacy regime that's in 

place forAhat-inforniatio-nrsince it is existing information, the Privacy Impact Assessments, the 
rho C'CP OP managenSent of tyat,:infilsmation: nothing is changing with that. The Privacy Commissioner , , 	 6 , 	1. 

'-"kvoul&Lot,,be involVdcf, e-flessithe dep5stment felt that with respect to the powers that are being 
(.4 	 , 	. 

/YepAintorplace,t(ere, to share-ttnsrn ormAtion, felt that they needed to update their processes with 
vA/A 	 /i tip, 	' 1 

respeot&to theselnew KOwers. They rrkht chdop,to update their Privacy Impact Assessment and 
/0/11  '11/  

understand aiffecAtozpwtniegivuld manage th is.63  

i A 	1.ti 	ik` The act clearly-sayswhat4i$,Ritecided
/4"  
to.t,e,s/hared here, who can share it, under the 

v i 	•C' "`"'A circumstances that they a r  Cshareit, So ffe,Prc iVacje Commissioner would be more concerned about 
the overall framework for sharing informatiOn askopposed to looking at it on a case-by-case basis. s  
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Lynda Clairmont, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, National and Cyber Security Branch, Public 

Safety Canada: I would just add that we have had discussions with the Privacy Commissioner and 
we will continue to have those discussions, as this rolls out. 

INL 
Senator Kenny: In essence this bullet on page 4 is say

P 
ing o'ktp: Itikthe, same situation that 

exists now, the review takes place when information is receive/J(9r- acrefpublickAut the actual 
i; transfer of the information from one department to/ino„ther isn't really',151,evanVo1.

-Yi
p peigriyacy 

/1/ 	) 1 	/0 Commissioner. Is that what telling me? 	i%•,,.?"4 	
„ 	

/ p 1"..-1,4i, PO 	
/ 
vAlc

(1 
4,/ 

0/1447;,-- 	 Ap_, 
Mr. Ossowski: Well, no. The Privacy Commissioner woulctimake.)ux:tugt the regim ,(first of AA, 

viqo 04-) all, is respected, that the management, the controls that are in placOnd th,e)safeguards that are 	'-'"? 
kit/ 	,_""1"Th 	. envisioned are respected, as opposed to -- like you might get involigipri teik)s ofsRecifie-suations • 0 4„d 

that might arise if there was a complaint, for example. 	 41/1 I- 0/'/Giv 
tiO '90„4? • 

	

Senator Kenny: The Privacy Commissioner doesn't have to check off a box or sign off on eah,,-, le 	• 
transfer? 

Mr. Ossowski: No. 

Senator Ngo: Thank you, Mr. Ossowski. My question is about the media and the people voicing 
opposition to Bill C-51 stating that it gives too much power to the security agencies in violation of 
the Charter. 

P 
• op,A, 

Why has the department recomen6ndeAtproposed legislation allow CSIS to violate the 
Charter with a judicial w,arrant, and 	youex 	at a little bit more? Gial?Kk 	A)n) 

' 

	

6,6, 	 '0 Pict 1JA/ Mr. Ossowski: Thankyy.4,4kritkrOuestion. Sat% hak,,tenfo'kerating under a regime with 
uPA 	'Y Pit , judicial warrants for 30 yeaOinow.,We.regularly go to thetn'iwherifkyere approaching a zone in 

v/Vr., 	 / /41 4 , 
terms of the activities that start to- IztittUplagapst4he person s harter rights So this is just a 

`'.1 	vt, 
similar continuation of that with resPect-tiiithesetagivitreP?- 

t-oR, 4,4 
Not all activities that CSIS would undertakeriniterrns-Of threAt OruPtion would require a 

'fir% 	v its•"-0/ warrant. The simple example would be if they find outlithrough thAirlifit9Nence collection that 
someone is frequenting jihadist websites, they could, unlike now, ggidt:tteparents and say: Did 
you know that your son is going to these websites? That is not intruding on any privacy rights that 
would require a warrant. 

As they get into more disruptive activities, certainly they would have to engage the courts and 
get that authorization before they could conduct those activities. 

ragoffl 
_ 

MrePi, If I could just add to that. In the same vein, there's been a criticism that the bill 
11,C• • would actuallVoRermitia/violation of the Charter and engage the judge in a violation it. 

416' Ca. op 1?).„ 
7),0 L / 

SO 	virVt's not possit bee'.4tp,e ev.7enjudges are subject to the Constitution. Judges have to abide by 
P gWecch R6-.Alust like eveN6 Alige`ti 9 	 C) R .- 

0/1/4, 	&Cp ~cr rye 
TheCbeine7pr-OVidg$C.that judgesWe to Idlokiat the activity and determine whether it can be 

	

r• 	 Al pro port undertaken in sush a rnknne ireasonable, proportional, maybe subject to conditions, such that you 
PL74- /1.4c would be consestieRt 'ilnthe,c„harter, 0 

'RI L41 4 

	

14,17-, 	44c-A 'I Lo, 
That's what happens eute'W/d4-iiiicoprti/Everyitime a judge issues a search warrant, the judge is 1/ ., 

essentially saying "but for this warrant, ffile6Rarcii would violate the Charter." 
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Every time a judge issues an arrest warrant, but for that arrest warrant there would be an 
unlawful detention, which violates the Charter. Every time a wiretap authorization is made, it's the 
same thing. Judges also deal with other situations where the Charter would be engaged. 

Po. P.., 
• I A!,, For example, they can order that hate propaganda or chil Lpeiraogrzappy be taken off a website. 

/lir '3  Again, but for the order, that would be freedom of expressionAtidgessankdkr4the media, for 
'•.-"P 	r 	. 	. 

example, not to publish information that is testimony4kacpurtroom9That wdold be+aiviolation of 
6.Lita 	0 	., 1 /43  Ciiv, the media's freedom of expression, but for the fagt,t atithoi plias issued4p.:•orderLbeca4et.t. e 
P,b 417 	 (-),S)4. judge is weighing one interest, which is the individualegharterjightsiQgainst other ptfblic intOres /IC 

Lic).c1 	 r647 It's the judge's right to balance the public interest and to detevcre whtth,er-illoe interes s 	0 
N 	kr, 	1Ct 

both served in such a way by his or her order with necessary co itiOnS)/et catta. 
7/1/ 1 /4/ n 

If it cannot be, then the judge won't issue the order. If the judge cann .t.p me,ukwithgva 
4  tin . 	vSfi , 0 the service cannot propose a way so that the judge feels comfortable that it is conststent-witb,the4,  ili /  

c Charter, the judge will not issue the order. The judge, like anyone else, is also subject to the 	C- 
•--6' 

Constitution. So it's wrong to say that this authorizes judges to violate the Charter. Judges cannot 
violate the Charter. Everyone is subject to the Constitution. 

Senator Ngo: He answered my follow-up questions already. 

Senator White: I'm okay. He's already answered my questions, thank you very much. 

P Senator Jaffer: I would first P like,a clarification, if I may, on your presentation. You had said that 
federal institutions undertake lengthy iegakasses,sinents. What do you mean by that? What are the 
steps for lengthy legal afs'essments? Op 

4, 7,, 
q. t.) 	 17k' 	/6' 

0/. Pp, Nt, 	. Mr. Ossowski: Quite.frarikN, heiehave to lookat3iitat-tneir act ,s"pacifically prohibits them from 
(;)- . sharing, and then they av ttYiworio*th JOstice epart'miliatoffi4ciailtoftilek-to see if there is a way h 

. 	fv 	. around that in terms of balance, tryinVo movie orwar0,with the infgrynati pjf they feel they need 
to do so, but often they can't. It's on a casezby-casebasts, tit as I mentioned in my remarks, there 
are certain acts we know about that we're going tIdee ino,changin with this legislation where there are 

' khiyi (.0/ 
specific prohibitions to sharing that we would likelfdsorrectf;jp 

Senator Jaffer: On average, how long presently do the assessmentes:take? 

Mr. Ossowski: I don't know. Do you have any idea, John? 

Mr. Davies: Each part of the act had its own development process, some much longer than 
others. If you're talking about the security of Canada information sharing act, certainly there is over 
a year or o of detailed legal analysis that went into this. 

Ofr 
Senator Mier: 6nAask a drafting question, maybe from Justice? You chose to use the new 

-10 v8 
prd 	

, 
efinition of 	tha-seeunty of Canada instead of simply using the definition that already 

Q4/,,xist'sithAection 2 ofthe CSIScAct. '3  OA 
4,1 	 trikd 

0/wll tkiit',00fradto confus ?/- 	ot/Z- 
Cy., fyo 	

1619  OA/ 

Q4l9 	/ON 	1, 	'10 )..410/nr,s.  
Mr. Daviest/g hastled,to 'crfp,e• confusiort'.. We trim to deal with some of that at the House of 

/ 	 Pbr, 10L,  Commons comtnittee'tne otherliday.,-mslause 2 of the security of Canada information sharing act, 
the examples used you Il see-fkrn,(0)40/14 	,c,xamples beyond terrorism like 

'VOA, 	 ."-11 counter-proliferation, interference watt criticalpurastructure. 
1Cc&.: 

The important thing here was that we captured all of the mandates in the national security 
community so people may be confused, as with this CSIS-anchored law. It's not. There's CSIS, but 

there are 16 other national security agencies and departments that are scheduled to the act. They 
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all have to see themselves here. They all need to have their mandate looked at, and the 
information they receive must be relevant to their mandate that's captured here. 

The important thing here, though, is the preamble statement,tha r0t the activity must undermine 
, 

the sovereignty, security and territorial integrity of Canada. vf 	
c,.

s, 
/OA t90 

C012.1.  OS? Senator Jaffer: Following up that threat to the sktirity, it also-in 	idwful adhlocacy, and I 
,S‘( know you can't comment on that, but they may be retinowrig that. If that'irernovercOshould/Wk 

(4 At .1,53 	 <--J 
consider amending the CSIS Act to reflect the concerthsNthat e' ,to ifs4rernoval? 

&-r-, 104 
Mr. Davies: It was removed in committee the other day. - 	N 	• v 1/6./c? 

'4 	1/4  CL~C ASR. 
Senator Jaffer: Will you then consider it being removed from CSI ADwe ? 

4r) 7,/ 
o Mr. Davies: Again, the CSIS Act has its own integrity and reason for being thereli. 

Senator Jaffer: Thank you. 

The Chair: I would like to have a follow-up with a couple of questions, colleagues, before we 
start second round. 

In the preparation of the bill, perhaps you could elaborate on who you consulted with as far as 
outside experts are concerned when,it came to trying to determine the constitutional tests that 
were performed on the prop'"O'C'stesdlleg7sPatiantso that it ensures, to the best of our ability, that this 

1 /4) ckt.... 
piece of legislation, if challenged„wauldttsee's:styl in the courts. Just exactly what was the 
constitutional test that Nficonsidereg4fien 4214-0-putthetipogether? 

Sijio 	 "-L) 	' 

° 13c) ti/VOL.,. /tip_ /1,9, " 	r'ACC) Mr. Piragoff: Theremere nq,outsideLexperts cor4IteellOyas'ikk9rtment of Justice lawyers, in 
'60,1 TO 	k'f-N 	‘ikti  particular those lawyers whastiecializ`:edq,constitutional law. tip w4,ervolved in providing 

r) '‘) advice to the Department of Justice, bpbalsotadytice totF'ublic Sdfetytan'vatikdrm daily basis with 
1/0/_, respect to various options that were lieirl.corMideredird thiewarious risk factors for each option. 0,, 

The government chose certain options, takir?Orktokditountitie-varibLiVisk factors that the 
Department of Justice had put forward with respe tkO•the 	 1")/ L)/ 	's-VV0,-; 1 

lts, 

Is the legislation consistent with the Charter? I think the minister hgsFanswered that already. 
The legislation would not be before Parliament if the minister had come to an opinion that it was 
not consistent with the Charter. 

The Chair: And you're fully satisfied as well? 

r. Pirigoff: Yes. 

The ChiSlaiv,==1/1"J,c8oQuOiust go over to one other area, colleagues, I want to go over to the question 
'9.Co 	Pi- iof hate crimerso

6
v,isions-o
7„

f the-Grinninal Code. 
43-thy. 	 '/--/ p-ws 0 

1?/1/ A 

fy 

Pz„ ‘,A)ye'
P
velgten,told that triropresekt,prow)tons provide enough scope to deal with the issues of 

	

'Lhs's-k.IPglkzCftca'tic'o—rb Yet as 	in another hearing with representatives from 
your.'vdtpiaarna'es T̀hAtiwae411.squssed thatthtre artttery few if any prosecutions undertaken under 
the current prpvigiahs. Atime,.to expect, in view of what Canada is facing, the threats that we're 
facing, further vig6tous prOsecutie

(0
ps Whein,necessary in respect of these particular provisions that 

are presently in the CrirninCo/ d&Z,001„ Ali:. u1 /14 	t;tqc "O's, 
Mr. Piragoff: I can't comment on prosetilIgn policy. The provisions concerning hate 

propaganda are the responsibility of the provincial Attorneys General, as well as the Public 
Prosecution Service of Canada. As you know, that's an independent agency. 
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So they determine their prosecution policies. 

Also, the police determine their investigative policies as to whether they will investigate and 
recommend charges be laid by the prosecution or procegded bylicosecution services, whether it be 
provincial or federal. I can't comment on prosecution policieskl,s c/ 	.6",s 

The Chair: Who can? 	 /?4, Ale
c 	

/ SS  r -y 
Su, 13&,. 	 C.//v " r Mr. Piragoff: The Attorneys General of the prO,,itases'•Orzthe,DPf,the DirectoCi4 	°F?? t' A  

Prosecution for Canada. 	 6'0 vOy-L, 8/,„ 	 t/0  —I Cy- F 

Sic 	11/ f) The Chair: I would follow up with another question. It has keignma/eo_nucepric:V/r„yr\depard)tment 
that so few prosecutions have been taking place in view of what threaftcAnadAds acitwan 

rrilv/A  4 oi  /0, perhaps in some quarters what's being said. 	 /0 	 • 0/ 
4 ' 

Mr. Piragoff: That's one of the reasons we've gone beyond the current law and are proposinge.. 9  
changes to the law to create a new offence of promoting or advocating the commission of terrorism 
offences in general. It is to try to fill a gap where specific offences may not actually be counselled, 
but clearly from the circumstances and given the nature of the speech there is advocating or 
promotion of the commission of terrorism offences. Even though it may not be specified exactly 
whether it's a terrorist activity, its going to be an act of violence, it's going to be a bombing of a 
train, or it is simply going to bne urgiAg people to go on a plane or that someone should donate 
money. 

i)‘ All of those are terrorism offences;11u quite.often'there is language used on the Internet or in 
17/  public speech that is tRiancq cli(-and does not actually spea ykthat a person should commit violence, 

tfl„‘-̀ itv 
but they should suprfcitttht-eaus `irlizy,„should c10 s ething‘lp capifist Canada because Canada 
has a bad foreign policyrr, gnedtgsaPi rs 	 • 	Cy- 

'1,1V 
,0 . 

So clearly there is an act of encoUraggthent ct) sotfl.gthing, but it's not specified what is to be 
"1  4 	 (J 

done, and the new offence is to capture thatgap -hextsiting 
-̀"Pfil,7 0 OG, 

q,  `I tin The Chair: To bring this to a conclusion, then, can-4te exp/atito sge-Ain he future, more 
prosecutions with respect to this particular area of concern? I. knowit'.."‘mbt concern to Canadians 
with respect to what's taking place. Can we expect a more vigorous prosecution on these offences? 

Mr. Piragoff: Prosecution will follow if the police do investigate. It's also a question of police 
priorities. If the RCMP start to investigate speech crimes more, then the prosecution service will 
then have to deal with those. 

Se rotor Mitc ell: Mr. Piragoff, I'm interested in your point, which is a powerful point, that 
warrants areal' a1Toiitcnaaking legal something that would otherwise be illegal. So I have sort of two 

/41 r,e.lated questions, sorreate
6

dlhat I'm going to make them one, Mr. Chair. To the extent that 
1 /4.)°, 06' 	1warr*s will be authtrize4-  fbr,intertiational activity by CSIS, I assume disruptive activity, will those 

warrants',qi. to liave be restricte,
11

d)to aUthonzin'g still within the Canadian Constitution? Two, is that the o,  caseigyen ifilyslittalLanadian actiVitu
1

e disruptive in some other country? 

	

bk-1 v 	'et /04(0 
So doe-',s itaikhave to4e witninythe Constitution oUtside of Canada, whether or not it's directed 

//14-•"1 	LiF at a Canadian o Oon-accaclian,'?3k, 	, 
/ IC/1/ (4/ 120 	 ide, 0/ 

Mr. Ossowski: If I may, the judgliyvorit inithe context of Canadian law, and if the activity that is 
proposed in the context of the warrant bumpsz:9) against that, that's what they have to assess 
against. 

Senator Mitchell: No matter where it's applied. 
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Mr. Ossowski: No matter where it's applied, domestically or internationally. 

Senator Mitchell: You have, as you would and probably have no other choice -- I'm not denying 
your sincerity in any way -- this feeling that there is adeqyate ove'rsight. Yet, the office of the 

'Yt ' urr, - commissioner of the security establishment has warned, just, I think, thiscweek, that the growth of 
O/,-,6'f-,  CSE and the fiscal restraint of the commissioner's office, his offrie) is a•constant soncern. office, his 

,s,  ‘-''' ?" 	)- 0 
Again, maybe I'm reiterating what I said earlier, iatito thWrnay be new informa ionly, Wip-, 

	

8,  . , t 	.9 7-_, 11,3 

	

,....9, 	_ 

	

ic  	% cflP  ' - '  	its five AV  t% re-emphasized information. SIRC has warned that the)stin ", vacancies on its ve;pier ory4a ,l'ii  
k-17'<- 6nt, 	.,1,„ C,'- the inability to investigate CSIS operations with other agencies,prid-crejaoirrgS1.5 proviclinguopuiredj p, 

information are resulting in key risks to SIRC's mandate. 	''', - 7.. tuilf t, 	1 	11 c i. <-)/oiy  
4 	/00 '--1 ,,s,  

our en 'C' 	• int II' n 'e So what comfort can we possibly have that even the one area of our efriptrio4i)..,  2.0e .c,/ 
community, CSIS, and the other area of our entire 15, 16 agencies, CSEC, are actuality/gel* i 	U/ 

adequately supervised if the supervisory bodies themselves are saying they just don't have th(el 
resources to fulfill their mandate. 

	

Mr. Ossowski: I thank you for the question. I suppose we 	d": do,  with more money to fulfill 
our mandates. I think that my experience in the community, both with the office of the CSE 
commissioner and SIRC, is that they are very experienced people. They have full access to the 
information. They know where to pay attention. They know where they need to, from a risk-based 
approach, focus their activities on intterms of their review activities. 

ifk 'YOc 

That said, I note that the executev ikeetdr.offS1 C, when he was testifying before the House 9e4 k33' 

	

f Cr,  ° 21--''' 	-- ..  committee, said, "Can we:4401,11the maie,a,ts. Alssolutely-, So he's confident that he can, and, as I ' 
mentioned earlier, if ekkactik(ifig start to push-Op airitt vtihaaie believes he can reasonably do 

Pi- ' 4.,1 „ i-'4IP 	4,1g,.;,-, 'it/A ,:, "44-i, 
and not manage the risktoperly?tben<hes,..able to conipItorwakd,prid seek new resources. 

'41?-j, -1C7-4  4k.' tj40/ Li 1- C 	/Y-,  
Senator Mitchell: So you canc(akweAt2,14ut6yeekwonder: When'tip believe him, when he's 

A . 1/121  OPD 	,,,$), before the committee, or when he's-Artriti airopi; pie 	I ut, 
illip  

My other question is: In your statement0yottikeanabsIPW4-fil  likand the implication of 
(1 the ' " 7POr i  that, in part, is that airline staff, a woman or man who shat 	ate; rcia te to confront cr,,,,_ 

somebody on a no-fly list. I know that the airlines -- and I'm sure you'itt4are -- have been very 
concerned about the safety risk that that poses to their staff. Has any thought been given to how 
they're supposed to fulfill that mandate, that delegation? 

Mr. Ossowski: So that's an existing situation for the airlines. Fortunately, John actually runs the 
Passenger Protect Program, so perhaps he can add some more to that. 

Pp .,c)   
Mr.CDavies 

, 
COkay, so the airlines have a right to be concerned in general, but I think, as 

6,/r1  
Mr. OssowskissaA Mel* last seven years this program's been running and been running very well. 

"-CA,  iS'Whi  at happelib4that, o4ce,thgre's an alert on the system, all that happens is the gate, the person 
"-̀ 43 

th ch,eck in, calls TrOpprtiganad4orkeration centre. They are wired in to law enforcement, 

	

Pk't, IA A 1 	 ' 
	'";operation 

 ,libpairoptsecuLtity and so unciTpertake,,,,,,ro,Th there. There's no confrontation. It's just 

fi 

some& WV 	6C,%  
kh,gthatyogiN Didn't even kritavis gorog,on as the person checks in. Often that will happen 

	

`k) 	Juilf way befor§the1,74eeckijd,so Well know before they 	get to the airport and so on. 
47,4;—p 	(J4 

uiti  There's not thPitor(eof ohyou reA-  dnAthis list with the Canadian program. This is all done 
very quickly, behind the sceri,95, anckt"ba prOggs4s - r) alSo, by the way, helps a lot in avoiding false 

v•  positives. 	 LCc s' 

So it's a process of identity confirmation where very rarely, if ever, do we have cases of people 
missing their flight because of that identification check that's done. It serves a dual purpose. 
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Senator Mitchell: Can I ask one more quick one, chair? 

The Chair: Very quick. 

,6-
S 
s  

8 	0  /.1),  Why are you removing the definition of designated,taxpaye (irffarmaah fromqhe Income Tax lk ,,,  
6̀ ,3 -,. i/V.c-• ''''Sio Act in this bill? It has something to do with the triksferWieormation and 	re,alkve'ry OA  , 

a, ,...11'e 1 A 	"A 	 II\IP' PI' 1  1 _Z 'V  C),C,- concerned. I think it is in clause 6(2) of the bill thatiessernovingqhis definition, vihicwotild hal.4 ". ;it 
,c, 

li 	k... /7  , to 	A '1  

	

, ti A  - 	ti  
implications for the kind of information that can be transferred. litiesecuritv-pf that inforpatignisA  
should be above reproach, one would think. 	 c6 , .. 0 	,tv • 	-1 et /0 

Ai 	 ei 

Senator Mitchell: It would be really helpful if you did. Thanks. 

The Chair: So you'll report back in the next couple of weeks, I take that, clerk? 

Senator Runciman: Mr. Chair, aouple of quick questions. I raised this the other day with the 
tici) Minister of Public Safety with revt,g. r049--the,Secure Air Travel Act. Section 8 of the list didn't include 

Qcg photographs or images. The reasonclrm  essj aRiti)-&1),„didn't get a clear answer the other day -- is 
that I heard a news rekrii:Vmornintib4 -5...41thylk..it'ri:'g9sording to a United Nations 
report -- there are 2500kforeitnifighters thgi$44%ttrpLiseibjn Syria and Iraq, and at least 

f.5 p, ita -1/? 	 OAN 100 of them are Canadiarq.- /yr, 
"/Ati 	 ,7/ AC1- 

, 	A 	'Y1)7,. We've seen a couple of instance 	 e had peolgerslip otitsof Canada and land 
in Syria. Apparently, these are peopld,wh.cl'adtheirrpa srieFts removed, so, clearly, they're 

/Vc,  getting out of the country with fake documents: I trarityo'uOula say, if they can get out that easily, 
(-WA-A can they get back in that easily? This raises the issuCtrom-

t!
my-perspeetive,with respect to 

Li,  1 including in that section 8 list a photo or image. If we look at the seflacial recognition 
technology, it seems to me that's the step we should move in in terms of`ensuring, especially when 
these people are returning to this country. We want to make sure that we know when they're 
coming through our borders. 

Is that an administrative weakness, or do you see it as a weakness? If it is such, do we have to 
amend the act, or can it be done through an administrative change or through regulation? 

AD. P/i) 
' 1•01,,,,, Oc:,... 

Mr. Ossowskuabank you for the question. Again, John is the expert here on the program. 
-le 

.p., ,-,. OP •,.. ii'L/Mr. Dawes:443ction,8/ tQSaet is how the list is created, the list that is shared with the airlines. 
pS,UPSzy16411(423some diPtatOsInPtsitkeP-AilteL.names, her name, date of birth, her gender. 

Oiy,  
"S()A,P1904.. 	I.-, 	 ' ,<1 	tlY 'frt1., 	0), 

'Sot,the ore-4atkqints you adaffor, exarnple photographs and so on, the more potential 
'4•S te,̀- ' OA /  0/ 	- , V,,i,..., t:04,_, 

	

privacy breaLn7thereriCas.welhave to give the 	torne airlines right now for them to do their own 
'1  4 '-'0 '6  f , '''? screening. 'AA, br. piti  

0 
ii)41,4; 40/ 0_, GA/4-: hose Under regulation, i tHdre are,matchebite.t 	data points, the airlines have to contact 

1/ '-'/, fir  Transport Canada's operation centre, where t eyivould have photographs, further details on 
s- passport numbers and so on, to make sure we've got the right person. 

Senator Mitchell: Okay, very quick. 

Mr. Ossowski: So section 6(2). John, do you -- 
, 

. Mr. Davies: We'd have to get back to the committee on that. There were specific reasons thatiV, 
'41, act needed to be amended, unlike the other acts, given the authorities it had. But we can get back,$:sS  

to the committee on that. 
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The reason for the numbers you've described of Canadians travelling abroad for terrorist 
reasons is that the problem right now is that the program isn't equipped to stop those people. We 
can only list people linked to aviation security, an imminent threat to aviation security. If we know 
that they're leaving but we don't know that there's a risle*haflitane, I can't list them. The new 
act will allow us to do that. 	 frit3 C' /0 s  ' 8 

Aicn ivS 0 

	

PL-... , 	 _. 	7,  	tTh Senator Runciman: I understand that, but that, doesnVeally clehwith the'-folks 	have been .. 	• ' t, - 4..,•- 
ft,t,'T  4,1 p  Ady 	I 0  1/1/: 1)11 	(4/0 able to slip through -- 	 `.-- P 

(Dice4110)--  

	

S0 fib 	Se 	42-/ 'li- Mr. Davies: But it could with the change. 	'.4,37...k..:C7:10A  Rs 	°/1/ 	/1 0 
d 	"-i:/(-, , ' v ,C),,"' VP , 	let /0 

Senator Runciman: No, I don't see that. The individual in WriVsgotetprop,letitt..p,  
passport taken, and he disappeared. Obviously, he had a fake passport.0m,otiiiethink tilio,s..,4161r y 
safe assumption. 	 ''--17.6 i Soft;>/1/. 	0/ 

The other criteria that you're mentioning, and other countries are using facial recognition 1 
	

S
S 
 

technology, is this something that at least we're looking at? 

Mr. Davies: Again, we'd have to talk to CBSA a'nd so on and their plans and biometrics going 
forward; but with this program, that really wouldn't be realistic. This is just about having airlines 
ask another entity, a government body, to confirm who is there. If they're travelling on false 
documents, the Passenger Protect 3rogram  or a revoked passport would not stop that at the 
moment. 	 ' utz, 

"IS/0A  ,c-Sst, 
rt• Senator Runciman: ,Probably we•Itpursdel,it at some,other time. 

'"TkIr 	 Sos 
' kt Pt  P/t I want to move tcotheTother isV6ieb I saw a c 0  omrhen intone 

th 	
og.toepnational media this morning 

`c 
4aa  

on concern about lowering4te ashojcPfdripreventivetretentiorifitseeksto me when I look at
Nom  the terrorism peace bond sectionAatjt'skot 	itypignificant test4h-required here when 

	

t, 	1/„.„ 	/0t)  
officials deem this a threat and want to takt)imm'ediately?ilim just wondering ifryou could speak to 

'mh 	411: that continuing concern about this. I gat 'tr-we-retd.ealinkyith-p&sonal freedoms, but the 

	

"'/k 	r), safeguards in place seem more than adequate. GOuicrsomeone'speak toitthat briefly? 
y0,4

J 
w-Viy 

;er, ts,  
Doug Breithaupt, Director and General Counsel, Criminal Law Polkyection, Policy Sector, 

Department of Justice: I believe you're talking about the recognizance with conditions when you're 
talking about preventive arrest. 

Senator Runciman: That's right. 

Mr. Breithaupt: The current test is twofold, which is reasonable grounds to believe that 
/t)),-,. 	Pt.') . ternmg activgy, ill be committed and reasonable grounds to suspect that the imposition of 

161., L  recognizancemace nary to prevent the carrying out of the terrorist activity. The proposal in the 
i4IrN, YS ..-\ 0 	 , 611 is to lowerkthte thresh &from "will commit a terrorist activity" to "reasonable grounds that a 

n ' ' 	, ,-, 	 +. 	, 	t, L",,Sr, 
k.)UerrOr4tt,qctivity ma yhe, ftrtiegoltittrd "reasonable grounds to suspect that the imposition of 
p 	i A ,-;41 4-, 	i:Rip,-, ' 1/1"A _ vl.k. ,5)1,:secogftSnce4s4cpkely to prevefitIrresryint out of a terrorist activity." I guess the objective of the 

prOftifis-al.is7iPacilifate-the use eifiiiisvreceNtiye400l to better prevent the carrying out of terrorist optics 
	w- no -  ‘ ,3 -„, 	,..)71/ 	 1V activity. ,-, '''7...,' 11/ 	iv 	- C 	/06, 

4 , '70 , , 
You did speakc ,thedssue OrdafteguaOs A number of safeguards are built into this, including 

4.- / NA, 4-4 ,t_ that it can only go /wardfor,74rith the 	sgrit of41110/Attorney General. The judge decides whether to 
issue process at all and could simply elelse thei erson. As well, the judge can decide whether 

0.4/. 	, !yrs-A  ,,,o: 
t--./,. 

there ought to be any continued detention. If-there is preventive arrest by the police, the 
prOvisions provide for the possibility of a 24-hour period of arrest or detention and then, as soon as 
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feasible thereafter, taking the person before the court. That hasn't changed through these 
proposals. 

There is a provision for increased judicially ordered cetentioffit_Currently, there's a possibility of 
ken, , von  

48 hours of additional detention. This bill makes provision kiriatossflac.essadditional two 48-hour 
maximum periods. The judge can determine whether there oughj.,to be:'conlinued detention based 'CM/ 6Pr, 

(-Pc '1 /44- 	r on strict grounds: Whether it's necessary to ensure thelper,son's appeCrahce ori,t9 protect the 

	

0 / s  /1-)/ 	06, safety of the public or to maintain confidence in pea Ministration of justiceltor theipossi te)tw.o 
-S)  	A  d n 

additional 48-hour periods that could be judicially ordered,. t t fe, e3s n additional gro
p 

 dn'd tffalthe.„,_ / /In?  / 
judge would have to consider. The Crown would have to suomjtcwnetligt-  tn'e investigation`fri A '1  

k-) 	‘-'/1/ 	it/ if  
relation to the person detained has been carried out diligently apd'exreditiod*. 

SA.  Finally, in terms of safeguards, there continue to be annual reporting rekiire 'eats ariciNthe 
, v 

sunset clause put in place through the Combatting Terrorism Act, 2013, still applietii Lqy 
S 

Senator Runciman: Yet this doesn't seem to quiet the critics when you go over this. I think it's 
the usual suspects who frequently complain about the government lessening judicial discretion. 
Here is a case where it's actually providing more discretion; and judges are very much involved in 
overseeing what occurs. 

Senator Kenny: Mr. Davies, I'm delighted that you're here and to learn that you're in charge of 
the Passenger Protect Program. Thrsks a raggedy program. Folks have been caught in this program 

'I ‘̀Xprl and not been able to get off the listKsi,e-rft? talking about terrorists but about your average, 
everyday Canadian citizens. 	/4Cc730:4)1), citizens. 

88 —I, trii„c- ,..,s-S1,9 , &I' • 	I'S\  ,'", What steps have youitajceMtoiepsure that CaDadialTs'mho4d:iftt belong on a no-fly list have 
access to getting off thOist. 	/),-, ..,..• 	v 0p vil r - I()',,,. ' ,'Yq p  

Ll i'- S 	
Y 

0 	'-ze-, k9 .i-„ 	 9 ,, 
Mr. Davies: I think you're confuskig,thisliyograrrotpezhaps witifia-o „,„0  1..„ s  v 	 , 

trit, ? Senator Kenny: Probably. 

Mr. Davies: I can tell you that every 30 days, the'C're'preieinfr"tativeAst-rom9thi  e National Security 
rs— Community meet and to come to agreement on the entire list. We go4li-ough it and put people on 

and take people off. Then the minister's delegate signs off on that list. 

Perhaps you're referring to other problems and inconveniences that people have at airports that 
have nothing to do with the Passenger Protect Program. 

Senator Kenny: Well, okay. I have two sons. One is a Crown in Toronto who's prosecuting a 
,. Pk-) 

murdeccaserroday. He has been on the list for a number of years. Son No. 3 is also on a list. Every 
'-̀ 4"-.. ,c‘ time they go'CoicnecRiM., the flight attendant ends up calling the number you're referring to. They 

0-.., YkS‘ 0 	q,,„ 
.thang around-while sdrrieb ayot the other end figures out that they're not the guys they're after. 9-4-1,7 	"36' 7- 11-/ 	,S,(9 

SUli 1  / '3.  P,, 	0 m , Piy,, , 

	

isk-- -.„,<Ii've spelt time on thisa.54 I'Mlnot 	praisingA 	it because it's my kids. The fact that it's my kids 
-̀-"Y.c., 	,-, 4” 	 it, (...), 	7-, , 

rriFans I haka mace more pelloAal,undeiltalklift of how inconvenient it is for Canadians who get 
'vivp, ' 	N  caught in4is.sys*p. 'ff4itisinot your ii Q/scArhIA  other lists are there that would cause people to be 

denied boa:r
4.
dihCmitil yeuSche Wit(./h  the Department of Transport? s- 	-1,-)  

Op 4. A ,, / I 	 ,, 	' / 
Mr. Davies: Thetare.a vv hole lotAf reastns Airlines have their own concerns. Other 

' Viiii can to 	°/' countries have their progra s, I can tell' you-Iyat Ole problems you're talking about have nothing to 
/ Cr ,,:  do with the Passenger Protect Program. 	‘2.,.,--9 

Senator Kenny: Well, that's not what Mr. Baird said when we raised it with him. 
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Mr. Davies: For example, if someone at the gate was stopped because of the Passenger Protect 
Program, they would be handed a sheet that explains exactly what is going on -- that because of the 
Passenger Protect Program, they're not allowed to board the flight and they're given the number 
for the Office of Reconsideration linked to the program. Pi?", ND 

kAls CZ" /0, 
Senator Kenny: It never happens. 	 AiCc  vi.9 0 

9 	0,9 
Mr. Davies: It does if they are stopped under thOassdttaer Protect Progam;  r/W p 	 vA0  

Senator Kenny: It never happens with the exampalk42441-1.r.entionlY. /WI 

k Mr. Davies: That's because they weren't part of the Passeng0r; Protect Pregsam. 

0,t;),- 
ft fi  ,. 

,1 
 4- t's n  Senator Kenny: I wish that was the case, but Air Canada says it 	then dq  

Mr. Davies: Again, it's not a Government of Canada's aviation security program known as 
Passenger Protect Program. 

The Chair: Could I just maybe follow up on that, senator, just to get a clarification? 

You say that names are added to the list and names are taken away from the list. 

P Ab 
1 	' VOrN 1.1.", The Chair: Can you give us, say,oithe'lagtthree years an annual accounting of how many 

" L'.11:c1 	0 names have been remomed from thelist-justamivetOan indication of how many names have been 
'VPI , 	-‹-hsx,  	 ,q, added to the list? Nottl21 we'want to k ow;anybody'spriv5c /y ,,but it would give an idea just •..). fit,e,. .11)1, 	 l, exactly the volume of:wh t(Vare d'Oing with in respect otihis paRtcular program. ,  
/1)6' ' 1-',41)0 1̂  	' '--  

CD/VA /is_ tPe, 6°Cpp, 	'AO) -107- 0 A . 	.el A Mr. Davies: I cannot say forwv.irityAasons) ,We don't liketojeferatirectly or directly to the 

	

i 	' .'',..., ' -̀i/V tl '11/ If,- 	t size of the list and what's happeninsitathqyerapolumg.?7„ 
'') ii)$iv (•`. 

Senator Kenny: For what it's worth, chair, . iis is t essa e i§t at/Senator Kennedy was on. A Qith' 41  h 'W '4 j, & ' 
whole number of people have been on these listZiatn"clicTely'l-',09Talezzl91"vcr/nment-generated lists. 

	

' 1 	" C‘,,,, 
The Chair: To clarify because we're not going to belabour this, who makes the policy decision 

that you're not going to release these numbers? Who actually makes that policy decision? 

Mr. Davies: Well, the department made the policy decision -- 

The Chair: The department or the minister? 

P  r.  M-tgames:C,W
<s  

ell, right now the Information Commissioner has a complaint on this issue so 
`-• 6'  we're in fiont-o%he"FeerAl Court on this issue over the summer. 

4 -c  
AY,c- &/c,  

	

T-n# Chair: You ai'dn:t answer 	qu8stion. Who actually makes the decision that you're not 
( 4 . 111P ., 	 14'  

R.g9ingAtp,rereae,the numbecsipp a Gri.nual4asis? Is it the minister's policy or is it the department's 
• 

PdicYtk CS c /4 '1C7- 
0/1/ 

)/ 

	

vcr- 	 0,110 
Mr. Dairies: kliV:911,,ittS,thas  el*tment, but we wofk for the minister. Obviously, the minister 

, 'TA/ 	0  
would have a-- 0 t's 1-44.  

r1.44 4  
IV tiOk 	A!,  The Chair: So the minister/.cou d cka 

Mr. Davies: If he or she wanted to, yes. 

Senator Runciman: For CBSA, again, I wonder how does C-51 impact the frontline operations? 

Mr. Davies: Yes. 

ygolicy. 

S 
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Mr. Ossowski: CBSA will be testifying in your next session. 

Senator Runciman: We will deal with them on that. That's the question I had ready, Mr. Chair. 

'S)r) Senator Jaffer: I wanted to go back to preventive detentictniapd i&estigative. I understand one 
16.4.-1 process has not been used. Is it preventive detention or investfgativ49 

p„.v 

Mr. Breithaupt: I focused my remarks on thel.e'cogn aktgswith conditions.;(.1 e Katha/ s ti,ok been isyk. y/ry, , V At'r A 	 ,01.. used to date. In terms of preventive arrest, the comitilipns,ternain essentially ttitea,rne'a0el-ore5)1t. 
/Y07-,  would apply where the grounds for laying an informatiode'xist, but by reascin,of exigen • /0 
q",4 nation 6  1 -4. 	 4 	ar circumstances, for example, it would be impractical to lay an inforOation4Indertlievsubsection o?/- 	Op ivq, an information has been laid and summons issued. In both cases .(hely at!)o.ffi-eriisuspects;,.on 

(. 0,- 4̀  reasonable grounds, that the detention of the person in custody is currently
/4  necessary4(;b3:jt-through,, i  

these amendments, likely, in order to prevent a terrorist activity. 	 100
/ 	 ,7  4- 0/ 

, 
1 CR4 t'S  Senator Jaffer: I will ask you again: The investigative process has been used but preventative •-•.1 /43 

detention has never been used. Is that correct? 

Mr. Breithaupt: The investigative hearing was invoked, but never, in fact, carried out. The 
recognizance with conditions has never been used. 

Senator Jaffer: I had one more question to do with the terrorist, to define who is a terrorist. I'd 
Or. isp . like to hear from you. These arielicit co'hykcsed people. They are identified as terrorists? Can you 

Vic\ 
clarify that please? 	 `)/04'6' 

'41C 	k) 	}••• 
tfl

P  
Mr. Ossowski: Inser s, 	definitia pncletith9.)  IS,SAct? 

/3, 	() 	 CjAbz• " 	 r. 
4/ 8r Senator Jaffer: 	156)whtyWifiuld not be alldtv d t' p 	oru keep an eye on. 

c'` 	 A A Mr. Ossowski: With respect to` th0q,curitreaceplect? In terrraSof bits a terrorist? In 
terms of the definition that's currently I 	 already gone through that, but in 
terms of the actual definition, John, if you waritvt_o aact9 fhattGA  •-•,- 4,1 

/ 	' 
Mr. Davies: Yes, so to be listed under the Passenger Protect-P:r9gramatere would have to be 

reasonable grounds to suspect that you are a threat to transportation security. No boarding would 
be reasonable grounds to suspect that you were an imminent threat to aviation. Under the new 
program, it would be the threat to transportation and security or travelling for the purpose of 
terrorism and a number of the provisions that are copied from the Criminal Code under terrorism 
offences. 

/the chair I would like to follow up on the question of disruption. That has been of concern to 
0 

the generabpAbliciSb t exactly where would it be utilized and how? There are concerns 
'V,. 

fY 
,„..,domesticargr-thavirtnavidlt•be abused. How do you answer those questions to those 

k96, rgOtptions mih&qrotiakitiOVOi emselves to have peaceful assembly and demonstrations 
Pp,itkNtb,aalitat particular 41aationvineetilc0Elle utilized for that type of activity? 

,v4,1  

Mmussowsko:— ran „you for th tlestion. tie definition under the CSIS Act, as John explained -7, 	, 
earlier, is noteriiming-4 ith respect to the Safeguaftfs in place, first of all, if it does engage the 
individual's Cryatiter. rrgbts then/therg tsgpting to be a judicial process that will be undertaken to get a 

Y4 	1 warrant to authorize 
li> 

 thati-as-Jolimexplaked-eather. In case of threat disruption, the minister will 
(41A-4-L 	. provide ministerial direction on this. thelact-alSo specifies things that are specifically prohibited for 

1 6 
the service to undertake, as they do those clist4tion activities. Then of course there's the review 
by SIRC and the other review bodies. 
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The Chair: I want to follow up in one other area and that's the question of disruption again. 
Once again concern has been expressed that yes, there are safeguards in the system between the 
court and the minister. But at the end of the day, when the warrant is issued, we may not know 
what the conclusion of that particular activity was, that th)e"iwarfikwas applied for. There is some 

Lifric, , CPs1  school of thought that there should be a requirement that they repsrit.baLklio_the judge, in one 
lco  iv,9 c) -0  ek. manner or another. 

ii)k's , 	'-' ?''L , 	C1 /4s,  

	

,94 p v/SI , 	S 7,  , '7 -- 	is,  
0 by  Pp/  UN°  Why wasn't that included in the legislation? p„. 1 4,4 	i'-'4,,,,,,, 

-1  is)p, 	POA: frig 
1 /49011/4791--  €.schib, 	''/1/11el-"ICTY7-  

Mr. Ossowski: Ossowski: Thank you for the question. The judge haViscrelOn to'' 	that info?tpationlyv,„ 

	

A 0 	Cl/0  
to come back to him. In addition, the act specifies that SIRC v2iebedbH/nTainLapnAlualte,vjew of alrth.e 

-41 	, 	" .-S' ih 	., threat disruption activities. There will be a meta review, if you will,iitiyiterrns4of4all :teat di#uption 
activities on an annual basis. 	 W/11. 	46 	 ir.,(j4.:  4.1 

	

4 	/ Solo,.4m, 0/ 
- ‘ 4., 	....: 	).. 

Ms. Clairmont: And public reporting. 	 "I Cc 1  Ss  
,,,9 

The Chair: Maybe the general public doesn't realize that it is implicit that the judge can ask for 
that. Was there any consideration given to require CSIS, upon the application of a request for a 
warrant that they also outline, within that request, how they're going to report back to both the 
court and to SIRC, so that we're ensured that the loop is fully connected at the end of the day when 
the activity is completed? Was there any consideration given to that? 

/?c) Mr. Ossowski: John, was thatoye eoyisidered? 
16/0 X&.- 

0 Mr. Davies: It was cons,idered, burattnand orthP-clay, as has already been said, it is expected 
. that the judge will alre'adv gt13cfme for reporting C'ejtainly,ifmy warrants are being renewed, /2)1, 	lAqr -1171' h that's also implicit in- 	affivayits that there's rep rting onct, su c,ess of those previous 

(1'6' 	" .`• 
	anything' techniques or measures. As well 3 q.:•.canida,k')at anything,at,eztirN., 

L110 

	

'71,  Ai  Art 	 " et VD/C) 
The Chair: I understand that. Lozei(b8ck in..nIstoryaOthe current system the way it is right 

/YA, now, when warrants are issued. Is it nor matur cose,oteveRts.toP  rfte judge to request a report at 
t.r) 	# the end of the activity that's been requested for aiwporatftZNigoesiktpapp,e950 per cent of the time, 

a hundred per cent of the time? 	 Ljii'  

Mr. Davies: I don't have the percentages. I don't know if that would be even possible to 
calculate, but I would say it happens very often, especially in the early days of these new powers. 

Senator Runciman: The terrorism propaganda takedown provision: It is not clear how broadly 
this applies. Does that include all Internet-based communications, including social media and is it 
also restricted to just websites in Canada or beyond? 

7130 ,..7,c,,_  cp., 
Mr. PArigofftiZleiEk11.405,s any type of media, physical or electronic, in Canada. For things outside 

..,..anada, oCratkcloresii'tatplAyo,Usually, for example, in the child pornography area, even though 
Se] otkilUs do not applyCoutsi'd.e;the'cobritry, if the ISPs are made aware of the situation they often '-',.3 --- ',IP 	1/ 4V 
A 17,A 4' ir',61 ,- 	WP . VIKA niLJP•if., kiovoiunteer. frtley."re hoping 11$7,1thftt sang law teat ISPs themselves, where they are aware that there 

'Qu'AccITe°sieute'4:ePofi-Oformation, thbtheyiwill cteny access to their customers, just like they do 

	

1111A 	N., 1-A- 
i,.  

with child'por:n9graph6, iv 1.,.. 	C 

,,, 	p , 	t) r Senator Runtiffi,m1.  CaNyolialkiabotit the burden of proof here as well? 
111.. 7./  ( 0/ s' 	4,,,  01  

A 0 Mr. Piragoff: For the taQedown? 
S 

Senator Runciman: Right. 
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Mr. Piragoff: A judge has to be satisfied on a balance of probabilities that the material is 
terrorist propaganda. I know there's been some criticism that this is a secret hearing. It is not a 
secret hearing. In fact, it is really called "notice and takedown." You are supposed to give notice to 
the person. You give notice to the ISP, but you also give notice ti'ftherpeyson who posted it, if the 

`-' person is known. It is courtroom proceeding. It is not in-camer1//anc.The person can attend to defend 
him or herself as to why the material is not propaganda or the1100anV'diKthaPag,'Weil. The law 

	

trir 	 ,„ makes it clear that if they can't find the individuakWho pestecl, then t e cout can gp.aheatc_ii#nd still 
4../4 4 	/AtAbis7174ci_1% order that it be taken down. - 	

RAE, 

	

frSo 	& 	41 4/ 4,„, 	0#9,0 	7;'() Ci-Ad A  Senator Runciman: It is frustrating that these messages aserk gettEqutpithe broadervpubjw: vo, v  
0/ 

Mr. Piragoff: As Mr. Davies said with respect to judicial discretretk,:iffthrOulge%-isheieft, 
Cam" 	'!` appoint an amicus curiae, that is a lawyer who is a friend of court, that is already y 	e_:,court-s 

	

/in . 1 /49/ 	'110,1f , powers to appoint someone to argue the other side of the case, if there's only one/party-before tn.?' 
judge. That's possible under the current law. 	 '1  Cc 

Senator Moore: Thank you to the witnesses for being here. One of the main criticisms of this 
bill is the lack of oversight. That's been heard everywhere in all media and the public, all the people 
in the streets, they don't like this because there's no oversight. But we have an answer: In the 
Senate we have a bill, 5-220. Are you familiar with that? It provides oversight of the intelligence 
security community, establishment of Canada by establishing a parliamentarian committee. How 
do you feel about that? Are coityriiltaDvgith S-220? 

.lie Mr. Ossowski: Well, I believe,t4tpialviit•rgrime that CSIS has with SIRC is working well. I 
think it has been in plack);,30 years. ftRilik,wi&the adaition of the judicial regime where they 

"34./t) 	 '0 	Pp: have to apply for waf,r,ants4fithey-feLlautting up agatnst Chkler inglzts. it works well. Judges have 
discretion to say no,  theVcf,elt .4,t;itts nq,reasona e. if PiR . t.P 	keili 	)-' cIT 7 

9414- 	C'1" 	 ION .41A , 
t••• /OA 	 1)--;-, The Privacy Commissioner with theAuditoigenerdlloszk at these4:Ctivitiestand there is a good 

track record. 	 '//cL)4j 	ititt'rr  P0/.  4,1 
The trade-off is the independent arm's lengt retairis4h shaNkCAll 

1, 
iarsV They come before a 

parliamentary committee, they provide annual reports. It is wolikifigt, 17'8 
CS 

Senator Moore: You would not be in favour of parliamentarians having oversight? 

Mr. Ossowski: My personal view is that it could be complicated. Having an independent agency 
that is experienced, that has the relationships and understands the risks and where to focus their 
attention has proven to be very valuable over the years. 

ic)p, .1)14-1 — Se naW., o.oce:, Everybody has to start somewhere. You are talking about a parliamentarian 
- group ot 	ho vpeppleieild know the file and be informed. It wouldn't be a bunch of school kids 

Op 
ng it. 

7-0 	1 TI" 4'9  Zi 
P 	 /Alp ii)/4 hathairy We have goiiex,yfrtrine.1-kant to thank our witnesses for their patience. I 

' 	trol 	 I/ 
ap 	"ciatetyliur,c`oiviitigbefore 	giVinkyour advice. Once again, thank you for attending. 

/r`t. 
 

Joininglo,o'hAVAecobd-panePpf the day; from Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada, 
P 	"- are Beatrice Maille)Director enesal Consular Policy and Mark Glauser, Acting Director General, 

/1(4,/, ' c), 
International Security atic3;IntelligencP:v4.(:;,4 ' 4-0/ 

16./V 
From Canada Border Services Agency we 	Ms. Caroline Weber, Vice-President, Corporate 

Affairs Branch and Mr. Geoff Leckey, Director General, Enforcement and Intelligence Operations. 

I understand each of you may have an opening statement. 
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Mark Glauser, Acting Director General, International Security and Intelligence, Foreign Affairs, 
Trade and Development Canada: Mr. Chair, honourable senators, I would like to thank you for 
inviting the Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development to speak to you today about the 
security of Canada information sharing act. I am the actifiticl irp'ac$ eneral of international security 
intelligence, and you have already introduced my colleague. 	oi 

":cs 	P 7- 
,S)y, 

A bit of context may help to understand the depa , trprIt's perspeet&epon ttjt-act..4eyou are 
*" tiA aware, this comes at a time when Canada is faci9gA wi•drknge;,of threats tort4ttorl 	M  

PA, 	rr international security. We see those threats in manyregions?  tWie ore particularlyt 	conc-ctiraedmIzopt1X7,  
' terrorism and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. 4,9 

A V 0 / 	
i°4/ 

1/.• 	11C IA/  °/013, 

	

-4 	- 	1, 	7'1 For example, Canada is gravely concerned about the threat to int9rnati 	pea0,, al 	kpdife9tirity 
posed by the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, ISIL, and is parti4ipating ifjpi e, Qlitlo 

r/ 
tnanl 

A '  against this terrorist organization. 	 `v. 	4;,1 c' 
0/

Afts, 

We remain concerned about other terrorist groups as well, in the Middle East and beyond. We 
are cooperating closely with many like-minded partners internationally to address the threat posed 
by terrorists and foreign fighters. 

We are also concerned about the ongoing instability in Syria. One aspect of this is the Syrian 
chemical weapons program. We were pleased to work with our international partners to facilitate 
the removal of chemical warfare aents and precursors from Syria, and their destruction under the 

Sys 3~ frOr-N,, auspices of the Chemical WeaponsVnvention, 

VS ac-, 4) 
Beyond Syria, we colitiOue tow  ork*b,interhAtion6-1,partners to enhance measures aimed at 

controlling the expor 	traterialtrelated to t eifnanu fatture-dfichennical weapons and other kinds 
&41 p, 	 Vpo 

of weapons of mass desffu ion 	 P 0 
e$9 	 .41 C 	*` 

A.• 	4)4 A Ai These examples highlight the wiktpotCitip govertifyiAnt is doingiqternati,nally to address 
ofPelf 6')"''. • V.6 	ff threats to national and internationa 	grinpern ti Ija ,e orts are complemented by our 
"VP tc work with partners within the government Ricacrvante Canala's,national and international security 

11.1-,..' 4.- 	s 
objectives. 	

lb& 411 //4 4;,q, A17:c, 
This act is designed to help the government improve how it deals ihteSnally with national 

security issues, by improving national security information sharing domestically. The security of 
Canada information sharing act aims to ensure that the information relevant to national security is 
shared both effectively and responsibly. 

Some federal departments and agencies share information for national security purposes every 
day) P 'TOfr C 

Consilte 	oarathligations under the Charter and the Privacy Act, the department is already 
i?dble to share 	rrQ),ktiO,n;itia089,:y),be of national security interest with other Canadian government 

'-'iOgendieszakz1 departQatits. '64/baveigstablished practices and arrangements to guide this sharing 
1—$•L-1  =refdnforcrAtionyHoweverlPlie4AreC‘triforqatianisharing issues that the security of Canada 

info mitioq`sling 	addres fo4th,e dekar4ment. .ecy 	 "-Jct. 	
cent. 

One t;(0 € „ One cle4;exampteiis tneiGhemicalMeapons Convention Implementation Act. That act 
typr, / 	 64.. 

establishes the legalitriame_tersItkisharinKipformation collected under its authority. 

	

4117/ 1 /4-1/ 6,0. 1 /4'1k/04'1 	, 
OA, 

The Canadian national auttiority'af0FitTD'i!straandated to implement the Chemical Weapons 
Convention Implementation Act. It gathers ihi?mation pertaining to the production, processing, 
consumption, import and export of certain chemicals and related facilities. 
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This is important information from a national security perspective. Currently, information 
collected under the authority of the Chemical Weapons Convention Implementation Act can be 
shared with the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, resident in The Hague, and 
for purposes related to the Chemical Weapons Conventi&iy,It S'rii-also be shared in the event of an 

Ls  n CPo emergency involving public safety or for the purposes of enforkicernbit of-tte,act. 
Ac, /1,18 4q.) 

fir However, the department currently cannot share this'Apformation-wiitkotnkrzGoVerinment of 
' 0 / 	PAo 	(.1 Canada institutions for national security purposes)beca* of limitations in thevar.,t., ' 

c, PA* 11- 
k30A,"01-t-'. 8rt, 

The new act being discussed today would amend the Chemical-IAleapdrit"Convention 0 
Implementation Act to permit DFATD to share such information where- appolpriateeZN, 	40 4/°/0 

0 	rr 
/V*ch 	W,. To be clear, from my department's perspective, the Security of Canaoailnforthationaring-Vm  

ui 	'1  does not alter what information is collected by the department or how that info ajiciritsoftectpd.4r ) 
1 It also has no bearing on how the department shares information internationally. The act only cit. 

with how information related to national security concerns is shared domestically. 

The act would provide some other departments and agencies with a clear authority to request 
from DFATD information relevant to national security. This could include key information related to 
consular affairs and clearly identified as being relevant to national security. 

4,9 	 0 k •.-‘ 	 1-/ /1 '"- 4  C security rationale. 	 tZ:. 	6  Cii, 	7.7 	'  
€4 	C 77 	6' k• 	°/1/ 11  /V 

t t,'• 	P (-- kk--, 	-ii c a/op  S ,G• ON 
The request must also be compliao withcitheleg,a1 parerpeters, including the Charter and the 

i- ?Ai 	0 	/ti";c-„ Up 
Privacy Act. The Government of Canada tal9s the.(0arrnegfinfoEip.ation seriously. All sharing in 

t?/1,,,,, '1  G. , clGov  <1 this area is done in close consultation with our legatservices: / .•• 	Coy  
L' 11/Y , 	 n, / ,L'A, 	*f 7c, - 1 r,,, v One final area that I would like to highlight is the security of our missiens around the world. The --..0  

safety of our staff is of the utmost importance. 

Information relevant to the security of our missions can come from a variety of sources and 
through many different channels. Some information comes through formal established 
relationships within the federal government, but this is not always the case. 

Pla Trreact wotild,ensure clarity for other departments and agencies that they have the authority to 
share witb`tht/clepartment any information that might have a bearing on the safety of our staff or v,s 
iithe securityGtour'rrirS9onsro 

,41- -6'49 So 	 0 P 0 
word It,. Pe- 	44 summarythe act woej create possibilities for sharing information relevant to national 

i9e 	
" share rity. 	uleraot create ag-Obligatioto shate specific information. 

'1,/ 

	.31,v t ,e4 
C 4)70/J As I have explaii9ea(41:if depautment already shares national security information domestically. 

v. 
However, th-e'dOpartrdant 	liplenefitAcom the authorities provided in this act. It would allow 

`,-; the government to beiterAdecess,kerti tiona/1  

	

l‘p 	international security interests related to 
, 	 ' terrorism and preventing the 11proliferation of4eanons of mass destruction. 

Geoff Leckey, Director General, Enforcement and Intelligence Operations, Canada Border 
Services Agency: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and honourable senators. 

These requests would continue to be considered, using processes that the department has 
1"Pr. iN2, developed over the past severaknag, -facilitate the sharing of consular information when issues ., 4:6,c, 

of national security are at stake. A UA1 Cl '-'.-0 

54'.1,, 	
'-'1CC' )  °P  `S) -f-, 8„c,  , / 

t
o ,-Sic, 

To be clear, proce?ses,anribaveats are in pta,ce to ertsurettatonly information that is relevant, 
z-: '1"/ 	P'' 	OW-- 'VI/ 	 o4-- reliable and accurate4shardlcas aVsult_of a specifiZ)requelst,supported by a clear national 
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We would like to thank the committee for affording us this opportunity to discuss how the 
changes being proposed by Bill C-51 impact on the Canada Border Services Agency and why the bill 
is important to the agency as a national security.  partner. 

Let's consider the global risk environment. The CBSA watheate (ii6,2003, and it was given the ere 
,A),$)f9_ 

)A,. "S"&t- responsibility for providing integrated border services across the& I spe'ctrurn-otb9rder activities. 
. ,I 0/•-• 

'' ''S 	ti*: CSY S'i , q.c‘ti.- 	 7",-, 	it 	6' / Mr. Chair, the CBSA must constantly evolve ancr adapt to:Kgep pace with-t4e globVirisk,-/ 
Pg,„ LAq hr, iii,) _ 	1h.., v4r, .0,?  

environment in which we operate. Over the past several.yea ^9,.,4 iskas includedavifferentY 	i-L, 
''''(-)A/A '%Yrt-, conceptualization of of the border, namely, as a corridor where/Oecisionsiare`sesmenced and mpde 14,, 

''8 	' * I  Ai' 	
v 4 

before people and goods arrive and not simply as the geographical 01111 a AK) oduZcountry. 
1 4 , L' 	

,..,.., 

(French follows - Mr. Leckey cont'g -- Par consequent, la gestion) FO, — 	/ 
4- 

14- 

Ogres anglais) (M. Leckley: -- of our country.) 

Par consequent, la gestion frontaliere moderne ne se limite pas a une presence physique aux 
points d'entree partout au pays, mais elle depend forcement du travail realise au sein d'une 
collectivite plus vaste. L'echange d'information est necessaire pour evaluer les risques et proteger le 
pays. 

Quels sont les autorisations actuelles de I'ASFC en matiere d'echange d'information? Les 
renseignements relatifs aux Re`hacesVsir la securite nationale peuvent souvent prendre 

"., Cfc• 	• a - differentes formes et se trouver a Mewl,' 'erfciTts  I echelle du gouvernement. Its doivent etre 
rassembles en un tout coherent afigqi.bigree:surgiNoulues puissent etre prises. 

'S 
4.41 V49. „C2 	

lb /A 	r-Pla . VAii- La capacite de rassf-pb egii8furf?\ation en un tclAt-est esseptiellelorsqu'on mane des activites IL 4-4y 
dans le contexte de la se aireA rdii&ra4. CAI'heure act:fell% ced),Ecy.iii-d4tesoin de ('information 4 

-''' VIVP i 	""` cl 	, , 
sont tributaires des exigences en niatier, 	mpnication pr Qt.ies,paA4 certain nombre de lois •-, 	 ,v  

t-  t. 	iu federales. 

(M. Leckley: With a few minor exceptions. 

(anglais suit) 

(following French - Mr. Leckey cont'g -- de lois federales) 

With a few minor exceptions, the CBSA can now only share its information pursuant to the 
Customs Act or the Privacy Act. In the national security context, the CBSA can currently share 
customs information explicitly for national security purposes, under Customs Act 
paralriaRhi0B4)(h), to "any entity that has lawful authority to collect and use this information." 

Underithe GT; information sharing framework, the recipient organization must have a 
Prational securil-y3r,,r1a4lateiandChTpgnation is provided upon request. 

844li f81  P 4,4, F. /1Ph 
	0 	" .'f 4.//v 

	

i?,s0Pa -pkIp 41.,914)(h) of/4;4-64.0)CM* 	authorizes the agency to disclose national 
seckyodk,cuscdOs informaillcir:iptInWn`qei, fat government entities, such as municipal, 

6.4/ provincial or f vyy(i.5 n n3ities cir,ii,nternati4a115:odie's';*long as the entity has a lawful authority to 

collect and gefitrtikiinfirnIrdzy-P)t4 
1-0 	4,1 11/8 . 0 " 

1)/14.,4).• 4  0/ 	10AP.:, 	/ With respect to non-customs tkormattop,su dims immigration-related information, there is no 
tY  

similar provision under the Privacy Act thgrallowsgor the sharing of this information for national 

security purposes. Without the Security of 	a Information Sharing Act, or SCISA, no specific aCri§ci 
provisions to share non-customs information for these purposes exist. 

4 
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So what are the benefits of SCISA? 

A. , 
• 1secant 8 e  La Loi sur Ia communication d'information ayantpait a a 	• u ,anadatKii-est proposee 

. 'A-  fr/ 	SS  ? i k''sir 	• dans le projet de loi C-51 est un outil qui permettrka l'agrante_et aux aut e3 petse' f,e,deraux 

	

z /))./ 	-tl 	ite-,1171 	vOk, de communiquer des renseignements essentiels arleircle relptiradre.pllectiveme t %tux amts pokir,.. 
''. ‘S'.'1,,, Pra.r.,.."' Rs-, • 	ri4,41 	I6le Canada. Cette loi permettrait aussi d'adopter des pratiques unikrimese..)te,chelle du tioA,  CTS  

""/ 0 	fir, ' 1 /4) ,c-,, 	 4 	4/0 gouvernement en ce qui a trait a l'echange interministeriel de renkeignenlergs-ard4fIns de i4curfjtft 	/b/ri, 
nationale. 	 4 ' /ou ''-'s 	 i- 4' , 	i),c- 	(/   

iii)44 44  4r),6.110 	' . 4... Conformement a la loi, bien que toutes les institutions gouvernementalesidkCanade/purs1"0:9 	4 0,, 
oiv 	, communiquer des renseignements lies a la securite nationale du Canada, seulement certains(A,-, 	S i....e„.2. 

ministeres designes ayant un mandat en matiere de securite nationale ont le droit de revoir les 	Q,S\ 
renseignements. 

(M. Leckley: The mandate of the CBSA...) 

(anglais suit) 

(following French -- Mr. Wise Pile.revoir des renseignements) 
C• ..3 t  1/49c+.,.. 

The mandate of the CBSA, as senor,  i rtseerorDst% of the CBSA Act, states that the CBSA will 
support national securit 1;,*',',...providiriOptetrate,d,bacjA.services...." Therefore, the agency 

Sp 	. 	'.` 	'0  could be eligible to be -reteiver ofinformation'bOteoulcIpe required to demonstrate how the 1-)/,.,.4.,.. 1)) 	 ,,, 	Al c.1 ,. t.4;). -,.. information collected bnde -15kspirktss to its bo9derAek on,s1,Airtie.g.. 

c, C1Y8 A 	
--Iiiolv t- 	 -: 

Like all federal partners, the CBSA *9y81-001.9 rid ptlawful restriction 	and existing 
information-sharing laws to which w cgrrehltrrtu'st,i;c1hektpL•govern the further sharing of 

'' ..% 
information under the act. 	 A , 4.4, 	S ' . . ° / 

- II  10 SO& AI Z>11761 0,1  v/Af T. 

What does SCISA do for the CBSA? As a contributin tirganizatiOrr, tfie7551SA would provide the 
agency with two new authorities: One, an additional authority to sharecolistoms information and, 
two, to allow sharing of non-customs information. 

SCISA contains an amendment to section 107(5)(j) of the Customs Act to allow the CBSA to share 
customs information with Citizenship and Immigration Canada for the purposes of administering or 
enforcing the law of Canada respecting passports or other travel documents. 

P 
Curr ritly,i6eiteAkno provision in the Customs Act to allow such disclosures. This amendment 

would allowthe .-BS • /provide, for example, information such as an individual's travel history to p k- 
AiTcAcv pa sspdrtikurpose,s/r. (-:k3/ 6'0 	t,  0 41 .  

/0,c- 
Ine/secon4le)endment-vtfilh respect o the/sharing of non-customs information would allow 

.,Sr ,  
the Oakanercitizenghlp and, Immigration Cana da to overcome difficulties in sharing information 
collectedart'sy'ainiPecithe6,14mirh,igration andlOugegOrptection Act, IRPA, for broader national iva,  

, 10 - security purpcV, U O `
RAN  

06:44  (A  
(French follows - M r.1  cke e8r,),tAg 	s.§o'Riensemble) 

C'Or (apres anglais) (M. Leckley: -- broader natrool security purposes.) 

Dans son ensemble, la Loi sur la communication d'information ayant trait a Ia securite du 
Canada fournit un cadre qui faciliterait la communication de renseignements pertinents en matiere 

(French follows - Mr. Leckey cont'g -- La Loi sur la communication) 

Pp Pii), 
(apres anglais) (M. Leckley: So what are the benefits of SOIIA?) L/C 

"/0  Ss,  
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de securite nationale a l'echelle du gouvernement federal, eliminant les obstacles systemiques et 
recluisant les lacunes sur le plan du renseignement. 

Elle permettrait ainsi d'acceder a des renseignemenmessentipts pour reperer les menaces et de 
t/  r  prendre les mesures voulues lorsqu'il semble y avoir un risque . iOc  
A  '0 

-1Crv,.. Op 	. raimerais maintenant parler de la Loi sur la surete des deplacerneris aerlq9,s.„,q669gpartie du 
projet de loi C-51. 	 , u/i7, '1,3-- 	 7.0 	„o 

PA", 	ff • /Yi OiltD 

	

4/1 	 /, PAS 4 	PO 1/Ale 
Comme le comite en a ete informe par le ministre dela/Securite,publique, le projetijoeiloipt -- 

	

, 	'YO ).— ''' C' --, . 	'i'lli _,-, )-:x1 r,:. thip 

vise egalement a modifier la Loi sur la surete des deplacements‘aetiens(cleifac6h15 confier au C 4.6/0 
,../ „:4,.. rk, 	..)- ,_ 	-...,,, 

programme Protection des passagers le mandat de reperer les P l̀er'sol/n°nes'susce'ptibvle-&frepnstituer 
' /1W..-., `-'.. / 	1-/Itcs c' 	r., une menace pour la surete des transports et les personnel qui tentent de'le reedreralc.etranger 4 

1-47,,, 	ii ,;,, qs/ye  pour appuyer des activites flees au terrorisme, d'inscrire leur nom sur une liste eiVtterlinr s 
menaces en question.  

(Mr. Leckey cont'g: What this means for the agency ...) 

(anglais suit) 

(Following French -- Mr. Leckey cont'g les menaces en question.) 

What this means for the/agency% teat it would be able to receive information pertinent to the 
rOir  no-fly list, alongside Transport CanaVa,Citizenship and Immigration Canada, the RCMP, CSIS and 

others as prescribed, and discloselnformaticntoqhtsame   partners. 
it/ 	'S/ 7)--) 	/4, 	/ 

The CBSA would alsoifeaut-hdisized to disclos'et,infora,t,ion'khas. obtained from air carriers' < 	p, ."1/.? y 	
"'II? A Cy 1)  

	

reservation systems andtbrifirITICxplairkSyriers that th .6v1.s,a p 	erparne match with a name 
-̀)C 490 on the no-fly list. Only the Minister of.Puplic Safty..may disclosgithis information internationally, 

6' 'VA 	I 	xic 'u/c) 
pursuant to a written agreement. M su4h7,Pubtitt:Safetftould be t disci° [fig federal 

6‘/44, 
department, unless otherwise del ega tekby theOinigtelc,t, 

°A?/14 1.(-) 	4 
7-,  I would like to say a word about privacy irriplicatitnsv

t.3. 4/A0 
4,1 

(French follows -- Mr. Leckey cont'g L'ASFC comprend que ces modifications...) 

(apres anglais)(M. Leckey : ... a word about privacy implications.) 

L'ASFC comprend que ces modifications soulevent des preoccupations en matiere de protection 
des renseignements personnels et elle prend ces preoccupations au serieux. Les pratiques de 
colp uni(:aon de renseignements de I'ASFC sont regies par des lois, des reglements et des 

r), 	' YOn , politiques,t4)esmi:ecanismes d'examen ont ete etablis pour toutes les activites de communication, 
"/Odit  1/43k.SA-, . . dans le ca:0Eb 3egime-jusiglique actuel, pour veiller au respect de l'attente raisonnable dune 

'5)66rsonne en kiaiere ode4aroteet10 de la vie privee. 
04/0  

44w, •lq 	 &-) 
6,01 	e.yierg: Reviews,iglay-pe external 

vAt&-f 	 '"1 
(anglais suity0/1/ 	t/ /0/i) 

.41 4 /„Li tOP (Following/ranch 	eckg,contg-,--, protection de la vie privee.) 

1;1  0/  
Reviews may be external'Aquchs-k,by 	Y Commissioner, the Auditor General and the vias 

courts, and internal, such as by our internai e isting audit, appeals and complaints mechanisms. 

This concludes our opening statement, and we would be pleased to answer any questions that 
you or committee members may have. 
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The Chair: Thank you for a very complete presentation, Mr. Leckey. It's just after 3:00. The 
bells are ringing for a vote at 3:29, so I would recommend that we open the floor for questions until 
3:10. That should give us enough time to go over to the Senate for the purposes of the vote. We'll 
suspend for that period of time and then come back to 

 

coPylple
L
t
/ 	(- 
etke)Ranel. 

-390 
Senator Kenny: Will we have a bus here? 	 Ale 

/5' t 
The Chair: Well, the bus comes on a consistentt/Ssis, sW 7zt 

Senator Kenny: I'm asking if we can arrange for a hug!, 
N 

The Chair: I think the clerk will make the call. 	 4 

Senator White: Is there any chance we could just pair up and stay insteagInt 	t.) atP 
(y/i) 

Senator Mitchell: What's being voted on? 

Senator White: It's a private member's bill. We could pair up and continue on, right? 

Senator Mitchell: I'm good with that. 

Senator White: It's up to you, Mr. Chair. 

Senator Moore: What isitiap,.bilr?% 
C 

/04/ The Chair: Bill C-479R~li. 	"lee 

7-, 2'1* 6'/S 
Vr Senator Moore: Ilkiibt,v, bEafkyhat is the suospancerti) 

/1/1 	);4--1 
.416//1 

Cathy Piccinin, Clerk o 'ciVq/CoPrii.eekcag read it odiiikrufice. It' third reading of Bill 

7/t,;°0 	ii(-6)top Senator White: It's a private memberigUl.. 	can-kipup. ,tclon't know how the chair and 
"W/1,/ Co 	C,i deputy chair feel about that. 	 '41/2 	/ ' 	'‘/ /1 OA/ 	(4c) ,  

( 	1-, 9 Senator Mitchell: I don't see that would be a problem, pairing upaimould rather just stay and 
finish. 

Senator Day: My guess is that the whips wouldn't be happy with that. 

The Chair: I think that we should suspend at 3:10. I'm going to start with Senator Mitchell, if 
you would. 

Senator3Mittnelk, We can stay because we're not whipped, because we're independent Liberal 
A ' Lill 1 /4)'6:1) senators-. 'Weal keep you 

L '86` 	C8/ Sup, 	 'ia„ o„ 
FA' 4 The Chair: That's`tickwhatvo,ur cdifeagge Senator Day said. 

.A1C}, c•"11.) 7 
iT8On 	 4/11T, 'iCt Senator •Mitcheii!te's old schooljn a g °Away. 

(-4,3 	/qv 0 	,Vglet., va/o 

It's 	 hatintestigittb,mAAllas-SIRC review, CSEC has a commissioner. They also have all the 
%0 n 

other review mechanisms4haLyokve_MO6.tlooed and that were mentioned by witnesses previously. 
I/A .)/ W/4, ar, So is it that your informatio3r'eas,,impoFtant sZSIS's to be reviewed by SIRC? And why would it 

fr 4 • be that you wouldn't be subject to someimd,oPaSSuper SIRC review? 

/VP /VI t.)&•- ( joici;41,i, 	 063 C 

C-479, An Act to amend the Correftiotzs,/rd-epr251itiOnqelease Actdfpirnesav victims). 

/1/4 
C)-- "i7i 

0/01i, 
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Caroline Weber, Vice-President, Corporate Affairs Branch, Canada Border Services Agency: 
Thank you for the question. I'm responsible for the recourse function at CBSA, so I'm going to be 
responding. 

To start, the way we think about the world of review anciOvessight4di sat certainly all agents of 1,, 

Parliament have access to us, the Auditor General, the Privacy,dornmissioner,-tneinformation 
""(.;q,1  Commissioner, et cetera. We both report to them ancl:thev have a co ltilaintsifAnctronigIve as 

kSttr, 	 0 in 
/;* P-1,‘? 	 /17,q ̀ 410 well. 

o /yA ,,‘  
"1,11'-/ The RCMP comes in to investigate us if there's an issue/We h_avelil C 	reporting Oty 

Al requirements to Parliament, because unlike some of the organizatioetp$at ybq.'ve Mentioned, we 1. 
are in Schedule IV, so we are part of the core public administratio4.4e hiatta v Brent)  

44 v6' administrative configuration than the other organizations. 	 a 	
4  

	

At/0  	0/  
Then there are appeals-to the courts. I know that's always viewed as a heavy exercise. Therec , 

are tribunals as well. There's access to tribunals, whether it's the Human Rights Commission or the S 
Agricultural Review Tribunal. 

And then lastly, internally, there's always the opportunity to appeal to the minister, but we also 
have internal review mechanisms such as professional standards review and internal audit. 

Then there's a legislated cecourse and appeals mechanism. Within the Customs Act, within the 
P., illi'r, Proceeds of Crime, Money Laundering anqefrorist Financing Act, the Agriculture and Agri-Food A,s, 	_ 

Administrative Monetary PenaltiesrActVri*the
c,
lf8cai I Import Measures Act, there are 

CrirEb  .04- requirements to provide4".*r, ecourse evranism. ;So it'sgetually fairly well-defined in terms of time 
'''' vi.?  periods, how one goes bout fttLeir regulations,as wegy/  

it, CA p, 	r i,-,0  1,./1  

rrSr, 	ii'ip.z. "--- ,.., 	Le 1••kin, 	7- ,c-- We have about 100 people /in Cubk,thati-tespond to these 	f'appeals through these 
''' vi: c,` L rb-, '6.' p4, 	' .̀111,€/,, 

legislated means, and they're requiredt-Curretitly, we'need to deliverthatidirc144 service in that 
way. 	"O ‘-i. i' -',A? Ai /A 0,0  Sii, 7z/, 

Abi?  "G.' 4/i 46- --0 -- , Ai,- 4 , fr ,,,, 4,4 Also recognizing that people may want to have,anotherskind'otcomplaints mechanism, we've 
. 1P4 	(-49 / 'WA ''''' put in place an informal complaints mechanism. Again, it's intern41; but meecdo have it centralized in 

L'etk,' the corporate affairs branch so that we take it out of operations and keemtrack of where the 
complaints are coming from, how they're being replied to, et cetera. 

I have statistics on this, if you would like to see some of them, because we do review this on a 
quarterly basis. 

i%enatox, Mitchell: Yes, we would like to see that. 
1'e0 — 

The Chai tb,cp.Obtpable the statistics? 

vMs.;Weber:On-L hafettlemSvith me, but if there's interest in that -- 
P&?Cl 	 Li  //VP il/ (JA/0  

SoThe a.tair:-.tues  ta b I e the ny,stiitli tfi GI,erk?iy 
/ 	 rio to, 1 /49 4-A, 

Ms. Weber,4-,Aosdloteir 	-1 

ZA/'  --11/0 	 • The Chair: Thalik ou./ketoei.tchelli.you re going to have to be very brief here. 

ti02 CJ/9 /,.;/ /1//p-.14  
Senator Mitchell: For DFA9D, wnen 9ou,sn4e,information with some other group, first, do you 

Icr_k)  share it with other Five Eyes organizations, othgpcountries? Second, no matter who you share it 
with, what control do you have over it once you've shared it? I'm thinking of the Arar case. 
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Mr. Glauser: Thank you for the question. In this context, I think the information that people are 
most focused on is the personal information of Canadians that comes to the department through 
exercising the consular function, and my colleague can speak to that directly. 

P P 
On, The sharing of consular information in this context that a0lreagy takes:place between the 
OA/ 6frl department and the service, for example, is governed by the efeoepts!.ihat wasKliscussing earlier. 

PP' 	L-Pcs 
 

The Office of the Privacy Commissioner has the abilitytoiaudit the departments'Ashangssof this 
information in that context. 	 P 	° 6A1' 	 0 

- 
4.,q /2, ,l/s) 

')0,4/6:4?° ?":&-. 	
/ 

The caveats that I referred to are important in this coneektAhat(itjeinforyiation providepl/by tht/1/  
"-k /uA_, department to the service or to the RCMP, for example, is interna el:,̀the golZernment- and not for 

p,  'ck7-/ onward sharing with anyone else without the expressed agreement*the,ottec o 4eneraOf 
,1 4 consular operations, which my colleague can speak to in more detail. 	
/0 0/ /v 6'61p 	0/ 

The Chair: Colleagues, I'm going to have to interrupt. We will suspend. I am making the 
,,

C  S 
 

assumption the officials will be here when we return? Please take as brief a break as possible. 

We're suspended until the call of the chair. 

(The committee suspended.) 

(The committee resumed.) 
PR)  1C)1?,..„ 

The Chair: Colleagues, I wot9d/lik9ooiteborrsnend that we go with the panel for the next ten 
minutes, because of the interruptigewei'Veh3crand3knowing that we can call the witnesses if 

f? k,  there's a need to retur-n inizetpect of delibitatt3nsAntye-bill. 
fin, 

PPA6"- 	 /AIPC)  )1  /14  rs'  Senator Moore: I'Vlyggst,que'S.tion isdOr-Mr. GlaurertitOtt thetimq that /Edward Snowden did his 
k-iN 	9C.t) 	 ' 

revelation, we learned that tnettS. is mobitorinrg Canada and'ottier contries in cyberspace. Did 
- 	"On, 	, 

you know that? Did you have any knoVtodgebt'what was-going on there, as op talked about your 
Al 	L'u 0 	̀117Z, 

international security intelligence? 	11*. 	/ 	11/ OA) &A 	SAC  z)  
'44)-/ enc  GA/P Mr. Glauser: The Five Eyes, obviously the otheratresthe-G overnment of Canada works 

,, 
closely with their allies. Some of the unauthorized disclosures of MEInow

1-•
den 

Senator Moore: Thank God he did it. 

The Chair: Senator Moore, please let the witness respond. 

Senator Moore: Sure. 

P_ 	ic), 
ivirCGlauser: - have put some of that information into the public realm. Those parts of the 

GovernmeritAGanacqmorking with their counterparts in the Five Eyes governments were 
Cr) 	rip.' 0)- 	. obviously awaTs9rsorriet4otthzttiiings that have been put into the public realm. I wouldn't want to 1,7 

4.//vorrthte'rin in any de to4.1 n che)Dep rirnent of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development in this 
1.yeahleCip 1? 4 

	t/,7 
1/4) 	

0/:.?„ 	c),-• 
04/A  , 0 	 tw,12-/ 

„ 	 0 
SenatoYtiloore!:,‘,1 poui,tsi,o the ne dqfgrioAe9s:iov. 

I/0  , Op 6: 	tOP My next ques 	, IS-with.regikt-t CBSA. I heard your comments, Ms. Weber. Your 
4r) agency has quite an impa;ct on-tanacrant....-and oupvisitors. There's no oversight to speak of. It's all 

/0,A, "'U."? ~-/vp„ 
internal. It's like having me mark my ow:FI.e?cattig.c,You ve lost people in jails and they've died. We 
only found out about it after the fact when thCfnedia dug it out of the coroner's reports. I have a 
bill before the Senate requiring oversight of your agency. How do you feel about that? 

0 
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Ms. Weber: Thank you for the question. It's not for us to decide. That's an issue to be decided 
by elected officials. We are truly loyal public servants, and we adhere to the laws. We follow the 
frameworks that we're given to follow by elected officials. 

P '‘ot Senator Moore: Are you saying parliamentarians? Are youlrrcludingsthe Senate in that? 

/11  

6' QCs, S 
Chair: Point of order. 	 C 	Op ?4, , Cs, is 0  

° 	/S' ,t) 	/ A 	t•-, 	//Vic_ /1.41 	 6/-: Senator Runciman: Mr. Chair, with respect to,Skoator Moorerthat is an inappfppriatCqueste0), 
!c\40)- AN, 	 views and a public official. They would be expressing a person 4pinionkTheyarotipre to of ertheir views 

and expertise with respect to the bill before us. 	 ?dry" 11.1 

Senator Moore: That gives it oversight. Come on. 

The Chair: Colleagues, Senator Moore. 

Senator Runciman: You're asking for personal views. 

Senator Moore: They're working for us. 

The Chair: It is a valid point of order. 

In view of the time, it's quarter to four and we had that interruption, so I'm going to call upon 
the next panel of witnesses.  TheAgluouCtocAoming. I'm sure we'll call upon you again. 

Joining us on our final panel a140;c9fesl'oplicegitqach via video conference; Professor Craig 
rrPi - 	QRcis 	7",(./ Forcese; Professor Cl,sistianligyprecht; an )Mr, JoetPoga -y,former security intelligence liaison 

/A 	 _ 
between Canada ancizthe 	' xi/ ) 	 v'0,t1)41'1  C 	2:44  ).1 /49 Sbp  

	

Gentlemen, welcome to 	 lAgt thevcor6iTitte-9 I
°A 

 understand yougoring,comnnents. 
-i "r/k/ 

Once again, thank you very mucnI4vibein/lhe
6
re—.

cN  
eA  ,'vele-idttbnly appreciated your efforts, and 

especially Mr. Forcese, and all the work and tip that4y8u speqoAlijsi bill in the other place. It 
1  k doesn't go unnoticed by any of the members of his/paniculari:commitS:e.e. 

1-  C v  
Kent Roach, Professor, Prichard-Wilson Chair in Law and Public Policy, Faculty of Law, 

University of Toronto, as an individual: Honourable senators, thank you for allowing us to appear 
before you again. As you well know, Bill C-51 is a complex omnibus bill that adds two new security 
laws and amends 15 existing laws, most notably the Criminal Code and the CSIS Act. 

Professor Forcese and I have published to antiterrorlaw.ca  both extensive commentary and a 
lo 	Cable propo,sing many carefully considered amendments to the bill. We will not have time to 

1,̀/c- `"(--P.0 go into al oftiem%ciday, but we would obviously welcome any questions. 

tfrsln, 	 eve msn has made a few amendments, but they do not alleviate our 
th:cCoCi;801.2,pt;4)7,,e4&)- orno 

/it 
'90p 6 r, 	- /0 , /0/c) 04 p, colicernr,tbat the bill-wiiltpaye pliAj*Kirkkr.ations for rights and unintended but harmful effects for 

P,C) 	 c)ii, -I CI-. sQcyrjty,,Oarticula:sty criminal inveptigatitNandqprorism prosecution. The bill still ignores or 
contravenes m'ajeepartsOtthe 2006 ArakiC.orrwrii:5ston recommendations, the 2010 O, /AA, 

	

v 	 (-17- recommepeclatioa of the Air n ra-Commission, and the 2011 recommendations of the Special 
0A, Senate Committee aired b -S'aN9r S'.4.01. The bill's radical rejection of the evidence compiled by 

these commissions in ia sta9t/upicerta?tiheet8stence of our critique of this bill. 

(41/' Bill C-51, combined with Bill C-44, dras1  ticallys,changes Canada's security laws. It will transform 

CSIS from a pure intelligence agency into one that can take both warranted and unwarranted 
actions to reduce threats to the security of Canada. We fear that it may have the unintended effect 

3103(93/01) 
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of making prosecutions, including prosecutions under the four new terrorist fighter offences that 
Parliament wisely added to the Criminal Code in 2013, more difficult. 

In short, we have concerns that Bill C-51 will threaterAightilkdfreedoms without making us 
, 

safer. 	
o 

 
/0/v 

Oz. ). 
The Senate, as the chamber of sober second thootiLt is the lastccrance tothand&this bill. 

. 	k.9/ 	 `` 1̀6 Because of the unanticipated effects of the bill, as well,  asthe,dynamic threat/envi olimenOve 
would urge the Senate to require a three-year parliamentarOeview..p.f this complexcbill, review tf,./  

re- ‘sot, . that should have access to secret information that will be rere.van --tatinderstn, ding the effects„oi ,I„„ 
1 9 1.V ./ 	 0/0 this bill. Just in this session, this committee has asked for informatiob,,a duttiow rrianypeople are. 
. on the Passenger Protect list, and you have not received that inforrilation.atcunderlines the:zneed to 

have access to that secret information. 	 4'1  ITs/  S.G"/ 0/ 0/1/  
0/v SZ/iy 	C )/ 4/7-s  We would also add that this review will only be meaningful if the entire bill, not rust its 

preventive arrest provisions, is subject to a four-year sunset clause. 

Moving on to the information sharing act, part one of the bill recognizes, as indeed the Arar and 
all commissions did, the need for information sharing, but it goes well beyond the legitimate 
concern of terrorism by introducing the novel concept of activities that undermine the security of 
Canada. This is quite simply the broadest definition of national security interests that Professor 
Forcese and I have ever seerp 

ibfr 'TO 
We welcome the exemption ofAall fcieFts cifiS"ri9test, not just as originally proposed lawful 

protests only. Nevertheless, the gove
Co

riementli4,itill notcadequately explained why such a broad 
definition of security iscrteitessaryiand why" iislip:g:gfPriltrns•cittreats to the security of Canada in 

4A' n 	 F the CSIS Act cannot oe,used. • ,- •=..) 	 `17 St 	1/ 
C= 

 
bAllo 

 
C7V) 	 0.1 4 "gititl This sort of broad information shangartd,compilatjon of big datafiles-taiti4 at least be matched 

by commensurate independent revrew,as trie 	Commissiqp,recommended. There is no judicial 
"Vei 	t' review of information sharing in Part 1, a d. ‘)che-P iv y,  grprpi ,19..ner has indicated, there is no 

. 	(''''Arih• '41  tv's,  review of 14 of the 17 recipient departments. Th reoRnly$Xweprite,or silOed review for the other 
A1)"' three, and as recently as last year, in a special report to ParliameIntliatllnary 28 entitled Checks 

and Controls, the Privacy Commissioner expressed concerns that it did not have adequate review 
powers in the security field. 

We also note that the new information sharing act does not include the Air India Commission's 
recommendation for mandatory information sharing subject to enhanced oversight by the Prime 
Minister's national security adviser. We note that a Senate committee chaired by Senator Segal 
ecIfeac

)/18
khi)sti'eco,mmendation in 2011. 

\-  
ls1 Thercikj6Audkidbeyiew3of the no-fly list, but no provision for special advocates. The IRPA 

r  ,ammdments alsoorpkedititEnpre.dgfiFylt for special advocates to perform their constitutionally 
.114, jr1;:1,, . k-/Nr, re/mireditl. This bill istc. aractevAdh\Ecomplacency about the adequacy of Canada's existing 

P/P— 	 te Tc reyiptme9tanistItapd a senseittiat adiliersanaKor independent review should somehow be seen as 
Pt' c the enenaysof,Sectaity'anklithe enemy of Ale, people who do dedicated work in our security forces. 

1̀1 p) ,V 	 /Op 
We reject4hat. WeialrdOetterlwork with someone reviewing it. 

"//v  
r..., 4,4 	Sp/  C)  

at ab Finally, I would 
a 

 likk/p,tairailitfleout the speech crime, the proposed advocacy or 
promotion of terrorism offencesin generar.c.-/v 

Despite Minister MacKay's appearance before this bill and the two-page notes that he tabled 

	

' 	' 
before this committee, we maintain that this offence is still over-broad and still violates freedom of 
expression. 
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The Minister of Justice has correctly noted in his testimony that advocating genocide has no 
defences, but genocide involves mass violence while terrorism offences in general, which is the 
term used in this proposed offence, could include financing of the non-violent activities of a listed 
terrorist group. 	 P  Oki  Lict,, 

1 /49/0A,.4-." 
The minister defends the knowledge requirement in this nelnrofferke.witryrt ference to the 

Hamilton judgment on counselling, but in the same, breatp,the minister3saysthAtthis.hewoffence 
„ is designed to be broader than counselling becausg„thatovnytimexistingcoolAelling offetieesiare, 

-IP 	'T 	 Lily/14  -1C. 	̀-ke 7-, in his view, not adequate. 	 80 	 C- SC 
Ai/qr.0/  s- '10 4  At We still maintain that the higher wilful fault requirement an 600,tfai i 	enceS:that are fduria 

in the hate propaganda provisions, specifically in section 319(2) nick31p9iirottheirjrni  inallode, are -4Y)). 
vr`0,tio, 	t  necessary. We also maintain that the existing instructing terrorist activity otteno 14913tteAt,. 

tailored alternative. 	 11  /OA/  N./"Ay 	
Sr 

The new offence will chill legitimate freedom of expression, and I would ask the senators to go S 
no farther than the last sentence in the first full paragraph in the report that the Minister of Justice 
tabled earlier this week before this committee. It talks about this offence is targeting people, 
unspecified action that something bad should be done against Canadians or our allies or to do 
something to support extreme jihadism. That is staggeringly broad language of what will be 
targeted by this new offence and, in our view, it will chill freedom of expression and may still 
impede our ability to work withAhoVeliNho hold radical views but who can be subject to legitimate 

OW, '''CA• deradicalization through multidisciphiympfesrntion of the type contemplated in recent 
legislation in the U.K. 	 8 r, 1)&1, C6- %JP ASS 	C%9/s, 

SitiP44h 	
• 0 ,„ Pr, O, The decision notkor , theff._„.fAto the estattijshedr4c1 con(titutional concept of advocating 

Pz% 'J./. 4-, 	U/Y_A 	,4)  7-, terrorist activities opens up8he pasib,wty plprosecuting4a0ple,Ifho achmcate sending money to a 
Po terrorist group or even to reporter4S,w 0, ,nowingly-reprint a 	a y tither person urging people 6 	 0,, 

to join foreign terrorist fights, whilgepware-0,f,the,pqssi 1,1;hat someone might do so as a result. .15Tt 
;14/ 1)• ' 1(? /11 4/  4,41 So this offence either should be taken out ohttleshouldmigrajor reforms patterned 

after the hate propaganda prorogue visions. 	1:/04/-1 50 	/14- ( ()/ 
A/7-s  

My colleague, professor Forcese will continue now with our joint submission. 

Craig Forcese, Associate Professor, Faculty of Law (Common Law Section), University of 
Ottawa: Thank you for giving me an opportunity to appear before you. I am happy to address, in 
questions, peace bonds and preventive detention, which we generally support with provisos. I wish, 
however, to focus most of my comments on the very concerning CSIS Act amendments. 

P J/ :?() 

WRIetwotottls.t_ 
k  
rscoring the security consequences of the new powers. We must all worry 

about th4t0,ngsanji-dg4onfliction difficulties between police and CSIS operations. 

49 ‘k 	)14, consiclec40.ffiOtttehid,tee,,CSIS powers may end up overlapping, affecting and '*9 	',q frju 
,chappeyen4qinga subse*Jiept9lijcegiiirlipaj investigation into terrorist activity. We worry 

,30/01. 	I 	1(-6,4 	. whethetourrnqst. svatessful anti-terrotito I ,icrwinal law -- will be degraded by CSIS operations 
'4 	icAr 	/' „ 	le  that muddy Wate3s. Afty.3eterap-of the Air India matter must be preoccupied by this possibility. 
'1  

/Alp 	• It 	 "1,/ . 	CAC- . 
We do not havettiTe 0 ta,in'ottrer secupty implications of the sort that SIRC itself raised in 

›, 	"Ak. 2009, when it reviewed CSIS,:kexisti% rhutkmore banal, disruption practices. 
4 r, 

-Cp• 
Even if the government thinks that alte security downsides are worth the risk, we can meet 

the government's stated security objectives, without opening the door so wide to possible mistakes 
by a covert agency. The government says it needs these powers, so that CSIS can warn families that 
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a child is radicalizing: something the service does already. But the bill reaches much, much further. 
There is a mismatch between government justifications and the actual text of the law. 

We beseech you to amend the bill to remove any reference fethe Charter being contravened by 
. 

CSIS. The government persists in its novel legal theory that thisislitt-aNarkation on what already sa 

happens. In Minister Blaney's words appearing here on MondaVoothirlig-ne-vV49der the sky." 

rye r  C61 
c/, 	 Stn But this is more than new. It is radical. As the Caripdiariqw)Association:Roints-4/.- 

/A 	 vA 
untenable. I wish to underscore, given Minister Blanews cornrentsahat the CBA'''' an/1u A rr Ai,. 
accomplished 119-year-old organization representing 37,OLVdtawyers,juagesSnotaries, lawleachersj 

• /Oil 
and law students. Let me be specific on the government's flawed le-gllogicat, 

‘S' 	IY14,/ 
The new proposed warrant power is very different from search and arrestwatrepts:Op5, 4 

v>4)- warrants are tied to Charter rights that have qualifying language in the right itselfo,StFctittnA ofthe.L... 
Charter only guards against unreasonable searches and seizures. Section 9 only protects again tCc, TS .. 
arbitrary detentions. A search or an arrest warrant exactly satisfies this qualifying language, and, 	'9  
therefore, a government acting under such a warrant does not breach the Charter. 

In comparison, most other Charter rights are not imbued with this built-in qualifying language. 
There is no concept of: permissible free speech; arbitrary cruel treatment; appropriate mobility 
rights to enter or leave the country; or limited habeas corpus. 

PA)n Such rights can only be trum01.$1,•ufraerAection one of the Charter or if the government uses the 
itSbm -•••-k9, 

section 33 notwithstanding clause,,whittlikhds'4n21 clone in Bill C-51. 
).- ,9 s, 

We must underscoieithaffection 1 issdeskmply=arenl'dealt with, through the peculiar 
mechanism of a warraritLin ailyrotheritircumstanicAegolYwift641eieirst4icne judges are being asked 

M te r to bless, in advance, a violatron/of,anyi:or,a11-de/the Charter idhts, in.aisecrer hearing, not subject to 
(-• 	 't.)4t 	A/h, appeal and with only the government-side reppesentVd. What theicivernmesnt-proposes is a 

i /0 constitutional breach warrant. It 	Ochreidea thaticonto•Vkasic constitutional understandings 
and the role of the courts. It has correcitrykeeLnforntati%Ajafit'z,a,sQtriel'.4 use of the notwithstanding 

0/ c, 	 / clause, in which judges, and not Parliament, are bemcaskedp-clottipdirty-work of abrogating 

	

/v 	• 4 r,qc 	 8  rights. 	 • 

On Monday, the minister repeatedly referred to section 25.1 of the Criminal Code, as precedent. 
It is not. It does not authorize police officers to breach the Charter. It applies only to criminal 
investigations and not to the much vaster concept of security in the CSIS Act. More than this, 
section 25.1 has checks and balances absent from C-51. The police must publicly report when they 
break the law. They must, where the breach of the law is more than minor, also notify the target, 
afterrthe,passge of a period of time. 

/0Ain  
The ministeraiso,suggtsted that the new CSIS powers simply replicate those deployed by allied 

.  6/ 	nop We-are_ii9tdApiqtvi,foseT law. But we have now spoken to four law professors in the 
p 60itecrmiigm, do two inikistrilialan6gU*4 in the United States, some of whom have then 

sutisequelfitly,roken to securitylewide*rs044 I would also point to a report in Le Devoir on c.; 	 /.0/1 March Tzt:,gh t story eddirded the viewsmf4oreign embassy officials from governments, the •-•11/ " v 1/, 	 /„, 
minister says, thattavV, 1-stWe;powers. The resulting responses do not bear out the Canadian says, 

QS /?.174-'  government's I ° ot t tolieig_tsprice _Wye the power to break domestic law or constitutions. 
, 	 4.4 Accordingly, I hope th t/thrs c mitteeokill askhe tminister to produce his study, which would not 
'O P be privileged by solicitor-clienA/  't•becaO  use,itidea MO foreign and not domestic law, detailing the 

• iu  
basis for his claim. If made available to us, ik

r,
e ould happily share with international colleagues for 

peer review. 
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In sum, the new CSIS powers amount to an unprecedented constitutional adventure with 
serious security downsides. With a simple line or two, this committee could eliminate the notion 
that our covert service will be violating the Charter. It could add new and reasonable limits on 
CSIS's powers, including, for instance, an emphatic bar okketerict* We cannot risk a parallel 
system ofof detention by a covert agency, able to act against peoplefeh&se,committed no crime. 

ACC,(7'9 	.(9k 
But as the government itself acknowledged, inrcUg'9,by-clause in-tbe,comfrions°, die-limit on - 

0 " 	 q, c,  Pp .° 044  . law enforcement powers, added at that time, dogs n 4lose the door to de eriXion. It/pso publicly Pka door 

	

d  . uPv 	7-6, acknowledged that the bill does not close the door vul to rentitio . 	edition, as oylknowl is a 	k• 
CP0 	"24,' "'IA/ term used to describe a person being kidnapped from one j ri0Action pp takeli4o anothe , A 	.0 

'Ne /0/y sometimes for trial, and sometimes in past practice for abusive jir4fet,a icCANolaiiiltry's laws • 
/ u should ever grant this much discretion to a covert service, especially akovertkeryice,thjtjs pF  - 

presently subject to only modest review. 	 Lj/Y44 "4  0 	4-1 

	

ti0  / 	/11 /14  
IS)  

I will end with observations on SIRC and also on this legislative process. 

Whatever the truth, as to whether these new C-51 powers are constitutional or necessary, their 
introduction is breathtakingly irresponsible, without a redoubled investment in our outmatched and 
outdated accountability system. 

SIRC is no longer state-of-the-art. It is respected, certainly, but it is not to paraphrase the 
minister: the envy of the world.. Itsitsmstraints and design mean that it is capable of reviewing only 

	

kep 	 r, a small aspect of CSIS's activitie . kifs 0 
,are-orzlyepeating concerns that SIRC itself has voiced. It has 

already told you that it is concernetl-aboutits ability-to keep pace. o -  7.. Y
& 	t'& /S More than that, SIR _'itn btrieb review bodiesiar ,uiThecess'Orily hamstrung by legal limitations C/  

	

44 	 A / VA  w44,., 

that prevent them frormfollowing)th OM' when goverripent agencies collaborate, an increasingly 

	

QOA 	 ,S`o, 	41 y 	'7  common practice that C-51 willVidoubtedlyincseas,e. 
4-S "ON 4 	°Ai 11/1/ 

"I et 4)/0 
Ps:% A few paragraphs of legislative la nsuage./.Could•create natipowers of review bodies to 

14/- collaborate as a stepping stone to a broadef2tethiriKof nafio,n:aLseenrity review. 

	

t114.1 	4-Al 0  
/OA/ 	44PA And finally, I will hold out to you the precedent of the originalmictritee of the CSIS Act. On 

Monday, Minister Blaney seemed to suggest that the BC Civil Libertiec4Sociation and other groups 
raising concerns in 1983 about the original bill were in the minister's words "fear mongering" and so 
were not credible on this bill. He misunderstands history. The first CSIS bill was introduced in 1983. 
It ignited stern concerns from civil liberties groups, including the concerns cited by the Minister 
from the BCCLA. But the government in 1983 listened to many of these concerns. It let the 1983 
CSIS bill die on the Order Paper because of these concerns. Instead, your predecessors establish a 
speciftnammittee. It worked through the summer, hearing many witnesses and making 
recommenakti giTher ate in the Senate committee's words, "a more appropriate balance „: 

zbetweennotektiveraild.Inci& idu,a1 security." Among those changes were stronger warrant 
' 	 /1.-/i. SuifIro‘isi,o,rg and widel-zp,o/wer§c%r vimfor SIRC. Almost all of the Senate changes, more than 40, 

P&,,w‘r7e qccel3tecl by the gOlit'e-0)7ediiilehiaillteri,tabled a new improved bill. 
'TSO fY07- 	 119 -• 

Thatbillbeta'rEe the,C,SIS Act, whieu'llas,eddbred for 30 years. We owe those who improved the 
4-̀- 	0,- V  14,-, 

	were flawed 19A3ibill‘cjlebt Qfgratitucl,,,,,If we were capable of such deliberations then, surely we are no 
less able able now. we-thankiyou fete,:yourinVest and for your work. 

't  •1 tin 	0, 
Christian Leuprecht, Alsck.iate Pitiessoii;Depbrtment of Political Science and Economics, 

:V.,. "0 Royal Military College of Canada, as an m uildmal: Security is like the air we breathe. You don't 
know it's gone until it is too late. We have already spoken at this committee about the challenge of 
the general public understanding the national policy because they don't have a lot of exposure to it. 
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(French follows -- Mr. Leuprecht cont'g 	aussi remarque une certaine...) 

(apres anglais)(M. Leuprecht : ... don't have a lot of exposure to it.) 

PAD  Bit? 
J'ai aussi remarque une certaine hypocrisie de la part deVritique e ce proj et de loi, parce 

16'ir+ qu'on ne se rend pas compte du professionnalisme et de l'imp,utablieesde nosjorces de securite 
'Cicr 	 1- cleja en place. II y a aussi une certaine naivete d'uneli'attje du gra zottlic fate kyeRvicsnnement 

, 	 lb 117 	6 de securite qui est en train d'evoluer actuellemevii,  
/3,0 	 0 /(

F6
A1 /4S 	101- 

(Mr. Leuprecht cont'g: There are two particular revolutions...) 	 s411;,0  

(anglais suit) 	 4 	1/* 
Op 4 	4/ 

(Following French -- Mr. Leuprecht cont'g -- en train d'evoluer actuellement.) (01 
8,(.. 

	

f itoiv 	 40/ 

There are two particular revolutions I want to draw the committee's attention to. One is the...ce. 
communications revolution. It is just so easy to communicate with anywhere else in the world and 
obtain that communication and information. The other is the transportation revolution that has 
made the world a much smaller place. So as a result, in the past we have been able to put our head 
into the stand and pretend that all these instabilities are far away from us. Now these have come 
and arrived on our shores, and we struggle with the challenge of that. 

We work with institutionilh/46frameworks of sovereignty that date back to the Statute of 
Westminster in 1648, and we woriagist8c4ilt8tkons that were in many ways set up in the 
19th  century, trying to deal with rneklerneriatttatia're„Z1st  century transboundary and transborder 
movements. 	 C8, 

° 	'7,c)Ao, /8  SZI  
P 	/A/Pr)L-:/fr-'1 1,%?.  How can we reconciie3tie ins'iitutiong and sovereignta work thilz.we have with the global 
fP 	°Ce, 	"i rt., 'it,' 7- 1‹.- 

challenges that we face? lh that4fegard4e,n e&WA,consider'hoty r,puchivie are willing to spend in 
terms of the trade-offs involved, ri'Citjust-7,in,i(jtellm.kof:th'e,a)u lic treasry involvegl but of the rights . 

1-  and freedoms involved. 	 4p L  

ii)41- 	.Q/ On the one hand we celebrate the eight-hund reaftivanni v.efsary of X Aragna Carta this year. 
On the other hand, the preamble to section 91 reminds us that  theg-Over4ent has a duty and 

CS 
jurisdiction over peace, order and good government for the country. 

As we discussed in a previous appearance before this committee, my preference is always to 
make sure that our security agencies have the right tool kits, rather than simply putting more 
money in these particular agencies. I think currently we have a challenge with regarctto not having 
a sufficiently nuanced tool kit to come to grips with some of the challenges that we face, whether 

Pr,. P ,  thati•sty9j.ith Waving the country to join extremist organizations or being manipulated by them to 
leave the cdofintrm,'whether it is lives lost, as we had in October because the RCMP was unable to get 

VAT v;-' peace b nd,o&theiihiciivrduator individuals who are on the terrorism watch list and who can board 
cs  
t)tiiplaneVbecause tiektiori&flo‘selrr'ith. ediate threat to aviation security. vat,. [LA ,.., 
P 	f•JAh, 	42p, 	 019A 	 1.4 , 

l'90,1tfriaiibe indrviduals whot'Anyvalleinjo,ou'Ornbassies abroad, in Beirut for instance, and 
vivp, 	—11'*v " 	itjA/ requesrot. oonstOr arfrci4Ito have emetgey yatravel documents issued to them, despite having 

01-- Vtt- 	OR, 
come in with a builetholeSthr ugh)their shoulder, and that consular official not being able to 
communicate thieConcern4o CSItthat t1141 individual might be returning to Canada. 

/OA 	 ..r,c;) There are good common sense reasons torimaking some of these changes. We need to protect 
individuals from themselves, in particular youtnswho are looking to travel abroad, and we clearly 
currently don't have enough to do that as the empirical evidence shows. 
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We also have international obligations not to export terrorism or inadvertently provide 
terrorism financing or material support. I would draw the committee's attention to the United 
Nations Security Council Resolutions 1373, 1624, 2178, and 2195, the two latter stemming from last 
year. Those are Security Council resolutions under ChapttaiWtl ki(they are thus legally binding on 
all member states. 	 L11/4, 

1Ca. 1/ 43  Op tS1,- 
These resolutions capture things such as preventingthe,radicaliirafign-leaarog-td-pBAtically 

rp 	. 	0 motivated violent extremism, prohibiting incitementof4erronstivrolence andigarttlitrrimt,Jprislke 
. 	 c " purposes, disrupting financial support for terrorism ancdoreigrap onsVighters, and iyaitier fr 	/*- iv 

travel by foreign terrorist fighters. 	 &Zs, 	 bilf /lc). 

The challenge that we have here, which already came up in a Orifotio s ,iikeussfan'Ais wie'k-am pass 
1'0,6 	 &JP., all the legislation that we want, if we don't actually have the skill set ana catiabilitresswi hit€Frtaing pi„ 	, 

dimensions of our national security framework to implement and administer theteil poinheeelirE'A , 
,v 

reference to a discussion we had 10 days ago, but also a discussion that we had two days ago in Ck-' 
front of the House of Commons Finance Committee where I was asked to testify on terrorist 

financing along with Paul Kennedy. Paul Kennedy also reiterated the point that the RCMP is not set 
up to deal with the challenges of federal policing as we face it today. 

The RCMP is too distracted with contract policing, which consumes two-thirds of the officers, 
and it is institutionally too autonomous with regard to the different regions. A significant revision 
with regard to the capabilitioi`jol-ou'?-46ional federal police force and policing capabilities is 

CiPp, necessary, not only to make sure that/the e,prstv.isions in the bill are administered, but that we 
forestall the pitfalls that my colleagiesNhaVe(j*t raj* regard to the administration of justice. 

"Y•ki 	 CS/ 
'S410 	 Pk) You are already familiar4with 6y, propositionsikkexpariOng tribremit of SIRC to follow 

"1 /3,06, IT / 	 U.4) 'IC czA)  intelligence once it is sharkl)witnrothersecsiity, 	agenciegt,*493in tlt,Goverpment of Canada's 

	

1, 0, 	. 	 .tx? 	. . federal government infrastructure“, now° ostng a super SIKC or a new remit with regard to 
4̀1C7: SIRC, only to be able to follow that int Illign410Cau,are4lsoiamiliar with my propositions of the 

P , U.K. system to clear some members or t a.   sition t 6, Aie,able tbibe briefed by the commissioner 
'41  r-Ner. of CSE, as well as SIRC. That would reassure C Kadianscw,itn regatcl-tutnose who are asking whether /04/  

my rights and freedoms have been violated. 	 ft' ' 

8. I would also remind the committee, with regard to that review, that it isn't just about making 
sure that people do their job properly. It is also about helping them do their job better. CSIS will 
tell you that SIRC has made it a much better and more effective agency. So in that regard, the 
security agencies that are not currently being reviewed, for instance CBSA but also the RCMP, which 
has very limited remit with regard to review, could stand the sort of peer review that SIRC offers. 

PO— Pic).n Howpactkis-that implemented? We need to nuance the collection capabilities of CSIS and CSE 
that are dirfereht- rom-the broader capabilities that Foreign Affairs, CBSA and the RCMP bring to 

'leo, /Wear, the remit- 0411e 1;6/secufity agencies more broadly, and the separate mandate that the 
'jks tp, 	Lq.671 ipeparctrrAppt of Nationatpe rycF,hasiivo  

4. el 	 vpo  vjgc, 	• 
1?,9„, m, 	ii)44 

flkink Mame overarchilig-archice u ican capture all of these and we need a nuanced 
'Vd 	Pe, 	 410 , approach tokeyi 	cevtainly there isla-remit-auLoossibility to do more with regard to the 

payoff of i6y,i9wc t../4)  
A/PO  

14). 
Finally, I have two reltrarksinslosrage.rksot just making legislation for today; we're also 

A/ making legislation for tomorrow. If orks.thea 4;do have a major incident in this country, we don't • l r, 
want the Prime Minister having to run the set4fjty establishment with orders-in-council. We want 
to make sure we have robust legislation in place that can protect the continuity of the constitutional 
government in this country. 
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I would like to close on this remark: Let's remember that a terrorist only has to get lucky once. 
The people who are involved in counterterrorism have to get lucky every time. 

Joe Fogarty, as an individual: Thank you for the invitation fa/appear before the committee. I 
l'(21... 4-30, hope to keep my opening statement brief in order to allow a nkr,ch tirne-as possible for questions. 

/04/  '`)'... 
C, 

ally? I am not a Canadian citizen but a citizen of the URfed Kingdorrrfarelose 	Qf Ca-hada and one 
11 	l' l'A 	

'0 	 k.-. 43  %."/' i  , 
that has a keen interest in helping support Canadi ni.a.ubli afety and nationalsecutity whinever it 

	

Pp,, IA f„ 	, ,,,,,, 	(ik,,., 
can. It is in that spirit that I will be offering evideneelts9clariyn  /..- 	—0/3:1,,,1C), -'7  A  rY ti,, 

u/1/4i `' 	8C,-, 	'zit -iCi- o/v  ss 	ti to/heat  , A few years ago, while I was posted here to Ottawa as liaison,  office anadian securfily2'7- 
ik 	1 ' P6'-' - i'f' ) l''' intelligence community, I was asked if I would speak in private t- A gro p pjsenipcxi icerslrom the 

"vPrIt 13` 4h"'s  .;;. .).1.; RCMP and CSIS. The question I was asked to address was why it appea ,e rfo e ,,e-case,3,, at t .c..-r A  
VA - Li/ 0  -41/.(-. -I 40 relationship between the police service and MI5 in the United Kingdom was so el ft, with4u4cr..epeiv  / 

sharing of information and with such a consistently strong outcome in terms of arrests, 	'1C 	t  
c "',38  prosecutions and convictions in national security cases. 

At the time of that conversation there had been approaching 30 terrorism-related arrests in 
Canada since 2001. A small number of prosecutions were under way. In the same period, in the 
U.K., there had been approaching 2,000 arrests, and more prosecutions and convictions than I could 
remember. Those figures did not include Northern Ireland. 

As a result of having extensiv.et,wercezce in those operations, I was also asked if I could offer a 
view on what lessons, if any, Canadaiald-kc'tij-om that experience. These lessons are directly 

',0 relevant to Bill C-51. /Y„ 	C 	OP 	Y'.  
, 6' 	CS'is pd, t, ;17 A 	 '4 . . 	. 	 _ . Prjt 	V L, 

A successful nationai-seerojtv...mvesfigation 	genderally ash' ve/Owe concurrent aims. First, it 
will 	 "i" 	 ' Arn. Puirky identify threats to natio 'apse 	tan qfp blic safetylseconddit wilvnelp to prevent them 

-1/V  -.1 	.L  from materializing; and third and ve y4,7paPtan4fl -ancti,cgt.  en overloolpd, itAgij?do so while at the 
same time adding to or preserving ke caPrittyts bliify,tptalefuture.threats with equal or greater 
effect. 	clVs 

, In conducting these investigations and operations:it-is also ve), important for them to be 
areundertaken in a way that reflects the value of the society that they are
o 

 eeking to protect. These 
operations should, therefore, contain actions that are proportionate to the threat, reasonably 
necessary, lawful, likely to be effective and likely to be efficient. If they are, then they can 
reasonably be considered to be ethical. If not, then they shouldn't be undertaken. Operational 
policy and national security legislation should ideally display these same qualities in order to provide 
the right framework within which the operational agencies can then undertake their activity in 
supliarfofPliblic safety and national security. 

""(- 
LIOA/ In disAcassioraith hatzsenior team of RCMP and CSIS officers, I offered the observation that a 

. 	 r  

	

c 	key/difference akthptime(betwe,e,9 the U.K. and Canadian operational systems was that CSIS and 
0 / 	tltr 

	

p 	thqcmmaci not beeni`p',rovidedyg 
1 	

ith a.11:amework within which they could both share information 
extepsivelVirtvarsei4rotect th4 rn:spies,,roicn t disclosure of sensitive capability and relationships 
wheriVACQuprel-kghiOiminal justicelfsysfell'Vlhis had been the case since the creation of CSIS in 

V /)6. v 
  1984. It 	apkenti the ickiOriclia investigation from 1985 onwards, apparent in numerous 

t 

cases since then, E,n,ost%f whiEnva:5s.notItthe public domain, but which included subsequently the .A 	.A 

41  0 	./C:A  4A  investigation ofJeffre ,{401i e, theiform'artanklian naval officer who volunteered his services here r 	L..(_/  
to the Russians in Ottawa in 2007 and 4i,or,kedlgaecessfully for Russian intelligence undetected for a 
number of years. 

As a result of the lack of a fully functioning framework for operational collaboration, I advised 
that the system could not be as effective in criminal justice terms as it should be. That framework 
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could only reasonably be created by Parliament through legislation, as the U.K. Parliament had done 
very successfully in legislation enacted in 1996 to enable information both to be shared by national 
security teams with law enforcement and to be protected effectively from unnecessary disclosure. I 
will be very happy to describe that system in more detailiArethetommittee during questions if you 
would find it helpful. 	 ik9 /0/1/  S„6-o 

IC% 	0 cc+ I felt that a significant complicating factor for S-an 	that it ha no pairtiarp'ntaly 
(i)%f F. 	• I)  "  committee that could have classified discussionsfin.ca ,eqa4 about national secutity, 

the and legislation. In the absence of that fa ityman In;t, e absence of pLiarl.'daAre' p7,1/LiSrra'asi, 7L  
V: 	 11)-C' having access to knowledge of what was actually happening 	covertopercalional spherelYthe,"4, A`,0/  

, 	1V 0, v. 	 ?' 	OA? 
best that Parliament could do would be to legislate while remahling, aqiest, Rastia ly,§15nd. It was 

	

/A 	0,-2 AT4. qt(1.0  no surprise to me, therefore, that Canada had so far not been able toi,iblve the., or° !Tot eilack •-i (0/ ../(3/if of information-sharing between CSIS and the RCMP. 	 .30 	-7/14,,,, 40/ /04, v !  M 1 
Bill C-51, although very rightly highlighting the need to enable greater sharing of informatioitC 9  

does not solve the fundamental problem in the information-sharing relationship between CSIS and 
the RCMP, nor does it demand action in that respect. A key factor in this, in my view, is that no one 
is able to tell Parliament what has actually been occurring in these investigations, nor can they 
explain to Parliament, without disclosing classified and sensitive material in public, the jeopardy 
being faced if Parliament fails to address these issues appropriately. 

The Security Intelligenceileviektbmcnittee, SIRC, with the very greatest of respect, has unable 
to fill that gap despite an undoubted)ctsirete3fujfill its statutory role to the best of its ability. SIRC 
is itself unable to tell Parliament in a-dagitiediclisrcussroi what has actually been occurring in 

h'-' 11' • operational cases ancGtithWeptional polics?:61t a so.as akiv,ed remit, which does not enable it 
effectively to monitAoAeratiqgat qvittes that sp Lorg roation...,boundaries. The best that it 'Y 	Pal  • • T - tr'la rV1)1t 

rt/l/f,- rA //yr,  can do, under present arrangerhekisdis to present an unclefieci,ihnual summary of its activities 
' v4-'*/ 	r,S that is insufficient to enable legislatorsz•prolieVy to,upderstan'clUtk(k4.1keS-at hand. 

rib  
'1  .4 	̀S' 	tc(A` I would be very happy to take questiciAs-on any or aireft, e-allaye, and also on the question of 

'4)44 '1  1 —'0 4x1 disruption powers being suggested for CSIS undet1Bill 0-511c-‘ 	Avz-. 	40/ 
/ON )̀41)  

k :14-,,-11/11sN Could I add one last thing, please, Mr. Chair? I haven't put this inlrhygpening statement, but 
somebody with my background tends to be rather shy and retiring in public. I was invited to come 
here today, and I am very grateful for the opportunity to talk to you. Part of my next comment is 
for the media at the back of the room. Once I have given my evidence, I would be very grateful to 
leave and disappear off into the sunset, if that's okay. 

The Chair: Sometimes we all feel that way. Pi? Chair: 

SenatOriMftchelyank you, all of you. It is excellent testimony. I should say to Professors 
,Roach an foiteeseCiftat &are practically members of the committee now, you are here so often, 

,..96,4o tha,:p a lot. 	, .9 "- 1.. 	2;64s,  „ , 

PL-.
`•:Ar's,  ,mi

tr
e .4e- 	I<S):111CL;-11111)4:)'? i-k, , 14? 

O iv ye erk-e ► in oversigitpancrstPI,wotitd probably, not to be provocative, disagree with 
Profes&getticr4ht,  t '9afthere's eno(dart4Lf-i01,y/1281t,d like Mr. Fogarty, if you would, to elaborate 

Tr ' v /),,-.`" on your co;nameriaboutsh,e ne'escl-for parliamentary'roversight and how it has worked in Britain. If 
C/A1,.. 	te .  ,, 	

, jump. in Professors Forcese\aniot R acp wdeldliicektojump in on that, I would appreciate that, and Professor ,....,p1.., 	,./ 	A  
Leuprecht as well. 	,I 	 V Ailf 401  0 Oji) 

''',., 4/c., , r  , ,., Mr. Fogarty: This experience might not bg;8nique, but it is probably quite rare. I have classified 
experience of the work of SIRC, and I have discussed a number of things with SIRC staff. I also have 
classified experience of the U.K.'s now parliamentary committee, the security and intelligence 

committee. One of the key differences, in my view, is that the ability to engage with very 
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experienced parliamentarians who have a variety of backgrounds, former foreign secretaries, the 
equivalent to a former Clerk of the Privy Council, et cetera, gives the operational agencies the ability 
to talk in-depth at a very highly classified level about what is really going on in the community and 
what is really necessary to solve operational problems. A) 	P/S) 

A  
With the greatest of respect to SIRC, that's pretty much arKarrn.:aagth,c'asersation, and it is 

very much more difficult for SIRC to then come baceto Parliament acke-ixplaP-Wilat-Otreally been 
r 

e- 	 0 	(Mt going on because even SIRC can't have the classified iscussio in.-Parliament. litn,noloRgeri, Pt, Pr 
	mina 

liaison officer function. If I had been, I would be talkiag-aboattilros:aridccons of eacwsiltemAtt 
9N cetera, like a good liaison officer would. There is no doi.Tglntrj't-,grlindiLb'strut.-elm no doub 1),, 	frp, 

whatsoever, that the ISE framework is distinctly superior to the,(51Refamewottand,v-kry much 
' 	 k-A ' more effective in guiding the work of the agencies. 	 P4AI 

	

qrs ✓  / 	11A- 0/ Can I say one last thing? It is sometimes overlooked. There's an issue of moralerhere'as weirg.(01/, 
.̀•/lo /8 the United Kingdom, the same as a number of other countries, you have a group of ordinary menCorzt- 

k9 
women working in these agencies who are putting their lives at risk regularly on behalf of their 
country. It is incredibly beneficial in morale terms when your country's Parliament, when you are 
seeking to defend your country's parliamentary democracy, has the extreme courtesy to invite you 
in to ask you in camera in a classified conversation to explain what is really happening and to be 
able to provide guidance to your work. It doesn't exist in Canada, and I think that's a real shame. 

Mr. Leuprecht: Not to 

oversight't  

bP,Mis

/esWgja' (1

ukcfeljtood, I'm certainly in favour of more robust review. I have 
,great concerns about 

	

	 j y you talk about U.S. congressional-style oversight. I ‘ 61L ' 
t:\ 	°y 	/2,_ think what we understand,by review-and e)* Nri;ight be perhaps two different things. 

9k 	P28  I'm also concerned atiwe'reipending too .40 tirriglocusint:on  issues with regard to CSIS 
and CSE, both of which ari<iimpOritant beck:,ise of theirV aqicularAtlandate',but that we're not 

c, 	11  lo spending enough time thinkingtbput thole-agencies that curreAlyi4veiNirtually no review at all, 
such as CBSA. I think also people cA1 /4;16:rnt'ajr„y/mV  atici,,,r./eVfej*ce with reCgal'rd tO2Par and in regard to - 
the RCMP, but there's also a lot more tOdt-voL'UIckb;d'Yoketfolrli'St adequate„ 	review of RCMP 
activities. 	 44,1)--/A104Q/ 	C4144'.1 / oi 

41. 
Senator Mitchell: That is a very powerful point. It is not just LBSA-!Agoes to DFATD and CIC. 

There are about 15 agencies now involved in intelligence, and we have got SIRC, and we have got 
the CRCC over the RCMP, barely, after the fact, and we have very little else by way of ongoing 
review. 

My next question would be a further clarification or to follow up on Mr. Fogarty's point. It is 
really intesting, but I'm not quite sure what you are trying to say. You say as the U.K. Parliament 
P., P15)0 had donevry S-Vssfully in legislation enacted in 1996 to enable information both to be shared by 

nationalAec&itVearnsond law enforcement and to be protected from unnecessary disclosure. 
Cr' . 40'  

Airot you aret%trig yplco.qiltare it, and then they had mechanisms in place so it wouldn't get 
p̀96Xpitisagdrsomewhekeisie, as*phe Aravr6ase. I think that's where Professors Forcese and Roach are 

-/S)go8ngilioS)9ime extent. l(Scibtt,ifvlarift-to ut jk,erds in their mouth. So what is it that they're doing A 	I Oti, 

,44 th eirOl 

w 1744,  
Mr. FcigartrifErsr,operittiontrrspective, really, and I'll try to be as brief as possible, 

us succinct, becae(TOli$Aeltb) eit A4.tpike4of legislation. It's called the Criminal Procedure and 
Investigations Act, 19967,' On Sej

'1 
A.14;44 40/ 

L.0  1‘ 7- 1 s, 
The effect of this, from an operational peYs

e,  
kective, is that it gives the agencies investigative 

certainty before they carry out their role. There are three pillars to it. I'm going to explain what 
they are and why they enable this. 
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The first pillar is that, under that legislation, all national security material is afforded third-party 
status in criminal proceedings as a matter of statute. That is hugely important for the national 
security team. It's a pillar that does not exist in Canada, and it hasn't been included in Bill C-51. 

Pr, PAD To I 
From an operational perspective, I would say it is crucialry irIABortanto,s, an operator, to give 

'OA, 	1 /43. -p, your agencies that certainty. 	 '1  Cc 	at, (-1  
Cs 

vi:S`z-- 	̀9  7'n P 	ZS If What that means is, for the national security team-lit croesp4 matter wrierp,thatiftwestigation " -41.4* , 	v4r\'``'$/4 goes. It doesn't matter what the national security tei'm doesi=ritkhovys from day rteithatrifthee 

/ a criminal case, it will have third-party status, which limits ,ntdisclos re c 6f' ensitive capa 
Acfie 	 t /0 

	

The second pillar, intimately associated with the first, is thatlkirin 	sb'eucity miter4a1 law 
VP00 (nik  enforcement, whether it be the police, customs or any other agency, n t dply 	s,no Asc() •ur.„ 

747- 	 .r-1 decisions about national security material, but it's not permitted to make disclosite deeitiptns. 
What that, therefore, means is that the national security team needs no prior relationship of'trius S  

S with law enforcement whatsoever in order to be able to talk extensively, all the time, about what's L' 
going on, where the threats to public safety are, who may require arresting, et cetera, safe in the 
knowledge that law enforcement can't make disclosure decisions without permission. 

That leads, automatically, to a system of joint operation, not operation in parallel, as needs to 
be conducted in Canada because of disclosure consequences. 

PAID  
It is hugely powerful, and ttiii),t,initcelltotarts to account for why there now, I think, if you 

include Northern Ireland, have been m'avithdriSMQ arrests since 2001, multiple prosecutions, 
because you have a very'efficient systemsc, ' 

S'()  1/4.9 ,  
.76 
	ma' 4/4?).c.-: PA 

The third of these-wive-pillars isltliat _prior to a criminarproceemilg in court, the entire national -"T&r, i•fr).„: 	 %Le,: r  A security holding is revealeaktolthejo'rckfeeutor?dand the prosecutor haa,statutory obligation to go 
. v rf 	 '4VA VW) . through that material. Anything -thatmatellaglawundermines theprose6aWn case must be 

" 1/0 disclosed to the defence -- quite rigntty,sp 2-scrtbatt.b"e,deferglant gets a fair trial. Anything in that 
. 	. material that tends to add to the defence case?? so-must,dis0-6sed,-.;=luite rightly so -- so that the 

defendant gets a fair trial. 	 n/14 	, 	1  Z. 
04, 

Cr 
Two consequences of that. Firstly, you get a very efficient criminarjO

i, 
 St ice system because you 

don't have to have pretrial hearings, with the defence -- quite rightly -- having to go fish to see if 
there's material beyond this impenetrable wall, because they automatically get that material 
disclosed to them. The reason why that causes no difficulty at all to the security intelligence teams 
in the U.K. is because of the first two pillars. They've run joint operations with law enforcement 
already. Those operations are run very carefully, to an evidential standard, to make sure that 
noth'itIg4s hkzpeping that could undermine a future prosecution or add to a future defence case. 

'OA SPh The reA  s'Ults off.611,of thdt are that you can have multiple trials, and there is no need to disclose 
/i3k, 	 ' suAny/nsitive capabiMbef_alkseltor0 relevant to the trial. It's a wonderfully efficient system, and 

p&-..!1-6,tisfrgiif, at the tirerild,k, Parta5p/Veilized just how wonderfully efficient it is. 

1"0/1, pr 	att 	 4,1 h • 
Tn4e threellillarsaon't appeal-0,13p c-54,.1/Now, from an operational perspective, I would say, 

9/4/ if you could possibly, hyiany riknner of meats, get them into this legislation, you will automatically 
• • 	1 	r, 	rt  significantly xi*n yo'...0.rinatigtvaliseergity capability as a country and your capability to protect the 

4A public. 	 ' t k-1/ '-74/- 40 

said 
06) 114- 

4 '4 40'0 At the minute -- I've said his privately tUejoreqo CSIS and the RCMP and I've said it at a CASIS 
conference in 2013 -- with the greatest of regret, if you continue with the situation in which your 
security intelligence agency is reluctant, for very good reasons, to share with your law enforcement 
team, this is the equivalent of sitting on top of a tragedy waiting to happen. 
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I was asked this question a number of years ago, and I can't say who asked me the question. I 
was asked to have a look at which bits of the Canadian operational relationship I would incorporate 
into the U.K. because, as liaison officers, you were very acquisitive and looking for best practices all 

/zit, over the world. I said, with this particular regime, with th-iiegreatest-ofrespect, I wouldn't 
incorporate a single aspect of it, at the minute, because it's dangerskii 

10% 
S0 So TE  

Senator Mitchell: I think we're running out of iliwgio

V 

 

41.1 

The Chair: I think we're running out of time. 	 4,9 
 

4 
Senator Mitchell: It's very good. 

Senator Kenny: I would like to hear what he has to say. 

The Chair: For another couple of minutes? 

Mr. Fogarty: I'll be as brief as I can. I'm going to have to limit what I say because the real 
evidence of this is not in the public domain, and I can't share it with you. 

This doesn't properly answer the question, but it starts to hint at it. Even when you have very 
successful operations here, t) Torpid° 18 being one of the best and a very good job by the RCMP, 
considering how little they were-tr)oltl-, m.going to give you two examples. These are in the public 19 

domain, but people generally don,  ,t1 	tiziid;y 

	

t 	atecouple of things. Lots of things happened in rkseaO'he , 
1.'0.• (JP this investigation. I'll pIV1,kout two. 

oiti)  	 faz, 10-  OA  
Pr. CA 	6() 	/ 1̀71/A 'Vapr, During the course uflhis orterati n/C-SIS discoveredtthe location of a-suspected terrorist training 

1 /4)0,1 110 camp inside Canada. This is notan insieificant?thing to 
o 	

dist6tri. Havjing discovered it, knowing it 

	

ownhas no executive authority of its 	,S1 s rre t=tta-pplieeLservice andatthe trineicouldn't disrupt -- it 
decides not to tell the RCMP about 

Cq 
Now I said a while ago, privately, that, if you ti44119tsbrt f 4,44.0 an operation and are 

running up against fast-moving, sophisticated opponents, theconsAque ,ces could be a tragedy. I 
gave the equivalent; if you go back, for example, to the 1980s, 1990s, imagine a situation in which 
an MI5 team discovers a Provisional IRA camp in the U.K. and decides not to tell anybody about it. 

The second of many examples in this case is that, later on in that investigation, CSIS realized that 
the RCMP was following the wrong targets. So, having identified certain people who are believed, 
by that stage, to be threats to public safety, realizing that the RCMP was following the wrong 
peol)18,,C.S1516ecided not to say anything. 
'11,3/  %,,c, 

ImagiqoArk legitio4h, 1980s or 1990s, that MI5 sees a Provisional IRA active service unit, 

A.a.;
lY141it% that tfie*il)t r•OapdlieVli/ce are following the wrong people and decides not to say 

p .e'llitzyttcliap a trageitlyiftie,f040ApeNou have been remarkably lucky, as a country, that you 
lig parage,id4g7.moving, soplAsticatetl-opplapepts since 2001 because you could have been living 
tvAi.,kk-cii. iit, in tragegy • ere. in 	_, 	"ON lA7 

	

..-7-,,  -̀iiVO iti  1/Z-. 	4C 	0/ ,A?  
4 / 	q 	&. So, if I couIctrpD sallyiei tne, ifitobcan get these three pillars into your legislation, you will 

stop that from haWiling,—otto,u4111eaaAheioperational agencies with the ability to stop it. 
seiii) iii:/14../.. 0/  

The reason why CSIS didn'ttell the RegR„aglit either of these things is perfectly 
`-',6c.,  understandable, given the framework within which they currently have to operate. It isn't their 

fault. The reason why they don't is that they can't afford to be seen to be working jointly. 

Would you like me to continue or stop? 



There is any number of activities where judicial authorization is sought to conduct things like 
searches ,,a9/11)  wiretaps, and the judge can authorize them or refuse them. The fact that they are 
judicialikauthofizecl makes them lawful. 

/6/ 
(-N,, 	 .bee /To call thikceal-o/r4anger§:iyis, I guess I have a problem with that. From Justice we're talking 

_1 /490,trith:0assistant depttAiyqnfily,p,' tritilicherefore not a political individual saying this. I'm 
i''''fi3gtracterinliris'hat your vieViiii-s)on tlielafelel4t-oi the legislation. 

Mr. For 
4/4; 

 ce 
 ,.- 	,..., 	0 	t 

, 
e 
:i 
,
Sjirie . (ZA/ 	

C 	0,ti, 

04;r14,.°&' i It, 
Senator RutIctmaic..- 	dtua fras ing Mr. Leuprecht. I've already heard your views. 

L'i14 	''‘.):00 
,  

Mr. Leuprecht: I'm noala kfisir. Yth'ini Professor Forcese will be much better placed to 4,:,1,'" ) )/tc, 
answer that question if you allow, senatoe—r,  

' —-'&‘-' 

Senator Runciman: He's already answered. He's given us his view, and that's why I was looking 
for another perspective on it. 
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Otherwise, in a criminal case, they will be subject to Stinchcombe-type disclosure. The U.K. solved 
this problem in 1996, so you couldn't have these sorts of events. 

0 
Senator Runciman: That was very interesting, to say the least. 

CCp 	&,-,,., 
• —13,,C' 	1X/4.-.- L'I_SLQ/ Professor Leuprecht, in response to Mr. Fogarikul think' ou mentioneChn vourisuomistion that , ,,c-,  + ./..4 	̀-` .17k c, ITIV, 	V t. 

you have some concerns with respect to the 	 tart'kindAtimarliarge 	oversight thatV).Fogarty `as-e 7. 
1S0 t' 6, 	vil endorsing. 	 ilitAi. 	C'7- C/Ys 	"I tib 	,1 4S k. /0A, =`-', ,:i-, - nt:: t/p 	-Jet /0 

1, 74,,...-1  4).g. 	,%,1 ' UP , Ottawa Citizen on this issue, but it talked about the parliamentary or tn,,Westtriingt ifsotena,zot 
feljA 4.Q,  /(1,11/  (1 being compatible with that kind of oversight because there's not the separati8r,tbet een the ,.A 	C. 0 

iciAt -  
-,3 

I'm just wondering if you could elaborate on your views with respect to that, your concerns, 
really, about that kind of oversight. Unless I misunderstood what you said. 

Mr. Leuprecht: That was not my op-ed, but I have published in The Globe and Mail on this issue. 

I think there are more sophisticated systems, but one simple way to remedy the current 
situation would be simply toressentrally_adopt a version of the U.K. system, whereby the opposition 

Tot „ too, 
can submit names to the Prime Milliner. ItceRrime Minister can pick a couple of names from that 

A"")111 list, can have those individuals cleared), c_an) have thdm..sworn in as Privy Councillors, set up a 
4Yk 	 that separate parliamentasy comipittee. I bind suggest,:t 	',gt).ist could include members from the 
A 	 1  

Senate and that thatmommittee wolid be able to qtbrietiw,ith SIRErand with the commissioner of 
'dc) 	'4'34 	 .t.-)1?), 

the Communications Seca ityAEstafilishmeptcprecisely to4st,ablistlithe sdrrof dialogue that we 
/OA 	/ ,4/4 . currently don't have. This is not jtistimportant fo(the substance/did:le dialogue, but it is also 

' v 	 —1 4. 
important for the substance of those Cana_dianslko are dying, "Are my rights,and freedoms being 

(-1 0/,: "SPA (1 " 

	

violated," that we.can see more than just/His 	executive reassuring them that this is not the 
—<1/ 41i  case. Rather, we also have members of the oppositio thatcan-0,affirm t atipe system is working as / 	A , 	(i 

it should. 

Senator Runciman: We heard Professor Forcese talk about the issue of Charter violations, and 
it's in the complete contradiction with respect to what we heard earlier in the day from Mr. Piragoff 
from the Justice Department. What is your view with respect to that issue? 

I beg your pardon for my length. 

I am curious about that too. I'm not sure if you're the individual who wroteza oplethin the 

executive and legislative branches of government. 

3103(93/01) 
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The Chair: Senator, can we go for second round, if you don't mind? 

Senator Runciman: Sure. 

PP 1c)/4(-) Senator Kenny: Mr. Fogarty, we had the Minister of Jusafr,hereearli,er this week, and we 
Oir) , cS,c)., . 

talked to him about a parliamentary oversight committee. At the end/of thaday..his answer was 
"lcot,'" 9/:- 401')--- that he didn't trust parliamentarians to respect the 601/that thertmgq aker,a7nd hiksla 

concerned that because these were serious mattersrou giidn't have pa?ilA,cretSkano(4/§txh_a 
committee. 	 1.) ,.., -̀'1  ,0,0 x1'S) 	vì 01 4.."'/AC),-.̀" /0 

k-'041',07-, s, 	9'61)--/ lc 
ace ,7/,--"Y1/43,,,, 	

, , 4.1  
What is the U.K. experience with leaks, and what is in place to4top the,m,frorn Ilappening?'141' 

start there. 	 4 1 /04/  4--.'s, 	/i)/- 
.c) 	,Y4  4_/ 

o 	4.1 	S ^- .1i34$ 40: e.A. I Mr. Fogarty: There haven't been any, is the short answer. It's a fascinatirckVenesc.e to/t-9me. 40, 
I've had the privilege of talking to the U.K.'s Intelligence and Security Committee. 	1 ' 4 	 , /STS 

Senator Kenny: I'm sorry, I can't hear the witness, and I'm sitting beside him. 

Mr. Fogarty: Can you hear me now? 

Senator Kenny: Yes. 

Mr. Fogarty: I've had the-privile of talking to the U.K.'s Intelligence and Security Committee. 
It's not for me to comment on CanadianVarliamentarians, I don't think. I don't even vote in 
Canadian elections, so I don't thinkiitlives3rne t &right. 

.„ik."..  / 	 4/P 	2  

	

What I can say is ivy.ou watch Question retied 	 e and then you compare that 
A. \- ion-T.1-4 	//lik-r, • v1/2, 

with Prime Minister'sksestne inithe United Kingdom-Nilo° slat though the Prime Minister 
'004 	 Sri and Tom Mulcair are the besttakinenils-compired to the othecarrangement. 

/ S ,1-  "OA/  "3  '4/ 	IvAlc:"0/ 
1-7;,Th There is some what I would call,/ery prOuctivOartcsarAhip in the U.K. Parliament. In public 
/Aft- 	"'PA/ they will be remarkably partisan because thy -CO'tulfill, but there is none 

whatsoever in that committee. It is a fabuloustlii'clisrip:oinPikiiAletliply serious. There are 
no cameras. There is no gallery to play to. There is no election to',4bemoc.?-4t's serious, it's sober 
and it works. 

If there were something else I would say, if you can, please do this in your country. Please do it, 
because it really works. It's, with the greatest of respect, a lot better than the system you have 
here. 

f5AnatOrigunciman: Supplementary. 
SenaOTL/4' 

toreimny: qtfaven't finished my question. 
43 )- Cs,, 

Sixpator RunamkT 	tiYat same line. 
fr  4A P•lio 	. 	itV -/Vo 

-,c-1)„ 	POP A..//le• -1i)  
1/4)0The,Ehair,;-RS' 	Kenny'qm 	lc, • ry• • 7-/ 	• 

/1"9 	Oiv /14/  
, 	, 	-10),  Senator' el,iny: Ho')Ai-dp you-attribute the fact thit there hasn't been a leak to date, and what 

"•1 	-/ would the con'sprquencts e ifther Akas‘a leak? 
' 
	aka leak?  

c)1941  1 6   .Q /1/ 4n, Mr. Fogarty: The se no/pestibp a/rAmarkably good one. I'm not sure what the answer is. It 
' E. A .̀-11/7',,. 

might well be prosecution. I think if the•ecruivalent happened here, I believe what would happen is 
parliamentarians would have to sign up to the Security of Information Act and have a lifelong duty 
of confidentiality, I presume. 
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One of the reasons why it hasn't happened -- and I don't think I'm being naive here, and I can 
only speak for British parliamentarians, obviously -- is that this is a very serious business. It is the 
most important thing you can do on behalf of your country. There is a real genuine feeling of how 
important it is to keep these issues secret on behalf of yo' 'r 	national security. 

•••-•' trio 
"VOA /  &Pr, It may be that I'm being naive, but I would be amazed if the'rwasia'padiam‘entarian who is 

LiPr committed to their own country and then decides _o leak/something:AN/hat could b dtpossible 
S;) 	 / 0 , 	 . purpose of that? So there hasn't been an issue. -dotln 4expectItAt there wouLcite inittAurepritAn Pk.. 	 1C)-4  11" that system, anyways. I hope that answers your questio9A ' 102, 	 -11/0 

7:1 	P O /  ,A1 	/1C"1416/0iy Senator Runciman: My question was the same as that remarkablecgooduestioft.A„, 
4A, ipz,lit' /tic, 

Mr. Leuprecht: Just a very brief intervention on this. We have very•capableepeopie4itting in 
474 	1 /4  (-.)/s-,''->ft- Parliament who themselves have been cleared to a very high level of secrecy, inctuding.-TbEner-ii 	0/ 

ry  
members of the Canadian Armed Forces, Solicitor General and Attorney General. We have p4 o4 gle, 7:.9 
with a proven track record that they can keep things for themselves and understand the interests of u 
their nations and the country. 

(French follows -- Senator Dagenais: Monsieur Forcese, j'ai ecoute votre presentation...) 

(apres anglais)(Mr. Leuprecht - their nations and the country.) 

Le senateur Dagenais : lOollsieu rrorcese, j'ai ecoute votre presentation attentivement et 
j'avoue que j'ai trouve cela un peuinqqietantSV.pus me corrigerez si je me trompe. A vous ecouter, ry Ar, e est comme si les avocatsne faisaierrtpas onfiance auxlyges pour proteger les citoyens. Si on 

	

kS'%c 	1'(4C._ LNI.o, ecoute tout le mondeS', c'esrailrime si on ne jkitivaitpitis,faite/confiance a la police, au SCRS, au 
PA 	PO!, ,"-"Vt), 

comite de deontologiCAl'agengp,dOuryeillancedes_activitlev_nriteKroristes. Qu'est-ce qu'on fait? ty or), 	 "ge-N' Est-ce qu'on tree un autre grqupe epeKsonnes,qui n'auf'cfni'Dlus la Onfiance des groupes de 
•'. ./itt 

pression des qu'une decision ne feraes, eur4affaire'h'et commeisron stewallait dans un 
,e; //6)/  cul-de-sac qui nous condamne ne as ustplegeMes t aRristes qui, en passant, ont cible les 

	

"VP, 	:427\is Canadiens le 22 octobre. Cela ne venait pascje)l'exte!ricur. 

	

//,/, 	j, 	4,,q , 
i,1-0/ 

J'aimerais vous entendre la-dessus parce que je nevous rejoh pas6/7- 
C ,  

(Mr. Forcese : The first point, I agree with ...) 

(anglais suit) 

(Following French - Senator Dagenais - parce que je ne vous rejoins pas.) 

iiYir. Fok-e.s.e: The first point, I agree with everything that's said about the accountability 
OW ' `-/Ck structure.4don'tdii4necessarily we have to assume bad faith on the part of the services to ask 4 ,...4vr,  

for a roblOch.eok-dnd-Qafance system. Our system is predicated on checks and balances. CSIS has 
iYPi - 	ts'n.9•-,-1" 1- 	' 	 c,  so egjr8Vy said that Sitt51kA  k7,§,L-t-a15m service. I agree with what's been said about the virtues of 

/:-.'S t'tqry9Rertpary committ4b2k.,q— 047- 
ll'SO % 4" .S. /1/A.,_ Pc, Cp 	

A, t,-.)--  
"Altic.,`IC 

OM& allies ftaye m%le expert review likASJIRC and a parliamentary committee work well 
''° P.)- '''.41/ p, ''-'4" i/ 	the 

(-0)4, 
together. I am.ttot takiqcthe epw. that the service 	be trusted or that it acts in bad faith. 

Ai 4 i411(11) 	iti'k. riLl .• 
Pp 4A 	 t- /DP The fact of th -niaSter 	 enviesist,tobghAllatag 	make mistakes. Mistakes are often made, or 

. 	.617'7, ' 8e/ , 'vPit  "... q more often made, in circumsync 0/erre llet-,5L /less accountability and where there's the 

prospect that things will never be revealkc gala it's a question about ensuring there are checks 
and balances. 
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In relation to judges, I'm asking this committee not to put Canadian judges in the position where 

they have to authorize unlawful and unconstitutional conduct That puts them in an untenable 

position that is unprecedented. Again, I underscore that warrants that relate to search and 

detention are designed to ensure that the government refrainsi")&side the Constitution, that they 

don't violate the Charter. We do not have a tradition of issuing wakrantskforkother rights. There is 

	

ELI 	SS 
s'ijP" no such tradition. 

C&,/ ib 

	

judge 	4'1  APAr* //1^ The point I'm trying to make is that we're asking-judges to ditsomething t alz.they imply aiZe 

	

" DA)—. 	 ufi,4 not done before and puts them in an untenable positiorQ/ThereAs-rm ned, it seems tdrne (Ask., 

	

' 	 I 	loft - 
the service to conduct affairs that violate the Charter rights of Ca, 	&2'Ai  

frZ-Ao  4 ou 	1.7 I think in some large measure Mr. Fogarty has persuaded me t aiktpvis 	aPpak,at soi0 
-0,00  4..4 

disruption powers is in part motivated by what ultimately remains a key co'ntern,that)CSJSdnas  
' 6'Q k-/14 ‘"0/ terms of preserving control over its information, and that really is the explanation-for thi Oole 

disruption routine or regime. I don't know if Mr. Fogarty agrees with me or not. 	 /1k-C 

(French follows -- Mr. Leuprecht: Toutefois, it faut considerer que...) 

(apres anglais)(Mr. Forcese - if Mr. Fogarty agrees with me or not.) 

M. Leuprecht : Toutefois, it faut considerer que nous avons maintenant plusieurs juges qui ont 

de l'experience dans les domaines clAsecurite nationale avec les differents cas qu'on a vus. J'ai 
r1 confiance que nos juges pourraieqisl'?ndrne decision bien inform& face a ces questions difficiles. 

r, 443  0 o  6,  L.c  Le senateur Dagenats1):Nous me rassticez. 	
It p 

(The Chair : Colle 
ti 	. 	

dywould ..) /1v.,  
tt, 

OA, 

(Following French - Senator Dage4  nat§th,ouAlle rass‘mz.p..1 

4  0/ /9, JA 4./q The Chair: Colleagues, if I could, I would like to,f011ow LkwitrrikeEorie`se and Mr. Leuprecht in 

respect to the question of the judge, the warrants and the utilizatiotof,the3varrants. 

First of all I want to say to Mr. Fogarty, I've heard your observations on the Canadian system and 

the sharing of information and the fact that we are in harm's way here in Canada because of the 
system and the way it's set up. 

I just want to say that we just returned from a visit to Toronto. We spent a day and a half with 

INS,E5 in Tolonto, between CSIS, the RCMP and other law enforcement agencies. I came away from 

wits) there witrifa,grea(zdeal of confidence that between the Crown prosecutors' office, all the law OA enforceme2t ageRcies the intelligence agencies and any other agency that was involved in a certain 

6,tiactoepr certaikpla.ce(f t thiL`pgrticular system that we have in place is working, although 

pp, thtyirhr$.viir1g to work i tyvialAo6e/ilitqive environment in view of the threat we face. 

.k4. 	k. 

	

141A 	
C`7 juktswant(t91 ,dssa rpember 	comtriittee, and as the chair, I think I can say for all 

4 
members on th'exIsititRat etcame away ver Ompresked with what our law enforcement agency 

and intellfigen1641ein-re—i;s a8re.Y4p"gtat iftlie, present time. And that is not to say that we can't do 

	

better. 	Qi)Aviii4"4  4  .)6%‘—'  
7to ,90,40  ,fti  

iv 	'1 But my question goes back "to SenatordQ:agelaTs' and the question of the utilization of the judicial 

system for the purpose of a warrant and the fact-that if I'm not mistaken, Mr. Forcese, you made 

some observations that one of the reasons that you had some concerns was because when a 

(anglais suit) 

Tye  
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warrant was issued then you didn't really know what happened in most cases after they had been 
issued. 

First, we just had evidence here before you came that w tyin ,  dIcrl,byer 50 per cent of the warrants 
that have been issued, the judge in question had required an

n 
 d.€89kriting3for how that warrant was 

exercised and what occurred during that activity. 	 4/ S' op   

Second, I have a question specifically on tha 	WeS.  I you be sateigd if fhtgre wasea 4„1 	, 	ViPr  141 °Z)& 
Governor-in-Council regulation passed that a CSIS‘OV5er wbb INgS470:9ugsting a wacript Within fgalk, 

ONa  ° C fig 6cr, 	fAq request would be a clearly stated system of reporting ba not onifto,t todge but also.apprlinglAi, 
4,8 &.-f  to SIRC so that the conclusion of that particular warrant was being. bilo ed-both Mthe court and. '"dl? 

/uU by the regulatory agency? 	 0k 
44 

Do 	 /I 4r) Mr. Forcese: Do I believe that would be an improvement? Absolutely. Do Itiin th'at!,s 	—/ ly 	fr 
satisfactory? No, I don't. Obviously I don't have access to the warrants. The warrants are neVer—
disclosed. They are secret. Obviously I'm not in a position to comment on their content or the 
proportion of them that do have feedback mechanisms. 

I do, however, have access to the famous now Justice Mosley decision in which Justice Mosley 
was obviously not apprised of what was done pursuant to that warrant and only found out through 
fortuitous circumstances -- exactly the range of conduct that the service was engaged in. 

Pp 	
g-t _ In relation more generally t6)tryi 	fix the warrant, again, I think warrants can be fixed so 

vk9i 6.-, long as the warrants relate to Chgt,fe sspes 	actually subject to the warrant. Effective 
warrants in relation to ilqvtion are(ortstbing. iEffektige-warrants in relation to surveillance and 

6 
no 

ofs 
search or seizures a460/:411&.'lpjs simply nbiAketatec)hp, weY,ehthat a judge should be charged 

bS11 4(10 	' • with authorizing a re c -o t 	after kights t 	ar,quabf ,Whe words "reasonable" or 
OP up-- ,sr, 	

not 
"arbitrary," as is the case for V•gdarc 	-t6exase for "dettOtioVARdcsked to bless them in v `' ,S / /A, advance pursuant to some creative ckstitotionat. heoriyihat sees the judge-performing some kind 

Lit of unique section 1 analysis. That jusAiryot Gostittioqp . keaA t be fixed by regulation. 
1-C)/Yil,7,6" 2- 	/ o 	/1./i; ".11  The Chair: You're talking to a boy from the Outry herempoalk-a diit the Constitution and 

/. 	't you talk about the lawyers. But I want to ask you from a practicarkca,dfwiew how are you going 
to do this? I've got a terrorist out there that is about to do something tbqhe subway. I need legal 
authorization to do certain things in a very short period of time. 

You go to a judge, you get a warrant and you move and you take your necessary steps. I just 
don't quite understand. It's one thing to talk about that but how do you do it practically? 

oF6poese: My question is why do we have to have CSIS do this? Why are the police not able C.)r-s„ 
to do thigr?s,1aved&had a clear answer yet. Again, Mr. Fogarty, perhaps with his U.K. experience, 
could colourit'artesQ a), 

2-11'. 7:17Z' piC 16' —ty 	Vie/CA:lair: I'm triephair, . 
	 going o go back to Senator White. ,4 PA. 	 vie); • 

tiCIP 6b/Senato7Ohiiel:‘,Thanks to eacniej youThr 6eing here and for Mr. Roach online. 
rfo 6  4 	A I xi ' 1̀ /110 0 77/. 	t‘" -11, My qtepstion-lia, wiRMK'Foga_r/y, if youdon't mind, in relation to sharing of information. 

jAt.. 	VA/ u4.. We're talking auu,ytt atIn t i dog, LIC.V..we're actually not focusing our energy on sharing 
/Y/14A 	*--4Q1 information with police9 -naesc'so muar: 

14 4/  
Zq, 

In Canada we have 198, give or take, pd  ,agencies across the country, of which only one of 
them is the RCMP, that would categorically meet the requirements from a security clearance 
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perspective to receive information even from CSIS. The other agencies, some of those agencies 
have officers who are security cleared but the vast majority, actually, would not. 

Does the U.K. face that problem? I know you've redp, d 	number of agencies you have from 
30 odd to 12, I think. If you don't have that issue around se rity,PCSOuvs to receive information 

"'-'1041,  -'6o from intelligence, what did you do to cause that to happen? iic 	& ,-, ' &.. 
1, 	C'-- 	J,(-  2, 	s, 

, 	 vis, 	68' rt, ii.' 	/6" i Mr. Fogarty: Now, there's no problem at all.`tikrenty:;.-kom memo yr431polite?, forceilip•-, 
England and Wales and there's one now in Scoeak146ere)44A0§ight. The ,e,iisio e mA The ' 1/1(Th   
Northern Ireland. 	 Cii),9  

	

461 	foA  , 	'-A,i 
t./(-),' frk-A),..._ Because of those pillars I spoke about before in the legislata A Wherersmoirinthitionfe:gt, 

toff in  information sharing anyway. Every one of those forces has security clegetistaff tnAhe firistplace 
.r. 	Lii" ,-, 	)itii-• There are joint operational teams between the British security service and triiip'Oice all(wer the./. 	/ iv 	,1- if 	iv 

country. The information sharing is daily. It needs to be in the interests of nationalsecuriti:"IC 	t 
There's no barrier. 	 c'',38 

What I think I'd say, hopefully helpfully in response to the situation here, is absolutely without 
question it would be very valuable to increase the number of police officers -- municipally, 
provincially, territorially -- who have security clearances, no question. But the key issue isn't that, 
actually. The key issue is having the legislative framework in place that allows your security 
intelligence agency to tortuFeAn thelyst place. Just giving people security clearances won't solve 
that problem. 	 rra '10c 

visk 	c., 	• 
....in / 	,-- -.i., 

I Cr,  ' S 9,c.,. (-/ Senator White: White: Think- you very nutelgo 'triPt, Ctsy 
's*  ./., • 1-  / 	t-,A Are you telling mereS,a)peati6nal.standard rthye44. .dlio -eqpiies police agencies to have 19tik 	(14o 4(1,--  • ,—,.._ ,...- c, 

resources cleared to recgQithe ihtekroatfilifin the first,p409, 4  C7-- /14'" 
'' 

KGs 
("/0 t ' :/1/ 	`1Ati 14/0 '• 	A/ n , . i,,c-.,. 	et 	/0,, Mr. Fogarty: Yes, it's historicatire005s nereaRherAteclfrom the past. I won't dwell on this. .4. m,„  0 	'1  'A,/ ./.. 0 " Pr' 0 	4,1 4 	kS' / 	4 Senator White: It's okay. ' 	 1/„.q t./  0/6, GA/.. i 40  

ON 	Lity 4 , itk.--4, / 
Mr. Fogarty: The U.K. system grew up with special branchesi8@y_eis:pcalice force whose job is 

to support MI5. It originated from there. You've got to be security cleded in the first place. Every 
police force has to have them. It's just continued into the present day. 

Senator Moore: My question is for Professor Roach. I am from Nova Scotia, the province of 
Joseph Howe, who gave us responsible government, gave us freedom of the press and gave us 
freedom of speech. If a bunch of Canadians decided to demonstrate in favour of Palestine being 

P,-, Atob 
entereslotoahepternational Criminal Court for statehood for Palestine, even though part of the 

.S,  group israrnait,cevetough Canada is against those two positions, would they be in violation of 
,y 	is bill? ce, -.---: OP?. 49)" ,-- L,_ 	(.-...„ 

‘34,( il,-, 	
SS ?, ' -7'" ,... WS' 

iS)  4 .1ii 	° 0 " Iii P,... 	,iMr. oach: No, I d nftailiAn  ,....at,t 0_0'4 ould be in violation of the new offence. If, however, 
'S)1/4?— 1-"/Y.--, 4.P , 	

'Ras because hepad.aiRlacartt t said "giveinnne)us),H Ras because Hamas might be the only effective 
governing:OW Di 	'pa then1404111Dei-in violation of the proposed new offence. 1‘41  qh s't% 

p 
, Lifi, 770 °r 1/4 

The gov tilen 	sibee Sitew tee  that it doesn't want to tie this to terrorist activities, it '1‘;‘ ut% '''''. '7' ''.  

	

LiPt7 .`-1 6 --, 	 /". 	/ A 	. wants to tie it to terrotyr items th4t4ncluctes,things that may legitimately be criminalized, like 
terrorism financing, but do I i'involve$iAe 	/And so that does, I think, open the door to this new 191 ' 6"P Iiiiie tjl  
offence subject to five years imprisonnneritXtg applied to people who advocate terrorism 
offences in general that are not necessarily immediately violent. 

Senator Moore: Very interesting. Thank you. 
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Senator Mitchell: I wanted to go back to your point, Professor Forcese, because I'm 
very interested in it to the extent that it is really key. It's seminal to protection of civil liberties. I'm 
not a lawyer, which is probably painfully obvious to this point. I just want to ask this question for 
clarification because I'm quite sympathetic to what youqtsayiri)00  

(j1/49/06.Cf8k9„ How is it that you would argue the police should act to tak`dhe cmgio9iyitity they're not 
breaking elements of the Charter when, if CSISrti,Vten,with a aRgrit...siAeftb Agdge, they 

P
3  (.//:? 	

/s) would be? 	 1 /4 	 0 

fi 	

/ 	/904,1-  u/ 	
-. 

v A0  
Cy- A? p  

, 	77.t., 	c I just don't quite understand the distinction and I reallynt tb2 
Sc 

, 	 ki 7-'OA/ 
kk90, 104/0  'C if 	C 0/0 

Mr. Forcese: I was responding to the hypothetical from thethal(kWhictnpre.wak-,- correct.  p  
me if I'm wrong -- an imminent attack. In that circumstance, I assumedL'wc45/ skd F Altie,betvvgn 
criminal and non-criminal conduct. That's the point at which the police are 47e-to 	 A1  /W  (') 	'140/ e. 	,L. 

>4 4:47-s, 
Co 

I am struck by Mr. Fogarty's example of CSIS not providing information concerning a terrorist 4,:
t:  

k9 
training camp. Will CSIS's decision be, "We are not going to tell the police, but we are going to start 
doing some other stuff to disrupt"? 

That conduct of engaging in a terrorist training camp almost certainly crosses the bounds of one 
of our existing 15 anti-terrorism crimes. Why would they prefer a course of disruption if simply 
flipping the information over to thRCMP would enable the RCMP to investigate and bring 
successful criminal chargesftbfr RACi•-• 

, 	,.-, 	 , I am left with the impression thkat tbe-prepecupation, with disruption which we see running 1176-1. 	 tpsr, through this bill is larkslysatAnd run arou'nd, n olv.e.„cl problem in terms of information sharing. 
"0  ,y, 	0,  Senator Mitchell: Thaoighfeguatthe disruptroblis..atAtfaly.todbutilized when you can't 

. cs prove that something is actually-criguna Out Wolilf1 warrant 	t,kin,c1 !figsouption. Is that right? It "RA: 4. 
is lowering the standard for police,qctivitOeip a(senseS, o.,§pmething below criminal. 

1-74, 
Pao. 4/4 d_ 8f /  /) Mr. Forcese: Certainly the disruption pow em or Fliqsu es,";:as,theyire called in the bill, will apply 

-1//(R 	f vgt4, 1,0/ to the full range of CSIS's mandate under clause 2r  wt 	inclee,n lilt-antiterrorism but also 
r subversion, espionage, sabotage and so-called foreign-influenced '1 acfiktisSs. It will reach a 

significant amount of conduct that is not, in fact, criminalized, so if we talk about certainly outside 
the terrorism area. 

Again, the question is: Have we reached the point in our society where we need a service to 
engage in measures whose only outer limit is no bodily harm, no violation of sexual integrity and no 
olWructinof justice potentially beyond the law and potentially beyond the Charter in relation to a 
wholialps 

6
5906Lirity preoccupations and concerns? Frankly, the government has not made the 

case. 
//0

A4s, , 
""*r OP  

. Su 4.11Le rnm t 	moye
0;

eritrhas rep'eatectly* 
„

d We need CSIS to be able to talk to families." Fine; it does 
pfiR '171 &- 5611readIMp other circum-ApT 4s1  vcbe tm.10 apt.i-terrorism issues, the current confines of the 

rY a irlfrroriOrhlawtroach deep iniuceAcluct-tOt P  was, once upon a time, simply pre-criminal. 
/70 A;  v t. 

I'm left ppzzlre.4wmp8etcj ntseve first this inforination-sharing problem between RCMP and 
FbPet 1411 CSIS, which a Mir 	„Asia 	4:si 	,pes not do, before we engage in brand-new adventures 

with so-called disrup/g'n?tt5aatgkl'Atklerrorism and invite the service to engage in 
conduct that may violate ftheVehartert  it 441/4ersuade a judge to sign off. 

fiS 
Senator Mitchell: You're saying if they could undertake disruption themselves, they would be 

less likely to share the information to get the RCMP to take the action. 
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Mr. Forcese: That would be my sense. 

Senator Mitchell: A disincentive, in fact. 

Mr. Forcese: I agree, yes. 	 e s,s  
o, "VS  Senator White: Other countries' security agencies- Nye disruqop authorityilke•ause they're 

not joined at the hip with the police agencies in thil,doiditt:rip nor are ,  ..15,,an t.ige 	,„42ijned at e.'S lif h ille-M'P • • 
the hip. In fact, we heard a description of the Tiiiftot•14,Mithlvfihish I was fa/1(414 14-431.heii) 7.., 

" ,Sse A  . PrOri-„.., rk, . . 	'4 )- . 4 C police chief chief in the GTA when we worked on that case. Theyfwe ,etQ,a,, aywined at thetp. 7,4, 
4.6' 1 /0 

The fact that in a moment something could happen, without 	authotity,tb isragt, you 	' 
, 	,..,. Ai t., 4,„ 	

i',VR, I1/ 
7' 

	

. 	
thetA,, OA-, 	•-.,,,_ '-''" ,-, actually could end up watching it happen, just as was described by Niceogarty,i , ' tk-, k-i 

used   My perspective on the disruption piece is actually fairly clear. It will not be used. as 	) 4 ;q  
replacement sharing with the Mounties. It will be used when you can't share with the RCMP, 	S' 
sometimes because of timeliness. Doesn't that make sense to you? 

Mr. Forcese: It does, but it is a question of what you mean by "disruption." There's a 
definitional confusion here. 

Speaking about this issue with colleagues overseas in the U.K., Australia and elsewhere -- and 
Mr. Fogarty could probably4ixeiaMetter sense on the U.K. situation -- what they point to are 

ly 
 

specific enumerated enumerated tools that are/iScribg'chy law, limited by law, which enable them to go 
s-) •0 beyond simply surveillapce. 	AC, • /1/,

-,0  0 	.8' .-• 	• 
Pr'''•1 , 	L'$',9 P  

exact v/St, „ 49  1 h The Australian 	ple no Wthe new ASIOUwerco !,iterf.trje..,with a computer system , „. °•-•1 ,oh. 	 ...c.) 	V 	,c;)  
pursuant to a warrantrIt‘s,not gpopet4nded invitati6k,t, 	anythinilundo bodily harm, obstruct 

1/4,  ".•••7  f—, ona 	, ,,..7. ,, 
justice and violation of sexua irite,g1 -Rpittc Otiti., a carefullkrescrilikkool. 

%--Al - 	-i o. (i/oli, 
A tiOi  C). -c, fr-/Yz. My invitation to the Senate would tte to-fiftd-obtahat tifefisecvice really needs and then set out 

'I 6%.̀  itcei ' '71/8a DP exactly what it is the parameters of that po eeri,s11 1.0,b,g. loth, .r ‘Ords, enumerate the powers 
'''-41.t., ‘-`f 

I'll  .,‘".'/Vfir : ' z, n, 	. 	. 	. rather than simply opening the gate wide and sayin0” ellppisjpstiyulptever the service thinks is 
' I.. 	-iY7-c,  reasonably proportional." 	 `I  cee- ' ,..:,,s,  

Senator White: You don't disagree that disruption might be necessary? 

Mr. Forcese: No, I don't disagree with the concept of disruption. Professor Roach and I have 
tried to be clear about this. We're not disputing the government objectives. What we are 
Concerned about is the execution. 

0  
Thigkill,, capffis to me, doesn't solve many of the problems. It creates a whole series of new 

4 conundr.pos, inclueneth9p.rcane Constitutional issue we were debating earlier. It seems to us that 
a little Si 

0.

tst efftrZ44xe crolackprobably articulate a codified set of arrangements which would 
needs-

• tbs 
p 	 *date the settirOi'ttilt the same time, curing many of the objections from a civil 

.1c?' • 't4N 	• dthertie (per p 7`,/ •10 
`16141 /  I  0A 	 'VA 0'14/per, 

SenatorcK0 	:v1-413erevaedwo areas IntiOul liKer\to touch on. The first is the disruption one. 
4  4 yiv, 

CSIS has bent ved i,nc 	bir,ice its inception. This has been part and parcel of how we 
' LE (Mit -,"1 have come to see it. Fran.leslyVhereNa I?re,t,V,good argument that disruption is, in some cases, much 

more valuable than pursuing criminal (illitio:rVit is certainly cheaper, and you may actually be 
preventing things. 
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I view the legislation as protecting the disruption that has been going on and ensuring that, at 
some point, a CSIS officer isn't going to be in front of a judge having to defend himself for doing 
something inappropriate, and that's the definition. Can I have a reaction to that? 

Picet.3  
Mr. Fogarty: On the point of principle about disruption945eisca kitely no doubt in my mind 

<, whatsoever that your security intelligence agency needs a disritaive capab,j1 ty,&N,o question 
whatsoever. 	 /t• AS

S lb /r* f:),5)/1  /,/ ARC /SSA  Aby 	Pos,, --90‘ °  The issue is a slightly different one, more nuantettbarittris I Mkt*, Certainly inirny 
uilha 	_  the overwhelming majority of activity seeks to lend itself tok:fards-tticri 	justicerul 	systk TheejA,,, 

g- 0,1/  4/ 	 Q reason for that is you are then reflecting the values of the socie y-y4are tifyingtoRrotect all the/. 
,S) c) time which is what your security intelligence agency should do. I -s'ADot a west* OW; -fact4hat 

you shouldn't have disruptive authority. It is a question of the extent to 14 youCopeltupit.itot-, 
possibility. 	 /04/ 	Y-/1,/ ., 4,  0/ 

4;9  „., 	ts, 

I will put it back in my experience, for example. If a U.K. parliamentarian were to come along °' 
and say, "Would you like to have the authority under warrant to, for example, breach the Human 
Rights Act or the Bill of Rights," et cetera, the answer would be, "No, thank you." 

The reason why is because if you have got that really good relationship already with law 
enforcement, you have solved 90-plus per cent of your problem anyway, and the measures that are 
available to you can generally,shandtejhe rest of it. 

frOk OC 
lq/r4( 

	

It is not a question of principle: t just 	uestion of scale. It's for Parliament to decide what 
Cai ,p's  Op scale you want to give tBASIS, basic I .ks),, 	7, 	Cs 

C
>Aq fia'11,,, 

	

C3 	P 
Mr. Leuprecht: 4107-orgartizatior w'thin our feaft gove_rnrnent?system have extraordinary 

11@ er) 
' powers, such as the Cana WArme tforces.,/, Cana Ian/Ix:me ,bwes-have a cradle-to-grave 

(-• r 	 , professional development system en-sureAliat Ate/are used app,r9fpriatelyiy 
/00 	`/Y 

?Ai 	1?P4., 4.4 " One of the concerns I have is that the4discretiq'mt,hatate,c1rsiCiption power affords CSIS is not 
•c::j0. . matched either with CSIS's professional development systgrA w..ith thesational security sector 
k, 

code of government professional development systerilbecaUgekturenfliewe don't have one. We 
have little ad hoc courses and training and whatnot. 

If we're going to give that much more discretion, we also need to make sure we have the 
appropriate professional development to match that discretion that we afford agents. 

Senator Kenny: My second question has to do with the inspector general. 

'90.13FPoearly2pon't know whether you had experience with the inspector general when you 
were hevreNeidAk/kaye an inspector general anymore. What is your reaction to that? 

A2E•fr 	 Dki  sot,  /M....4:F)ogartV:L1 pfeinrk K4i-sta et' abeic_et mentioned this in front of another committee. If the role 
soon at thereop‘natge(fR4ipement to expand the ability to review that in 

• trI4 ,r includirig,091$ s.-1C)". 
,x1A, 

	

Q4,3 Ctio"S. 	4C 7- 1)/n,_ To be.A1 nes;DA fo'r$1 ..q)s,ay, because SIRCimerited that inspector general role, whether 4/13/0.T- 
ciS they feel th ifs'visZofikej peilk qome back to this fundamental point about whether that's 

the right system in tlidilitiA‘fice,7,aklimhe4does your parliamentary review come in? I'm not sure Qu", 
if that properly answers th

k
e7ctiiestio'ff..4 

Senator Kenny: My question was I have always viewed the inspector general as the last 
protection that the Minister of Public Safety had, and that this was his canary in the coal mine, if 
you will. The idea of taking it away, I was astonished to see the minister of the day do that. It was 
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his protection. So it seems to me if we want to ensure that this government and future 
governments have an early-warning system, that's it, and it's cheap insurance. 

Mr. Fogarty: I would agree. 	 p, P _ 
,,

1 /49 
ro', 

S/
uc 

Senator Kenny: Those are my views. I'm interested in your viewshereQ,0 ''''. ..,••.. 

f -, 
 

	

S'' 	1.1-/- eSio Mr. Fogarty: I'm not sure it necessarily mearti6houldRiou have ancini"pector general back. 
c•,,.. 11' I /,'"' PA 	--- 14,1- , r1.7144 .-1VOIZ-,.. That's not necessarily the point. Do you want to bave the,capackirito...have a fullypnformetiLrevievv /.. 

	

'TS1-1 	' '71/1  — r  4 n of what is going on? Yes, most definitely. If you are expanding artagencylfs)remit, does itylooklikel  
your current review mechanism is adequate? No, it doesn t. 	-..,.., 	/V ,..,.c... 	"I C jp/0,0 . 	1 /43 	/0 

	

„is , „1/00 	,I.:?,..i.  , 	
• k 

=.• iii ,, 	k.iiP ps Senator Runciman: I wouldn't mind getting a clarification from Prole sorftapirvlswrote 
(-) 	't'' A •.- 4 

something down that he said earlier, and I may have misheard, but I thinklkias deafirzawNnZhe 40, w /0,,,, 	„70... 	114E. 	i 
Criminal Code amendments and section 83.22(1), and as I quickly wrote this downthe ne'wloffenceVto 

- -ft.:cf.:, k.) 
might capture reporters posting comments from jihadis or people advocating sending money to ',' 
terrorists. Am I accurately quoting you there? 

Mr. Roach: Yes, and I would be happy to explain how I would work that through the legislative 
language. 

Senator Runciman: As I read this, the key words here are "knowingly advocates," and I would 
think in a situation like that*spm, 4)6it,is knowingly advocating, for example, sending money to 

	

vio 	Le c, terrorists, I think we would all havekaipw lenTwith that. You don't? 
xiC6-iv1/49  0 ".4-)  6)),  •6'' 	7: Mr. Roach: Well,7noAndcray point Vva3that•thkuse"trthe word "knowingly" as opposed to 

LI. 	 t., op 	' 0 >A '''. ),C)  • ' CIA GN "willfully" opens up/the Votsibilitftat a reportenirit.ould,Krjotiv thaMhat is being published would 
Pr,''''  PA.-, 4,(- , 	uPil  '1 -- ''' • 1 ' )13 	. present a risk, which is wry/recklessness tt•.,Ters to, that strrneonevay c trrnit some terrorist act as 

vt.... 	•r-,,..--,, c,,, 
a result of the communication' c-.4 's — i io 1 /4-) kw 	"QV 1  Aiii 

7',/ 	
407' bOP 

	

i 	 t . . 	i.,r1 	/ I did not go looking for this hypothewa , setriaor KAncima6"./If the word "willfully" had been 
.4:), "-Ad 1 %,,.. 	./ used instead of "knowingly," which is the wordithat'isaSed i riection,31.8(2) of the Criminal Code, 
'1  fir 	1 ,-.Vi /1-). v •it,11,. cOi.  the wilful prornotion of hatred, then my hypothetical-gees out the windpw. But because a decision 

AO, 6'.' was made, a deliberate decision, I assume, to use the word "knowing10 do something knowingly, 
even if I don't want something to happen, if I know there's a probability, so that is my concern. 

Senator Runciman: It is not one I share. I'm glad you did clarify that. Thank you. 

Mr. Roach: Could I just add something? Mr. Fogarty and I have conversed about this. What he 
is describing, I just want to remind the committee, this is the intelligence-to-evidence problem that 
Jufti4Makttale_d about in the other place, and, obviously, in his 2010 report, and I agree 
complet4i.gjibUqqgarty's analysis after having worked for four years in a classified environment 

• I rn "S  . 0 	& }- v yCissup 
oli°  vis 	 ,,, 

Li Pt 	9,,fad4hie government) eW.camenc(hient that says CSIS does not have law enforcement 

	

/Y.44  L• 	'1" t4 '''. 0';wer§)ietuilakgr,avates thisptoib(em(that, y4, there may be some range for disruption, but 
YPVP/ 	 ' disrupriorgis,only:a/narrovart of a conakeperts,i,vecounterterrorism strategy. 

7,7;70o 
We have ikese,fo0 nqw,6ffeneefs pyd that is why Professor Forcese and I have been 

'LAO 	 / consistently saying, sittee.thisajilkwas)(Kcodfiqd, that it will not only harm rights, it will harm 
security because what itrlis198ingttiOPdqiiatti`Ajejtejnice to CSIS to continue to perhaps make rational 

•" decisions but not to tell the RCMP and othepfolice forces about security threats. 

It confirms that CSIS will continue not to work to an evidential standard, whereas MI5, its 
counterpart in the U.K., does work to an evidential standard. This will create a parallel justice 
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system -- yes, a justice system that will have the sign-off of a federal court judge in a closed hearing, 

subject to heavily redacted judgments and warrants that we will never see. But if at the end of the 

day, you want to apply the 15 offences, if you want to demonstrate that Canada is opposed to 

terrorism but will do it fairly in a public trial, Bill C-51 is rii;tbabcafiit, There is nothing in Bill C-51 

that facilitates the transition of intelligence into evidence. 
Lik9 '04fS) 

reservations about this bill from a security perspective/ Solt.rs'pne thing to dismiss this as thbusual 

This government commissioned Justice Major,and. he spent foi'Llik'Negairso'(-. Fle),,hua)Tpsir:  11418.7)1„,„  
k-)/ 	, 

P.c) suspects that are concerned about rights. But, franklijZt ould rft be..here, making thk 	 f* e.pjeas; and I /- 
said this when I appeared before the committee before, if I did nofgetwinely believe that t  "(1'4 1114/ , 

combined with with C-44, will have the unintended effect of making,terror6m prosecutioqrnore 
, 	 1 6,  

difficult. 	 1/14.t.b 	̀'./t,43 	,f) 
4„„, 

ied  
.,.. 

As Mr. Fogarty has reminded you, because you don't have access to classif )informaVon, y 

may not ever know that it may have this effect. 

At the very least, if we're going to go down this road, at least have the humility to say after three 
years we should review this. 

The Chair: Colleagues, it is quarter past five. Before we close, I want to make an observation, 
and I want to reiterate what I said-earlier in respect to how our agencies are working together and 

how we actually witnessed phr WOIcing together. We all came away feeling much more secure 

than we were before we went ih)e C)  0  
"'VOA • v 'ler. Or.. 49 

Senator Kenny: Witjt.due respect; ,was going to comment on that, and I restrained myself, but 
• ip 

since you have goneoaolfito twit rd of the tacomittee'AvasnWtpresent, and it was the first time 
rbC 4.4 „) -"9/ 	 ° 	ti An U that the committee hadryisited,a)regional office of CSIS?and th0,-first tirpe in INSET in over three 

years. So it is not like the cornhiittee,h2s evalepe,d a great expertiseitoitffis. 
1/4'48 v0/0 , The Chair: We're in the processA  of obviOusly;k,  lear,ntng.a4out what our system is and the various 

agencies involved. I think we all agreed, arIckyou wijliagregith me,itbat we came away feeling 4_0/  
much more secure than what we did before we 

4  
went Atfeast did,and-aly other member I spoke •  

to and I recall you actually said yourself -- 

Senator Kenny: I said there was a long way to go. 

The Chair: It is twenty past five. I want to thank you very much for a very lively session. You 

have brought a lot of information to the public record here. It will be given due deliberation over 

the period of time that we're studying the bill, and once again, Mr. Roach, thank you for spending 

thg)timeikwhat I assume is a small room with a video camera, and I appreciate your patience. 

()C - 80. StS'.-1 I wityow ekcuse,tne witnesses, and we are adjourned. 
(-4- 

O -7, 	CS/, S4./iy 	9co mm it tee gd jo u rntst ) 
' A-0W/ 
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then, 
 , 6 ' CI t-- • A) 	- I r..).,,, -• t I I., 	 . / fOr ..s 0 4- 	IT markedIhe:levolutinot Quebec or enabledats, , 4 . 	t:-,./ii,, 	. i i•-„, %Jut-, in clivers'Olejcrs_ 2-, IT,s,  pA 	- ' /011, C,- influence  

• Member of the Standir,tiB,,liciefC9mrdittr on 	407 
Agriculture and Forestry;,ark14he,*neg,§)a 9 ate 
Committee on Legal arilliCitinstitt.itio,nal 'Alfaigs"',0t., 

LifYillz;-,. 40/ fiGAiLz 4A 

rye  

Carol n Stewart Olsen CPC — New Brunswick 
• Has extensive experience in health and politics 
• Worked as a Registered Nurse for 20 years 
• In 1986, named Head Nurse for the Ambulatory Care 

Department at Ottawa's Grace Hospital; and later as 
Nursing Manager for the Emergency, Recovery Room, 
Ambulatory Care, and CSR departments at Carleton 
Place Hospital 

ki.c,,PC,§qtved as communications assistant and Press 
‘-'4:),A,Bet9,e:tpry to the Leader of the Opposition; and as 

ACC 	Press Seeiptiary and Director of Strategic 
,̀Sbommilnigatio&;qtpe Office of the Prime Minister 

• In 4, Membert2fme?,Vgndfpae.nate Committee on Social 
rY4 Affairs, Sic -erne arkijechnplogy; the Standing Senate 

07Committee onYityieriegOnd0-66ans; and the 
4 	9bcompttee on VeeranAfferrs; /Viz, 

% 4-, UT^ 

• Small-business owner in northwbstern Ontario with 
several years of experience in real estate, insurance, 
and tourism 

• Has served as vice-chair of the Fort Frances-Rainy 
River Board of Education 

• Chaired the Ontario Parent Council 
• Has been a member of the board of directors of the 

Trillium Foundation 
• Member of the Standing Senate Committee on 

Aboriginal Peoples; and the Standing Senate 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry 

 

L nn Be ak (CPC — Ontario 

January 2015 

Jean-Guy Dagenais (CPC) — Victoria - Quebec 
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January 2015 

Thanh Hai N • o CPC) - Ontario 
• Appointed Citizenship Judge for Ottawa in December 

2007 /0,(• dr • Educated in Francn,r)ganada, receiving a Bachelor 
of Arts (Honours), froni4MV10859y of Paris - la 
Sorbonne, and a BaCJ-Mor'.g.ricld'M'dstpr of Education 
from the lkiversity of Ottkwa, 

• ct, 	t.-% 	 fA" Chairpeps,gyof th.,q mploymenttn,surance,Board,of 
rtyki ,of Refereikp, Cht-,"a)xa Qicift , • I m m ig rat ed kRrciapadapj 97(§,after fleeingil9FinmurAtt, 

/ON A  terror in Vietnam' 
• Active member of variouCyita natifipe conpunities -1C1 

across Canada and oilersiea4fbirge9pAcIApte,E.  
Chairperson of the Ottawa/Wii•Otnarnese WfvfOrofit 
Residence Corporation. 	"41 	4 	' T, 	VP!) • Co-founder of the International Commitiee far‘a'/Free-v/ 
Vietnam - Canada chapter 	 `1Ct-, 

• President of the Vietnamese Community Association or' 
Ottawa and Vice-President of the Canadian 
Assessment and Placement Centre, Employment 
Centre for New Immigrants 

• Member of the Standing Senate Committee on Human 
Rights Committee; the Standing Senate Committee on 
Aboriginal Peoples; and the Standing Committee on 
Social Affairs, Science and Technology 

rye  

4 0/  

oi? 
0 bvp  • 

Joseph A. Day/1 'd6. CSra.jgt 	- Ken nebetesis - New Brunswick '11  tin CT , 

P 
`-' 	

0 
1//0  L 
"VN 

"9  OP ° 
SST ryF 8  

•17,-Sh-airtokttliie SO,ate Standing COrWriiittee for National 
/Avf rnattz.:ef  
• 'll'itcpfgre9ah'ettiakpriiale practice of Business Law; 

-Patert4;i'd Trral8em4rklits, g,enil 40, , ,4 1 /4j1.1 1 Lit" • Former President anckSpkoktpe New Brunswick 
Forest Product Associaticilic, 

• Member of the Law Society of 'sew Brunswick, the Law 
Society of Upper Canada, the Barreau du Quebec, the 
Association of Professional Engineers and 
Geoscientists of New Brunswick, and the Laurier Club 

• Former member of the now defunct Senate Special 
Committee on Anti-terrorism 

• Chair of the Senate Subcommittee on Veterans Affairs 

et, 

CT 
JF O 

1-4 

S 
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• From 1969 to 1979, worked in the Prime Minister's 
Office as Special,,,

' 

 Assistant, Director of Operations, 
Policy Advisord-4agrant Principal Secretary to 
Prime Minister '''',91-1;$'8 

&r • Served as an executive vyitn,‘„Dome',P8trgleunn in 
Calgary initx:eve,arly 1.460ST-ss, 	esic, 

• ServecAlijei.rpmeqlt.4 committeetoitslaeVireleymce 
to defAce arfd7natiorial)security issiVeb 

triA-. • Elected to 'various-  positio s in 'the NorthAtlentic  --i  Parliamentary Asserinbjybetylena9,99 and Z66$ 4,,A  
• Published on a wide rrgtofies'ues,JficIliding defence. 

policy, ballistic missileideferceet dairiacelazs7ricv)alvernent m 	 sd in Afghanistan, defence pririazurern
ffq  
ertt stratqc,atffilt, 

LW- 	"1 I alternative fuels, the Arctic and ohore@riiIRVGAR„ 
operations, aviation security, port secaitv bdr.c(er 
security, and various Canadian political issUes 	4-";q

ce • Became a Commissioner of the Trilateral Commission 
in 2009 

• Became a member of the Johns Hopkins University, 
Atlantic Basin Initiative's Eminent Persons Group in 
2012 

January 2015 

Colin Kenn Lib. — Rideau - Ontario 
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Relevant Question Period Debate 

In Question Period debate (November 2014 — OM 2),the following issues and questions 
were raised with regard. to CSIS. 	 i't 1 rrOc 

	

viSi 	,S' ,n_ 0A/c., SO-)  
• Party opposition to Bill C-51:  The issue of partygp.portiwas60e,d: Sample question: 

"There are a number of parties that s0VOrged their3iiInciVandcKeloop following the 
leadership of the ndp. Only the leader theinircipprty is lettinitheiwb`kiRister win 
instead of having principles. Will thertintstf.* fhdconsensus-gaqinstql,is 66il bill and 
the need to withdraw c-51?"(Rosane Doe 4 - vse, Ciy-6., 	'1 t=  ah'''' ,6  

	

0-,  ' 	1  if i•. 
1°A/A xlit/p) 

Government Response: Mr. Eaker [sic], I would like toithant memberktiei, i Of,h9 committees "9  
who did important work and heard from dozens of witnesk's/orthia,hy, hfigrOrid4recognize 
that its important to ensure that terrorists don't profit from the inabilily;d1-429yernnVd*cies 
to share information or that we prevent terrorists from getting on airplakdkorVI4weirlutiOnin 
terrorist propaganda online. Or that we make it possible to arrest potential terrorisis'Mteare3 
protecting Canadians' safety. (Steven Blaney) 	 ."'" .-6' 

• Public opposition to Bill C-51:  The issue of public support for Bill C-51 was raised: 
Sample question: "Speaker, it's no wonder the conservatives rushed c-51 through, they 
couldn't stand the opposition even from their own base. The more Canadians that heard 
about bill c-51, the more they oppose it. Even the bloc has seen the light and won't vote 
for this dangerous legislation and maybe even the liberal leader will follow. But my 
question is for ti)..eRniinfsfsr: After hearing overwhelming evidence that c-51 is ineffective 
and poses a threatigyqureiviblberties, will he listen to Canadians and abandon this 
fatally flawed bill?" (14 ri41,gair,]pcin) 

Government refOite,:, yr. Spealier$13ele'i;arlidgi(any good measures and check and 
balances in thispitlitriplewsoloso to thariiiiithe'hie,rlibieritok.having taken the time to listen to 
witness such as fherpPofciwFra:nt_pfficer Flatka4-fneein:t ;tpmem Per of the Muslim 
community or again fromit%e/ SrecegrOgrv'tsop acaderrficift/Mr'.7spel,ker, and all agree it is 
important we ensure that we have thi4t/diminipment mdigyretdeir., are able to prevent a 
terrorism from using the gapsti pu/Elavy,t61(arRicearip,dian, Mr. Speaker. I want to thank the 
member and we can reassure Can'a'dian'',We are*PftWmpasure necessary to protect them. 
(Steven Blaney) 0 A 	 1 4  ,s, 

OA/ ulY /1/14 • 4 :4 	/tit, • Obsession with espionage:  The Conservatives weft challenged on their alleged 
obsession with espionage. Sample question: "The conservatives' bill c-51 shows their 
obsession with espionage, especially when we talk about activists who don't share their 
ideology. In fact, groups of veterans, first nations groups who have met and doctors who 
met as a day of action on refugees are already under surveillance by this government as 
a threat to national security. C-51 will make the conservatives' job even easier. Why is 
the minister so bent on spying on these legal activities undertaken by Canadians" 
(Rosane Dore Lefebvre) 

P1W-) PI9Ort, 
GoveNimeht,ttsponse: Mr. Speaker, the operation centre -- the government operation centre 
playslocAlai.-314euse it monitors events that may have disastrous consequences such as 
Aarthqukife:Ssfire&,-9t,,..celes ilt was set up in 2004 and it coordinates all operations for the 

. ") 44i) gov914pTent. Islow,e-Wrly:?mt G,-,56cloes not cover those activities but I'd like to invite my 
4011,gagtkto avoid usin:githoWlicindttPf2excuses for not putting in place effective means for 
)4rotersiihg.f,oakadians. 1'141/2 	'51,  rr,S,  ,„ 

• Amendmerits,to 	The issue of the conservative's treatment of public and party 
Sample question: "This is a government that never passes up a 

good OR 1;"Acii-e-ivfn e'''''clj.ftiap political points instead of taking on the hard work 
necessaryT6WAtpincUsArciallA140 ait comes to bill C-51, the conservatives are still 
putting their efforts into rairntireinaqiii§ bill through the house instead of listening to 
Canadians. Now they're refusinfto adopt common-sense amendments that would 
address some of the worst elements of this dangerous bill. Mr. Speaker, Canadians 
should not be asked to trade away their freedoms because this government can't admit to 
its drafting mistakes. Will the minister do the right things and withdraw bill C-51?" 
(Randall Garrison) 

Date:. 	2 April 2015 
Classification: Unclassified 
Agency: 	CSIS 
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Government response: Mr. Speaker, I hope the member has listen to many witness and is 
here one I would like him to pay attention to. Bill C-51 and it's an important reminder, Mr. 
Speaker, is directed against Islamist jihadists and to prevent or pre-empt them from their stated 
goal to carry out terrorist threats against the west including Canada, Mr. Speaker. Our country is 
facing a serious threat. The measure proposed in bill C-51 to deal with the nature of threats that 
Canada faces, I believe, are quite rightly and urgently needed.„ 	Professor Saleem Mansour from 
the University of Western Ontario. (Steven Blaney)ol/  SRO 

16',"0,4f, 
• Insufficient oversight: Again, the issue of instiffic,iest,Oversightvas raised: Sample 

question: Another issue on which Canadiansare divided eiy2z_seiidff:ye Bill C-51. The 
Prime Minister surely did not foresWitiOtitlle*ent woutPspr/eaft/ennlifit9)Ns own 
ranks, with the Conservative member 	Wili),q93ngio ,a6lifift;tpat 
more parliamentary oversight of intelligeneer0)4c4(eictivities is reee:cleft(Willci ther 
Conservative members wake up and insist thatitneP.iirne/Minigter tfinally listen totheI,  , 0 criticism of his flawed anti-terrorism bill?” (Rosa pp Do 	fetwre 

P /Aipclu,P. , 	("0 
Government response: The oversight model used by our Canadikii§eatatyIntetgericiet  
Service is the envy of the world because it is it so rigorous and provid6e-unlirited ace:e4s tPall •1. r the data. (Steven Blaney) 

• Constitutionality of Bill C-51:  Sample question: "Mr. Speaker, Ronald Atkey, a former 
Conservative minister and chair of the Security Intelligence Review Committee, stated 
very clearly that allowing CS/S to ask a judge to violate the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms will turn into a constitutional nightmare. Why does the government want to 
rush a bill that is ill-conceived?" 

3103(93/01) 

Government respons2; Mr. Speaker, yesterday we heard from a number of witnesses. It was 
the second day of testimony jhetrtst,lay, of course, was Tuesday with both the Minister of 
Public Safety and the Minister-'otzligstit#4,pearing. We look forward to continued debate and 
information corning&4rom all ilitreihilhc.their 	on this. Talking about the gaps that have been 
identified by ourrjpti609c-securiblacienrni?-kwasSVery clear when Commissioner Paulson said 
that it would alsgbgivp,r4yllelpiful in respWctitthos9,:phidpleae do not know anything about. He 
was referring to tkeeiri,forrRa,t0‘2 11aring aspeces7pfithii:pArlieti4ribill. We have brought forward 
these common-sense'rikasidg'andUertainly hope the opposition parties will get on board. 
(Roxane James) 	 L-1104; "i> 	

-̀'k1 '1% Ct. /0/y 
rci .4.  oti 

• Application of TDA to nonviolent civil 	Sample question: "Aboriginal 
communities deserve better tfigd‘etaricl.riffl 414ddvOrment. They have legitimate 
concerns. All too often, I have seen lakevnfo'reerndn4gericies deem our protests to be 
illegal, and that was before we had to worry aboutliefrOkiped in with terrorists. Will the 
minister finally recognize that Bill C-51 is unconstitutioniifend threatens the rights of 
aboriginal peoples?" (Romeo Saganash) 

Government response: I would like to reassure him and ask him to refer to page 3 of the bill, 
which clearly indicates that activities that undermine the security of Canada do not include: 
lawful advocacy, protest, dissent and artistic expression.Obviously, when we are talking about 
security, we always reject the argument that our freedoms are threatened. There are several 
5,comi,sioWn Bill C-51 regarding review processes and judicial oversight. I encourage my 
colleagslOier*Vhe bill and support these measures, which will not only protect Canadians but 
also.streAthen otkoversight and accountability mechanisms. (Steven Blaney) es  

OperEitiiitsAirdadl:"'Sample  question: "Mr. Speaker, it is now being reported in Turkish 
le 

• o
medta that thev  individualpi was detained for allegedly helping three British schoolgirls 
joln„,ISISNHas working,  oAthe_Canaman embassy in Jordan, where Bruno Saccomani, the 

(foirne,t-f-Wai AO the PririielMin isteit ' ,security detail, is the ambassador. Can the •-•e( ,govemmehtzeonfrftthat someone linked to Canadian intelligence, an employee, an 
"F atgerA,ree.,,assep'16 beicig.,detained in Turkey?" (Megan Leslie) 

44A41  0, 	./.1"/q 
Government respain:MkSpudR9/4etlfwe are aware of some of these reports. However, I 
cannot comment on operationtalitiattersto national security. (Roxane James) 

• Bill C-51 and Aboriginal Rights:  Sample question: "Mr. Speaker, earlier today in 
question period, we heard the parliamentary secretary for public safety say that, "I was 
very pleased to be able to respond to those concerns and explain how the bill would 
work". She was referring to the National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations who 
explained that Bill C-51 must be withdrawn for violating the rights of first nations under 



section 35 of the Constitution. My question is for the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development. Could he please undertake an educational program for members 
of his caucus to understand the notion of constitutionally-enshrined rights cannot be 
explained away by a parliamentary secretary?" (Elizabeth May) 

Government Response: The hon. member across the way already knows that all legislation is 
vetted through legal evaluation. We are very confident p) he constitutionality of this piece of 
legislation. National security agencies have identifietEgvarigfirepeping Canadians safe and 
protecting national security. That is what this bill is abodeiRoiatte-James) 

c:/) 
, 	 r 	. • Countering Violent Extremism: SRMOte,51,14estion: 	dettedicalgation not a 

priority for the government when we know it 	it 61174cfralkrpreVent future 
1.,A 	 4-) attacks?" (Randall Garrison) 	"of?" vY4,c. 	/"0,•y• 4qCj-- 
OA ,. 0 t' 	 441 7*/ 	C 1C1 ,5> ,-. 	Ok, Government Response: I am proud to have attendeti-4‘orq_ssCa"ralico0 table. Atopei4e0 

was there when Ms. Raheel Raza, the president of the,M4lifiTsjAdri,g•X6hrri)  prpw, appeared. 
What did she say at committee? She said that legislationWeeoimportel t&eporrAti:k„. 
radicalization, that we needed better tools to track jihadists whi:rVeyelledlererseasilh*is the 
reality. She does not have a problem with sharing information beckiiisktje large.r~ picture )sl at 
of the security and safety of Canada. Ms. Raza gets it. (Steven Blaney) 

• Working with the Provinces: The issue of provincial inclusion on fundamental issues 
was raised. Sample question: "The Government of Quebec has joined the growing chorus 
against Bill C-51, criticizing the federal government's unilateral approach and the impact Bill 
C-51 will have on Quebeckers' fundamental rights. The federal government has a 
responsibility to consult the provinces on such fundamental issues. Will the Conservatives 
agree to our request to hear from three Quebec ministers in committee, namely the ministers 
of justice, public security and Canadian intergovernmental affairs?"(Nycole Turmel) security 

1,7. 4\-‘, Government Response: I haveVeadykkrd the opportunity to meet with my Quebec 
counterpart, MinisterLise TrikkeyltriclzIlete,tler about the measures—the balanced bill—that 
we want to put insplac.eV protecteknaOjankfricietteiterrorist threat. We are going to continue 
working not onlyjNiiR thAefireytiRces, but-alSowlOpvcAlcettgliT,es. That is one reason why it is so 
important to shergfiliAm'ationAkssured her 149hetederefrabyernment would share 
information with the prol,s.ri4i(efi'aV 	policeilkOdidbrolLt Canadians from the v terrorist threat. (Steven Blan4)- 	 ' vxic 1v0/0 

• Insufficient oversight: rnsuffi5ipe•itver/sig)8143FC1B„ and other national security 
agencies was raised repeatedly. Samillevesti:op;.:In2tteyeers following 9/11, the current 
justice minister said parliamentarians could ployidglairpredilitaXciiindependent check and 
balance to oversee our national security agencies and thelp:rmrpf the state. So why has the 
government left parliamentary oversight out of its current anti-terror bill? (Justin Trudeau) 

Government response: We already have a rigorous system of oversight on our national 
security and police agencies, specifically on intelligence. We have the Security Intelligence 
Review Committee which is a robust mechanism of independent third party oversight; it 
functions very well. 

• PAdeguacy of SIRC:  Questions were raised about the ability of SIRC to provide sufficient 
oversi§14,.- 'Semple question: "Mr. Speaker, the house is currently debating government 

Lit legislation triab‘rulcI3rracrease the mandate of Canada's spy agency giving CSIS broader 
/peo,wersoe-Stgareillan.pgi dikripanadians. But the Security Intelligence Review Committee 
isuffaring from two bvtfea.hciad 0qt/without a full time chair already falling behind in its 
4hArtidations of coMPlain,&agarntrthe.agency. Even former chair, Chuck Strati! stated that it • 
)mtghiPtre.:rfeeeewry to re4W-tbelqle, its resources or both. Does the government not believe - 	 • ,)A, , . theriVr9neil sefuntylfhpuld be proicielpizrepnced with effective oversight and respect for the 
privacy tifteripabikng GdOaqians?" (Brent R)ithgeber) 

'1 471V u L, ilk,— iDg- 
Government-re-eponsebWe,twe-alloptstanding Canadian model, a body that has been in 
place for 30 year'etile_t)ffliske,e CloiltirkiityCln terms of reporting and oversight of the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service, aniiltiaf,hatworld-renowned expertise, knowledge and credibility. 
I salute their work and I urge the me-mb.esto support the work of the committee, which, as we all 
know, is accountable to Parliament. 

• SIRC Resources: Questions were raised about whether SIRC has adequate resources. 
Sample question: "The Conservatives are about to give enhanced powers to CS/S. But the 
organization mandated to oversee it will receive only an additional $10,000 this year. That is 
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ridiculous. With such a paltry budget, part-time members and a limited mandate that is after the 
fact, how can the Conservatives claim that sir is capable of overseeing the activities of CSIS?" 
(Megan Leslie) 

Government response: SIRC has the resources and authority to fully and independently 
review CSIS' activities. SIRC is an established, well-recognized, expert committee that has the 
knowledge to do intelligence security. 

01/ et- • Parliamentary oversight of CSIS in context of , ZMA: Camments were raised 
repeatedly that CSIS should not be given ansxpandedimaTzlate,A2o4expanded oversight. 
Sample question: "Former justices of the Supreme Court, seven former 	ministers, four 
former Prime Ministers, including a Conse;yatipte, have all said thekrtcdlicamedlabigut the 
dangers that C-51 represents. There is rki4effectilia),oxceaigtif mechanistn?fpr rtion;tOriPigigSIS. 
Why are the Minister and the Liberal leader nai fiiktepioiferttiik'mqe,advice?litlegli:',11:esliG) 

4'4  ' I/0 	 AIND 
rxr, 	-1C).- /04 

Government response: There is already oversight wit,SIROtvvek9liAveltilat the expanded' r 
powers that are to be given should not be dealt with afteritkfa,i3Ogpolitieil.Rs4liats should be 
dealt with before the fact by independent judges. We thought that 	tfiq)piaskeliftclivezform 
of oversight for the expanded powers that this legislation seeks to Vie t -04 heSkqpa`dik,SeRfrity 
Intelligence- Service. 	 ( 0 C rS 

• Constitutionality of Bill C-44 and C-51:  Issues were raised about the constitutionality of 
the new legislation. Sample question: "The Minister of Justice is also the Attorney General of 
Canada. He therefore has the duty to examine the legality of bills that are introduced here in 
parliament. Experts are already challenging the constitutionality of certain aspects of bill c-51. 
Has the Minister of Justice done his job and obtained the legal opinion as to whether (the bill] 
passeS constitutional muster and will he table with the committee - will he table this with the 
committee?" (Francoiss Boixtri) 

101//cCPc, Government response: EveryAill,brooR14 by the government is approved by the Department 
of Justice. We look to the coUtitutiocnatty'-, w7e)look to the Charter compliance before presenting 
any bill in the Houseipmmoi-V8 //yr,  °,349  

	

lb 	/1 ,010, 	OA, 
4,4 	 va,t. 

• Lawful TDA 	typisnaxecpeen raiseck9poutt-sheflieri9SIS would require judicial 
authorization for all"me4404-teOu*Treats. Sarilpip;queAtioin: "The government keeps 
saying the new power of CiltSare,iiiipipc,f 	oversight ke'itey're not. It would be only 
if CSIS were to decide that 04 itvt7as about to *typpld be illegal &unconstitutional that it 
would then be given the choice Oii)ailkirkf9i- e7tkataritaAllother disruption activities would not 
require a 

warrant 
The government is gittier::13eioodisitigeriviMslor not fully reading its own bill." 

(Randall Garrison) 	 -1 /7041 	c 
Adt.c, 

Government response: On the question of disruption, if wha-CSIS  was doing was entirely 
legal and there was no question of people's rights being infringed, then obviously there would be 
no need for a warrant. However, in the case of any other activity that might violation someone's 
rights, but it would be carried out for a good law enforcement reason, a warrant would be 
needed. 

Application of TDA to nonviolent civil disobedience:  Questions have been raised with 
47Rga,rdiikvAlether Bill C-51 would allow CSIS to take measures against peaceful protest or non-
viderit pli-drsAs.dience. Sample question: "There is growing criticism that c-51 goes too far. 
Now4firgtin'atio9g-in particular are sounding the alarm about how this bill would impact them. 
Grancr&ey,rrepppiiielson has spoken out saying that quote treaty rights, land rights, natural 
/resource devekipmeritlaWifirbtest like that could be considered eco-terrorists. Does this /IP' 'T 	'1/0r, . . government not undeisprniePtletmrsilpiltis not just about terrorism, are they rely blind to the fact 
)1heyeaqmarsata met legitiMate,diakent and:lake away fundamental rights of Canadians?" (Peter 

Pek- 	 r 
GOVerilMprirreVTISO,:,:-c.iS,piVen powers to deal with threats to the security of Canada as 
enumerateTRIp5 GSIS/#&:khkf.enlicitly, according to the statute, do not include lawful 
advocacy, proteshiq,eritahOmrkek7Vording properly circumscribes and identifies the 

lawfulpowers of CSIS so 	 dissents:elaWrkotests are protected. Lek  

• Definitions of threats to security:  Questions have been raised with regard to the 
definition of threats to the security of Canada with regard to CSIS' mandate. Sample question: 
"The government is trying to mix up threats to security with terrorist activities. According to 
internal documents, the RCMP calls groups who are opposed to major polluters, for example 

RE Sofa., 
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environmental groups and First Nations as threats to security. With the Prime Minister's 
proposed legislation, will CSIS have the authorization to investigate these groups, 
environmental groups, First Nations, are they in your sights as well?" (Thomas Mulcair) 

Government response: The NDP may be getting confused about definitions in the information 
sharing provisions of the Bill and the CSIS Act portion of the Bill. Aboslutely no changes will be 
made to what constitutes a theat to the security ot Canada. Further, the CSIS Act specifically 
states that threats to the security of Canada does ni:Vocliktlawful advocacy, protects, dissent, 
and artistic expression. It is very clear, and again I thinI4or4learmongering has gone on. „vr, 

oP 	'9)" P, • CSIS resources:  Cuts made to nationatsecurity program we'rp:.raisedsrepeatedly. ,„ Sample question: "The new security bill dcssinolning ,t9ivIve theci,Mcoff „rei4mq;  
Curren* C.S.I.S. Is unable to monitor eveiyor'whO;fbeidentified ai-91,05 fentiethTat. 
Officials are already overwhelmed with the numbs 9tql4pn,,Ikti,triAk travdlers:,r0;t101-zlhe 
minister expect these new powers to be useful when 'C4. 6700 ev:4/ cope W;thkit$ ‘curile4t,  ici , workload?" (Roseanne Lefebvre) 	 ze, /7/06,.P&',9 

liti nig%1  A" 	4)  Government response: Opposition parties repeatedly (severt-th.n'epdte,51(e,gaicig, intrepsed 
funding for national security agencies including CSIS. The resourcesiikeiloaire_ppot*A0pVo its 
very important work have increased considerably since the Government has been-inlpowcePs 
That is because we recognize the importance of the work CSIS does, as well as the work done 
by its companion agencies. 

• Use of torture Or enhanced interrogation techniques:  Questions were raised in 
relation to the US Senate Report on interrogation methods with regard to Canada's position on 
such methods. Sampl$9uestigl: "Canadian security agencies have gone from rejecting 
information obtained by kittiodliiichhaving policies in place to identify tainted information to an 
order that allows such inforniiiion;p64'4,wd and shared. Even at the risk that it will lead to 
torture in other coupples. Whiidoessthttninatep,r continue to condone by proxy through this 
directive?" (Wayne"145ston) 	icy `-,343 

10 
P4' 	/1/ 	 .&'p Government respbm:1-749 reikort.js a US repoxt and-hps nothing to do with the government 

of Canada. Our governtihrA,d4s-ROtCaqdone the 	iif't-OrtArierid certainly does not engage 
in it. The primary responsibility 	&Ade deal,* age4eigisytti3-,Rrstect Canadian life and 
property. If we get a tip from atiy,s61119e;th'alckiatWs: lives are in danger, lives that are in 
danger, Mr. Speaker, we will act iiii,seyetpAerrivo&  and we. will continue to ensure that 
intelligence is reviewed and assessedi*i4CanAc4n:thtellt#rce e

(0
perts before it is acting upon. 

raised  
6Z4s) / 	, • CSIS lapsed funds:  Questions were 

	

	in relatidn-to to Wined funds of security 
agencies. Sample question: "The government claims to be cracking down on terrorists and 
through bill c-51, our security agencies are about to assume broad, new powers. However, our 
security agencies lack the resources to carry out even their current mandates. Both the 
R. C.M.P. Commissioner and the deputy C. S.I.S. Director clearly told parliamentary committees 
last October as much, that a lack of resources makes tracking all extremists at all times simply 
impossible. Now we have learned that collectively, CS1S, the RCMP, and DND have allowed 
$11 billion to go unspent and lapse." (Brent Rathgeber) 

Go einglentglsiponse: In actual fact, we have increased resources to our national security 
agenOes-t4i,soyer-onwthird. 

_rN 
hrt. 	. response,;)Overo,p nod/pi 7 fiscal years, the Service has lapsed funds of $181.9M /4/ 	cot- 	vt),... ,,riegectiripTpdent firdacol mtnpetyient of public funds. While money was immediately 

)allocated, 'CSIS' stringerittrepruitMent. prOtess required that the hiring of new employees take 
pl 	/b,. 	."` oyie.PaifrpRrelIended pend914  time ./There were also lapses related to the management 
of caplarpmettC)AiThereosry wds'ri)oved-ffpm one year to the next. CSIS' lapsed 
approximately S18.M in?rnst year's Public Accounts. Only funds of $5.3 M were associated with 
CSIS' operatiiTbudgeRav4,*(-04id,which represents 1.1% of CSIS' Main Estimates. This 
amount is well witigkiti3e-aill-peable:*darry forward established by Treasury Board. $12.7 
related to funds that haikbeenqrOzeridbi)ng the year and, therefore, were unavailable to the 
Service to spend. 

• Director's travel expenses:  "Canadians were shocked to learn about high flying travel 
at CSIS. The director has wracked up tens of thousands in travel expenses including a $750 a 
night hotel bill. Meanwhile, CSIS case officers looking at high-risk travelers are overstretched 
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and underresourced. Does the minister really think this is an appropriate use of taxpayer 
funds?" (Roseanne Lefebvre) 

Government response: The travel director of the government of Canada is very clear. It 
states that the most economical means are to be selected when booking transportation, 
accommodations and facilities. The government takes the management of taxpayers' money 
very seriously. 

"T0t,, 
CSIS response: Owing to national security reasons, CST§ ogg;'pot disclose the particulars of 
where our employees travel or whom they meet with --4aneat#Ites),qually to members of 
the executive. That said, it must be noted ttrti'ff-ml is a neeeSsaryi:egpirebItnt for intelligence 
workers. That's because national securityp(acshAr4l,wrcise -rdeFpffitialkatidltIslbally - and 
CSIS has many partnerships that need to'bie-icRaiHtall,ed'eigl,e?(pandeiE10711,,,e int:Spatial?) 
character of terrorism has made this especiallrAilri?'q§1 isCgSrpmely ivelf5;15tf8isqflrixiieyer 
dollars. Everything we do in fulfilling our mandate to protegt-An4d'palional seairkipte(es3s 
is done in a manner of utmost professionalism. All merylbers1,95ob'siq.iiffe*.p the GoC rules 
and regulations set forth by Treasury Board Secretariat 4-ZPv 	1%-,Af  6Z-0 

n 	A . • Costs of the O'Connor and lacobucci Inquiries for CSIS anckotheraitISAc-ott) 
CSIS response: For reasons of national security, CSIS does not disclosevdetails of its 
and/or expenditures, beyond those publicly reported in the Parliamentary Estimates, Publie 
Accounts, and the Budget. 

With respect to costs incurred by the O'Connor Inquiry, CSIS can release the following 
information: 

$1,849,335.00 (fiscal year 2004/05, received in 2005/06 via the Operating Budget Carry 
Forward Policy) Pfs PP- $1,418,280.00 (fiscal yearc.200510.8:p via Supplementary Estimates A) 

v, .04/ 91/43&)  
With respect to costs incurretirbyne lacoPut-ci.Inquiry, CSIS can release the following 
information: 	fl:,1 	--- k.... - 	----", ,,... 	,- 

8,9 2, I )* „..,CS/6,  
t' 	1Y 4.4 -4  4) 	

0 /tip 	yfr  1„.0423,  
$3,133,233.00 (fikal,„yeak40,0t10,8,,  via SupprerpeptifilAstirRa,tes A) 
$433,973.00 fiscal"( 	ileaet,2068/09:-.:,iii(SupplemeriWW;<EstiLdialesl) ,Av AW" 

7-, ulli ,,..1/4-.., 	et 'Oir
, • Costs of the civil action brifiughtaqamst-Oanada Arar, Abou-Elmaati, Nureddin and 

Almalki:  (Craig Scott) 	< 	- 	rr,E-- -4,....v 14/pri  1--)  4 	ill 	0 ,, 	 , 	, 
CSIS response: For reasons of natio114,seputitytCSIalddes,99t disclose details of its budget 
and/or expenditures, beyond those publicrYlfr4ortartFtupOlrelhentary Estimates, Public ,le 	ink- -.,,,, Accounts, and the Budget. 	 "lc " 18 ek ....s 
With respect to costs related to the civil actions by the individuals in question and their 
subsequent court-awarded amounts, the following was identified in the Public Accounts: 

For Ahmad Abou-Elmaati: 
$1,924.95 (fiscal year 2011/12, as part of Public Accounts amount of $3,729.00) 
$13,904.13 (fiscal year 2013/14, as part of Public Accounts amount of $125,137.00) 

i$A1,1 666');68)(fiscal year 2013/14, as part of Public Accounts amount of $5,000.00) 

For Muayyeg, isturellr: 
$1,503.6*9‘fyear zomi2, as part of Public Accounts amount of $3,729.00) 
*la 904.13 (fiscal'Oir.,20)S/14, as part of Public Accounts amount of $125,137.00) iA A. fY 	Va,, 

).z„.11Y 	 ek */1? 
)1pr AblVilah5t! a lki : 
$fk904:1,-24fisc f3year 2013/1Q(las Rditlof

) 
 Public Accounts amount of $125,137.00) 

‘/0,y 
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Tr). it), Good afternoon Mr. Chair and honourab e-sq,-poapw 

S,€-L,, 	0'1  civs  0; a 
as 7,,, Pi* i.,, 	, 

'':,,4,  `/!,,P,I, 	,.., //vie.  -7,/  ‘,4,,e)_,  0  ryohe  P 	'I A 	/ .c• 	-&-c C  vsl Thank you for inviting me here today, ‘alb.ngttcl.nr." col'iLogivisirl_ flit.? t,-- 2,,,,_, 	s,  
.11 66-51. ivlei/v  /0i? RCMP and CSIS, as you undertake your stuckyof), 

, 
1-11 	4,3' i of  iv  6,  

This is my first time appearing before your i COmrriittee in my n46496eas 
Chief of the Communications Security Est6blishni6ifit, and I am pleased to 
share with you some insights I have gleaned to date, j ncluding as these 
relate to Bill C-51. I realize our time together is short, so'I'll keep my 
comments brief. 

Mr. Chair, I am bothillitp led aricbpont0e,,dto serve as the Chief of the 
.41/Prir, 

Communications SeturikEstablishmenits.kt thistrAo-le, I support the Minister Security 
of National Defence in the,,eeca.:419417,fpf".his- di.,,Itkes-45the Minister 

r/o 	 1-.? responsible for CSE. As L,an9dat",:s,natipnatAcryptologic agency, CSE is a 
'Qty.'. 41 	..)$ unique institution within the Goveranlerit 9f1(aan'ald and one of Canada's 

Qev---N4Y ‘"44  key security'aridiintelligence organizations. FOcca - liv ost 70 years, CSE has 
playedLa. vital role lit helping to protect the securifY3of Canada and all 

th,rfe, 	
Tr7T 

CSE ha%Da, ,.e part mandate, as stipulated in part FIVE ONE of the 
National DeldilteL)_kett. T, Specifically, Mr. Chair, CSE collects foreign 

or intelltg4 i 3e n aCcdastewith the Government of Canada's intelligence 
Prz--cl! 	''q/z? 	f/VPr),Y1,,i 1Y0A-A  

prioriliesk\rtaiso provide idviiteiatid support in the defence of electronic 
LA'At,8 systems fsi&Rittr4aerckto thevqoive.7ent of Canada; and finally, CSE is 

mandatedicq4s'4o1,4o federal law enforcement and security 
agencies in exectlirn ,4t:1101b‘ftflkauthorities. u  4  

Ir 
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If you will allow me Mr. Chair, I would also like to elaborate on CSE's 
assistance mandate. Under our assistanceippvision, federal law 

.it31/2  
enforcement and security agencies, such as‘Cv1Vitnd CSIS, may request 
our technical support and assistancFlpt„ppdgoci6VaAsep4tit9ir own 
legislated mandates In effect, when4ien4rrngthis assistance we are acting 

/WI) 	,6)4,7  
under the legal authority of the 	 rindrequesthigka-gen9yc 	arelSgpitttT6 any 
associated restrictions or conditions. 	 /o/k, , 	

v,„q 

•=i 
141,4(41/  o 

/1/ kits' , A/ s  
The National Defence Act is also clear in defining the measures1F*CSE 
must take to protect the privacy of Canadians. It states explicitly that 
CSE's foreign intelligence and cyber4defence activities shall not be directed 
at Canadians or any person in Canaddil  and that these activities will be 
subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and 
retention of intercepteiJfifc.?10'atAn. The National Defence Act also 
establishes the office.andAdutAccPille CSE CoMmissioner and provides 

1;&/, (43/2  the legal basis foriltsfextp,nsive revijg*,a9thq ity. 

cy?  
/0,c, 

Bill C-51 does not directly ihSiOtact 	E'1','S),,ktidn,dpte or authorities. CSE is, 
n 	' PIYA,/ AI  4r) '-'' 44 however, one of the department Ant r-iggeniciteAst6.0 under The Security of - f-r.  

Canada Information Sharing Act. 	cdlitirtu6 to ensure that any 
information we may share or:Ireceive from our federal partners is done in 
full compliance with the law and respecting the privacy of Canadians. We 
have established policies, practiCes and protocols to guide this sharing of 
information reflecting Canadian law, the Charter and relevant privacy 

% protect' ncs,,1, 
,tqc.,c1 /4-4,v6, 

t9(jii,y 	 tict 	0 
/tfr, 

—fiv Pix- 	y 	t•-• 	•  Mr.Ghwcsie8-7.3(mvingl/attgSE..re been impressed by the dedication, 
commitme-140ApVeistonalitro 6f/jtist employees. This dedication is 
reflected, inija,frglib-theiditsommitment and dedication to respecting and 

lo, protecting the privgtstoliqpienbOris),, I have already observed firsthand this 
commitment throughout the 644*-ation to respect CSE's legal framework, 

2 
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xi 

including the privacy of Canadians. This culture of compliance has been 
affirmed by the independent Commission cplCSE. I can assure the 
Committee that I take very seriously my res:041s to ensure that the 
organization complies with the law ariOtp,s,rotecttstff pictv*,,y,of Canadians. d' 

toit , 15) 	P 	° I/VP Pl?  ) ' 	•ii. 	 %7 (-•s, 	°I 	1" 
Alt/0  C 

/1/-4C1;f0C4Ny 	Al,in411/0/,, 
hE 

Thank you for inviting me here today and it woLild.b&4m pleasure7:to L'i? '' 04,,,,u b  answer the members' questions. 	 o 
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In Question Period debate (March 10 - March 26) the following issues and questions were 
raised with regard to CSIS. 

PY0 

"ICC v' 
• Insufficient oversight:  Another isstreimlwhicpu Caned 	arqIiiicl,p41 is Conservative • 

Bill C-51. The Prime Minister surelyadne,t4 -ifeireKet4a,t the9ikepthypAd7iqpread even 
into his own ranks, with the Conservative rrie*b&'-fOtitieffington-ZgRa6MHills daring to 

t)  admit that more parliamentary oversight of intelligrefted ,s,rortt4cactrvities is needed. 
Will other Conservative members wake up and insiialRekeoF:litritsploOt4er finally listen 
to the criticism of his flawed anti-terrorism bill? Rosane Dotifei,Lefebv-A ,CY 

v7:9 
Government response: The oversight model used by our Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service is the envy of the world because it is it so rigorous and provides unlimited access to all 
the data. Steven Blaney 

P • Constitutionality of Billt,C-7512pyr.  Speaker, Ronald Atkey, a former Conservative 
minister and chair of the Ale,Wiliiii,iiiteffigence Review Committee, stated very clearly that 
allowing CSIS teaski@judge'tti3vielaite-thes',CAarter of Rights and Freedoms will turn into 

4i 	p 	 /Mr, a constitutionaroOtrnaLeWpy does- rim goy9mrnept want to rush a bill that is ill-
conceived? 	 04,,,v 	 utti tio  -I 	17:6 

EZs 7.10 	 'gib 

	

4/ 	I/ 	07:  /0,( 
P 	> Government response: Mr. Speaker y etterdayswetteard from a number of witnesses. It was 

	

.1"4 	 4 - the second day of testimony. The first dayceof Codfse,40as'itiesday with both the Minister of ciAj. Lie!  Public Safety and the Minister of Justice appearing. WeloLokiforward to continued debate and 
information coming from all sides with their views on this. faking about the gaps that have been 
identified by our national security agencies, it was very clear when Commissioner Paulson said 
that it would also be very helpful in respect of those people we do not know anything about. He 
was referring to the information-sharing aspects of this particular bill. We have brought forward 
these commonsense measures and I certainly hope the opposition parties will get on board. 
Roxane pi /6y0  

"ler, IV& t -P 46' ' 
Abrolication6bUTDA to*onviolent civil disobedience:  Aboriginal communities „ 
etprfiVerrhieif(064vfrô'Ipp2is government. They have legitimate concerns. All too 

oRen,,Phave1 /4 -eer) lawIrifOraAerit%encies deem our protests to be illegal, and that 
was befofk 

A
evh:ecltd/worry abodt being lumped in with terrorists. Will the minister finally 

recognize/M:4qt Bill4C-151us dhop.nstitutional and threatens the rights 
A1 ,2D 	-4 • of aboriginal people, ,s. 	eo- agapash 

Alz-s  

Government response: I would like to reassure him and ask him to refer to page 3 of the bill, 
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which clearly indicates that activities that undermine the security of Canada do not include: 
lawful advocacy, protest, dissent and artistic)9pre,sion. 

Obviously, when we are talking about security, we 	 reject 	argument that our freedoms 
are threatened. There are several provisions 4 pill 6'3 --10-0s*-ed199,rJe(v1spiw processes and judicial 
oversight. I encourage my colleague to readdIrt, g i t and suprkirt,Ife-sp#108ures, which will not 
only protect Canadians but also strengthen&pavelkiNond accePulitatilityq 'OhRnisms. 
Steven Blaney 	 Abv.&,4 

/0/i3 
7/V • Operations Abroad:  Mr. Speaker, it is now being reL-2  Po edi Tufkish4nedia that the „. individual who was detained for allegedly helping three BrlieiS,4 sch9?Iguitsdckin ISIS was 

working for the Canadian embassy in Jordan, where Bruno Saccomaht#Sformer head 
of the Prime Minister's security detail, is the ambassador. Can the govemMent confirm 
that someone linked to Canadian intelligence, an employee, an agent or an asset, is 
being detained in Turkey? Megan Leslie 

Government response: Mr. Speaker, yes, we are aware of some of these reports. However, I 
cannot comment on operational pAtters of national security. Roxane James 

fitt 1-49/0  
Ace  0 

• Bill C-51 and Aboriginal Rights:  Mr Spelkep,61-10r today in question period, we 
heard the parliamentary 	publt67.'sgketks,that, "I was very pleased to be 
able to respond to those concerns' Ake,x,:qain hOkth6?/6111 would work". She was -
referring to the National Chiqfpf-tlx.';ees'Sp,mb'lyof First Nations who explained that Bill C-
51 must be withdrawn for violati4)41,14(ittig,okiiiit,pations under section 35 of the 
Constitution. My question is for the Miiiiislekqbegt#61 A ffairs and Northern 
Development. Could he please undertake an educational program for members of his 
caucus to understand the notion of constitutionally-enshrined rights cannot be explained 
away by a parliaMentary secretary? Elizabeth May 

Government Response: The hon. member across the way already knows that all legislation is 
vetted thrigughplegal evaluation. We are very confident in the constitutionality of this piece of 
legislation%atiecurity agencies have identified gaps in keeping Canadians safe and 
protecting naterci41(stcaritxThat is what this bill is about. Roxane James 

SOP 2-0 fil 	 . 
acounlerinq ViolefituittemiliTENhy  is de-radicalization not a priority for the 
61:1449,7ti:itithen tivilib*Diecv-6,0̀g%nd it can actually prevent future attacks? Randall 
Garrisc&"7-,1%,c,'' )  ;11 1 /, 	/v Aloi/v0/04, 

100 
4:41/  OP. 1i3ov  

Oic,,` .4 	 ./ 
Government Respont0:1;101mR56114,4eayie attended a cross cultural round table. I hope he 
was there when Ms. Raheel 'Raz4th.#Ttesident of the Muslims Facing Tomorrow, appeared. 
What did she say at committee? She sakkhat legislation was important to combat 
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radicalization, that we needed better tools to track jihadists who travelled overseas. That is the 
reality. She does not have a problem with sharing4r7 jation because the larger picture is that 
of the security and safety of Canada. Ms. Raza gets ti0§,tafkri,  Blaney 

Alec 4/6' OP &), 
•  Working with the Provinces: The  ptb ;v e4teplic,t .Q1360,ei,Cl joinedop/the   growing 

chorus against Bill C-51, criticizing the*drakgigy&r,Tent'swrydarcergtIpppRach and the 
impact Bill C-51 will have on Quebeckers' fundamental rights. Thef6dOlOotirnment 
has a responsibility to consult the provinces onim'fidulamfiratisues.Will the 
Conservatives agree to our request to hear from thfe-eleke640016r4sin committee, 
namely the ministers of justice, public security and CanadiachAtgoVdmrk,ghtal affairs? 
Nycole Turmel • 

Government Response: I have already had the opportunity to meet with my Quebec 
counterpart, Minister Lise Theriault, and talk to her about the measures—the balanced bill—that 
we want to put in place to protect Canadians from the terrorist threat. We are going to continue 
working not only with the priTincm, but also with police forces. That is one reason why it is so 
important to share informatioli9I/Ttike4her that the federal government would share 
information with the provincial and ein,[spolice forces to protect Canadians from the 
terrorist threat. Stevepsplanky. 	 8/ 
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Disclaimer 	 ‘-% 

The Speaker: Oral 

2:24:29 PM 

questions. (Speaking French) The honourable leader of the opposition. (Some Applause) 
fiy 

Thomas Mulcair (NDP): (Voice uf41;r(an6leor): Mr. Speaker, today is April 1st, and it's no 
joke Canada still doesn't have albadgielos-pec,usual, the minister of finance is silent on 
this day. Will the prime ikipls,ter st(olisktgam'eS.,/and finally tell Canadians when the 

for 	 IJA budget will be broughdOwn. k,§pme Appease) ,11,, 
P63  111' 	l'1s)4,7'1C), 

(Voice of Translator): The 	 e3p right 	bl rime mi 
foiv -41  'C Qs, 

4_k Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: (Voice Of Zkrens4tor)`roelhd4)announced measures on the 
economic action plan, Mr. Speaker, recre'ftli.W.tpa43avribamirliced measures to put money in 
the pockets of Canadian families to pay lesg1;"aXvbgbOtkor &id care, for the fitness task 

FS 
credit, among other things. 

2:25:29 PM 

The universal tax credit, et cetera. These measures are already before the house and I 
would encourage the ndp and all parties to support them. (Some Applause) 

(Voice OPArcaiftat,o ): The honourable leader of the opposition. (End of Translation). 
,3/0, 

1̀43 Thomas Mulcatrzak quart)  er}of,p million more unemployed today than when the crisis hit in 
200t3igimekgr,)eatest-iitgovalq4nS'e9padian history. A whole generation for the first time will 
eal'n les$ Ilan ,their pareYWnidgerir4parents. That's their track record, Mr. Speaker. L • • 	A- 	IA. ,. 	I (Some Abtalas#Thellirlance mr”ter ;cjekis he s holding off on the budget because of 
quote econiMx„unte4taitity. But ihe,b(901,0fCanada moved ahead with stimulus just this 
January. Thexp 	 are moving ahead, they're presenting their budgets 
one after the o We;rbW4,4 s theconykminister so singularly incapable of doing his job? 
When will he presen6tariicleislifitgeti-lome Applause) 

"4:11/ 	\-)/ 

Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: Mr. Speaker-,Cl'ets be clear what the record is on this side. 
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2:26:32 PM 

A)P, pw 1.2 million net new jobs since the end of the recessibpi,The4est tax rates in the g7. The 
lowest debt levels in the g7 by far, and far ahead of 941(p)/9•Viiit09s, Mr. Speaker, a 
balanced budget. That's why this country has,Tod econklaciromfli-pTspects for the long-
term. There are many measures before the,itiomsgkSr4gpt nowsleigqIiiigyOlicx that puts --
including measures that put money into the-Wckes,9fAairrililies fokoptoSLAlet other 
expenses that will do so immediately this year%fil,A.;-.Caltaiti ,t;trndp arid,14ppis?po 'atop their 
ideological belief and high taxes and support thingsv•fdrsan'aqiarifamilies. (86mekplause) GT:  ,tify 

0 v  ° 	Psit? 
The Speaker: The honourable leader of the opposition. '/  

Av 4'9 
0A, Op 	 / Thomas Mulcair: Yes, the governor of the bank of Canada had a one-word summary-jar that 

track record: Atrocious, Mr. Speaker. (Voice of Translator) But the prime minisieWia 
responsible for this mess. He's the one who staked everything on oil despite warnings from 
the ndp. We told him to be more prudent, 

2:27:33 PM 

to diversify, and to protect the manufacturing sector. Where some 400,000 good-paying 
jobs, not part-time, unstableijgWflittphe's talking about, good jobs, were lost there. Now 
what was bound to happen did „60ppv.rck.ST41,9,conservatives are panicking and they're 
incapable of presenting OudgetC*.g.TtgAtlyee'pr(eMxt, this never had in a generation before 
that a sitting governmeo);Iwaxyt brougl=k,iplaZbudgtt /at the start of the new fiscal period. 
When will we see theibudygtr elpo 	r*-7i)p aft 

• '15'S 	" 	Yi'°69171c 
Cilliitk..91-Pal,.. 9̀CPs, • 	 11$' 

Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: (Voicesf4,-i•rarVatON Mr. Spealipr„:14.19, bank of Canada is an 
expert, and they expect an increasiVit (5crT-npjnil&groiwth this yea 	Speaker, we have 
done a great deal, Mr. Speaker, fdrittyrnabiuf,iktiiinigsstor, but with the ndp opposition, 
well, we've seen them vote everythingAigy;WagpickivAoi4nt lower taxes for the 
manufacturing sector. They voted against extiertdint4he /11.,% 4̀  

rs  
ES 

2:28:37 PM 

accelerated capital cost measures. The ndp voted against the innovation fund for the 
automobile sector. They voted against the national strategy... (End of Translation). 

The Speskerppe honourable leader of the opposition. 
01/./s,00.8„..,  

Thomas Mulge(iyoltkogranslator): Mr. Speaker, we know one thing, that the day the 
conservatives WIRsfirc)ally, gctEept. to bring down a budget, they're going to be taking $7.5 
.11,,, 	' .1 /4S' 	. lip .---)/,c, , lion9 /frok-n4axpayerVilkordtr to_trduct partisan advertising. That's the reality. That's the 

way 440 ,d8, ttiepubliC4lectidliiisp,,Mik/5peaker. (Some Applause) What we won't know the 
day orti*Izailji'ct cost oflt/tLef-Q;a54'tKFIraq. Because that is something they're going to 
hide. If he's isb 4200,/  Of ;kip .war in 'rift Aiiitis the prime minister hiding the real costs? 

0 
wear 

Appla0e)/60  ,c, 0, 
(-1 2:29:37 PM 	Al 	41" 

. 
(Voice of Translator): The right honourante prime minister. 
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Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: (Voice of Translator) Mr. Speaker, the government has already 
announced the figures, the costs. (End of T,ranslapon)iyVhen we talk about the budget, I can 
assure the honourable member the government willcry:feglyring forward a budget but 
we'll make sure Canadians are well aware of the cont2ints)(4th?attib!.,Idget and how those 
measures impact them. We II make sure theyq..,awareQ:11-ktp(eloqiihriglf the children's 
fitness tax credit, of the new family tax cut opig•tfigi,.eriancemrldf,t,e4139jyversal child care 
benefit. I know that the ndp would like to take, all 	aintat/aftxra.k.**pgople's 
taxes. We'll make sure they're aware of them aciotthlrybekelft,from them (Some  

4 	 /V114i C . 0,4-1 

	

' v 	'Q" et, rY,s,  

The Speaker: The honourable leader of the opposition.. , 0 	€ 	 '-li' 
(74,A. 	 41  U 0 

	

OR. , 	i n.1 /49  Le' 	1.‹.1 . 
Thomas Mulcair: Where the prime minister would ,  take billions of119Aars,s7iomivel  rriLdidle 
class to give it to the richest 15%, damn right we're gonna reverse Vat, M?.Sip,,,eLikpV 
(Some Applause) The defence minister is misleading Canadians about why our troops are 
there. 

2:30:38 PM 

The chief of defence staff is contradicting the minister's claim that Canada has to attack 
Syria because other countries don't have smart bombs. General Lawson has just confirmed 
that several other countrieSlisolibirtg,in Iraq and Syria actually do have the same weapons 
and they have used them. Why'bee-diAgervatives again misleading Canadians about this 
war? (Some Applause) 	

CC'S

/,,,,, s, .----.Q1) &).- _ OP kiti/ ,9 ,,,„(-;t3/ '3/jp 49P 	' k  i  /,. • 1.14;)/ i . 41A/,-, , 
(Voice of Translator):TN<tigly-KTourable-prtme RinistelF(End of Translation). 

n-s0, %','• l'' S' 	ic?4,4  
- WV," .1 07,' Cf?s, 	47;10 1C.7-  4A 

Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: Mr. Skakericithe alp wouldt4p, mdiney away from 100% of 
--- t- -),- 	iv r, , t,  ix- 	 - Canadian families and give it to Iluiredsk9r).1;tgisl9bbyrnts and advocates, Mr. Speaker. That's 

not what this government supports'lica9aclWaills,g6TV them do it. In terms of the 
second question, Mr. Speaker, the chief €ifid ef4n7ce,,,s aft/4h gsl a trg a d y addressed this 1//,, 	6/ 	 ' 	 Il I- "'H 	• • particular issue but let me be very clear about-ttle gove- rifirragvnM position. We will assist our 
partners around the world in making sure that the so-callidA'amic state does not have a 
safe haven in either Iraq or Syria from which it can launch terrorist attacks against this 
country. We are committed to making sure that risk and that threat to 

2:31:40 PM 

Canadians is degraded. (Some Applause) 
Pilo_ -1"JAko 

The Speaker; ̀ 'he hbfiqyable member for Papineau. 

1X-ik JustiibTacfeau: Mr. speakePitn'emiddle class needs a plan for jobs and growth. As the 
t''V 	"v 	M AL 	'  economy g4s, the goNtffp 	5r„IA delivered. Unemployment is stubbornly high and 

20,060cif"qrvieptptopieAost full-tili*OtTS.1unsflast month. So why is the prime minister 
cutting $9 rnitlir,/kocn'-Ztkelyvouth eirnr3LoyAr4,,trategy this year? (Some Applause) 

I/00 OA/ 	/?fiA •4-1  The Speaker: The/fight hop,oulidt9eprIme minister. 
4-14 

Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: Mr: SpeaK0r2,thigsgovernment has an enviable employment record 
because we are pursuing a low tax plari:kr jobs and growth. What they want to do on that 
side is raise taxes on Canadian families. Somehow they think that would help the middle 
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class. It would somehow help the middle class to take away the children's fitness tax credit, 
to take away income splitting from Canadian families and pensioners, to take away the 
enhancement of the universal child care benefit, MircSnaker. -7  

2:32:42 PM 	 ii)it 	
'IC % 6 

1 /491/ iStP. 7b 
Pin'l Aes . 	'

-,- 
These are good measures for middle-class' a,,Impit, 4 liki4y the CanAeliecnriddlee-ts, 
unlike the middle class in most countries, has figal,gioPdAfjokIN:Fer thelOserawy9ars and 
we continue to be move forward. (Some Applause) 4:-̀ ‘,c- 70,4v 	.11/ 1 , 	"I'vlr,  ' v0/0 ,... i..- 	ii  s- 77 	0- ,-.,:? 06, s ,, 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable member for Papineavtatnct.of Treinsratro k). 0:' iv.,,, A , 

that 
'-'0, i 	 iA, '..4 

Justin Trudeau: The prime minister cut $9 million from programs that help yopq vOpple 
find work. But he's spending $7.5 million on a new round of partisan government s 
advertising. He's got the wrong priorities. When will the prime minister understand that 
taxpayer funds should be used to help Canadians, not the conservative party? (Some 
Applause) 

The Speaker: The right honourable prime minister. 

'op., PA)  
Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: Th'eZlipier6.1(party actually asking me about taxpayer dollars, Mr. 
Speaker? We're still trying to finds4,04kifilrosof those dollars, Mr. Speaker. (Some Applause) 

‘-/E3 

2:33:45 PM 	So 
Pp;„ 	,

6, 

/A/PO 
„d4 	11/- 

The priority, Mr. Speaker, is'It94:fut,,,-izr,:ioin Anto the 'powstet,pifCanadians. The wrong priority 
is the liberal party's position aijarriti,.i,:ilirytr cuCIts-,pgitl9R,against tax breaks for 
seniors. Its position against the ticlir

.h
ikabcpldicafeVnefit.. Its position against the Canada 

job grant, against the Canada appreMiqship4ok4161.4t4the apprenticeship grants, 
against help for sectors, those are the wror4priOtitieilt4(SofrlbcApplause) 

	

oiv 	A  

(Voice of Translator): The honourable member for Papineat:16',(sEnd of Translation). 

Justin Trudeau: The prime minister likes to control things but he doesn't get to write the 
liberal platform. (Some Applause) (Indiscernible Conversation) 

The Speaker: Order! Order! 
/3% P 

2:34:46 PM 1/49/  c 
-1Ccpc,  op 

Me m?,  ers,need tcr.clornettozoeciet ;The honourable member for Papineau has the floor. 
f:te'; C,i p'`4-11,t? 	° /A Ciii% oi„ 144k, 

Justinqiy/yick49-NoiF of Traiisi9r&iithie7.knadian economy needs growth, jobs, and 
assistanceiliegsoucrIK9AARIFople 	jqrrnment's priority, the conservative 
government'5iiftyfity',G.s.Ao 'c'4r,t?,9 million to ti,‘-e youth employment strategy in order to buy 
$7.5 million woettOfilfwils'anAacl1/41-tising? When will the prime minister finally understand 

°Ph 11'd that taxpayer funds-si,ou C e 	help Canadians, not the conservative party. (Some I 
Applause) 	

A(  10/1/ 801Y4., 	(0/ 

(Voice of Translator): The right honourably prime minister. 
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Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: (Voice of Translator) Well, it's odd to see the liberal party asking 
a question about advertising when we know whaLhapp,ened with those $40 million. (End of 
Translation) I would just say that somebody has f &ggrit&theplatform. (Some Applause) v/sy,,,-*s0_ 

/-) 
2:35:50 PM 	 #4,6- 	

4 co$. ,9 (-3 

	

9 P tAi 	i • 
4.41/  

In all seriousness, Mr. Speaker, when theyr
,-
oco:igptlarrnato writingCapla 	l ttivm‘orizi there, 

they don't get to run away from their record. AVAttie97(WohRgainstYeltie-AiliCfoi)jfaiMilies 
and the middle class is crystal clear and Cahadians elle.S'ig,;hCira4eVrila,1,-,.„  bout its. '`(Some /- 
Applause) (Indiscernible Conversation) 	4 ,, /ob, 	,,s, 	iyi-, 0,   

D4''-i IY0,1 (-1 ' b 
Aki 	4r) 8.0r-,_4,  

The Speaker: Order! (Voice of Translator) The honourable mernberor.rosemoktiOa04ite 
Patrie. 	 °41. Li"? 1S/V ;q tS C.k,s, 

Alexandre Boulerice (NDP):(Voice of Translator): It's kind of hard to follow that, Mr. 
Speaker. New revelations have shown that no fewer than 40 senators are now under 
investigation by the auditor general. The senators have become an open bar where the 
friends, liberal and conservative friends, are in a feeding frenzy at taxpayers' 

PiY01/PA?0  .)..c. expense. Conservative senator fiam,e,Ww301.41i)n is accused of fraud for personal travel. Duffy 
accused of abuse of conifiy 	a ence pider,yriCapd.Pi),T:10 senator Harb accused of fraud. 
Canadians are fed up with, Ibleing the biitt(9fA  these Kokes. When will we see the senate < . .  i  . , .) 	14- lY11/ 4'04: abolished, Mr. Speake'r'1 4,1 p  ,i6) 

4", 	
0,y,,.'1C).- 	7- 

iliAiki. CP ,11 
(Voice of Translator): The 	 leas!!honourabletlypntary secteetary0(End of Translation). 1 /iy 	,..., 	,,,,, 

'1  4 yA U , 1 /4  '''')) - • A itik 
Paul Calandra:Mr. Speaker, of courseitOtyx OPripm tile,4sienalte invited the auditor general in to 
audit the expenses of all senators and wettiop8-i- 44 aktps,,s1 6E9 cooperating with them. He 
mentioned 40 senators. I know over there there 	kori16.1,67,/;ndp members of parliament 
who ha been found guilty of misusing house of commons resources, Mr. Speaker. Now, I 
know that member over there, he actually owes the Canadian taxpayer $12000, Mr. 
Speaker. For illegat offices in parts of the country where they have no members. (Some 
Applause) 

2:37:54 PM 

Pr) The Speakert:7Ord06,cDrder. Even for a Wednesday, this is getting quite loud. I'll ask 
members tocpiiie,/,sto;s-off: 4es. I'm having great difficulty hearing the questions and the 
answkrs, the`fiatiou'rnable.n3feraber for timmins-james bay. 

Soo, 10 ht Pp ‘-) 
CiVa'ie4  - 	 `461 • - Antis 44ER): Th rikWo 	peaker. I mean, we're not talking about a 

Vat   conser it/A aniiro,96ccprt, weAz,94 alktn about hand picked conservative senators facing 
real court. Th.1541.01:TgatRgt issue"b-eF-Withe auditor general identified 40 more 
senators with(icloOtmcpeTns0Hyv,yever., the prime minister's lead hand in the senate has 
said it's going to'bie:v,.(to4tAkiiitcleicide whether or not they should reimburse the 
money but with Duffy;15064-AbsajjOirpict9cing breach of trust and fraud, that doesn't cut 
it. Will the prime minister pi‘16miseYto,turni,ttle audit over to the R.C.M.P. So we can 
determine if any other of these senatolis4ould be up on charges? (Some Applause) 

2:36:52 PM 
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The Speaker: The honourable parliamentary secretary. 

A0 Paul Calandra: Again, Mr. Speaker, the auditor geP  rrep4was.,4pcstually violated in by the 
senate and of course we eagerly await the report that0S,,6':‘wiRrlifeizArp,'senting, Mr. Speaker. 
Now at the same time, I hope that he will assist -ms 	 k'row, Mr. Speaker, the 

is - o 4-  actual leader of the opposition 	 v` 	to Px:e 
? 4,4 

2:38:56 PM 	 ejli+ 8 6-tv 	•=1/v, 
,-/0 

/0, .0p 1/"&p himself owes $400,000 to the taxpayer of Canada forill.e.V oftlic,e6,,,tgr ilkgal mailings, Mr. 
Speaker. Gentleman beside him owes 122,000 and 66 otheVcroebprsficitei0ausus owe 
the remaining $2.4 million, Mr. Speaker, so hopefully they get olgtoPilifAlfar-eppy the 
taxpayers. 	 kiC 1,3 Ckts, 
The Speaker: The honourable member for timmins-james bay. 

Charlie Angus (NDP): What day is this? Oh, yes, April fool's. Now most of us face it once a 
year but for others, it's every time they get up to explain the inexplicable with their defence 
of the corruption in the senate. Now let's move from this culture of corruption to the culture 
of secrecy. Yesterday the treasury

ickte,:  
 board president tried to blow up the information 

ralit ipie commissioner's report by c released a record number of documents so the 
commissioner doesn't buy it. ThisitmpiVtie said, the volume of pages disclosed is not a 
sign of a transparent goal  r,nmenticpcprtullr101.(q government. When will the minister stop 
with the phony statistic&intlsr lain thel-Aullt4rg orktecrecy that developed under his watch? 

0,y 
2:39:57 PM 	 S°NN 	 CA) ,.S' 	 / 
(Some Applause) 	

)

1/.. 

&'4,415  
The Speaker: The 'honourable president ofithe,treasurYoar ' f ut,1/:  '' 	

( 

, , al 

/1ry ,, 
Tony Clement: Mr. Speaker, I'm dealing with facts, he's dealpg with rhetoric. The facts of 
the matter are that there's been an increase of disposal of access to information requests in 
the affirmative by 36% over the term of our government, Mr. Speaker. That's our record. 6 
million pages, Mr. Speaker. He may dismiss that, but we are the most open and transparent 
government in the history of this country and we're darn proud of it. (Some Applause) 

(Voice of,,Tratagator): The honourable member. 
rrOfr ''Oc iskl  &:ss,. 

Eve Peclet (iNipg)iqvalZ6 sf ,Translator): Mr. Speaker, well, what the minister hasn't said is 
thartitrespon4s,stOt,cessaoilpformation are poor quality and very late. The information 
co6Yri- issiVrier, was ver9lliciUr,;?ad4/quote, although the act was intended to shed light on 
govemmettdecisions, it as viecoi- a s ield against transparency and has encouraged a v4An 6141^rn 6s' 11: 

	

+OP,  , 1,4 	' ,--,A) 

culture ofidelaw.cBut-vi? 2006, t86/(gpvreetyrives had promised Canadians more transparency 

	

s'-'01 	, 7--,  

6 I 410  and an over ip-o 4/ 	 0-4- 0/4?  --.)./ A14, 
2:40:57 PM 	' P 

/1/47.. 	41'140 ,0,1,, 	„, 
the act. Isn't the minister ashameddfcgolinV back on these promises and of encouraging a 
culture of secrecy? (Some Applause) 
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(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister. 

Pc) PPr, Tony Clement: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, tficApeos clear. In 2013-2014, our 
government processed some 5.9 million requests, thapseal,ogiir6rase over last year. 
There was a 36% increase over the past two mrs. Ttiat-,Etco941i;s4iVry:651ear, Mr. Speaker. 
We are proud of having a government that fia o„d/4altiyith access t&information and made it 
a priority. 	 ft,;,' 4,1 p  4 	" 067/A 1v0 ,4?  

/Y6'04, lib '` . ,so  
, 	 ,s,  r. 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable member for saint Lrntieft. 	C 	/0/i, • .c 	4) 	€6 
A/ ZZA 0  'Y p- Sadia Groguhe (NDP): (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, 64,x; tiA9usaftkclAof(tieriiporary 

foreign workers will have to abandon their jobs and leave the colinty°beR96ktpreVroryork 
Visas are expiring. No one knows how many of these workers will gb-ihom , npiolie')Isnows 
how many of them have been granted a stay nor for what 

2:41:58 PM 

reason. No one has measured the consequences of these departures for businesses. Will the 
minister finally take charge of this file and deal with the many serious problems caused by 
this government? Pfto PA? 

" 011 C 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable arliarnentary secretary. 

ICc,, 1 /43.  0A-2' ‘) 

Costas Menegakis: 	 Speaker;(Vatie,Ofq,r9spslatorVbIA. 4tle temporary foreign workers 
program is exactly whAtck,Evgiasi(7/-1Mhat it saOr,t,F,,rOor)a/ryEF)ployers of temporary foreign 
workers have known sincc29,42.city:attfierlis, a failixriCtn,,trame. It was announced 
then. The real question is what-isstp...04itialptpe noiSidralfatry're asking us to keep 
the door wide open for a big nurnpe,r/dt jtelOoirW zp- fo(rigign workers. However, a few weeks 
back, they said that we hadn't put(tfie-§_ereformfilikplackearly enough. The ndp's record on 
this file and on its immigration policies iiilOrifeklyis4rycviol-risome, Mr. Speaker. (Some 
Applause) (End of Translation). 	 O 	14? •c71,7,-,  "Lif 

1:1  4•1?-6, 
cC 

2:42:58 PM 

The Speaker: The honourable member for newton-north delta. 

Jinny Sims (NDP): Today, thousands of people who came to this country looking for a better 
life are IVngitqcked out. All because that government made a mess of the temporary 
foreign woil:,,ssieepT-Rm. Many were on the verge of gaining permanent residency. Many 
were cheategkotal,orAffers4alyrings by unscrupulous consultants and some will go underground 
despkVe to st(a4AutileRied:my pathway to citizenship by this government. Meanwhile, 

err
_elkase losineenadraiMaSS: (What are the conservatives going to do to fix the mess 

thiampl aOlecpalee&„ 
Q6A, • ,07- 	414 7). 407- 11* , OA 	 A  

The Speakertl,STAlie Ifonau?able,parliimeryfavOtscretary. 
4 4,  /00  

Costas Menegakis4-  . (-41571,  ,p-epel.se/P4tte purpose of the temporary foreign workers program is 
to find employees wheibi/aG5ainagtiagnicitybe found to fill that job. Mr. Speaker, the 
member speaking today said this 8144kprilittse 24th, 2014, the bottom line is 

2:43:59 PM 
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there are people living in Canada who are being laid off or having their hours cut to facilitate 
the use of foreign workers. Mr. Speaker, today, ttitey'rasking something completely 
different. The incoherence on the part of the oppoilitivAridAat member, the member from 
newport-north delta on this file and in fact on Canadaiiitpreation policies more broadly is 
startling. (Some Applause) `cC&- °

0  
Op )- 

Stf 
-ii''.1,

•/,S 	9̀& - til'i C&/& ic 	,i) 	• 	 P0 	ON /Ai, . kill/ 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable memt(elf611,1-zimeniski-neigette-teniisco ta-c. les 
Basques Quebec. 	 "6.04/,.1.0-,,,‘:'t'  

1V4 9'''ke fO 'TS  Ad 	.../1/,  , 	
//O..7'4 ..`" 

'V  /IC77 fV/)/0„ ,- 7-/ 'w k-, 	l/P•p, 
Guy Caron (NDP): (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker,,the,eans3rvativesrab,z,incariable of 
bringing down a budget and even to measure the budgetafej;04ToTiht promises they 
have made. We've learned that the enhancements promised un'efer--iit.. ihQ/yRiiellardhil_cil care 
benefit by the conservatives are more beneficial for families who dort"t haveLlifl,rep.s,I'll 
repeat that. The improvements to this benefit for child care are more beneficiarfklleople 
who don't have children. We have a real plan in the ndp for children, for child care, $15 a 
day. Why, Mr. Speaker, doesn't the minister draw inspiration from 

2:45:00 PM 

us and use our plan to really help families? 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable mil-lister of state. (End of Translation). 

ti441,  .C‘i 
Candice Bergen: It's n4qr,hltvithat the 09Arep9Asaipv  In fact it said that all families would 

41, benefit from our planir.,§Aeaket,4that's w'li -tkiv .!Vt)Vee''.n? saying. All families with children 
will benefit from our expaciiNcLUcpi-fer9.: the iffitlyialt7tpietqpposition are giving to 
families. They're saying unlesicipbe.,3avlic40,ced daycare Fatej)you are not actually 
providing child care for your chil4.14likcheq 5*AM/op e , a parentii)at home, a parent using a 
private daycare, a family membe0.1heightipur,,*0a host of options that families 
use. We respect that. We will not tell families. hoity o%dre for their children. And we reject 
the opposition... (Some Applause). 	(711.1- 

4,41' 	 2s  

The Speaker: The honourable member for skeena-bulkley valley. 

Nathan Cullen (NDP): He had a question for the finance ministered today. I have a new 
idea, maybe we should put a little sign out the front of parliament, lost, one finance 
,minister.. Reward, the ability to explain his circumstance to the Canadian public. While he 
refuses tto show up-to work, thousands and thousands of 

2:46:01 PM 	S$. 
CC 

.c.‘17,1 Canaillianabe 
A;-• 4,q p 	6) 	

Npo  I 141 	••,,,$) 

fib 	 lkiA› The Spek,ar; biclprcklyant to cakitiioP;tlaeJkonourable member he's trying to -- I know, I'm 
just cautioriTri604347496?dp4ndirectkyvligithR's not allowed to do directly. The honourable 
member for 549.62thgaliyAailey, po  

f?' 111,4 40/ QGA., 4,1 
Nathan Cullen (NDP): Loat-leAy nkeVrits4fp-arice minister's. watch, the Canadian economy is 
actually shrinking. 15 months of ariamdcleit growth and this minister's only response is a 
new $7.5 million ad campaign for a budget that doesn't actually exist. I guess that's what 
the going rate is to actually spin out a program to spend $2 billion on the wealthiest 15% of 
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Canadian families. What's their solution to the thousands and thousands of Canadians that 
are lost their jobs, where's that budget? (Some Applause). 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of employment.-/  ,4 or, 
S 7, tiL/P L'8/ 

Pierre Poilievre: Our solution is to put dollarg441Frettki,n the pock is okrxtoriwand dads that 
they can meet the expenses that come witROeikiaalepitz. 

S  
But YeliVatOgreader of the ' 	10 	 /qC7- 

7  Ai Z.c  
2:47:02 PM 	 .7.7;04,6 

	VF 	'vxle 

4  4' °Vakr 
ndp made despicable and offensive comments about parents,v,po-Okna 'n.O'c,9ssklly use 
traditional institutional paid daycare. He said that those parentsavepith'ckitAcfWeLd'xpenses 
and therefore they should not get any money at all. Mr. Speaker, this will edniceoeliews to 
the stay at home parents, to those who use a neighbour or a family member andtathe 
millions others out there who make other decisions on how to raise their children. He should 
stand and apologize to them. (Some Applause) 

The Speaker: The honourable member for skeena-bulkley valley. 

4,1 floor. 	 A 	01 

1V7 A/7.1  

kind Nathan Cullen (NDP): The truth seems to have hit some kinthbf nerve over there, Mr. 
Speaker. Here is the truth. 400,000 lost manufacturing jobs. Their response is $7.5 million 
ad campaign. 250 Canada thousand Canadians more out of work since the recession, and 
their income-splitting scheme to help the wealthiest 15% of Canadians. That minister needs 
to check his facts before he damages our economy further. When is he going to show up to 
work, when will we finally see a budget? (Some Applause). 

/' P  The Speak&v:4sq 19 gitenourable member of employment. 
0A ,-,,,,s,„, 

,b 	'ICaccv's0,4-',6)-, 
Pietre4Rollevre: Mil,s5Deaker;therels still time for the ndp to apologize to parents like 

61 i . 16..t--- 	__ 	fr, '4,-: z,,, 'k.) 0, mgrzit.411melarevor yeq,,,epday--oxf. the weekend, he's from Osgood, he has five kids, all 
of the,9,Fe?toplotdto go fo'lhsAtuti,o0).4.mcare. But he struggles every month to save for 
their uniVerzstity-eAreitsfuture iniVepitVcepcation. He says that our new universal child 
care benefit f001,./cFrICOffd'ee.iwill g011ikecti4Cipto the registered education savings plans so 
that they canika

/I  
vfrithe IFeami(Ska university education. 

ic.)''' 44 '' 
• VII 	- , 	 4 

2:49:04 PM 	1 	 401  

-
S 

,.9 

Nathan Cullen (NDP): Theiro-c9,11ed child care plan, nothing for single parents. Their so- 
called child care plan divertsli(5%qatte wealthiest... 

&7,3,3,.,, 
4r,-, ivS ci The Speaker: Order. Ordpfr,,The gOv:emmbryikiivittppve a chance to respond to the question 

when the member's fihis4eydglutting ie-b6tr,lpf WO'etAtien. Members need to come to ordet 
or we have to make up e'-fialeioliewherii4e.11*,tiOlourable member forskeena- 

	

. 'YO 	'&6' 	lit,f , 	i 
bulkley valley has the 	 -1  io 	i'' 

SF4 
 2:48:03 PM 	 4 	

kk- 
0 C Q. 
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Maybe Trevor's plan is not good enough for the ndp leader, but it's good enough for us and 
that's why we're supporting Trevor and millions of other Canadian parents. (Some 
Applause) 	 Pli)017 As,/  

Ai  
(Voice of Translator): The honourable membenfor beausejoPP7- 

--)S 
cf/A 

Dominic Leblanc (LPC): (Voice of TranslatoeSAVI /J:ISpealk-,...job creitiRpabs1..teconomy 
are in free fall. Over the past year, 191,000 fewer .jobs 	than 1,90(tkeyrears 
ago. To make matters worse, the economy shrank difirfnp.Ahtee;?if4lepast s6ecirrf;nt4)/c, 
Instead of taking action, the conservatives are celebratiti9iheictisapirai'apie of the minister 
of finance. With job creation on the decline and an econornMtAtat$,IrajorDElownturn, 
why is the conservative solution simply to do nothing? (Some AlPplage) 1G/ 

1 0Av  

(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister. 

Pierre Poilievre: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, that's the type of question that we 
expect from a party whose leader thinks that the budget will simply balance itself. 

2:50:07 PM 

Poo Canadians understand that budgedon't balance themselves. That's why they support the 
increases, for example, to the clilifeepreAte9efit, $2,000 for children under 6. Money for 
children under 17. Mr. Speaker, tiik-.!" aorr9fo!anadians. The liberals are opposed to 
this, Mr. Speaker. The9.60-i iigithdrAorNitli*moiim They will be increasing taxes on 
Canadian families. We)yvJ

V6
114neser4allow therrvt9348fIttRae"t(4B0Pbk  

of Translation). 
k,41  

i 0,4/1 viYpp,  .11/0A , 
The Speaker: The honourable Memlleitipr wa§cana. ivqc 	FOR  — v 	vk-p  

fi)P 7Z/' 
Ralph Goodale (LPC): Mr. Speaker, avilto .111,4q1:iikrepcik:-.9f 191,000 jobs, and that's 
because there's no economic growth. Youfkoam-IpT/14,-iie Adie„iclass and all those working 
so hard just to get there without greater growt11/. You'YoNir,r'e4Vekpalanced budgets without 
greater growth. But this government's growth record is actuOliy the worst of any in 80 
years. The bank of Canada now calls it atrocious and it's getting worse. All projections are 
downward. Why is this government somewhat 

2:51:08 PM 

contenti§ein trocious? Where is the plan to fend off another recession? (Some Applause) 
Oc 

/84-, 
The SpeakeqrTrreilionsUirable minister of employment. 

uP c 
42., 	8 7.- ./Ypt,Sits,  

PierreWoJII-exme: Mr. Spe91Zer;i),lecti*ea low tax plan and it is working. Our approach to job 
1 i) creatfp35,.st,a2hcuitss‘rade, n,„xtrairvg. SVar, we have over a million net new jobs to show 

	

Al 	• 	-- 
for this 04141, 85e/p7.19ttteps-t are f6143*e,Vo-thirds are in high-wage sectors. The liberals' 
only plan is Orak/s,e-l'a?se,,Vatid.,run defiZits.4baladians understand the budget does not 
balance itselfjEveWifh'eSlilbezigr*ader does not. (Some Applause) 

sivpo  	q -kt: 
ii)/1/Ac 0 	1 

The Speaker: The honourOile &iembitvfo /rQascana. r,4, ts  

Ralph Goodale (LPC): Here's the government's record: The economy is shrinking, 
unemployment is up, TD bank says it's getting worse, cibc says job quality is at the lowest 
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ebb in 25 years, BNN is reporting the most pessimistic business outlook since the last 
recession, and the bank of 	

Pitib  

2:52:08 PM 

The Speaker: I'll just ask honourable members on the farle:nd'afIhAltr 

Applause) 	 <6. , 

Canada says only substantial monetary stirn.VA jugtc-a,p,keepingiciarefdplr,o1-ntMlling back into 

order while the minister answers the question. It's getting yersisy...:Nafizi>.61 exhpAourable 

recession. When will this government stopkWeicnkr21'ng?governA5-60:',xtaekiisthe fiscal 
plan to recover the 191,000 jobs lost by this giqg rn rfa'grzt 1Pri  Sthe last tiA.fbiyelis-?-,(SioZne 

minister for employment. 	 '/O4  

' 	c-)- 	/o/1/ (,„ 	'°/1/A '1/1/i) 

14Cc, 

4 00 

	

., /1/ 
; 

	

?)../ 

	

raes o come to 

4;qC Cdr 
Pierre Poilievre: Mr. Speaker; the liberal party has a one-point plan on jobs. Raiselaxes on 
families. We won't let them do that. We have a plan for tax cuts, training, and trade, the 
three Ts of job creation. It's working. Over a million net new jobs, 85% of them are full-
time and two-thirds are in high-wage sectors. Mr. Speaker, we're going to continue creating 
jobs. Our plan is working and we're going to move forward. (Some Applause) 

2:53:09 PM 
A  , 	. 

The Speaker: Perhaps the mernteNOPOdeo4vter centre didn't hear what I just said but I'll 
ask members to comesIsAir4er while‘Sialliyi(iftetsxrs8v,veir the questions. It's becoming quite 
tiresome. (Voice-of Ty__ naatoE /The honooril?le l'rritm(bfr)fpr alfred-pellan. 

S 1 	'fi  E 8 
	

,111 
/-,SOT 
CY 	7- 

Ccp 	-- iiI-, RosoneoDaeolefeisiimte4141.1P0 	.5-, IttoriarrataIe, 	xatiiimeawhameagiatitehemervikIlling 
taiimitaktbiatestialealwainflarkin 	tr 	ql s 	.yrigli: .A61.Apiros.s.vgaitigkistas-a-goliyaklaeiklaw in) 
allaenglimeetswAnglifitiaatalat.T.nea,ri(i4nOtan4otfii),Ofitcfprs0..lernsvriiittly,c17.5.1wpatioularlyttwhen, 
iti,gonaesvtapoo.marsigriabarachaceacling.AdellejpOilis3a*.pricfirity4eport„Iriotabythesecutityo 
in telligenzenney ievccoatnaittee7x:skricu rrentlY4 ,ia`t-Ie ti:J',,ifOtk'N:titnost..:ofilci,s:Tarsts.-:.actim,itiesta 
?Tribia,i5AterionseriousicOku:ZpeakeRyWhyT,morVtiyttiefectiathitiatiyiTs::,Winglerstand,Htllat.theigalyi 

--":::,s thingatostidozisuwitiadrawiyam5liL(ZoimeApiztlaus4 

fateateffluglitagelym(ioinelatiatagotaa.):;:0Mhalpisse riottstancimpothetigmav,S.pea.kav:gieetwsee, 
theactiatstamaaftaitta.y.fflawaeitgattaimeekongattanattertumgoOmpposiing,tevery,irneasoreogtif 
govianuraeotliceputtinigmfgemackiWatielzikalte, 

atam 
air 
,carpe 

1)/0 
4 / 

Randall 	 Eithiingi6is.--.clearpthis.,:inifaistetoaedirniit befiwas 
AtlitrOlVathatlit •ra 	,....,aii.. 	Liaessesigailinglitaisignitigaint attangesiffiyiestesalraw, tress  itheapttlaketisafety,i,aaramiittoev,.. -.egp,1144nryptimes..fErefusedi,,omeni:100oreaispoablie, 
anaencLingets:-AtOnntap.,of„Lbat,:.,Ahel;sealtity,iiiitelligerice.,;vemiem.:canmitteeltassyagainbeen,  
gleadkinEitsArep.ataaw140isqoagl,.:,priorikies7.,Zirg:isaytigamiiiaiy;cemiew,,qusateia,maikrlitItta-ba 

- 0 

r-',..ntkpnakseguritywatIglattrat'saterrotris famiMegatevotox4gagvxtithisux 
Attteair)itiigabST",c'Errg,.*3-4:-...a.ncLUrit.is11,4atagli...;as4fflau,.knotivffiteg.hameilamgmersight 

ttiavo.144...Thecsktpremekagiattagapgrlizesi:,.itsi.,a;laitity;.,to.lingLthe,  
ri laa;pclavgimitlageaintaLtaittppogLtheaug(Erad.of 

Iranalation ts, • 
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olmfivaribaymiketiviitiesjoitairtypigitimasy.tarvillitrim5peaRarRmariimokkitormatilogitgwomerisight.,  sire, 
tiloteitaatrogiszthalli itsnotAitsiipowersioWthylaigoestavithecruinimeriat 

Ors 49/0  

alefiSPeaketrikatiedi-OpettirettlearniaiaterADEMOP: C .r, -e,t44.5 	& 
0 

at 
Skevengialattemik-FMA, Mr,speakeri-odileilpresiiiefft:',g,,,C7 us 	 facingIiia, 	 CifFiArkvoi.Stketting 

rkaitafkmeaxeeckiegis-iatioimt-hat,-:isi.itnpor.tant,loifieomhiat-i:i v'n-a.' ji1- 14safr ' ''''  •',.4.rh,:ati,-xiCil. PA-Prin,.m4lagt.,F400l:s) 
itortraok4iiiaaciistsatba‘trrame 6:ow raeasoarickwehavieaambuiiipio ;ark gibitactiteneciontrytimiffraz 
IlipgailikeraateEsitmemelikeekiirtitia.s.7.said.c.thatiourotemiamboi40*.m. 	slivtogielgolzai 
aainediarkisystemistrikioymarbetterata la:neardaetweedaritlitesproteotip4plekw -visiXixOthigomation 
anchilaeomorteclutakiridightsiagiadjvidu a 1:i.,::M r 45-peakezinWeuhaviei-baigrila401614t001444.Aakero 
iamidithankztheffirlarritteirzforirraivitewing,thedaillaiaglAgettinsititolitlaiircifivo;tetaialiiiigwaik 

The Speaker: Honourable member for - 

ileitastaitaarrisortkIND.R:).:F:Vore.5hot-iairtfropktilis.Jai ni5Ler. The Qattailiartubaccie:r,.serviiee.s.) 
agermyedespe.ra.talyznee.dsKaInewleb..10,testb..0tential ly d an g-e roms.:iteraszttata re:corn-in 9,, 
,liato3aataa.da-: ;; 	eons e rvat i v es, have 7..be..e ri:.wairuad-;. 	oe.:20.0.ia :Oat-A he.4.13.7. yea r7. o:I d .lab.:i 
ttp-Qta,fraode r standards :1 but • -tea. - oftakiDg„-a.otion.rlhe,minister h as failed to m. prove 
fagilitiea 

24T! ..5-517145Rklo 

9-analaitorsilkiNatftrivvekeatatkingehereicaboutAre.airthreatsao, 
lanialatiormsoluggiliediilliagahweapoinsleackyielkthe 

• aitattlearlarapecicautiziateilikabonatokyliaaaario.ulaiw 

271,5iEgthZekl, 	 tys  

whiiieswittimadte- • 	 • evicainti* 
AraWatinell)1,  

1,z,"?  
Tbeyi.Soe.a.keiNE,ThavhoaolitraNeirnitiAt. rit‘ 

. ; iCaaariliainsioate204-Soinia 

44 n. 
5leven.;...13la.nayzOo ice:of  Tra.asiator),;1:74tliariciaafililh.t1/6w7.7.9.0erpinent-Ai.corrtrhitte.d--to, 

NsU.rI::fl..gJh.p.rotoCtion Of o.ttulaorcte 	 pl,work, don e:0::,the.,:.Ca n a dian., 
rsof: borderi 

sertvices.:L.a...g.e.nts;;;BrizaSipe a k 	 raw toaar.rayttios.ei: age: n ts::: but:otth e it. 
goatesit-o;this..cies-pite.:the-;;nd.p.iatit...z.hay.eso ortfordr.„cloulliedidaediame:i-tripled Aber: budgetutor, 
traktatatezfor-;:e:b5kanKlavv.vvillEeffastitteltb:a.t-,ebsamhasiatbelaecesaaiwxe-soulteesloileasittraitbei 
Sefelyzelkoitr7.ta -Blefia7) 

...0.0941;,VOklemalealiberaforzailitect7.pellamo 

' 
`irfit9,  . Wow 

be 
oolinpr. 	ftiipthe'rialailityrof 

1„, 

tesearehers.Jo-,.developt9pMX.oesige4T9chltreata-ratthelbordiermokradiathisAst,seriou.aly 
eadangeri ng-iilleAtaaltikanWsafet7;o0;5.7i1a4aliskaatteartitb.afoonservativesliustifyxtbis 
,aeitelmarghti.iiinifigiioalttrteAbact,offoui:S-afW.;,.F(;.Soniiau Applause 
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(iVAiceigefoiTpraiii5145.4po)Loilitie4bovio.miablatolaiois.ternofapoloilicKeatelw 

f$,..lememel:a.ner:-,0oice....o f - Tra.nstatoft)..43D.MAIRS.p.ealge. 	-qtyvithan.kfoLto,-the.:..conserv.ative, 
,tRembers.r,Y.v.b,eri.;::sinee.:20Q.6h:ay,eT..eowed.os.;toytfi.pl.el.t R,. 	gsporythe-tbsiim he nyit, comes) 
to..;:01ei:r7i..nstallatiorts.-z.Thh ey:,dow.linered.ible.w.ork,i7They,h 0..01C149al.qi:XTeopl.e.::to.:.the.:lis:Lof 
ipeople7beirignsongiht.v.M. r..r..peaker7::As....you:..1918)..ihr,v,,,,,p.:.h.ave..404..*eiskft..46,/o..i.t.he:-.n.tiraber,.:of 
egeots:17.atacbsrarserr.Mr:T.,.Speakeri.!mbey:17w.,i1140f1 -:(00 :9:17Lthe',.-64' :4iP.qs4hkii-vie.!.re:putting 

,(••&• 	0  C, ,,40, 	
A? 	C)'' 	 i.), 

et 
iriirptacedelettfttrethat7ottrbouder5,,are!isafe?A 	 48.tatiram, 

&',9 	, Ts 4 	Af 
The Speaker: The honourable member for Sault STE. MgrA,001 	1/6- 	/0,3, 

, Brian Hayes: Mr. Speaker, for over a century, algoma centrMA64i144,/cl*Pj9yecka, 
significant part in the northern Ontario 	tiON '90/y v il,/ ''°/ 

'1C0 /1- 
SI 

Vansportation network providing passenger train service to numerous people in this area. 
The acr runs almost 500 kilometres between Sault STE. Marie and Hurst. In particular, it 
lass served the canoeists, snowmobilers, cottagers and tourists who wish to travel within 
this beautiful region. Can the minister of transport please update this house on the latest 
action our government is t4k,i.ngtif1 this important file? (Some Applause) 

°OA, ksf,-. The Speaker: The honourable rn;104,§teM -...rIgsport. 
Cs 

1/./SA' 	8 tr.,,) 	• 	I, 
Lisa Raitt: Thank you4,1rc`,§ADeakrts. Mr. Spe*er?4,,wati 	thank the member for that 
question. I want to point ,99tiO(t jp.44byse as 1964,14AtOrleraeAlt,work that our colleague the 
member from Sault STE. Ma4Ii.eib,e/Olcoipg on th14,1y.,OpArne Applause) I also want to 
thank the algoma central railway),pbswriV9perce stakefi4Id&*orking group for their 
extensive study on this issue as'imetlfatfi6p*e..104,'09,ased to inform the house that our 
government will be providing funding 64sr,itfre40.0kttrV64ears to maintain the operation of 
the passenger rail service from Sault STE:11 	N01 

rr 	t. 
2:59:14 PM 

Marie to Hurst, Ontario. (Some Applause). 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable member. 

Ruth Elle'Wld.ps-edg.(NDP): (Voice of Translator): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The 
conservatives4cgimissAg in action when it comes to protecting the health of Canadians. 22 
people died ficg0.0§,Tgterteptipg listeriosis-tainted meat. But the conservatives still haven't 
filledigrhe-third, SA20-prhird4p,ttlit tr)spector posts at the Canadian food inspection agency in 
nitil.8rial lWer4a who atik-,,,:i3 8404g,evotverseeing meat processing plants in northern 
Albertaopr%Sp.e-aiZeJ, why ai-44,11-#6q,eSerVg2t:ives putting Canadians' lives at risk with these 
irresponstlfe, ckg?-4. 1815'w. Ap p I a AO' P-14/ 

h 

 "107. Oio„ 
rr 

(Voice of TransiA9,r ,C'I.$o 	avip.)e,4;ninister of health. (End of Translation). rr 

IS)4 	0 	4'1 
' 4i4A Rona Ambrose: Thank 

1  
you9V gP:r. 'eakdr4T'ell me tell you what the food 

"Ac„,,9 

[Text Missing] 

2:58:14 PM 
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ph 	„pp, 
Food safety is number one to C.F.I.A. 	8 	 ib /4/  P/S''' 	 D 

The Speaker: The honourable member for weltdfilt:A/.°7'"E-c7‘9C/i)k9  

	

'.1.•,/„./Q1111)4,-, A/  /P 	°I 	Alb  s-11i) Malcolm Allen (NDP): Mr. Speaker, one of the key taskSLoif arlytgdy:emArt:Itjs to keep 
Canadians safe and yet this government has cut funding,ikwiatipeSA‘Olkninirg book 
tells you that, and left us with a two-tiered system. We had it cifWpi1.64f.q?jaricji;-go`Intt'is 
back. It seems to be that meat that goes into the U.S. Is inspected dike waWfinrOtip at 
comes to Canadian tables is inspected a different way. In fact, what we see in Alberta is a 
hundred percent for American meat product going to the south, 60% for Canadian 

Rona Ambrose: he said Canadian food inspection agency method is the right way to 
approach inspections. And Keith Werner to theseniomllegations, he said suggestion that 
meat sold in Canada is unsafe is scare mongering.*flacQ1r6  Speaker, the conference 
board of Canada rates our food safety system numbef#1409-dipe417 O.E.C.D. Countries 
including the U.S., the union's portrayal of this issue is-itt.?Ccifir,ate arrdmit's irresponsible. 

3:01:05 PM 

product. So Canadians need to know that the food is safe. Why is this minister creating two-
tier food inspection system for Canadians? 

At  
014,, k..) 

The Speaker: The honourable miiitiSt„ ref3bealth. 
AIC Cpo  

lYd51 Rona Ambrose: Mr. SPOse-rWitet me justtggiRl-nitpeat.-TI:ie conference board of Cana rates 
our food safety systerVOiti v_q/dsAriumber ont-agars-t): 1--r0...E.C.D. Countries including the 
United States of which ffigainiffri)adOesNis incd-r4st?--,Inlast_th7e suggestion that meat sold 

	

vAlp 	'-'ry 
in Canada is unsafe is scare rnothgerin%laic, director oficf;oodr-seety and quality assurance 
at the university of guelph. And qfX6"krrsieFM47),,,*Iker, thimemRer knows full well, as 
does the union, the differences in pkceclaksiffifilptWrigtional products are trade-related 
not safety-related. (Some Applause). 

6'(/) 411̀.: 	 0/ 
The Speaker: The honourable member for Scarborough ogithOest. 

Dan Harris (NDP): Remembrance day is a chance to honour the sacrifices of all those who 
served our great country. But not everyone can attend services though. My bill c-597 would 
give all Canadians the opportunity to attend remembrance day ceremonies and the bill was 
supported by all parties. 

N PI? 
3:02:07 

A  
PML., Ocp, 

0„ 
But ris2cons --VaSsyes are using procedural tricks to try and kill this bill. They say they need 
anaktleriMpsh just tt-L•situap/9/,611bwilth one clause. Mr. Speaker, will conservatives abandon 
thetr6delia'pac4,,..respeCt*A1/148,04giand stop blocking this bill? (Some Applause) 

ry,6‘0 T 

	

p 
'1141 	C I  

/06/ 7:1AAr, 
The Speake l:,STt1,e (VrAourabjg ministdc9 uahadian heritage. 

ps  Shelly Glover: Mr. Mi ':-pRoket4b 609ResAon just made by that member is absolute nonsense. 
We absolutely respect 41714Avietesfs*AeTo say about a number of things including this 
bill. And as he well knows, this is aLtkrpkinittee decision and committees are masters of their 
own plans. While I'm on my feet, thoualas the granddaughter of three world war II 
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veterans, please allow me to thank all veterans for their service in a number of areas. We 
are very proud Canadians of all that they have done. (Some Applause) 

Ai)°, 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable member for laurieiEsamb(Marie. 

Alec 
Helene Laverdiere (NDP): (Voice of Translat 	MkS.,,Reaker, Aftez-uAatrmO,us motion from 
the national assembly of Quebec, calling fof)4tielliteratien of RafISaosakic v14..  

V60, 1Y° tz!' 	•  

3:03:12 PM 	 t9 	Oiv 	I, 	/0/i, 
/̀/04; 

4-1  Saudi Arabia has written to Quebec to complain for the fad thty:regilef)efigljt.rp ,fikiwan rights, 
saying that's interference. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Badawi is sentencallqin'Vearg4itiprikop and 
a thousand lashes for a pro-democracy blog. When it comes to intoleriancZeNs-#* the 
case. What is the prime minister waiting for to ensure that Mr. Badawi is freed aniireunited 
with his family here in Canada? (Some Applause) 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of foreign affairs. (End of Translation). 

Rob Nicholson: Speaker, we have been very clear that the punishment of Mr. Badawi is a 
violation of human dignity arid we continue to call for clemency in his particular case. Our 
government has made represioOtirass.to Saudi Arabia's ambassador here, ambassador in 
Saudi Arabia has met with senio/§8V,IS6flipals and we've also personally registered our 
concern with the government of Saudi 

/ 	'1 /4\3 7-„„/ 	
Cr SU,' ,49    P 	' /A, 76'n, 'I, The Speaker: The horiqtAralatemerilber for mirgsissatiga-brappton south. 

''90A, /1)07- ''o 	117114t  "ov's, C7,:--. 16 , 	/ON 1 1A1 Eve Adams (LPC): Canada's edintkrty•Ocanitiagain. It's now shrunk in three of the last six 
months ripping billions 	A  , ,/0  0 	.,-, 	 . 	ukf  

"I 4. ',f4, 	o'S.. ' 1.  
qORS -4, O. 

3:04:13 PM 	 4 Co 
04, 4iiv 

',1„-, 
out of the Canadian economy and thousands of jobs lost. Wkite there are too many young 
adults without even the prospect of a job, the finance minister has been in hiding and the 
budget is undelivered. Will the finance minister back away from implementing his already 
broken campaign promise that gives a $2 billion tax break to the rich and does absolutely 
nothing for most Canadians? (Some Applause) 

The Speaker:Mie honourable minister of employment. 
/1'°f•In°° - 

S/0,, 8S'pr, Pierre Poiliev:rt,&frre6peatly, no one said it better than the following quote... I'll vote for 
the1 /4.,colksiesvative'-%snity'451x outdhat will allow for income splitting. Who said that? The liberal 
mer(115:erVifi,o just askre'd4thecluesiityn. (Some Applause) 

PR ' /1)4 	 C 
A1., • 0 Tf. So„ 	 I* 

The Speaittes,: Thk?hantfurable metiVer'fOri•mississauga-brampton south. 
r•• /0/1/ 	/4* 

OR `'//0 
Eve Adams (uti)VitkareithlyclOqing? This income splitting plan is not the plan that any 
of them campaignegiOnAkfigeS'apes'iliat40  promise stand? '1,417-/   

3:05:14 PM 	(444 	TS  
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And they didn't campaign on raising the pension age to 67. At the doors, I'm hearing from 
students who can't find work, and parents taking on debt to help pay student bills. New 
documents show the conservatives are cutting ydatporkple,y,ment strategy funding by more 
than $9 million. The equivalent of 3,000 summer jobs.'*0049e conservatives making it 
even harder for young Canadians to find work.?? (Somiel(ApRIOut,e) ak i- 	 l-' e& 

i i  ii):1  ' 	
k.9 7,  i'f• p  .. 

°I/VP.  `%1,/ A  .0- The Speaker: The honourable minister of eftmloyhigAti f  , 	0/yA,-ic 	Tx/ ,90 rra--`'.  8 	""11 NAI:p, i i-:?.,  c'llo , 	pit/ 	4, , - Pierre Poilievre: Well,r. Speaker, that member said that ei_e'Vyoirld:89,t,e in p
it/  

conservative family tax cut which includes income splittip,g/.CN,ovi),Ae*s-eur income letting 43v g 
does not go far enough. That's interesting because the libef* eictgriwiaqs,o),t:afke it away 
altogether for families and for seniors. As for the OAS she was 16111mtsc'sist/eNtpn14: 
change was implemented and she voted in favour of it, Mr. Speake 	'''"? , 1/

C' s.  
3:06:15 PM 

I think there's some confusion over there. Her liberal leader thinks that the budget will 
balance itself. Canadians know better and that's why they will always rely on us to deliver 
solid economic strategies. 

Linda Duncan (NDP): Mr. Skl,k.f9INFserday, the grand chief of treaty 8 first nations wrote 
to the prime minister, the letter,,4pta,040Mself. I quote: The behaviour mannerisms 
displayed by your minister at theCts,4whC4,0061-Repting in Calgary can only be described as 
rude, demeaning, blarqt <a:p60 con eldgcediti9:„'Wt cannot and will not work with someone 
who exhibits such blatanfctis,re6afi,for firsfiaatieh'sippoke,.. As such, we demand the 
immediate removal of 11'1%6' 	r &.(E7ncicof Uoreg',.4.0/1irtilePi-fikpe minister take responsibility 04, 	q 	, for his minister's .actions? (Sort* Applause,"6-, 	- LIIVA "Mb 

N 	V  frP 	OR 
The Speaker: The honourable ministOpof-kborigfpal ifWs. 

(--)6)4.
/tin 

 0 
. /Si/ 4/4*--A. 4  0/ Bernard Valcourt: Mr. Speaker, as I've said on-Tpanyidecasfons. in this house, last week or 

the week before that, I did a tour of the  

3:07:16 PM 

prairies, I met with several first nations and stakeholders to discuss a wide range of issues 
and as I again said, you know, while I don't disclose specifics of closed-door meetings, the 
discussimw9EA productive and our government will continue to work with first nations to 
address theelgigles and work on our shared priorities. (Some Applause) 

SS{O
r),(- /  The .Speaker. Thks  phourablgeember for Churchill. 

Sois, vis,64 	6 7, 
0,9v  /23,w, 1.1/40  

o 	 , N I ki:).$1t1t01(0e.)4: Mr. Sp6a4r,214s,clear-4hat the meetings were anything but productive 
when vakikai=4fic-octos  first du0*(1664,0s who met with this minister! Let's go back to 
the words cif-6r#rp'colpf:Stevyce cordutiov. -FRejfp,inister of aboriginal affairs responses and 
attitude strongly./Afatec4 tb.e'Ve'Pyp me attitude that resulted in Indian residential schools. 
End of quote. Theige;;cellr,4SIe.g4cqz,aik- /very strong words. Words that must be 
acknowledged by the pfiiV,94ipijter'40'llebme repeat the question: Will the prime minister 
take responsibility for the glilomeflik C  

3:08:17 PM 
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actions that we've seen from this minister? (Some Applause) 

The Speaker: The honourable minister for aboriginal)ppiPs:L, 

Can t3r) Bernard Valcourt: Mr. Speaker, it is strange tc isee this mernbe? make:this kind of '-doy /IP 
this 

accusations when at every step of the measeitewk'.12_,a4ve takeuiDnd amt a.109143 to improve 
and reduce the gaps in between aboriginal 4051poln*d?igtnal carAePITips°0,10-ar,ty, the 
ndp, vote against each and every measure. I m ikkiirdio,ouiCpToperty,46170trpo;ni411 
property right, I'm talking about water standards on&Yeg dr,-)anketalehost-of dhler measures - which they all oppose. (Some Applause). 	 v 

• t•-•/\,, 

~RM  The Speaker: The honourable member for Calgary centre. 	0 u*'/0/1fi / Su 
Ai. 	151 ° 

Joan Crockatt: Mr. Speaker, our government is introducing the respect for coma tmaies act 
which gives local community residents as well as community leaders and police a say when 
drug injection houses want to open. This is needed and reasonable consideration that should 
be 

3:09:18 PM 

1e bA)P given, yet this bill continues opypco-ApRsed by liberal mps and senators, all the while the 
liberal leader is calling for more,dAvigvilfe‘99, houses to open across the country. I'd like 
the minister of health tocelease-optipt0 this,1161.1se on where this important bill is at. 

Si 	 L IS' - 	'1 /4S` 	11.-t -,94, , 
'-4S) i €4 	i:ol , ' 	 LI The Speaker: The horihuraftmihister of heathz,, f--No 

-11',30 eCh- *. 8 	- l 	14t 
ili ./ 'Cl-' % cz 	/0A, A ii Rona Ambrose: Thank you, Mr. .af.Tak41-:M.06,1c9Rservatile,;glikrenent has a strong record 

of keeping our streets and commiOlgais(916',54Wdthgerou's and addictive drugs, and we 
are going to continue to support trekrheieapid'ee-toy04programs that actually work to get 
addicts off drugs and help them recover dritig7Tr&ipes1./417/0 liberal leader's pledge to blindly 
open drug injection houses in neighbourhoods'igi.a diah-gnipagd a risky proposal. And as 
health minister, Mr. Speaker, I'll make sure that communrtre§sare consulted before any of 
these open up. 

The Speaker: The honourable member for York west. 

Judy Sgro (LPC): Mr. Speaker, today is April 1st but with mounting job losses and 
deepeniy4finaipcial woes across the country, Canadians aren't laughing. This government 
has mismaiikgeathe economy and now Canadians are paying the price for 

3:10T21 PM 

L40k--A, 
conse1 /4Ttivei9comyetence.‘eWctr,ho,Lfsvds of retail sector jobs have either vanished or 
are evapotatin6i-Suckqs.pfipturdistAptarget, Sony, Zellers, Jacob, and I direct these to the 
minister inCAOFhRliisygdialt,of thaeltS0 ITI/Syie to say when are the conservatives going to 
admit that theit,, ti airyraiiiksrctiire-like an April fool's joke than an economic strategy? - A.. 

A 
_4 	4-712) 44 / The Speaker: The hon11/7ourab e mirtiptetWA employment. 

;10CivA 
Pierre Poilievre: Mr. Speaker, the only joke is when the liberal leader says that budgets 
balance themselves. But Canadians who have to balance their family business are not 
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laughing at the liberal plan for higher taxes. The liberals would raise taxes on middle-class 
families by cancelling income splitting for both paisents4nd for seniors. They voted against 
the universal child care benefit which will put $2,000 pArqqschooler in the pockets of 
100% of families with small kids. Mr. Speaker, we're d6IiVerArVispenefits directly to families. 

"lecco op -̀.1 /3 ,- 
3:11:22 PM 	 iCtI/ 	ASS p„.  

0&-r, 
iy 

The liberals would take it away. That will kill job's'factl -Rfr,t,o&ti eqonom We won't 161 them 
do any of that. 	

lv 
 'IC?: /04, 

4 y  
The Speaker: The honourable member for ottawa centre. 

hi., /34, The Speaker: The honourablemniSter,,of state for international affairs. 
/SiOA,4:'&6',„ -qr. - vc' "-----ip Lynne Yelich: Mr. Speak?r, we haVkcI`14v9144de-cy,pent prepared for Mr. Fahmy when is able 

to travel, Canada conti;0,#kitt ask for''' ttillbi'atichEd-iivAate release of Mr. Fahmy and 
consular services areibeLndAprovIded to ensureogrk=ffeAris well-being. (Some Applause). ....,41., 	,-- 	‘ 

	

S' 	Pv 7,/, 	cil  

3:12:23 PM 	 '•4s 
/V 	4 	/0,1?  

,R-6,L,.. 
The Speaker: The honourable men4eed#vjriintfe:gtz,--scot(it_h centre. 41 , 4 / -/Giv_ 44 4  

. 0A, 	 /Y i -11 //t 21  Joyce Bateman: Mr. Speaker, Canadian families'know th4t,otVirsonservative government is 
the only one that trusts moms and dads to make the best-&cisions for their families. That's 
why we introduced the family tax cuts which will save the average Canadian family nearly 
$1,200. Yesterday, the pbo looked at this package and released a report on its benefits. 
Could the minister of state for social development please tell us what the pbo report showed 
about our plan and the opposition's stance on supporting families? Thank you. 

The SpgakerpThe honourable minister of state for social development. 
-/Y0, 

isi, s,s,,, 
Candice Berg;enY,Ilian, 4,gu, Mr. Speaker. Well, my colleague, the member from Winnipeg 
soutli)Optre iC .Ci4kkikietliveport and she's right, the report shows what we've been 
salli4alfglopg, andiffiaps%a.'t eVcsy. family in Canada with children will benefit from our 1.-.)4-,_ 4.-e 	.,4 r..) . universal t-451 tac-ebenefit2/4at-IVp a[s9have seen, Mr. Speaker, is the insult that the :- 
oppositrdrii,,,haNiecgiVeifito familigtn.f:ho-are not using licenced daycare. They still are incurring 
child 	-4-,Sp TiO 	4,, 	iic 

	

tV 	", 
Alt1:/ 	1,z, 	 Oiy 

,S3 	0 
3:13:24 PM 	iil 	0 

4 	i csiv  C 4  

	

84j/Y 12 	'il -1_,,..°/  care costs, Mr. Speaker, and'the oppksttOrbhave completely insulted Canadian families by 
not acknowledging that, by not recognial that. The value that these families are providing 

441 
1 /04, 6,  /s) 4f 40 A  Paul Dewar (NDP): Mr. Speaker, this just in, Canadian citizen journalist Monairli9cd f4my 

has just received a letter from this government rejecting his request for a passpcirUThe 
government is requesting a definitive signal from the court that a passport is needed even 
though that's already been done. It requests proof that his previous passport is lost even 
though that's been reported by the prosecutor in Egypt. Conservatives were incapable of 
getting Mr. Fahmy home here to Canada. Will the government at least provide him with a 
passport, "Yes" or "No"? (Some Applause) 
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to their children, Mr. Speaker, is huge for our country. The opposition need to apologize. 
(Some Applause). 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable member. 

2k c, ) p si Francois Pilon (NDP): (Voice of Translator): ''Par4p Sfea,Ker, the ditymofillarl5itica,Lling for a 
moratorium on the installation of new cornrcip9001#11Uck(Fs. Locel'e.itOTO-et-'64;raged at 
the lack of public consultation. And the mayor okay4a,,It:ii'otpii811cIy den61:64q941(41-91. O4-way 
communication he has with Canada post. Over 200 ciiib”ADfloyepiti,cizing the 	of 
Canada post. Will the government respect the requestAfgva? 66 	itcon t inu'e to farce 
through the installation of community mailboxes?. 	IVPq 4 T'''/W1  i4,12, 1  , 	L  0/ 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of transport. (End ofTeansl tippg-A/7: 

C6-s" 
Lisa Raitt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, the federation of Canadian municipalities 
at its 2014 annual conference in niagara falls was very clear with respect to this issue on 
community mailboxes. They overwhelmingly rejected a resolution on a vote of 311-185 

3:14:25 PM 

./- 	PA) votes. They rejected the notioNtpaewR not continue with respect to conversion to 
community mailboxes. I encour•11*-WeTiourable member to speak to Canada post on the 
particular issues that his4own ril*,,bKliaviWgsiottzirespect to the siting of the post office 
boxes. That's exactly W:batfreanada postkfilAbe#

,
dbjpg. (Some Applause). /Y4 4- P,4 	Alp /WV, /Vac, •-•,A,,,, Ofi) 	r• 

1'1'8 -'t 	ic) ).- 	,-, 	 Ili (Voice of Translator): The honourable member. xl , y6,4  ---c7i, ,f,s,‘ , 
1 k-14/  04:1V  1/. .• 	 Op 

Louis Plamondon (BQ): (Voice of<ITir figlator) 	r.tpsaker, in the budget tabled by the 
government of Quebec last week, theee0Se,..ctionsetkri(sfers which speaks of the 
negative effect of ottawa's unilateral deciaicoyrigkipOrt9pdeltke,F's finances. In a letter that 
you received, the bloc quebecois has proposedlileasureVMtmould give the government 
the room to maneuver necessary for the federal governrrielitIO change its decision. Will the 
minister of finance admit, first of all, that his unilateral decisions are having a negative 
effect on Quebec's budget and, second, will he reimburse that money in the next 

3:15:27 PM 

budget 17_10 preparing one day to table? 
1Y01/4371,9c,  

(Voice of Trafeslkqr):Y,Ttithonourable minister of infrastructure. Cp. Cdp 
Sit 	 j„, s 

DeniscilebelPlyoiCe of-Trongatory:filMr,Speaker, it's about pleasure today that I remind my 
collea;g te4  ,Liefetiarn, ester in the-hitstql9)-94rQuO)ec or Canada have federal transfers been as high 
as the4k0,*?*964,1)iiiioiv'CeartifefTgffrom the government of Canada to the 
government ofiQb0etapniOrneang*preithan $9.3 billion in equalization payments while 
respecting provincial 	v5i working for the future. We have dropped G.S.T. By 
2%, and we've allbwtp(ht.e.p.roWnFtp.,4-ecuperate that funding. We continue to work with 
them but never QuebecliasWeert 45-pertiedimore than by this government. And this prime - 	" 
minister. (End of Translation). 	4 
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The Speaker: That concludes question period for today. ( End of Oral Questions ) ( End of 
Oral Questions ) 

	

(End of uestionk Period 	TO 
*..pie?  

ety,s4 	4 	PC,/,44/14qc 

Cs, 
 17n/ The Privy Council Office's Media:  Certtsg.t) 

Le Centre des medias du Bureau dudhs.pi.14prive 
'y147;1041  
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11:17:52 AM 

(Some Applause) 

P/Yr),P1i101,,, 
The Speaker: Oral questions. ThOoridtrimable leader of the opposition. (Some Applause) 

	

cji'v1 /49 	.6) 
c6-c,  Thomas Mulcair: Mr. Speakeb first theSp,r6meZrVHs'Wcri.„Fan't deliver a budget on time even 

though all the provingOi*ltiikrkre learri'0"„eit,f,,irisiXetin in the budget is 7.5 million to 
promote the budget andrtteA,56ks-ppialtve partyi:4445.1, }ftztt,prt,T,p minister and the finance 
minister both flee the nationis/491617,t8fro,td,ianswerTri,919,ife's.-82ns. Now we know that this 
budget will take billions from themldge' etaNydroi.give it te.thec4althiest few. Is that why 
the prime minister won't answer qii3Otti,C:_frfis.-,a(bo'i4;041u519et? Because he's balancing it on 
the backs of the middle class? (Some Apbtpageb °%, Cq 

tib 	1/04 ()/ 
The Speaker: The honourable parliamentary secretary toithejranister of finance. rS 
Andrew Saxton: Mr. Speaker, it's important that Canadians from all regions of Canada are 
aware of the recently announced tax relief and benefits for Canadian families and know how 
to access 

11:18:53 AM 
PAD  Piy„ 

lzin 	 .. 
them. Importdrititalcs',54Feaks such as the doubling of the children's fitness tax credit, the 
increase to (WeCcIteCca04dety(cks, and enhancement of the chi care benefit. It's our 
repspsi,t1Wps goverhpefilittikkorirci the Canadian about these tax breaks before the 
opp*itio,9,,tri4 to take Iffen-Pakto-y.ri ii, 

rv1/490A, 1?0i- "- 	
away. ,Q 

 

The Speaker:6The - figpoitiVle lea e .l',q,t_hCppposition. 2--,,, .., /-4 . 	., 	k•-,,,..? 
.11:,"'  

Thomas Mulcair: Fritggesti9g tkey Kase Canada goose to make their announcement about 
Adi 	 t 4.-ir-.  	

Le'd  ' the budget date. Beca . q-ity,ou Eem4rpb r Nypo suggested serving Canada goose to the 
A , 	(i.04 	4-,,, ' i hungry homeless? None oth'e'r than(c,,r,nanbert conservative Nancy Ruth and this is make 

the income gap worse. Many say the OPts  minister's idea of taking billions from the middle 

2015-04-02 A  
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class to give to the wealthiest few is atrocious. His own speech writer said it's socialism for 
the wealthy. Which is it, let them eat 

pRo  
11:19:53 AM 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of state mrv•sociardeVeloipment."44 	CT 

tax budget that will increase benefits to families, Mr. Speket,wirisistr9ht4w04WAat we have 

for this country, we have faith in Canadian families. We have faith in Canadiatwibss. We 

Candice Bergen: Mr. Speaker, we are very pleased that Miele/g5r‘g4F... e'ArAtroducing a low 

done since we came into government. Not only are we creating j6b-tod30140,51A/43bility 

camanbert or let them eat goose! (Some ApTgRusdt- fiSp  

have faith in Canadian businesses and we're showing that faith by putting money4lItheir 
pockets. We'll continue with that, Mr, Speaker. We won't follow the ndp high tax plan. 
(Some Applause). 

	

pp,, L.,q ja.. A te , 	Aft, /3)/ 

	

rr,....C'q.'W)•,„ 	 ` c, 	 k- 
'1. 6, ''-' 00 'LI 

OF 

1C c  

4 

	

SF `
O' i t   0.P.-‘ t''''' 	 i 

S lb  Viz, k9/ 

	

' -0IN, 	
.0 

/1/ lei- bit) P 

The Speaker: The honourable leader of the opposition. 

Thomas Mulcair: (Voice of TA•ansKor): Since they took power, the conservatives have 
presided over hundreds of tfactspcIS-9,fgood jobs in manufacturing. For several months 
now, scores of other jobs have beet)/14tap.,,retail, 1500 just last week at future shop. 
There's a reason why t4 . 	Alc,„, 

`,9Y6s, 0 
 ,-/ k 

`• is 	/V 
11:20:54 AM 	P 	Pii.r., 

9'  Z. Ott, 6 	4tiY, 	 A.f 
/P4  _ 7c()-, 6 ,, 	 that A h-, governor of the bank of Canada sk thatti)leirie,sets 	 pp'wo8lsl be seeing are atrocious. 

He used that very word, atrociou-S,4 tio/Cd;es5rIbeilthe?record Instead of complaining about how 
cold the camanbert is on their first Cile'Ssitieb:ts,itAT'wditthe conservatives start helping the 
middle class? (Some Applause) (End of Translation;) 4-34/- 4'1  - /qv   	, 	/ 
The Speaker: The honourable minister of social development?'‘,9 

Candice Bergen: (Voice of Translator): Middle class by giving money directly to Canadians, 
Putting it in the pockets of Canadian families. Theeader of the ndp said this week that 
families with children who don't go to a government daycare pay no cost to care for their 
children. They think that children at home or staying with the family or with a neighbour 
don't have anyo„

) 	• r0r,,, 
vis ••••,s,_,., 

11:21:55 Atilic
y °

N,s,  J̀ks  
C'• OP 

1-6;, 	taC8/6" cokSAesSotiated with sthlaritlipejii4sbould apologize for a remark like that. (End of 
Trafitlatfo4, 	0.,,,,"9 	.c'l? -?, ,0,,v.  ,,,, C 	'''/A1 	 -'1* 

11/ 4‹, 
The Speaker:17h,e/  dirio Afile,membelPilpilitl*Tins-james bay. 

/1 	i  --,,,--, ,..- )„ 
ittfprLi)  `°` 1 /431YF ' 1 	 , Charlie Angus: (VoiteWTratVgtq,  :qbat's the big cheese over there. (End of Translation) 

for- 
 1.4  , While Canadians worry about pay,iin 	 chfld care, conservative and liberal senators are 

worried about the appropriate tempetatiAlor serving camembert. Senator Ruth is saying 
Canadians don't understand how hard itisSfor her to quote fly in from around the world to 
show up in ottawa. Get this, she lives in Toronto. Does this government believe it's 
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appropriate that taxpayers are stuck with a bill for this globe trotting aristocratic senators? 
(Some Applause) 

Plibt„,bc,  - /Lc:, - sc. Paul Calandra: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. I.ieliCiiict,u wtW,,,Mr. Speaker, yesterday, 
I found out of course that the member for Scaporougc (S*091-est,c*bRrough southwest in 
Toronto, owes the taxpayers $144,000 for at offiCkiRMonti-e6bWfSpeaker So he sent his 

•,tits 	4s, 	
74,ip  ti 1/ 1  VO4::.. 

	

0 a _ /4  ,k 	i-- staff as opposed 	 P-11 	1-47? 

	

Fartb7st)°,4,9 	i'l ?'l  /0 	P.I  11:22:55 AM 	 S /OA/  4 fr   
a 

Mont 
' 7ZIP to having them work in his office Scarborough, he sent them.Vrean wes the 

	

, 	 , A , 	-, 

taxpayer $144,000. I hope he'll do the right thing and repay thatq$-/84*(106?/(AolAdo, 
Applause) 	 4'. 	 r'44.  r,t/ - 

-e4 6' 
The Speaker: Before I go back to the honourable member for timmins-james bay, just 
remind all honourable members that questions ought to relate to the administration of the 
government and answers ought to be directed back towards the question. The honourable 
member for timmins-james bay. 

Charlie Angus: Exactly, Mr. Speaker. This is parliament. We're dealing with a business of 
government and he's acting rik9/,,ti)glzop keeper in a Monty python cheese sketch. We've 
got one senator with $250,000 insb99#49,i,ms, another of 100,000, and we're talking about 
taxpayer accountability. Next 46:10MFkbADitiff‘i-gpes on trial for charges of accepting a bribe 
that nobody is chargeg*thfaying hie. Irt3e1-,brj,liriftlyc)ved the prime minister's lawyer and 
chief of staff. So we'reegkipilReiprime miiise-fb'eicig, rify to Canadians 

11:23:55 AM 	 I  441,0 

	

/?,s'04, 	
.9 k-- 

411 /0)
Al  
'--1C t tilS' 

C7- /Oty 

how this can be, will the prime 	 agree.ministerto/Speak*the trial? (Some Applause). 7,. :0,,,, 4  

7'7 i Ai sOio lv4t4-  The Speaker: The honourable parliamentary s cretary,toiple ryme minister. 
‘.-%,'-' 

Paul Calandra: Mr. Speaker, as we said on a number of occasions, we'll continue to provide 
all the assistance that is needed by the crown in order to prosecute Mr. Duffy. He's accused 
of taking illegal expenses and if hs found guilty of that, he should face the full extent of the 
law, Mr. Speaker. The only person -- the only leader in this house that will be testifying in 
front of a court is actually the leader of the opposition who owes $400,000 to the people of 
Canada for illergal office expenses. And he can bring 67 other members of the ndp with him 
when theWep4:076,4:9, Canadians how they're going to repay the $3 million that they owe 
them in illeglifeicperis 	(Some Applause). 

fr 
illegal 

honk gbh Sg The"C:pegkerA: Theur 	, etrter for westmount-ville-marie. P,,, 1."1 /3 vv,  
-fl"'LS' (-) libl.., 1- 

Marc Gaerit,,autWofi,ckgrans'llatiiiq:,14gKiSffeaker, according to TD bank, the unemployment 
rate will go-To37*betwoOf now aPolikepe'riko4the year. And unfortunately many Canadians 
are simply giving Ciiiio,p'1.6406;f9r...a job.. If the number of Canadians 

,.., 
11:24:56 AM 	0 list u 	k''

1 
 

111.' - 
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looking for work were at the same level that it was at the start of the crisis, the 
unemployment rate would be 9%. What should we doInvest in infrastructure now, not in 
five years from now. 

LI/is sk  
11:27:49 AM 	

R , 	CFS lS 	S7-0 
And help young Canadians get the jobs theiZ1-11Y0f? 

	

07- c: 	 k." -c/?1 /49 
The Speaker: Honourable minister for social developmkt,„ /Oir? 

Atr, 	1).• Pierre Poilievre: Mr. Speaker, I think Canadians are always amiytrcli 	liberal party 
talks about government funding for advertising. We're still lookierVkartkorfili,01h:missing 
dollars over there, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, what our advertising will tell Cab,,a:da'rl,§ is that 
they're entitled to claim a thousand dollars for the children's fitness tax credit tocli'elp soccer 
moms and hockey dads. That they will get an increased universal child care benefit of 
almost $2,000 for kids under six and $720 for kids 6 through 17. That income splitting for 
families and for pensioners will put money directly in the pockets of middle class. The 
liberals don't want people to know about it because they would take that money away. 

Ppo  

(Voice of Translator): The honouratil, &Tiber. 
RF,

'<IC° 
. f: tyt. Lysanne Blanchette Ldinaf126.411pP): (Vagemof Trielatpx): Senators are complaining about 

having to respond toiffstkipsfiiirizi the auclitgrpgerig#159rding to senator Ruth, 
investigators can't undersIRO tfkOrg@tions of'§-1dryp.,tak.:pridiF ITS 	`-'FrL 	11/ 1  Lt / 

S 

k:-*/ 	4 according to her, taxpayers should be paying Ar/m(Vs419,Ahe3plane because she can't 
simply make due with cold camembert and brok6n cradl,At9pat hardship. People need to 
understand that they're not elected, those senators, nor arre4bey accountable. They are the 
privileged friends of the liberals and the conservatives. Mr. Speaker, when will the senate be 
abolished? (Some Applause) (End of Translation). 

The Speaker: The honourable parliamentary secretary for the prime minister. 

Paul Catafltdr846,(yoice of Translator): As you know, Mr. Speaker, the senate is under 
investmenebysplea:yeor generalor their expenses. (End of Translation) At the same time, 
there's been,qt0*sitig'agr in this house and it has been discovered that the ndp owes 
$2.74,Mlion forillegalaffl.ces1;m,er a million dollars for illegal advertising, Mr. Speaker. I 
wAiel?eriitiurage thet'edpio9PL4//pack the millions of dollars in illegal expenses that they (1,q4:741 is 	"C`'N, 	 ',4<ft: • acce,pted, 	peaker. DOIrkiVatt.).1-  iS 1,s a party that has a history of being found guilty, 

7141;,,  C 4 
11:29:49 AM° 6-  1/4-liv T/0  

-1 4'11V P-•: 94" iStlic,/  ,?&‘' 4), Mr. Speaker, whetherat,p/acEeptifigRegV, union donations or robocalls, Mr. Speaker, here 
we have an opportunitirttioepiajtliamilfran. 

ir-4;.1,,s'Air7:c., 

The Speaker: The honourable member farSChurchill. 

11:28:49 AM 
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Niki Ashton (NDP): Mr.peaker, there's a major disconnect between what we're hearing 
coming out of the senate and the serious issues that Canadians face on a daily basis. Very 
soon, the government is going to face a situation lki-rere+mny senators_may end up in the 
same boat as Mike Duffy and Pamela Wallin. What's tvhqt%eittrnent's plan, what are they 
planning to do to the senate? (Some Applause-) 

1/  ,4364,0  
The Speaker: The honourable parliamentar90er-OKyg/i,  

C's/  
t?  /i/xl  OAN, 

. 	. 	. Paul Calandra: Again, Mr. Speaker, as I just said, obvioltsly.ityas-the,senatetkait ev8ed in 
the auditor general to review all of the expenses of thel,s,e44ter./4r4:e.61tsr. We thought 
that was a good step to take, Mr. Speaker. At the same tike,DA,14:4513/eakeA§;40,Iso know 
that there's 67 members of the ndp who have been found guiltGtqfr-ifille'g'tlAicis,19,,use 
resources, Mr. Speaker. I would encourage them to repay it back. nkriowiYipt, etheini think 
that's actually funny, that owing the taxpayers close to $4 million is the 

11:41:11 AM 

Pierre Poilievre: Mr. Speaker the worst way of helping retail certificates by increasing taxes 
on families. If families have more money in their pockets, they can purchase goods by 
services from retailers and that creates jobs so that's why, Mr. Speaker, we've increased 
the uccb. Up to $2,000 for etliitsirrky(nder 6 and up to 720 for children aged 6 to 17. The 
liberals voted against that. ThOliRastqaxithdraw or take that money away from 
Canadians, increase taxes and Wete',.t4i0o1r(g)to allow them to do that. (End of 
Translation). 	/-1) i. 	t-., t:44  C1 /49, 

Ppt, 4/4 p ..11? / 	
7'0 	 'P I*3 0A, 66/1  / P 	NA. 1Y1/„., ' v 

0t,  -1 ) Kevin Lamoureux (LPC):r (Ttl.9 n 0q9 , ._; egr.,Speaker.arr. Speaki-dr-this government's failure to •,-,LF:)_ 	
11"- 	t--/ -  be able to create jobs over t&:111§t gdosle4Tqrs has lett,VC4fiada's economy shrinking and 

that's the bottom line, Mr. Speaker' ,That 	hard circifo'e middle class of Canada! 
Mr. Speaker, I drive around Winiiikgri_OCIV.vthate8f1m4Akilbre is safeways are disappearing, 
target stores are closed down, future shopiisllbsded9wnqh,is government does not even 

'eitio/v—/ 	
1°14/ hiss government 

1-6% 
S 

understand the importance of economic growth and creating jobs, Mr. Speaker! My question 
to the government is when is the liberal party and when is Canadians going to start to see a 
plan that's going to generate the jobs that are so important to our middle class! 

The honourable minister of employment. 

Pierre Poiliey -e:LKIr `Sp-Vker, their only plan is to raise taxes on families that shop at these 
retailers Youciajlte959lopss  for retailers by taxing the people who buy their goods. We're 
dothsgii,dik4lx the dpi*itet 	Vie of the house of commons. We have lowered taxes for 
sr `aal biuSiftesises so thaVfhcpylaart ifP6tel )to hire more. We've lowered taxes for families so 
they dais Gaffordto  §Oefind at tketri;1861DINsiKesses, and we are training our young people for 
the jobs that.,0,cnkygirSity pood, g6118,,7Altpaid jobs for our young people through quality 
training. TheAee'ra150308se'&41ii of it and that s why Canadians -- 44p

0 	
0  

' 
11:43:13 AM L 

1'70 4/ty 

The honourable member for alfred-pell.401fred-pele. 

11:42:11 AM 
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,Rosone.7RpteNAL.efelwregi4,41aRaoRkWioii.cey.of.7TransletorjuTtiereiiAlrevap norn.Perisk:paRtiesilhatbaime 
0.11.!ang.edrAthei.,r.mm..M_d sramintatienc.tovv.ApitQwMgvtinedeadel0.1ip3ofytheoldpLiJoan1yotta ek leader.-offuttte, 

	

lailadaipwitymielekkittg.:,tbe.,..peimep,miftiaterLwi'D!!i-r1SteR0.#19f.Tami_ng..-pr..i 	 ister. 
,57e.girthreaczkoft. in,sLtto:v:a.gotkneitutktis7badaiikattgktbe:*ee itt` 

r,VoiceactfaTrran•slatpfoalatal-iatmatablelpirtistqr 	 l'ii• i,s, 0 ilv ,, P,$),, 
t,t, z,. 	O. 

[Stevettf,BI.an.e.wizVoige&otarfattatatarallt.;,.,E.akerhStvou.17d i'<,...to-,thank-xtrir.* 	pea:4417w; • ••••,.... 	= 	
dg 

	h- 	"" .--. '..- 	' 	:T 	 -, 	• • 
com.nWeesoarkuLdid,,,Imparlank..„work...a.n.Q1..;:beardAratlVOldS,.-of*t: .. • sses,o4,-e -anyjii.ouEs, • ./„,... • --/•• - 	1,,-„. 	, 	_)-, 	,,,--;,- 
amdaal.LRecognizestba:Lits,;import•ant ,.to,,Q-nsureatiaatiterr,forist.§.,. 	Kat. .-pomItneinaattaygol. ,-1 4. ,,, 	C._ gomer.nffient,agepeleso 

itozalwevinfonatatiemoriitbot.voe:•ypxemenkkiermiglisls4from„getit.ingamaivialesescargthatswegtOut) 
oalow...temacti5itruprgiipagaioda:!!Qualineviii,Q0EthatimelonakeiitypossilateatoBaKastgpoteotiakteriTod•st5yJ 
Miliela.r.emptioteetiogvZanadio,nskaalloyar 

er•Fitl:5-.::no..,wpirtderytteitOlaservatimesar,uhedt.::c7.5pIz.athvotigflai, 
thelyTeovidta.•.•$tairadAbe..-oppos.iticukeven.frorni4 he i.r; •own•;base fie 
hieard:,a .. bW eT.51, the more i'h y oppose:it: Even .the bloc::ha seen: the ,l.igM an,d ,wQftt, 
voi e; for,•this: dangerac~s leg;IsiatiiOrnd ;r gybe ;even: the liberal leader ;will follow, But, my 

ip.,Q.5.e52,alh:reatikzkur- 	 e..rtc:OCAn•astialtstaindalala.andon.111is.:fatally.,1 
flawied•All.R4SistmalAw. 	 to 

kicacturableatirainislervaL-pubmg10:e.ty,.172,„ ‘9,t, --s 
4 , 

StaverkafillapayealAriwapeakec,,Itter074,FRagnialif) 
apkatikezimelp 495 

aidatuassitige OA/ 

4114311,751,A4A16 

ai.steradtmatizaittrofficekiRatrdeeaffincent:or.;the_.:rne.mbek..ofilhe.7.:. 	unityzoiregah 
frstatittemetnitynotgram:ecaderniciTBE4.1.:Spea.ke.r41.:andlalli:tag•re..e:,itisTimportantmel.,ensute, 
fittatimeattamektbreatuditailnistroieokirmeasiorerslo:-AmedemEab:1itomprevent5.a.UncorlisminfrorniAtain:g, 
kbevapsute.m. klemsttodrmrm:eana.dian4-Rkkgi,Ep.eakergeimtactttvtar,tb.ankttaesmemberman.d..w-e 
teanimmaki e IftitiweLateoWtingatitaermeastiveatece-55-alyritomproldiatillegto 

The hanouralire,n.Q1006(eqr beaches-east York. 

eMalt eW1,,K,VAray. (1\IDPY.vr0,15gnttArn -Atiohn Tory and 17 Toronto city councillors whose 
consti&e%LsCbxgferithe cp railajnerhbve iAl-it.tdtten to the minister of transport expressing their ms, 	 , concerns about thecranportatiorrataangtrpus goods through their neighbourhoods. With 
about 1 milliQI.VPkrre' 91,g1"--01Srov -49ii•9g through /Chadian cities and towns daily, with 
derailments actrcitA-6h-isi--5614c,y46T-0,gually in the news, with lac-megantic never far from 
our minds, is this miil%ergOng-tonti t‘riiito the concerns of 

6'°1Y41.' 	
0/ 

4 /i ASS   
s.v 

easavesyandatheakitiaindlbalaneesdin, 
khe fraeAdDlisteputd:iwitoess, 

TyF 
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torontonians, implement the recommendations iz this letter and prevent another 
catastrophe? (Some Applause). 

The honourable minister of transport. 	pROfr"  

Lisa Raitt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. SpeakeK4,can cohfTryn,,th-4:toetiaiye received the 
letter. We've encouraged the municipality to,cz,...,w,orAliguthi6,e feder*cre). 	9„.  
municipalities with whom we have a very strOrngwyk975;,kip,,d,r) workft1901fritic., rat 
advisory group. I meet with them at least three to16%,tifir,e(9,97Lym takin6)41-Iffir4140/cerns 
into great consideration as we continue to improve ra,q&fe5x1"irD4-,q,e fc":owtry. VCe'.havcted 
on their recommendations. They have indicated they're4i6Or&gmetkv.Itkety direction 
we're taking and I value their relationship. 	 &''q 

4Q/ 
Voice of Translator: Honourable member for brossard-la prairie. 	1C 

Hoang Mai (NDP): Voice- of Translator: The conservatives are still dragging their feet, Mr. 
Speaker. The fourth derailment since the beginning of the year, we've learned CN will 
reduce the speed of its trains that are transporting oil across the country. 

11:47:15 AM 

Aribtf%^ Cn seems to be learning from it- ',.crjziit k's . What is the minister waiting for to show 
leadership and impose similar Measure' :)t ghe entire rail network? (End of Translation). ,,-.- — r" c  

/ 

	

8 0,„ /SR, 	 0 The honourable mini?teriof tran%port. 	/4/ 	.0- .,$),„ "1  Ape  11 1. 	06, 	Cy• 
30 	- ' 0 7- • 	44(.11. If 	Tye 

	

/VI/ 	Pr  -,. ei Y -, 	, in - , Lisa Raitt: Mr. Speaker, we &6-ivsty,p-mid)9,:fwhat we'L,m9tdpsnplished as a  government 
with respect to the improvemeq„.is`raesb,Rty4NtliiLitil is cory. It'teally has been 
unprecedented and I encourage ti-f

k
ellpfn644ber4iDg,to read what we've done so far 

because 
id exactly that i 

it would n the 
	 ii  

save me the embarrakkv0M

1/04

61)/lia*g!-It4pint out to him that we already 
d  

--̀ z'S 

The honourable member. 

emergency regulation last year. 
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...I, 	..-. 

r1v7i-rstoif, 

7. 5.  ;-;„, 	 • ! 	3:6,11,111. 	rittm 

11:49:17 AM 

(Some Applyuse) 

Voice of Translator: The honourable member. 

4/1 	 -4 n  
/i) /1/ 7- Cc • S' 

4 

Francois Lapointe (NDP):Voice of Translator: The economic development agency for the 
regions of Quebec exists to help create jobs in our regions but the report on plans and 
priorities tabled yesterday by the government shows that the conservatives plan to cut 
again $20 million from the agency's budget by 2018. $20 million, that's almost 10% of the 
agency budget on top of the tens of millions of dollars unspent every year by this 
government. How can the mkciistqj,ustify these cuts while thousands of quebecers in the 
regions are losing their jobs, the, IreCrc_lking for jobs without finding any? This is 
unjustifiable. How are they justifyin#.?dteision? (Some Applause) 

'(--.C- 	‘ii(-  • (3')" rl 
,781,9 i . Voice of Tra nslator: ,1;1 	_Ole par4aVvq.ntkryysectrs a ry. TV/iWn1 /4 y 

'--- '1y. ,'"1  f:),ir.„' 	 /,,,, 	1-0/13, 	iS) 2,,,),  

	

p,. '-•17;4:- '''' ,S*(-'" 	4f4r, 'go?. Jacques Gourde: Voice of ra,n,s4ator;:iTh'aloik you, M i.CS,,peakvr,, I would like to share with my --C /OA -..A 	A,-, I-4V, colleagues some of the things that4ecopot,i.c c101etopment,1:ias dope since 2006. Imagine 
530 projects funded over $2.3 blilto;o,Y'rikba-k)-V16.1iis 

	

,vpoiti,-- 	'A-„,vs, .•••- 

44 	0/ 6, 	44 11:50:19 AM 	 -./1 ,.. 0/ 
, cikft- Ice  S' 

approved, over $9 billion in total investments. I think that e &lomic development Canada is 
doing its job to improve the economy of Quebec. 

Voice of Translator: The honourable member. 

Anne Mihn Thu Quach (NDP):Voice of Translator: I don't think we have the same Numbers 
here, MPfliS-pt9a4ke(r2,If the regions prosper, all of Quebec prospers but the conservatives are 
cutting almc4C,SV rM418n from the business development program at the agency for the 
regions of Qt1ERNe.s'A.-IpiTgatit.1? almost $2 million in support for entrepreneurs and $3 million 
in s-,60,13!orct for th'es'edexiakd &O•kmunity economic development in Quebec. Why are the 

LUC.) ' JP,--, 	 '() 	1-', 4ht_,_ co:-AserOtiveq.doing evelpy:t9ing4AeyDan to destroy small businesses in our regions? (Some i c.., 	'T 
Applaus ) 0).,.i-se 	'5',17,4 -1-40' 7.* ,..,,, 

i'f IY& 	OA/  IN 
t3 p), OA] 	Av$ 1  , 	4 c•,... 0/r)  

Voice of Tran4latorsTh'.̀01,oriti,Wable parliamentary secretary. 
4  41,/  ' •€:- 6 	t  

b,, &A-7 .P i 
Jacques Gourde: Voicetq..TritiVor:".'541;1)afilt  ou, Mr. Speaker. For 2011 to 2014, economic 
development Canada allo&kgd 0.5,bliftiovnfo the regions. Of that, 98% was invested to 
meet the needs of the regions. UnfOf-eavaieTy, the ndp always i,-,-,s 

3103(93/01) 



11:51:20 AM 

i-, 
voted against these budgets that brought money toDeco:ribli3,1c development of Canada in - 
Quebec. (Some Applause) 	 , ,,,s/at  ,,,,s,,s,&, 

Ale, iv& (-1 4)&1_. 

pea k 
Lfi,9 '`'P )7,), & 7. 	S k9 The honourable member for parkdale-high Arik. 1‘9.ir:, 	ObVp ik t  1,q 	 ,Iltt ,  4 
  15b.,, 

 
Peggy Nash Nash (NDP): Mr. Speaker, a new report fromv6Kprik:-.prertitylegalqiepe:ret;etrs says 
Hungary Roma who came to Canada claiming refugee-PlalusChqz•anidprtered(s*grt 
bias at immigration Canada and unfair treatment by thip:g110.er9f,ner1 . -,DetsA,te increasing 
persecution and danger in their home countries. BetweeK/404:andi pr,k9*-1. 6% of the 
more than 11,000 Roma refugee claimants were successful. Mr.4:91#61-46.tliepetAttematic 
systemic failures must be fixed. Will the government stop mistreatindv.the ,omaallfd.,-, -leo  , ,..) 

The honourable minister. 

Chris Alexander: Mr. Speaker, Canada continues to have the most generous immigration 
refugee determination system in the world and every country on the designated country of 
origin list demonstrates respect fisr 

4:) 

4°C 
human rights, offers stateprotection to itose:w4osodvman rights are violated and has 
mechanisms for redr4s4, Etlieslibms are ivitondlpipeaker, it is not an accident that 
almost every country of Wacky Velim,1140,19A1 is onvitti9(5!&-p.pi..e0e decisions the member is 
talking about were made by hitiklyeTatneid)diWlipervantsx, 44149Av our immigration laws. 
Our just and immigration rules age, pitKePth:3130irgiiy based on the facts, Mr. Speaker, and 
we will not politicize these issues asiktieopliplitilSra:;,'-'0 

—/Y414 
/7.- 

6' 
1 /43 

Don Davies (NDP): Mr. Speaker, a family in Vancouver kingsway is attempting to adopt 
their orphaned nephew who lives in Delhi, India. This child has no relatives left in India and 
his you think and aunt already waited a year since applying to reunite their family yet 
unbelievably immigration Canada says the adoption process will take another 31 months. 
Mr. Speaker, an immigration system that forces families to wait four years to adopt an 
orphaned child 	is 

`rOc 
11:53:21 AM kat/ 1/4'6` k9 op  

( 
siriii5lypti'ggeptable:MV*FilnItti  ,er,,look into this case immediately and fix his broken 
sVkerrailPf9gtapadian fa-kiltie'Pleqe'Pfrift pound generous 'to me. 

Set, 	ifr417• 	17"6 /0/v  
A • » The honourable-R4Dist0,/of citizensTtnpn immigration. 

4 ,i/00 	•,,S ''?-6, 
mt,'P  Chris Alexander: riPb5pedker, thkrti&-riber opposite knows very well that he does a 	• L,trt. disservice to families arrect4bye wirtv4a1:tases, worried about their files when he raises • 

those issues before this house of coilrim#P7,9We cannot talk about those issues in this place. 
Due -- rightfully due to the restrictions of,the privacy act. If he wants to talk about these 
issues, he should raise them outside of the house. Canada has the most generous 

denying them refuge? 

11:52:20 AM 
6' 

The honourable member. 
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immigration system and we are among the leading countries in the world making adoptions 
happen, Mr. Speaker, resettling refugees, the honourable member knows that. 

13%171Y 
/Si 8 The honourable member for trinity-spadina. 

Ale 41/. 	
ante'; fat' • t 	 • Adam Vaughan (LPC):Mr. Speaker, this gov&Ame ,, 	ren yve -ani,pnerftispousing 

agreement with the province of Ontario. The!*riAnte;'A61clehankii0i0ipeeaUse itik$igot good 
manners not because it's a good policy. In TororciikthiS'4Roli.2?.fineans tkatz80,601/ iew units 
of 	 tio '1,6/0 

Ai 
11:54:22 AM 	 0 

, 4,e4 

apartments will be built in the next year, even though there's a waiting list'in;ikeity of 
92,000 people waiting for housing. The mayor of Toronto said this week that he'needs more 
help, not the status quo. In fact, the city is now losing almost 250 units of housing a year 
while waiting for the federal government to act. But the question is this, why is the finance 
minister going to Toronto and speaking at a private club making one of his colleagues rich 
instead of being in this house providing housing money and helping people in need? 

The honourable ministerf state.- 

Candice Bergen: First of all, I didn,OrlerikShat member now speaks for the provincial 
government of Ontario bletzsauseiqkn,stcell'Aysethwhen I met and signed agreements with 
the minister of housingVrisOntario, they)pregerPplepsed with our housing agreement so 
you know why, Mr. Spt-Oer?pedaiuse we p136\-6#/kairddirlid;ithley match funding 'and then 
they decide-where the furidipigickegkre/SyeaketM-sc,k-call9.-54iorking with the provinces. It's 
called doing our role, makingivol,rsrp,Vaqqpirva,lgove`riitqFAV,Iibw.fing the greatest impact 
but working with provinces. I'd 1pf,-toceypialtttati)to that member. I think he would 
understand it if we have a little mo4,ticrife'ao 	14j$-0 

11:55:23 AM 

explain that simple matter to him. (Some Applause) 

The honourable member for Vancouver quadra. 

Joyce Murray (LPC) Mr. Speaker, last month, I asked about reservist leading seaman robin 
young. She wa;,§ misdiagnosed and injured by a military doctor so she lost her health, she 
lost her forl901#1.41kr-sbenefits. The minister said he would do everything possible to help but 
he did not. 1440Vteelts,ZIresked again. The minister said he would do everything possible to 
helpikuit, agarrictiscag meatis brave soldier and her mom will be homeless in just two 
weeks. IME-48,doesn't Ole; riii mktg. lust keep his word to robin? 
it

,t 	 ,N,c,  "//4  ' vi3t.: t, 4,q p  Atri) , 	Oriy ii. C')-- -1 er  h A 	7- k'...,c,— A- 	/41. The honoUrable=minister of national defence. q... 	• ... )  ,9 	, of0 `) .)1, 	it i A  -Mir,/  
/.,.,,A1 ,c,v pp, 	 : fit' i:41%:-Sm Jason Kenney kerigvdtstructed the armed forces to cover all of Ms. Young's 

medical expenseg17.41sq4corlikprAert condition going back to dnt was aware of that 
condition. This is regafttle-ks'ektt,4)661:pr

/1
eniteview. 

.4.'' 	̀ .. •le 
11:56:24 AM 	 C

"0 & 
-,.s  
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The armed forces provided her with interim housing upon her move to British Columbia. If 
there are outstanding medical claims, we encourage her to submit them to the armed 
forces. I've also instructed officials to treat all of '1660-87earnan young's requests as a 

04 priority and make anything needed available to her. 4* ''-.-,s,  ,34-0 

The honourable member. 	 /1' k9',„ 
"qCc 	

to 	',/:),., 

	

'-',41,1), 	/ft., fy/ 	1),•• 
,S'n' 7Yr),....  John Rafferty (NDP): Thunder bay city officials announcedi00Cceipleral gdifeornelfias 

rejected a gas tax request for an event centre. This coftip,"!drOs.p46-7;tho Jedepail•egoivernmnt 
already spending more than $800,000 on the project.4liglf goi?m,triislerpays the city is 
confused. Will the infrastructure minister provide clarification Abi* pislidFsisikpiand pledge 
to work together with the city council so that thunder bay can ale-cssqts fgevAirrdog for 
this or other projects? (Some Applause). 	 ' 04/  ‘.',y  4;<1,t....0 .., -ivt,c, 4. - 

"'c'S 

David Anderson: We have the largest infrastructure program in our country's history. We 
provided the city of thunder 

11:57:24 AM 
/:),,y,,,,  P 	

C 
fis 

'-} fris*, 	&Q, bay the finances necessary to clrnp-J;q5-tkeodetailed design and schematics for the proposed 
new event and conventilifIcentre-aTzd,furrithieAuRport will be contingent on the proposal 
consistent with the critt%alifklr Jundi44ttabltlx dib\fotpe province of Ontario and the 
association of municiplitidsiof Ontario whie*q., /6x I Flt;94'efff t last year. (Some Applause). 

)̀k3c) 'jib,- 4  A% Ai 	r, 	.... 	
MST/AMA 
 Ci- '(/ vi, 	c:C 7-, '-'1',:c,  Voice of Translator: The honourable mer,nbet',

ct /0,4? - .' 7'4--' v 0 ' 
/;;; 	top 

Matthew Dube (NDP): Voice of Transtatois: Mr , ri,.. p‘the excessive speed of boats on the 
Richelieu river. Many have joined with Ili g*51,,4mtpe-pvtufri .colleague     in asking to simplify 
the overcomplicated federal regulations. Is theifiinisfetA,,ckt,o help us listen to the 
regional consensus and adopt a speed limit for boats on the-A,Chelieu river? (End of 
Translation). 

Lisa Raitt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I should let the honourable member know I have 
brought this up with my officials already. They're looking into the matter with respe to 
process but I'd 

1.- 

PY0 11:58:2 Aly17, 
oi0A, 

	

C 	nt, /3 also ifitT, to sarciKr6,Spe.  erctipp refreshing for the member of the opposition to seek less 
tk reapArid less regliVi,qt:?kiv of a break. (Some Applause) 

	

° 16) 	 t/xi 
'r1/490 /S)0 	S 

	

The hon6tArablemeri34sr, 	/VA 1/0 

	

./ 	--le 	/0, 

	

/0, 	
government Corneliu Chisutlyri.p5pk3.  et9441iretcnslay, our government introduced the support for 

veterans and their *94li(eA4actiV,i(-#6gpize and fulfill the obligation of the people in 
government of Canada idishOUjtotvabel.cluria appreciation to members and their families for 
their service to Canada but veterans/and Weir families are already seeing results. Can the 
parliamentary secretary to the minister ofSveteran affairs please update this house on the 
progress we are continuing to make for veterans and their families? 

The honourable parliamentary secretary. 
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The honourable parliamentary secretary. 

,b,' 	 t) , Pierre Lemieux: Thank you very much, Mr. Speakeri,DoRciihklike to thank the member for 
pickering-scarborough east for his hard work for our veteTan§SOf-Ahe five great initiatives xi- 	' ',.--t-/ o• announced the minister of veterans affairs toiimprove bellofitgifor 'unwed veterans who hay 
come into effect. Effective April 1st, we haveC'vf,9 	)k3 	ii.:‘ 	ifs lb 	Pio/. P4 t, 	 A ,..  • z, 

'T 4 	 E'/i, 
S 	 ( ii)4/' 11:59:25 AM 	 SCR 	4 	k- 

,, 7,10  
, <-,?-/,,, ' ir)A, 	1/pt), 	7- 	/0 

expanded the eligibility criteria for the permanent imodizrnent paciikayses9 ,more'veterans 
are eligible for financial support each month. And also eff&tiveOpililgts'4,Wkarinings loss 
benefit is now calculated in the same way for reserve force vetdarCatItOfkriOttl9r force 
veterans and this is all about respect for veterans. Mr. Speaker, I en&uragellpe%,position 
to support these initiatives and our other government initiatives. 	LCGt. 

The honourable member for mount royal. 

Irwin Cotler (LPC): Voice of Translator: Mr. Speaker, yesterday, the minister of foreign 
affairs made 

[Text Missing] A. 
e 

clemency won't lead to j mediateCanci take itional release or reunification with his family i,,,,, 	-.. .?.. 'bk.-. v,-, in Quebec. Will the gag nrneptnnexplicitlycdemanA thejimmediate release of Rafe badawi as mir, ri., ,i/,,, . requested by the motipiassg6Fih(agimouslymteklarroyethis house so that Mr. Badawi 
can be reunited with his faelfilPii\#re n Quebec? (SoVippipt-e) (End of Translation). 

i'l 4.c., -7.1 
` )-- 	 -1c Iv0/0ii, 

The honourable minister of foreign 9  	4.., ,i PS . 	
(4` 

/Y4.4 	.4 0 	loA Rob Nicholson: Mr. Speaker, with the passage ofthe mdlisn that's exactly what we're doing. Cm, 	 “A , ., ,A,,,,.. We consider the punishment of Mr. Badawi to oe a violatiort ov-human dignity. There have 10n- . been representations made to the ambassador, to the governsnent, and the government will 
continue. (Some Applause) 

Voice of Translator: The honourable member for lasalle-emard. 

Helene Leblanc (NDP): Voice of Translator: New regulations proposed by the conservatives 
are a mal9r concern to the mutual insurance sector because these new regulations will 
create twocOlas spolicy holders. Why is the government not requiring that all policy 

4-'41 
12:

(i4y 	

op, oi4,7 PM 
k 	 P p, PA-W 4,1 4D 	 CI-, 	 . holders-be treated fairly or-thatcapgal becinvested in communities? Why are the 

conseWaleiViiXith-7toinAgs:%new regutot)lonSAtbreatening the future of mutual insurance ' 	iz• 
companies br, 	 that 	lead to demutualization? (Some 
Applause) (End of,,Tr'arksIgtikh

1
,)17Zi 

‘44"140"  
-113k 	 01 Peter Van Loan: Mr. Spe 	,Ro --,at 	mutual insurance industry has made its -41/.- concerns about this issue very clear-W.11w Overnment. Of course the primary questions 

here are of a provincial nature. Howeve6.,(We have of course, in dialogue with the industry, 
and I know that the minister of finance is following this very closely. (Some Applause) 
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The honourable member for Vancouver south. 

Ppl PP .Wai Young: Mr. Speaker, earlier this week, the parrarrie,4aw,budget officer confirmed that 
our family tax cut and universal child care benefit willatirAciii4n,Aney into the pockets of 
every Canadian family with children. The pbopor) confi{ied ft:ra,..the`Qe1?enefits are 
Progressive, helping the lowest income famines the 	Crither4inittkof state for 

06 
•411 

social development please inform the house)49,0(uhItiw/Vhe, 	/p 
 

0/v 

4 
government believes that all families deserve support? 

Cr,  .4 
.7,S 

Candice Bergen: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Thank you to the member from 
Vancouver south for the great work and the very good question. Mr. Speaker, pbo did report 
definitely that our benefits help lower to middle-income families the most which is what 
we've been saying. He also confirmed that every Canadian family with children will benefit. 
We recognize, Mr. Speaker, there is no two families th6t are alike in Canada when it comes 
to the needs and the decisions that they make regarding child care so we'll continue to 
support all Canadian families*Oe th ndp plan leaves out 90% of Canadian families, we'll 
support all Canadian families. (SrOite,Aklause) 

It ' 	ivs 0 &.L.),S'}- 

	

1, 	P  ,/-, c Voice of Translator: Tube Itartourable memoeriz7-'„ot„, P 	 ,,,p rlifr at, 

	

,c)  ,..̀41,441?  ,4,,,, 	 )'4 	tA Massimo Pacetti (IND): Vokievo Tpps q9r: Mr. Sle-Ryer;.paiii(dtive care is unaccessable to 
most Canadians. Today, only A%hf2tanAibns have SCcegitkpalliative care in a hospital. .t.:,,,""r- _-, ,,,-) • v vt, 	*,,, r 	.4i) An initiative to -- that was in the4mdWtor4:201.1teil ed in 

- F' ' 
12:03:10 PM 	

Po 	4,:i. 4 	41  
t/OA/  4 :4„ V2--,Q  

'-ii CO 

March. After three years of consultation, will the minister finfatly put in place a new plan in .,-,.., ..., 

collaboration with the provinces for new palliative care? (End of Translation). 

The honourable parliamentary secretary for health. 

Cathy McLeod: Mr. Speaker, the honourable member raises a really good point around 
palliative),weVd the real challenges that are faced by families as they deal with this very 
difficult tiend/trstitheiOves. I think it's important to know, of course, the provinces are 
responsible fct5 Peot(trEargl9nd we have record high transfers. They're going to be 70 billion 
by th'kzrd of tRe:'slcgdeittutthe federal government also has an important role and I think 
siraW0f*Ats impoka9t't6)V1Pwiithat we've invested more than $43 million in research 4),,,, 4, 4 	'1 p 	, vp.-,-,. 	A ,.„ .ke, 
ancktOseL",afe going to proviclAm.up-neoqed support and information for the provinces. 0,/vA, 0,7.„ •`• ,So,,,,, 	'1,4,„,.  

. 4.c, Cl'it''S PA 	QV .4 'I AM , Voice of Tran$14tp/r.11-19 honourable rrtamberDicEnd of Translation). 
'q 4 , °O.  0  .., Ai)i°4J  

Massimo Pacetti (IN-D) W.:4S Oaker,ttlite, period for consulting is over. Action needs to be 
/ 	 p,„ • - /Dit 

7,1 	',--mit- , '1 I taken, end of life care is anAsseotiarhealtPicare need. If the health minister needs 

	

/ 	4 , 	 ,c.,-iiit  
C 

12:04:12 PM 	 S 

12:02:08 PM 

The honourable minister of state. 
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help, Quebec has legislated in bill c-52 which states that palliative care should be a 
legislative right. Canadians should be guaranteed,pallip,tive care when needed and the 
conquences of failing such care should give CanatilaniOduRd for legal action. Several 
countries have legally provided citizens this right. It'sfirke,%*sogovernment offer more 
support for nursing home, care givers and how palliaivOrtkas etirrchospitals are unable 
to meet demand. When will the minister of hedith3ake acliai?-,-,)lik.„. 8,'S /i  u,S) /  'z' PAI 	. ‘-' //v `1?/ —ilio if:t J.?  . 4, 	POifi.:-IC),,i tii  
The honourable parliamentary secretary for hegletl, %7-E. &c,i., 	A7-fr., C , 	 77  ,T,9 	jili,,i ANED 

.. 4 °11  l' ill  I ',, 	C7- 	-biz, 
Cathy McLeod: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and again I thlr2kA'eh4F,F,v*`bielyraansfers to the 
provinces so that they can actually deliver whh they're coin'ilityfidrifl)y4(39ictrpplable 
legioned to do and on top of the money we spend on research' '4'g 0 Rayii,t,wid tkaynt 
partnership role. Another example of something we've done is the $61rnillicinadfriliViRalium 
foundation providing training for health care providers so it's important to work-iRsLs,k;  
partnership with provinces who deliver health care but we can provide them 

12:05:13 PM 

p f:. 
'Yo Pic- . C -c-,  The Speaker: This concludes question, perizold for today. ( End of Oral Questions ) ( End of 

Oral Questions) (Please Stand Ei9:)--;``'`Ar- -,m' o9p-interested in that than they are on 
fundamental 	,z7- 	'AS'S 	isi-,  c&/ Su 1,, 

/1/43E - p 	to ... ,c)p, 	OA  , 
f/VP frifrAi 'kft; IA p /i .4 	'Dfii . • 'Ck, 	 L, 0 	07(tndsof QuestrotNperioct)i. '7,'' ,...„ ,-,,_ ‘... -pp  

*"4 .t.., ,-- / 	' 	--,i  , 	
/0 	xi 

	

s" 6..7/  i/V © IV leZ• 	 4e?.. 
•41 4 • O0 	'‘9 

iitip 'C) 	i'li 	0 

fOR 

	

0/yA.  44.1 	 ,, 1 a The Privy CounctkOnice'Vedta4,,Certtjie / 
Le Centre des medias dirAurea'6'40,y,.08'n,sgil prive 

.,,..04...:„6 --) 

much valued information around research and again things like the recent budget in terms 
of pallium. Thank you. 
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LC•ts:' 

The Speaker: Oral questions. (Speaking French) The honourable member for hull-aylmer. 
(Some Applause) 

on job creation and the 

2..°.^"~~ 	9/1S' /%9  4,1 p  OiyA  0 A   
economy? (Some ApplauseYV 

7:10f_ The Speaker: The honourable minrster*f_inante. 4 	s  
4 41  ?•., 	 . Joe Oliver: Mv. Speaker, while the global econioicn reprwns1/9911e, our government is 

focused on creating jobs, growth, and economic 'prosperityeAnd since the depths of the 
recession, we've created 1.2 net million new jobs in the Cansailian economy and we will 
continue our low tax plan for jobs and growth. In contrast, the ndp have a plan to introduce 
a carbon tax which is a job-killing plan, $20 billion out of the pockets of ordinary Canadians. 
(Some Applause). 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable member for hull-aylmer. 

P% Nycole Turme,14Neqyoice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, 1500 people out of work. I think 
thatpe miniktgrof fila,drie4.-neds to look at these realities head-on. These people deserve 
betteik'Vhan. a go`viEnmerittikan't even 

2:19:20i  19,07. - St% ib :C;r-N4letp 4  ii'4p 	
V, 	1,."1 

bring down a,c14kdgkc,s.yn6,tiimL,ehmci that doesn't have a clear plan for job creation. Contrary 
to the ndp. Th6 fracoitliatelki#igjarrpa is growing, Mr. Speaker. Mexx, Jacob, target, and 
now future shop. IltAati,(pirid),g,ov'erprnerit4ymaiting for, to bring down a budget, that will 
make job creation a priont9,?/(S'(:/irie,(4515,10e) 

The Speaker: (Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of finance. 

Nycole Turmel (NDP): Future shop is going out of business. 131 stores closed and 1500 
people out of work. Many won't even qualify for benefits after years of conservative and 
liberal reductions to E.I. Anc11.?MrpAiS,peaker, this is just the latest in a growing list of closures. 
So with 1500 more families fagh,g,ifOrMost, how can the conservatives explain their inaction 0  ‘,) 
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Joe Oliver: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, as regards to the budget, stay tuned. The 

compare with. 	 'I  CC 	OP- 43.&- 

on the contrary, knows that Canada is the g7 countut4ptclw created the most jobs 

2:20:26 PM 	 it) 4'1  P '15)4 	ivPo i  

proportionately speaking. We have created 20% more joqpvt,Waltr:our closest country to 

ndp is calling for policies that will deliberately weaken Canadian industries. Our government, 

844,i, 49k p 	k)  

'o,,i, iY07-k,..sr, 	R4i 	hi  
0 i„, , PAJ,k:1 b 

CZ9, 

,,, 	rk 	Km/ 	xiiiii, Now, if we were to listen to the ndp, we would see all-oasts`® 
4 ̀.'9°U

or! 	
1.  

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable membericch6114yliter 
,ii.j'.01, .(.../O 

/0A/  80,Q , Nycole Turmel (NDP): (Voice of Translator): Now, the conservatives aren't jii§ki, $.revising 
on the budget. The minister of national defence had to be rescued by his cds, general Tom 
Lawson, who had to rectify the comments made by the minister on the weekend. Can the 
minister confirm that he agrees with the cds on the fact that Canada and the united States 
are not the only members of the coalition using precision-guided munitions in Syria? (Some 
Applause) 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator: The honourable minister of national defence. 
Pic? IY0 01,7,,  C,,, 

Jason Kenney: (Voice of TranslatKe'r:Speaker, I agree with the general and the ci' 	-I-,  ,c,  honourable member is r'istakerloep,us'eilke-U. And Canada are the only allied nations 

	

' 6-1 	 ,-• it 	ffli with munitions for dyrtamc'tafgets.This 1(5, vieco the reasons why t.//lip VI/  1110. . '11? , 	01i5 '1 
2:21:28 PM 	S 	02k, set, '-' 	4 

$`48̀ 07 07 	ili 
€1-,/,-- iv k-- ' v 1/A• 	 oz 

the United States encouraged Calipda-to13.L'oddefikio&militai-y minion against the islamic 
A 	• 6 7  /• isil, in fact. These are dynamic targetig:`@ncr om;1,Ve"aponr3/A:is only the best in the world (End 

of Translation). 	 Pow .40, -70  
'i io SU 

The Speaker: The honourable member. -- 	 8 

Jack Harris (NDP): Mr. Speaker, the minister may be new to this portfolio but he's not new 
to politics. This is about our military involved in a war. The minister told the media 
repeatedly that Canada was the only allied country other than the U.S. With precise-guided 
weapons for use in Syria. The chief of defence staff then had to make a public statement to 
correct tbe, rniRister. Will he now apologize for his hyperbole and start telling Canadians the 
true factsibAutc&n,  involvement in the Iraq war? (Some Applause) 

erN 	& The Speaker: Th'e-stion-otirkble,sm.inister of national defence. So„ 	7-0 p  
AN/A  A404/, lase tkiccireTy ) 	§pea kepi-dituRArefyr  the member for saint John is incorrect. The 

stateme"nt),of tlie^cliigPof defenCeitstaff co firmed what I said which was based on the 
c4S` 	•&-4" 	

it, 	qv  

2:22:30 PM '4 '''t",,t/ 0 4.1 NI  40 .1 4 
J r.. 	 , advice I received from theCupvilit-aryi indicating that currently on the United States is using 

precision-guided munitions of this riaiOre„against isil targets. The royal Canadian airforce, 
I'm advised by the chief of defence stairz'aM the military, has amongst the best, most 
advanced precision-guided munitions in the world that can hit dynamic targets, that only 
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the- united States is currently using against the genocidal terrorist organization. It's 
regrettable, however, that the ndp wants Canadajo si,t)on the sidelines in the fight against 
this genocidal -- 	 Oil 

/ The Speaker: The honourable member for St.A.Aphn's ealt: 
--1// ,, _ 	7" 	Af 

	

4.1? ')P 	n 	4/4,, 4,, 	./ „ , .,e2p, 	-1 /Atk-,_ 41, 	4V-- Jack Harris (NDP): Mr. Speaker, the minister,,,R ousapijr,Fhoes to be_otrrithp WO over 
providing the facts to Canadian people. Mr. Speagri,„„eapeciljailsOots Willikciplidpg4b the 
government, be carrying out bombing runs if Syria giicRttveyN11: ,Isfigegany chali9r1443i0  
including the 131 active surface to air missile sites contr'6144,batese teernment of Syria. 
Given that the Assad regime is 	 . 4. 1/4,, 0 	V6' /:) ,r„, f' 	44  

2:23:31 PM 
C 

both murderous and untrustworthy, can the minister provide assurances to the house and 
to Canadians that Canadian forces pilots will not be targeted by the Syrian regime? (Some 
Applause) 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of national defence. 

. Jason Kenney: Well, Mr. Speawi, obviously there is an inherent risk involved in any military 
deployment or operation. Having.11:11 itzthe advice I've received consistently from our 
military is that the SyriaTkrilitirtlesiioty.0i.ft \radar coverage in that part'of Syria and, 
indeed, we've observe*thatc,kundredifinotThp,u*ls of sorties against isil have been 
flown by the United StaMs1-4n4othallies bAra4ops.a,9,arst the genocidal terrorist 
organization, the so-callekiklrec•-spWdileaste'rri tyr)!aicWe*not aware of any efforts to 
challenge them, neither isil nor the 	has challenged 	of those flights. Our 
assessment is that the risk is no„greater'f190:9 if64yria, in that 	of Syria, than it has 
been in Iraq today. 	 4'/A, 	PiA ''Po 4 - 

The Speaker: The honourable member for 

2:24:32 PM 

westmount-ville-marie. 

Marc Garneau (LPC): (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, the most recent survey among 
business leadersshows that optimism is at its lowest level since the end of the recession. 

f-',4:‘ Almost 4v9kxpecnhe economy to contract this year, as compared with 3% last year. 
That's a hug0foRsinktpectations. And all of this under the aegis of this government. 
We'vrcorded4ilec brekb,rsi,?mic growth over the past 80 years and what's the minister 
doing Delaying the bliclig6VaAcid3119iis vanished. When can we expect a budget, will it be 
d tei-Ang itleA/eki  of ApriN'Ottlit'Ac,Pk-iy 

' 	r 
A/Pj. 

Tye 
The Speaker-ANice/K-ka,Vator):' 14.0 7.noi7,1eivable minister. 

-4 1/04./t7;9 

	

iit'fidTPti I 'f 4') 	r0  Joe Oliver: (Voice 	bra s a or., 	..-Soeaker, I'd like to remind you that the liberal finance /E A, !((-) c critic is the one who saidikl3eVal jb4Itey,„e.thait Canadians are prepared to pay more and more 
taxes. We have no lessons tib leaA4froWV7

CAS  
- 

2:25:33 PM 
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the liberals. Who have slashed transfers to the provinces and who have still not explained 
who happened to the $40 billion in taxpayers' money. Mr. Speaker, the conservative 
government is the only one worthy of confidence forpereattrig jobs. (End of Translation). v6/0 

The Speaker: The honourable member for wa,scana-. leC:S' OP 74? 431/- 
1/43.(7fri4, 

ne- 
8ki 

Ralph Goodale (LPC): Mr. Speaker, this governments record,4 on ecabmits,05:owtf9s the 
worst in 80 years. All the chartered banks, the'5614,fee'ri-f,,lyciaTck the 1.-Ivi.f0:94:0,9*C.D., 
they have all chopped their forecasts yet again. Now- iii%bihk4volf tanada saVs-le#6611,23,c,) 
growth in this country is atrocious. And requires quoteiwSaleisablegcMptary stimulus to 
avoid falling back into recession. Will the finance ministerAck-Ah;catiMis-osy0ea/rtment says 
is the most cost effective thing to drive immediategrowth anertha;tzs2,14vestcsiikmere,0 
municipal infrastructure right now? Will he do that? (Some Applause-A, 	L;.4, ivts 

CAS The Speaker: The honourable 

2:26:33 PM 

minister of finance. 

Joe Oliver: Mr. Speaker, thefggvern©r~'s comments related to the impact of oil -- the drop in 
oil on the oil industry and the econid7riyis*the liberals are advocating policies that would 
deliberately weaken the,9nadiairt‘s$pnoirp*:- Under our government, we have the 
strongest job- record ir,fiMe1/040 g7 andnr4p,-gct-1 /4k:j1 ,,irastructure, we have the largest 
and longest infrastructr?e/prrqolam),n the iiiStergi6flqnaTI,,7,$75 billion over the next ten 
years, 53 billion to the pro-9iLces)Tcr rfitpicipalitidsereve*- proud of what we're doing 
in this vain. (Some Applause)s 

04./ 	

Ojv 
ivo 	Aic 4/0 

4 / 7 
The Speaker: The honourable merrib4r,for4Vastana, F0 

lei Or  
6, 0, 0/ Ralph Goodale (LPC): With a great big 5 billion-tole 	right now. They live in a time warp 

over there, Mr. Speaker. The jobs they brag about werethke6sand four and five years ago. 
Not recently. Last year, new jobs were barely 121,000. That was down 3.5% from the year 

2:27:35 PM 

before. And the year before was down 60% from the year before that.they're steadily 
creatingwert4obs, not more, and they're going in exactly the opposite direction from the 
bank of Carria-F169,24:11the minister stop undermining governor poloz and reinvest in 
municipal intrast,406-riqht now? (Some Applause). 

'34c: The($pekb
' The hor*Ar/-abk,im, :16149r of finance. 4.4 

ABU 
Alit? 

LAS 
v) c 

rr44 	 ,1 	?"/../ 
Joe Olir44t segmis-fttp.the memberop very ippsi ve 	 te doesn't listen 	 well. We talked about the 
largest and faa9;s ci)-fifiastr'u,,cRle protramgri4tie history of Canada. Much more than liberals 
even thoughtlatOci,T ,sisip,, parSty, that believes that increasing taxes, increasing 
expenditures is ti-ige,v404#ktkifes-fv, it's the road to economic decline. We do not 
take any lessons from tkilieraL3vatikicreated a $40 billion slush fund and now want to 
introduce a carbon tax, a tax.on e44thi'rikwhich will kill jobs and undermine our 

2:28:36 PM 
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aps-arasasOmeNtefetwx&aklaKx;KQiceaataTralisi 
obsessittatAtithaapionage.pespedattritottbark, 
.i.d.eatogyvittiaa.,Tgrattpsvameteraaspdicac. -
knetcasnalxidayaokeetiamonacetu.g.eeseace.caizead 
blareaMoslatiQnatiseemittaezdauwilizelsakedhe.. 

AktvZigi/ 
autac. tv, 

...11011a: 
ik9 

aveasi AW. 

iftifeb,sbed.r..e.itogio 
.Qcs.oh.the 

atiaisterAopkentauswitagandims.erlegaiNaatimitiga.Aufglr 	 os?.a5a.me 
t./ 
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economy. (Some Applause). 

The Speaker: (Voice of Translator): The honou ralA),Fp 	r for alfred-pellan. 
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tezriesponck:ito:.7natientirifleeurity7.111reets;:A..sAggetor t.he,l.  
liamieteifiehlenhamtitezcogservative .are...a4k1T.-  
atttiatiitic-lattelg.eisfasmediu'utoteer-  in -a. roytc.:-Qtoes:itlie nik -er inaltgtheittidtiefiri` 
ogrzepta-bler,(Satne:Artakatatte 	 /101  ri 	
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aiteu:Sgeak.ertatleztiaaamaitieaniciaerNetzw.blic.T:safeko 0//cA,f 

' Oit; 	 4--41: 0/ 
arzemenialenewhituSg.ealtetwwkitheirkeeimedn reaseddheittukiget,:of 	 - Aitel:woue 
ainanntstriabeilmnpartTafil. b= ,e.19 • janiii+::.-  aReakerirBladatillte:tell.  you Megingham 
ekrieet.eNesitcLL-o.fnfauni.tyzeete5itiiamrnnfja-rR:y,,:.i':.1.r.k,-5..geaker4Wbiltelrgti nit) g andaigkeetremenimem 

iathavedthatifeit T:undier-7-.tbliteetimrev-i:ew- of -t h .e.TTR-za,MR:-47.ottpd,gomw n m entilaupp.oft&.a.neckais) 
flemitmenfgf eilairagellehtaliiihiritiaeliegiS425tWeittialgti,Qh:-TaS 

Pi*). 'lit 
€7.51-.. 	 ilkomiit io,,,, • 	-0,,,Ottf:R;€..; M.: P:.--: fj d i;eektreesTkitta 
fipeaketawANAellvvii4  a d fepattteik, 	irls-Ma6.--A-oti):- 	ilialitssefelygrand i-: 6eaultiltombicatergteekeir*, '?1/ 	 "./ C'  

`-) .(11y S .  C. 	 Pn I/A ,-, 4).p The Speaker (Voice orTR.w-sle 	ttee,honourgtle m-6moper 
. -L'iliiv 	`ciS)  - ":bAlie  7-/ 	1 /4S' 

's'i-  P7V - ' ' 	—1(' qii 	• Anne Minh-Thu Quach (NDP): (V2i e'-,t, rApsa.tgy4: Her si,ano ,  ,qr file bearing the brunt of 
conservative incompetency. We'Cigtev9gr-i'd:ceiatAt9fs647i)s closing 131 stores across the 
country, 1500 people have been laid ofkaye114-5)14`461511-it.l'olto the thousands of people who 
have lost their jobs, already lost their jobsl'Ojitije E0,ik,,s1f.k.p4‘t.00,watch. Many workers learned 
they would have to find a new job when they got to WOOkr,,,..pt4sday morning and when they 
found the store doors locked. How can the conservatives exiSIbin their lack of action to the, 

- families of the employees of future shop? 	,- 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable minister. 

Pierre Poilievre: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, clearly, we will be supporting all 
employe*olfkMd by the decision by helping them to connect with available jobs. At the 
same time, 1016./,95.6.4,S, r, 

Vs, 

2: 4t,4ziagl L*8SL/.7-P 	eS , 
A, 	

/6' 
A/ f 

'441  Pfx16' 	
0/  

L 	OP 
it/

R our e6o3j9M-Pkas-citafited mo'rOthianklif iNi,#lion net new jobs, 85% are full-time jobs, two-
thirds areiliWW-0yi'iN#invdustrigkViti:t/thanks to the tax cuts that have helped build 
our economy4Tliezpd`pRol ille1iberals'antga increase taxes. That will kill jobs. And hurt 
Canadian fami644-'0 
	

ait1417ythem to do that. 
44 

The Speaker (Voice of Trartsiato.O.LThe• 	6urable member for rimouski-neigette--
temiscouta-- les Basques Quebec. 1̀0.0 
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Guy Caron (NDP): (Voice of Translator): It's not just the job losses at future shop that are 
of concern. The president of the bank of Canada Raint9s1 a very sombre picture of our 
economy. Economic results for the first quarter of 14 ?PaTt, and I quote, atrocious. Stephen 
poloz is calling for the conservatives to take action butqke'ilitql6waiting for the budget and, 
at the same time, a large Canadian bank is smected16ttaplitatipetqxc,evasion in France. 
What are the conservatives waiting for to kigls t6fttzhe eco'hiky/ alYtdifibilling tax evasion? 
(Some Applause) 	 It 4 

AlejT7-L  
7k- 2:35:43 PM 	 5' 0, 	 /0 

steer O  Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable minist/A#04„ 
' 1111,1 	 A n 

Joe Oliver: (Voice of Translator): Stay tuned for the budget. (End of 4  Ivranslat)oird-Ilmtll tell 
Canadians that we will balance the budget, and we will introduce a budget which'4,AI) benefit 
Canadians from coast to coast to coast. We've already introduced a plan which will benefit 4 
million Canadian families right across this country. We've introduced a tax rebate which will 
benefit 90% of businesses, 780,000 businesses. Ours is a low tax plan for jobs and growth. 
In contrast to the opposition which would do the opposite. We will assure long-term 
prosperity for Canadians and the budget will be part of that plan. (Some Applause) 

The Speaker (Voice of Trang4-Nr).6hp honourable member for rimouski-neigette--
temiscouta-- les Basques Quebasy 

	

,c?k, 	`-• 	Cc,  Guy Caron (NDP): (VgiTogranslator):?.otro4i9A(*(Iipse are the words, that's the word in 
fact used by the goverp.,01)-1Tiheslichie econdkfiic)(e'tcrol:v44:4 Canada's economy is worsening. 
The president of the 1).`iliesf &s,a04Cautioned 

4 	

tilegeoristEvallyes
( 
 unequivocally. 

/ irgiv 
2:36:43 PM 	 0' q/oly 

4 
4,1 	• ,&:-/ 

The decline in oil prices may cascade quicklyirrbugh(fIlez./pcbmmy and into the labour 
market. The minister of finance is still missing°69 tfilkW(qtye'filivit,ttil the minister leave his ivory 
tower and introduce a budget for the middle class? (SomeA,;?),lause) 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of finance. 

Joe Oliver: (Voice of Translator): As I've said on several occasions, a budget will not come 
before April and now I'll say stay tuned. Because it's coming soon. Mr. Speaker, what we're 
going toicpe dp,,,ing is balance the budget and advance policies that will be beneficial for 
Canadianitacrorktfie country. (End of Translation). 

.,1 The apgpker: -114te91?onoKatilennember. 
v/8.4 

et?,ci 	//VP, 42 kfrip PeggysNagyMM: Lets' til4galt),,A  rASkcaker. Future shop announced the permanent 
closureciff468140444i .h  another,  00i)015- lost adding to the tens of thousands of lost 
retail jobs tirilkr‘--fhVigor4eryktives' '''&91111{CA'r1 /4.4 now, after record lows in job growth, the 
governor of triq,e4-rik8 CaRtdaits, describing our country's economic performance • 

2:37:43 PM 	
Ofi 44 / 
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as atrocious. And the finance minister continues to delay the budget. When will they listen 
to the bank of Canada and take urgent action to create jobs and help the economy? When 
will they table the budget? (Some Applause) 	Ps3c, P 

s-11//8 
The Speaker: The honourable minister of empLoymentic, 

11)4, 	 01 /49 
SO,c) 	 ' 	40a. Pierre Poilievre: Mr. Speaker, ironically, the,t4oveTgrAbifthe bah`k1Pof 5  

commenting on the effects of low oil prices &like CaladdncseconomAyThrortaporntspto the 
d r,, (p, fact that our natural resource sector is extremely irn.pp„.§,tantikTAhv3cAli? s leacilu9,1tql9at 

sector a disease, and they, along with their liberal frienAcg4tantiste`brli-u4n a carbon t/O)ythat 
would dismate both that sector and many others right-66r)ROlitz,aetr,&19gik-i)Decimate. Mr. 
Speaker, the last thing our economy and its workers need rii4,4644iNg/gRtefir debt 
and taxes that the ndp and liberals propose on them, Mr. SpeakeMjiste%el 	ein Aive.6g to /V 
keep taxes low and creating jobs for Canadians. 	 'Ica! S  

The Speaker: The honourable member for parkdale-high park. 

2:38:45 PM 

Peggy Nash (NDP): The bank of Canada says the situation is atrocious. And Canadian 
families are paying the price A Rev report says in Toronto alone 12,000 public housing 
units will be uninhabitable withiksf t years unless the government helps. The mayor said 
inaction has left cities like ours tytstitv t b wind. When will the conservatives stop hiding 
and start doing their jobl4When wiflOeyiNr 4-1114roduce a budget and make the economy 
work for Canadian 	 (.- fannYlti.Ois.? (So 	ApplaGSe) P,5949 

Pp, 1. 
Y4/Aht;/'4 The Speaker: The honourabli  intike.r":6?/$tate for slici,p1rde'velPopment. '-dv„q I/1/0/  

0,4? 

	

044 (01 	 . Candice Bergen: Mr. Speaker, wrieh4 corkertq rettlan families, we've given them tax 
cuts and direct benefits and, Mr. SpeatelAkwhrezidik20101-, housing, we have signed 
affordable housing agreements with every Orkivolinee@krgs,,,ithisricsiountry. We've made strong 
investments so that provinces can allocate the f6nding<ilvt(iattiey believe that housing is 
needed and in the way that it's needed. We've also invest 	a homelessness partnering 
strategy so whether it's cutting taxes 

2:39:45 PM 

for families, helping businesses, or helping provinces with housing needs, we're getting it 
done, MP,sVecal<sE;  (Some Applause) 

._,eiviSiOA SS'Pb.  
The 	,peakerl(C016-.)Lce,  ef,..Talas I a t o r) : The honourable member for saint laurent-cartierville. 

S - 	
•s, '' 7,,,,/  C,s/  1-1't/ 	 p ' 

G: 	7 . ra* 	lidariviS s ...=,,,, ;® ,A   15.11E5SIDnek:RaleS-0EITSandlttiat 
it----74 OaffiZeskassigtteolo;erArp stigatikasrlaad:10theArarsterred,...toofigliting, ',,,,..,. - 	( 	, 	,. 

Whrleki- IP'*7' IIPte'f;-' 	:.±,S,i -,TeKai4r,4-Ithise,?Enctragiiits;.,mital,,,,Te5ponsitH)tiesci.„it.'sTibecauae,:i.of .--,s•,..„ 	' 	0. 	 ,' -- klte5!$1955-.ffrilliortTIM.g-u 	0.5ed..114,Thilte-o n s'- tivative,-,gatternmertETW:hyates-the,,irninistet posed  f' 
allanieagilteile-.03/C4r 	Gt1-1-,'. 	1 '-5.:,-1-- Di i I kairt Yohen,...it!s-,wwiritteradalaakrandtkilitelifit budget 
aiiiiiraaittli.e74-3W:A97.. 	 -....alY1.Vg 5 -. -iatittligis-afetwepiorikrati:co 
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t4.1!t.t. need 	 ifizjobiamSiimak4. 	 ragosoargritigtoAtlitiartaately.-ARIA 

IThecapftaker._Thit.hotactiafflatalespainisterseilattlaliels*At 

aewt 
lifik ..f11g% tQllisiittrab 

. 	• 	Or, 
kzegapificvoilattraid-ermilsarnfriaftitie.s.taefesis--00,ivprioritviromgeerr 
eitiadfretittalitulie -nen t,. 	SPeaker.;..c.w1).Q.bas.,...cio.neFseroticf.410, 60.iYJA'p:e.'715:0 v:Rst mets 

y- MI-.::..Spealifoiarlisiltkita15,.0y.. to take:,:cace:oGv.i ct 	s- ,144,r,,;.. 
kiteleaf,in grook.t. n 	 ow fioyak Ca-0.a dia n n o 	-poi ice ;.,-; 

rJtit~n; Mr. S-p.ettkeir.741anel.k6/.. 
-ipeakep;..1.1e.t . 	'left 	 g.o- ver1.-) iletat3isvcoi rnitted..?koper:45.(lteRtttab 

Esmizazi.i.,t'rHasithttufficiKnt r 	 aCanacii.a t-Qhsalefaah...an 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable member for brossard-la prairie. (End of 
Translation). 

Pib PiYon Hoang Mai (NDP): Early Sundari foo, "e,g,sagr Canada flight 624 crash landed at Halifax 
international airport. 25 assenyers,kerNnligy,d but luckily all are now safe and sound. 

tr Early reports indicate 	0,,,ned i'A.Kkils)0`,9,•630-ZSTetres short of the runway and smashed 
through antennas. Sir 001 	transprair,tAtiekF/alabbpard has been sounding the alarm 
about runway overruns 	 0,yi '1Cy- 

SCRS 	
4c, 

/04/
4c 2:44:51 PM 

.3 ,-. . 
and the lack of tougher safety regulation'4,,ca n4tv 	ster, tell us why the vernment has 
been dragging its feet? (Some Applause). ' /04, 	 (0/ 

&°. The Speaker: The honourable minister of transpOrt. 	 s  

Lisa Raitt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, we want to thank the flight crew and we 
want to thank the first responders who responded so effectively to this incident in Halifax 
making sure that the passengers did indeed make it to safety in a timely manner. I would 
also say, Mr. Speaker, I spoke with the chair of the transportation safety board today. She 
indicatecP,t1-6f-ketpking the investigation very seriously. They are there on the ground in 
Halifax. Any iipc1,:ge9a.d reports will of course come from them as they are the ones in 
char9eand ttlecple,b4j-Athprity in this case and in this matter and I look forward to getting 
thesriltits from tAS 

0/1) p 
1.4 p 	 !Alp /Y/1,,'"` Oz. 

".1 
The 5p5e-akeiVydieesof Trans-atop :/The hoVt9urable member for brossard-la prairie. 

-1114z.- 	Liits 

Hoang Mai (NRPfteiik9f 116419.slator51" :•Mr. S esker, this disastrous landing could have 
been a terrible ttAity9f-Jertaq0etsiogil 133 passengers and crew members from air Canada 
flight 624 are safe ark§o'dFicbilarktouched down about 300 metres before the runway 
and hit 	 n b 1/ 49 	$* (2/ 

;i 	11"'S 

2:45:52 PM 
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an antenna array. The accident raises many questions. Especially since the transportation 
safety board has been asking transport Canada since 2010 to adopt tougher safety 
regulations to prevent landing accident. Will the milegstektifially follow those vi:s, 	t-is ,, recommendations from the tsb? 	 i0A/ 1̀% 

'gen '90 0 
*.i, 	""S'cl, P  t4.J-, C__J& The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The hondy„rtiepinisterLof- ransporrAgnd of 

Translation). P 	/ 	P , ,- -4 p 	 4 	14/p 'Y4,1 11/0 06,A; 1c).- 
"ulti 'lei- 1-1-/ r8()A14/°14-6'cl.?& ,,,, 	10/iL ' A' Lisa Raitt: Mr. Speaker, again, we are grateful that evarydoCkimmallyed in thiatiectoe-pbof 

course are safe and sound. I also express my thanks td iiiik.f#sfiresprAdiers and flight 6)  
attendants to ensured passengers were evacuated to s4e*GF,Yit*/,‘IkE.' sO.ipee'ter, this is 
truly within the domain of the transportation safety board righerigNTh0164'kytle5aking 
the investigation and analyzing any factors that came into play. I Icaforclkiks110)elr 

,C 	' results. (Some Applause) 	 ek's5 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable member. 

Ruth Ellen Brosseau (NDP): (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, grain producers will still 
have to bear the cost of conservative mismanagement. We learned this weekend that the 
government will not renew the 

it o  

xler, 
minimum transport regmenVlquorasiglifgra These istf- are important for producers, many 
of whom still can't eniktgthes4,bias7  How caliTegAreithfqt justify they're siding with the 
rail companies instead Ofquotectiyit

e  
titA:cfarmers?lkom

() 
 dAppot4se) (End of Translation). 

° 04, 4/ 
The Speaker: The honourable mirpistebt9f try spor. 	

SOT 

1/4 	14•0  
Lisa Raitt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Actual1W-Mr2,%peeakejs'WitKrespect, the member is 
completely incorrect. Our government's action -has aiCiLlIjitvtoirsked in this case and the 
amount of grain has moved significantly off the prairies ariekapin grain is running at a rate 
that contributes to the strong economic growth that of course we had intended from the 
beginning. It has been a successful intervention, I'm grateful for the support for the 
minister of agriculture who has done an excellent job with this file. And I'm grateful as well 
to the farmers in Canada and the rail companies as well to ensure that we move this 
valuable commodity at the pace that we did in that crisis. (Some Applause). 

PA) 
The Speaker;,. rikourable member for welland. 3/0  

Malcolm 	 (-RDPr 	Skaker, I suggest the minister should try telling that 7-0 	0/6,  

2.47p$4111$ 	/Alp IM/ T 
0,a. 	 ""1,17-1 

1/ :Chr;;Ii'S 	'11Vh to producer cars/hipligtspwhp„.are actually wattling for producer cars the last couple months. 
Mr. Speaker,itti&ge.VtrpniefiPktrrtment of grain farmers has been nothing less than 
shameful. First, E li*v/va ifTgAiiiktyletOn a I ties, lowering the fines and giving the rail ways a 
pass for violating rulesiNki,dit'd/60",trA:e;)ciifig to not extend the minimum requirements. 
There are farmers who still have graip,baCkslogs. There are producers who are still awaiting 
producer cars in the prairies, Mr. SpegeisSo Mr. Speaker, it's a simple question: Why is 
the government so unwilling to stand up to the railways and defend Canadian farmers? 

2:46:54 PM 
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The Speaker: The honourable parliamentary secretary. 

to get g% Aftr.19_ and reclaim Canada's export 
Canadian shi 	rem ports are 31% higher 
five- ear aver(Vg.,(TQBAAct;)c.N,move almost 50 
migi ffitvwes oki6c3tpm i*rfccia 	requirement. 

iY 	P 	.LI NA., rli'il 10%, 	-1,$) 	Oly 
07- 	 xl 

So carry-out is projected to be within the Normal averaeelof 
z 	 0 

The Speaker: The honourable member for chatham-kent-esse . 	40/ /G 

	

/044  80ic? 	(:)/ ;I 
Dave Van Kesteren: Mr. Speaker, today the prime minister is at the hon Dan Ca44,3

:s‘  
plant 

in Allison, Ontario where he announced Honda will be using one of.its Canadian facilities to 
produce vehicles for export to Europe. (Some Applause) Can the parliamentary secretary to 
the minister of international trade share with the house why this announcement is so 
important for Ontario's automotive and advanced manufacturing sector and indeed for all 
Canadians? 

The Speaker: The honourab Ra(1)4(9-1,ntary secretary, to the minister of international trade. 
—116,  4`,9 

4,, 
Parm Gill: Mr. Speaker, 1$d like raia&ankc-byeltopic,surable member from chatham-kent-essex. 
Today's announcemenkb,H,c)Ada wa'S3,13-INI•40:,cw-itylsby the historic market access- provided 
by the Canada E.U. Triade?ogireinlpit whih'iiplEta'Reitaf,10/0.,... or increased Canadian exports to 
the world's largest inteAsd r'rftar1<etk -  Z§fhi s goverikm.grk4Ltep"-iiVority is creating jobs and 
economic growth which is wfikve,b5VQ..:\efeslted so ialeclvtoloi?pn new 
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'tqA 1.. 0/ 	I. 
A, 4 ni markets for Canadian companieS and why we Anti u,04t --5,0,1i:,1,9prt our exporters and 1/e '914/ 

manufacturers as part of the most ambitious pro-export',Ifitc4o%s plan in Canadian histbry. 
(Some Applause). 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable member. (End of Translation). 
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2:51:00 PM 

Gerald Keddy: Mr. Speaker, the oic work 
reputation as a reliable shipper. Western 
than last year. And 25% higher than the 
million tonnes of grain under the oic, 2.5 

2:48:55 PM 

4/0,y 

2:49:56 PM 

Asillidicksay....1.-astomeeiwyoulknowitAtteA,.eek:IDeforelf did a, 
4:Febtirstnat io.ns-a.nctsta:kenoi ers.:discuss 
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The Speaker: The honourable meA  nt,,gr, 00.  

0/ PAk. Megan Leslie (NDP): (Voice of Translator): TokTirrokv.ys th',e 	adline for announcing 
greenhouse gas reduction targets before the Paris conflekiWcin climate change. Mexico 
submitted its action plan. The United States meanwhile will officially unveil their 
commitments tomorrow. But as usual, the conservatives, well, they've announced that they 
don't have a plan. Why is this government once again playing catch-up? (Some Applause) 

diselos :,%peefigs,pfc,elo.sed,F.tioziriineetimprf,tawa$stifeqati.oxi=eallaetrs.4,hatevve414.disa 
Arlackaativougli s cius.5iimEandithati: tro rogpv,v h a wag: fmrnyrna rkwp e pl:et au ts i ,:oty.th se 
foeetipgsiuikmdtakkinguaP6ut:.gbimfsv:angktrilaa]1:000 
pialortosaizigiveasAtievilawe5304nAsiagiaabonigiliitalmom 1 ,,v.QLS 

- 	)••• 
ThezSpgakefiiiiVoleeratacartsiatofiai0a.eAtca L'‘,34s,  
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z4. 	to s: ackr 
ayafamtingingdo:dallamievery.oneandTexeEyttairtg.-e..et,ppilVediectiaa.;.:.6.64fOtit;i0Aci,  
atepakismtkare.;startingtolgetliouderi:-.1esterdayi,mtelte.0449fbvigYiiii..4ox.raCi;ilirie/..fibialekli 
litednatibeirLo.tgicta:i5y;„;wih.af..cilsappeared.,Sixiyears,,ago.A,WilLti*ieiaikikeekt .r.tter;,appea,i,  

'QV '9u/i' 	/ 
iltakiESwaikiermaikteiiimamixableEpariligameetacygisiaieriekiariym 

aani,.Tru:pip0irilltarFlohtotrFrkikrov$peakeriptifiatifyierribe4Ifilow.$iktialkwellosexcioilltnaeed.:Ta 
flatiooakiviquiryzAhat:TwQJbove,,iis-vah.2:adionmplianwtba.t;!itheiminisieristabiedgiawSeptenteith t 
iltiastweapivAte,..vitiikieoinitintxtiticoo..toiriqwith 

Z1•52,,,k0ORLA 

2:53:02 PM 

The Spe*e55cr,i;cce of Translator): The honourable minister of the environment. (End of 
Translation). 43/0A7s4,-.) 

qcCts" op -60, 
Leczno%11.1.kkaq: f6san.041-Clir's ileaker. Mr. Speaker, our government is playing a 
copst iciy..seAkylp in estalat 	i4ernational climate change agreements. That includes 
meam,g1 r em ,d ,FmtparentAgWrnitntexi?:ffem all major emitters. In line with the Lima 
agreementi4anidiod?151,-varingiVernIcked, nationally determine contributions and is 
committed toilsakljtti*IrvV01,,,40 advcrihe 6 e December 2015 meetings. Because this is , 
an internationa1.4pig*ki,fic*AWarbseeking information from the provinces and territories 
to understand how th*.etWO`/Tiefti,tfileir targets and how their plans will factor into 
Canada's overall commitkOt. 1 /4Rifit-h°AppQ6 to Paris, we continue to take actions to reduce 
greenhouse gas gas emissions. ihank youoMr:Speaker. 
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The Speaker: The honourable member for Halifax. 

dc).  Megan Leslie (NDP): Well, Mr. Speaker, the only th•Rg-it, eqnservatives are on target to 
meet is complete failure. Months ago, this governmer4r,6g§rplArja,,March 31st deadline for 
announcing national climate targets but just Re with thrdmi•I aRiigas-regulations, this has 00 

	

P "<,/ `"-416) L' to 
FY - 	 A  

	

A 	1„, • vOr. 
become the 

2:54:03 PM 	 004/ 	 0/i) 'IC). 
)-6f  

,-, vP.  latest in a long string of broken promises. Mexico has *gaits -its,spjlan74.,Tbe U.S. Is 
moving forward. When will we stop being international lagglatAs fliclim'ateicknge? When , -z 	,n 4 1 will they release Canada's plan for reducing greenhouse gases. (S;95ie/App.aiks,9/) CQ/  

;ic  

Leona Aglukkaq: Mr. Speaker, we welcome the announcement recently by the United States 
and Mexico on climate change and we're very pleased to see that Mexico and United States 
are undertaking efforts that emulate much of the work that Canada has done. In 
partnership with the united States. Canada and the United States are successfully aligning 
regulations in several areas including the vehicles and the hfcs and at home, our 
government is reducing emisstqins%nile growing the economy and we're doing this without 
the job-killing carbon tax the nd6-Tanq,-1:0-e4liberals will introduce. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The Speaker (Voice ofT
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-r abe.

A  
member. 

Lise 

 

A3r) 	 Oickf-le 
Lise St-Denis (LPC): (VoiceD,0f,Trakslater)i Mr. Spea;kergat?-t end of this 

vk4 Cifo  

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of the environment. (End of 
Translation). 

Leona Aglukkaq: clibank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, as I have stated, Canada is playing 
a construct rqle(?6f,,....e4alilishjng new international climate change targets for Canada. In line 

VZ 

withIlleLimaggeement,Cakada is preparing its intended nationally determined 
contrrbutionAnd is comrvateq./t0 submitting this well in advance of Copp 21 and this is the pi:- 	--0A0  woracitmativre re4c,ontinuingi-tpoto101-th--Yz--- 04/A  0,7•k.r, 	 $. tio  s , 	/04,4 2:56:05 PM 	•?-• Air 	1,`„ 	Of? 4 

M/0„:, 
the provinces and trerr491i:ekairithssjting the information to understand how they intend to 
participate in meeting tfiote4afgqivanitlai. that plan will factor in Canada's overall 
commitment. Thank you, Mr.' Speaketo-, VtS 

The Speaker: Honourable member for scarborough-guildwood. 

lY P 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of the environment. 

2:55:04 PM 	 q -/C)% 
Zyvp,- 	4/ 0  

%t  / ts  
year, Canada will participate in the 21st U.7N1)514-nat%ttlia,njg,e4Cqnference. According to data 
compiled by researchers in Canada, our country willidgfAiaaeble'so respect its commitments 
and its deadline to reduce -- to submit its targets for greenhouse gas emissions in this 
context, does the prime minister plan to commit the country to a new strategy to decrease 
or increase polluting emissions? (Some Applause) 
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John McKay (LPC): Mr. Speaker, the deadline for submitting Canada's next climate action 
program to the U.N. Is tomorrow. The conservative gosernment will not meet that deadline. 
The petersburg climate dialogue will take place in fk-ay.fttg&conservative government will 
not attend. Chancellor Merkel plans to make climate 516airg",4-,zumber one priority at the 
g7 meetings in June. The prime minister will pw,ito obsfritc-ettiosOhtt,ipgs. If deadlines are 
missed, meetings are skipped, and the g7 salgag-V, then"Mlyjbbihpr Witb the charade of 
Copp 21 in Paris? 	 it," .."1 p  - iy 

	

/ P.1 	itvp 
, rrS ,, 	 /Lig 	1.* 

Qvil- 1Z'e, The Speaker: The honourable minister of the environerrent. 
-7 72, 	 'IC?. "VOA 0ty 1/-ii, 
1  Z. j A  (-1  0,C-- 	A i)P 	̀- - 1  Leona Aglukkaq: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, asif'619red1  weligf..5 inAt9e with 

moving forward in 	 - ,41,1 	0/ szi  GAvz,44- 401  
4' 

2:57:05 PM 

establishing the targets for Canada. Cop 21 meetings does not take place until December 
2015. Because we have to work with the provinces and territories, we are seeking 
information from the provinces and the territories in terms of their plan and how that will 
contribute to Canada meeting its -- developing its target. Our government is playing a 
constructive role in establishing new international climate change agreements that include 
meaningful and transparenetzAitments... 

0/vc, 
The Speaker (Voice of Translat6fRiVee ittpnokabsle member. 

, S( .̀ 6 /7-i&. , ? 
0 /A 1. i)/. Denis Blanchette (NDP114000,:c*TpnslatorTy•kiA.v.8p,takoc),clearly there's been no progress 

on the Quebec bridge file,>C1WmqtriekeptstudjAbypici?fisVtfirm rush has doubled the 
estimated cost of repainting th&O,reg4011pwrr, CN iilas,,r,901sd to make the entire report 
public. When it comes to transpaf9rkt 6werk-- we'44;seen better. FiQt while the conservatives 
are busy making promises in Quebef4ip 	- 

.061 

2:58:06 PM 	 4 	/  

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of infrastructure. 

PA?e, P rm— Denis Leb el,:k(PVoicof Translator): Mr. Speaker, on this file, we are working in cooperation *lip 	t-V,  ,.. 	. 
with the mayor ofv9uebeccity, the mayor of levy, the government of Quebec and when it 
come-s2f-to this‘-aittqe9,WetIFekalso working with the owner CN. We have respected our 0, .---: vi,,, 	• -,s -, , 7  p• • -Lys) 
commrepts. There 	tomq ttym member has done for the bridge, he's organized a 
pAto co'nte4AWkile hea;f4s-dollwhilY we committed a huge amount of money to the , ,,..s.,-, 4  ,T 	c 	11 41 	"In ' "1 .- repaintmglior-fkat bricge. 	tio  ,,, 7- 

.4.,S' Lik) 	 ,, 0.,,,Th  	v . 	1  V A '1410 - IC 7, /0  
The 	 TransSpeaker(iVoiCeUobak,:,The honourable member for Quebec. 

- //lip 	4  , iv   . • a 
Q̀ii31.1-1,:' .1  4  0/ 8%/\ torte)?:   Annick Papillon (NDP). (Voice df6Traft 	That's ridiculous, Mr. Speaker we know very ,--.7v 	, 	. well that this minister is doing notch iragy evvttling at all for Quebec city. (Some Applause) In 

Quebec city, we're still 	 ,s' 

CS 

city, in Montreal, the federal government is preparing to repaint the jacques-cartier bridge. 
Will the minister stand with the people of Quebec city and fce CN to make the entire report 
public? 
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2:59:07 PM 

Ab.„. 
waiting for the bridge, we're still waiting for the bring'pixo-,q.repainted, we've been waiting 
seven years now for the Quebec city armoury to be reptiiitiiOkill nothing there. And 
we're still waiting to know if the government yk1.1, fund Che,'itplfitlips20(1,7, event in Quebec 
city. Will the minister finally take the interests of/tke peopleSok Reeliec.6clik to heart and do 
his job? (Some Applause) 	 //vp  ,-ch„„

cy   , v 

&k- (c7. The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable mulist
":

erifq in NstructureAc 
0/,' - - ,A14  Denis Lebel: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, it's with greakpleas‘nreLham*Arrking in 

the Quebec city region because since the last election, those md;tnel-ra304-10612,91oing 
much of anything. We're working for all people of Quebec, all the regions of,Queben-and 

, • ky 
Canada. We will continue to do our job, Mr. Speaker. And it's very important for-u*to 
respect jurisdiction. -- arersn ottawa, Mr. Speaker. We're doing our job. (Some Applause) 
(End of Translation). 

The Speaker: The honourable member. 

Rob Clarke: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Some Canadians choose to have family members care 
for their young children. ThgiimprfOnA group deserves support. But the ndp child care plan 
would do absolutely nothing foryttiespv,9t4oryld not provide these families for a single dime 
they can use to care for their ctiltelms riFt trhaVs shameful, Mr. Speaker. Can the minister 
please update this hot404&141,QW ow conservative9014r) helps every Canadian family. 

• tYc,  The Speaker: The honouraillf ranreertk,  
tio/t/ 	 A Ala 

Candice .Bergen: Well, that mern,ber,li§Dug&-Oitic-anadian families are looking for are 
options and choice when it comes 	some families use other family 
members to help care for their children, sti175516t‘pst*uptedl,c1.8ycare spaces, some use 
private daycare-and some families make that ga,ortfrc&pld46;n9„parent will stay home. Our 
plan supports every single family with children ,becauSe weC s  

3:01:05 PM 

trust them with their decision making. The opposition, Mr. Speaker, the ndp, would only 
help 10%. The liberals have no plan for families. We'll trust families, we'll continue to put 
money in theApocketsyo 	of Canadian families so they can make choices better for them. i 

8 
, The Speaker: ift*hanoVable member for Vancouver centre. 

'9Cc 	)-- 

HeaSri,eFrkLiRC): Mr. :'§ppandtc?phdiyear, 	after the expiry of the 2004 health accord, doctors 
th for ryt.9.,A-affnanOe er health:04aadvocates are on the- hill with thousands of petitions from 

Canadiansen(ejrAtt4gr the ful49/:Of Mieditare. In 2004, this prime minister supported the 
accord and 43/ypd,k1Vgbiot0.4A,ye must-'ensure 	live up to their commitments 
made in the hkailhOa5solift.40%govetnment ab6ndoned the agreement, refuses to meet 
premiers, and ch4figeelieplthlitqrsfkrs, jeopardizing provinces' ability to provide basic 
services. Why did he 'fda-ktkpraniselrichfor the future of medicare at risk? 

alt cf,/„? 
4. 	7 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of oftlealth. 
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Rona Ambrose: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

3:02:07 PM 

43 
That is entirely untrue because, Mr. Speaker,icmder the'ciktsslita- ;5,1p/e.r,t3y(  it was announced 
that we would, of course, continue funding fie0t0,tpmfor the*OztepfifieotE,Ind we are 
now at the highest recorded health transfer%p)Adr19clidel4history.Sinvidrmingti).7,,,,  
government, health transfers have increased WcalinjogtW:Wa.% record1,013dfrIgPlpf gbing to 
reach $40 billion annually and most importantly, Mr.%pea&-)4eVety/  single year, 	see , 	single 
an increase in health spending. '14' 08 -̀3 /i 

,1 The Speaker: The honourable member for St. John's south mountpearl.s, CQ a/i) 
4/7:3 

Ryan Cleary (NDP): A fisheries delegation from Newfoundland and Labrador is in-Ottawa to 
talk about the conservatives' mismanagement of northern shrimp. The fisheries committee 
does not slated to meet with them and there's no sign of the conservatives correcting their 
course. Coastal communities should be able to benefit from the resources off their shores 
but the conservatives have not committed to upholding the principle of ajaysencey when it 
comes to northern shrimp. Mr. Speaker, why does the minister continue to ignore 
newfoundlanders and labradorians 

3:03:07 PM 	 4,3/,  

thi who depend on healthsk, ocaljisherids? tgomst-Apple8se) 
frti;  

The Speaker: The honourab,15parliameciktary  secretary,toCtheirilinister of agriculture. ,444„ 
Gerald Keddy: Mr. Speaker, wherQtleostp,Q,Li

1,
p%trxesting decision, we always look for 

the right balance between maximizi**noscrqc-opritkryipes for fishermen and ensuring 
sustainable fisheries. As announced by th&riplfiraqi9f4Welies4oday, this year's science 
support a rollover of total allowable catch in most shlem9 fii4ipo areas with a modest 
increase in area 5. This means all fishermen currently iriNkilkekin the northern shrimp 
fishery will be out fishing this upcoming season. 

The Speaker: The honourable member for brandon-souris. 

Larry Maguire: Mr. Speaker, farmers know that one of the most useful short-term loan 
programs thot-they have is the advanced payment program. The program provides all 
farmers whegWriqey're grain or oil seed, livestock or horticulture business, Mr. Speaker, 
the ability tgely9Vrp#4,g0„,000 from the federal government and up to $100,000 of that 
beingerest.kegaAMIY:crtese dollars are used to cover the production costs before 
crockskgletSlqn„oppoikarjtiY 	0A,_ 

4,1 p  1-1,,$) 	ioii,vvAlc'vok,c?  
s"6-)  3:0400. /P*, 	 11/417-/ —0 7' 

t./,0/1/0:A/ t76,,0  klcz, 
Q )  to market andpo4-dtke,foi-Ask;tbe parliamentary secretary for agriculture to please inform 

the house and fiva'aris,pt,04,4kt:went is going to to improve this program. 
4,0 0/1/ The Speaker: The honourable parliamentail,  secretary. 
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Gerald Keddy: To, the minister of agriculture announced that our government is improving 
the advanced payments program. Farmers can gdel multi-year loan arrangements, use new 
security to guarantee the loan and repay it with caibtriajnd. It is easier for farmers in a 
cooperative or who have incorporated to access the RrAtaprWeohave removed the 
monopolies of program administrators and noyVhey Plate: ' eompAete,This is another 
example of our government creating the con4itykrisfor eco '8Micibl,b,w1P,cand prosperity in 

	

Pk-,...," 4,1 	y4s. 	- iiip  f-eit„ kJiti 

	

0/i1 --IC 	t  Canada. 
frSo 7..- cis 

R"7,1 	* 
'IT 	S 	tiO 1

4 c At The Speaker: Honourable member for Edmonton saint.Atke" r74 _ 	 /ofy 
0/,',04/0  0 - 

1.4(-- Brent Rathgeber (Independent): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. TozugfitAhis ovseOrtes on 
extending our project to defeat 	 triii/1 

440 
, IG47  4'9 

	

Sua 	0/ 
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3:05:09 PM 	 AC S  

isil. The U.S. Is worried that Shi'a militias will retaliate against Sunni civilians if occupied 
territories are recovered from Isis. Operatives believe the real threat in the region is not 
Isis, it's the Shi'a militia that wants to replace Isis. Assuming that isil can be degraded does 
the government believe that that will lead to more or less stability in the region? 

P The Speaker: The honourabikrmnister of national defence. 

xq.'11/6‘ Jason Kenney: Yes, Mr.,Sppaker, egRdi,n9,.ttiempocidal fanatical terrorist organization of 
the so-called islamic state *Abe helpftirplAirt4VaPs_Ority which is why- every single 
country in the regioniit,#ioNelioMe militaf-Mpei:kt19:Agnst Isis, as why 60 countries 
are supporting the overalfAilijedQpAtia,kwhy evii649zeitef.,:th'km, including -- and by the 
way while all 28 nato countriet.are `si;ipporilog the opVfati(.;8filiienue shape or form against 1/.6. isil. Yes, they are, according to the 	_ is) 

3:06:11 PM 

secretary-general of nato. 	 6's 

The Speaker: Honourable member for edmonton-saint Albert. 

Brent Rathgeber (Independent): Mr. Speaker, last October 22nd, moments before he 
murdered an unarmed sentry guard and stormed into this very centre block, an armed 
terroristAecorqed a video confirming that his actions were in retaliation for Canada's 
involvemgntliR,Alg1:1Rnistan and our then recent decision to deploy the rcaf to Iraq. Given 
the increasin9.1906xt%J,agmire in Iraq and Syria and therefore the dubious nature of 
long,tkeffn po'gitkajpetpirines4s the government not concerned that by extending our 
moilest giAMmitmenefofanother 4/2 months, an unfortunate consequence could very well be ' 	 ),4  motpretallAtom,f4attacks ons)/Ga 

1 /430A„',1  0 tiz, Sbt, 	)11;11"/ 
oil 

The Speaker:ST4tie ho'pouTabil/eministerc9f foreign affairs. 
4 

Rob Nicholson: SpeallWiittrikparSIzle member alluded to this at the beginning. These 
jihadists have declarecii/kablOM59ada4Ny have urged their supporters to quote attack 
disbelieving Canadians in any manner aA7vow we should not feel secure even in our own ,Cc homes. 
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If the honourable member is looking for a reason/4/6,4%4 this motion, I would suggest to 
him because it's the right thing to do. He should suppViStIfit!:"*.-me Applause) 

The Speaker: The honourable member for Ave, o 	 1 /49/s. ake 

P lePPp"'/Y4 -  fivPoiyAl Scott Andrews (Independent): Mr. Speaker, in --,L04,i1,Lef,%-isobl,scvative•g,qylerp-ment--7 
dismantled the office of commissioner of a review trilaelp416)1:fkavced it labi,V6,cdp), 
security tribunal. A number of files were transferred frAm*.e,:jor?r,,t-,trottN).S.T.lvly office 
has some files going back to 2012 which still have not be0cfesatIrAd*aie:gpvely-ill 
Canadians are denied speedy hearings and still wait to have tWeliiiialptbgpts-fiivr,d4,4:14hp is 
unacceptable. The minister promised to wipe out the backlog by thlawm(Ptce&49vh,e 
provide an update on his spike unit and what is the impact it's having on elimin.ktlegSthe 
backlog? 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of employment. 

Pierre Poilievre: I thank the honourable member for his question. We consider the backlog 
unacceptable. That is why we came up with a common sense plan to triage the 

3:08:13 PM 
	 PA?0  

backlog within the depa. mthat 	tkait,the cases that have been around for a 
long time by settling 466i.rii eiflA 	ev ikhey er/404A 96112be(ore the tribunal. I can report to 
the house that my officikeoklyikeideSIT, on trAitic),(thiRmatepe backlog and that our, 
officials within the department/Ore,qa4p16',fgreat prodeebss to'3À,..(ards that goal. • 	• 

(-)11/O "41,," 	'9C '13/ ,y 

The Speaker: The honourable membqr,ro0@aaillW- . If islands. 
4 00  

r'Q'Y'1, 1-'44 °114A 
Etizabetbzillayak2GreenyParty),:u...M:....Speaker;:,the1V.r.)04441,de49,1sWrTIORpablicoisafetweallier 
irtlhisi).0aestio.r.tp.eriodgorripletelylmischeracteriied.lbe::640Vee9f:formerjbaige-JIRthfl 
fttajaritattattleadeclAhe,eir71hdia,,inqu.iry.....Justicedohn,..:•major . 614c;leit...alauhde.,ntly,r..clearAdvthe. 
public..sefety..committee:that.does7n.ot...findAhe4nformation:.,sharing..provisidns.-df-tac-5-1 
adequate.at...a.LI:,Ifahe5aid•:•.iti.once.iizhesaid::jtaA.ozemtimes,:„...Y.ou-need.:oversight.:.at- the..b.ack 
eraci):Iyottneedpto:hame:al.y.tatiOlfIALsecurity:::admisark:.:the 	 w humanas-.,,: 

P,C)0 PlY0 
Ibecapeakezag- 	 wathpubliera ietp. 

a 	Az /-/t- tri p 

PO 

StevenRYIROkacti'ceiefTrialigl- 	f'.SPeaketIvasFrverindieateai.,...ouli.goverpmenti$! 
opeititgWreas45,9001re 	Rieriit* 	0eA1r,..c751,,,:billknta.ensme,lhat.•It.protecte 
Eariedi,an$-.ivyhtlei.R.rt. 	WtirtfightsFiina4..e.edemsvTM,r..,Speakerouwhen!,:it.comes.7.to, 
oamersighhliaart6da'Ac42.42ip 	;,::oversight model! 	 ip lliallefeRwen;av,flumbery• QfTiremii005. 
theabittathailhreidloeicAL, 	 Oftefiisprisi..anADIfirimiteariNgicoileagueileffreiaclartiole. 

tfiaeAmeraigtraki,eiammitteei;r:J.Criiizo.f.viTAan$iaion) ,  
, 
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The Speaker: That concludes question period today. ( End of Oral Questions ) ( End of Oral 

	

Questions ) I'm honoured to recognize his excellencyi 	1evin Vickers, Canada's ambassador 
to Ireland and former sergeant-at-arms who joinsiiiis4,4Anin the speakers' gallery. 

xic— (End of Question Perioct). 	1-.C` 

	

si. '''' 	*A)  '8/8  
A 	Ai  a. 	

4/P0 1A.,/k C,  k$ 	:„. 4 0  .... , ..., or, 	-44 7. 	7'6z_ 
.& cf**C tri, FrS -e- 	/041 

	

The Privy Council Office's MealtaiCeritcer/fri 	O. 
Le Centre des medias du Bureau4du C-Obseillirive 0 

-9VA- '-'k,' OA) xi L. 

/ 
Al 40,f /GA 4,1 

GA! &4/I  :1 c ,41,7's 
• **Transcript provided courtesy of the Privy Council O ffice. Please note that this transcript is 

produced via closed captioning provided by CPAC, may contain errors and is available in 
English only. ** For an official transcript please consult the Hansard located on the  
Parliamentary Internet site. 

Disclaimer 
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t4 ,-, 	C , 0 F - 8' (-, 
For an official transcript, please consuljitheqpnsardibpatedgnSIbe Parliamentary 

weiiite. , ,,i,i , 	(-) bv, 6'/I, uNo 
/-0,i) 'let, 	i c , -,.. Pour obtenir une transcription officielliOre#lemeohs_ulter le hansard,suryle site ,--, in, 	 / ,(•• 	'-up 	 irj 	 L e /- 	t: 

	

web oarlementairelCiz,  +SA. 	itiAt 11111) 
L) 	.t/ L1/1/  '' 	

- le 	/ofy  
4 ' 2015-03-31 /v 

41/47..fr,  0/ 6., 44 	0/. *Transcript provided courtesy of the Privy Council Office. Please notelhakhis-tram,cript is 
produced via the closed captioning provided by CPAC and is available in Engtigicatly 
Disclaimer 

The Speaker: Oral questions. (Speaking French) The honourable leader of the opposition. 
(Some Applause) 

Thomas Mulcair (NDP): Mr. Speaker, new gdp Numbers out from statistics Canada today 
show that the Canadian ecollpp*ksoa_gain losing ground. Gdp has been flat for over the last 
three months, but now it's actlikItyotaktiing to fall. The governor of the bank of Canada is 
warning of quote atrocious gdp,Rymtiers,wiierk the full first quarter results are released in a 
couple of months. 	 Ix/  '-C,s 

' 	 ) / 	/?•/ 
2:19:40 PM 	 41Y4 

(-7•/ 	444  tiO/v 	/V0 
Ckb 

Governor poloz is calling for immfecliate,a/ctipn, tkbopst theconiacrty and create jobs. 
Where's the budget? (Some AppihOteP-100 TT/  CZ" 

v? 	/1/8  bk- 

The Speaker: The right honourable prime miniiAerTiiii,4:1'i,47•• 
C 

Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: Mr. Speaker, just to look at all the facts, the fact is, of course, 
Canadian economy is growing over the past year and the bank of Canada and all of their 
experts predict it will grow in the year to come. Obviously, Mr. Speaker, we're all aware that 
there are negative impacts on the Canadian economy in the short run due to the fall of 
global oil prices. Mr. Speaker, that's why we think it's more important now than ever to 
make sure that we have more money in people's pockets, that's why we've cut taxes and 
providetNeni fits to every single Canadian family. Legislation which is before parliament •ofri right now. I efitourge,all members to... (Some Applause). 

- 	 k- 
Th,,e/Spe er: The Ro•nodrabreLlkader of the opposition. -̀41' ci/V0k, S A A RP., 1 	Oiy, 
Thomag),, viulcoirANDR.): It's gdfr)g/ tcrqb-eitWfirst time in a full generation that a sitting 
governmentLeriterkairtkifiscal yealimitfilktra budget. There's no excuse, Mr. Speaker. 
(Some Applau--1 se)  o 4.74/  

2:20:40 PM 	
A

% 	"  Coo -7 / 

(Voice of Translator) In January, the banof Canada reduced interest rates to their lowest 
rates in history. The prime minister, well, he's still doing nothing. Canadian families are 
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facing significant lay-offs in the retail sector, and we saw another 1500 jobs lost on the 
weekend at future shop. But still, nothing from the prigie minister. The new fiscal year 
starts tomorrow. When will we see a budget? (SoritApflause) 

Alr,u/V.8 The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The right konourablet:Ormeiminister. 
r. 4,.:- ,',s./  8046  ,w/SE- 

A 	 /Aft,' -1Y,I/ A '-'/VOt. Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: (Voice of TranslatO)er.iSpeaker, the CarflapiattiCercotiOnn grew 
A,  over the past year. All experts predict that it Wilv4ror tkpsyeairs 	M:rot pea)fr, clearly 

there are negative impacts in the short term becauseAl***-riv,dvrRp in dierpfrithisfoil. 
Mr. Speaker, that is why we are now, and we have legiSlatfOilibAre th4;house, Measures 

(14.` to put money in the pockets of all 

2:21:40 PM 

Canadians, and I would encourage all members to vote in favour of that. 

The Speaker (Voice of Translator): The honourable leader of the opposition. 

Thomas Mulcair (NDP) (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, three years ago, we warned the 
government to not put all of, 	ems in the same economic basket. In the oilsands, but they 
didn't listen, and the drop infit,icOgtrgfcoil is predictable. It's a cyclical thing. They didn't do 
anything, and we lost some 400400:04gooccqol in manufacturing and they've simply sat 
back with their arms crossed. (S'6'nketsgalamsei)'dis time, they can't blame the U.S. 
Economy. Its their owkLatikMr. SpeAts.itiR*19/ces are currently doing their jobs 
getting the budgets otit'WhEn ''AIA)we see PrejialikudgvefkASome Applause) 

si5)80,;.,'-%i- 	
„ 	 1.:1 

41 	6:07, 	'617-/r)-107-, -k' 
The Speaker (Voice of Translatair,);:tTherfigbehanouradelN104) ,r5inister. v 0  

4 	 ;0,20  4)k,'S' Cry 
Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: (Voice of Trants,Iptoq)/ W'espx/e aznitinuing our economic action plan, 
and I will be announcing measures to helps ‘C)  /0 4/i, 

2:22:40 PM 

exports. Yesterday, I was in Ontario where Honda announced that it intends to export 
Canadian products internationally to Europe. Our free trade policies, Mr.. Speaker, are 
working. The difficulty is caused because of the loss in oilsands prices are not reasons -- 
don't constitute a reason to increase taxes as the ndp is proposing. Mr. Speaker, it's time to 
put morAmortey in E pockets of Canadian families. (End of Translation). 

Pro f//  '10c,, 
Sin  

The Speakerif-Thftoritarable leader of the opposition. 
S up  (lic,„ 

Si, 	ANA, 	8 .7'n Roi*..0`MS' TI)9mastluloair (NDPycelpf,ATeasstator): Mr. Speaker, they've remained with their arms 
crokaf.714(9.9 ,6coriomic PissOiiplaAcT7,.re seeing from this government, Mr. Speaker. 
(SomeWriotaLiselkigl'A..Tranilk96;:r403arliamentary budget office revealed devastating 
details abotA14,07,ctiks,e5Otiyetl bogdkohili:11/Cofe policy. Under the prime minister's scheme, 
families with/OldePkids 	kid-STA() aren't even in child care actually get more benefits than 
families with kids w,fto.are */k/ /0 41 	 / 

()4/ 	' 111  2:23:40 PM 	 Cc 
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in child care. That's the parliamentary budget officer's conclusion. Now, the prime minister 
promised to create exactly 125,000 spaces. Why has a delivered none? (Some Applause) 

The Speaker: The right honourable prime minister. 	 fCj j  Sic 

l✓ i lX 45 

ot  
7:41t CSIo - Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: Mr. Speaker, whatittr 	neve'cuRdeitktiandA§,the vagaries 

of the economy are no reason to start raisiftg4ces5:yko40e. ThaccjcOurthiWgpiyt kill 
jobs and on this side of the house, we're in busiRe*ofiernfinjpbs. (§60mAiiplii6se) Mr. 
Speaker, I know that the ndp is strongly opposed toilygyin§/Ofeti4vve,s morie9cy'Vevicl,e as 
opposed to taking it for government or for bureaucracy tD9.tafttiki-eetryihrap-pe pbo actually 
said about the government's policies. All eligible families will-realize aAr1,194Freakeiin their 
after-tax incomes if the enhancements to the uccb are .legislateild'xg3041so according to the 
parliamentary -- this is even the parliamentary budget office, totarfetter4NpentitgAin child 
care has nearly quadrupled under this government. (Some Applause) 	, 

2:24:50 PM 

The Speaker: Order. Shhhh. The honourable leader of the opposition. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Here's something that isn't a vagary. With the ndp, quality, 
affordable, $15 a day child Qitci zo'iciiete),ection away! (Some Applause) (Voice of Translator) 
The report from the parliamentdfitludget&o,fficer is highly critical. People who don't have 
children in child care are receivilVadag.(1?NlAii4es like Quebec and Manitoba are punished. 
Why are the conservagves[spendin6'FriAlltfon'ilion,( d,hild care program that doesn't even /-?k< 

serve to provide chilciccare4t9 chAsiren? (Suite _A plausek-, 

	

i 	- /--,.. uti, ut) 	'''-'4-c• ". 
t7/i), ' Pp., 1..  k- 	LI A ,,'-1(2 fr 	Pr ?-,, 

	

Q°AriA;'°1-.('—‘' C.‘. 	qq'l i'in  "-lel", '7 '.  
The Speaker (Voice of Translatiiqi7Re-rigkhonourable,p,zirrfeDminister. 

	

'..3 •• -,,,, • ',..//1,, , 	t V 1,,,,,_ 	U/7 	/C3t/ 
4/ .,,,'100nu S,$) -1?th, 

Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: (Voice of ,,manstator) Capairan5. do not agree with the ndp policies 
which involve 	 Uri, 	./G --.'" LI 

/ 	 Z.0 .c•  &Aft., 
2:25:50 PM 	 C,•1 /4,"'" 

increasing taxes for Canadian families and to take away the universal child care benefit. The 
parliamentary budget officer has said that all families will note an increase in their after-tax 
incomes if the legislation comes into force and based on comments by the pbo, benefits for 
child care have quadrupled under this government (End of Translation). 

Pik Plt The Spea 	-chlrourable member for Papineau. 
'O/\766 ()ALL, 

Justiktrudeau'..-Vaice of Trehslator): Mr. Speaker, more disappointing news this morning Vcs 	' ik 
frctrry,statscan. Our econani'ypasshown negative growth three months of the last six. The 
middle clans p. 	(-A --, 	A/A- 	/14,1 clearly neeasca'AptlpnCfprgrowth. But we've seen no plan. We've seen no 

any a y'detjoriq4S government to get our economy moving again? 
(Some ApplauTs /, /0/v f, Fly 	

....qv ACT  144i, 
vi--1/0 4 4 , 4::)01 -1-,,9 

The Speaker: TiliAigh.Cliapcf.6168,4*ime minister. 
(0/ -1Qtyr.L-4 

4.64? 
2:26:51 PM 
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Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper: Well, in fact, Mr. Speaker, I've announced recently a range of 
economic actions including not just assistance to exporters, additional federal money into 
infrastructure, tax credits for small business, incentvppcpple to undertake 
apprenticeships, the apprenticeship loan program, sma)..1434neVinancing and many other 
actions, Mr. Speaker. What the leader of the liberal Ortce4d6odginpt4iing7stand is Canadians 
don't think you respond to a fallen oil price ,byfireirkirtg, axes i§n7tp,AveneLgigiDidustry. They 
don't think you impose carbon taxes on CattOjaizsm riiSpea ker. 	 do 	money 
in people's pockets. That's what we're doing. (kme'l-A-Ppl!d*., 

/04/  

The Speaker: The honourable member for Papineau. 4 

.44 AI 	4.4 Justin Trudeau: Despite all those actions, the bank of Canada golegwv Lsostfilwrivur 
economic growth is atrocious. The government doesn't have a plan:Ttbey cilkn-/itc,hey,eso 
budget. The finance minister is completely missing in action. We know putting dollArs in the 
pockets of the middle class grows the economy. So why does the prime minister 

2:27:53 PM 

insist on giving a $2,000 tax break to the rich? (Some Applause) 

":)", Pp The Speaker: The right honotarable(prirne minister. 
Ses,  OA 4-4) Ar, 	,4) Rt. Hon. Stephen Harperince agab,rt7;-Spe*.r, the Canadian economy has grown over 

the past year and all eXp,,,,*tiVudin4-ttFigip,Ak>p:f Canada, v 	anticipate it will grow over this 
year, notwithstanding'3,MprnmeA0Vmpacti.--$4,rotgygitiF7s, Mr. Speaker. But if the 
leader of the liberal pareysi*arlilkinirtsapxput moheyifiltect4'Peckets of middle-class 
Canadians, he has legislationf lietrkiff*Okament thAtAopgqklt, that benefits every 
single middle-class, in fact every4singre,CanOiArrif4mily, 	in this country, Mr. Speaker, but of 
course the liberal party is wet intotgYpegE's, Wei:tvniekilling jobs, Mr. Speaker, our politics 
are very different. (Some Applause) 	/ " L.0,`'%, 4 

41 	isu  
OA/  

(.141oau. , (Voice of Translator): The honourable member for Papine„1.,.  

Justin Trudeau: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, today, we've learned that the Canadian 
economy is shrinking. Hardly surprising since the minister of finance is Mia, the budget's 
been delayed, and the prime minister has decided to 

2:28:55 PM p,, 

,_, 
give moneyv,t1*6riAlfinslFad of taking action for the. middle class. When will the 

SU 
govenent finallyxrea,tlie a responsible plan for economic growth? (Some Applause) 

bb  v,. , 	t) 2-„ .12) ISO 
4.4 	','1,c‘ 	Li iiv, lY/fr Atop, . .  (Vor%0T Trffnslaor): The right honAurable prime minister. 
(-)Abv '- 1-&-  ' 6.0,e? 	61/oz°  -let a 

',4.,g, Cit 	P A . 	.., A , 	. 	4/ 4,- 14 , Rt, Hon. Steprid.`07,H9rpftr; (V,Tce of Trartslatolt)?Mr. Speaker, we're not going to hike taxes 
on the energyit.rwl§strsAg'ci4triPitfadrop in oil prices. Nor are we going to put on a carbon 
tax. Those are oppai;jr/R9(13ciZAtqifttis side of the house, Mr. Speaker, we are giving all 
Canadian families tax bOeat4is,/137.0jaefitglar44.17creasing for all Canadian families, and I would 
encourage the liberal party to chgnig(ityekilosophy and to vote in favourf these benefits 
which will put money into the pockets of Canadians. (Some Applause) 
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Megan Leslie (NDP): (Voice of Translator): Today, the conservative government is supposed 
to be tabling a plan in targets for reducing greenhousegas Plyotc.,9 

2:29:55 PM 
4c., 

Sic emissions but I don't think that we'll ever see that,Eilwi becausegItS,/thactiwt  Canada 
looks ridiculous in the eyes of its Neighboufk;-0iic9ligiS4spbmittditiCipkObri),T4 U.S. Has 
also transferred their commitment on and RusSigisvcOl*ht)Y;09Ing they/s4r,r6erth'ir#14Why is 
Canada lagging behind and we're student in the clasVcinAthikpfi

v
le-?m Apillalse104)  (Somme 
	 ,y 

4 ZAi P (Voice of of Translator): The honourable minister. (End of Tratis)ation) 	,Ss‹,  

17 	6'0  t 	/.11 ,Q1  Leona Agglukkaq: Mr. Speaker, we will submit Canada's greenhouse gas erniSsion/klargets in 
the weeks ahead and we're seeking information from the provinces and the territories on 
how they will meet their targets. Our conservative government is the first government in 
Canadian history to reduce greeouse gas emissions and we will continue to take actions in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions without introducing a job-killing carbon tax supported 
by the liberals and the ndp. 

The Speaker: The honourable member for Halifax. 
PiyofrP/i), 

"-1 p,,,, 
Megan Leslie (NDP) :The minisWIS191 fraq-upoints continue to be more fiction than fact 
because this government consistently' isses%eadlines. -r 

"'S  

2:30:56 PM 	1%.• 4., 6'411Y / ' Pliy4 	° Alp. PAM/  ,-,-, A AA 

IS)'90 	%4?4,7 CY.  'T i., 42-/,..,1C7- ,.' 41A1P, 14:b?-, 	 ,S' ,-. 	--,11,1 	A ,  . They miss their own repeated deadji.nejfvor orljavnd gas telqyati‘opits? and they're on track to 
miss their reduction targets and 4 ThieheyYSr4A1.119: 9ut on'an important North American 
approach to fighting climate changevtAthiyrfs4Cafrgeac.,refiOng to cooperate with Mexico and 
the United States? Our nafta partners, whildwit'darrte64ik06tec-ting our environment and our 

ON L'U'iy 410, '-',' economy? (Some Applause) 
% 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of the environment. 

Leona Agglukkaq: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, we welcome the United States 
announcement. We have always said that to effectively reduce greenhouse gas emissions all 
major emitters must be on-board. Canada has one of the cleanest electricity supplies in the 
world. Oxr energy coming from sources that emit no greenhouse gas emissions where the 
united Stgfesggi,C9,,n;  30%. And leading up to Paris, we will continue to take actions to 
reduce emis 

i
o'nswitho-gt introducing a job-killing carbon tax supported by the ndp and the 

8 
OP 

496  
6' - t* 

' 
44„b  

Th -Spegke
4 
 s Honourable:• rileOble-r) orHal fax. • to'n 

OA, 
Megan Leslie TI\1 /41W:/c5 e ,q12,, Mr. S e'qkeValke government is not only missing 

2:31:56 PM 	 iG 4 44477 	 4 0/  
in action, they are missing the pointAREV6es this threaten our health, our environment, 
our economy, it is an economic opportunity that's waiting for us. A study by the new climate 
institute shows that the U.S. Targets announced today will reduce the reliance on foreign 
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oil, avoid 7,000 premature pollution deaths every year and create 470,000 renewable 
energy jobs by 2030. So when exactly is this minister going to stop stalling and announce - 
Canada's commitments? (Some Applause). 	194i )o, 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of the,erwironmetit P 
-̀ ‘9,3 

• Leona Agglukkaq: Mr. Speaker, as I've statetlf, , ai-lactai.4kbe 	 gr4enhouse 
gas emissions targets in the weeks ahead. We ack,sAlipg',),rifp,rmationIrdzirlif*riOinces 
as well as the territories on how they will meet theirqleggSsir,Dvutcatnnrvativ‘igofieEpment 
is the first government in Canadian history that has reqceol)grceittoeust29,0 emissions in 
Canada, and we will continue to take actions without intralasi4,0,cdr%onlatiproposed by 
the ndp and supported by the liberals. 	 /1/ 

2:32:57 PM 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable member for abitibi-temiscamingue. 

Christine Moore (NDP): (Voice of Translator): The conservatives aren't just missing their 
emissions targets, they're also missing deadlines, Mr. Speaker. Today is the first 
anniversary of the end of the health accords that were signed in 2004. And instead of sitting 
down with the provinces to'Wentike-.a 	agreement to irove our health system, the 
governmt instead decided to depirfiVe4hepriovinces of $36 billion in transfers. Why did the 
minister not even attemptto sitqdbw.n44hqiietprovinces to try to renew the agreements? 
(Some Applause) 	6, 	-"S' (.11? p 0 , 

6-141,,, ,41 p  	NDP 
OPA C)- f? (Voice of Translator): ThreS‘bonikrabigparliamenterypsedrctarifit( End of Translation). 

104/ 4, , C 0p  
Cathy McLeod: Mr. Speaker, ourAdVetrnieftis1?Ansferring- the highest health care dollars 
in Canadian history. (Some ApplaLic-13y-tie-rilliqt tWi.$)4cIecade, the transfers will be $40 
billion per year and we have committeCItity#AferVgr4rkr.te,ases. Mr. Speaker, our 
government has made amazing progress in te'Prtis ohlles10119alih care transfers. 

iS 
The Speaker: The honourable member for Victoria. 

Murray Rankin (NDP): The reality is that federal leadership has never been so badly needed 
and yet this government is totally abandoned the field. Mr. Speaker, today marks the sad 
anniversary of this government's total abandonment of health accords. They failed to work 
with theprovtnces and territories to address the real challenges faced by our cherished /-sq-_- 	• public healthi/Rterstem. They failed to act on home care. They failed to act on the high 
cost of prescrifpittoXdf49.-is. Why are they refusing to renew our health accords? Why are they 
uncleffnining'obtli:egth,cktie(system? (Some Applause). 

alt "Sis  'I/49 - 	0 N P,R)/1  
Tife.-2.i flThe,honou6ble Orliamary secretary to the minister of health. 

Speaker7- ``.• 
A/4/k 	C6)S' 	'17‘1 . ON 

Cathy McLeod..? 4-Mir. Speakerfrpnce 20101s urdzcreases to the provinces are more than 
double what the trf?ciyii§-&t,ariednally increasing their expenditures by. What we also need , , AFA" to make note of is ibs nolvist 	ewthat's going to make a difference to the system. It's - innovation, and we have /vfqrke9ove04,,rkeith the provinces around innovation and I'd like 
to quote from brad wall. "VgcareTIOAoldey-cjust be about 

2:35:01 PM 
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money. We've got to find ways to ensure that the health care is here for the future 
generations that is sustainable without sacrificing,,patiept care." 

The Speaker: The honourable member for wetland. xic 	P 
06_ 

q/s. Malcolm Allen (NDP); Mr. Speaker, in 2008,tACAagians dieda•Mi.st*la attlpthat was from 
unsafe meat. New inspectors were hired affet4oi cipktions wA2sit.l p`i*e$4",0 
increased. But now after C.F.I.A. Has been force(8-,Ns.thi$-(ggkrin,smenttaqr:eslikice*St 
inspections and inspectors, meat sold in Canada is naive Vag Kt9 Li3rte-1,2x) ins6.ectrri*yels. 
Unfortunately, that's not the same when it comes to the 	jrhiAnAerican meat  
going to the U.S. Is expected 100%. So its a simple questibb,,A1-/..,,,Sp'eUef, a:the minister: 
Why is meat going to America better inspected than meat thatitgt to featkCallaEyan 
families? (Some Applause) 	 4 :A: 

- 10%6' 

The Speaker: The honourable parliamentary secretary to the minister of health. 

Cathy McLeod: Mr. Speaker, Canada has one of the safest and healthiest systems in the 
world. The 0.E.C.D. Rates our food 

Pi?  

safety system system as number one against 
N

4-ps0.-E.C.D. Countries and I think it's important to 
note in our budget of 2014 we di*Lttect-i84100, new front line food safety inspectors. 

k 
 comet 

p  
//th,  (Voice of Translator) :Prjle iwomplable member') 

	

0A 	6\r) /4/pi. 	 A./ A Ruth Ellen Brosseau: (Voice of Tre-69:,l'atoc)natpxportettp fitypited States is subject to 
stricter health controls than meat tottaizatialiiftljtys unacceptable. To save a few 
dollars, the Canadian food inspectio4liagwc*AsicOttifjg4kspactions. These inspections had, 
however, been put in place to prevent a criaiVpst e'd%.ttiat?ccurred in 2008. 22 people 
died, dozens ill. A disaster for the food industry1.4WhAreAhdierservatives taking a step 
backwards and why are they jeopardizing the health of C'alcia:ctians? (Some Applause). 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable parliamentary secretary. 

Cathy McLeod: Mr. Speaker, again, the conference board of Canada rates our food safety 
system as number one against 17 0.E.C.D. Countries. We're enhancing inspections and 

2:37:01 Plgt/is  Qv 
FO '1Cop. Op e r, 

hirgig4fppere inspeelop./T,h.pre 	200 committed in budget 2014. Some of the additional 
thmlOw&f;eadone is v9e4iv̀eifkouhitibn tougher penalties, enhanced controls on E. Coli and 

-" AF  t we ave new,Tea slabelinglikqerirlits6So we are certainly making great progress in this 
area. 	 s 	riO4, 

	

/Qv c.tv, 	Z)/O, 
1/0/ 4J , (Voice of TranglaVr):01he ho acqble member. 

414  

Eve Peclet (NDP): (Voice ot/TranSkaztorThe'report of the information commissioner has 
confirmed what the ndp has been sairrig,f6F years, the access to information system is 
outdated and ineffective. The conservatives campaigned on transparency and accountability 
but once they took power, they voted against the ndp bill c-567 that would have given the 

2:36:01 PM 
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commissioner the tools necessary to expose government corruption. Will the conservatives 
finally listen to the commissioner and the ndp and strengthen the access to information act? 

1-R01,7?0 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister. 	1&/0 	8 

"let 	
.• 

,0„, 	.--",s,,s , 	r, s,,c, 
Tony Clement: (Voice of Translator): Well, tWankif°:414),Mr. SpakerFitci,like'Jpo thank the 
commissioner for her report. 	Pp,r 4 	,I,,i, 	fivp,,, rit.,21  vo..., 

o,$),... 1 C - 	Pt' 7- 'TS 	 ' 4% t 1 17 407- /Y 
& 	OA/  xiiv 

2:38:05 PM 	 .9. 	1.• 	let 4/0/y 
Rh, 

	

iiiik- 	41-1,  ‘4*,-, We will be examining the recommendations the report da ing),yackAto(2046,_,Italp,cs make 
changes to cover some 200 institutions. In 2013-14, our governtim144*(5N*Ofdrpation 
under hundreds of thousands of requests and that represents a 9% ifilereage: 4En cr  a Q Translation). 	 6' 

6' ,., 
2:39:06 PM 	Ptoci,s,  

A,  0 ACT 
the rails to get a dismass gridtgLon,„ CegiffiFAivlity?41(  --661naftdra_ade on accountability? (Some 

V 11  Applause). 	 4 Coo 	
UiS) 

 

of?, 	soc, ••• 
The Speaker: The honourable president ot trte tgeasmitylOOatct.0  

/0 	/ 
- r, 

Tony Clement: I'd like to provide the honourable membe
;i
r
c
witn actual information. And in 

fact since 2006, we have released more completed access to information requests than the 
Trudeau, turner, Mulroney, Campbell, Chretien, and martin governments combined. (Some 
Applause) 

The Speaker: The honourable member for York west. Order! Order! The honourable member 
for YorkicwestAhas the floor. 

J. Oct, 
43/,-, 

 

Judy Sgro Sgro (LF(cy:111,4rt'Sisegler, despite conservative bragging, Canada has again failed at 
job creation. What ,,c.  h` F94,„n 1 sttri  a y s mounting job losses are all part of his master plan. 

,strugglingWhqte-uvn4(fiployeefairbilieS' 	to pay their bills aren't buying this nonsense. 1500 

	

,,3,.. )7 1  , 	 `41.t, 	t te,k, 	 „, 	 i.. „..z.,, 
jObSII0St atduture.shop, 0„41),, , -NC 4-,A13 )- 

	

'04, 	.t-- S AS 	'''49 	, f*... 
/ ,,,,,-*C 

2:40:08 PM '---10.,,, 	l/•• 	
CT

, 	R 
/Ajp_ 	%./A t4'ir  

another 17,000 at taN 	ri 	ytAe41,,,viorst retail sales slide in years is not a plan. Now, I eta;Aa CriNs 
expect a minister is goiA6'/Oriswdil*thit-it5 phony 1.2 million jobs line that he's been using 
but middle-class families are fed urS*ttrfkat and they know the conservative fiscal policies 
are a disaster. 	 ''s. 

Charlie Angus (NDP): Mr. Speaker, the information commissioner's report is a damning 
indictment of this government's culture of secrecy. No wonder the treasury board president 
is starving for basic fund. She's warned under this government, the access to information 
act has become a shield against transparency and encourage a culture delay, outlining the 
pattern of interference and qbstrmction and secret is I. Do you remember in 2006, do you 
remember a prime ministerinkpvcg.k&he was going to open the doors, bring accountability 
in, he was going to end the cultuPetpKe'grfe y? What happened to that prime minister that 
fell so far off 	 AlCc 

8
Ok' k'8 
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The Speaker: The honourable minister of employment. 

)640_ 
Pierre Poilievre: Mr. Speaker, trade, training, and taxi,c4ts/.0)Vterday, the prime minister 
was at an Ontario construction plant for Honda, where„,#)afrditu$d -- where they 
announced that they will be exporting vehicles;),g5ectlyCiftceallpga4p,furope for the first 
time ever because of our free trade deal. Witpel,palniiag pedprt tprcii1919prliqrA9,pan half a 
'million apprenticeship grants and shifting reslqiucreks),,t ohigh-cgRaffeiqinOustreiFs and tax 
cuts, lower taxes so that businesses can afforcf-ter 	affilrit)tOla-yefghd 
consumers can afford to spend. That formula, trade tax cuts,aiiciAraininguii%s ciVated 

	

t/ -40 VP 	
. C 

,, 0 
2:41:09 PM 	 4-N 	

4/1 

1.2 million net new jobs. (Some Applause) 

The Speaker: The honourable member for kings-hants. 

Scott Brison (LPC): Speaker, there's over 2 million more Canadians in the jobs market 
actually looking for jobs. And Canada's economy not only shrank in January, it shrank three 
of the last sixonths. The bank of Canada says we need quote considerable monetary 
stimulus to avoid falling back into/)  recession. That's why the bank took action. Lowered rates 
but there's no action from tke'cgF,tngercyatives. Why has the finance minister spent the last 
two months in hiding refusing tc.4)/iktea4),9Aget? When the Canadian economy flat lines, 
why is the finance minister missinTleat'pon?.?),--,, 

",9/s '90ty 
	minister The Speaker: The hopii. rdbilmintster of0  erri 	m 

Y
lko 

	

&OA/ 	 fe44* 

Pierre Poilievre: Mr. Speaker, theSbel5:ti(pc:Issi619timu us4957,oup,,,eiconomy is to put 
thousands of dollars back in the..09cket§/ oPer4akfamilies wiekids. And that's exactly 
what we did with our family tax cut(ghd) 	 williechefilP,Whiar) 	benefit 100% of 1 /4_  

2:42:12 PM 	
, 	 Loi 

;lee  ttS 

families with kids by over a thousand dollars per family. The liberals have announced they 
will vote against this money, that they will take it away, and that they will raise taxes on 
families. We know that will not only hurt the middle class but it will kill thousands of jobs 
and send shockwaves through our community. That's what they would do. We won't let 
them. 

Ppr, P 
The Speaketftionourable member for kings-hants. .The;0,,. SSG  

Acr, iv,S1 ,-),,,91., 
Scot6'Brison: Spiegoke-f; ria,e,:pfigA9 minister says that he can't introduce a budget because of 
falkiig?as15.4riges. ButiAlb -Ftis Fribte de endent on oil prices than ottawa. But Alberta's 1r) P... 	4, ,41 	.0. 4451. . 	tr) /  ' ' frA 	' k.)1S3),13  premiter &Oar rqake exc ses-)fiheCtableu p-pudget last week. So if Jim Prentice can introduce 

	

,-)rN 	,( h. ,-.. . 0 	' ,14,4 h... • 4 a budgetli/why (Oh t(this prime rruoister?q(Sme Applause) 

	

' c : 1. s - 10 	 .' . /i, 

	

1)•••0*.  l/ 	
V „i ,

i.....'7: 	u 
IV ,„ 

The Speaker:4Rhe orilourall-le parliamentary secretary -- the honourable minister of he 	i c employment. 	0,y, ., ,A 	 `- 

'1'7,11-10 	LA 40/ 

	

i 	1 • 	4,t-p- Pierre Poilievre: -- To have atudget/thiakKould raise taxes. I have an answer for them, we• 
will never increase taxes, we will never bring forward their policy of higher taxes, more 
spending and irresponsible debt. 



2:43:13 PM 

P.,6.,- Ppr, _. We know that would drive the economy into the ditc11.7Thatli,..0. why we have a low tax plan 
that hat created 1.2 million net new jobs, 85% of theiqm*sfttlkisnce, two-thirds are in high-
wage sectors. That's why millions of Canadiaryktilave haer4aspliline.,cdfir,-,mr. Speaker, that 
said, congratulations, you got the job. (Sonie jApfifause). S 7,  ' /-rz- call, 

0/ 	0 fyi 	- ,IQA 

	

Ity ‘̀A p -1/i), 	PO Sr ,  . lih,.. ''-.' c•N (Voice of Translator): The honourab member for-lanrier-ksaintMarie. 	14 0  - 	t--7? 	,,sz- • -AS' L,, 	0,v •,:lif , . 	41'10 /1)/0 k,trem 	Op.„, 	., 	. li" . Helene Laverdiere (NDP): (Voice of Translator): Mr. Sdkaker‘itj3 e,-- 	 unitarianrtuAR 	situation in 
Syria is extremely troubling. After five years of civil war, 'h'--0_?9,0041701`e,07,4Aqpn killed 
and millions more are now refugees. To strengthen humanitarigillai84(thyMekkgoktary-
general is organizing a conference in Kuwait and is asking Canada fora largerent4ution. 
But we've learned that the minister for international cooperation won't even be gong. How 
can the minister justify his absence and will he meet the urgent call of the secretary-
general? 

2:44:15 PM 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister. 
,,,,c  

Christian Paradis: (Voice of Traipirdy,!9191roSpeaker, I can reassure my colleague that 
Canada is well-represented at the` eersfeenFe 9̀1kMSyria, Mr. Speaker, I will remind you that 
Canada has contribute44*ping 16 ̀ 6111#1:ip9016-'gft access to drinking water and over 4 
million Syrians get acq#,Ofidipat.:nd we ar.60,40Orig_U"nce to 300,000 refugees in 
neighbouring countries, ritpf iperai(priStese are'Vdomtkraictitkis that are the result of the 
commitments that we have hakou"Cd7rAii.''QS,peaker, W6Vfeeriffat with this crisis, we don't I 	;c4 have to choose one solution or anothe-risettr4ty'6,vier humanitarfali aid (End of Translation). 

4'4 	Si*/ 1)4 Paul Dewar (NDP): It would be nice if tgetrilip)isre,r'liyatiltipt44.43at the conference and 
commit for Canada to help out with this crisis. ribe ilirN4:,,,S0s/itpeeds $8.4 billion to help 
the over 11 million Syrians affected by this crisis. Half of''wkorteare women and children. 

2:45:16 PM 

It's the largest humanitarian appeal in U.N. History, Mr. Speaker. The U.S. Has already 
pledged $500 million. It has been over a year since Canada last made a humanitarian 
pledge for Syria. Why has Canada not made a pledge at this conference? Why is it they can 
spend over., 	cr,ni ion for a bomng campaign and not pledge the same to save lives? fJP-$.0 "II' 
(Some Applause.)1/  

'1Ce S op 43),- /'? if, Th0„.5pegIOF, The h000pralite,rthdister of international development. 

	

Pk. 4, 	 Alp '1/1/ C), -"Y 

	

ii ),,S'n 	4,&' y 
ChristianliRarptiki.MF.peaker, areialAi_ready the 6th largest donor in Syria. Mr. Speaker, I 41-11k 	/YP  
can tell my'eollg.9.0i'evy plAwfre,pay vkary46cptpAge so far and this is what the other 
partnering cothiltriPhaveroWabsi Mr. Speaker,-  our government believes there is no od4-   either/or in responezto 	crits. We' are participating in the military mission against isil A 	r), . 

y 
and contributing to the'-kurnanitarracrisisoSecurity and humanitarian go hand in hand and ey this is the work, Mr. Speaker: 	''rk9 

The Speaker: Honourable member for esquimalt-juan de fuca. 
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O; in dilefiih.0.4.0T 	(liNO rve' Seeor, tharn,h01041,iT 
sit on our hands,Tand ipt•• th6Aerrii rists.t0 

i3ker1  I can ,reassure Carukfiabt.ttiak,we,iivi! 
riffight.,‘thp 

(Some Applavis 

The Speaker: The h-o 
(-) 
l&Lii 6@/ten64apitumber. n. 	

4 al  
Rick Norlock: Speaker, yesterday the 	er of defence was at C.F.B. Trenton as the royal 
Canadian airforce accepted delivery of its fifth c-17 globemaster aircraft. Under this 
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government's watch, Canada is no longer defendant on the airlift capability of other 
countries. Can the minister of national defence update thishouse on how our C-17s are 
used for domestic and international missions? 	0 

o, The Speaker: The honourable minister of national defence,:;•,9 	kc 
8Lif .4.34,,, 	I  .P.• * 94S 

l*, 	A 	1-̀ 4 ..r. 	° l. 	 it 	bt, Jason Kenney: Thank you to the member foilliquvigroneand his 0004 wor _ 0 n itosh a If of 
the royal Canadian airforce, Mr. Speaker. BackLisiri/theigetA4'CdfdarkneW/yotiCrowe .14 	dike PI ' .6' ::.• 	. 	---  Ai A Auv , used to have to beg, borrow and plead from countries 	 Rass iia, divii ovr a e r 	-lei: /06, 

4 4 ,1100 '--is 
2:49:17 PM 	 PO 'C).'4 ii34,/ 11 17 	4.140 

f , 	v7 A1/1.-, / to get strategic airlift capabilities but thanks to the historic investments made4by't is% 
‘̀ '°4th government and our armed forces we can now project Canada's presence around e world. 

Indeed I'm pleased to report that yesterday I received the fifth c-17 globemaster significant 
increasing the flexibility and lifespan of this critical asset. Thanks to this fleeting, we've 
been able to respond to humanitarian disasters around the world and support our men and 
women operating against isil in Iraq. 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable member for saint lambert. 
Ppo 

Sadia Groguhe (NDP): (Voice of,Trair#84; Mr. Speaker, conservative mismanagement of 
the temporary foreign workers jirtkrtgsnSetti Vetting any better. Tomorrow, an arbitrary 
deadline imposed by th&R!fiiwyatives9Wglifofteictyk,iirthousands of temporary foreign 
workers to leave the 00 ery Nite4 ese </kfrmiall4porritar;§ are taken advantage of by so-
called immigration consuliaTfivtA7tare(199king fol.ta.li,e,tke,seivitorkers for every last penny, 
why won't the government work anE7dpjfkilething 	44D iVo y 	 /ots, 

2:50:19 PM 	 /1/,s. 0 
10 

to end this shameful situation?
gTjc~/,91.

C ;i 	V ey 
Cott

1/49 
S 

c-s 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of immigration. 

Chris Alexander: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, oureform of the temporary foreign 
workers program has given -- has made more jobs available to Canadians and it's working 
very well, Mr. Speaker. This has been welcomed across country by employers. There are 
more wazyt§t1:94, ever to become a permanent resident and the rules have been known for 
months. What.fagtil been known is the position of the ndp which wanted the reform to go 
quicker and

n).
FlpvCAts6-41f*9,ur of keeping all temporary foreign workers in Canada. (End of 

Trangapo , 

AC)r. I A 	 14 fp iT/1,":4 
The:-.§pea4c: rrtite_,honouralil 

1: 
a,meMbeicior newton-north delta. ' otz. Sr,p, 	V 1 ti 

,VCItiZS  
Jinny Sims (N hokp)•). Tlietcptitprvatives'qWe96ade a complete mess of the temporary foreign 
workers progfia,91/6y150/41405•14e workers paying the price. The conservatives ignored all 
the warnings thatiTelisdea,dSr Q§9i,ng to have unintended 

u1417- /04/ 	L. a/ 
2:51:22 PM 
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consequences and now some consultants have taken advantage of desperate temporary 
foreign workers. Bilking them of all their life savings, 	while/ 	making false promises. What are 
the conservatives going to do to fix this, how are iligy,,g';O:tits„to protect these vulnerable 
workers and make things right? (Some Applause). 	 /0 (''9,S ,  

‘SN,L The Speaker: The honourable minister of citkessffir=and imunrgyati6b:: I 
Pp,„,'  

11-Sc  11)1.-)-,1`• '6" 	 1.4 	A 	I Chris Alexander: Alexander: Mr. Speaker, if the honourable m,eiraper:.--(4sapitfqrmation7013/q/utmn 
immigration consultant who's broken the law E or Keittkr:i7titkeri\tiz;Shis:v1d givelilit64tbe 
Canadian border services agency. Mr. Speaker, our tentip9/615/Ar19.!t workers program is 
working. It's putting Canadians first. The pathways topermbmnteRliqevin4iior never been e  
more numerous. What is outstanding, what is bizarre, Mr. Spealeep?,it'-thoe pdsrnion404the 
ndp. Last year, they said we should have done this reformerlyier. isS)day, (tie,y1s'eetrho be 
indicating that we should keep all temporary workers here. They're a weather Ca-ke,,,,'Mr. 
Speaker. 

The Speaker: Honourable member for York south Weston. 

Mike Sullivan (NDP): Mr. Speaker, conservatives are also letting down Toronto. 

2:52:24 PM 	 PA' I:)  
1011 

&Sr. 
4:Z , Yesterday, the mayor made an urgkq,„")p,9Ptocttle federal government for housing 

funding. After years of3 rig ei*cpwnlogditgmliii,egr*Ertive and liberal governments, 
repairs to social housing has 	a crisisipm0.",eIpOlting in social housing in Toronto is 
not only good for low-incdmv.faffitilie-f kitwouldik;9,te4-255,1539 person years of 
employment. When will conseKiaiiVebiMlistop turciiv tAlit back on Toronto and start -iv 	iv 1,/.. 	/oir?  investing in Toronto's social housingf?to 

‘-.1 The Speaker: The honourable minister of'state:0/ 
/Qv, (ipo.  4 0/ 

- 019 Candice Bergen: Well, we've done just that, Mr. Speaker, in4fact I recently signed the 
agreement for investment and affordable housing with minister Ted mcmeeken from 
Ontario. This is what he said, he said the renewed partnership between Canada and Ontario 
will help improve access to safe, cutable, affordable housing. It's what we do, Mr. Speaker, 
we provide funding to the provinces. We work in partnership with them. They determine 
where the funding goes. And I know that they're doing that in Ontario. (Some Applause) 

Pc,  The Speakers,The-,honourable 

2: 5
u
,5 P 	*- M c,s, 

1/1- 

. 	P4,5.. 
rn'864ritar?pavkri Ro rt. 0/444''''q 

°ArAis 	 Crr;) O • c, 
Andrew CashIN2D/P)-:4Y49 'k'noxy4  a hued` ed flitqtisand Toronto families are on a waiting list 
for affordablelkoiSkg)  fifeytkeedfimoreihan that member's empty spin cycle but the 
disrespect for Tororit9Adoestp't kdowittIAhat non-answer. A new report from Toronto city 
hall shows that the fedieikgVitarkilt.Loke,s at least $4 million in lieu of property tax and is 
that doesn't include the whel)pin6I lid:ligrAtIte island airport. You know, Mr. Speaker, people 
pay their fair share of property taxes so'v;thy does the federal government think it can cheat 
Toronto out of millions of dollars, why the rip-off? (Some Applause) 

3103(93/01) 



The Speaker: The honourable minister of transport. 

P.() PP Lisa Raitt: The honourable member should check hicafactgklithsn it comes to this matter. It's 
very clear, Mr. Speaker, and I have -- I understand fr- ,0.-.0f-fet,,srito port authority that 
indeed there is a written binding agreement between he,.,170-it9./Olittvthority and the city 

4 

of Toronto with respect to these outstanding'tactg.V be hdpktoitsha ethe address of the 
Toronto port authority with the honourableMe7rib:g6, ofbe can talieth,g0gart&T-pctual facts. (Some Applause) 	 '16'0 	Cit 	" 41'1 tit; '1 	i 61.  k. S ,6.. 

I/ 	
11/4 

(Voice of Translator): The 	 4 
2:54:26 PM 

honourable member for lac St. Louis. 	 vrS 

Francis Scarpaleggia (LPC): (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, according to the Canadian 
federation of municipalities, the infrastructure deficit stands at $123 billion and it's going up 
by $2 billion every year. For example, by the year 2020, 60% of Montreal's water pipes will 
be at the end of their useful life. Today, cities, Canadians, and businesses are losing 
confidence every day in a finance minister who won't do anything. When will the minister 
assume his responsibilities irTfale,aresponsible budget? 

n y S'  (Voice of Translator): The,fionoura 	m.(nis erof infrastructure. 

	

.761P1 	 /11 , LAOP,  Denis Lebel: (Voice oP2franslatigr)Yli\lr, Spea elr),:,,,I,,aim§uretthat his former colleague the 
mayor of Montreal musiTtieNev6,(2, EipiplVt9I)hearfadtV(f)r .th-i0'eolleague that the mayor is 
not doing his job on the wateripipzi-iii'avlohikal Mr. SlYealedkilie must be really proud of /v.  that. As you know, we're working in /0 

2:55:26 PM 	
0 	

Ois 	4,9 
06/  

partnership with cities, with the provinces, and let's be clears;..csMr. Speaker, under the 
leadership of this prime minister, our government has invested three times more in 
infrastructure than the liberal government of the past. (Some Applause) (End of 
Translation). 

The Speaker: The honourable member for trinity-spadina. 

le*1 Adam Vaugh,acea2:9(;, I asked the finance minister to present a budget but if it's like the 
last one, maypeAligc:fittt4w4,9ht to hear the budget. Only two years ago, bridges and transit 
was 44..V.4 billiaistVnua,c[fre*ment by the federal government. That is now shrunk to less 
tha/42665million. JuitioxieP4260/hAtIlion. The mayor of Vancouver confirmed that his city 

P— e receive z 	()tars from the new 	Canada fund. It's unbelievable. The impact of 

	

114' 	ti this is atiSol. eiy-,obvious. Vancouye. 	w as the worst gridlock in Canada, a direct result • _ m 	-111,1 '14,1  of this governmeintsinaerepce. It sic9sting:,p billion dollars a year. When will this 
government fii,6eiilfraVt-WIctee"1-61there the budget? (Some Applause) 11" 

r)vk.%-ir,'-' 
The Speaker: The horidVabl-etritn44„,of4r1trastructure. 

fl j  
Denis Lebel: Mr. Speaker, that's wrong. He knows it only for gas tax fund, only gas tax fund 
two time a year, transfer the money to 
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provinces and territories. That's 2 billions less in q110  6)6,ttkill be more than that in 2015 
and he knows that. Our conservative government ha eapcyet.We.cord amount in public 
transit in Canada. In Toronto that's the extensilan of triecerR•o/kdglpar$Libway, a union 
station project. 100% of the gas tax fund hts tteghinveste8Sq.traksit-ansl that's their 
choice. 	 41,1Y 4 	 ,1 	Abli4,  0/  P 41 

P1'6'0 	Se 	$ 
(Voice of Translator): The honourable member for g g,eautir, .5'..A 	/V0 „•-•., 

,b, 11?" Francoise Boivin (NDP): (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker/AY, r4day4Ame / •ffilzep of 
Queaec's national assembly unanimously passed a motion, as 	564(goliSesm,a_ iprime 

4Ni 	 / ministerta transfer Quebec's data from the lOng gun ,registry to t eLgovernp2envzoth,tieopec. 
Don't forget this information was paid for in part by quebecers', taX dollars. WillICtzhe'S' 
conservative government finally listen to common sense and respect the, unanimcia, will of 
the' national assembly and 

2:57:29 PM 

hand over-quebecerS' inforriation?(Some Applause)! 

Voice 	 .4)1 0i P'Sbr.f, Woe of TranslatOr):, The' hanouf aklr,nurslister of pOblic sOfetY: 

per. 
/cc  41  

Steven, Blaney:,:(VoieesfTif 'sanslatorPier li3ep#ISI , 	would like to confirm-that we will 
respect the decision c)6 	 AireTtpe: court ofit;c-Arta,doiqeglie believe that already'enoUgh 
taxpayers' money has einoyivakeA,4:RitWis ineffitieekasfry4eistry,,and weshare the 
point olview of the Quebec 	ers antil,,s=17ersv:Thici-Cfeels that the _Quebec 
registry;-like_the Canadian regisi&Neyddil)e SejesS,andiciePuill4ot improvethe safety of 
Canadians 'or the safety of pblicelaffi;cek-.0 0 

1 0/ 	1 
(Voice of Translator);: rn Thehanourable`meCficir 	egtitz,  

Francoise Baivin (ND,P):' (Voice of Translate* Where there's d 	there'S Way, Mr. 
Speaker, and that'S What the supreme court said,: Mr. SpfOker. they wanted to, they 
could; but 	conservatives; remain blinded by ideolOgy. Yesterday,' 106 elected officials 
from across Quebec sPoke With, one voice to denounce the conservatives' rush to destroy 

4 	/ 	% 	,Y 
StpVe m BloneY: (. Ot9,e, frantl orper. Speaker, if .my colleague and her party set 4'v . 	 6. 	ii)t- 	 .../k ,  7- 

ideology' aside, they 41.11:,p,I.'Stipg,49 ir6.41-41g4riieasures that our government has put in place over 
the lasteightyeors with rni-kiirriu40 6,-hrtselitences of three to five years for those who 1 
possess an illegal vveapori, Mr.'!speek ?C#of the measures that we have put in place,, more 

2:58:29 PM 

Quebec 's reg,tizyi 	hat goe$ against the will of Quebec. They have been clear that this 
inforly tion isqrylpertant„t6)eti3Suring: aublicsafety Will the donservotiVes set stubborn 
ideb Wavde, listen49.,Criejp 	give back the information that Quebec taxpayers 
pair, or47.0(he44,i§.the 015% derefigN?rorriiseb by this prime'rninister?($ome!Applause) 

Nr›.74-,80,4. 
(Voice of Tai 	nouradie/R-Mftter of public safety. 
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severe sentences for thos6 Who domMit,Violent crimes with firearms, Mr. Speaker, and we 
have tabled training measures.: They should stancVurrand' defend 

P 
2:59:29 PM 

Canadians' safety! '(Sqtne Ai3pfauSe) (End Of3i1-r rittatiori). & 	t*/:;. 
P7PAIllY  

4,1/p vN 

The Speaker: The honourable member for fortYnCrwitrali- 	asca. N17.7 

‘94-7-,16/t/ /IS 	07- 4'0 
David Yurdiga: Mr. Speaker, under the leadership of oilr4r)riket,n--L'ynisker'iniiave been proud 
to support the significant infrastructure investments delivkl29-;"re,oliiAttIVIiobkAiberta and in 
communities across Canada. Late last week, I was very pleasevik;c7.11-kfi,tei,a4siter4o6 health 
in the fort Mcmurray, an event furthering demonstrating this goverriltient'6'gc?,,rniiittfnient to 
jobs and the economy. Can the minister please update the house on this impdr<ide 

[Missing Text] 

Cathy McLeod: I thank my colleague from fort Mcmurray for the question and certainly he's 
been a very strong advocate for albertans. The minister was very pleased last week to 
announce fort Mcmurray international airport is being considered for an expansion project 
up to 25 million under the iRittl(51itkge,nada fund.- I understand they have a critical need for 
their terminal buildings to expanCISk9jeainthe main runway and as you know, Mr. Speaker, 
this is incredibly importair,it. It cegrastqobe01.1)pf9overnment has supported the new building 
Canada plan which is 4#4iiipaRst lon649,rrArerRst:wiqure plan in Canadian history. 
Together, we are builAloWa 	Albi6b/Aor4IstroAr4ggr Canada. (Some Applause). 

P)Y4iD"' 4&` 	°A)/ii• Al°}- 	 ' 7- &or, 	117-/ '107- 	 • 
The Speaker: The honourablevOt%tCeti o'Farstmounf-7-)Atille-tRa•ne. Westmount-ville-marie. c.)4,•-•?>, --let  0/01?  

-4 4, 	 L  Marc Garneau (LPC): Mr. Speaker, 14tryeq-rzthegpyer,nmnt had difficulty sponsoring 1300 
refugees. The situation is catastrophic.11)li3 	.1-gl-AMpnililkon Syrians displaced to places 
like Lebanon, Turkey and Jordan, six-and-a-halvkiliqn rdilspland internally, two-and-a-half 1.;:qc  /V7-6, 

3:01:05 PM 

million Iraqis displaced in their country. Why, in the face of this catastrophic situation, is 
this government so miserly, why is it incapable of stepping up to the plate for refugees? 

The SpeAkerpThe honourable minister of citizenship and immigration. 
iS)01,/ 110C 

Chris Alexande tip Ia§(' FiRvou , Mr. Speaker. This government's had no trouble fulfilling its 
comPtittimen. n ne&con'tran „ we have done more than our part in resettling refugees 
frofri4r4S

ts
;kfrA9m SYri•ibV/VA ,00p ERit9, o do so, Mr. Speaker. We are one of the leading 

hui*ii-8001600kributo'rTiNki 	Arils but, Mr. Speaker, we also recognize, unlike the 
partie'sCotiKs:4elfat4he sourkeip.flkinkiblem is islamic terrorism, the source of this 
problem is tlEietsVitii9;44ppt/Mr. S15‘6416:01_,th that terrorist threat that has caused millions 
of people to beil,nt6rinall,y,s%0ed, to have &leave the borders of their countries. They 
want to go hoth41)//anP0e, 1:;ril,o4liction with allies, want -- 

u'Yitt ̀ -'1  4 	 ,1 
:InA  S. ,c_14/0et_t, 40/ (Voice of Translator): The hliVnouraOle meryijuper. 

4̀c-.‘%°' 
Danny Morin (NDP): (Voice of Translator): 
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Another business in my region has fallen victim tPoPth-g,i;t6n-cmic slowdown. Plans to expand 
the mine in St. Henri have been abandoned leaving 79w-elk-pAid:-4991ployees out of work. It 
is a rarely and highly strategic metal but oncewain Canalamiallcopportunity to 
develop a niche for this resource. The econdtpx 	and, vye0,117,frelederal 
government more than ever. Will the ministersfitlially kisomething&stozstifivlateipur mining 
sector and create good jobs for the people of sg,4,90-y4ac74,1,),/S104-.,L!?g,451:44:qi-/  r  /..,„ 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister. (End off Translator4.., 
(NA- 

z*rp Kelly Block: Mr. Speaker, mining is a global industry and our vernmmtiikcaohOdebito 
attracting investment, opening new markets, supporting innovation, 'impro%49(re6,41,,A?tory 
effectiveness, and promoting corporate social responsibility. That's why we arest'Otinuing to 
take action to ensure the success of the extractive sector through the extension of the 
mineral exploration tax credit and the Canadian exploration spanses. Ex-spanses. Our 
government is proud that 

3:03:06 PM 

Canada has the lowest overactax Rapepn business investment in the g7. Thank you. (Some 
Applause). 

1°C1143  0 c4):, -Ss= The Speaker: The honDgkaagmember fO5misg ati ssga south. 
blip.ilia:, / 

r-PrTh, 	C)/YAd'ICk; 7'14 Stella Ambler: Mr. Speak&4 aday4kr.Stipilamentdryobudget officer released a report 
looking into the impact of our gogegtrrice  rvit's4tarp,i)y taxAelg-,‘Hot enhanced universal child 
care benefit. Can the minister of,,ateT,Tpri,isiiisial tleyelopmeint plea's'e update this house on 
the pbo's findings for our proposed ieltange-"So.ritt.';whOtr, government has done to help t--4 parents meet their child care needs? (Somti / papusekz, qv  outs, 

The Speaker: The honourable minister of state. 

Candice Bergen: Thank you to the member from mississauga south for that question and 
the great work she does on behalf of Canadian families. Mr. Speaker, today the pbo 
confirmed that 100% of families with children will benefit from our family tax cut and 
benefit package regardless of their choice of child care. According to the pbo, he said the 
introduction of.the universal child care benefit greatly increased the level of benefit to 
families. frotp/O-AtzpAiks to our conservative government, total federal spending on child 
care, he saicc:liGptleady)quadrupled. 

/.1  3:ft *1  
"vAb ivrq- '15),91-, %fp!  z• 	 Id Mr. Spedikv,i  whilelftaiooRpositionm e7agenst uccb, we'll keep putting money in the 

pockets of fachilreS-iOrtianies01r. Speaker:ivetthp Applause). 
/4/, 

(Voice of Translatanz? htelhohtifuratitmember. 
/00dy , 

Jean-Francois Fortin (Force et ,   Derholc4,06;),;: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, in the '80s 
and '90s the eastern Quebec forestry program saw 72 million trees planted in private 
forests. These trees are now 20 to 30 years old and maintenance work is needed to 
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preserve their value. But the federal government has announced no follow-up to that 
program. As we await the next budget, private foresti 	land holders are looking for a helping 
hand to do the work needed to preserve the valueitel7ectprests. Will the government 
support them or will they let this $100 million investrileWOOkthe ground? (End of 
Translation). 

ii)0,,/ 	 1̀Cie,z, ' OA- 

	

1 /490, ,,S.t.  ,., —1/4-c9 	rifi 
,T 	P-',1 	.../ itA  , 	

8 
The Speaker: The honourable parliamentarecraryi3 / 	IvAbii,44 /*  

I 
1̀",304,7r0h,"'S`c 	Iti, 1/P1 	) 	k-fill Kelly Block: Mr. Speaker, our government has provided' 1,44p

l 
 fOcei  &71tvlsupportrfp.146,  

forest sector. demonstrated Our focus on innovation, energy efficiency&' 	 texpdi tailnge,markets-has 

	

NA- 	4 :: .4' rTZ'iv 
9/Y 

xi 
-14 	&,/ 	' , . 4,,q  01 Giiv  O 3:05:09 PM 	 /0/1, s4,/ 	-./Lik,- / 

4;q 	..3 C' s  
remarkable results. Wood exports to China have increased by 1400% since 2007 and world 
first products are developed from coast to coast to coast. Unlike that member who voted 
against supporting the forest sector at every opportunity, we will continue to take action to 
create jobs and support forest-dependent communities. 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable member: 
Pik)  

Jean-Francois Fortin (Forces et Rem2:9va,-,,acig)Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, even 
though it might not seem ike it,'.gaiirtiel,Ais,coinifig quickly, and so is construction season. 
Today, municipalities_aeed44zplan th.e'WorkAflieyi)Aisnt• to get done before next winter. u01/.-: —Ai)/ Unfortunately, they do9A,kripo,hcoi,puch topfly,  thTV 	because ottawa still doesn't 
have an agreement with'QDV00.4,fle&ildini5';elgipdalltrititwill the minister stop 
repeating that this is the largekgrAjon,Otlirastrucet*F.,1(314D,An Canada's history and 
understand that municipalities won't sct the-poOiy,in timel'ancl1Wey have no credible short 
term plan? 	 "AvAbj° 4 A? 1°  ,94,141  
3:06:12 PM 	ANT ;41 

(Voice of Translator): The honourable minister of infrastructure. 

Denis Lebel: (Voice of Translator): Mr. Speaker, the member should read the files and read 
the news. On June 25th last year, the prime minister was in my riding with premier 
Couillard to announce the renewal of the historic agreement on gas tax with the 
governwApt of Quebec. All municipalities know how much money they will beetting for the 
next ten yeqpkrititQ,,ext five years have already been announced. The money has been 
transferred t,,,or,Lttievao'iefsiment of Quebec in July and last November. The cities know that. 
Perha=ps 	ho he sugstida-kfertoday's mayors. (End of Translation). 

Suii, 	 4-:-/c) 	1  /1.-p  6:18 
‘`' iiii• '11-- ThSpleaker4.11tat is question period40.,today. ( End of Oral Questions) ( End of Oral '''‘'‘..-N 	11'0 	.. 0 	, Vid.„,..,- A for., today.  

Quest)on's) 1. ",-, 1 /43  C 	 '''f  00 - 1  

	

' k'"4 	L- 1),  
At 	Ac 

4 	S.  
us,  

4/ 	
. 

0.E1104of Question Period) 
c-)1V. 
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Briefing Note 

TO: 	 Director 

FROM: 	Chief, Labour Relations 
A/CAE 

SUBJECT: 	Reprisal Protection Town Halls 

ISSUE: 

Summary report on the town halls jointly held by the Chief, Labour Relations and Senior Officer for 
Disclosure of Wrongdoing (SODW). 

BACKGROUND: 

As a result of the 2012 Employee Survey, the Executive Committee approved an action plan that 
included holding town halls in all branches and regions in order to build a better awareness and 
knowledge of reprisal protection, in context of labour relations and wrongdoing mechanisms and 
policies. In addition, the joint Labour Relations-SODW presentations were also intended to highlight the 
differences between wrongdoing and labour relations issues. 

DISCUSSION: 

■ Generally speaking, the town halls were well received and well attended, with the exception of 
certain regions. 

■ The sessions generated a small, short-lived increase in inquiries for additional wrongdoing-related 
information and/or to discuss specific issues or situations. 

■ The SODW presentation has been posted on The Source. The Labour Relations presentation will be 
posted shortly, as part of the broader update of the ADH directorate webpages. 

■ The most frequent questions or comments raised were: 

o Disclosure of wrongdoing 
■ Supervisors tended to ask the most questions 

o Labour relations 
■ Employees questioned why the disclosure of wrongdoing process was confidential while 

such is not the case for the labour relations processes. 
■ In cases where an act of reprisal is found to be true, the measures/disciplinary actions 

taken as a result of the finding should be communicated Service-wide (in general terms). 

1 
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■ Employees were reassured that an external third party could conduct and investigation, 
when appropriate. 

■ A few employees suggested that the Service consider including a third party such as the Public 
Service Integrity Commissioner as an option for disclosing a wrongdoing, especially given the 
proposed amendments to the CSIS Act and the pending five-year review of the Public Service 
Disclosure Protection Act (PSDPA). 

CONCLUSION: 

The primary purpose of the town halls was to build a better awareness and knowledge of the 
wrongdoing and labour relations mechanisms and policies, specifically in relation to reprisal protection. 
The results of the next Employee Survey will provide some insight into the success of the initiative and 
whether further action or measures are required. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

It is recommended that: 

1. The DG, Health and Workplace Management and the SODW, in collaboration with the DG, 
Learning and Development, create a mandatory, on-line course for new employees and newly 
appointed supervisors, based on the town hall presentations. 

2. In order to address the apparent scepticism with respect to reprisal protection, human resource 
policies and procedures be amended to include reprisal in the definition of harassment. The 
CSIS Glossary should also be amended to include reprisal (NB: It should be noted that steps 
have been taken to incorporate the proposed amendments). 
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Classification: Unclassified 

2015 04 20 
File No. 910-253 

   

Briefing Note 

  

       

To: 	DIR, DDA, DDO, ADO, ADC, ADH, ADI, ADE, CIO, ADP, CAE 

From: 

Subject: 	Horizontal Evaluation of Canada's Cyber Security Strategy 

Background: 

For your information, the Horizontal Evaluation of Canada's Cyber Security Strategy will be launched 
shortly. According to the requirements for funding approval, an evaluation is to be conducted by Public 
Safety Canada in the 2015-2016 fiscal year. The Deputy Minister of Public Safety Canada approved the 
conduct of this evaluation as part of the Public Safety Canada Evaluation Plan. 

The evaluation is being led by Public Safety Canada's Evaluation Directorate in collaboration with 
Strategy partners and will begin in March 2015 and carry into 2016. The conduct of this horizontal 
evaluation will be guided by the Treasury Board's Guidance on the Governance and Management of 
Evaluations of Horizontal Initiatives. As such, governance committees will be established, with 
representation from each partner organization. 

A meeting with evaluation representatives will be scheduled shortly to discuss the evaluation focus, 
scope, approach, processes, roles and responsibilities and proposed time lines. Subsequently, a meeting 
will be organized with both evaluation and program representatives. The Horizontal Terms of Reference 
will then be developed. 

We will be asking for key contacts within the program areas and informing them of the start of the 
evaluation. Knowing their demands operationally, we will make every effort to minimize their workload. 

As the 	 . I will keep you, Departmental Evaluation Committee members, posted on the 
findings of the review. 

Thank you, 
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Classification : Non classifie 

20 avril 2015 
N° de dossier : 910-253 

    

Note d'information 

  

         

A : 	DIR, SDA, SDO, DAO, DAC, DAH, DAR, DAS, DPI, DAP, DPV 

De: 

Objet 	Evaluation horizontale de Ia Strategie de cybersecurite du Canada 

Veuillez noter que revaluation horizontale de la Strategie de cybersecurite du Canada commencera 
bientot. D'apres les documents lies a ('approbation du financement, Securite publique Canada (SPC) doit 
effectuer une evaluation au cours de rexercice 2015-2016. Le sous-ministre de SPC a approuve la tenue 
de revaluation dans le cadre du plan d'evaluation de SPC. 

La Direction de revaluation de SPC dirige revaluation en collaboration avec des partenaires 
strategiques. Le processus, qui a commence en avril 2015 et se poursuivra en 2016, est merle en 
fonction des orientations generales sur la gouvernance et Ia gestion des evaluations des initiatives 
horizontales du Conseil du Tresor. En outre, des comites de gouvernance seront mis sur pied dans 
lesquels tous les organismes partenaires seront representes. 

Des personnes chargees de revaluation se reuniront bientot pour examiner ('objet, la portee, Ia 
demarche et le processus de revaluation. Elles se pencheront aussi sur les roles et responsabilites des 
intervenants et les delais proposes. II y aura par la suite une autre reunion, a laquelle participeront des 
representants de la Direction de revaluation et des differents secteurs d'activites, pour elaborer le 
mandat des comites charges de revaluation des initiatives horizontales. 

Nous demanderons bientot le nom des principales personnes-ressources dans les differents secteurs 
d'activites et les informerons du lancement de revaluation. Nous ferons tout ce qui est en notre pouvoir 
pour limiter leur charge de travail etant donne les besoins operationnels. 

En tant que 
	

je tiendrais les membres des comites au fait des conclusions de 
l'exercice. 

Merci, 
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TRANSMITTAL SLIP - NOTE D'ENVOI 

Drafting Oftiecr-Redacteur 

-Chief: 

Director 

CCM # 

SUBJECT: BN and Letter to Mr Farrell — Proposal to discontinue translation support to the UN Special Triliiinal for Lebanon 
, (STL) 	 

Record of Consultation 
Rapport de consultation 

Concur 
D'accord 

Comments-Commentaires 
Yes No 
()ui -Non 

CSIS / SCR 

,\PR 	3 /015 
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// 9) 
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BN & Letter to Mr. Farrell -- 	is recommending that the Service 
discontinue its translation assistance to the UN Special Tribunal for 
Lebanon (STL) 
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SECRET 
892-16 

2015 04 20 
'11.0 / A: 	Director (via DDO) 

FROM / DE: 	ADE 

BRIEFING NOTE / NOTE D'INFORMATION 

SUBJECT / SUJET: PROPOSAL TO DISCONTINUE TRANSLATION 
SUPPORT TO THE UN SPECIAL TRIBUNAL FOR LEBANON (STL)  

BACKGROUND / HISTORIQUE: 

In 2011 04, further to an agreement between then Service Director FADDEN and then Prosecutor 
for the UN ST1., 	 began translating material from Arabic 
into English, to assist the STL. 

Since 2011, 	translated thousands of pages of Arabic text and audio product, involving 
thousands of hours of work by both translators and quality control reviewers. 

All this translation was done at Service expense; there was no recovery of costs from the UN STL. 

DISCUSSION / DISCUSSION: 

The last time 	 forwarded product to be translated from the STL to 	was 2014 08; 



SEER" 
892-16 1015  04 20 

RECOMMENDATIO 

Pis)o71 c)  1 %s  cc/vs  o &-,0  2...  a csis 
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asked to sign the attached letter, which will then be forwarded to 
to UN STI, officials. 

The Director is who  
will provide it 
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SECRET 

892-16 

Mr. Norman Farrell 
Prosecutor 
UN Special Tribunal for Lebanon (STL) 

Dear Mr. Farrell: 

I would like to express my ongoing recognition of the work of the United Nations (UN) 
Special Tribunal tier Lebanon (STL). 

The Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) is proud to have contributed to this 
worthy initiative. Further to an agreement entered into between my predecessor. Richard Fadden, 
and yours. Daniel Bellemare, since 2011 CSIS has provided thousands of hours of Arabic to 
English translation to the UN STL. 

1 hope that the translation assistance provided by CS1S over the past four years has served to 
advance the work of the I rN STL, and 1 wish you continued success in your efforts towards our 
shared goal of combatting terrorism. 

Sincerely. 

,ichel Coulombe 
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SECRET 
File no. 
2015 04 15 

TO: 	Director 

FROM: 	CIO 

BRIEFING NOTE 

SUBJECT: 	 availability in both official laneuages 

BACKGROUND: 

The Service has an obligation to provide 
work tools, including IT solutions, in both official languages and to ensure that equivalent functional 
capabilities are available to employees in the language of their choice. 

DISCUSSION: 

A commercial software called 	 There are four aspects of the 
product that must be addressed to reach equivalent functional capabilities in both official languages: the 
core 	interface, the online help files, the Helpers and the ontology. 

The 	product includes proprietary, core functionality designed by the company. It also includes, 
as part of its product development, Helper components (sometimes called "add-ons") 

sometimes incorporates Helper components 
These third-party Helpers are developed in English. 

ASSESSMENT: 

The core 	interface has been available in French since 
language defects were recently corrected with a software patch ( 
review of the 	interface has been done in collaboration with 
issues have been identified and will be corrected. If further defects are 

, they will be corrected as part of subsequent releases. 

release 1.2. Identified French 
release 2.0.1 on March 7th). A 
Official Languages. Translation 
identified by users along with the 

Page 1 of 2 
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File no. 
2015 04 15 

The online help files inside 	are static text and they do not affect the functionality 	These 
files are being translated. The preliminary estimate provided by Official Languages for this work is 11 
weeks 	 however no delivery date has been set.  

The 	team is working with 	 to create translated versions of all Helpers. This 
work is well underway and they are rapidly closing the gap. French language versions of all but one 
Helper have already been created. Some of those are already in production and the rest will installed with 

release 2.1 at the end of April. The last Helper to be translated has been disabled until it can be made 
available in French. 

The ontology is perhaps the key piece in the 	design. It is also the most complex component to 
represent in both official languages. 

fi 
z 	,a6, RECOMMENDATION: 

L . et  

to4.. 

ir 

1 
Disable the online Help until it has been translated and can be incorporated in 	(anticipated to 

F f' be ready for release 2.2 scheduled for June 2015). Removing the English only Helper will have 
no functional impact 

J3 
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Please find enclosed briefing material in support of your 
bilateral meeting with the Minister on 13 May. 
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In advance of your bilat with the Minister on 13 May, please 
find attached a list of proposed agenda items for your 
consideration. 

Once confirmed, : 	will prepare briefing material. 
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MEMORANDUM TO THE DIRECTOR 	it• 

MINISTERIAL BRIEFING 
13 May 2015, 17:00 

Minister's Board Room, 269 Laurier 

• Per the agenda, at the second of a new series of bilateral meetings with the 
Minister you may wish to raise the following items: implementation of Bills C-44 
and C-51; 1987 Agreement with SIRC; 

	

- 	- 	and the case of 
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1. Implementation of Bills C-44 and C-51 

New Ministerial direction (MD) is required in relation to several of the amendments to the CSIS Act, 
most notably for the Service's threat diminishment mandate. 

The department of Public Safety (PS) is responsible for drafting the MD, but is doing so in consultation 
with CSIS. In addition to accounting for Bills C-44 and C-5I, the Service has expressed a desire to 
update the MDs (e.g. from Solicitor General to Minister of Public Safety) and to streamline/ clarify 
certain elements (e.g. notification and reporting requirements). 
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The Service has nearly finalized its revised Human Source Policy Suite to give effect to Bill C-44, 

Bill C-51 
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The Service has also done considerable work on developing the necessary internal policies and 
procedures to give effect to the various provisions in Bill C-51, 
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b 	1  2. 1987 Agreement with SIRC 
Afk-7 4tr. 	4  

While the Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC) has access to all information held by CSIS, 
an informal agreement was reached in 1987 whereby the Committee agreed to "self-restrict" its 
information gathering practices, and would not seek access to four categories of documents, including 
letters to and from the Minister, pertaining to strategies for interacting and negotiating with SIRC. 
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This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the 
Privacy Act, The information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The 
information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service. 
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Bilateral Meeting with the Minister 
Wednesday, May 13 at 17h00.,.... 
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1) Implementation of C-44, C-51 
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Bilateral Meeting with the Minister 
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1) Implementation of C-44, C-51 

2) 1987 SIRC Agreement 
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Please find enclosed briefing materials for your appearance at the 
House of Commons Public Safety and National Security Committee 
(SECU) in support of the Minister on the Main Estimates. 
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QUESTION PERIOD NOTE 
	

Dena: May 7, 2015 
Classification: Unclassified 
Branch / en • CSIS 

Committee Note 
MAIN ESTIMATES, 2015-2016 

Canadian Security intelligence Service 
ISSUE: Tabling of the Main Estimates, 2015-2016 in Parliament. This note provides information 
about CS1S' budget requirements for the upcoming fiscal year. 
BACKGROUND: 
While detailed breakdowns of CSIS expenditures are classified, CSIS does provide general 
information about its financial resources through documents such as the Main Estimates, the 
Supplementary Estimates and the CS1S Public Report. CSIS, like other government departments 
and agencies, is subject to the scrutiny of the Auditor General and other officers of Parliament 

I. 	Highlights of Main Estimates Elements 	- 4-0,4", ..(;..., 	-444;:4 6.z.,..tie fr,e4f,..,, 

	

. 	 .. 
• The Canadian Security Intelligence Service is seeking approval in the amount of $537.0M in 2015- 

2016. 	 •Viv,,,, 
• Of this amount, $488.2M falls under Vote 1 (Program Expenditures) and requires approval byi 1,,,If4 

Parliament. 	 :r 	 7 v.   
• The remaining $48.8M represents statutory forecasts that do not require additional approval. 	'07,04V 

II. Summary of Net Annual Change in Maln Estimates by ProgramAnitlative 	440 —49/... OA, "roj., 
4.1 	' 41 Increase 	 ' 

• $21.2M in support of Canada's national security and the safety of Canadians. 

Decreases 
• $0.4M due to miscellaneous government-wide initiatives. 

111. Summary 21Net Annual Change in Maln Estimates by Vote 

Vote 1: 	Program Expenditures - $488.2M 
• The program expenditures for the 2015-16 Main Estimates result in a net increase of $19.4M or 

4.1% from the 2014-15 Main Estimates. 	40  -,-4,. 

Increases totaling $19.8M mainly dUe to: 
o $19.8M in funding in support of Canada's national security and the safety of Canadians. 

Decreases totaling $O.4M mainly due to: 	 , - t.74. , 
o $0.4M due to miscellaneous government wide initiatives. Oft 4/  

itAr"V  
Statutory Vote: Contribution to Employee Benefit Plan (EBP) -$48.8M 

• The net increase of $1.4M or 3.0% from the 2014-15 Main Estimates is due to technical 
adjustment made by TBS to reflect the final EBP number. 

IV. Transfer Payment Highlights 

N/A 

V. Detailed Explanation per Program 

ens NIA 	.;;), 4  ,., , 	-,.. ... 4,5, •-• i . ;vim 
vd),cifitk.)401444, tote 	'w4,4 S4 	#7 	47 

r.L-i.40,. 	k#1..Ct_Afo.°44.*!' 
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44141, 	_41  ' ) 

Wo.„4 	00.5„ •1/414.4"444,  

67&0  444  7. 	.s6:7 _404  
400.41;04,41,4,  
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MAIN ESTIMATES, 2015-2018 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service 

PROPOSED RESPONSE: 

• CSIS is a key partner in protecting Canadians from threats to the safety 
and security of this country. 

• The Service collects and analyses intelligence in order to advise the 
Government on threats against Canada and its citizens. 

• The total funding sought in Main Estimates for 2015-2016 is $537.0 it  
million, which represents a 4.0% increase over last year. 

• 	This funding will contribute to CSIS' important work in keeping 4401  
Canadians safe. 

c--06  

• Much of the Increase is in fact funds that were set aside and re-profiled 
to support important initiatives. 

abal, 
REPONSE SUI3GEREE : 	"ggi" 'tor. 

'04 % c 
4e," 

!Neer 

• Le SCRS est un partenaire cle des organismes charges de proteger les 
Canadiens contre les menaces qui !absent sur la securite du pays. 

• Le Service merle des enquetes, fait des analyses et produit des 
renseignements afin de conseiller le gouvernement sur les menaces 
envers la securite du Canada et de ses citoyens. 

• Le montant total des fonds demandes pour le SCRS dans le Budget 
principal des depenses pour l'exercice 2015-2016 s'eleve 
537.0 millions de dollars, ce qui represente une augmentation de 4.0 % 
par rapport a l'exercice precedent. 

• Ces fonds permettront au Service de continuer son travail important 
;pour la protection des Canadiens. 

No?  LV‘to 4kP 7"0414, 

N.414.3t:'ea4;felito 444:40).1)10 

4cc4 04:0 10).  
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THE STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY AND DEFENCE 

EVIDENCE 

OTTAWA, Monday, March 9, 2015 

AGENDA 

Bill C-44, An Act to amend the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service Act and 
other Acts 

APPEARING 
The Honourable Steven Blaney, P.C., 
MP, Minister of Public Safety and 
Emergency Preparedness 

1 p.m_ - 2 p.m.  

WITNESSES 
Public Safety Canada 

Francois Guimont, Deputy Minister 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service  

ORDRE DU JOUR 

Projet de loi C-44, Loi modifiant la Lot 
sur le Service canadien du renseignement 
de securite et d'autres lois 

COM:PARAJT 
L'honorable Steven Blaney, C.P., 
depute, ministre de la Socurile publiqn, 
et de la Protection civile 4.4).4-40 

Op' Os. ,4  
4'6;4  .0 

13h - 14h 	-I 	S 	'IV/ 45 ) 411  
4 40 40 	40 SI  14, Ski  h. 	41 

TEMOINS 	 wp-:Oips.tw 

Securite publique Canada 	
04:14 0 44i  

Francois Guimont, sous-rninistre 

Service canadien du renseignement de 
securite 

Michel Coulombe, Director 	 Michel Coulombe, directeur 

2 p.m. - 3 p.m.  

WITNESSES 	 trY4,00/4/4,10 , 
Public Safety Canada NZ/0A 	 Sicurite publique Canada 

Francois Guimont, Deputy Minister),,  	444 	Francois Guimont, sous-ministre 

Lynda Clairmont, Senior Assistant 	Iy 
Deputy Minister, National and Cyber ,,te ti4r, 
Security Branch 	 $4,4,0il c 

4tic4  

to) 	 v  ifik, 4,01  14h- 15h 

TEMOINS 

Ritu Banerjee, Director, Intelligence 
Policy Division, National and Cyber 
Security Branch 

Lynda Clairmont, sous-ministre adjointe 
principale, Secteur dc la securite et de la 
cybersecurite nationale 

Ritu Banerjee, directrice, Division des 
politiques du renseignement, Secteur de 
la securite et de la cybersecurite 
nationale 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service 

Michel Coulombe, Director 

Nathalie Benoit, General Counsel 

Citizenship and Immigration Canada 

Nicole Girard, Director General, 
Citizenship and Multiculturalism 

410F 	Branch  ez, 
Mory Afshar, Senior Counsel, tegat 

.4411.4.: Services 

	

- • 	 '441, 
'440 	40 	41 °if IVO 9 	itt 	p, 04, 

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 	Cto 	
bs• 	44 

4147 
41; 41440 

WITNESS 	47,0,, &iv 00 4-00, 
As an individruzl 	 AV 14 

	

Ray Boisvert, Former Assistant 	ft 
Director, Intelligence, CSIS  

Service canadlen du renseignement de 
securite 

Michel Coulombe, directeur 

Nathalie Benoit, avocate-generale 

Citoyenneie et Immigration Canada 

Nicole Girard, directrice generale, 
Direction du programme de la 
Citoyennete et du Multiculturalisme 

Mory Afshar, avocate principale, 
Services juridive-s 

15h 30 - 161,30 

TEmoiN 
A titre personnel 

Ray Boisvert, ancien directeur adjoint, 
Intelligence, SCRS 
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4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.  

WITNESSES 

Security Intelligence Review Committee 

Michael Doucet, Executive Director 

Lindsay Jackson, Assistant Director of 
Research 

l6h 30 - 17M 

TEMOINS 

Comite de surveillance des a.ctivites de 
renseignemenis de sicurite 

Michael Doucet, directeur executif 

Lindsay Jackson, directrice adjointe de 
Recherche 

CommiSsariat a In protection de la vie privee 
du Canada 

Daniel Therrien, commissaire a la • r protection de Ia vie privCe 

Leslie Fournier-Dupelle, conscinere Nty 
strategique en politiques et recherche 'Y trZr.04t, 

gv; • sylivel 

410-7,7e: 41N+ 
The Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence, to which was referred Bill C- 

44, An Act to amend the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and other Acts, met this day at 
1:00 p.m. to give consideration to the bill. 

Senator Daniel Lang (Chair) in the chair. 

The Chair: Welcome to the Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence. 
.7`47P 

Before we welcome our witnesses, I would like to introduce the people around the table. My 
name is Dan Lang, senator for Yukon. On my left is the clerk of the committee, Jose Therien, and I 
would like to go around the table and invite each senator to introduce themselves and state the 
region they represent. 

v4  a. 401 44 
k7S1  41)4P•14. 

- 4.1/ 	4)44)44,14/106. 
6s, if Senator Dagenais: Jean-Guy Dagenais, Quebec. 4, 

	 ,4  

141474  

Senator Kenny: Colin Kenny, Ontario. 

Senator White: Vern White, Ontario. 

Senator Beyak Lynn Beyak, Ontario. 

Senator Day: Joseph Day, New Brunswick. 

Senator Ngo: Thabh Hai Ngo, Ontario. 

• Os. vrtf 

The Chair: Colleagues, the Senate has referred to the committee Bill C-44, An Act to amend the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and other Acts. We are very pleased to welcome The 
Honourable Steven Blaney, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, to discuss the 
act. 	

:4w 
We are also pleased to welcome back Michel Coulombe, Director, Canadian Security Intelligence 

Service; and Francois Guimont, Deputy Minister, Public Safety Canada. 

Minister, as this is your first appearance before our committee, allow me to extend a welcome 
to you. I'm sure we're going to be seeing you in the near future as well. Although we're here to 

Office of the Privacy Commissioner of 
Canada 

Daniel Therrien, Privacy Commissioner 

Leslie Fournier-Dupelle, Strategic 
Policy and Research Analyst 

Senator Mitchell: Grant Mitchell, Alberta. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: Carolyn Stewart Olsen, New Brunswick. 
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speak about Bill C-44, we invite you to comment on any other matters you feel important to our 
work and the work of Parliament. 

Before you begin, I want to let you know that I believe Canadians appreciate your willingness to 
speak bluntly about the terrorist threats that face our country, and we hope such plain language will 
become the norm as opposed to political correctness. 

The minister will be with us until two o'clock, and then his officials will stay until three o'clock. 

Once again, I would like to welcome you, Mr. Minister. I understand you have some opening 
comments. 

Hon. Steven Blaney, P.C., MP, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness: 
Mr. Chair, I certainly want to thank you and the honourable senators for welcoming me on my first /v._ 
appearance before the Senate committee and also acknowledge the great work this committee hasielfOiL  

accomplished over the years and the importance of the committee, and the Senate as well, in 	sb"./ 
Q."' 40  4, 	41 "44  o41  accomplishing for all Canadians. 	 'JO Sal. 0, Ir 

(French follows — Mr. Blaney cont'g — J'aimerais vous remercier, monsieur...) 	 40,. 
9' we, 

(apres anglais)(M. Blaney) 

l'aimerais vous remercier, monsieur le president, de m'accueillir aujourd'hui. J'ai la chance de 
connaitre certains senateurs personnellement. Je vous remercie pour votre contribution a la 
dem ocratie de notre pays et l'important travail que vous faites sur ce projet de loi qui vise a clarifier 
les auiorites du Service canadien du renseignement de securite. 

(anglais suit) (Mr. Blaney: As you know, the Protection of 

(Following French -- Mr. Blaney cont'g 	du renseignetrent de securite.) 

As you know, the Protection of Canada from Terrorists Act was originally intended to be 
introduced the very day Ottawa was attacked by a jihadi terrorist on October 22. I was thinking that 
we would be able to begin to work on that very day and table it that day, because during caucus day 
we are not sitting. I was expecting I would be able to table it on the Wednesday afternoon, but that 
did not happen. ... tea  

This criminal singled out and attacked Corporal Nathan Cirillo, who was wearing the Canadian 
military uniform as he was standing on ceremonial guard at the heart of our nation's capital. 
Undoubtedly, this was a terrorist attack, a disgusting crime. 

(French follows - Mr. Blaney cont'g C'est une attaque qui . . .) 

(agues anglais)(M. Blaney) 

Cest une attaque qui a ete commise dans la foulee de celle survenue a Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, 
deux jours plus tot, mais aussi de cedes qui ont suivi en Australie, a Sidney, ainsi qu'a Paris. 

(anglais suit) (Mr. Blaney: These horrific attacks ...) 

(Following French —Mr. Blaney ,  cont'g -- 	ainsl qu'a Paris.) 

These horrific attacks made it abundantly clear that we must do everything within our power to 
find and stop terrorists who are willing to do anything to hurt innocent Canadians. I have said 
numerous times, Mr. Chair, we would not underreact to the terrorist threat nor overreact. 
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(French follows —Mr. Blaney cont'g C'est la raison pour .) 

(apres anglais)(M. Blaney) 

Cest la raison pour laquelle it est important de s'assurer que ('ensemble des quatre piliers que 

nous avons pour prevenir le terrorisme est renforce. 

(anglais suit) (Mr. Blaney: Let me reiterate why ...) 
	00 

4' 0 

Let me reiterate why I'm here today. I'm here for Bill C-44. The bill was already in the making, 

ready to be tabled even before the attacks occurred. 
sib . 412t;,104( 	iits...4421;44  

• &iv 	
-iv

/4(French follows — Mr. Blaney cont'g — Et nos senateurs le .. .) 
ev 	clo 	). 04; NH4V 

Et nos senateurs le savent. Les menaces a la securite du Canada ne s'arretent pas a nos 

frontieres. Des personnes voyagent, arrivent et quittent le pays en direction de zones d'instabilite Ake  

afin de prendre part a des activites terroristes. 

Nous devons nous assurer que le Service canadien du renseignement de securite, mis en place il 

y a 30 ans, peut continuer a disposer des outils necessaires pour enqueter sur ces menaces et 

prevenir les actes terroristes qui pourraient suivre. 

J'aimerais vous donner un apercu du projet de loi. 

(anglais suit) (Mr. Blaney: Mr. Chair, let me repeat 

(Following French — Mr. Biar*cont's 	du projet de loi.) 

Mr. Chair, let me repeat again that the bill before us today makes only targeted and limited 

amendments to the CSIS Act. This bill was in the making long before we had those terrorist attacks 

that shocked us all in Canada. 	 r7. 0  ̀te tAilf 

These amendments are necessary to address important issues raised by the courts and do not 

expand CSIS's mandate or alter its duties and functions. It simply allows CSIS to keep its efficient 

role of collecting information to protect Canadians. 

C.515 has always had the authority to investigate threats to the security of Canada outside of 

Canada. Parliament always intended that CSIS be able to pursue Investigations wherever activities 

related to the security of Canada may occur. 

(French follows — Mr. Blaney cont'g— II serait inconcevable que 	) 

*0/44  (awes anglais)(M. Blaney) 

II serait inconcevable que le Canada fasse en sorte que ces enquetes sur le terrorisme ne 

puissent etre entreprises qu'a l'exterieur de ses frontieres. Ce qui est en jeu, toutefols, c'est le fait 

qu'une decision recente de la Cour d'appel Fe derale est venue soulever des questions importantes 

quant a certains aspects du mandat et des pouvoirs d'enquete du SCRS. C'est pourquoi if est 

important pour nous, legislateurs, qu'il soit ecrit noir sur blanc dans la Loi sur le Service canadien du 

renseignement de securite que le service possede effectivement le pouvoir d'entreprendre des 

enquetes a l'etranger. 

(Following French -- Mr. Blaney cont'g 	terrorisme est renforcej 

i) -114 44, 
(apres anglais)(M. Blaney) 

4404#44.104  eltfrriòfvr>14,4:04., 
40 40 *4 
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Nous nous assurons ainsi qu'il sera tres clair dans la loi que la Cour federale aura competence 

pour lancer des mandats autorisant le service a entreprendre certaines activites a l'etranger lorsqu'il 
enquete sur des menaces sur la securite du Canada. 

(anglais suit) (Mr. Blaney: This legislation will also make ...) 

(Following French -- Mr. Blaney cont'g 	sur la securite 	du Canada.) 

This legislation will also make it dear that the Federal Court needs to take into consideration all 

relevant Canadian law when issuing warrants for these types of activities. In other words, the 

courts will not have to consider the laws of the foreign nation where the activity will take place. 

	

‘4th . 	 F;441,s 
Mr. Chair, we believe that the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms provides sufficient 

guidelines for the activities of CSIS. Asking them to abide by the laws of possibly failed states where  

the activities would take place, as some have suggested, is simply ludicrous. 

(awes anglais)(M. Blaney) 

Tout comme ce qui se fait au sein des differents corps policiers, le SCRS se fie fortement sur des 

renseignements fournis par des sources humaines au cours de ses enquetes. Comme c'est souvent 

le cas, les agents de police ont recours a des informateurs pour obtenir des details indispensables 

afin de parvenir a arreter et a inculper un criminei. lis sont en mesure d'acceder a ces 

renseignements parce que la common law offre depuis longtemps de solides mecanismes de 

protection contre la divulgation de l'identite des informateurs de police au cours des procedures 

judiciaires. Ces mecanismes de protection permettent aux agents de donner aux informateurs 

('assurance credible que leur identite ne sera pas revelee, sauf dans certaines circonstances. 

(anglais suit) (Mr. Blaney: You may have looked .4 0.4  r, 	
jJ " Orr I073:40., 'i 	 40,741  

(Following French -- Mr. Blaney cont'g ... dans certaines circonstances.) 

You may have looked in the definition in the bill, the importance of privacy and trust that is built 

between the agency and its sources to collect accurate information. CSIS must ensure a bond of 
trust with its source. 

In May 2014, the Supreme Court stated in its decision on Mohamed Harkat that the common 
law privilege protecting the Identity of police informers did not apply to CRS human sources. It 

upheld the decision on security certificates, but we need now to make sure that human sources are 
protected under Canadian law. 

This creates a serious issue for CSIS. Their human sources may decide not to share information 

if they do not feel confident that their identity will be protected. For that reason, we are amending 

the MS Act to prohibit disclosure of the identity of CSIS human sources in legal proceedings, 

subject to certain exceptions to ensure consistency with Canadian law. 

You can look at section 18 of the bill where it is clearly spells out how we Intend to proceed with 

fully complying with Canadian law. 

(French follows — Mr. Blaney cOnt'g Enfin, nous apportons aussi 	) 

(apres anglais) 

#.t_;*  OF 	orb 
fir 

Parliament did not intend for CSIS to have to meet this kind of threshold when the CSIS Act was -47,04v  .19 
passed, and this Parliament should not expect it to do so either. 

"%•04:10., 
(French follows - Mr. Blaney cont'g -- Tout corn me ce qui se fait au ...) 	 wit 
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Enfin, nous apportons aussi des modifications qui contribueront a proteger les employes du 

SCRS. A l'heure actuelle, it est interdit par /a loi de reveler l'identite d'un employe du SCRS qui 

participe actuellement ou qui a déjà participe a des operations secretes. Le fait de reveler cette 
information constitue un acte criminel. Toutefois, la Loi sur le Service canadien du renseignement 

de securite n'a pas le libelle necessaire pour appllquer ce meme mecanisme de protection aux 

employes susceptibies de particlper a une activite secrete dans l'avenir.. 

Nous pensons a la jeune releve d'agents du renseignement qui, parce que l'on divulgue leur 

nom, pourrait ne pas avoir acces a ce type d'activite. Nous souhaitons donc rectifier cette situation 

en modifiant le libelle dans la mesure legislative. 	 4:70" 4st 7  
14744  p 4; 447124diff  

(anglais suit) (M. Blainey In addition to these changes, bill C-54.,) 	-4e7
4,4 4,  44) 44 40 '4. 

41.;., 4*!.; 	Afo°41.0  
(Following French -- Mr. Blaney continuing -- dans la mesure legislative.) 

I VO r  
CIT  fr 14 in addition to these changes, Bill C-44 contains amendments to the Strengthening Canadian BAs .  A.4* 

Citizenship Act in order to allow provisions to come into force earlier than anticipated. This is a 	-904 
speeding up clause, if I can put it that way. These relate to the ability of Canadian authorities to 

revoke the citizenship of dual citizens who are convicted of terrorism, high treason, treason or 4  AF42, 
spying offences, depending on the sentence received. 

Canadian citizenship is a precious possession. Individuals who commit terrorism offences have 

shown they fundamentally reject the values of all other Canadians. They are betraying their oaths 

of allegiance. Our government fundamentally believes that we should not share our citizenship 

with someone who would cut off heads because of a difference of beliefs. What neither we nor 

Canadians understand is why the opposition opposes these important measures. Recent events at 

home and abroad demonstrate the need for these measures to take effect sooner rather than later, 

and that's what you are suggested to support today. .. -4Q,7,.-44/4!... 

(French follows Mr. Blaney continuing 7,M. le president, les canadiens 

, 
s'attendent a...) 	 a. 0 	• 	 44_ 

4-0 wist4 "4 	q. Ofq 

	

40 4/0 14., 	e 
(apres anglais)(M. Blaney) 	 v4 .94f  

1444:1 Cif$1, A  - 
M. le president, les Canadiens s'attendent ce que le gouvernerrient les protege contre les 

menaces terroristes, plus particulierement celle a laquelle nous faisons face actuellement. Ils 

s'attendent a ce qu'on les protege contre toutes les formes de terrorismes, mais plus 
particulierement celle a laquelle nous sommes confront& aujourd'hui, le djihadisme international; 

Its s'attendent a ce qu'on le fasse ici eta l'etranger. C'est la raison pour laquelle it est important de 

le clarifier. 

Nous voulons donc simplement confirmer la capacite du Service canadien du renseignement de 

securite d'opererici eta l'exterieur du pays; nous voulons proteger les sources et permettre de ne 

pas devoiler l'identite des employes qui eventuellement pourraient etre destines a des activites de 

prevention et d'echange d'information. 

C'est avec platsir que je repondrai a vos questions sur le projet de loi et j'espere avoir la chance 

de revenir bientiEit pour vous parler des autres mesures que notre gouvernement met en place pour 
• 

!utter contre le terrorisme. 	 • vio  4 
fi 

(anglals suit) (Le president :.Mr. Minister, thank you ...) 

(Following French - Mr. Blaney - lutte contre le terrorisme.) 
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The Chair: Mr. Minister, thank you for your overview of the bill. If I could go back in history 

with our committee, as you mentioned earlier, over the last two years we have had a number of 
witnesses before our parliamentary committee: the chair of the Security Intelligence Review 

Committee last year, the National Security Adviser, the Privacy Commissioner and others before our 

parliamentary committee. The question that has come up and is part of the political debate that's 

taking place in Parliament is the question of accountability of CSIS, and I have a question to start. 

Why did you not bring further review measures in this bill on behalf of SIRC so that it would 

complement what you are doing? 	
`QT 	crOr+ 	, 

Mr. Blaney: I thank you for your question, Senator Lang. It is certainly important that we 

ensure the activity of the intelligence communities are astutely monitored by an independent body. 

There are many ways in which we can be proud of the Canadian model we have with which to 
•A 

hold to account our intelligence and, more particularly, CSIS. '"%weotp:704q,Icio, 	.4  0,t,"■r4.  4rei  
"Tot, 

4•41r 
As you've seen in the process, every time CSIS is willing to commit activity that could infringe on 	gra S. 

the rights of Canadians, they have to seek a warrant, so there is judicial oversight embedded in the 

process. Before they can do that, they have to see me, the Minister of Public Safety, where I s at ._  
evaluate their request, and for that, I rely on the experts of the Public Safety Department, so that is 
a second level of monitoring as the process is ongoing. 

You also are well aware that while we have those oversight mechanisms, we also have a strong 

review body, which is the Security Intelligence Review Committee, and their mandate is given to 

them by the government, and they see themselves as being the extension of Parliament. They are 

reporting to Parliament on the activities conducted by CSIS. They are independent, they have 
continuity and they have the expertise. This is certainly a very important tool that we have, and you 

may be aware that the Supreme Court stated in a court decision that SIRC is striking the right 

balance between the privacy and the necessity to conduct intelligence activity. 

I must tell you no model is perfect, but we can certainly be proud of the Canadian model we 

have implemented. In this bill, as you know, there are already provisions to protect those who 

could face a trial when information that is provided could lead to accusations and to charges. 

I will be more than happy to come back on Bill C-51, which is another bill we are debating today, 

where you will see that there are numerous ways in which we are increasing the judicial oversight 

and the mechanism review to ensure that the rights of Canadians are protected, and so are their 
freedom and their privacy. 

Senator Mitchell: Thanks, minister. One of the features that's unsettling generally about the 
radicalization debate and, specifically, the debate about Bill C-44 and ultimately Bill C-51 is the 

tendency to stigmatize and isolate a given group and to name names of people with 

unsubstantiated allegations of associations and so on. Of course, it happens that often Muslim 
Canadians who are like you and me, love their kids, want to build a great country, have helped us 

build a great country -- have been singled out, and it is leadership at your level and at the Prime 

Minister's level that can really change, alter and enlighten the climate of the debate. 

I'm wondering whether you have said or whether you can get the Prime Minister to say as well 

that Muslim Canadians are part of the Canadian family, we are all in this together, they understand 

that and they are working with all of us Canadians to ensure that we deal with radicalization in a 

fair, open and effective way. ' 
) .S‘f 

= - 

Mr. Blaney: Absolutely, Senator Mitchell, and I could not agree more. We are all together in 

this -- all Canadians. The fact of the matter is, as you know, terrorism is certainly a national security 

priority. It is our priority and it is my priority, but what we have seen is these high-risk travellers are 
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increasing in numbers, and that's why this is a Canadian challenge that we are facing of Canadians 
who were born here who could be willing to travel abroad to commit terrorist attacks, and, of 
course, Canada condemns all forms of terrorism from wherever they are coming, and both the bill in 
front of us today and Bill C-51 are targeted at better preparing and protecting Canadians against 
those threats that it represents. 

To get back to what you've just said, I clearly remember our Prime Minister Harper, following 
the attack of October 22, thanking the Muslim communities who were condemning those violent 
terrorist attacks. i take part in cross-cultural round tables and meetings with members from all the 
ethnic communities, and it is certainly important that we keep on in this direction. 

In a more broad approach, as you know, the bill we are talking about today is clearly a response 
to the invitation made by the court to clarify the legal authority and, more broadly, if I may, we are 
engaged in fighting terrorism. It goes with preventing radicalization, identifying individuals who 	1* 
could be lured into radicalization and preventing them from acting or, if necessary, reacting. For the ) ;r4 
first time in history, we have developed and articulated a counterterrorism strategy where we are 
putting a lot of emphasis on prevention and developing a counter-narrative so that those who could 
be lured into radicalization have an alternate discourse where they can be prevented from going. 

So, yes, we have a leadership role to play. The community also has a leadership role to play. As 
a Canadian, I find it important that we distance ourselves from any form of support of terrorism. As 
you know, this is part of Bill C-51 that we are willing to bring to this committee in the near future. 

Senator Mitchell: I appreciate that answer. In answering the question, you established that 
clearly terrorism is a priority, but on Friday we heard the commissioner publicly state that he has 
now taken 600 investigators from what they were doing before and put them into terrorism. In one 
sense that is good, but he has done that in the context of a 15 per cent cut, and it's leaving at least 
600 empty spaces looking at other features of crime. 

How is it that you can square the sense of this being a priority while at the same time cut 
budgets and lever resources that were elsewhere? Who is fulfilling what those jobs were? 

Mr. Blaney: I am certainly appreciative of the RCMP adjusting to the evolving threat and 
reallocating human resources in the short term to face the terrorist threat. 

As you know, our government has strongly supported both our intelligence agency -- Mr. 
Coulombe is here today -- and the RCMP. We have increased the budget of our police officers and 
intelligence by seven times, and like any other agency, they were asked to rationalize and optimize 
their efforts. I think this is what the taxpayer expects from any one of us. 

That being said, the budget of the RCMP has increased by one third since we took office, and we 
are certainly always monitoring and evaluating the resources needed so that the RCMP can fulfill 
their mandate. I agree with you that it is important that while we are putting emphasis and 

tf 
resources on the terrorist threat, it is also important that we keep pressure and sufficient resources 

• in other areas such. as organized crime, cybercrime and drug-related activity. 4.; 40,4wo, 
• 

We are certainly constantly monitoring their needs, but I must tell you that I appreciate at this 
time that this important reallocation of resources is telling of the current level of threat we are 
faced with and the importance that both police officers and we as politicians respond in a 
responsible manner. 

The first thing is to give back the basic tool that our intelligence needs to keep us safe in 
collecting and sharing information with our allies, such as with France, Australia, Great Britain and 
the United States. We are currently blinded in some ways by the fact that we cannot share 
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information. Especially when Canadians are travelling abroad, we are faced with a situation where 
we cannot, as we did in the past, exchange information with our partners. I think that is essential, 
and I think that is why your support for Bill C-44 is so important. 

Unfortunately, we didn't get the support of the NDP, but we got the support of the Liberals. 
hope we will get your support for this bill, which is important. We have a responsibility to make 
sure that we are legally providing the tools necessary to those who protect us so they can act. You 
can add a lot of money, but if you do not have the needed power, you will not achieve your goal of 
protecting Canadians. 	 ibbt, 

Senator Mitchell: Thank you, minister. In your speech on the second reading of Bill C-44, you 
mentioned that the counterterrorism strategy is based upon three strategies, one of which is 
building community capacity. 	 te' 	 Sop 

Could 	

4, 

Could you give us an idea as to what you are specifically doing to build community capacity --ct 0.70, 
beyond the point you made about a counter narrative? Are you getting into communities? Are yotkr we" 

40,5, providing services and support? What kind? 	 4  Qic.,‘c  as4;;  44, 0. 
440e, f4.44  

Mr. Blaney: Thank you for the question. First, our counter strategy for terrorism has four 
pillars. It's very easy: prevent, protect, detect and respond. This is a strategy that was prepared by 
my predecessor. We didn't get the support of the opposition to bring that strategy, but we feel it is 
important. 

Obviously, this strategy has been carried by Public Safety, CSIS and also the RCMP. The RCMP is 
playing a key role in reaching out to communities. You may seek some additional information from 
Commissioner Paulson. There are hundreds of activities that have been held by the RCMP that 
involve reaching out to communities throughout the country where they have met with community 
leaders. As I have indicated before, I also met with many of them at our round table, as has my 
colleague Minister MacKay. We are working at the community level with the leaders, and we are 
certainly willing to improve the way we are reaching out. 

But I must tell you, we can be proud of the effort that has been devoted by the RCMP. They 
have a website; you can download their strategy on preventing radicalization and numerous 
activities. They have a record that is important, but we need to keep those efforts high because we 
can see the threat is there. 

Although they are reaching out, I can give you an example that is not part of this bill today, but 
as we speak, if there is a website promoting hatred extremist ideology in Canada, we cannot shut 
that down. That is why I am willing to come back to speak to the committee to see if we can fix 
that, but as of today, I am seeking your support for Bill C-44. 

S4  fib, 
/0, 'Wench follows -- Senator Dagenais: On salt qu'il existe une liste potentielle de terroristes...) 

4`et, 	(apres anglais -- support for Bill C-44.) 
—1174. 

• Le senateur Dagenais : On salt qu'il existe une liste potentielle de terroristes, au moment oil on 
se pail% avez-vous une mice_ :Qour de cette hste de terroristes islamiques au Canada ou a l'exterieur 
du Canada1 °4 's'ir47,1-ciVirIO 4,4  

	

6%74 	45  
—4 10 

	

11,1 	 „ 	at, Asa „41 
M. Blaney : tyidernment, ce sont des questions d'ordre operationnel. Je ne voudrais pas mettre 

l'odieux sur personne. Je repondrai pour la Gendarmerie royale puisqu'ils ne sont pas ici 
aujourd'hui. Un certain nombre de noms avait ete divulgue. La Gendarmerie royale, pour des 
raisons operationnelles, a cesse de divulguer ces 	Ce qui est important pour nous est de 
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veiller a ce qu'lls aient les outils et les ressources necessaires pour faire face a revolution de cette 
demande qui evolue. M. Coulombe pourralt commenter davantage. 

Michel Coulombe, directeur, Service canadien du renseignernent de securite : J'aimerals 
ajouter que Iorsqu'on avait divulgue les chiffres ii y a environ un an, on croyait alors qu'il etait 
important de donner un apercu de renvergure du problem e. Avec le temps, je vois moins rutilite de 
dormer un chiffre qui change constamment. Au fil du temps, tele peut avoir un impact sur les 
operations parce que cela demontre ('impact que cela produtt sur notre capacite d'enquete. 

Plutot que de donner un chiffre precis, on dit qu'il y a une croissance, pas vertigineuse, mais 
c'est un probleme en termes de gens qui voyagent ou qui aspirent a voyager qui est en nombre 

4t croissant, comme l'a mentionne le ministre Paulson. 	 . 	 to 
41,10-.4.4-4  $.5,, 

Le senateur Dagenais : Monsieur Coulombe, je voudrais revel* stir ce que M. Zehaf-Bibeau a Atjv 
dit. On salt qu'il avait un dossier criminel asset charge et maigre tout, on salt gull se promenait 	1 6, ?464..b, 

i.rcl 
entre Seattle, Washington et Ottawa. 	

ie I 
444# 

k 

 9 
. 

. v 	 ri.4  
Le nouveau projet de loi nous permettra-t-il maintenant de detecter les deplacements de l. 

presumes terroristes islamiques? 	 - i,i100 et 
M. Coulombe : Je ne peux pas parler du cas specifique de M. Zehaf-Bibeau, car une enquete 

criminelle entourant les activates est en tours. Premierement, le projet de loi C-44, en confirmant 
notre capacite de travailler a retranger et aussi en clarifiant le fait que la Cour federale peut 
accorder des mandats pour le service a rexterieur du pays, va definitivement facillter et alder a 
savoir exactement dans quel genre d'activites ces gens sont impliques. 

(anglais suit}(Sen. White : MrCciulornbe, thank you very much for the...) 

(following French in 1320 -Mr. Couiambe continuing -- d'activites ces gens sont impliques.) 
••4# 

Senator White: Mr. Coulombe, thank you very much-for the response, but there is an 
importance for Canadians to understand the seriousness of the situatians we're dealing with. I 
agree that 131 individuals may not be helpful, but I think we would agree that understanding that it 
is a growing problem and that there are in excess of a hundred is important as we try to prepare 
legislation as well. 

Mr. Coulombe: Like I have mentioned, if you remember the number that is floating around is 
around 140 to 150. It is growing incrementally, so it is not in the thousands today. 

Senator White: Understood. 

Mr. Coulombe: I'm reluctant now to give numbers because, like I said, people get fixated on 
that number, which tomorrow or in 10 minutes will be inaccurate. Also, continuously giving a 
number could actually reveal where we have to deploy resources, and I'm reluctant to do that. 

#/o, 
--CPA, Mr. Blaney: I do support this decision. Once you are dealing with a number then you want to 

crack down on the number. Are those travellers here? Are they abroad? Are they still alive? 
Numbers bring many issues. 

What is important for us is also to brinethe strategy, the tools and the resources necessary to 
tackle the issue, and as Mr. Coulombe,has indicated, the importance of this as we speak is we don't 
necessarily have the capacity to track those individuals once they have left because we have limited 
resources abroad. If we can share information with our allies, we will be in a better position to track 
and make sure that those individuals don't represent a threat if they were willing to come back into 
the country. 
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The Chair: I think this is a very important policy decision here and not necessarily outlining the 
scope and the magnitude of the threat that Canadians face. I recognize that these numbers do 
change on a daily basis, and that's fully recognized I think by most Canadians. But the reality of it 
was that last year, because those numbers were brought forward to this committee, it was brought 
to Canadians' attention that there was not only a threat but a real threat to Canada, and then the 
events started to play themselves out, which verified the scope of the threat. 

Mr. Minister, would you reconsider at least some way of informing Canadians on a continuous 
basis, not every day, obviously, but some way so that we understand what the threat is but most 
importantly alert Canadians so that if they are paying attention and do see something they will 
make the call? If we don't know the scope of the threat, then you might not get that phone call. 

Mr. Blaney: Mr. Chair, as you know, on a current basis we are always assessing the terrorist 
threat. There is a special unit within CSIS that assesses the threat and shares this information on an :0  
operational level with those who are involved in the security community. 

sA. 	 cr 
As you know, every year we publish this report on the terrorist threat, which is widely used and 

is a reference. We can also make it available to members of the committee as well. 	441j0 4,_ 
ef 

Senator Kenny: Once a year wasn't the point you were making, chair. 

Senator Lang: That is correct, Senator Kenny. I wanted to make a point that on a quarterly basis 
Canadians be made aware. That way, on a continuous basis the Canadian public is made aware of 
the threat out there; they're paying attention. If we're not informed, then obviously two weeks 
from now a lot of us just go on our business and don't necessarily pay attention. 

Senator White: Mr. Coulombe, in relation to the target approval review committee, could you, 
without being specific -- Vunderstand that you cannot be specific -- give us an idea of what we are 
seeing beyond ISIL and Boko Haram and others, whether or not there are other groups we are 
focusing energy on as well, related to terrorism specifically? 

•-t'71:41if) 
Mr. Coulombe: A lot of the focus in the last 18 months has been on the event in Iraq and Syria, 

so ISIL is at the forefront. First, we shouldn't lose sight of the fact that at Qaeda, what we call the 
al Qaeda core, the bin Laden organization, is still a potent terrorist organization that is not just 
based in Afghanistan and Pakistan, but also has affiliate groups in Yemen with AQAP, in the Sahel 
and elsewhere. We can't lose sight of that 	

-qqk 
 

To go back to ISIS, ISIS started in Iraq and Syria; but what we're seeing now -- and you have seen 
it in media -- is it is spreading in Libya, Afghanistan, Pakistan. Boko Haram also pledged allegiance 
to ISIS. There is this phenomenon of ISIS spreading. 

There are also groups like Hezbollah, Shiite groups that are still a terrorist organization and that 
we are still preoccupied with in terms of activities; so it is not just ISIS. It Is important not to lose 
sight of that. 	 , 

°4:44 4,1rL, -4/0;4 	'C/  C4r4  
Senator White: It is important that Canadians understand this isn't a new phenomenon for us 

but that it has been around for a while. 

Minister, we heard from Commissioner Paulson last week, but to be fair, prior to October 22 we 
heard from police leaders, including the commissioner, in relation to the difficulty around peace 
bonds and timeliness. 	

-,1,!?1•S`t: 

We have heard from some Crown who would state that they believe in the system, that 
attending to the Crown, the Attorney General, to get permission is necessary. I'm not sure In 
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today's world that we aren't in a place where maybe we need to be shifting toward allowing police 
agencies, specifically the RCMP, to obtain a peace bond more rapidly to protect Canadians. We 
heard it was an issue in relation to one of the people in October. 

Do we anticipate a shift in the law or a change that would allow us to not have to deal with 
similar circumstances in the future? 

Mr. Blaney: This question would address Bill C-51 more than Bill C-44. 

10 440. VIty 
ir, 	*lo 

Mr. Blaney: As you know, there are provisions and I expect to come back here to address what 
we feel is an important issue in terms of what we call lowering the threshold, and we believe it is of 
the utmost importance that both police officers and our intelligence community act under all the 
Canadian laws and respect the Charter of Rights, as well as respect the privacy of Canadians. I hope .  Os. 

iv) 4$4 to bring provisions back to this committee fora robust not only judicial oversight but whenever an ;I$ ., 
Mo.:144  activity could be conducted relating to a peace bond or recognizance with conditions, but also the 

consent of the Attorney General. 	 4.1; 

We believe that the bill that will be brought forward is actually increasing the rights and better 
protecting the privacy of Canadians while at the same time, in a more practical manner, increasing 
the capability of our police officers when there is an Imminent threat to prevent it from happening 
and better protect Canadians. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: My first question is related to perhaps measures that would enhance 
security within the country, and I was looking particularly at the Canada Border Services Agency and 
their most-wanted list. Would you consider the same kind of thing for CSIS if it were solidly proven, 
if it weren't just wild allegations or anything, but solid proof behind it; and providing that to 
agencies in Canada so that people could know and be aware? 

Mr. Blaney: Thank you for this suggestion. l received the suggestion made earlier of keeping 
Canadians well informed. 	 #il. 

The experience we had with the CBSA most-wanted list was a huge success. There was a huge 
involvement of the public. We realize that every time we are given a tool so the public can help that 
our law enforcement helps us and it is a tremendous success. '9' 

I will take your recommendation into consideration and share it with both my department and 
the intelligence community. Of course, these lists are the result of a collective effort since many 
people are involved, but this is a worthy recommendation. As I indicated, it also helps Canadians to 
feel that they are involved and they can do something. 

What can sometimes be frustrating is that a terrorist threat is hard to tackle. What I also like 
about your idea goes back to the definition of a terrorist attack. In the definition of a terrorist 
attack, it is said to impress and to target for political purpose and commit violence. The purpose of 
a terrorist attack is to create damage and to impress the whole society. In that regard, I would 
certainly take into consideration this worthy recommendation. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: I have a short point on Canadians being aware. We heard a vast array 
of witnesses in this committee. What we found is the absolute devastation faced by the parents, 
relatives and families of those radicalized people who didn't even see this was happening. The 
more information that they can get to try to identify it is a much better thing for all of us because 
this faces all of us. That's what this committee has shown from people of all walks of life. 

Senator White: I apologize for that, minister. 
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I want to ask you about the problem of foreign funding coming into the country and being used 
to radicalize people. Do you have any way of monitoring or stopping that? 

Mr. Blaney: Yes. I welcome your comments and your questions. I feel they are totally accurate. 
Unfortunately, this might not be the last time a public safety minister appears in front of this 
committee to tackle terrorism. Since 2001, our country has been engaged with many efforts to deal 
with this issue and adjust to Its evolution. That's why we set up the list of terrorist entities. 

The listing is critical and very important because it cuts at the source the funding of those 
organizations. We have seen money being funneled into Canada to go elsewhere and support 
terrorist entities. Now we realize what could be happening is money coming from the outside to 
fund potential terrorist activity. I welcome the work your committee is doing on this issue. I also 
understand that the Finance Committee is studying this issue. I'm looking forward to your 
recommendation. We must do everything we can to cut the source of funding for those who would 0  
fund or support terrorist activity in the country. 	 4‘15* 4. 	0.•pr 4,41°14CI 

1o*  * 

Yes, we are engaged in this prevention effort and, yes, we need to see how we can better 
support families who are being impacted by radicalization. That's why, as you may be aware, our 
government and my department has invested in the Kanishka project which is aimed at doing the 
necessary research to find out how terrorists operate. You have seen some initiatives, such as the 
extreme dialogue that came out of this project, which are aiming in the right dicection. 

Senator Beyak: Thank you, minister, for an excellent presentation and for explaining Bill C-44 to 
Canadians, who are pleased to see the new tools you are providing. Canadians are warm, diverse, 
welcoming and caring. We're not concerned with race or ethnicity but, rather, with the radicals 
amongst us. This bill gives us clear tools to identify that. 

I wonder about two publications, the 2014 Public Report on the Terrorist Threat to Canada and 
Building Resilience Against Terrorism: Canada's Counter-terrorism Strategy. Both of them are very 
clear in their terms of describing the threat. 

Since 2012, it has been a bit looser and we're talking about extreme travellers. Can you assure 
me that your department, CSIS and the RCMP will go back to the clear terms that all Canadians 
understand so that we can report threats, If we see them? 

Mr. Blaney: Yes. I learned an English expression that says if it quacks like a duck and it walks 
like a duck, it is a duck, so yes, I fully agree with you that we have to call it a cat if it's a cat. 

(French foilb,;44 penseur francais, Albert Camus...). 

(apres anglais)(M. Blaney) 

Un penseur frangais, Albert CaMus, a dit que de mal nommer les chases est d'ajouter aux 
malheurs du monde. II est important de nous assurer d'employer le langage approprie pour decrire 

• 0,D 
4./ 414 • : si.8)  

lb/  ir 

radicalization before they get criminalized. This is why it is so critical that this first pillar, the 	
Ct"se 

prevention pillar, be reinforced. There are elements in Bill C-51 that address this issue, for example 
stopping criminalization and criminalizing the promotion of terrorism where words have a strong 
importance and enabling our intelligence officers, once they have identified an Individual who could 
be radicalized, to take action to reduce that threat If we were able to prevent radicalization from 
happening instead of responding to a terrorist attack, imagine the magnitude of the impact and how 
we could dramatically redure 

To get back to your first question, which is what the RCMP rightly calls the sphere of 
precriminalization, a lot can be done in our country to prevent those who could fall into 
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les menaces auxquelles nous sommes confrontes, en evitant d'ostraciser quelque portion de la 
population que ce soit, tout en faisant preuve de lucidite et de realisme. 

(anglais suit) (Sen. Beyaly. I also wondered, minister, if your department...) 

(following French). 

Senator Beyak: I also wondered, minister, if your department will also be able to continue 
performing due diligence on the people we work with. We know we have to ask the tough 
questions here in the Senate about people's affiliations, about who is funding them and what board 
members they have. Do you have a similar department that would de that a*.well? 

Mr. Blaney: Yes, we do. It is always important to be careful in that regard. So far, I believe we 
have been taking the right direction. My understanding is that your question is about ensuring that% 
we do not support being endorsed or acquainted with undesirables or people that.could be linked fo, Os, 
to terrorist activities. We certainly are aware of that. 	 4/,;, 04 	''octo  

44- 	44/0  
Senator Kenny: Minister, I was pleased to hear your support for a program dealing with 

precriminal radicalization. Could you tell the committee how much funding you have allocated for ay 
this in addition to what has already been spent with Kanishka? 

Mr. Blaney: I will get back to you with those numbers. If I could speak to you in terms of 
activities we have done, these are actually current activities held by the RCMP because they have 
been mandated to lead our pre-radicalization effort. I have a number here. The RCMP has 
delivered terrorist and radicalization awareness training to over 1,800 participants, including law 
enforcement and first-responders, nationwide. We can also provide you with a list of all the 
organizations that have been met by the RCMP. y 

I don't have it with me today, senator, but I can forward it to you. Hundreds of organizations 
have been reached by the RCMP throughout the country. They have taken part in a number of 
initiatives. They have also deepened dialogue with communities by holding dozens of sessions in 
communities per year. 	 = 

41"/P--'%°  4it rt.!  

There is important work that is going underground, and it is also important to mention that we 
are not alone. We are also working with our provincial and federal partners who are engaged in 
preventing radicalization. 	 -49: 	sir 

Federal, provincial and territorial ministers are committed to working together and preventing 
further radicalization. While Kanishka is a budget that was held and managed by Public Safety, and 
my deputy minister is indicating to me it was $10 million over five years, there is also the ongoing 
resources that the RCMP has dedicated to preventing radicalization. 

Senator Kenny: My question had to do with funding. I would welcome any information you can 
provide on that. 

4471.Volf, 
'4'4  Mr. Blaney: 01,say.*0 fr 46, 	 _ % 44) 

Senator Kenny: Also, some detaik of some of these numbers are quite astonishing. Perhaps we 
could have some indication of time frame S and where these meetings happened and what was 
Involved; for example, is it just a mailing list of 1800 you're mailing out to? Is it a meeting that takes 
place in Ottawa or someplace else? 

It would be interesting also to know how much of it is new and how much of it is incremental 
but has been added since the government first started to focus on that. 
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Mr. Blaney: I want to thank you for your question. You raised a very interesting question. Last 
week I was meeting with the community representatives in the city of Toronto, and I had the 
privilege to meet with Toronto police officers, who are also doing community outreach and are 
gradually implementing into their current activities counter-radicalization activity. I met the 
gentleman who was from Afghanistan who is now working in the police workforce. 

I can certainly provide you with a list of meetings with communities that have taken place by the 
RCMP throughout the country, but if you ask me, I think we will, yes, have to allocate special 
resources, but also we have to see those activities as being inherent in the work of the police officer 
in terms of crime reduction and reaching out to communities. 	= 

I will certainly make sure you are provided with this list. I don't have it with me. I .have seen it a 
few times from the commissioner. I asked the same question you did.44.0,. 	'r  0,4°0.  s 

04 0-4511/4,  Senator Ngo: To what extent are family members of the same religious background coming, cf 

forward to identify radicalized individuals? How often and how common is this? 
Ct& ,9;40n '44 .2 

Mr. Blaney: if you ask about the support of the community, I can give an example that is 
famous -- the Toronto 18. This was one of the worst terrorist attacks we could have experienced in 
this country, and thanks to the Muslim leader, we were able not only to stop this attack but to 
charge the individual. So this is a vivid example of the importance of the support of the 
communities. I can't find any better example of how successful this has been in derailing a terrorist 
attack I would say of evil proportions. 

On an operational basis, I would defer your question to those involved, whether local police 
activity or to the service. I don't know if you want to add anything, Mr. Coulombe. 

.:44A7, I  fr.:4&" 
Senator Ngo: Do you have family members coming forward to identify their son? In Ottawa we 

have Madam Walrond who did that, but are there any other cases? How common is this? 

Mr. Coulombe: There have been other cases. Its hard for me to say how common it is, because 
some of them will go to the local police, the RCMP. I'm aware of only a sample of this, but it is 
happening. 

The Chair: Has there been any thought given to having a designated telephone line for those 
who do want to call to disclose some information, knowing it is important to the authorities yet at 
the same time there's obviously confidentiality involved? 

Mr. Blaney: Mr. Coulombe wants to answer that question. Whenever you are contacting your 
police officer, whether in Levis, where I come from, or in Yukon or anywhere, local police are 
working hand-in-hand with each other so the Information conveyed to the local police will be 
conveyed. Mr. Coulombe would maybe like to say something more. 

Mr. Coulornbe: I certainly don't want to talk for the RCMP, but I know they do have a tip line. 
Also, we have a phone number. If you want to pass information or your concern about an issue, you 
can go on our website and there is a way, either through email or phone, to contact us. 

The Chair: I will go on the website and see if l can find it. 

Mr. Coulombe: That's a good question because, as always, the issue is to make sure that it is 
known, first, and, as you saidit doesn't take half an hour to find. - 4„ 

0j, Moot  
The Chair: I'll let you know. '91 
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Senator Mitchell: We had two professors here, Dr. Dawson and Dr. Hiebert, who were excellent 
researchers into the causes and the possible catalysts for radicalization, because many people go 
through the same process and don't get radicalized. They and others are funded under the program 
that you just mentioned, Kanishka. That funding is up in a year. Have you given any thought to 
renewing that funding? They made the point that really we're at the early stages of understanding 
the process of radicalization and we need to do research in a structured and concerted way to find 
out more. 

Mr. Blaney: Yes. I am glad you recognize the importance of the research that has been 
accomplished over the five years by the Kanishka project. As you know, that was a result of another 

/(t 	 44;1 	h'IV41.• - 

In the last five years, we have built this foundation of knowledge on how terrorists operate, how 
do they actually lower, if I could use the expression, individuals and what is the impact of it? So 	'Vie" 

'"#$`1.. build on that knowledge. We 1 believe are now ready to move to a second:step, which is to take 	.74v  
.4.6* more dynamic counter-radicalization and preventing radicalization initiatives, such as the one we 	 0.0  

have seen as the research for Kanishka, which is at the end of this five-year cycle, turning into action 
such as you may have heard of, the extreme dialogue initiative, which is applied research, where \val. 

'Fee have video. I was able to go on the web and see the reaction of a mother who has seen her 	1  
teenager falling into radicalization, and ultimately he lost his life. 

I believe at this point in time we need to turn all this foundation of research into action. 

Senator Beyak: You have-answered most of my questions already today, but I did wonder about 
a United Against Terrorism handbook that we have had mixed messages from various witnesses on. 
If any of you could clarify for us, some have told the committee that the RCMP withdrew from the 
book because of its adversarial tone. One of the authors told us that, no, they didn't withdraw from 
the handbook or request that their logo be removed, and another told us that there are actually 
individuals listed in the book who have connections with radical Islamist groups. 

If you Could provide any clarification today or get back to the committee at some point in the 
future, we would appreciate it. 

Mr. Blaney: Thank you. We will do that. We will certainly do that. 

I have also the tip line, Mr. Chair; it's 613-993-9620. 

(French follows - Mr. Blaney continuing — Si des gens ont des informations) 

(awes anglals) (M. Blaney It's 613-993-9620.) 

Si des gens ont des informations 6 donner aux autorites pour traquer les terroristes, ils peuvent 
appeler a ce numero et ('information sera prise en consideration. 

if(eh, 	• angles suit) (Senator Kenny: Is this a ministerial tip line?) 

4)11  (following French - Mr. Blaney -- sera prise en consideration.) 

Senator Kenny: Is jtiis a ministerial tip line? 
941. 	 'Cf 

The Chair: I'll put it in my BlackBerry. ($01  

Colleagues, I just have one other overall question, and it is in respect to Senator Mitchell's 
question and others in respect to going forward and how we're dealing with it; in some cases it 

tragedy that occurred. 
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would be within the Indian community, in some cases from extremists; there are other parts of the 
community and then obviously within the Muslim community. 

When you take a look at the individuals who have come before our committee - I can name a 
few, ex-MLA Dave Hayer, ex-premier Ujjal Dosanjh, Bairaj Deol. From the Muslim community there 
were well-respected individuals such as Salim Mansur; Syed Sohail Rata; Michelle Walrond, who 
was the mother of an individual who has been involved in one manner or another; and Homa 
Arjomand. I have an overall question: These are very courageous Canadians who have come before 
this public forum and cameras here to give a clear understanding of how they see the day-to-day 
situation here in Canada. What I would ask of you, minister, and the various departments is what 
are you going to be doing in respect of giving them and their organizations the moral support they 
need so they are recognized within their communities, that the government sees them as reputable, 
honest, and bringing forward alternatives to combat what is a very real threat to Canada? 	 _ 

Mr. Blaney: I believe you are setting the path forward for the next step in our fight against 	clirs'414 '1.„ • 	ce 
terrorism, which is to articulate preventing radicalization and this counter-narrative. believe the -4/0:27.St 
individuals you have just quoted are those leaders that we need to work with and articulate, and I 
certainly feel that in my capacity of showing leadership in terms of addressing terrorism strategy, 74  
we certainly would be interested in reaching out and, if I may, creating this network of experts who 
are credible toward those who could be radicalized. You are giving me good advice on where we 
should move forward, and I thank you for that. 

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Minister. We have taken little more time than the hour. We 
appreciate you corning forward and having this debate, and we look forward to having you again in 
the very near future. 	tO '44 e, 

Mr. Blaney: I'm lookinj forward to coming back soceto 
o 	. 

The Chair: I would like to once again welcome Francois Guimont, Deputy Minister, Public Safety 
Canada; and Michel Coulombe, Director, Canadian Security Intelligence Service. 

I would ask you to Introduce the other witnesses, Mr. Guimont. 

Francois Guimont, Deputy Minister, Public Safety Canada: Ms. Girard is with Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada. She is here if there are some questions with respect to the advancement of 
certain provisions with respect to revocation of passports. Ms. Clairmont is Senior Assistant Deputy 
Minister with Public Safety Canada In the area of national security. Everybody knows Mr. 
Coulombe. Ritu Banerjee works with Ms. Clairmont. She's director responsible for security issues. 
Ms. Nathalie Benoit is legal counsel with Mr. Coulombe from CSIS. 

Ms. Benoit: I'm also legal counsel with Citizenship and Immigration. 

has rn 	 its 
31)e Chair:91 	tand there are no opening statements. We are dealing with Bill C-44. 

I v. , 
4tfeCray SenatOr Mitchell: Thank yoft.to all of you for being here. 

401. One of the core adttifes of Bill C-44 is the protective class, and it raises this anonymity for 
sources. That raises a couple of things. It raises the issue of how the RCMP and CSIS cooperate, in 
particular because the RCMP have a higher standard by which they will protect someone, because 
apparently they understand more specifically, or their needs are such that when it comes to 
prosecution, if they protected someone too soon or inappropriately, they may not get a 
prosecution. 	 .-441 
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On the other hand, CSIS is looking for information. It could be preventative, and that's good. In 
the Air India case, the prosecution was not successful because someone was protected too early. 

How are you working that balance in this act? You will actually have the power to protect 
someone. Will you be utilizing that power in closer discussion and collaboration with the RCMP? 

Mr. Guimont: Thank you for the question. Essentially, what is being sought under Bill C-44 
would bring CSI5 employees to the same level of protection that the RCMP has under the Criminal 
Code, grosso rood°. That's what the thinking is about, because at one point assumptions were 
made that that protection existed. We're just going to be clear that that protection can be provided 
to employees that are engaged now, were engaged in the past, or are likely to be engaged. 

Mr. Coulombe: You've talked about the relationship with the RCMP, and you mentioned Air 
India. Over 30 years have gone by, and I have been with the service for 29 years, and I have seen A/A

"w
, 

and in some way helped shape that relationship, and it is as strong as it has ever been. I think the 	6'61  
4ct 

proof of that is the number of successful prosecutions, in terms of terrorism, and you can go back to 	-V) 
* 2004 with Momin Khawaja. The commissioner has testified in front of a parliamentary committee, 	tif 

for example, about this now joint operation centre led by the RCMP with partners like us, CIC and 
others to do case management. At the end of day, it means for each case what is the best way toga 
forward and achieve the objective where we have the common objective of safety of people. That 
cooperation and discussion between the service and the RCMP in terms of measures we're taking to 
make sure it's not going to impede down the road the possible criminal prosecution or when we are 
running parallel investigations, That is happening every day at the regional level and the 
headquarters level. I don't think what is in Bill C-44 and affording protection to hurrian sources will 
change any of that interaction between us and the RCMP. 

Senator Mitchell: Bill. C-44 gets into the issue of more powers and Bill C-51 even further, and in 
the past, there was a position of inspector general that facilitated the reporting to the minister of 
what was CSIS doing. SIRC, the review board, has been critical of that process not working 
particularly well. One can only imagine it will work less well without the inspector general, and the 
argument used that SIRC has that responsibility, but they didn't get the $1 million to go with it and 
they don't have much of a budget anyway. How can we reassure Canadians that what CSIS is doing 
is being reported adequately, in a timely way and effectively, at least to the minister, so we can 
have some assurance that there is at least some transparency, although I use that word lightly, in 
that relationship? 

Mr. Coulombe: The last time I was here - a year ago, I think - I testified and I still truly believe 
that SIRC is a robust review mechanism that has made CSIS a better organization. 

But in terms of the inspector general and SIRC assuming the responsibility, for example, of 
certifying that my annual report to the minister is accurate and everything we have done is in 
conformity with the CSIS Act and the ministerial directive, I guess I will let SIRC speak through their 
latest annual report, where SIRC said: 

-mpg/  
--474,, 400. -A4417 

ir 	Far from compromising'Its independence, however, this relationship has substantially added 
tv,  to SIRC's role in the system of accountability and has, if anything, deepened SIRC's ability to 

reassute Parliament and Canadians regarding the activities of the Service. 

410;4417- 04 	vCt.4.1•4?44;144  
They said at the beginning„ two years ago, they did have concern about assuming that 

responsibility, but now two years down the road, they are saying it makes us a better review 
organization. 

Q''cr 
Mr. Gulmont: I would like to add as well, not to lose sight of the fact that the department also 

has a role to play vis-à-vis the roles and responsibilities of CSIS, that I, Ms. Clairmont and, certainly, 
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through the minister, we have those responsibilities and we have discharged them, and I would 
make that observation. For instance, I have to approve warrants, the minister has to approve them 
and they have to be considered by the Judge. 

The last observation I would make is SIRC is at the centre of the review capacity, but the Office 
of the Auditor General can at any time also review aspects of CSIS. So there is the department, the 
minister, my accountability, SIRC in the middle and the OAG, which, from time to time, may decide 
to review any aspects of CRS operations. 	 $4407' .30:  

"r4. 44,1. Ori" 
I just want to also share that. Sometimes we forget the front end: the role of the department 

and also the role of the OAG in the mandate of CSIS. 

Senator Mitchell: As a follow-up to my first question, which was that former Justice Major in his 
inquiry made the recommendation that extending protection, anonymity for a source, should not be 
implicit -- and there is some fear that this bill does makes it implicit -- that it should be absolutely 	

4f .,4 
explicit that anybody getting protection is given it explicitly, and that has not been considered as a 	

if 
 

necessary or acceptable amendment to this law, yet some significant legal minds have said that 	 4 

should be the case. Otherwise, you will run into the problem of not being able to prosecute 
successfully because someone has taken for granted and can win the assumption they have been 
given anonymity and protection. 

Nathalie Benoit, General Counsel, Canadian Security Intelligence Service: I can provide some 
clarification for this. The definition in Bill C-44 of ''human source" provides that the individual must 
receive the promise of confidentiality. What we indicated is it does not need to say "explicit" in the 
act because it may rebut some sources, but the fact that the promise has to be given is sufficient in 
the definition of clause 2 of Bill C-44. 	• 

Senator White: Thank you to all of you for being here today. It is appreciated. I understand 
there is one exception to the disclosure of source identity. Can you walk us through that exception 
and the impact it could have or even give an example for the viewing public? 

Mr. Coulombe: Actually, there are two exemptions. if, in the course of a prOceeding, one of the 
parties of that proceeding believes that the identity we're protecting is actually not a human source, 
so it does not fit the definition that will be in the CSIS Act, or if they believe the information we are 
trying to protect would infer the identity of that person, then they can apply for an order to the 
Federal Court to have that information disclosed. Now, there is a regime of appeal, but that's 
exemption number one. 

The second exemption is, if, again, when it's the prosecution of an offence in a criminal setting, 
if it is believed that identifying that source is crucial to establish the innocence of the accused, then 
that's the second exemption where the identity of the source could be revealed. 

Senator White: is there also an option in the second exception for the Crown to withdraw the 
evidence of a source, rather than disclosing the source, as there would be in a criminal trial? 

Mr. Coulombe: Yes, as always. 1 would say not just in the criminal trial. At any point we can 
withdraw information if vie. believe disclosure would be injurious to national security. 

Senator White: In essence, this is similar to what we would see in any criminal trial in Canada, 
with any police agency, except we're now giving the same authorities for a criminal trial for the 
purposes of a CSIS investigation. 

Mr. Coulombe: Yes, it's more or less the same class privilege protection that would be given to 
informant. 
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The Chair 1 want to follow up because I don't have a legal background. I'm looking at the 
proceedings, and we are dealing with one of the most serious crimes that one could deal with when 
it comes to terrorism, if you look at the Khowojo decision in respect to how the courts viewed the 
seriousness of these cases. In those situations, where there may be request to disclose who he or 
she is, can that be done in an closed court as opposed to open court to ensure that all aspects of the 
case are kept in context in respect to the seriousness of the situation we are dealing with? 

Ms. Benoit The provisions in the proposed amendment do provide that a Federal Court judge, 
a designated judge, would review the information, and the judge would decide if it will be a closed 
hearing or, if possible, to have an open hearing. But it will be left to the discretion of the judge. 

The Chair Thank you. 	 447eirt,!0 A., '41/444,11/.  
Ate 

(French follows in 1420 - Senator Dagenais Merci M. le president, merci a nos temoins...) Nn 
Gte 	r  If 4'4tOci 
, 	 °I) 104   

M. Coulombe : II y a trois fawns, a mon avis. Nous avons panie de la protection des sources 
humaines. Ces gens, surtout dans le domaine du terrorisme, collaborent avec le Service et le font 
non seulement au risque de leur vie si leur identite est devoilee, mais aussi de leur famille, et je 
dirais merne de leur famille etenduelorsque celle-ci se trouve encore dans leur pays d'origine, par 
exemple. 	 /0-;'!41f4;  

A ce sujet, je voudrais souligner l'importance de cette protection. Lorsque la Cour supreme s'est 
penchee sur le cas Harkat en statuant que les sources du Service n'avaient pas le merne privilege de 
protection que les informateurs des corps policiers, la Cour superieure a quand merne dit ce qui 
suit : 41;4:40,t-.4;4Air,,. . . 

(anglais suit) (M. Coulombe: That the practice of calling human sources. 

(Following French - Mr. Coulombe dit ce qui suit 3 -4e,i 4;01-..  

That the practice of calling human sources before courts, even in closed proceedings, may have 
a chilling effect on potential sources and further recruitment. 

(French Follows - Mr. Coulombe Ce nest pas seulement qu'une question de proteger...) 

(apres anglais] (M. Coulombe) Sti 
/Q. _ 

Ce nest pas seulement qu'une question de proteger qui est primordiale, mais si, de fawn 
routiniere les sources sont devoilees, it sera extremement difficile pour le Service de pouvoir 
recruter des gens qui voudront collaborer. C'est la premiere facon. 

Nous awns egalement {Ade de la protection des employes du Service. Dans la loi actuelle, on 
dit que si des employes du SCRS sont presentement impliques ou l'ont ete dans le passe dans des 
activites operationnelles cach6es, nous ne pouvonS pas devoiler leur identite. Le projet de Ioi 
propose d'ajouter des employes qui. dans le futur, seront impliques. 

Par exemple, nous avons de jeunes agents de renseignement qui arrivent au Services. Si au 
tours de la premiere armee de leurtravail; le fait qu'ils travaillent au Service est devoile, it est 
impossible d'utilis-er ces gens dans des activites cachees et ce, pour le reste de leur carriere. 

(apres anglais) 

• 
Le senateur Dagenais : Merci a nos terrains. Monsieur Coulombe, de quelle facon le fait de ne 

pas adopter le projet de loi C-4-4 pourrait entraver la capacite du Service canadien du _4 ajj 
renseignement de securite a executer son mandat? 
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La troisierne fayon que le projet de loi va nous aider, nous en avons pad& c'est en clarifiant le 
fait que nous avons l'autorite d'operer a l'etranger et que les juges de la Cour federale ant l'autorite 
de decerner des mandats qui seront applicables a retranger. 

Le senateur Dagenais : Ma question s'adresse maintenant a Mme Benoit. En quoi la decision de 
la Cour d'appel, dans l'affaire X, a-t-elle touché les enquetes du SCRS a l'etranger? 

Mme Benoit :SI je cornprends bien, votre question porte sur le fait que le projet de loi precise 
que la Cour fel:Wale aura la competence d'emettre des mandats qui vont pouvoir s'appliquer 
l'etranger. 	 Ltrkfif  

etc A._  
Le senateur Dagenais : Qui, tout a fait. 	 O .  " 

O 
Mme Benolt : II faut comprendre que fes amendements ne visent que des mandats pour la Cour 

federale d'emettre a Isetranger. C'etait necessaire pour s'assurer que des decisions a nterieures a la 
Cour d'appel federale nletaient pas toujours claires car ce n'etait pas precis que ies juges pouvaient4.; /46,74/ 

11# "fit emettre des mandats qui s'appliquaient a l'etranger. Cette precision viendra enlever toute 400 
ambiguite pour le futur et les juges n'auront plus a se poser la question de savoir sits peuvent 

410 emettre un mandat qui aura des applications possiblement l'exterieur du Canada. 	 Arie  

Cela vient Clore une longue saga judiciaire avec la Cour federale. 

Le senateur Dagenais : Merci beaucoup. 

(anglais suit) (Sen. Day : Thank you all for very much for being here...) 

(Following French — Senator Dagenais: Mend beaucoup.) 

Senator Day: Thank yogi all for very much for being here. i confess to following the media and 
looking through the papers confusing Bill C-44 and Bill C-51. The attention seems to be pretty 
extensively on Bill C-51 these days, but we are on Bill C-44. 1 will try to keep my questions about Bill 
C-44, but if I stray off Into Bill C-51, you will help me out. 

- 4 
eg 

I see where Bill C-44 in sections 12 and 15 is basically confirming what CS'S is already doing in 
terms of inside and outside Canada. Where I need a little bit of help is with respect to section 21. 
I'm wondering what triggers section 21 applications to a judge if the director or someone else 
designated believes that a warrant is required on reasonable grounds. 

First, the reasonable grounds seems to be applied to thinking whether a warrant is needed or 
not needed, so I would like your guidance on what reasonable grounds would be applied by the 
department to determine whether they should or should not apply for a warrant. I see where it 
says threat to security of Canada, whether in Canada or outside of Canada, or to perform its duties 
and functions under section 16, normal duties and functions as well as the higher standard of 
security. •„*.,;:Di 

Can you help me with this two-pronged or two-track approach under section 16? Do you have a 
protocol for the minister? The minister has to approve this as well before you go before the judge. 

440  
Mr. toulombe: 	try my best. In terms of the reasonable grounds under which a warrant is 

required, the exercise we go through and what we/have to demonstrate to the judge in Federal 
Court is that we have tried other mearis of obtaining that information. It is impossible through 
other means, we have tried those other means and it failed, or it could also be because of the 
imminence of the threat -- for example, if we had to recruit somebody, a human source, because of 
the delay. You have to demonstrate to the judge the reasonableness in terms of other means of 
obtaining that information, and we need a warrant to do it. 
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In terms of section 16, it is actually foreign intelligence, so it's the capability, intention or 

activities of a foreign state. it is really important to understand that in the act it is clear there are 
geographic boundaries to what we can do under section 16, meaning we can only collect under this 

section within Canada. 

That collection can also be done through warranted powers. We would have to go through the 

same process, go to the Minister of Public Safety, go to the deputy minister and the minister, they 

approve, and then we go to the Federal Court to obtain warranted powers to collect under section 

16, but it is limited to Canada in terms of that section. 	10'? -':.4V4;.47004:, 

Senator Day: You already have the authority externally, and you are drawing a distinction 

between foreign intelligence and security issues within Canada? 

Mr. Coulombe: Yes. Security intelligence, which is section 12, threat related, there is no 	44. 
Far0.0 'boundary; we can do it here or overseas. This bill is now explicitly saying in the CSIS Act that for ft -4,h, 1,)  

section 12, we can conduct a threat-related activity investigation abroad. There is nothing in this 	As ' Re  
-14 bill that changes section 16. It is within Canada. 	 4t  

4410 " 
Senator Day: The final part of my question is with respect to the protocol you have convinced ‘-rke  

the minister of. is that this reasonable grounds test we've just heard about from Mr. Coulombe? 

Mr. Gulmont: The minister has to be satisfied that the warrant is properly packaged as to the 
right rationale. 

The way it normally works is Ms. Clairmont's group will be in dialogue with CSIS as the file is 

being assembled. Ms. Clairmont will then sign off the package to me. 1 will sit down, be briefed, 

discuss and make sure from my vantage point it is as complete as it can be. The same will be done 

with the minister's office; a briefing will take place. 

It is a very tiered-up process where there is plenty of room for questions to be asked and 

answers to be given. After the minister signs off on the warrant, it goes to a federal judge for 

essentially approval, but it can also be denied and/or modified. Generally speaking, the quality of 

our work, I would say, allows us to be able to obtain the warrants, but that is not to say that judicial 

overview or review is automatic. There is discretion on the part of the judge. 

Senator Day: My next question flows from the question of confidentiality and human sources of 

information that the RCMP had and because of a court case you are not obtaining within certain 
limits in this legislation. However, we don't see anything about the foreign affairs intelligence 

collection or national defence intelligence collection, and I'm sure there must have been some 

broader discussion than just the departments that you represent or the agencies you represent 

is there a need to broaden this and should we be thinking about protection of sources for those 

other departments that are clearly Involved in collection of Intelligence? 

Mr. Coulombe: Thank you for your question. Honestly, that is beyond the remit of the service, 

and it would actually start as a policy discussion best left for government and parliamentarians. I 

can't really talk for DND or foreign Affairs. 

Senator Day: The point I'm trying to get to is, when this decision was being developed, there 

must have been broader discussions. There must have been somebody putting his arms around all 

of this and asking who is collecting intelligence here, for what purposes, and do we need this kind of 

protection broader than just for CSIS? Or was it only developed from a policy point of view to deal 

with the Harkat court case? 
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Mr. Guimont: As you probably all remember, there was a legal case. A legal decision essentially 
put some questions around the capacity of the service to do what they have been doing for years. 
The premise Is that we, the government, wanted to take an approach whereby we focused on that 
issue. 

Just to be clear, as was said, this preceded October 22, meaning this thing had been in the mill 
for quite a while. We took a specific view of powers or capacities that the service had that were 
being challenged or questioned. We wanted to bring about clarification. 

4t1774/#4*',4:ft.r. 
In our mind these are not new powers, if you wish. It's more about providing legal certainty, 

transparency; it is about predictability. In areas where it was judged it was not clear, fine, we did 
that. We took a very focused approach to these amendments. 

4fAd.,400)/_• 	4'17011'4  
To segue, the broader aspect of terrorism and the more comprehensive response of the 

rvo 
government is more contained in Bill C-51 than this Bill C-44, which is clarifying authorities that the ' 
director of CSIS, the department, frankly, thought we had all along. 	

' 	04 - ai 	

krt s, 
f   

Senator Day: Thank you. That's very helpful. 	
.ts, '5', 

'Ors . 

Senator Stewart Olsen: If you could just clear up a question, I am confused. I am not a lawyer, 'WV  
but the current section 18 of the CSIS Act includes an offence for disclosing information that 
provides for interfering with the identity of a human source or a CSIS employee engaged in covert 
operations. 

Clause 6 of the bill maintains the offence of disclosing information with a slight modification but 
appears to delete the offence related to the disclosure of information about a CSIS source. Does the 
bill maintain it as an offence? If so, where in the CSIS Act would that be? 

Ms. Benoit: You have a good understanding of the CSIS Act. Bill C-44 proposes moving away 
from an offence and building a protection from disclosure in proceedings. The SO1A, the Security of 
Information Act, will create an offence for someone to disclose the identity of a human source. 

We have better protection for human sources in proceedings where it was the most needed, 
and the offence has been in the SOIA since 1985, so after the first time the bill was enacted. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: What would be the penalty for disclosing? 

Ms. Benoit: Under the SOIA, 1 think it is 10 years, minimum. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: And now? 

44, 	Ms. Benoit: Now it is 10 years. It used to be two. I can tell you that. 

*0/04 

 Senator Stewart 9isen: That's okay. 

Ms. Benoit: It is in the current act, but it will be changed to a stronger offence. 
4ei ‘*.44;:.?, o.1:44/^ 

4A; Senator Stewart Olsen: What CSl5 activities outside Canada would require a warrant? 
044.-Ariv  

Mr. Coulombe: Aithe moment, it iibuld be the same type of activities that require a warrant in 
Canada. So when there is a breach of section 8 of the Charter, then we require warrants. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: Is it the same In the bill? 

Mr. Coulombe: Yes. 
	tif aeel 
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Senator Beyak: Thank you all for your work on this Bill C-44. It is comprehensive, balanced, 

excellent. 1 thank you for that. I have the same concerns as Senator Day, but I think you have 

answered them. 

S!,?.40 - 
Mr. Coulomhe: You mean in terms of protection of sources'fi.; 047 :iota 

g m.  
0, 

Senator Beyak: Yes. 	
/4

gr 

4 

iafr. • 	144  15  7361)44, 
'VOA, 	 A 

Mr. Coulombe: Those are two different issues. The issue of protection of sources, what is being 

proposed now in terms of protection of human sources for the service is sources supplying • 
4-401,11/4,0  

To go back to the earlier question in terms of protection of people who would cooperate not 

with us but with Defence, you have to remember that this is in response to the Supreme Court 

decision which dealt with protection of human sources for the service. 	 r Ck!fo 

Senator Beyak: Thank you very much. 

The Chair: We spoke about warrants in reference to how you go about obtaining a warrant 

successfully. Can you give us some sort of rough idea of how many warrants you would be dealing 
with in a year? Is this an ongoing basis where you have a warrant every day? In realistic terms, just 

exactly what are we dealingWith here? 

Mr. Coulombe: Yesethat number is in the SIRC annual report, and I will refer to it because 

people 1 work with know I have a bad memory and I wouldn't want to mislead the committee. It is 

Just a question of finding it. 	 mid:r01;44 

The Chair: With the new legislation, will that increase or will that basically stay the same? 

Mr. Coulombe: I don't see a drastic increase. The changes here give us the ability to have the 

warranted powers to do things overseas. It could increase, but I wouldn't see a drastic increase in 

terms of the number of warrants that we would go forward with to court because of this. 

Mr. Guimont: It is probably accurate to say that since the legal certainty around the powers, 

vis-a-vis outside of Canada, we have refrained from seeking warrants for that component until such 
time as it was clarified. 

That segment, If anything was decreased, it will go back to status quo vis-a-vis the threat of 
today, 

3, "!!fin, "'Ot. 

Mr. Coulombe: You haze, to realize, since the decision came in the fall of 2013 by Justice 
Moseley, we have actually stopped warranted powers outside Canada, so it went down slightly. So 

like Mr. Guimont was saying, it will probably go back up to where we were in 2013. 

That said, though, we're talking about the impact of Bill C-44. We're not talking about the 

impact of the increase in terms of volumes of people we are investigating, which is another story. 

To go back to the beginning of your question, to give you an idea -- and that can be found in the 

latest SIRC annual report in 2011-12 we applied for 50 new warrants; and two years later, 

2013-14, we applied for 85 new warrants. That is not counting renewals. Renewals went from 156 
to about the same, 178. 

I wondered why you didn't feel the need to amend section 16 of the CSIS Act. Does the power 

outside Canada cover the National Defence Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs if they needed 

your assistance? 

information for both 12 and 16. There's no distinction in terms of protection. 	- 	Oft, c/ 	Sot 
4)4 	 * 4..siv 40, arif  
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There was a much greater increase in terms of new warrants, which speaks to what I just talked 
about, the increase in volume in terms of people we're investigating. 

The Chair: I am trying to be practical about this, and I look at the legislative measures we have 
before us. Looking back to 2013 and now, did you find that in view of the fact that we didn't have 
this legislative certainty that it weakened the position of your responsibilities vis-à-vis 
internationally to be able to obtain the necessary intelligence with our partners and on the ground? 
Did you feel that it was really a negative for your day-to-day work? 

Mr. Coulombe: Actually, it had a huge impact on what we can do. With this phenomenon that 
we labelled "foreign fighters," once they left Canada basically we were unable to utilize warrant 
powers against those individuals to track them and to know exactly where they were, what were.  
they doing and when they were planning to come back. 	 44 

las _4'74 • 4.2 
Ni  

4?140j,4#4,0,,,, 
The Chair: This is going to be a real added tool to your tool kit in respect to dealing with tiliW ct "ref 'p 

6)4,4 
serious situations we are facing right now? 	 .514 I., 4 ,1  

' 	0 " .4 • iryit  Oh. wit 
Mr. Coulombe: In the current threat environment, this is an essential tool. -47*. 0/A  

' 0 
Senator Mitchell: I have three quick ones. This idea that foreign money is being funneled into ,4ke  

Canada institutions or groups somewhere that is being used explicitly to radicalize was asked of the 
minister. Do you have documented evidence of that? If so, why is it that we haven't seen any of 
that apparently acted on? Could you give us some statistics on that? Is it different from what 
FINTRAC is doing, if you were to have acted on it? 

Mr. Coulombe: I don't have numbers with me, but in terms of terrorist financing you 
mentioned FINTRAC. It is not just the service. Again, it is something that we work together with 
partners. It is FINTRAC, CBSA, the service and the RCMP working together in terms of stopping the 
flow in and out of money in support of terrorist activities, 

I don't have numbers with me. If that's the will of the committee, Mr. Chair, l could provide 
some numbers. 

Senator Mitchell: I would like to see data that says there is this kind of money going to this kind 
of group, there is experience with it and you are on it. To this point it is an allegation. We haven't 
seen documented evidence. 	 %iv `-'4*(), 

My next question is a follow up to a question from the chair to the minister about the hotline. 
He answered it saying there are at least two, one in the RCMP and one in CSIS. There's also 
evidence that some families, perhaps, are concerned about phoning the police or a policing-type 
agency when at the early stages of trouble with their child because they are afraid they will go to jail 
for 30 years. In the States they have started, if I'm not mistaken, hotline operations where there is a 
level before you have to go to the police. 

Have you thought of that and the possibilities this opens up, namely more people seeking help 
earlier? ?J. 	''* .-Proi_;- 44_ 

Mr. Guimont: The minister was making references to Kanishka and also the work public safety, 
RCMP and CSIS are doing on preventing radicalization. Kanishka is essentially academia and other 
people working, either together or separately, on proposals they filed with the department with a 
view for us to better understand radicalization and terrorism activities writ large. That's the first 
observation I would make. 
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They're coming with interesting findings, including the point you are making, which is some 

research work that has been carried out showing that often in situations of terrorist-type activities, 

members of the family — or if it's not family, acquaintances around an individual might be aware —

are aware to a certain level of what is going to happen or the radicalization process that is 

unfolding. Your point about early intervention within families or communities is probably very 

important. 

The second observation 1 would make is we have been active, public safety, RCMP and CSIS, in 

taking action vis-a-vis communities, engaging in dialogue. When we think of preventing 

radicalization we have three polls of action. The first one is training. e.46,; :a 	41414te_ 

One senator here knows very much that law enforcement is used to a number of things. Their 

world is evolving quite rapidly, but radicalization is a different kettle of fish. Therefore training, by 

allowing law enforcement and first-responders and to acquire knowledge as to what the triggers or 4% 

elements or manifestation of radicalization, is very important. Training is the first poll of activity. 	ar, r 014  for 

49% ." 

The third poll of intervention that we have is what we call targeted interventions where, instead 

of going writ large vis-a-vis communities, we take a more systematic intervention with certain areas 

where there are higher priorities; something that CSIS has done In the past. When we talk about 

preventing radicalization, these are the actions we take. We have a family of actions under those 

broad headings. 
O'ct 	/;74  

The last observation Twould make is the minister, the department and our colleagues are part of 

this initiative and also interact with the cross-cultural round table, which is a group of individuals 

who are opinion leaders in Canada from various walks of life. This group has been meeting quite 

regularly and has been mandated with work so that we can get their best advice in furthering our 

work on a number of topics including the prevention of radicalization. 
0.:40  

That's a bit of the continuum of what we're doing on the prevention of radicalization at the 

present time. 

Senator White: The U.S. happens to be in the middle of the trial right now of the Boston 

bomber. We know in that case that the local police were left out of the loop when it came to the 
FBI dealing with the individuals who ultimately ended up bombing the Boston marathon. 

There is always a concern in Canada that the same thing might happen, that local police 

authorities and to be fair, the RCMP aren't a jurisdictional police service in either Ontario or 

Quebec, our two largest provinces -- might be left out of the information loop, possibly because 

they don't have the clearances required to receive the information from CSIS or even from the 

RCMP in some cafes..  

401'i 40t.:(4-1 5, 	4  SX..%1Cte 
Would the departmentSupPort requiring police agencies across this country moving to a higher 

level of security clearance so that couldn't happen 7- at least it couldn't happen unless it was a 

mistake by the authorities rather than right now a necessity of leaving them out of the information 

sharing? 

fdt 
This is outside of C-44, but l'iSw it as an opportunity, Mr. Chair. 

Mr. Guimont: Good question. I haven't discussed this issue. 

The second poll of activity Is engagement. That's the one you are raising more directly. With 

that one, it is everybody's business: the family, the community and opinion leaders. We have a role 

to play; RCMP and CSIS have a role to play. In these informal settings, we try to build a dialogue, to 

understand the narrative and to be able to offer a counter narrative. 
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Senator White: I would take a response later if you wish. 

Mr. Guimont: Yes. We will look into that. 

Senator White: Thank you very much. 

Senator Day: I am back to applying for warrants again. I want to clarify this. I understand 
there's a court process ongoing as to the expansiveness of this particular section 21. Are we waiting 
for a Supreme Court of Canada to determine whether it will or will not allow the appeal? 

16.7  Ms. Benoit: The appeal is before the Supreme Court of Canada. 	 ,14,6,  
14471%*, 7,:tkri1944,4  

Senator Day: They have given leave for the appeal? Aitr.1"21#
4,0 

(ilk 	170/ fr 4 4'0 •Cf 444440tr  i.4b, 	tilvo  
44 44:4%491'0 

Ms. Benoit: Yes, they have. 
coy tristiv4  

Senator Day: I wanted to clarify that. That process is there. Now we have this legislative 	lef.4% cf  
40,7* 

process. It will be interesting to see if they converge somewhere along the tine. It is important for 	Cf 
us to understand that it is there.  

Section 21 is being amended here to make sure that it is within and outside of Canada, but 3.1 is 
being added to section 21. It relates only to certain activities as opposed to the broader approach 
that appears in section 1. 

Why is it being restricted? 

Ms. Benoit: We need to understand that the amendments do not change the current warrant 
regime as it has existed since 1984. The amendments will simply confirm that the Federal Court can 
issue warrants that will be applicable outside of Canada. .4  

Senator Day: As well as inside of Canada? 

Ms. Benoit: As well as inside. There have been ongoing court decisions that have questioned 
this authority, 

Senator Day: That issue is now before the Supreme Court? '"` 

Ms. Benoit: There are two issues before the Supreme Court. It would be difficult for me to 
comment on these specific issues because they are before the court, but the Issue of the section 21 
judge being able to issue warrants outside Canada was decided by the Federal Court of Appeal. 
That's not an issue I believe that is before the Supreme Court. It is two other issues that would be 
before the Supreme Court. 

Senator Day: This (3.1) that you are adding, why was that necessary if you have already, in 
subsection (1), it is inside and outside Canada? Why is (3.1) necessary? 

4%1.4 	. . . a judge may, in a warrant issued under subsection 3, authorize activities outside Canada 
Afir.4. to enable the Service4o investigate a threat to the security ... 

— not foreign intelligenckatheritig, but _a threat to security. 
4,1 	 te7 47-4 

Ms. Benoit: There would be two components to the answer. We needed to be this clear 
because when we're telling a court or asking a court to Issue warrants that will apply outside of 
Canada and saying, "Well, you don't have to consider international law, you don't have to consider 
the law of the foreign country," it needs 6/be very clear. An aspect would be that if section 16 is 
not changed by this, It would be the within Canada, 16 stands, the changes we have made to section 
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21, the new (3.1) only applies to what we call section 12 warrants that relate to the threat to the 

security of Canada. 

Senator Day: Unfortunately, I don't have the current act. 

Ms. Benoit: If you look at the current section 21.3 of the C515 Act, it already provides that a 

warrant can be issued, nonobstant toute autre lot sauf la 	sur les statistiques. That's because SIRC 

has to provide numbers, but it was already there. We're just clarifying to make sure that the judges 

don't question again their authority to issue such warrants. ;144; , - 

Senator Day: The other question that I had, Mr. Chair, which just flows from that, is that you 

indicated earlier that this Bill C-44 that we're looking at was in the works prior to the October 22 

action here on the Hill, and at the War Memorial.  

The citizenship aspect of this was just passed not that long ago and what this legislation is doing1 ir2ku  

is accelerating certain provisions of that. Does that fit within this before October 22 or is the 
citizenship portion of this bill a reaction to October 22 saying we need this to come along a little bit -̀ 804, 

sooner than we had earlier planned? 
10.1. 

Nicole Girard, Director General, Citizenship and Multiculturalism Branch, Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada: You are quite right, the provisions of the Strengthening Canadian Citizenship 

Act received Royal Assent in June of 2014, and the implementation plans to bring those into effect 

have been under way for quite some time. 

In light of these more recent events, certainly there was a desire to speed these provisions up, 

as the minister mentioned in the first hour, and the objectives are consistent. It is about protecting 

the safety and security of Canadians. But just to be sure that we all understand one another, these 

are minor technical amendments to the Strengthening Canadian Citizenship Act. There are no 

substantive changes. It's simply enabling these particular provisions to come into force a little 

sooner than the rest of the provisions of the bill. 
4•1." 	_ 

The Chair: Had October 22 not happened, we wouldn't have this? This would have come in in 

due course as planned in the spring of 2014? -se 	' 

Ms. Girard: I can't really speculate, but that's a reasonable premise. 

Senator Ngo: The CSIS documents released under an access to information request show that 

CSIS targets are characterized as being terrorists, extremists, supporters or sympathizers. Could you 
define each of the terms for the committee? 

Could you explain the significance of CSIS's use of the level of sympathizer for the target to be 

investigated? 

Mr. Coulombe: In terms of the definition for each of the terms, I will have to provide that later. 
From memory, I wouldn't do it justice. 

Senator Ngo: That's fine. '444-  

r, 
Mr. Coulombe: What's important to understand, there are two reasons why we have that 

lexicon. Number 1 is to ensure consistency throughout the organization when people are describing 

a subject of investigation. But also, it was something that was recommended through commission 
of inquiry so that also when we share information with partners, that again the description is 
consistent, accurate, and clearly reflects the type of activities the individual is involved in. 
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When it comes time to target somebody, the definition itself is not important. What is 
important for us when we decide or not to target somebody is the activities involved. Do those 
activities meet the definition and the threshold defined in the CSIS Act? Do we have reasonable 
ground to suspect that Mr. X is involved, in the case of 2(c), for example, in supporting or 
threatening or using violence to promote a political, ideological or religious objective? That's the 
criteria we look at in terms of whether or not we target somebody as a subject of investigation. 

Depending on that type of activity, he will be defined as sympathizer, depending where he fits. 
If you have somebody who is actually involved in fund-raising or logistical support, it is different 
from somebody who is actually in Iraq and Syria and getting training in bomb-making, for example. 

But what is really important to understand is that the threshold to investigate somebody is 
based solely on the type of activities he's involved in arid does it meet the threshold of reasonable 

• Pa_ •• 

Senator Ngo: It means you only investigate these people after you label them as a terrorist, 	
47 ,*  

sympathizer or supporter? Is that what you mean? 	 44, 	As•  

Mr. Coulombe: What I mean is, once they come to our attention and we make the 	—40 
determination, we will investigate somebody, depending on the type of activities, and if possible I 
will provide that definition, where does he fit. 

Senator Ngo: I still don't understand. Let's say a person is a sympathizer and then you start 
your investigation of that particular person. As a sympathizer, I don't know, I support the idea or 
maybe I don't have any activities. 

Mr. Coulombe: I don't want to mislead because I don't have the definition with me. For 
example, we have information that somebody is spending all day long watching jihadist videos on 
the websites. He's looking at the ISIS videos. He has a Facebook page where he's saying what ISIS is 
doing is good. Again, if I had the definition, he could be labelled as a sympathizer. Now, is that 
enough for us to start an investigation? Again, the test will be, does it meet the threshold of 
reasonable ground to suspect that what that individual is doing is enough to launch an 
investigation? 	 (7,Z °A,„40,1? 	.211.09 

If somebody is doing more, if somebody is actually planning, buying equipment to build a bomb, 
that's going to be a different level of activity. !think it will be much clearer once you have those 
definitions. 

Senator Beyak: Thank you very much, chair, and thank you again for the work on this. Our 
committee is as committed as you are to handling this right. I wondered if you could tell Canadians 
who watch this at home, who have great respect for CS'S and the work that you do, have concerns 
and are much more knowledgeable than I thought on the whole terror threat, the Target Approval 
and Review Committee, the C515 body, chaired by the director and the other senior officials, 
examines and approves Service officer applications to launch investigations. 

CSiS has three levels of investigations. Level 3 is the most intrusive and subject to the most 
stringent legal controls in management. Level 2 includes personal interviews and limited physical 
surveillance. Level 1 is short duration and permits CSIS to collect information from open sources 
and records held by foreign police security or intelligence organizations. 

Would you be able to explain in the time permitting how CSIS identifies individuals it believes to 
be security threats and then targets them in the security level? 

ground to suspect? 
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Mr. Coulombe: Before I talk about how we identify them, maybe I could just make a correction. 
What you're describing is no longer the way it works. We now have two levels of investigation, 
level land level 2, and there is no longer the targeting approval review committee. That authority 
to launch investigation was actually delegated down in the organization. The description is a bit 
outdated. 

In terms of how somebody comes to our attention, there are numerous ways. We were talking 
earlier about a member of a family or a community phoning the tip line. That could be one way. It 
could be foreign partners. A Canadian is involved somewhere across the globe in what we believe is 
terrorist-related activities, and that foreign partner advises us. It could be through one of our 
human sources. There are a number of ways that somebody could come to our attention. 

Senator Beyak: Would you clarify which section has been removed "and if it was under this bill 
or under a previous bill? 	 "4; 46.44* No, 04.k  

• tr)  Mr. Coulombe: What I'm talking about is actually not in the act. Those are internal policies of 	.1740,  
the service. When we actually change internal policy, and again it is in the CSIS Act, we have to 
consult with the deputy minister at Public Safety. We would obviously also advise SIRC that we're 

4, changing internal policy. It is not a change to the legislation; it is internal policy. 	 47 	et 

The Chair: I would like to ask one questions before we recess here, if I could. It has to do with 
Canadian citizenship and the dual citizenship of an individual who is obviously involved in a 
terrorism activity. I just want to get a practical look at how this works. If a decision is taken that 
that individual should no longer have his or her Canadian citizenship, just exactly how does that 
process work and how long would it take for that revocation? 

Ms. Girard: Certainly it would depend on the nature of the case. There would be two decision 
makers. The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration or his delegate would decide the vast majority 
of cases, the more straightforward cases, particularly the ones involving the types of convictions 
that the minister mentioned earlier, whether it is a terrorism conviction or a conviction for treason, 
high treason or spying, depending on the sentence received. The minister would decide on those 
cases. Alternatively, those more complex cases involving a person who may be a member of an 
armed group or an armed force or organized armed group engaged in armed conflict with Canada, 
those citizenship revocation cases would be decided by the Federal Court. 

In general, it is fair to say the decisions will take a number of months to reach. There are a 
number of safeguards in terms of fairness that are built into the process as required. 

In general, the process would proceed like this: The department would put together the case In 
terms of the evidence and would put that up to the minister to review. The minister will have to 
decide whether he is satisfied that that case should be pursued in terms of pursuing the revocation. 
If so, then the notice of intention to pursue revocation would be Issued to the individual. They're 
made aware of the formal allegations against them and on what evidence that is based. The 
evidence will be shared with the individual concerned. Then the individual will be invited to make 
submissions with-regard to their case and with regard to whether they have any rebuttal, et cetera. 

That information is put together. If it is the minister who is deciding, it is put before the 
minister. The minister will have to decide whether or not to have an oral hearing with the 
individual, based on factors set ojt in the regUlations. In any event, every individual has the 
opportunity to be heard on paper. 

The minister will take their decision, if it's the minister deciding, as I outlined, and then those 
decisions are subject to review by the Federal Court if the decision is against the individual and the 
individual is choosing to pursue that type of recourse. 
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The Chair: I would like to thank our guests for attending. 

Joining us on the next panel is Mr. Ray Boisvert, Former Assistant Director, Intelligence, CMS. 
Mr. Boisvert has spent well over 20 years with the service and has practical understanding of the act 
and what the recommended changes will mean on the ground to someone who must follow the 
legislative measures once they've been put into effect. 

Welcome to the committee. I understand you have an opening statement. 

(French follows --Ray Boisvert — Bonjour a taus. J'aimerais passer 

(apres anglais) 	 400, 	ft %_ 

4,0/40  
4po  

1.444;74' A ." 4/0 441/ -0!   

Ray Boisvert, ancien directeur adjoint, Intelligence, SCRS, a titre personnel : Bonjour a taus. 
J'aimerais passer directement aux questions parce qu'a mon avis, c'est vraiment la meilleure facon 

, d'echanger des idees. 	 4/400'.  41/4  	0,p; /0470  -to 40 4640oi_ 404,  o, 
- 

(anglais suit) (M. Boisvert: But being a person...) Cr 
44‘4 .0°,4•, 0,04,74 

(Following French - Ray Boisvert coneg - 	d'echanger des idees.) 	 040  

But being a person who doesn't normally like to be scripted, I'll still commit to that only in the 
first instance in the sense I wish to get on the record a few thoughts I have on the legislation and 
about the context of working in a place like the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. 

I left CSIS almost two and a half years ago, after almost three decades of work as an intelligence 
officer, as a manager, and then as a senior executive. I left as the assistant director, Intelligence, as 
Senator Lang has mentioned. 	' 40. '44,ift 

During that time, I witnessed the service grow up as an institution or organization. I saw it adapt 
to the various threats and the environment that was changing rapidly around us as operators within 
that organization. 	 4);4_ 

It went from the Cold War, involving spies and alleged subversives, to homeland services of 
terrorism such as those involving Armenian and Sikh extremism events in the 1980s, several of 
which touched this city, including the assassination of a Turkish military attache, Atilla Altikat, in 
1982. 

Of course, there are the insurgencies that reigned in Latin America, whether it be the Sendero 
Luminoso of Peru, the Sandinista threat in Nicaragua, or the advent of the Shia and Hethollah types 
of extremism we saw in places such as Lebanon in the 1980s, leading in the 19905, and then the 
Sunni extremism of the al Qaeda version that emerged prior to 9111 and in copious amounts 
post-9/11. 

'OM eVOs 
I can say that during my tenure in national security, I have to look back and say I have never 

observed the type of intensity and veloctty of change we are seeing currently facing those types of 
threats involving the will to use violence to achieve a political-religious objective. 

Although I will focus my comments on counter-terrorism this afternoon, I would be remiss if I 
did not draw the committees attention to the fact that the current threat environment is much 
more than just al Qaeda, thelslamic State or the issue that is very topical of late, which is 
homegrown radicalization. , 

'4°0 
Let me go through a couple of examples because I'd like to remind us all of the following; the 

importance and impact of devastating cyberattacks targeting our intellectual property, and let's 
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remember the hack of the National Research Council just in the last year; the fact that in the U.S.A. 
every two seconds a person falls victim to identity theft, as commented on in CNN Money's report 
this year; to the reality that our critical infrastructure is in the target zone, is part of fifth 
dimensional warfare and is a very likely target to be struck and, in my estimation, is not 
appropriately defended at this time. 

Secondly, and as recently as sampled In some hot spots such as Ukraine, I believe we are 
re-engaging in a very strong Soviet-styled era of threat and engagement. The savvy low-intensity 
hybrid war being waged on the West by the totalitarian regime in Russia is, I would strongly suggest, 
overlooked and under estimated at our peril. 	 gip

. 
4&aar:.? 

Just very briefly, China, which now measurably spends above GDP growth projections on military 
transformation, as quoted in the Economist magazine this month, and has been widely reported as .  
one of the most aggressive perpetrators of cyber breaches, as well as being increasingly in league 
with the kleptocracy of Russia, will be a formidable challenge ahead on the national Security front. 6) o 

tv 
-140:161 

My point in underlying all these is to suggest that enhancements to the CSIS Act should not just 
be viewed as being of exclusive benefit to of the country's counterterrorism programs. It is much 
broader than that. 

Back to the principal matters of growing terrorism in the 215` century, as recently noted in the 
Department of Homeland Security report, between 2007 and 2010, approximately 200 attacks 
linked to AQ and IS were perpetrated around the world. Available statistics to 2013 show that such 
attacks hit 600 during that year by the same organizations, which in fact is threefold increase. 
Clearly, the trend line is not particularly positive. Based on my professional experience, I would 
suggest that the threat environment is not likely to improve for the foreseeable future. As well, let's 
all recognize that the age of globalization applies to terrorism and cyber-threats in equal measure to 
those that affect manufacturing and the services industry. 

I will now speak to the two most critical aspects of Bill C-44. Of primary Import to me is the 
effort to extend legal protection to CSIS sources up to the same level afforded law enforcement 
informants in judicial proceedings, and secondly, to enable CSIS with the assistance of partners both 
at home and abroad to engage in uninterrupted surveillance of approved targets of investigation. 

In the post 9/11 environment, CSIS was required to adopt a new operational doctrine in order to 
manage threats more effectively that were emerging at that time, but now, of course, on a global 
scale. 

I will return to this theme in just a few moments, but I will say that the term "domestic threats" 
is badly misunderstood by the public. This approach became a doctrine that was driving the way we 
thought about things. We believed that we must engage the threat wherever it may emerge. This 
was seen as essential and proved to be successful in thwarting a number of threats targeting 
Canadians. 44r. 1f 

.1° 
j-wp.,SQ:i1Pcontext, it was recognized that, as in an ice hockey game, one cannot properly defend the 

goadteeper if all the team's players had to remain behind their own blue line. So taking the offence 
to counterterrorism became a pritriapd requirement for the business post-9/11. 

Another easy example and one that I experienCed firsthand was the need to develop a 
relationship with the full spectrum of partnervaround the world, not just the traditional Five Eyes 
and the Five Eyes-plus. That was an easy way to take offence outside of our domestic or traditional 
borders. 	 4 city 
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It was also important to recruit sources to penetrate the most difficult to access organizations 
and cells. That meant in some cases moving them upstream to training facilities or training camps 

and, of course, complex and difficult operations to manage. 

Hence this is why human sources are so critical to CSIS. Human intelligence, or HUMINT, is the 

methodology that has been honed over decades and where Canada is seen as a most successful 

operator applying the methodology, and I personally benchmarked that belief or observation 

against some of the best services in the world over a number of years. 
1.01,"13/4:. ifet 

It is thus an important factor in the evaluation of what Canada contributes to the alliance that 

this country leverages in day-to-day requirements. With an effective HUMINT program, Canada is a 

net contributor to the shared pool of threat intelligence around the world. However, absence an 

effective HUMINT program, Canadian decision-makers can no longer benefit from a 

made-in-Canada intelligence piece. They are, as are Canadians indirectly, forced to rely on foreign. 'W., 

agency intelligence with all the possible filters and biases they carry. Without getting into 	- vee d  try, or., 

X144  4f* cf  operational details, a fair question that deserves some form of an answer is: How is CSIS successfu 144  
in managing human sources, if what I say is true? 

-44,1 . 1S'if 

Well, through careful planning, significant vetting efforts, a purposeful validation methodology, %Tot 

effective ministerial direction and policies that ensure such things as the protection and the ethical 

treatment of human sources are most of the reasons this has been a successful program. 

What places that program in jeopardy, in my opinion, is the inability to afford CSIS sources the 

same protection as law enforcement informants. In a world we know where CSIS and the RCMP 

must conduct "separate yet parallel investigations," from Justice Dawson and some of the 
prosecutions around the Toronto 18 investigations, and specifically in the realm of 

counterterrorism, we must assume that increasing numbers of criminal prosecutions are likely. As 

such Bill C-44 is a critical element to success of that duality between the RCMP and CSIS. 
4A,-  4n'/f0p, 	" 41.47,F. .4v0,1.44 

Outside of fair and reasonable compensation for risks and time taken, there Is but one 

important driver behind these relationships between CSIS and its sources, and that is the protection 

of assets from exposure that may lead to damaged reputations or threats to their lives and those of 

their extended families. 
- 	 • 

4'0'5 
In regard to the proposed enhanced ability to investigate persons In Canada and abroad, such as 

those covered under clause 21 amendments of the CSIS Act, I will take you back to a previous 
reference I made to globalization and the fast-moving shifts occurring in this increasingly complex 

threat environment. There are few distinctions to be made between domestic and foreign threats, 

hence my comment earlier about the misunderstanding of domestic threats today. 

Unlike threat actors of old, including organized criminal activity in Canada, most now operate at 

the behest of or in league with foreign entities or their ideologies abroad. With conflict zones 

proliferating in the Middle East and increasingly elsewhere, threat actors, even those inspired 

locally, are increasingly moving offshore to commit acts of extreme violence or to support those 

who are. 	• ' 
'10 -444 '- Po.)P 	 f.4 	Ak‘ 

Moreover, as we have witnessed, Canadian passport holders have been at the centre of some 

very tragic terrorist attacks, be it in Algeria or places like Somalia. The Imperative for CSIS to 

seamlessly retain operational continuity and to continue the collection of likely actionable 

intelligence in various parts of the world is a reflection of the 21'1  century threat environment and 

the reality that exists within. .rcirtr  

This is especially relevant in parts of the world where the possibility of pursuing a successful 

prosecution through the collection of evidence is slim or highly unlikely. Having intelligence 
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insights, therefore, and policy flexibility to deal with those threats is then the next best thing, absent 

the ability to prosecute. 

In closing, and as a former practitioner who has once been responsible and, frankly, accountable 

for positive outcomes in this very difficult threat environment, I state that I clearly support the 

proposed amendments to the legislation. 

Conversely, I reject propositions made by some that Canada will be placing at risk Canadian 

interests and values by enabling a more effective intelligence collection capability abroad or by 

better protecting CSIS human sources. Rest assured, and, again, based on my personal experience, 

the lessons of Arar were learned by the intelligence community. I understand that organizations in 

this country have a point in raising this case, as well as a commensurate interest in doing so. 

However, based on my experience in the organization and Within the intelligence community, I can 

tell you that the information sharing is one of the most rigorous and well-tuned procedure sets CSIS • J4.,, 
was managing during my tenure there, and I suspect it has been improving since my departure/on; te-i 

sr,t44tr, 
0 

In regard to the collection of foreign originated information, It has equally been a most 
4 

 agy. 
well-managed area of activity, based on my previous experience. This reality was based on a ''0.11  

number of imperatives, namely, risk to the life of officers and their assets, embedded legal policy IfciP 
and ethical boundaries, and the interests of ongoing operational success, and is the reason why 

those programs were consistent and successful. 

As such, none of these things that were based on those principles were ever considered easy to 

sacrifice. I thank you very much and I will be pleased to take any of your questions. 

Senator Mitchell: Thank You, Mr. Boisvert. It's good for us to have a practitioner who has been 

in the trenches as it were. I want to ask a general question. It's really a question of opinion and 

maybe it's not directly on point, so if you don't want to answer it you don't have to. 

It is interesting how as soon as there is an ethnic component, a Muslim component, we refer to 

the act as a terrorist act, but nobody has referred to the shooter in Moncton who killed three RCMP 

as a terrorist. Nobody has referred to the young people in Halifax — in fact they were referred to as 

"murderist misfits." Why is it that as soon as it becomes Muslim, it's so unfortunately then referred 

to as terrorist activity but if it doesn't include that component somehow it is not? 

Mr. Boisvert I disagree in that sense that it is not because it's Muslim. There has to be an 
identifiable ideology that drives those particular actions and those particular actors. The Moncton 
shooting is a great example of what I would evaluate as being a non-terrorist act because outside 

of having a deep seemingly dislike of those persons who wore a uniform or authorities, there is no 
particular ideology around that. I compare him to Anders Breivik in Norway who, about five years 

ago, set off some bombs in Oslo and then killed 69 people on an island dressed as a police officer. 

That man had a crazy idea of extreme Christian ideology, wrote a thesis and had his own ideology 

scripted. He was a terrorist and that was terrorist event. It is not about what you believe in or what 
your religious backgrRund is, it's what is behind your motivation. It is clear in terms of how we 

define terrorist activities in the CS1S Act and in the Criminal Code that help us make those 

judgmentis.21  

Senator Mitchell Russia attacking the Ukraine— is that not a terrorist attack? I'm just trying to 

get at the ideology behind that.4.01,.,  '-mAts,A4 

Mr. Boisvert That would be an act of warfare. I am neither a lawyer nor a scholar in 
international law, but these are state-to-state hostilities. Some of the methods, for example using 
their own official forces such as the Russian Spetsnaz troops that are allegedly embedded in that 
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part of Ukraine, could be categorized -- at least some parts of it. I have not seen specific cases come 
to mind but if we looked hard enough, we could find a number of them. 

Senator Mitchell: I've asked this a number of times, but I would like to hear your take on the 
issue — and maybe that's too strong a word -- of the police protection of an informant but being 
cognizant of the fact that if you do it too soon, then you might lose the chance to use that 
information or that Informant in a prosecution and the lower standard that probably CSI5 needs to 
some extent because they are looking for information to prevent something. Do you see how to 
make that protection of an informant work to minimize the problem of it then not being useful for 
prosecution later? 

Mr. Boisvert: Adding some degrees of separation between the law enforcement work and the 
intelligent work as you are hinting at, absolutely. I started my career in theRCMP and I did drug 
section investigations out In Vancouver regarding some large conspiracies involving in cocaine and MHO 
heroin. I cut my teeth in that world. I realized how distinct and different it was just in the way that_  
you would target someone for recruitment and the way you would apply that informant or source '474 ikt 

440114b1 .6 
To boil it down to a couple of quick thoughts, in the law enforcement world you would typically •••cf 

recruit a source to do two things. That is, as an access agent to get an undercover operator closer 
to the source of criminal activity or you would recruit that person as an inside source to go into 
witness protection. I'm oversimplifying it so it does not take too long. 

Regarding the second part, with CSIS -- and I went to that organization in 1984, when it was 
created it was a very different approach with a painstaking selection process involving vetting and 
lots of validation along the road to see whether or not the source could be relied upon. Ultimately, 
you rely on the person to be cooperative for all the right reasons whereas sometimes in the law 
enforcement realm it could be that they are cooperating for negative reasons such as they are 
compelled to do so. Again, I'm really oversimplifying it. -:),k,; 4̀4 

If the question is if we end up affording protection to CSIS sources is there a negative 
consequence out of that, then I really don't see any in the sense that CSI5 is not prone to identifying 
someone as a human source until they have been thoroughly vetted and validated over a period of 
time. It comes back to great events in intelligence history like where are the weapons of mass 
discretion, who is this curve ball source and why was he not vetted effectively? As I said before 
about the Arar case, in the world I used to live in with review, lessons were learned quickly and 
applied in the field immediately. 

I arn confident that the work CSIS does on source recruitment is distinct from law enforcement. 
It's very specific and particular and I think it will forward the right kind of decisions around the 
designation of a source as being someone who Is deemed worthy of protection under this new 
legislation. 

toN74Pc!,, 
Senator White: Thank you for being here. I was starting toga through a list of non-Muslim 

related terrorism events here but you did a better job. 

1 have a question around the protection of sources. Could you walk through it? We heard of 
potential exceptions to the case from previous witnesses. Could you walk through the 
determination of a source versus an agent of the Crown, for example, so people understand the 
difference when it comes to receiving versus directing to receive? 

Mr. Boisvert: I will walk you through a discussion I had with young officers at the service when I 
was there, whether I was speaking to a supervisor's course or later on as an executive giving the 
Senior management team their marching orders in terms of what the expectations were and what 

for the work to be achieved. 
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their span of control was. At the end of day, CSIS is a HUMINT organization. Ironically, it is the 
largest signals intelligence or SIGINT agency in Canada in terms of the powers and the capability that 
It has for doing investigation under section 21 which are significant, but those are almost exclusively 
to lead in the HUMINT operations and help manage the target sets. 

I would tell young officers, "Now that you are an intelligence officer, you have to understand 
that every person you meet has value. The first level of value is someone with whom you can elicit 
a 'did you happen to see where that person went' moment and someone who will get you the get 
you the key for a front door or for a back door of a certain facility for an operation at three o'clock 
in the morning. The person will be an ambient, non-directed source that will call one day and say 
there are a bunch of people saying stuff that is scaring me or, "I think someone at this embassy is 
trying to recruit me so I suspect therefore he must be an intelligence officer." , 

e1,74A71 /44  

trusted contact, someone they are in contact with frequently for the combination of those other 	tv7 
5 
4 

things I mentioned. 

Finally, there is a moment in time when the investigative team says that person is an asset that. 
we have to direct. There is that conscious decision and there will be test tasking and a number of "we/ 
things during that validation process to ensure the person can do the right things. The CSIS 
experience is based on the experiences they had in the Cold War. It is the wilderness of mirrors; the 
double or triple agent effect; the need to know. There is so much complexity around source 
recruitment that that carried over to the counterterrorism environment in terms of it being specific 
in particular. 

I remember attempting to recruit a highly paced individual in an organization. I was a desk 
supervisor then, so this was about 20 years ago. My director general said to me one day before he 
agreed to the plan -- we had been courting this source for about six months and it could have high 
potential controversy had we failed in our pitch --"It's kind of like a marriage proposal." You have to 
know the answer before you ask the question. That stuck with me and I realized that really spoke 
well of the methodology. 

41 t.:4 44' 0-1  

Senator White: Thank you very much for that. It was excellent. Each of those scenarios, 
including the directed, would be afforded the exact same protection under Bill C-44? 

Mr. Boisvert: The protection would extend beyond what we're currently doing. I testified at all 
of the security certificate cases over the last 10 years and most of those — I think in the last few 
years, my job as the director general of operational security then was to make the case about how 
important protecting tradecraft and assets was. In other words, we can tell you everything about 
the intel but you have to afford us some protection protecting our human sources and the way we 
do our work, the "how" part of the job. It came right down to the wire and l knew there was really 
no protection in law for those sources. Ultimately, they could be compelled. I was always really 
hard pressed to come up with a good reason what public interest that would serve. I understand 
there is protection of the innocence. There's a need for that, to have at least some sort of button to 
press where there is a potential case where something has gone horribly wrong in this investigation 
and somebody has to be protected, but I hope that would be the most exceptional of 
circumstances. We do need to protect those, because there is only one thing the source is 
promised: protection of their identity and antirwmity. 

Senator White: Just to tighten the screw one more, unlike a police investigation where we have 
crime scenes and we have often copious quantities or at least the ability to gather copious 
quantities of evidence, in the case of CSIS the number one asset you have is a source. 

The next level up in terms of the types of sources CSIS would interact with is someone who is a 40  
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Mr. Boisvert: Absolutely. 

Senator White: Without that asset, CS1S's ability to operate becomes not non-existent but 
extremely difficult? 

Mr. Boisvert:. Especially now, in the post-gill environment. I've made this comment a few 
times. When I first joined 0515, sometimes those investigations could last four years. You waited 
for the new-arrived slot succession of the Soviet intelligence officer who was typically the head of 
the trade area of the embassy, and then you'd spend three or four years doing all that workup as a 
small team. Really, the outcome at the end was, do we believe he's an intelligence officer or is he a 
suspect intelligence office? That was the outcome, essentially. 

There was the odd time we could then convince the Department of Foreign Affairs to remove 
that person, persona non grata, but you've changed that to today where there is a lot more 

°V0,0 potential. When I was the director general of the counterterrorism program, my doctrine was, 	CI 
wherever possible, our best outcome is a law enforcement outcome, so we're going to try as much ).$4,1,11/41at  
as possible to get usable intelligence so we can help convert it into usable evidence. Not an easy 	 7iff 

thing, and without source protection I think it will become less and less possible, because the l'f,4 OA. 
outcome for the sources in this new environment can be, as I said earlier, death, end of reputation siei 
and maybe threats to extended family. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: Just a brief question: The Air India commission recommended much 
more cooperation between the RCMP and CSIS, and I would like your opinion. Is that happening 
and do you think that's escalated, and do you think it's good enough or could It be better? 

Mr. Boisvert: That's an excellent question because it has been a challenge as long as I have 
been in CSIS. I'll take you just quickly back through history. June of 1985, CSIS was not even yet a 
year old and Air India happened. As a result, the wheels came off the truck literally for both 
organizations, in my estimation. I was a very young officer; I was in my first year in the organization, 
but I understood the RCMP culture and I was immersed now in the CSIS approach to work. In fact, I 
worked in a very small rump; in fact, it was an area of unloved toys; I was in the counterterrorism 
branch of CSIS. In those days that was barely 10 per cent of the resources, because it was the heart 
of Cold War and everybody who was anybody worked in the counter-intelligence. That was the 
nature of things. That's the transition CSIS had to make, and the FBI and others as well over the 
years. 

We all learned and there's lots of scar tissue on the backs of many managers today at CSIS and 
many have left since then. Those were exceptionally difficult years. There was enough shame to go 
around for everybody. 1 think, and not to mischaracterize anybody but I think there were lots of 
skeletons in the closet and some former members of the RCMP hated the security service for the 
stain it brought on the force, disliked the new spooks on the block. The new spooks on the block 
disliked everything that the Mounties represented and so on. We were in transition bringing new 
people. It was just not a great mix. 

CP? 
Fast forward to basically May 2006 and that would be the arrest of the Toronto 18. That was 

the culmination of years of painstaking work to reverse that paradigm and create a working 
structure. The structure wasn't easy because it's a very complex bit of choreography getting 
intelligence into evidence. Because of the Stinchrombe decision about full disclosure, everybody 
recognizes that we, the intelligence service, would not want to be the poison fruit of a successful 
prosecution. Of course, we would go to the mat to protect sources and methodologies and we 
would not want to have to pull that evidence at the last minute, so we developed a number of 
techniques and methods. Those have evolved. When I emerged a few years later as the lead of the 
principal counterterrorism area, I realized we had a good system. 
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We also ensured that we did lots of joint training, because it's a good system but it involves 
people, and people feel tribal about their institutions, so you have to keep on working at that. The 
messaging from the senior leadership has to be -- and I would be there with the head of the RCMP 
counterterrorism program and we'd sit there and say, "Folks, failure is not an option. If we fail in 
our mission to work well together, people will die. It's that simple." 

This was for sergeants, staff sergeants, corporals, desk heads and intelligence officers. Part of 
that success was to make them understand that the CSIS people can't say much and in fact don't 
expect anything, but they can have very big ears, They can listen to everything. Just get over it. 
CSIS people, make sure you understand that whatever you can do for the RCMP has to be done with 
the right processes but done forthwith and be as helpful as possible. I think that constant sort of 
thing made it work better. 	

wC)i  of & 
Do I think that we're immunized for the future? No, I think it's always going to be a 	' 411‘. 

work-in-process for the reasons I just mentioned. 	 44..;44. Q4 v... 	06,7 im  ft 

Senator Beyak: Thank you for being here with us today. 	
ct  f0f.400 	047 

Q/4  
'204, 1400  

el is 

Senator Beyak: My follow-up is to Senator Stewart Olsen's question. We are delighted that you 
are here at this time and back then as well, because I think your knowledge and expertise will be 
invaluable to us. 

How did the Sikh community react to the radicals in their midst at that time as opposed to the 
Islamic State and the Muslim Brotherhood today? 

Mr. Boisvert: A great example, because I think it's one that we have probably not spent enough 
time going back over because there are a lot of good lessons out of that. Thank you for that 
question. 

4;1,- 4.40 • 
Funny enough, too, when I finally moved out of the RCMP and into MS, that was one of the 

firsts desks I was on, because the issue in counterterrorism was Sikh extremism. We had just 
emerged out of the Armenian attempt at assassination. I remember learning the ropes of running 
sources. I had a very good desk head and we went around and he had his whole trapline of contacts 
and ambient sources and direct sources and it was great to learn from him. Therefore, I 
immediately inherited a large coterie of established people we could trust. We would knock at 
doors and say it's important for the Government of Canada to know how the community felt at this 
moment of likely high stigma over the issue of Air India, as one prime example. It was their 9/11 as 
a community, absolutely. 
A.) TS! 

It was through that ongoing dialogue — that's why I always bristle when I hear that some groups 
don't like when CSIS comes knocking, and I dislike that. I had a discussion with somebody in a 
particularly community event not that long ago, and I said, 'There are two ways you can do it. In 
most parts of the world, usually intelligence services work very surreptitiously, will put 
microphones, cameras, they'll do everything that's covert. In Canada, nine times out of ten the first 

	

time CSIS does anything, 	knack on the door, show their identification and say, 'Hi, I'm with CSIS; I 
would love to talk to you. I would like to learn-what your community thinks about this particular 
issue:" 

	

„ 	• 
That's the best way to collect all that information. 

Let me just get closer to perhaps answering your question mare effectively. 

Mr. Boisvert: It's my pleasure. 
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i think the community rallied around the idea that ultimately they were best to deal with this in 
the first instance. What they did most effectively was to ostracize those who were proponents or 
who advocated violence. We are seeing that as well in the various Muslim communities around the 
country, but I think the Sikh community was perhaps smaller, it was much more integrated and I 
think it was easier to perhaps deal with that. We have a much larger and more extensive 
community involving several subsets of the Islamic community. 

Senator Beyak: Supplemental to that, I have Muslim friends across Canada and the United 
States, male and female, families, and they're very concerned with the good ones and the bad ones, 
the radicals. We wonder how we know who to trust. We've heard witnesses from so many groups. 
Our job as senators is to ask who you are affiliated with, who are your associations, where is your 
funding corning from and how can we with trust you. Do you have any hints for us? 

OtA.'44 

Mr. Boisvert: Probably my earlier comment about a wilderness of mirrors fits quite well in some 444. 
ways. I would be cautious. It comes back to a couple of thoughts.  Qt 	1'1) 70e? rei) • 

When I was the assistant director of intelligence, which meant I was responsible for the 
knowledge piece, what we knew about threats, I was briefing ministers, deputies and others about 

OA, 
what we knew, whether it's emerging cyber-threats or things happening on the terrorism front/ 'get 
foreign interference -- a number of things. One of the things that is complicated, outside of trying 
to explain foreign interference or the threat from state-owned enterprises— at the top of my list of 
difficult complex issues -- was the issue of how you designate, or should you completely 
characterize one organization such as Hezbollah or the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist 
organization through and through? Well, that would be a comforting thing to say because it's easy 
and straightforward, but you really have to slice it up and examine, open things up and unpack them 
a little. - ArT• ("1,  -411 L 

Some strands or lines of those groups are affiliated by name only and have a very different 
world view of certain things. That's putting the best light on it. Sometimes, though, if it walks like a 
duck, it's associated with ducks, it's probably aligned with them as well. 

By asking those tough questions, and !think probing and listening to them with as much 
candour as possible and recognizing that nobody is here to hunt down those who are deemed to be 
involved in the grey market of ideas, but we're here to find out who is really being clear and honest- 

As I mentioned, in other places and times I have zero tolerance for intolerance. I would call out 
anybody who demonstrates any of that. 

The Chair: I want to follow up, if I could, colleagues. It's an important area and one throughout 
our testimony that has come up in respect to the individual or organizations who represent certain 
aspects of a community, whether it be in the Sikh community, the Muslim community or the far 
right fundamentalist Christian community. The question that has come up is with ail good 
intentions the law enforcement agencies, in particular, are reaching out at the ground level to these 
communities to try to bring everything back together, to build a base of confidence and a sense of 
security for the vast majority within that community. 

Yet at the same time, we've been told, in at least a number of cases where individuals who are 
coming forward to represent the community actually have another agenda other than perhaps the 
one that our lavienforCement agencies have andthe general public has. 

Do CSIS and the law enforcement agencies have a process where they come back and check with 
CSIS? CMS is supposed to have all the information, or at least a good part of the information, to give 
someone, an organization like the RCMP or otherwise, of who we are dealing with, who these 
individuals are. Just because they drink coffee with you doesn't mean they necessarily like you. 
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Was there ever a process in place where your office was contacted, or somebody within your 
office was contacted to say, look, we're going to start this up, we'd like to run a file on this? If not, 

will this legislation, and in the future Bill C-S1, help us do that so there is an exchange of 

information? Then the right people will be approached in respect to trying to combat the threats 

we face. 

Mr. Bolsvert: I will give you two parts to the answer. To the first part I'll say abruptly, no, there 

is no proper mechanism or system. It's all very ad hoc, and I will explain why. There's a good reason 

for that. Partially it is the primacy of the lead investigating officer, the primacy of the investigator. 

They have the right to initiate contacts and seek out additional information. 

I guess we could impose -- I don't think there are any objections, I'm not from the law 

enforcement community - but you could have a mechanism where there's an agreement between 

law enforcement agencies and CSIS that persons could or should be vetted. 	ri 	4-y4,4 , 	 004
4  
,44.1_ 

ci 1°74'4 .5, 	of_ CI I am strongly inclined that they absolutely should be. It extends beyond law enforcement. I 
Cf

44 
 Ile 
14 think it extends sometimes to members of Parliament and others who are quite often called upon 

to meet members of their constituency and groups. Quite often they're solicited, as are members 
, 

of the Senate and others, ad nauseam: could you come here, could you attend this, there's a 	".rcr 

fundraiser for this. Sometimes I'm unclear if the fundraiser is legitimate. Is it really for widows and 

orphans or is it for something else? 

Getting down to the root, getting down to terrorist financing is a complex thing. Finding out the 

end use of that money sometimes can remain opaque right until the end. 

To the last part of your question, I think Bill C-S1, with the information-sharing capabilities 
proposed in that, and an ability to have a sense of greater security around protecting sources under 

Bill C-44, there will be more exchanges. Why? I can say that based on my experience over the 

years. 

If you look at the succession of things, 1982, Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 1983 you see the 

Privacy Act and access to information. The CSIS Act comes a year later in 1984. All those policies 

and things that emerged from that all had the same default: protect privacy above all. As a result, I 

think even the mere act of a police officer - I'm not sure whether or not I can go ask CSIS because 

that might be an infringement of that person's protection of privacy. 

We were always reluctant to say certain things because this is not about charging anybody, and 

if you're going to cast aspersions on an organization or individual you'd better be prepared, such as 

for example Canada's no-fly list, to deal with some form of appeal process. That's where it gets 
complicated. 

Senator White:. You talked about the sharing of information, and with the previous witnesses 

we had a discussion, and we've had this discussion here before, that one of our challenges in 

Canada with the 66,000, give or take, police officers and 198 agencies is outside of the RCMP, the 

vast majority of officers are not security-cleared to have that discussion with CSIS. Would you 

recommend that we look at legislation or regulations requiring police agencies to have their officers 

security cleared to a certain level so they could actually have that dialogue between our security 

agencies and our police agencies now? 

Mr. Bolsvert: I had never thoughtof that question in that sense, because of course mostly my 

interlocutors were the RCMP that typically had quite often at least a secret clearance. I do see a 

benefit, only because I think that being the purveyor of intelligence, as the assistant director of 

intelligence, we're quite often blocked with sharing usable, actionable intelligence because we 
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assumed that the provincial entity or the municipal entity had no clearance so we couldn't share 
that information. 

Given the tempo of the operational threat that I mentioned in my opening remarks I think, in 
the reality of the 21.s̀  century, I would concur. I think it would be very good value to do that. 

Senator Day: We will have Bill C-51 come along, and that will deal with the sharing of 
Information between different entities. I must say I'm surprised to hear you say that there was not 
good cooperation between the RCMP and CSIS a year after CSIS was created, because virtually all of 
the officers in CSIS at that time were former RCMP officers, is my understanding. 

I would have thought there would have been lots of sort of informal cooperation at least. I hear 
what you're saying. Of course the Air India inquiry helped to clarify and support your proposition on 
that. 	 440.4 .***A een 	44,4444 6_474414, 

My question relates to investigations that you might have been involved with Under section 15V:,  06,2441 
of the existing act. 	 :40 	 *SI  

What I would like to know is what triggered you to ask for a warrant, go to a judge for a warrant, 
and who would make that initial assessment that maybe you should proceed with a warrant 
application? 

Mr. Boisvert: Specifically under section 15, the security screening? 

Senator Day: Yes, if you want to give me other sections as well. I'm interested more in the 
process, but the purpose for the warrant, if that made a difference in why you decided it was 
reasonable to go before a judge, I would be interested in hearing about that. 

Mr. Boisvert: Yes, I am happy to answer that question, recognizing I am permanently bound to 
secrecy under the Security of Information Act. Some things about the trade craft I have to be 
careful not to expose any operational details, but I think I have enough to satisfy your question in 
terms of the nature of the work. 

'14p1 0, -yeti; 

With section 21 warrants, the warrant powers were seen from the earliest days as a young 
officer to later as being the ultimate power. I mentioned earlier the example when I was a young 
counterterrorism intelligence officer. We couldn't get any resources like that because all of the 
weight and the power and all the work that underlay all that was reserved just for the really 
high-profile counterintelligence operations during the Cold War against the Soviet intelligence 
service. That gives you an idea of how selective that process was even at the earliest days of CSIS. 

It has also been shaved quite a bit by ministerial directives and covenants within the 
organization. That type of intrusiveness has to be commensurate to the level of the threat. This 
populated the entire targeting process at 0515 when I was there, and of course it reflects what 
Gordon Osbaldeston did in his study of CSIS in 1987. In that, he laid out 34 recommendations, 
which included the need for the director or head of CSIS himself to be responsible for all of the 
targeting decisions and all of those warrant decisions. 

As'a young officer, let's say typically ybu had a few targets to manage, and you have been able 
to go du the most benign things first -- knock on doors, talk to some existing sources. You could get 
a higher level of authority if you proved that case, and then you could perhaps even request some 
physical surveillance or something. You could do things that were a little bit more intrusive. 

gip" 
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There was always a scale. It had to be reflective of how serious we thought the threat was. It 
was done for very selfish reasons, making sure we have our resources placed on the top right flight 
or top categorized threats, but also in terms of protecting human rights and personal freedoms. 

After a while, the officer could probably make a case, hopefully, or not, or maybe disprove his or 
her theory of the case, that the person is not a threat to national security, because after now six 
months, or two months, or three weeks, they were able to collect enough information to say, no, 
that original source information was wrong. That information came from a foreign agency, for 
example, two lines saying Ray Boisvert is a threat and no context. Okay, we better have a look and 
see who this guy is and do a bit of workup. 4;440.tiN ? Z'14%P.k. 

I think back on the number of warrants we were trying to run through the time that I was the 
director general of counterterrorism. Robert Fowler and Louis Guay were kidnap victims in Mali, 
Niger. We had Amanda Lindhout in Somalia. We had half a dozen other kidnapping cases. The 	

ktio 

tempo and intensity in the branch was high. We had a number of emerging threats domestically as 
well. The number of warrants and the time and effort and the fatting and the reviews of the fatting 
and the subgroups and the team and the devil's advocate and the whole process was very 
elaborate, hundreds of pages long. 

We always felt by the time we went to the federal Court, and after we ran this also through the 
Ministry of Public Safety and through the minister's office, once we got to that stage, and by then I 
forgot to mention satisfy the director and the warrant committee, we were in a position to then 
begin hopefully getting a warrant from the Federal Court. 

I guess just to paint a fairly elaborate picture, it is a process. 710N 

tf 
The Chair: How long does this process take? zka  O, 	"'  grir 	I _ %Ty 

.1 	 444? 	
kaitil.  156 

27. 	 . 

Mr. Boisvert: It has to be very quick if it has to be. If you had an emergency situation where - I 
will use a name. Abu Nidal arrived in Montreal. We were just told about that hours before by 
perhaps a foreign agency, or perhaps we identified this person. It soundS like an episode out of 
"24" or "Homeland." You would quickly have to be move and be able to get resources, and it would 
be a full-court press. I can't tell you how long it would take because that's an operational detail, but 
things can move quickly. 

Otherwise, though, the default was to make sure we did it right, to ensure that we do not sully 
the reputation of the service, the government or do any undue harm to anybody we were targeting. 

Senator Day: All of this is helpful. I have read what is required in the application under section 
21.. You wouldn't be doing all of that. You have just explained that, from an operational point of 
view, this is a lot of work. It's not the kind of work that you're accustomed to -- a lot of paperwork, 
a lot of research. You wouldn't do that Unless you felt you had to do that. For this Abu Nidal who 
just arrived in Montreal, you can put resources on that without going for a warrant. What was it 
that triggered you to go to the minister and say, 'We had better get a warrant on this?" 

Mr. Boisvert: It would be a judgment of the severity of the threat. That would cause the 
investigating team then to make a proposal to indulge or engage in some serious investigative 
techniques, such as intercepting that person's communications. 

Only at a point, though, if I did not disprove the theory of my case could I then put together a 
request to use some intrusive investigational methods, which meant getting a section 21 warrant. It 
meant hopefully the opportunity to intercept the person's personal communications. That's a aj,"41V4rn 

6t 41r jr1 it, serious intrusion in somebody's personal, private life. The threshold was very, very high. 
v 

16,7 
  .4r4lt 
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Senator Day: Would the severity of the threat involve how radicalized the individual was or that 

you had some intelligence that suggested some activity was going to take place? 

Mr. Boisvert: Well, here let me just answer that with a scenario. It is not fictitious at all. It Is 

one I have lived in time and time again. It's very difficult to determine when that person moves 

from being even sometimes highly radicalized but just talks a great game. They just talk about 

doing horrible things. They tell everybody they meet all the terrible things they would do to people 

if they had the opportunity. But they're never specific. They never showed any capability. They 

never showed any ability to mount operationally something that could cause harm to others. 

That's a constant dilemma. It's always in that analysis that there would be perhaps a tipping 

point in that. So were getting some human source information. We're getting ambient information 

from other sourcing, perhaps allied intelligence information. But now, for whatever reason, we 

think that person is now bent on serious acts of violence or extremism. Then I think you would have 

to then move towards at least considering a section 21 application. 	04jr oj " - 
0,0,  • Op. 17  

410 (French follows Le senateur Dagenals : Merci, monsieur Boisvert, pour votre temoignage.) Ob. 	A/  

(apres anglais, considering a section 21 application.) 	 .'446:9410 

Le senateur Dagenais : Merci, monsieur Boisvert, pour votre temoignage. J'ai deux questions qui 

seront peut-etre repetitives. 

Jai Bien aims votre facon de faire quand vous dites que vous cognez a la parte de l'organisme 

pour parler a des sources possibles. ttes-vous en mesure d'evaluer a quel point les terroristes se 

sont servi d'organisrnes de charite afin de cacher leurs activites? 

M. Boisvert : 	l'Impression que c'est une methodologie qui est beaucoup utilisee. L'utilisation 

d'organisations cachees, d'organisations de front date vraiment de la periode de la guerre froide. 

Aujourd'hui, les organismes de charite sont tres efficates dans la facon de mobiliser les citoyens ou 

les membres de leur communaute, en leur montrant par exemple les images dune attaque ou d'un 

evenement au Mayen-Orient ou en Asie, pour leur expliquer par apres qu'un tel evenement a 

certainement eu des effets negatifs sur la population civile. II y a des faconsde motiver ou de cacher 

certaines chases en disant que les beneficiaires soot des hopitaux, des stoles ou encore des 

sans-a bri. II y a routes sortes de raisons pour dire que oui, c'est tres efficace. Et, effectivement, les 

organisations terroristes utiliseront taus les outils disponibles pour recevoir des fonds et continuer 

de rester, esperent-its, sous le radar de Revenu Canada. 

Le senateur Dagenais : On parlait de Montreal, d'oU je suis originaire. Ils pourraient 
eventuellement se servir de certaines mosquees a Montreal pour ramasser et transferer ces fonds? 

M. Boisvert : Oui, certainement, des centres religieux, des centres communautaires, la 

boulangerie du coin, des endroits oir on vait souvent des boites de collecte. le presume que cela fait 

partie de la merne carnpagne de propagande pour ce qui est de venir au secours de leurs 
coreligionnaires qui sont victimessle la violence de l'Occident. le crois que cela arrive un peu 

partout. 	 gsbleoi.  ;44) 

Le senateur Dagenals : Vous avez travaille longtemps pour le SCRS. Dans l'eVentualite Ot1 le 

projet de loi n'est pas adoptken quoi cela 	 entraver la capadte du SCRS a executer son 
• 

mandat? 	 "*rif 
44",t- 

M. Boisvert : Le plus grand avantagee  finalement, selon la nouvelle loi, serait qu'ils auraient one 

fawn encodee de suivre leurs cibles du Canada a l'etranger. II y aurait ainsi une continuite dans la 

logique et la capacite de collecte de renseignements contre leur cible. C'est important. 

414 
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L'un de nos problemes pour l'instant est que nous ne connaissons pas le nombre de Canadiens 
qui se trouvent a l'etranger et dans quel but. Nous n'avons pas vraiment de facon de securiser nos 
frontieres. Its ont quitte le pays avec un certain objectif. Vont-ils le garder a l'etranger? Vont-ils 
continuer leur planification operationnelle qui nuira a des interets canadiens et peut-titre meme 
prendre en main la vie d'autres strangers comme on l'a vu en Algeria avec deux Canadiens qui ont 
tits impliques? C'est dans ce domaine que cela ferait une grosse difference, car maintenant, les 
sujets d'enquete sont locaux et internationaux. Voila le probleme. 

(anglais suit) (Sen. Kenny : Could you talk to the committee ...) 	, 41frir 46% 

(following French - Senator Dagenais - . . internationaux. Voila le probleme.) 

Senator Kenny: Could you talk to the committee about the trade-off between funding and 
legislation? During the time you were a manager, did you occupy yourself with concerns about n-tiNN 
improving the legislation or getting more resources to hire people? Talk to us, if you would, about 'I fr_tkilt,. 

- ii ‘irff the stresses involved in making CS1S an effective organization but a law-abiding one as well, and 	es./.44)6, 
what are the capacity limitations? 	 Ob. 

--44,•b:4147̀ ,A 
Mr. Boisvert: I will deal with the law-abiding one first, because it reminds me of the reality of 141,/  

my years at CSIS. We used to joke inside the organization that we were an organization born out of 
a scandal, which was reflected through the McDonald Commission inquiries in the 1980s. We were 
born into chains. In other words, we were the most reviewed organization of its kind in the world, 
barring the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation, A510. 

We felt that in those first few years, we were being continuously lambasted by those reports by 
SIRC when Ron Atkey was the chair. tie set the tone that they would not be a lapdog. That served 
the country and Canadians extremely well, because we felt that as an organization, we were better 
than most of our peers because we felt severely reviewed. Everything we did was subjected to 
possible review and serious consequence. As a result, that was good. We were very sharp because 
of review. 	 - 

The issue about resources, though, is one where we went from being, in my estimation, a fat 
organization at the end of the Cold War, especially once the wall fell, to where we suddenly found 
ourselves in a situation where what really mattered anymore? The big events of terrorism had not 
occurred yet and the issues around counterintelligence continued for another five years, but luckily 
in some ways, or I guess it is what it is, but program review happened in 1992-93, right after the 
Cold War, and CSIS shrunk by a third of its resources. That was an opposite effect. For the first time 
as a young supervisor, I was laying people off. I had never done that. 

We emerged a stronger organization because we did reverse order of merit. We did a number 
of things where we came out of the organization much stronger and better focused, but we 
struggled for resources. We really did. 

We could see the 1993 World Trade Center attempt was one of those early calls. A lot of those 
kidnapping cases in Lebanon and a number of events, we were already starting to brief government 
that it's Shia Hezbollah extremism we have to worry about. This is new. It is ugly and growing fast. 
It has lots of resources behind it. it was similar to what we saw in ISIS development, in the space of 
six months being a reported DI team to being a real threat. That was very much the same sort of 
thing. 	 vi fir :w0 	 '44'  

We ramped up. Post-9/11 was 4-00 for resourcing CS'S, no doubt about it. The budget grew 
tremendously. Our biggest challenge at the time was managing growth. With a five-year curve on 
developing young intelligence officers, that's pretty significant. 
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When I was the DG of that counterterrorism branch, at its peak, 8-6 per cent of the officers had 

less than two years' service. That was a very young cohort to manage. They were exceptionally 

talented. Most had graduate degrees, were worldly, experienced with computer networks. They 

were exceptionally strong, but they needed a lot of supervision to keep us safe, because the rules of 

engagement are strict. It would be easy for someone to run amok if they were overly enthusiastic; 

back to my point about warrant acquisition and a number of other things in targeting. They were 

very challenging times. 

Now, I would say it is really a question of resources in terms of human resources and financial 

resources, because one begets the other in some ways. Changing legislation is very helpful. That's 

the first thing I would be worried about. I need the tools in the tool kit to do the job. The tool kit 

comes first with the mandate from the Government of Canada and the people of Canada. 	•. 

The second thing is you need people. You need people that are weir trained, and you need rifl 4clivn  
money to be able to have discretionary spending to do operations. It costs money to run 	 i

47 wnt$ni Vo  
operations. -To do surveillance on one person is enormous. I would not be allowed to say how 	- 470i7S,  
many people are involved, but it is a big operation, so money is important. ` it 

1.9,„ 

Running operations overseas is extremely costly. For example, the Afghan operations were 
1

",•
,6  

et 
exceptionally costly to the service, but they saved Canadian lives. Finding IED bomb-making teams 

saved Canadian soldiers, and a number of other things we were doing such as going after al Qaeda 

senior leadership in Afghanistan and other places. Those operations cost tremendous amounts of 

money. 

It is an ongoing process, but money and personnel matter most now. 

Senator Kenny: When you are talking about resources, let's take an example. You may not 

want to give us specifics, that's fine, but let's say it takes about 30 people to follow an individual for 

an extended period of time. If it's going to go over a week, it may take 34, 35 people. You are 

running a regional office. The likelihood of you being able to follow more than one person is 

somewhere between small and nil. 	
411,4,7q 	o 	g'er 6"1".44, 

How often do C515 managers find themselves in a situation where a Five Eyes country calls us up 

and says, "Somebody is coming over to visit your country, and we would really like it if you paid 

attention to him for a while," and your instincts are yes, this is a friend, you're going to cooperate 

with this other country, but you don't have the resources because you are maxed out, and the 

friend is coming in two days? 

Mr. Boisvert: No doubt we lived on the razor's edge when I worked in counterterrorism. I can't 

imagine how hard it would be now. We thought it was tough then in 2009-10 when I was there. 

You do make-some very difficult choices, and you question those choices constantly. You work 

off a threat matrix. You have people in the red zone, which you believe are the likeliest to strike. 

You have people in that middle yellow zone that could go either way. We used to refer to some of 

them as being really inclined but showing no indication of doing. We often had to rethink. 

Sometimes we moved them up to that orange or red zone, and sometimes we moved them back 

down. You had all these emerging threats. 

The 7/7 bombings in the UK were a great example of that. I spent time with my colleagues 

there. I know MI5 made difficult decisions, because their targets had overwhelmed the 

organization and still do. They talk about it very openly there. 
Vet •-cifor 
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The 7/7 bombers were in the red zone, but due to other priorities, they were slipped down to 
less coverage. Does that happen in other Western jurisdictions? Absolutely. I have no doubt about 
it. We are constantly rolling the dice. Et is not Just CSIS. It is clearly the RCMP as well. 

On your point about cost, don't forget because of our parallel existence that duality may 
sometimes involve two sets of surveillance teams, one for the RCMP and one for CSIS. One is 
collecting intelligence, the other is collecting evidence and never shall the two meet except to 
de-conflict. That happens on a daily basis to make sure that we're not exhausting or wasting 
resources but also not becoming that proverbial poison fruit of a criminal prosecution. 

Senator Kenny: For us sitting here, and when we're dealing with ministers as we did earlier 
today, it is often difficult to assess really where the needs are. We see legislation going forward as 
essentially a no-cost event for a government. Obviously it takes people to draft the legislation, but 
there aren't necessarily going to be ongoing costs to the government when the legislation comes If% 
before us. Suggesting that an organization actually needs more people can become a huge event, It 

31  - 
LIN, ito 

4fri fat  and particularly if you are talking, as the RCMP have been over the past week, about shifting 300 or 4 .st  
g& 400 people from one part of their operation to another. The message that's coming through, at 

least to me, is that somewhere in the system the RCMP is short-handed; and if we want them to 
deal with organized crime and terrorism, or white-colour crime and terrorism, they are going to 
need some more dollars. How can or should CSIS convey those needs? 

Mr. Boisvert: I suspect the heads of the agencies, whether it's Commissioner Paulson or 
Director Coulombe — who are of course engaging the minister on those things, because that's first 
and foremost their touch point on all things resources. I left two and a half years ago, and I have no 
inside knowledge. I always try to stay separate from what happens in these organizations so that I 
can speak more objectively about them, just based on my experience while I was there. I'm inclined 
to believe that resources do matter, as I said, right now. Money does matter. Legislation is 
extremely helpful and Is the starting point; but from that, based on my assessment from the outside 
of what's going on inside, I would think that resources are in high demand. 

They are probably managing okay because they are risk managing, as I described, in using a 
matrix in dealing with the highest potential threats with the highest consequence of action. That 
means there are a lot of people in the mushy middle that could suddenly emerge. At least when I 
was there, I found that the timeline from emerging as a potential threat to the attack 
sequence -- that is, sort of the sound to the actual boom -- was shrinking rapidly, and that continues 
to shrink. Years ago, it used to be months before we'd see something; then It got down to weeks; it 
could be days. I think we are not far from an environment where we could be hours away from 
identifying a threat suddenly and it being capable to be operational and hurt people. The only way 
to mitigate that is resources. 

The Chair: I have one quick question about the legislation, Bill C-44. In your experience within 
the intelligence service, did you ever have anyone turned down as a source because they weren't 
going to be provided legal protection? 

Mi. Boisvert: I'm scanning my memory bank. I was responsible for the human source area 
some years back. 1 would say that, notionally, my thoughts are yes. I just can't think of a specific 
case. I probably should reserve my answer, because I cannot say with certainty. 

The Chair: Secondly, because of the lack of legal protection, did you ever experience having to 
withdraw from serious prosecution cases that you would have gone ahead with? 

Mr. Boisvert: Certainly a high point of discussion in all matters involving dual investigations, and 
even down to immigration matters involving security certificates and other things. 
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The Chair: So we actually did not proceed in some cases because of the lack of legislative 
protection, in part? 

Mr. Boisvere In a couple of cases that come to mind, we've proceeded but then withdrew 
when it got closer to the bone. 

The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. Boisvert, for coming. Hopefully we will have you here 
again. You obviously bring a lot of experience and wisdom with you in respect to the area we are 

'01 ;rktla '147r, 44)., 

Joining us for our final panel of the day are representatives from the Security Intelligence 
Review Committee: Mr. Michael Doucet, Executive Director; and Ms. Lindsay Jackson, Assistant 
Director of Research. Seated next to them are Mr. Daniel Therrien, Privacy Commissioner of _S`z? 

0  40 
Canada; and Ms. Leslie Fournier-Dupelle, Strategic Policy and Research Analyst 	

.:40 
 

-4/ 
Mr. Therrien, I gather this is your first appearance before the committee, so we want to extend -.4.ifiz: 

to you a special welcome. We're glad that you're able to join us today to discuss Bill C-44. 	.804,  

I understand, Mr. Doucet and Mr. Therrien, that you each have an opening statement- I invite 7 , 

Mr. Doucet to begin, followed by Mr. Therrien. 

Welcome. You have the floor. 

Michael Doucet, Executive Director, Security Intelligence Review Committee: Thank you very 
much, chair. 	 *4011. 

Good afternoon, and thank you for inviting SIRC to appear here today. It's a privilege to address 
you, and I hope that my comments will lead to a fruitful and productive exchange. 

I would like to begin by extending greetings from the members of the committee who could not 
be here today. I am pleased to speak for SIRC and share insight into the committee's work to 
further the discussion on the accountability of Canada's security intelligence activities. 

lo A. "4* 

(French follows - Mr. Doucet cont'g: Le comite a ete cree ...) 	49;1:00 

(apres anglais) (M. Doucet) 	 'JO" 

Le comite a ete cree pour fournir au Parlement ('assurance que le SCRS respecte la loi dans 
l'exercice de ses fonctions. Ce faisant, le comite s'assure que le Service ne porte pas atteinte aux 
droits fondamentaux et aux libertes du peuple canadien, tout en remplissant son mandat, qui 
consiste a recueillir et conseiller sur les menaces a la securite rationale. 

/0 
xjg 

(anglais suit) (M. Doucet: SIRC is the only independent...) 

(Following French - Mr. Doucet cont'g - menaces a la securite nationaie.) 
of  

SIRC is the only independent external body with the mandate and expertise to review CSIS 
activities. By "independent and external," I mean that SIRC is at arm's length from the government 
antrdoes not report to any minister but, rather, directly to Parliament. Moreover, SIRC has the 
absolute authority to examine all of-the service's activities, no matter how sensitive and no matter 
how classified that information may be. The sole exception is cabinet confidences. In my 
interactions with international colleagues, I can assure you that SIRC's power and access are the 
envy of many of our foreign counterparts. 

SIRC was invited here today in the context of the proposed legislation currently before the 
Senate, Sill C-44, which introduces several amendments to the CSIS Act. These amendments, 

looking at. 
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among other things, make explicit that section 12 (threats to the security of Canada) and section 15 
(providing security assessments) investigations can be done within or outside Canada. What does 
this mean for SIRC? 

First, CSIS's role and activities abroad have been expanding for years, as has SIRC's coverage of 
those activities. SIRC has consistently identified and reported on challenges to MS's overseas 
activities such as managing the competing demands that C515 faces in relation to not only 
day-to-day administrative duties but key liaison functions and complex operational activities; the 
changing dynamic of how CSIS deals with foreign intelligence agencies; the requirement to work and 
deal with a limited pool of potentially problematic partners in certain areas of the world; increased 
and more lethal potential operational risks; and the importance of effective interdepartmental 
communication, especially between C515 and DFATD, which is responsible for managing Canada's 
International relations. 

SIRC has and will continue to examine these issues and activities. Each year, SIRC travels to and`,tr) 
- 41 w reviews one of C515's foreign stations. In the future, the committee may need to consider increasing 	, .4irs, 

the number of foreign stations examined annually. 
49, 

Second, SIRC has and will continue to provide Parliament with independent and expert analysis 'rei 
and ensure that CS1S investigates and reports on threats to national security in a manner that 
respects the rule of law and the rights of Canadians. 

Nevertheless, SIRC must have the ability to keep pace with CSIS's operational realities in order to 
continue to provide effective•review. Following the 2006 O'Connor commission report, SIRC 
informed the government that section 54 of the C515 Act could be opened and then broadened or 
recast to permit SIRC at the request of the Minister of Public Safety with the concurrence of the 
appropriate minister to undertake a review implicating an agency or agencies other than CSIS. 

Where C515 investigations overlap with other departments and agencies, it Is often difficult to 
see the wider picture. SIRC believes allowing joint reviews with other review bodies would provide 
the government with a mare comprehensive understanding of national security activities. While 
SIRC has unfettered access to all C5I5 holdings, with the exception of cabinet confidences, SIRC still 
lacks in review of the ability to follow the thread of a C515 investigation or information into another 
government department or agency. Increased cooperation and information sharing is a key feature 
of contemporary intelligence and 5IRC must be able to follow up and effectively review c515 
activities when they cross over to other departments or agencies. 5IRC must be ready with the 
legislative tools and matching government resource commitments to keep pace with CMS's 
operational realities and to ensure that the checks and balances which were enshrined in SIRC's 
mandate remain relevant and effective. 

In closing, !would like to refer to the royal commission that ultimately led to the creation of CSIS 
and SIRC in the early 1980s. In the report, there is a quote from former Prime Minister Lester B. 
Pearson that, although dated, is still relevant and insightful today. He noted the importance that 
"the protection of our security does not by its nature or by its conduct undermine those human 
rights and freedoms to which our democratic institutions are dedicated." Although the threats to 
our collective security have changed in nature and in scope in the past 30 years, SIRC very much 
adheres to this viewpoint in carrying out our work. 

I thank you for the opportunity to speak to you this afternoon and later on will be pleased to 
invite questions from the senators. 

The Chair: Thank you Mr. Dotiet. Mr. Therrien. 

(French follows — Mr. Therrien Bonjour monsieur le president eihonorables...) 
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(apres anglais) 

Daniel Therrien, commissalre a Ia protection de la vie privee, Commissariat a Ia protection de 
Ia vie privke du Canada : Eionfour monsieur le president et honorable; senateurs. Je suis heureux 

d'avoir la possibilite de vous faire part des repercussions sur Ia vie privee du projet de loi C-44, Loi 

modifiant la Loi sur le Service canadien du renseignement de securite et d'autres lois. 

Le projet de loi C-44 vise entre mitres a autoriser le SCRS a exercer ses activites a l'exterieur du 

Canada y commis en faisant appel a des Etats strangers a la suite d'un jugement de la Cour d'appel 

federate dans l'affaire X de 2014. pans cette decision, la cour a ernis certaines reserves quant aux 

pouvoirs de presenter, sous le regime de la loi actuelle, des demandes d'aide aux Etats strangers. Ce 

type de demandes souleve la possibilite d'une communication plus vaste de l'information entre 

organismes de renseignement internationaux. Or, comme rant demontre les commissions 

d'enquete O'Connor et lacobucci, cette activite peut entrainer de graves atteintes aux droits de la Vole 

personne. Certaines personnes ont ete torturees suite a la communication de renseignements par le 	T4/. 

SCRS a des Etats strangers. Le commissariat pense que les mesures en place pour assurer une 	4„.-  
protection contre le risque de ce type d'atteintes ne sont pas adequates. La Charte, telle qu'elle est 

appliquee par les tribunaux, constitue Bien sur une importante mesure de protection. Mais le 

Parlement aussi a un role important et nous pensons que vous devriez legiferer pour empicher que 

Ie.Canada viole ses obligations internatlonales. 

A ce sujet, j'aimerais porter a votre attention un recent arr.& de la Cour supreme du Canada 

dans l'affaire Wokelin contre les Etats-Unis d'Amerique qui a confirms ('importance de mesures 

d'imputabilite et de surveillance pour proteger ('information communiquee a des Etats strangers. 

(anglais suit) (Mr Therrien : Specifically, Justice Moldaver ...) 

(Following French - Mr: Therrien -- a des etas strangers.). 

Specifically, Justice Moldaver suggested several means by which personal information sharing 

with foreign states could be protected from potential misuse. Furthermore. Justice Karakatsanis, 

writing for dissenting judges, intimated that it is Parliament's role to determine what constitutes 

appropriate safeguards and how they should be implemented. Absent statutory safeguards, and if 

we rely only on the Charter, the protection of individuals against the risk of mistreatment would 

depend on the application of general constitutional principles which have not been defined clearly 

in the context of information sharing amongst national intelligence agencies. This would likely lead 

to years of litigation and uncertainty on the level of protection to which individuals are entitled. 

Among the issues litigated would be the impact of subsection 21(3).1 of the CSIS Act added to 

subclause 8(2) of Bill C-44, which provides that the Federal Court may "without regard to any other 

law," including potentially international law principles, authorize CSIS to investigate outside Canada 

the threat to national security. 

While the courts have a role in protecting individuals against violations of human rights, I would 

respectfully suggest that Parliament also has an important role in ensuring that the new powers to 

be conferred on CS1S are exercised in a way that respects Canada's obligations under international 

human rights law in general and, specifically, the convention against torture. Clear statutory rules 

should be enacted to prevent information sharing by CSIS from resulting in a violation of Canada's 

International obligations. 

A balanced legislative approach would also, in my view, include in Bill C-44 measures to make 

the activities of all federal departments and agencies involved in national security subject to 

independent oversight. While Bill C-44 broadens the mandate of CS1S directly and that of the 

Communications Security Establishment indirectly, and while both are subject to independent 
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oversight, there have been calls for several years to remedy the gaps in national security oversight 
first identified in the O'Connor commission of inquiry. 

In conclusion, I would like to note that with the introduction of Bill C-44 and, mare recently, Bill 
C-51, which greatly expands information sharing as well as the mandate of C5lS, I believe it will be 
important to examine the suite of anti-terrorist legislation as a whole to address this important 
issue and enhance the confidence Canadians have in the work of their national security agencies. 

Thank you very much, and I would welcome any questions you may have. ro  

4 4  bh 
The Chain Thank you. 	

400-1 4. 	40) ,. 

44'sx Vin,. cr4 S'N-we p.--qq, gy  
I would like to lead off with one question to you, Mr. Therrien, and it has to do with your 	r 

capacity as the Privacy Commissioner. 

	

'4447.6 146,...41 	 4%-4 iViliov  
The issues that we're facing in this bill and in Bill C-S1 that will be coming to this committee are tof  fr).21.);:f  

40 

very important to the country and to the ability to provide our law enforcement officers with the 	"Agy 
tools to do the business we are asking them do, especially with the information that we have that 
the threat is ever escalating. 	

4 -LIrstiotel 

I have a question to you in respect to your evaluation of legislation when you take a look at 
court cases such as the KbawaJa case with the Ontario Court of Appeal. I don't know if you had the 
opportunity to read that, but they put an act of terrorism or even planning an act of terrorism in 
such a category that they stated that we, the public, should not be surprised that 20 years-plus 
should be a sentence for such an offence; in other wards, it's so serious as it affects the public. 

As you weigh the drafting of this legislation vis-à-vis the seriousness of the crime and in concert 
with the privacy concerns that you bring forward that we all share in respect to finding that balance, 
do you take that into consideration, recognizing it will not be a-perfect world and that we are trying 
to find a balance we can all live with and ensure public security is in place? 

Mr. Therrien: Thank you for that question, Mr. Chair. I do not minimize at all the security threat 
that Canada faces. I'm currently Privacy Commissioner of Canada, but, previously, I was senior 
counsel for the Public Safety Department and several agencies, including CSIS, reporting to the 
public safety minister. I spent several years in that capacity. I know that the threat is real and 
should not be minimized. I agree that your reference to the Maw* case demonstrates that the 
courts take very seriously the risk of terrorism which leads them to impose heavy sentences for 
those who engage in these activities. The courts also agree that terrorism is obviously a very 
compelling issue to deal with. However, I think that shows in part that Canada is not without 
legislative or legal means to address the question of terrorism. 

Mr. Khawaja was convicted and sentenced to 20 years in jail for his actions. That obviously 
speaks to the fact that we already have, I think, a robust set of laws. Does it mean that laws should 
not be further improVed? Absolutely not. The threat evolves, the level of threat evolves and 
legislation should evolve according to the level of threat. At the end of day, I think Canada has 
robust laws already. That does not mean that these laws cannot be further amended to deal with 
the modern aspect of the threat, but in doing so it must seek to achieve both security objectives and 
human rights objectives. One does rypt have to occur at the expense of the other. 

Senator Mitchell: Thanks to our visitors. My first question is for Mr. Therrien as well. I'm quite 
interested fn your point that Bill C-44 and Bill C-51 should come with better oversight. Are you 
talking about parliamentary oversight? That is, some sort of high level, all-party committee Senate 
and Parliament or a SIRC-type organization that would oversee Canadian Border Services, the GC, 
the RCMP for that matter? What kind of oversight are you talking about? 
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Mr. Therrien: There are three types of oversight. First, on the issue of expert oversight of which 
SIRC is part, we need expert oversight that is responsible mainly to review the operations of 
departments involved in national security to make sure that these activities are lawful and 
reasonable. That's one type of oversight. 

Bill C-44 deals with the mandate of CSIS and 0515, of course, is already the subject of expert 
oversight in the form of SIRC. I recommend, in the context of Bill C-44, that oversight take into 
account that information is shared with national security agencies other than CSIS. Perhaps that is 
more directly relevant to Bill C-51 but Bill C-51, as you know, provides for the sharing of information 
between federal departments to 17 other departments and agencies that have a role in national 
security. Of those 17 agencies only three, including C515, have oversight or review by expert bodies. 

If your question is Bill C-44 and Bill C-51 as a whole on the issue of review or oversight -- it's 
more review than oversight, by the way -- of national security agencies, I have a concern in that 14 i‘f4r 

1101s. of the 17 agencies which would receive information under Bill C-51 are not the subject of expert  
"'- .46.1  body oversight or review. 	 prZ'O ei!‘41.% 	

p 4 
49 

The second type of review is the one you were referring to, namely, parliamentary oversight. 
The existence of expert oversight which goes into the legality and appropriateness of operations 
does not mean that there is not a separate reason to have parliamentary oversight, which perhaps 
would deal with the issues more at the general policy level. Parliamentarians may or may not have 
the time, the inclination or the expertise to look at specific operations, but there Is I think a clear 
role for parliamentarians to review the national security activities of various government 
departments for policy reasons. I think the two are necessary. 

Finally, and here I'm referring to Bill C-51 in particular, I think judicial oversight is also deficient, 
particularly in that I have certain responsibilities with respect to the legality under the Privacy Act or 
the proposed information sharing act of collection and sharing practices of federal departments, but 
my findings are not binding on the government. I think it would be important and necessary that 
the courts be able to flit that gap and be able to order the federal government to act consistent with 
privacy principles enunciated in Canadian law and not limit review to my mandate, which is 
essentially to recommend that certain deficiencies be addressed but without binding the 
government. 

447,-t 
Senator Mitchell: Very good answer. Thanks; very completer t'fa4 

My next question is to Mr. Doucet. It is not unrelated to the question of review or oversight but 
you mention that you lack the ability now to pursue, I think you used the words "a thread" of an 
issue of a review issue into another organization like CBSA or like the RCMP. What would it take for 
you to have the ability to do that? Would it be combining the SIRC with the RCMP's equivalent 
review mechanism, I think it's the CPCC; or would it be another body? How do you envision that? 

Mr. Doucet: Thank you. That's a good question. You are absolutely correct. Today when SIRC 
carries out a review we cannot by mandate, by legislation, go outside the confines of C515 as the 
organization that we review. We cannot follow that thread of information from organization to 
organization. 

440, 	4);:!"40Z4̀41. 
There are a number ofways that that could be accomplished. One could be through legislative 

change to allow for that to happen. That wotild'Probably be a good way to do it, but we feel 
encumbered by the fact that, as information is passing and continues to pass amongst 
organizations, we cannot see that thread through to the other organizations. 

Senator Mitchell: Thank you. 



. 	 ":""ve 
Mr. Therrien: Yes, I focused in my comments on information-sharing more generally, but as it 

relates to the protection of human sources, you are correct. 
j740;;14'4, 

Senator White: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair. 
r 0, 
	

IhrRf  IF  4Egt 

$14,1 4s. 

(French follows - Le senateur Dagenais : Ma question s'adresse) 

(apres anglais — Senator White: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.) 
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Senator White: Thank you very much and thanks to each of you. In follow up to that question 

and your response, that's true for all 198 police organizations and CSIS as well. You could not go to 

SIU and disclose your information to them nor have access to theirs in Ontario. It's not lust the 
RCMP; that Is true of all organizations. Legislation between two federal organizations would not. 

change that for those provincially or municipally, would it? 

Mr. Doucet: Not for the different levels of government, absolutely not. 

Senator White: Thank you, but that was not my question. That was clarification. 

In relation to protecting confidential human sources, under the policing today in this country we 

protect confidential human sources each and every day and the courts only allow the source 
themselves to waive that right and breach their own confidentiality and identify who they are, and 

the Canada Evidence Act has been clear in protecting sources. Would you agree that we are really "if 

talking about in Bill C-44 does not go beyond that level of protection when it comes to CSIS sources:, b,N, 

either? You worked in the field so I know you will know the answer. We are not asking for more '4";;417.2  
protection of a source under CSIS than we would for any police organization using a source in a 

similar way. 	
944•,x4), 

Mr. Therrien: if the question was to me, I would agree with this. One part of Bill C-44 seeks to 
provide protection to CSIS human sources roughly in the same way as RCMP or police sources. In 

that fashion, yes, the protection would be equivalent to that of a police source. 

Senator White: And for the same purposes, really; otherwise, you would not get human sources 

and the word "confidential" would not be used it would. It would be non-confidential human 

sources and make it difficult for policing and certainly for C5I5 if we couldn't protect them in some 

way. 

Le senateur Dagenais : Ma question s'adresse a M. Therrien. Aujourd'hui, avec Internet et les 

nouvelles technologies, les gees s'exposent publiquement et la vie privee est de moms en moms 
protegee. Face au terrorisme, dolt-on porter davantage attention a la protection de la vie privee des 

citoyens au detriment de la securite7 

M. Therrien : Absolument pas. A mon avis, on dolt faire attention aux deux, a la securite eta la 
vie privie. Cette question entre plus en jeu au sujet du projet de loi C-51 que du projet de loi C-44. 

Mes remarques et mes recommandations portant sur le projet de loi C-51 visent a assurer que et la 

securite et la vie privee soient respecties et protegees et non pas un au detriment de l'autre. 

(anglais suit) (Sen. Day : My first question is to Mr. Therrien...) 

(following French - Mr. Therrien — au detriment de l'autre.) 

Senator Day: My first question is to Mr. Therrien. What you had referred to in your written 

submission to the House of Commons hasn't been made available to us. We can get it. It is a 

matter of record at the House of Commons, but could you help facilitate that? 
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Mr. Therrien: Absolutely. 

Senator Day: I included a copy of a statement that "I, along with other federal, provincial and 
territorial privacy and information commissioners released in October." That would be attached to 
your statement? 

Mr. Therrien: To the House committee, yes. 

Senator Day: Then if you submitted it to us, it would become a matter of record for this 
committee, which I think would be helpful. In it you called for, amongst other things, the federal 
government to adopt an evidence-based approach in support of new legislation. Are you implying 

VAT they haven't been up till now and this should be done in the future? 	.94ti, 

kg 4ern.  J9,!_ .  — 
Mr. Therrien: You will recall that the statement that was made by commissioners, myself and 1412  

provincial colleagues, followed the events of Ottawa and Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu and preceded Billi":94•45, 
' C-44 and Bill C-51. The statement was advice to parliamentarians and others because there were 4.1r7 if.„,41g1 

-'4?` certainly indications that the government wanted to legislate to increase security; so the statement 444 
was meant to be advice on general principles after the tragic events and before the two bills were 
actually introduced. --car 

It would be useful if the government explained in greater detail how the two bills that have been 
introduced would remedy any gaps identified in the context of the October events. That being said, 
the purpose of the bill before you is to extend the jurisdiction of the security service overseas 
following certain judgments by the Federal Court. I don't have a problem with that in principle. 
Other western countries have security services that have extraterritorial mandates. I don't have a 
problem. I have made certain comments on certain risks from an information-sharing perspective 
that I think Parliament may want to prevent by ensuring respect for international obligations. 

But on the principle of whether the services mandate should be extended beyond Canada, I 
don't have a problem with that. As I have mentioned in my submission on Bill C-S1, I don't have a 
problem at a certain level with increased information-sharing to identify new security threats, 
provided this is done according to certain standards, protections. 'Co-. ;It7,7q.t2 

t6i  On the principle of increased information-sharing and on the principle Ilo extending the 
jurisdiction of CSIS extraterritorially, I don't have a problem. 

-"sir s44  
Senator Day: The record should show that our previous witnesses, including the minister, 

indicated that Bill C-44 was in the works before October 22, and other than the citizenship aspect in 
there, it was intended to deal with issues that were in existence, including the extraterritoriality 
aspect of it. 

"941'1*13 ". ib 	We are not yet dealing with Bill C-51, but undoubtedly we shall be. 

The second question I have, Mr. Doucet, is just that the record should be clear on this: How 
many members are there on the committee you are representing and speaking on behalf of the 
committee? 

Mr. Doucet: Thank you for the question. Currently, we have four committee members. That 
forms the committee. SIRC itself as an organization has 18 staff plus myself as the executive 
director. 	`4/ e. 	,; 4.3„. 

Senator Day: Your total apprOpriation each year? 

Mr. Doucet: Our draft appropriation for next year is in the order of $2.7 million. 
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Senator Day: That's roughly the same as last year's? It's in the estimates, I would assume. 

Mr. Doucet: Yes. If you look at SIRC's budget over the last 10 years, it has been relatively flat, 
around the $3 million mark. 

Senator Day: Legislation provides for how many when the committee is fully constituted? 

Mr. Doucet: The CSIS Act calls for four committee members and a chair. 

Senator Day: You are missing one person? 	10  /14%4 444 4/04  
*7.1+4 Jo, tray  

1") Mr. Doucet: At this point in time, yes, we're missing one person. ...,co.4..4.s.,,:kobzifikr...  

Senator Day: The other question that I had with respect to your activity relates to the same 
question I have been asking throughout this afternoon, and that's the decision to make a request 
for a warrant. ' 44:47 	C?, 	'gel 	* 

410•9  Do you review those decisions that are made by CSIS and is that part of your review of what 	47  
they're doing, and what standard are you applying? 	 44•.. - - 

9' 
Mr. Doucet: Sure. Thank you for that. I'm happy to clarify SIRC's role as it relates to a warrant. 

Number one, we're a review agency, so we look in the past. We review operations that have been 
carried out We're not an oversight organization that is part of the decision-making or tasking of the 
service. 

When the service receives a warrant, at some time in the future we will potentially take a look 
at how they carried out operations under that warrant. Did they adhere to the warrant? Were 
there any privacy breaches or anything like that? 

We're not part of the warrant application process. We're potentially part of the review after the 
warrant has been exercised. 

644/er,-441"..%0" 
Senator Day: Just to clarify, and this is my last question on this, overseeing would be as it Is 

happening, reviewing is after the fact, as I understand it. Is that your understanding as well? 

Mr. Doucet: That's correct, yes. 

Senator Day: As part of your review, then, do you look at the activity that has taken place over 
the past period of time within CSIS and determine whether or not a warrant should have been 
applied for in this case? 

Mr. Doucet: That's a great question, senator. We tend not to look at the warrant application 
process or whether it should have been applied for or not. We look at the operations that were 
carried out under the warrant. 

:1.14:441‘:(4), ,c4,2144,0  

49 diSr"wiz Senator Day: Yes 
:Aft. s 

Mr. Doucet: Not to say we couldn't do that, but understanding that the service goes to a federal 
judge for the warrant, and as you saw this afternoon, the explanation going through the 
department, going to the minister for the warrant, we don't look at that portion of it. We look at 
the operations, strictly the operations that were carried out under the warrant itself. 

Senator Day: You could, you say. With a clarification with respect to activity outside of Canada, 
do you anticipate that there mighe be a change in relation to that aspect of looking at whether a 
warrant should be applied for or not? 
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Mr. Doucet: Nothing would prohibit us from looking at the warrant application process as long 

as there were not cabinet confidences within that process. But we would tend not to look if the 

warrant should have been applied for. 

What we would do, however, is if we were reviewing a certain operation that was not carried 

out under warrant and it should been, we would certainly comment on that. 

Senator Beyak: Thank you, gentlemen, for your presentations. 

Mr. Doucet, I wonder if you could help me. Currently there are people suggesting that you're 

not able to carry out your review, especially under Bill C-44 and the new mandate for C515. but your 

presentation seemed to me as though you have everything well in hand. '&14  174.40/i. 4 4,4 4, ,4„ 
1;;FQ/4 ,,. 	.94!, 0/4  

Would you be able to comment a little further on that forme? _40  'rift 	Ora 
• - - 	0. 

Mr. Doucet: Thank you, senator. That's a great question, and one I anticipated being asked. 
• 41—  4,1 pr ,414,74, 

-44 41fat 
As the world changes, becomes more complex and there are more relationships both nationally 

and internationally for the service, my comment on that would be are we properly resourced to 

carry out the level of reviews that is required? 

What I mean is today we.typically carry out seven to eight reviews a year. As the service is doing 
more, are seven or eight reviews per year enough to cover the waterfront of their activities? I think 
that's a question that should be asked. 

Senator Beyak: Have you raised this issue at all with your board members or the minister in the 
past year? 	 )0a; 	 aa. ‘ 

Mr. Doucet: We have certainly had that conversation with our board members as to what we 

can do with our current resources. I'm quite vocal in talking about our mandate, SIRC's mandate 

and our ability to carry out that mandate and if we can cover that waterfront. 

I'm searching my memory banks to remember if we discussed that with the minister, and I am 
- - 

not a hundred per cent sure that we did. 	
wco, 

 

Senator Ngo: I would like to follow up on the questions by Senator Beyak. 

Do you feel confident that you will be able to carry out your mandate, given the change in Bill 

C-44? 

Mr. Doucet: We can carry out our mandate. Our mandate is to review the service, handle 
complaints against 0515 under either section 41 or 42 of the CSIS Art. As well, we certify the 

director's annual report to-the minister. I believe the director has spoken of that annual report. 

Because of our resource base, we surgically determine what we're going to review in any given 

year. In March of this year, this month, we will actually have our review plan for the next fiscal year 

approved by our committee and move forward with our reviews next year. 

We can carry out our mandate. The thing that we may want to discuss is with flatlined 

resources over the last 10 years, and,while our resources are flatlined roughly 75 per cent of our 

funding goes to pay salaries. The amount of discretionary funding we have to do new or other 

things is diminishing in size. 

As you know, we carry out review, and we have a certain resource base with which to carry it 

out. In my humble opinion, I think we do a very good job doing that. 
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Can we fulfill our mandate? Absolutely. We can handle complaints against CS'S, we can certify 
the director's annual report and we can carry out reviews. Is that enough in the future, given the 
complexity of the service's operations, is a question we would have to ask ourselves. If I were to 
comment on that, I would say we would be seeing, over time, a smaller slice of their activities on a 
yearly basis, presented from a percentage perspective. 

Senator Ngo: That means the reviews, the eight or so per year, now given the change with BIll 
C-44 you're saying the amount might be more reviews per year, and that's why you need more 
support financially, personnel and soon? 	 'Cl), ;442, 470ft Nom,  

Mr. Doucet: Bill C-44, if we look at foreign operations as an example, and as I mentioned in my 
opening comments, today we do one foreign-post visit a year. In the future, would one post visit be 
enough to cover the service's foreign activities? if we were to do more than one foreign-post visit 
per year, today we don't have the resources to do that, would be the simple answer to that 	0A.- vekr,, 

t/ 'S'r question. 414.414 	do fr", 
st 
 4, 

% ik ft Senator Day: Mr. Doucet, you indicated that you do an annual report to the minister? • ‘/— A = 

Mr. Doucet: We certify the director's annual report to the minister. In accordance with the CSIS 
Act, the director of CSIS has to provide the minister with an annual report on CSIS activities. Its 
obviously a classified report that goes to the minister. We certify that report for completeness, 
accuracy, and so on. If you will remember, this was an activity carried out by the former inspector 
general at CSIS. When that office was folded we took on that responsibility. 

Senator Day: You also report to Parliament. 
,,74 	• 0_ 

Mr. Doucet: That's correct, yes. k, ,f4s.kr- b.4frAm- 

Senator Day: That, in part, helps establish your independence as a review body. 

Mr. Doucet: Absolutely. Yes, that's correct, senator. for every review that we carry out we 
provide the director of CSIS, as well as the minister, with a classified copy of that review. In our 
annual report you have the summary of our reviews that are vetted to take out any national 
security information, any secret information or information that would be injurious to the country. 
What you might see in the annual report is a page describing a review, whereas the minister, the 
department and CSIS would see a 30- to 40-page report that's highly classified. 

Senator Day: I think we heard from somebody earlier on suggesting that SIRC considered itself 
an extension of Parliament in its independence of the executive. 

Mr. Doucet: Yes, the minister had mentioned that earlier today. 

la, Senator Day: That's where we heard it. I knew I had heard the term, but it wasn't from you. I 
thought it was an interesting expression at the time but, to draw an equivalency, the Auditor 

4/0 	General is an officer of Parliament. Could we refer to you as a committee? No, we can't call you 
committee. You are not an agency, but an entity of Parliament to some degree? 

44,1 	 6*•). 
Mr. Doucet: f hadn't heard the term "extension of Parliament" prior to today. I very proudly 

state, when I'm speaking publicly or any forum that I can, about our independence and reporting to 
Parliament. That's how I view our organization, as highly independent -- some might say fiercely 
independent — in that* decide on our review plan for the next fiscal year. We have it approved 
by our committee, but our researchers decide, obviously I approve it, what that research plan is 
going to be. 
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Every year we take a close look at what we have done over the last five years and what's 
required in the next year's research plan. We may, in fact, do something during this current fiscal 
year, we may have a review that triggers us to do something the next year or the following year 
that's important to us. 

That's how we go, and I'm quite proud of our independence because I think that's absolutely key 
to having review and doing our jobs the way we need to do them. 

Senator Day: Two things flow from that. One is the issue of your budget. In order to be 
independent, and we've had this discussion with officers of Parliament, if the executive is setting 
your budget -- the Parliamentary Budget Officer becomes to mind — then that will limit what you 
can do. 

	

.4-zik7C07- 	kt:sAW°44,44, 
How do you set your budget and what role does the executive have to play in that. V 4g4 "r4/.a.. •cr). 04. 

vIr cr Lr;r4194 

	

Mr. Doucet: Thank you. That's a great and very topical question today. 	 1,1  04  

114 

ot, .5, el 

40 40 41%040  - 	• 	'+ 
In the future, if we determine that based on legislation we need more budget to carry out our 

work, we'll go through a budget cycle where we would make a budget ask for resources. 

Senator Day: To Treasury Board? 

4,4 41, 	tf 

Mr. Doucet: We would go through the Treasury Board, that's correct. We would make that ask 
and justify it based on what we would see that future landscape to be. 

Senator Day: The second aspect flowing from your answer is the extension of Parliament. I 
suppose if the four members plus the chair were all parliamentarians that would make it even more 
an extension of Parliament. 

'f4-for, 
Mr. Doucet: Yes. Today the composition of our committee is we have one retired member of 

Parliament, the Honourable Deborah Grey, and our other three members today were not 
parliamentarians, which is quite different. When I first came into the organization we had some 
members from provincial politics, provincial MPPs. 

er  "50 
Senator Day: The name Ron Atkey was mentioned earlier today, a former parliamentarian who 

was mentioned in glowing reference. 

The Chair: Could I make a request of Mr. Therrien? You had mentioned in your comments that 
there were 14 agencies that were not subject to any oversight. Could you give us a list of those 
agencies and send it to the clerk? 

Mr. Therrien: Yes. I was referring to agencies that would receive information on Bill C-51. 

/0. 
The Chair: Yes. 14, 

er,roc 
4foz 	Mr. Therrien: They're found in schedule 3 to Bill C-51. 

°At 
441.,  The Chair: We will find that IS4'  

-‘/ -1?•,4_440.7.r1V44, 
Colleagues, we've come to the end of our time here. I want to thank the witnesses for 

appearing, and I will excuse them at this time. 

The meeting is now adjourned. 
44fir  

(The committee adjourned.) 
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Dear Mr. Chair: 

I am writing today in advance of my scheduled appearance on Bill C-51, the Anti-Terrorism Act, 
2015, which was tabled on January 30, 2015. My comments below mirror those which I 
submitted to the Standing Committee on Public Safety and National Security of the House of 
Commons on March 5, 2015. 

My comments will focus on Part I of the Bill, which would create a new Security of Canada 
Information Sharing Act (SCISA). The purpose of that Act is to encourage and facilitate the 
sharing of information among federal institutions in order to protect Canada against acts 
undermining its security. Clearly, protecting the security of Canadians is important, and we 
recognize that greater information sharing may sometimes lead to the identification and 
suppression of security threats. However, the scale of information sharing being proposed is 
unprecedented, the scope of the new powers conferred by the Act is excessive, particularly as 
these powers affect ordinary Canadians, and the safeguards protecting against unreasonable loss 
of privacy are seriously deficient. While the potential to know virtually everything about 
everyone may well identify some new threats, the loss of privacy is clearly excessive. All 
Canadians would be caught in this web. 

National security agencies have an important and difficult mandate in protecting all Canadians 
from terrorist threats, and I believe they generally strive to do their work in a way that respects 
human rights. But history has shown us that serious human rights abuses can occur, not only 
abroad but in Canada, in the name of national security. The MacDonald Commission identified 
such abuses in the 1980s, which led to the creation of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS) and its review body, the Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC),I  More 
recently, the O'Connor and Iacobucci Commissions confirmed that national security information 
sharing, the subject matter of the Bill before you, has led to torture in the post 9/11 environment.2  
More recently still, revelations by Edward Snowden have shown how pervasive government 
surveillance programs can be, including some in place in Canada, and how they can affect all 
Canadians, not only those suspected of being a terrorist threat. 

If adopted in its current forth, the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act would make 
available to 17 federal departments and agencies, which hold some responsibilities in relation to 
national security, potentially all personal information that any department may hold on 
Canadians. We reach this conclusion because, as will be explained later, the language used in 
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SCISA to confer information sharing authorities is extremely broad. For instance, all the tax 
information held by the Canada Revenue Agency, which historically has been highly protected 
information, would be broadly available if deemed relevant to the detection of new security 
threats. As well, all information that departments hold about young persons that was obtained for 
a specific purpose could be further shared with these 17 departments and data mined with a view 
to identifying those at risk of being radicalized. As another example, in an effort to identify 
persons who may be engaged as foreign fighters abroad, the Canada Border Services Agency 
could be asked to provide information on all individuals, including tourists and business persons, 
who have traveled to countries that are suspected of being transit points to conflict areas. 

In sum, the 17 federal departments in question would be in a position to receive information 
about any or all Canadians' interactions with government. This information could then be 
analysed along with information they had previously collected or obtained through other sources, 
including foreign governments. We are moving very quickly into the world of Big Data, which 
relies on massive amounts of personal information being analyzed algorithmically to spot trends, 
predict behaviours and make connections before any specific investigation is initiated or any 
particular individual is suspected of anything. As a result of SCISA, 17 government institutions 
involved in national security would have virtually limitless powers to monitor and, with the 
assistance of Big Data anal ytics, to profile ordinary Canadians, with a view to identifying 
security threats among them, 

In a country governed by the rule of law, it should not be left for national security agencies to 
determine the limits of their powers. Generally, the law should prescribe clear and reasonable 
standards for the sharing, collection, use and retention of personal information, and compliance 
with these standards should be subject to independent and effective review mechanisms, 
including the courts. Specifically, the following amendments should be made to ensure that 
information sharing among federal institutions, under SCISA, takes place in a way that respects 
the privacy rights of Canadians. 
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Bill C-51 sets the threshold for sharing Canadians' personal information far too low, and 
broadens the scope of information sharing far too much. 

SCISA would authorize virtually systematic sharing of information, for broad purposes not all 
clearly related to national security, through the use of a few key terms: information would be 
shared if "relevant" to the jurisdiction of a recipient institution in respect of "activities that 
undermine the security of Canada", including in respect of the detection, identification, analysis, 
"prevention" of activities not yet identified, in addition to the investigation or disruption of 
known threats. 

s 	ior 

We accept that the detection and prevention of national security threats are legitimate state 
objectives, but we reference these words in section 5 of SCISA to stress their importance in 
understanding that inforMation sharing would not be limited to known terrorism suspects; it 
would include information on everyone, including law-abiding Canadians, if relevant to the 
detection of threats. 	
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Standards for sharing information 



More problematic is the definition of "activities that undermine the security of Canada" which 
goes further than the existing definitions, untouched by SCISA, of "terrorist activity" in s.83.01 
of the Criminal Code and "threat to the security of Canada" in s.2 of the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service Act (the CSIS Act). It is not clear why new activities are included and how 
they all relate to genuine security threats. It is also not clear how SCISA's definition is to apply 
when the information to be shared relates to an activity that is not mentioned in the mandate of 
the recipient institution. For instance, what should CSIS do if it receives information that relates 
to an "activity" included in the SCISA definition that is not mentioned in the definition of "threat 
to the security of Canada"? Pursuant to s.12 of the CSIS Act, CSIS can only collect information, 
where strictly necessary, if it relates to a threat as defined in its enabling legislation. Is CSIS to 
reject information disclosed under SCISA if it does not relate to a threat as defined, or is the 
definition of threat in the CSIS Act to be read in light of the new SCISA definition and somehow 
expanded to authorize information sharing under the wider definition? 	
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Equally problematic is that SCISA would authorize information sharing if "relevant" to the 
jurisdiction of the recipient institution, rather than "necessary" to its mandate or "proportional" to 
the national security objective to be achieved. We note that relevance is a much broader standard 
than that established elsewhere with respect to the collection of personal information. As 
mentioned, CSIS can only collect information where "strictly necessary" to report and advise the 
Government of Canada in relation to a defined threat. CSIS would seemingly have to reject 
information disclosed to it under a relevance test, if the information did not also meet the 
necessity test under s.12 of the CSIS Act. In the case of recipient institutions other than CSIS, the 
Directive an Privacy Practices as issued by the Treasury Board Secretariat in support of the 
Privacy Act obligates institutions to limit collection of personal information to what is directly 
related to and "demonstrably necessary" for the government institution's programs or activities.1  

The threshold for information sharing (that is, whether the sharing of information is to be 
authorized on the basis of relevance, necessity or proportionality) is of central importance to 
striking the right balance in the protection of privacy rights. Applying a relevance standard, 
because it exposes the personal information of everyone, would contribute greatly to a society 
where national security agencies would have virtually limitless powers to monitor and profile 
ordinary Canadians. Consequently, we recommend that a necessity test be the standard, which 
would be in line with s.12 of the CSIS Act, that the government interestingly does not believe 
needs amendment, and the general directive of the Treasury Board Secretariat. However, if a 
necessity test is deemed too high, Parliament should consider adopting a proportionality and 
reasonableness test, as is proposed for the new CSIS disruption powers found in Part 4 of 
Bill C-51. 4,;:yos, 4c  
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While the Preamble to SCISA lists a number of governing principles, including consistency with 
the Charter and privacy protection, as well as the need for accountable and effective information-
sharing, it is not clear that these principles would be binding. We believe effective privacy 
protection requires more than principles; it requires that the standards recommended below be 
adopted as statutory requirements under SCISA. 

4Z40.% "WA,  
Recommendation 1: Only information which meets the necessity standard, rather than the 
relevance standard, should be shared with the 17 agencies listed in the Schedule. 



Alternatively, a recipient department should be required to conduct an assessment of the 
reasonableness and proportionality of the collection in achieving their mandated national 
security objective. 

Recommendation 2: The definition of "activities undermining the security of Canada" 
should be reviewed to ensure that it is not overly broad and includes only real threats to 
security. In the case of conflict between that definition and the jurisdiction of recipient 
institutions, it should be clarified that the former is not intended to expand the latter. 
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Bill C-51 is far too permissive with respect to how shared information is handled. It sets no 
clear limits on how long information is to be kept. 

'Ate 
The Bill is largely silent on the subject of retention and disposal of information shared. There is 
authority to make regulations "respecting the manner in which records are kept and retained", but 
there is no clear obligation for receiving institutions to discard information which does not meet 
their statutory collection standards, or to dispose of information once it has served its purpose. 
We have seen in other contexts, particularly in our ongoing assessments of Canada's financial 
intelligence agency, FINTRAC, but also in our review of the RCMP's exempt data banks and the 
audits we conduct of other government institutions that once information is received, it is 
tempting to retain it regardless of its relevance or value.  

Often, we hear the argument that information is kept "just in case" it may be useful later. This is 
highly problematic in the context of SCISA where large amounts of personal information about 
law-abiding individuals could be retained for long periods. Not only would SCISA give 17 
agencies involved in national security the potential to know everything about everyone, it could 
allow them to keep this information forever. 
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Recommendation 3: Bill C-51 should be amended to include as a statutory requirement 
that personal information that does not meet the recipient institution's legal collection 
standards should be discarded without delay. SCISA should also require that information, 
once collected, is retained only as long as necessary. Reviews should be held at regular 
intervals, prescribed by regulations, to ensure that this principle is respected and that the 
retention of information is justified. Finally, SCISA should require that proper 
documentation of all collection and retention decisions be maintained. 

07 :114.4 ,,Q16e. 
Information-Sharing Agreements 
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Bill C-51 fails to require that information sharing be subject to written agreements. 

While the Bill enunciates the importance of information-sharing agreements as a principle and as 
a practice that is "appropriate", we believe that written agreements should be legally required. 
Such agreements could provide more specificity beyond the core standards set out in legislation 
(relevance, necessity or proportionality, retention) for what is to be shared and how, when 
information is to be retained, when it must be disposed of, and include robust accountability 



measures to assign responsibility for and review of sharing, including direction on how 
documentation disclosed or received should be handled. 

These agreements, properly crafted, would go a long way to ensure that only appropriate and 
accurate information is shared. In New Zealand, such agreements are required, and the Privacy 
Commissioner must be consulted on them. Our experience in reviewing departmental privacy 
impact assessments (PIAs), which are currently required under a Treasury Board Secretariat 
directive, is that it has been a highly useful tool in preventing privacy concerns.4  We suggest that 
building in a consultation with my Office on information-sharing agreements would be equally 
useful. Moreover, written agreements would also give oversight bodies something concrete 
against which to assess information-sharing practices, leading to more meaningful review. 

Recommendation 4: Bill C-51 should be amended to include an explicit requirement for 
written information agreements. More detailed elements of what should be in the 
agreements could be set out in Regulations. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner should 
be consulted in the development of these agreements. 	 •4,7 

Oversight and Review 

Bill C-51 exacerbates serious gaps in existing oversight and review mechanisms, and does 
not facilitate sharing between review bodies. As for affected individuals, the privacy regime 
provides no judicial recourse for improper collection, use or disclosure of their personal 
information. 	 4A.  14*.  %," V 
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No level of review can address inadequate standards. As stated in the introduction, in order to 
ensure that privacy rights are respected in the context of SCISA, the law should prescribe clear 
and reasonable standards for the sharing, collection, use and retention of personal information. 
Along with such standards, it is equally important that compliance with these standards be 
subject to independent and effective review mechanisms, including the courts. Independent 
review is particularly critical because information sharing under SCISA will often occur secretly, 
and so individuals may not be able to otherwise challenge the disclosure or use of their 
information. 

Although there is currently some level of review, there are obvious gaps: 14 of the 17 agencies 
listed in Schedule 3 that will receive information for national security purposes are not subject to 
dedicated independent review or oversight. To fill that gap, the jurisdiction of one or more of the 
existing review bodies should be extended to include the 14, or a new expert review body with 
horizontal jurisdiction should be created to review the lawfulness and reasonableness of national 
security activities. While it is true, as mentioned in the government's backgrounder to Bill C-51, 
that my Office has the mandate to review the personal information handling practices of all these 
agencies, the Privacy Act necessarily restricts what we can examine to "personal information" as 
defined by the Act; we do not have jurisdiction to examine in general the lawfulness of the 
activities of national security agencies. That said, we do have authority to review compliance 
with privacy requirements, and I intend to play that role vigorously as it pertains to SCISA. I 
note, however, that our review may not be fully effective without some additional resources, as 



the Act will greatly increase information sharing both in volume and in terms of the complexity 
of the legal issues involved. 

Effective review also requires that judicial recourse and remedies be available for aggrieved 
individuals. The Privacy Act currently provides no judicial recourse for complainants or indeed 
my Office in cases involving improper collection, use, disclosure or retention of personal 
information. 

s
All they have right to is a report of non-binding recommendations by my Office 

with no further enforcement mechanism and no possibility for remedy. This is insufficient and it 
is reasonable, in the context of this Bill which so widely extends the scale of information sharing 
between departments and agencies, to give Canadians effective legal remedies in order to pursue 
their complaints beyond the issuance of my report. I would therefore reiterate the calls my 
predecessors have made to amend the Privacy Act by broadening the Federal Court review to all 
grounds beyond just denial of access which is currently the case. 
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Another obstacle to effective review is that existing review bodies are currently unable to share 
information amongst themselves. As we and others have stated previously,'- there is at present no 
explicit legislative authority to conduct joint reviews of national security operations, nor is there 
a mechanism whereby information of relevance that may be discovered by one review body 
could be passed to another. In fact, the confidentiality provisions in the Privacy Act explicitly 
prevent my Office from sharing information with other review bodies, such as the Security 
Intelligence Review Committee, the Office of the Communications Security Establishment 
Commissioner or the Civilian Review and Complaints Commission for the RCMP concerning 
ongoing investigations into national security practices. A system which proposes removal of 
silos between government departments for information-sharing purposes must provide for the 
same removal of silos for the bodies which ensure their activities are compliant with the law. 

Other countries have implemented an oversight model which includes review by a Committee of 
Parliamentarians, while maintaining review by an independent body of experts. Such a model 
would offer clear advantages in terms of democratic accountability, and the mandates of the 
Committee of Parliamentarians and the committee of experts could be defined so as to avoid 
duplication. 	 sJ, 

Finally, in order to ensure that an appropriate balance between privacy and security is maintained 
after the implementation of SCISA, a parliamentary review of its provisions and their application 
should be required three (3) years after its coming into force. This review should be conducted in 
light of other legislation that has had an impact on information sharing, such as C-13 and C-44. 
In our view, this would allow for a broader consideration of the cumulative effects such 
information sharing has had on Canadians. 

Recommendation 5: Bill C-51 should be amended to ensure that all 17 agencies in Schedule 
3 are subject to independent and-effective review, by an expert body and by 
Parliamentarians; to remove impediments for information exchange between existing 
review bodies; and to amend the Privacy Act to allow for judicial recourse in cases 
involving collection, use or disclosure of personal information. The Bill should also include 
a mandatory period of review after three years. 
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Conclusion 

In the wake of the tragic events of October 2014 in Canada, and similar events elsewhere, 
Canadians expect that the government will protect them from terrorist threats. But we have heard 
and continue to hear resounding support for the protection of privacy. Our own polls indicate that 
privacy protection is still very much front of mind. Over the past weeks, I have been holding 
meetings with stakeholders to discuss what my Office's priorities should be for the coming 
years. At those meetings, I have repeatedly heard that Canadians understand the need to share 
their information with the government, but that they have concerns about how this information is 
going to be used. They are particularly concerned with the issue of government surveillance. Bill 
C-51 does nothing to assuage those fears. 

-4roit.:41Pif'.`400 

In its current form, Bill C-51 would fail to provide Canadians with what they want and expect: 
legislation that protects both their safety and their privacy. In my submission, the amendments 
recommended here are necessary to achieve an appropriate balance which is currently lacking. I 
welcome the opportunity to discuss these recommendations and speak to any other points I have 
raised in this letter during my appearance. 

Sincerely, 

Original signed by 

Daniel Therrien 
Commissioner 
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1  Royal Commission of Inquiry into Certain Activities of the RCMP, 1981. 

z  Commission of Inquiry into the Actions of Canadian Officials in Relation to Maher Arar, 2006, 
and Internal Inquiry into the Actions of Canadian Officials in Relation to Abdullah A lmalki, 
Ahmad Abou-Elmaati and IvIuayyed Nureddin, 2008. 

Directive on Privacy Practices , section 6.2.8. 

Directive on Privacy Impact Assessment 

5-  The Act only allows for individuals to seek judicial review in cases of refusal of access. 

Addendum to Government Accountability for Personal Information: Reforming the Privacy  
Act, April 2008 .- 

' 	 4, 

2  Commission of Inquiry into.  the Actions of Canadian Officials in Relation to Maher Arar, 2006; 
Checks and Controls: Reinforcing Privacy Protection and Oversight for the Canadian  
Intelligence Community in an-Era of Cyber-Surveillance,  OPC Special Report to Parliament, 
January 28, 2014. 
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Canada's National Security Advisor Still Suspects Canadian Politicians Are Under Foreign ab. 	at 
Influence 
Vice Canada, Justin Ling, 2015 04 30 	 -
Canada has a spy problem, according to the country's top national security advisor. And its not going 
away. Richard Fadden, a senior advisorto Prime Minister Stephen Harper, suspects foreign governments 
are buying influence with the country's politicians for nefarious purposes. And he's hoping to fix the 
problem. The question about espionage in Canada's halls of power came up while Fadden was testifying 
before a parliamentary committee on Monday. Senator Lynn Beyak wondered whether there's reason to 
be concerned over "foreign governments and other interests targeting prominent Canadian politicians." 
asking Fadden: "is it worse today because of the radicalization and the terror threat?" It tums out, Fadden 
is concerned. "It's very hard to answer if it's worse," Fadden said. "I would argue that, broadly speaking. 
those concerns remain. "I would be less than candid if I didn't say terrorism Is taking up far more of our 
time than it ever has, and I think in the absence of fairly obvious cases, it would be difficult to comment on 
whether it's materially worse or better, or the same,' he said. Beyaks question was based on comments 
that Fadden made in 2010, when he was the head of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), 
which acts as the country's domestic and international spy agency. "We have an indication that there's 
some political figures who have developed quite an attachment to foreign countries," Fadden said in a 
2010 interview with the CBC. 

Senate pre-study of Bill C-61 cuts through spin with fresh wltnesses-D 
The Hill Times, Rachel Aiello, 2015 04 29 
The Senate National Security and Defence Committee's pre-study of Bill C-51 is hearing from witnessess 
omitted from the House committee's rushed study of the controversial anti-terrorism legislation, and it has 
added important perspectives to the conversation, say Senators and government insiders. The Senate 
decided on March 24, two days before the House Public Safety and National Security Committee 
wrapped up its study, that the Senate National Security and Defence Committee would undertake a pre-
study on the Anti-terrorism Act, 2015. The committee's held four meetings between March 30 and April 
23, where it's heard new analysis from experts and what the new rules would mean for Canadian security 
and policing. Some of the witnessess include Communications Security Establishment Chief Greta 
Bossenmaler, the Civilian Review and Complaints Commission for the RCMP, and Privacy Commissioner 
Daniel Therrien.. The planning of witness scheduling has been methodical; last week the committee first 
arranged to hear from the heads of CSE. CSIS and the RCMP in one meeting, and followed that up with a 
second day of panels including these agencies' oversight bodies. Conservative Senator Daniel Lang 
(Yukon), chair of the committee, told The Hill Times it was important to get different perspectives and to 
reach out to the broader national security and defence community. 

C-51 less scary than it seems, PM's security head says 
Ottawa Citizen, Jesse Winter, 2015 04 28 

•,10 	Ottawa - The prime minister's national security adviser says the government's proposed new anti-terror 04.   
legislation "seems more frightening than it really Is," and argues that new powers for Canada's spy 
agencies are needed to help keep the country safe. Richard Fadden told the Senate national security 
committee Monday that Bill C-51 is "an important step forward" that will help Canada keep up with tech-
savvy terrorist recruiters who have become 'very adept" at operating within Canadian society. "The 
nature of the threat has really changed," Fadden said. 'The powers CSIS had in 1984 were fine ... but it's 
not the same kettle of fish anymore." The controversial legislation would allow Canada's various law 
enforcement and spy agencies to share information between themselves. It also gives new powers to the 
Canadian Security intelligence Service to directly intervene in situations that could pose a threat to 
national security. He also said that, according to the act, any action CSIS takes that infringes Canadians' 
rights requires a warrant and roust be "reasonable" compared to the severity of the threat it's meant to 
counter. 
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Foreign funds drive jihadist views, PM's aide says 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2015 04 28 
Toronto - Money is coming into Canada to promote extremist ideology and much of it is going to religious 
institutions, the prime ministers national security adviser testified at a hearing Monday on the 
government's counter-terrorism bill. Asked by Senate national security committee chairman Daniel Lang 
about millions of dollars allegedly coming from Gulf states "in respect to the extreme Islamic jihadist 
interpretation of the Quran," Richard Fadden said it was a problem. "I think it's fair to say, without 
commenting on the particular country of origin, there are moneys coming into this country which are 
advocating this kind of approach to life," responded Fadden, who works in the Privy Council Office. The 
director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service until 2013, Fadden said that in his previous position 
he had raised the issue with representatives of countries 'Who might be Involved in this and suggested to 
them that this was not helpful. "The difficulty is in most cases the moneys are not coming from 
governments; they're coming from rainy wealthy institutions or individuals within some of these countries. 
It makes it doubly difficult to track," he told committee members. 	ihre, 	 evtv 
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Canadian spy watchdogs tell Parliament they need to talk with each other 	14_0" 	 } 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze, 2015 04 24 
The watchdogs for Canada's spy agencies have got together to tell Parliament how much they resent 
being kept apart. Telling a Parliamentary hearing they need new laws to allow them to compare notes 
about Canada's counter-terrorism operations, the review bodies say they see only a partial picture of what 
federal police and intelligence agencies are doing. The watchdogs said their blind spots could grow under 
C-51, a new bill that would allow federal counter-terrorism agents more latitude to share intelligence - and 
even engage in "disruption" campaigns. Parliament has never given the watchdogs the power to discuss 
operational matters with each other. As a result, each review body remains tethered to one agency, even 
as agencies increasingly relay information to each other. Flanked by the executive director of the Security 
Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC) and the head of the Commission for Public Complaints Against the 
RCMP, Mr. Plouffe told Parliament he and his counterparts see only their own agencies' portion of joint 
counter-terrorism operations. "What's the problem with sharing operational information among 
ourselves?" Mr. Plouffe asked. In Canada, it is increasingly common for the RCMP, the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service, and Communications Security Establishment to work together to pursue 
suspects, with each agency frequently looping in their counterparts in the United States or Britain. 

Terrorist threat to Canada has 'never been as direct or immediate': CSIS boss-D 
National Post, Stewart Belt, 2015 04 21 
Ottawa - As youths arrested for terrorism appeared in courts in Alberta, Quebec and the Maritimes on 
Monday, the director of Canada's intelligence service testified in Ottawa that the country was facing an 
unprecedented terrorist threat. "Based on service assessments, the terrorist threat to Canada's national 
security interests has never been as direct or immediate," Canadian Security Intelligence Service head 
Michel Coulombe told the Senate national security committee. "In addition to complex plots involving 
multiple threat actors over a prolonged period, we must also be alert to rapidly escalating threats posed 
by individuals determined and able to act with little or no warning or support," he said. Canada has seen 
both in recent months: the conviction of two men who plotted with al-Qaida to derail a Toronto-bound 
passenger train and the lone-wolf attacks that killed two Canadian Forces members in Ottawa and 
Quebec. 	 elicAft 	„. 	 1, 4* 

*4134;1)2  Spymaster warns foreign fighter phenomenon getting worse-01,i_ 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 04 21 
Ottawa - The number of Canadians heading to Iraq and Syria to join with 1SIL and other extremist fighters 
has soared 50 per cent over just the past few months, Canada's spymaster told parliamentarians 
Monday. "The terrorist threat to Canada's national security interests has never been as direct or 
immediate," Michel Coulombe, director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CM), told the 
Senate national security committee, which is now holding hearings on the C-51 security bill. "Quite 
frankly, the scope of the threat, the speed of change, and the ease with which people engaged in threat-
related activity connect means we no longer have the luxury of time to contemplate our response," said 
Coulombe. "The phenomenon will still be with us 10 years from now." Under C-51, CSIS's mandate would 
expend to allow the intelligence-collection agency to also actively disrupt threats to the security of 
Canada. In his most forceful remarks on the issue to date, Coulombe said the agency's current 
intelligence-gathering mandate allows CSIS to gain early awareness of developing national security 
threats, but leaves it with no legislative authority to take direct action, "even when doing so could save 
lives and defuse or remove that threat." He did not elaborate. Disruptions could take many forms, he said, 
but under C-51, any actions that breach the Charter of Rights or other Canadian laws would require CSIS 
to first obtain a iudicial authorization via a warrant, something many of the bill's critics believe puts the 
judiciary in a precarious position. 

Terror bill losing support: foil 
The Ottawa Sun, Staff Writer, 2015 0411 
Ottawa - Most Canadians oppose the Conservatives' proposed anti-terror legislation, according to a 
Forum Research poll released this week.The poll found 56% of Canadians, most of them younger and 
less wealthy, disapprove of Bill C-51. Forty-two percent believe the bill, if passed, will have a "negative 
effect" on their lives, while one-quarter think the effects will be positivelt appears that the more 
Canadians learn about Bill C-51, the less they like it.The need for the bill Is seen to be diminishing, and 
voters recognize some provisions may impact on their lives in ways they don't like," Forum Research 
president Lorne Bozinoff said. "With an election approaching, the government would be well-advised to 
determine whether this bill is the hill they want to stake themselves out on. protect the country from 
terrorism. 
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Bill C-61 to allow peaceful protests 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 04 01 
Ottawa - Non-violent protesters, even those who break the law, won't be targeted under the government's 
powerful security bill, a parliamentary committee agreed Tuesday. The move responds to a chorus of 
complaints from aboriginals, environmentalists and others. It was among a handful of government 
amendments to the proposed anti-terror legislation, Bill C-51, adopted by the House of Commons public 
security committee as part of its final clause-by-clause review of the sweeping bill. But opposition 
attempts to introduce more than 26 amendments of their own were rebuffed by the Conservative majority. 
What the opposition side called straightforward measures to better protect Canadians' privacy and other 
rights, the government side called needless bureaucracy and red tape that would hobble the nation's 
ability to respond quickly to evolving terrorist threats, 	
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Senate to begin review of Bill C41 	 'ore --tika  
Ottawa Citizen, Ian Macleod, 2015 03 31 
Ottawa - The Conservatives' tone on C-51, the anti-terror bill, shifted noticeably Monday, with the minister 
in charge now saying he welcomes amendments to the disparaged legislation. Speaking to reporters after 
testifying on the bill before a Senate committee Monday evening, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney 
alluded to four mostly minor amendments that government members are expected to vote in favour of at --eA, 
a Commons' committee Tuesday. Basic details of the changes were leaked to parliamentary reporters s-r s t, 

.c.$* Friday a fternoon. We are open to amendments that will increase and clarify the bill (and) that will keep „, fry  
the goal of the bill, which is to protect Canadians from terrorism," Blaney said following the Senate 174. 
national security committee hearing. "Also, (to) make sure that the bill is targeted at terrorists, not at 	- "OW 
protesters nor at other individuals who could feel (because of) the wording of the bill that they were , 
threatened. I certainly would welcome amendments in that sense." Since the proposed sweeping 'le l, 
legislation was tabled in the House Jan. 30, Blaney has steadfastly ruled out making any amendments Arc 
and attacked many critics who called for changes. 

Tory tweaks to terror bill dlssed-D 
Ottawa Sun, Staff reporter, 2015 03 31 
Ottawa - As the parliamentary committee on public safety and national security prepares to start a clause- 
by-clause review of the Conservatives' anti-terror bill on Tuesday, opposition parties sey the governments 
newly proposed amendments won't convince them to support the contentious legislation. In question 
period on Monday, NDP MP Randall Garrison said Bill C-51 is "still dangerously vague and over- 
reaching" and that the amendments don't come close to addressing concerns about violations of privacy 
and civil rights. The bill would give expanded powers to Canada's spy agency, CMS, and allow easier 
access to private information — measures the government says are necessary to protect Canadians from 
terrorism. But the opposition parties and several witnesses at public hearings on the legislation have 
called for more oversight to keep authorities' expanded powers in check and protect the privacy and rights 
of ordinary citizens. Critics of the law have also expressed concern it could target aboriginal and 
environmental protesters. During Mondays question period, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney said he 
was confident that the parliamentary committee would make any amendments needed so the bill would 
protect rights while also keeping Canadians safe. Blaney, as well as Justice Minister Peter MacKay, CSIS 
director Michel Coulombe and RCMP commissioner Bob Paulson appeared at a Senate committee 
meeting about the bill alter question period, according to the Parliament of Canada website. 

Minister questions 'credibility' of anti-terrorism bill critics 
Toronto Star, Tonda MacCharles, 2015 03 31 
Ottawa - As the Conservative government gets set to unveil a handful of amendments to its sweeping 
proposed anti-terrorism legislation, it slammed critics including the Canadian Bar Association as lacking 
credibility. Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney ridiculed those who say the bill undermines the rule of 
law and misunderstands the role of judges who, critics argue, should not be required to issue warrants 
that would approve CSIS actions that break Canadian law or breach Charter rights. Blaney said it's "rich" 
for the country's leading law association to offer such advice, "It undermines the credibility of this 
organization," said Blaney, adding "this is not accurate. It is already the role of judges to issue warrants 
and they've been doing it for years." Justice Minister Peter MacKay said judges already approve breaches 
of privacy rights or freedom of expression in the course of judicial duties when they, for example, approve 

I*. 	search warrants, compel documents to be produced to police, conduct dosed- door court proceedings to 
allow evidence of a complainants prior sexual activity to be heard, order individuals to give up their 
passports to impede their ability to leave Canada or order the deletion of hate propaganda or child 

4Iet . ewe 	pornography from the Internet. Blaney accused the B.C. Civil Liberties Association for offering the same 
ark 	kind of "fear mongering" eriticisinas in 1983 when it criticized the creation of CSIS. 
441,. 

Ottawa monitoring Wide range of protests 
Toronto Star, Alex Souther, 2015 03 30 
Ottawa - What do Canadian veterans, advocates for the disabled and the country's largest union have in 
common? Their activities were monitored and reported on by police and government agencies over the 
last year. Documents show that the central Government Operations Centre received reports on more than 
160 protests, community events and demonteations between May 2014 and February 2015. The RCMP, 
Public Safety Canada and the Privy Council Office prepared reports for the GOC, which co-ordinates the 
federal government's response to national emergencies and natural disasters. While much of the 
monitoring focused on First Nations causes and environmental activism, the GOC showed a diverse set 
of interests, including: A rally on Parliament Hill pushing for better benefits for Canadian veterans. A "die-
in" protesting police brutality against black Americans, including vigils for Ferguson, Mo., shooting victim 
Michael Brown. An event called "Paddle for Peace" in Fort St. Jean, B.C., where the report noted "public 
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order issues are not expected,-  Canadian Doctors for Refugee Care's national day of action. The Star 
reported in September that the centre has reserved reports on around 800 demonstrations, community 
events and protests since 2006. The reports vary from 'open source" intelligence (such as newspaper 
reports), to Information provided by the RCMP and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CS1S). 

Qui Vas Espionner Nos Espions-D 
Le Journal de Montreal, Andrew McIntosh, 2015 03 29 
Ottawa - Alors que le budget et le personnel du SCRS a plus que double depuis les attentats terroristes 
de septembre 2001 (516 M$ contre 248 M$), ceiui du cornite qui le surveille (le CSARS) a bien peu 
augmente, salon une analyse Malls& par noire Bureau d'enquete.En effet, le CSARS fait son travail 
avec 2,7 M$ cette annee, morns qu'il n'avait a sa disposition en 2007-2008. En 2000-2001, son budget 
etait de 2 MS.C'est ce comite qui etudie les operations du SCRS pour le gouvernement et le Parlement 
canadien afin de s'assurer que see activites sont conformes a la loi.Cette situation pourrait Bonner des 
munitions a ('Opposition offictelle a Ottawa et aux nombreuses organisation ou personnalites 
canadiennes et quebecoises qui reprochent au gouvernement de ne rien faire pour ameliorer les 
ressources du Comite de surveillance des activites de renseignement de securite, alors que le 
gouvemement, avec son projet de loi C-51, veut donner d'importants nouveaux pouvoirs au SCRS pour 
combattre des terroristes au Canada. Malgre cela. Michel Coulombe, le directeur du SCRS, estime que le 
Comite fait du bon travail.* Le CSARS est une organisation robuste qui a fait du SCRS une meilleure 	vA, 
organisation A, a recemment dit M. Coulombe devant le Comite permanent senatorial sur la securite 
nationale.Au contraire, *cirque Francois Lavigne, un ancien agent de renseignements du SCRS, qui 	eir) ,3cir  
pense que le CSARS est dotalement inefficaceri et n'a pas rindependance requise pour faire son travail. VIA  :074, 
Le Camila dolt aviser le SCRS des mois a l'avance sur quoi ii va enquiter. 	 'OW 

Bill C-61 needs review to make CSIS better, former spy chief says 	 ''.10" 1404 
Ottawa Citizen, Daniel Katz, 2015 03 27 	 • 04, 
Ottawa - While new measures proposed In Bill C-51 are long overdue to help make our country safer 
against acts of terror, CMS would be a better organization if the govemment includes a rigorous review 
process in the bill, Ray Bolsvert, former CSIS chief of intelligence, told a House committee on public 
safety Thursday. "I strongly believe that in the age of accountability for which we are in, agencies and 
their leadership core must be held to account," he said. "They must explain what they are doing, why it is 
necessary and, generally speaking, when and where it is being done on behalf of Canadians." Bill C-51 is 
the government's contentious proposed anti-terror legislation that would allow CSIS to share collected 
information on broadly defined suspected terror threats with 16 other national security agencies. it will 
also give CSIS the ability to break the law through warrants obtained through a Federal Court judge. 
However, those warrants could be given in secret with no control over whether the rules set out in the 
warrant are followed. According to Boisvert, CSIS has been considered a world-class organization around 
the world because of its rigorous review process. 

Many protesters flattering themselves If they think CSIS is watching: former spy 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 27 
Ottawa - Many demonstrators are flattering themselves when they publicly fret about coming under the 
scrutiny of security services, says a former spymaster. Ray Boisvert said Thursday the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service had the resources to monitor only those threats "in the red, high-risk, high-probability 
zone when he served as the agency's assistant director of intelligence earlier this decade. "That meant 
that we had no time to even consider looking at any sort of lesser evils that were emerging out there," 
Boisvert told the House of Commons public safety committee, which is studying a sweeping new security 
bill. Boisvert, now a security consultant, said he takes "great offence" to commonly voiced concerns that 
the legislation would effectively place legitimate protest under the CS1S lens, adding that groups and 
individuals "should not flatter yourself to that degree." Boisvert and David Harris, another retired CSIS 
officer, backed a legislative proposal to allow the spy agency to actively derail terror plots not just gather 
information about them. Under the bill, CSIS could take clandestine measures that violate the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms as long as a judge approves the actions. 

Lawyers' group challenges C-51 over balance of security, rights 
Ottawa Citizen, Daniel Katz. 2015 03 26 
Ottawa - The Canadian Bar Association is challenging the federal government on its contentious 
proposed anti-terror legislation, asking whether Bill C-51 is striking a proper balance between managing 
risk and safeguarding,the privacy rights of Canadian citizens. Eric Gottardi is the chair of the Criminal 
Justice Section of the association, which represents 36.030 jurists, lawyers, notaries, law teachers and 
students across Canada. He told parliamentarians at a House committee for public safety on Wednesday 
that abuses of state power are less likely to occur when there Is a distinct line between national security 
activities and activities that cross into operational policing. "Bill C-51 threatens to disrupt this balance and 
blur the lines, by essentially giving CS1S operational powers, many of which will overlap with RCMP 
powers.' he said. Torn Quiggin, an Ottawa-based terrorism expert, says the 1:411's focus on disrupting 
organizations with terrorist ties is needed to stern the tide of radicalized Canadians going overseas to 
commit terrorist acts. k-ti 	'4# 

Threat to privacy greater than terrorism, professor says 
Vancouver Sun, Peter O'Neil, 2015 03 28 
Vancouver - Canadians' fear of another domestic terror attack doesn't warrant the "significant" threat to 
Canadians' privacy posed by the Harper government's security legislation, according to a University of 
B.C. expert on information technology. Terrorism is a threat everywhere, but "dying in a terror attack (in 
Canada) is less likely than being killed by a lightning strike," said Hasan Cavuscglu, a professor In the 
Sauder School of Business' management information systems division, Environment Canada says an 
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average of 10 Canadians die annually from lightning strikes, whereas two - up from zero most years -
died on Canadian soil in 2014 as a result of terrorism, That tiny terror risk has to be weighed against the 
sweeping threat to Canadians posed by the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act, which is a 
component of C-51, Cavusoglu said. The act allows security officers to collect personal information from 
17 different government institutions, including the Canada Revenue Agency, Citizenship and Immigration, 
and Health Canada, in order to investigate "activities that undermine the security of Canada." Cavusoglu, 
echoing the official position of Privacy Commissioner Daniel Therrien, warned that this provision opens 
the door to a "Big Data surveillance system watching all Canadians. 

Conservative MP Michael Chong wants more parliamentary spy oversight 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 24 
Ottawa - Conservative MP Michael Chong is calling for stronger parliamentary scrutiny of intelligence 
agencies putting himself squarely at odds with his party and the Harper government. Planned new anti-
terrorism measures which Chong supports create a need for greater oversight of security agencies by a 
parliamentary committee of MPs who are "directly and democratically accountable to Canadians'.  the 
Ontario backbench member said in a statement on the legislation. The government bill, tabled in 
response to the daylight murders of two Canadian soldiers, would give the Canadian Security intelligence 
Service the power to thwart suspected terrorist plots not just gather information about them. The 
legislation would give judges the power to authorize CSIS violations of the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. 	 „,.64":!eff 

Communication Security Establishment's cyberwarfare toolbox reveal4 	„A  ‘44  ev 	3/64, ,0rW  
10re 

CBC News, Staff reporters. 2015 03 23 	 sr 
Top-secret documents obtained by the CBC show Canada's electronic spy agency has developed a vast 
arsenal of cyberwarfare tools alongside its U.S. and British counterparts to hack into computers and 
phones in many parts of the world, including in friendly trade countries like Mexico and hotspots like the 
Middle East_ The little known Communications Security Establishment wanted to become more 
aggressive by 2015, the documents also said. Revelations about the agency's prowess should serve as a 
"major wakeup call for all Canadians," particularly in the context of the current parliamentary debate over 
whether to give intelligence officials the power to disrupt national security threats, says Ronald Delbert, 
director of the Citizen Lab, the respected internet research group at University of Toronto's Munk School 
of Global Affairs. ". Experts say the Anti-Terrorism Act, Bill C-51, currently being debated, could legalize 
use of some of the capabilities outlined in these classified documents. Though the act would give CSIS, 
the power to disrupt threats to the security of Canada both at home and abroad, the Service relies on its 
sister service, the CSE, for technical help with surveillance and infiltration of cellphones and computers. 

Outspoken First Nations activist says she's being tracked by the government 
CTVNews.ca, Michelle Zilio, 2015 03 22 
Ottawa - A well-known First Nations activist and lawyer says she is being tracked by the federal 
government departments.Pam Palmater, a Mrkmaq lawyer and professor at Ryerson University, told 
CTV's Question Period that access-to-information documents show that she is being tracked by three 
federal government departmental wrote an access to information request to CSIS (the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service), National Defence, the RCMP and Indian Affairs to determine whether or 
not they were following (or) surveilling me in any way and three out of the group all confirmed that they 
were," she said.Palmater did not indicate which three of the four departments are tracking her.Palmater 
said the ATIPs indicate the government started tracking her prior to her involvement in the highly 
publicized Idle No More movement, which swept across Canada in early 2013.Palmater's concern about 
government surveillance of First Nations activists comes as Parliament debates the Conservatives' 
controversial anti-terror bill, C-51, which increases powers for Canada's security agencies to track threats. 

Bill C41: Ex-judges join Tom Muicair in fight against 'dangerous' draft law 
CBC.CA, Kady O'Malley, 2015 03 20 
Toronto - New Democrat Leader Tom Mulcair was pined by two former British Columbia provincial court 
judges tumed future NDP candidates as he renewed his campaign to stop the government's sweeping 
proposed anti- terrorism legislation on the steps of the Vancouver Art Gallery. The NDP leader reiterated 
his opposition to what his party describes as "Stephen Harper's dangerous and controversial Bill C-51" at 
a news conference in Robson Square, just steps from where hundreds of protesters gathered last 
weekend as part of the cross-country "day of action" against the bill. Earlier this week, three provincial 
ministers sent a highly critical letter to their federal counterparts in which they laid out their concerns with 
the bill, particularly the "vast powers" the bill will give the Canadian Security intelligence Service. "It is 
worrisome that the bill gives CSIS such vast powers, including the possibility to take certain actions that 
violate the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and Canadian law," the letter reads. 

Quebec critique le prOjet de loi C-51 Service canadien du renseignement de securite 
La Presse, Denis Lessard, 2015 03 19 	 • 
Quebec - Le gouvemement Couillard et ('opposition pequiste ont critique vertement le projet de loi C-51 
du gouvemernent Harper, une initiative "preoccupante" qui permettra au Service canadien du 
renseignement de securite (SRCS) de commettre des gestes contraires a la Charte canadienne des 
droits. La Coalition avenir Quebec et son chef, Francois Legault, se retrouvent isoles stir oette question. 
Le depute pequiste Alexandre Cloutier a %due la decision de Quebec de contester le projet federal. "Pour 
la premiere fois, le gouvernement se reveille', dit-11. Du cote de M. Legault, toutefois, le son de cloche est 
different. "On ne petit pas, au nom de la liberte cfexpression et des Charles des droits, s'empecher de 
!utter contre le terrorisme", de souligner le chef caquiste. Deja lundi M. Legault s'etait declare plutOt 
d'accord avec C-.51, relevant que les critiques ne portaient que stir les conbtles a prevoir pour le SCRS. 
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Claims C-51 similar to allies' laws challenged 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 201503 la 
Ottawa - The government is being challenged over its repeated claim that its divisive security bill C.-51 will 
upgrade Canada's spy agency powers to those of our closest allies. Not so, says Craig Forcese, a 
national security law expert and leading critic al the proposed legislation. "I believe these claims to be 
incorrect, or at least require substantial nuancing," he writes in the respected National Security Law blog. 
When the Conservatives unveiled the legislation Jan. 30, a government backgrounder noted that 
"intelligence services in most of Canada's close democratic allies have had similar mandates and powers 
for many years." Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney has repeated it many times, as have other 
Conservative MPs. Forcese recently reviewed national security law in the U.S., UK, Australia and New 
Zealand, and spoke with experts. He concludes that "none of our 'Five Eye' allies have seen fit to give 
their domestic covert service the power to do things domestically that the government wants CSIS to do 
in Canada. 7 have spoke to colleagues in the U.K and they don't seem to think MI5 has powers of the 
sort that the government is proposing for CSIS. The U.S. doesn't have a CSIS-type organization, and the 
FBI is law enforcement. The domestic services of these countries simply do not have powers analogous 
to what Bill C-51 proposes for CSIS. Period." 

cNv0,,  Pro et de lol antiterroriste - Un pouvoir que seuls les espions canadiens auront • - 
Le Devoir, Helene Buzzetti, 2015 03 14 
Ottawa - Le minlstre de In Securite publique, Steven Blaney, a soutenu cette semaine que le nouveau 
pouvoir de " perturbation " quaccordera son projet de loi antiterroriste aux espions canadiens exists delay  le) ..„74e1  
clans plusieurs autres pays occidentaux. C-51 ne fera donc quarrimer le Canada a ses allies. Or II rfen 6% ,1,n7/4 
est nen. La plupart des pays cites par le ministre soutiennent que tours services du renseignement  
interieur n'ont pas de tels pouvoirs. C'etait mardi en comae parlementaire, alors que M. Blaney venait 
defendre son projet de loi antiterroriste. La Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS)" est 
a I'heure actuelle incapable de passer a faction. Avec ce nouveau mandat, it sera autorise a prendre des 
actions directes pour perturber les menaces a is securite du Canada, ici et a retranger. La plupart de nos 
allies ant ce pouvoir : la Suede, la Norvege, la Finlande, le Danmark, la France, les Etats-Unis, la 
Grande-Bretagne, l'Australle. II est temps [qu'on fasse de meme] ! II semble que le ministre alt pris 
quelques libertes avec la realite. Le Devoir a contacte les ambassades des quatre pays scandinaves 
ainsi que de la France pour savoir ce qu'il en etait. 

Public Safety minister refuses comment on reports CSIS link to ISIL recruiting 
Ottawa Citizen, Jason Fekete, 2015 03 13 
Ottawa - Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney refused to comment Thursday on reports that a foreign spy 
arrested in Turkey for allegedly helping recruit for the Islamic State was working fora Canadian 
intelligence agency. A Turkish news agency reported Thursday that a foreign intelligence agent arrested 
in that country on suspicion of helping three young British girls travel to Syria to join the Islamic State 
extremist group was working for the Canadian government. In Ottawa, a federal government source said 
the individual arrested is not a Canadian citizen and "was not an employee of CSIS. However, nobody in 
government categorically ruled out that the alleged spy was not working for or helping the Canadian 
government in any capacity. The official Opposition NDP led off question period on the issue, asking 
Blaney whether Canadian intelligence was involved. 

Bill C-61: Privacy watchdog Daniel Therrien blocked from committee witness list-0 
CSC News, Kady O'Malley, 201503 12 
Ottawa - The Commons public safety committee isn't planning to give the federal privacy watchdog the 
opportunity to share his concerns publicly with MPs over sweeping new information-sharing powers that 
would be given to national security agencies under the government's proposed anti- terror bill. "At this 
point, we have not been invited," a spokeswoman for Privacy Commissioner Daniel Therrien told CBC 
News Wednesday. "The commissioner has said that, given the significant implications for privacy, he 
would welcome en opportunity to appear to discuss his submission in more detail with committee 
members." Valerie Lawton said. "He remains hopeful that the committee will be able to hear from him." 
It's not clear how Therrien ended up not making it onto the final witness list, as the selection process 
takes place behind closed doors. His name was near the top of the proposed witness lists provided to 
CBC News by the New Democrats and the Liberals.DOther scheduled witnesses include Assembly of 
First Nations Grand Chief Perry Bellegarde, professors Craig Forcese and Kent Roach and former 
Progressive Conservative MP and one-time employment minister Ron Atkey, who was the first-ever chair 
of the Security Information Review Committee. On Tuesday, the committee heard from Blaney and 
Justice Minister Peter MacKay, as well as RCMP Commissioner Bob Paulson and CSIS head Michael 
COLli0 mbe , 

Minister says anti-terrorism bill concerns about liberties are ridiculous 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 11 
Ottawa - Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney Is trying to assure Canadians that proposed anti-terrorism 
measures won't run roughshod over civil liberties. In his testimony Tuesday at committee hearings 
examining the federal legislation, Blaney dismissed concerns the new provisions would allow the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service to squelch or infiltrate environmental protests that fall outside the 
letter (lithe law. The planned measures are needed to protect the public from extremists who hate 
Canadian values, Blaney said during a meeting of the House of Commons public safety committee. The 
international jihadi movement has "declared war on Canada" and other countries around the world, 
Blaney told MPs Tuesday as they began hearing testimony on the federal legislation. The committee 
plans to hear from more than 50 witnesses over the next few weeks. The Conservatives brought in the 
bill, which would broaden 0513's mandate, following the murders of two Canadian soldiers last October. 
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ISIS spreading to Afghanistan, Pakistan, CSIS director warns-0 
CBC News, Laura Payton, 2015 03 10 
Ottawa - ISIS is spreading to Libya, Afghanistan and Pakistan, the head of Canada's spy agency warned 
at the Senate defence committee today. At the same time, Michel Coulombe, the head of the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service, urged senators not to forget longer-running foes like al-Qaeda as Canada 
turns its focus to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. "ISIS started in Iraq and Syria, but what we're seeing 
now, and you've seen it in media, ifs spreading in Libya, Afghanistan, Pakistan," Coulombe said. "Boko 
Haram just pledged allegiance to ISIS. So there's also this phenomenon of ISIS spreading." Canada's top 
security officials are appearing before the Senate defence committee today over the government's plans 
to extend the reach of CSIS overseas. Coulombe and Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney kicked off the 
meeting. Other top security officials, privacy commissioner Daniel Therrien and former CSIS assistant 
director of Intelligence Ray Boisvert will also be there.,„-dam: 0,, 4, " 
Anti-terrorism bill could be used to target activists: Amnesty International-D 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 10 
Ottawa - A prominent human-rights group says the Conservative governments anti-terrorism bill could be 
used to target environmental activists and aboriginal protesters In a brief made public Monday, Amnesty 
international Canada added its voice to those who say the bill would go beyond genuine security threats 
to ensnare those who mount demonstrations that fall outside the strict letter of the law. The Conservatives 
brought in the bill which would broaden the Canadian Security Intelligence Service's mandate following 
the murders of two Canadian soldiers last October. The legislation would give CSIS the ability to disrupt 	y_Cr•trd 
terror plots, make it easier for police to limit the movements of a suspect, expand no-fly list powers, crack 
down on terrorist propaganda, and remove barriers to sharing security-related Information. The new 	ar 
disruptive powers do not apply to "lawful" advocacy, protest and dissent, but Amnesty fears they could be 
used against activists who protest without an official permit or despite a court order. Canada must not slipt, 
into the pattern seen elsewhere In the world of leaving human rights behind in the name of protecting 	IV 
national security. Amnesty warns. "It is absolutely vital that terrorist threats be addressed through 
measures that are in keeping with international human rights obligations,' said Alex Neve, secretary 
general of Amnesty International Canada. The House of Commons public safety committee plans to hear 
more than 50 witnesses on the bill beginning Tuesday. The amendment flows from court judgments that 
took issue with CSIS's powers to operate outside Canada including a biting one by Federal Court Justice 
Richard Mosley that criticized CSIS for requesting warrants to track two Canadians with technical help 
from the Communications Security Establishment, Canada's electronic spy agency. CSIS failed to 
disclose to Mosley that CSE's foreign counterparts in the Five Eyes intelligence network could be called 
upon to help something the judge called "a deliberate decision to keep the court in the dark about the 
scope and extent of the foreign collection efforts." Though he has done so in the past, CSIS director 
Michel Coulombe was reluctant to provide updated figures, saying only that 'there are more and more 
people' seeking to join militants overseas. "It is growing incrementally," Coulombe said. "So it's not in the 
thousands today." Updating the figure continually could "reveal where we have to deploy resources," he 
added. 	 #Ai_4-akIwos, 
Spy watchdog expects to see 'smaller slice' of CSIS activities in future 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskiii, 2015 03 10 
Ottawa - The executive director of the watchdog that keeps an eye on the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service is questioning whether the review body will have enough resources to do its job in the future. 
Michael Doucet, executive director of the Security Intelligence Review Committee, says the watchdog will 
see a smaller slice of CSIS's activities in coming years. Two bills before Parliament would reinforce the 
spy agency's long- standing ability to operate abroad and give it extensive new powers to disrupt security 
threats, rather than just gather information. Doucet told the Senate national security committee that his 
agency's annual budget has essentially been flat over the last number of years at about $3 million. He 
says the agency has enough resources to handle complaints about C515, certify the spy service's annual 
report to the public safety minister, and carry out seven or eight reviews of various issues. However, 
Douce! wonders whether that will be sufficient to "cover the waterfront" of CSIS's activities as the spy 
agency does more. "is that enough in the future given the complexity of the service's operations, is the 
question that we would have to ask ourselves," he told the senators Monday. 

Blaney touts counter-radicalization measures in anti-terror measures-D 
iPalitios.ca, Amanda Connolly, 2015 03 10 
Ottawa - After weeks of criticism of the Harper governments proposed counter-terrorism measures as too 
focused on the later stages of terrorist activity and not enough on the radicalization process, Public Safety 
Minister Steven Blaney today proved that the government has clearly digested that message. "Imagine if 
we were able to prevent radicalization from happening rather than responding to terrorist acts," Blaney 
said before the Senate defence committee. The committee is considering Bill C-44, the Protecting 
Canadians Against Terrorists Act, which was tabled in October following deadly attacks on Canadian 
soldiers in St.-Jean-sur-Richelieu and Ottawa. Blaney touted the bill as addressing key holes in 0515's 
mandate and also touched on the ways he wants to work with communities to build a stronger framework 
for countering radicalization. For his part, 0515 director Michel Coulombe spoke about the need to 
address the increasing number of Canadians being radicalized and wanting to fight overseas. Coulombe 
said he did not want to give the number of Canadians being monitored or fighting overseas, noting simply 
that the number is increasing. However, committee members urged him to consider releasing those 
numbers to keep the public engaged and connected to the threat. Blaney responded by saying it's more 
important Canadians realize the shortfalls intelligence agencies face in tracking people who do decide to 
go abroad and stressed C- 44 would allow CSIS to expand its work globally to keep track of such people. 
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Kenney says homegrown terrorism now a 'reality' 
Ottawa Citizen, Mark Kennedy, 2015 03 09 
Ottawa - Defence Minister Jason Kenney is warning Canadians that homegrown terrorism in this country 
is now a "reality," and they should not ignore the likelihood of more "jihadist attacks." Moreover, he says 
the threat of terrorism has never been greater and some Canadians are guilty of 'wilful blindness" about 
the interconnection of "jihadi violence throughout the world. Kenney delivered his message in a sober 
speech Saturday to a conference organized by the Manning Centre for Building Democracy. ". Kenney 
said the "brutal attacks" last October in Quebec and Ottawa struck at the heart of Canada's democratic 
institutions, "making clear that Canadians are not immune." He pointed to other past examples - the 
"Toronto 18" terrorist cell that was caught in 2006, a plot to bomb the B.C. legislature, and the trial against 
the alleged Via Rail bombers. Kenney said Canadians merely have to consider these examples lo know 
there is a probability of future jihadist attacks on our own soil." In past years, he said, Canadians have 
concluded their "peaceable dominion" can avoid real threats because of ''our geographic remoteness, our 
prosperity and our peaceful pluralism, and the generous dispensation of the American security umbrella." 
Those days are long gone, he said, thanks to the rise of jihadism. The government's bill, C-51, has drawn 
controversy in recent weeks. Critics say it gives too much power to CSIS and the RCMP, and will threaten 
civil liberties without sufficient independent oversight. The bill redefines threats to national security to 
include, among other things, interference with critical infrastructure, including cyber systems, and to the 
"economic and financial stability" of Canada. 
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Projet lot C-61 le ministre Steven Blaney pourfencl le Parti Quebecois 	crA,r. 	 )41  4,:f  
Le Journal de Quebec, Marc-Andre Gangon, 2015 03 08 	 444.70 
Ville De Quebec - (Bouillie pour les chats», ecampagne de propagande mensongere», le ministre federal 
de la Secured publique, Steven Blaney, denorize vivement la sortie du Parti quebecols contre le projet de 
loi C-51 sur le terrorisme.Les souverainistes epeuvent dormir tranquilles», meme si Ottawa eholsit darter 
de l'avant avec le projet de lot C-51, a assure le depute federal de Levis-Beilechasse, en entrevue avec 
notre Bureau parlementaire. Mercredi dernier, le porte-parole pequiste en matiere de justice, Alexandre 
Cloutier, a martele en point de presse qu'il craignait une veritable echasse aux sorcieres».Selon le Pare 
quebecois, les souverainistes, au rneme titre que les Autochtones, les environnementalistes et les 
etudiants risquent dAtre efiches » avec les nouveaux pouvoirs qui seraient confies aux autorites avec la 
loi C-51. «Des propos qui sont tenus manifestement par des gens qui ne se sont pas donne la eerie de 
lire le projet de lots, craft le ministre federal Steven Blaney. 

Daniel Therrien warns of Bill C-51's potential Impact on ordinary Canadians, saying the extent of 
its monitoring powers 'goes too far' 
Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc, 2015 03 06 
Ottawa - The government's anti-terrorism bill provides excessive powers to federal agencies to monitor 
and profile ordinary Canadians as part of the war on terror, the Privacy Commissioner is arguing. "Ali 
Canadians - not only terrorism suspects - will be caught in this web," Daniel Therrien said in an open 
letter published in The Globe and Mail. "Bill C-51 opens the door to collecting, analyzing and potentially 
keeping forever the personal information of all Canadians in order to find the virtual needle in the 
haystack. To my mind, that goes too far." The government's hand-picked watchdog has put together a full 
critique of the legislation, which he will release Friday morning and discuss in front of the committee that 
will start studying the legislation next week. 

Wife Bill C-61: Breaking down a most terrifying debate 	- ' 	• ' 	La  
Maclean's Magazine, Aaron Wherry, 2015 03 05 
When the House of Commons reconvenes next week, the public safety committee will begin its study of 
Bill C-51, the Conservative government's Anti-Terrorism Act, 2015. That study will he limited to nine 
hearings, in which MPs will confront a five-part bill that raises questions about national security and civil 
liberties. In its current form, C-51 would, among other things, give the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS) a new ability to disrupt potential threats, create a new crime of advocating for or promoting 
terrorism, and allow for greater sharing of information across government departments. While the parties 
stake out positions—the Conservatives staunchly in favour, the NDP resolutely against, the Liberals 
supportive but desiring changes—critics beyond Parliament Hill are raising concerns. To advance that 
discussion, Maclean's convened a call with two experts: Ray Boisvert, a security analyst who spent nearly 
30 years with CSIS, and Craig Forcese, a law professor at the University of Ottawa, who, along with Kent 
Roach, a professor at the University of Toronto, has written extensively about C-51. 

Ek-Tory senator questions spy powers 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2015 03 05 
Ottawa - A former Tory senator says the new powers proposed for Canada's spies under the 
Conservatives' new terror law are "unprecedented" in peace time. But Hugh Segal wonders if what 
Canadians are living through can properly be called "peace time." "I think the question is what we now 
face with ISIS, and what we face with networked, digital recruitment ... whether this is a different threat 
than what we faced 10 or 15 years ago," Segal said in an interview earlier this week. "And I would argue 
that it is." Bill C-51 would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service police- like powers to "disrupt" 
threats to Canada. CSIS would be able to use those powers to address terrorist threats, but also threats 
to Canada's infrastructure or economic stability. Both opposition parties and security experts have 
criticized the Conservatives for drastically expanding CSIS's powers, while declining to include more 
independent oversight over Canada's spies. Segal, who retired from the Senate last year and currently 
holds the post of master at Massey College, has long championed increased oversight for Canada's 
Intelligence agendas. Unlike our closest security partners, Canada has no parliamentary oversight of the 
country's various spy agencies. The review bodies Canada does have are dwarfed by the agencies 
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they're supposed to monitor. For instance, the Security Intelligence Review Committee with 17 
employees and a budget of under $3 million - is tasked with reviewing the operations of CSIS, with a 
projected budget of $537 million. The Communications Security Establishment - Canada's answer to the 
NSA, employing more than 2,1:00 - has a review body with an annual budget er around $2 million. 

Meet the professors behind the swift assault on C-61 
Maclean's Magazine, John Geddes, 2015 03 04 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper must wonder what's hit him. When Harper announced Bill C-51, known at 
the Anti-Terrorism Act, at a campaign- style event in Richmond Hill, Ont., on Jan. 30, he might reasonably 
have judged that his govemmenrs response to what he called 'violent jihadism" was a sure political 
winner. After all, polls show his Conservatives enjoy a solid edge over the New Democrats and Liberals 
on the fighting-terrorism file. On the policy details, the experts in security law at his disposal inside the 
federal public service easily outgun anyone in the opposition parties' research bureaus. What the 
Conservatives didn't figure into their calculations, however, was the scheduling of academic sabbaticals. 
It happens that both the University of Toronto's Kent Roach and the University of Ottawa's Craig Forcese-
-arguably the country's two top taw professors when it comes to national security—are both on breaks 
from their usual teaching duties. That gave Roach and Forcese ample time to join forces and mount a 
swift assault on C-51 unlike anything seen in a federal policy debate in recent memory. 

4?*40 Le SCRS a peu de pouvoir pour arreter le recruternent de terroristes, selon des experts 	4is, 'r 
h. 
flr .-gaiats.  

Radio-Canada Nouvelles, 2015 02 28 	 4.rt-
11.1 

 41r-wilt 
Ottawa - Le Service canadien du renseignement de secutite (SCRS) dispose de peu de merge de 	/4.N  
manoeuvre dans son mandat actuel pour prevenir le recrutement par des groupes radicaux tels que le 
groupe arme Etat islamique, selon des experts en securite.g Ce West pas illegal de quitter le pays h, 
souligne le professeur a l'Universite MacEwan d'Edmontan Jean-Christophe Boucher. g Ce n'est pas 
illegal de payer le billet d'avion de quelqu'un d'autre. Ce n'est pas illegal, a certaines conditions, de 
convaincre quelqu'un de partir A retranger a, fait-ii valoir.Cette semalne, Radio-Canada a revels plusieurs 
cas de jeunes femmes qui ant quitte le pays pour rejoindre les rangs du groupe arme Etat islamique 
(EI).Dans l'une de ces revelations, une femme d'Edmanton Vest dite furieuse que sa scour, qui etatt 
surveillee par le SCRS, ait pu quitter le pays rete dernier pour tallier l'El.4( Je ne comprends pas pourqual 
ils ne font pas arretee A l'aeroport de Toronto. Elle ma raconte lors d'une conversation qu'lls ravalent 
sutvie tout au long de son voyage a, a-t-elle affirms. 

ISIS recruits' beliefs usually known by families, Steven Blaney says 
CBC.CA, Laura Payton, 2015 02 27 
Ottawa - In most cases where someone is willing to travel for terror-related reasons, those around them 
are aware of their beliefs, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney said Thursday, as he urged people to 
report those cases to officials. "We all have a responsibility and our studies clearly demonstrate that in 80 
per cent of the [cases], when an individual is willing to travel fora terrorist purpose, the people around are 
aware or informed of that situation," Blaney said outside the House of Commons. "It is important to report 
it to the authorities for the well-being of that individual, for not being further radicalized and also saving 
human lives." CBC News reported Wednesday on a woman in Edmonton who recruited a Canadian 
woman to join ISIS. On Thursday, media reports said six Quebeckers had travelled to Turkey and are 
believed to be on their way to Syria to join jihadists there. Blaney said Wednesday that Canada 'cannot 
become an exporter of terrorism" by letting Canadians travel to join ISIS. Blaney urged MPs to move 
faster on Bill C-51, his proposed anti-terrorism legislation, which would vastly expand the powers of the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). 

CSIS needs power to stop high-risk travellers, says Steven Blaney 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2016 02 26 
Canada must take action to prevent its citizens from travelling abroad for terrorist purposes, Public Safety 
Minister Steven Blaney said after a CBC News investigation revealed a 23-year-old Edmonton woman 
travelled to Syria after being radicalized. 'Clearly, Canada cannot become an exporter of terrorism. This 
is not the Canadian way of living," Blaney said Wednesday. The woman, whom CBC News is calling 
Aisha to protect her identity, made the journey to Syria to join up with ISIS last summer, after taking an 
online course to study the Qur'an taught by a woman based in Edmonton, according to her older sister 
Rabia (whose name has also been changed). Blaney said the Conservative-backed Bill C-51 which 
would bolster CSIS's powers, allowing the security agency to disrupt the travel plans or financial 
transactions of Canadians the agency believes have been radicalized — Is aimed at preventing stories just 
like Aisha's. "In Bill C- 51, there are provisions that enable our intelligence officers to interact with the 
families and the communities, not only to engage in a discussion but to reduce the threat and prevent 
individuals from travelling," he said. "Currently, we are not able to prevent a high-risk traveller from 
boarding an airplane. WM the bill, we will be able to prevent those individuals from getting on board.... So 
that's the threat diminishment measure that is in the bill, that clearly would have helped to avoid that kind 
of situation." Blaney said the bill which has prompted vocal opposition from civil Ebertarlans and privacy 
advocates --would also criminalize the promotion of terrorism. 

Harper urges swiffOassage otanti-terrorbillls NOP calls for full study 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 25 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper is urging a House of Commons committee to study the 
government's anti-terror bill as quickly as possible, in spite of accusations the Conservatives are using 
their majority to rush the legislation onto the books. NDP Leader Tom Mulcair told the Commons on 
Tuesday it is essential to scrutinize the bill, and asked Harper to ensure that security and human rights 
experts are not only heard, but also heeded. The Conservatives brought In the bill - which would 
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significantly expand the powers of Canada's spy agency - following the murders of two Canadian soldiers . 
last October. The bill would also make it easier for authorities to control the movements of terror suspects, 
expand no-fly Ilst powers, crack down on extremist propaganda and outlaw encouraging someone to 
commit a terrorist act. 

Anti-terror act risks creating 'grey area' with RCMP 
Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc, 2015 02 24 
Ottawa - Beefing up the powers of Canada's spy agency will come at the expense of the RCMP's ability to 
investigate and prosecute terrorists, security and legal experts are warning. In addition, giving new 
powers to the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to "disrupt" security threats will increase the role of 
political officials in law-enforcement operations in Canada, experts said. The federal governments 
proposed Anti-Terrorism Act has sparked a fierce debate between proponents of security and defenders 
of civic rights. The Conservatives and Liberals voted to send the legislation to committee for further study 
- against the opposition of the NDP - on Monday night. Security experts are already raising questions 
over the government's decision to provide CSIS with new powers to disrupt terrorist threats, which stands 
to increase its overlapping areas of responsibility with the RCMP. in particular, CSIS agents would be 
able to stay much longer on a case before they call in the Mounties to open up a criminal investigation, as 
they frequently do under their joint responsibilities over national-security matters. 

:74C),1;1140e. Strong support for anti-terror legislation in Quebec: poll 	 .0"1 	
- fr, wits, Maclean's Magazine, Nick Taylor-Valsey, 2015 02 20 	 .s." Ottawa - If four prime ministers, five retired Supreme Court judges, three former justice ministers, four 	40140,6. 

past solicitors general, three ex-members of the Security Intelligence Review Committee, two recent 
privacy commissioners, and a longtime RCMP watchdog all sign a letter, find willing publishers at The 
Globe and Mail and La Presse, and criticize a sitting governments direction in the middle of a 
tremendously important public debate about their country's safety, whatever they write is news. "The lack 
of a robust and integrated accountability regime for Canada's national security agencies makes it difficult 
to meaningfully assess the efficacy and legality of Canada's national security activities," wrote Jean 
Chretien, Paul Martin, Joe Clark and John Turner, who roped In a lengthy cast of co- signatories. "This 
poses serious problems for public safety and for human rights." 

Head of Air India inquiry 'comfortable' with terror bill 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 201502 17 
Ottawa—The mission of prosecuting terrorists should return to the Department of Justice and be led by a 
special prosecutor with a dedicated team of litigators, retired Supreme Court justice John Major told a 
Senate committee Monday. The creation of a "director of terrorist prosecutions" was one of two 
suggestions Major made to the committee inquiring into security threats facing Canada. The other is an 
enhanced role for the national security adviser. Beyond that, the man who headed a four-year 
commission of inquiry into the 1985 terrorist bombing of Air India Flight 182, said he is "comfortable" with 
the Conservatives' proposed Anti-terrorism Act. Bill C-51 would give significant new powers to the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to carry out covert activities to disrupt national security 
threats. It would also criminalize the promotion of terrorism; make it easier for police to arrest and detain 
individuals without charge as suspected national security threats; allow government departments to share 
personal information about individuals suspected of "undermining the security of Canada"; and much 
more. 

Former CSIS officer warns new federal anti-terror bill will 'lead to lawsuits, embarrassment' 
Postmedia News, Stephen Maher, 2015 02 14 
Toronto - Former CSIS officer Francois Lavigne is alarmed by the Conservative government's new antl-
terror bill.He believes the measures proposed in C-51 are unnecessary, a threat to the rights of 
Canadians and that the prime minister is using fascist techniques to push the bill.Mr. Lavigne started his 
career with the RCMP security service in 1983, before the CSIS was estalAishedlwas hired by the barn 
burners,' he said in an interview last week. "1 went to work for the FlU unit, the foreign interference unit. 
And that was where the barn burners came from."The barn burners were the off-the-leash Mounties 
whose law-breaking ways led to the McDonald Commission, which led to the establishment of Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service in 1984.Mr. Lavigne, who went from the Mounties to CSIS and later worked 
overseeing spies in the solicitor general's office, likes GSM's design. it was set up as an intelligence-
gathering body, not an enforcement agency, actively overseen by an inspector general and reviewed by 
the Security Intelligence Review Committee. 

Targeting methods raise concerns about CSIS powers 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze, 2015 02 11 
Toronto - When Canada's spies designate someone as a "target" of a terrorism probe, they input that 
information with one of four labels - "terrorist." "extremist," "supporter' and "sympathizer." From there, the 
spy service determines whether the target is a Level One or Level Two threat. Only the latter can be put 
under the surveillance of bugging devices or paid infiltrators. Newly released documents provide details 
on the targeting methodology now being used by Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the secretive 
agency that's about to be given new enforcement powers through legIslation. The recently added ability to 
deem "sympathizers" as national- security threats means CSIS may already be casting a wider net to 
head off the threat posed by jihadis. Yet observers, including one retired spy- service executive, point out 
that fundamental changes are occurring at a time when Parliament has come under criticism for lax 
scrutiny of spying. "Where's the ongoing accountability, and review, that the system contemplates, and 
depends upon frankly?' said Geoffrey O'Brian, a retired former CSIS chief of counterintelligence. Mr. 
O'Brian says CSIS targeting is now less centralized than it was a decade ago, when the agency's chief 
personally vetted most major targeting decisions. Documents now suggest the next rung of CSIS 
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executives oversees such decisions. The Globe and Mail recently obtained two 2013 CSIS documents 
stamped "seder - internal reports on whether the spy service is following the rules of its warrant and 
targeting programs. The CSIS Internal Audit Branch reports, released under Access to Information laws, 
looked at two years of records. Auditors determined the spying powers were being exercised lawfully. 
However, some criticisms and the specific numbers related to CSIS "targets" were redacted. 

Privacy rights won't be trampled in terror fight, says public safety minister 
The Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 07 
Ottawa - The privacy rights of Canadians will be respected under new anti-terrorism legislation that would 
allow more information-sharing with the United States, says Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney. Blaney 
has been discussing security issues in London with U.S. Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson and 
ministerial counterparts from Britain, Australia and New Zealand. On the sidelines of the Five Eyes 
meeting, he and Johnson talked about strengthening bilateral information exchanges, including case-
specific sharing on citizens suspected of terrorism-related activity. Blaney said only information about 
high-risk travellers would be shared under a memorandum of understanding that conforms with Canadian 
privacy law. 

u44 Expert says new powers for CSIS a worry 	 xijO, :  
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 201502 05 
Ottawa - Proposed antiterrorism legislation that dramatically expands the powers of Canada's spy agency 
Is a gross overreaction that would grant the state impunity to trample Charter rights and reduce judges to 
'enablers of !Regality," a leading expert on national security law charges. Craig Forcese, a longtime 
University of Ottawa law scholar, says the governments Bill C-51, tabled in the Commons fast week, also 
would allow Canadian Security Intelligence Service agents to conduct warrantless clandestine operations, 
chill freedom of expression and harm police anti- radicalization efforts by criminalizing some of the 
language of terrorism and therefore discouraging frank discussion from Muslim communities. Part of the 
sweeping legislation, introduced last week, would amend the 1984 CSIS Ad to fundamentally change the 
agency's core mandate. CSIS collects, analyses and reports to the federal government information about 
'Threats to the security of Canada" - from terrorism and espionage to foreign influenced activities. Its a 
broad mandate, but the powers CSIS has to enforce it are purposely limited to intelligence collection. 
That's because its forerunner, the RCMP Security Service, was disgraced and disbanded following 
revelations of "dirty tricks" against left-wing radicals and Quebec separatists in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. Its intelligence-collection powers include court-authorized search-and-seizure techniques, such as 
human and electronic surveillance of suspects, mail openings and other intrusive measures. C-51, if 
passed - it now has Liberal party support too - would change that. CSIS could actively target people, 
places and things to "reduce" threats to the security of Canada. According to the bill, the new measures 
would have to be reasonable and proportional to the circumstances. Forcese says the bill could lead 
CSIS into dangerous territory with Canadians' Charter rights and other laws, creating future grounds for a 
constitutional court challenge.. 

Liberals to support Conservative anti-terror bill, will address the 'gaps' later 
Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc, 2015 02 05 
Ottawa - The Liberal Party is ready to ignore "gape in Ottawa's anti-terrorism bill and vote in its favour, 
while the NDP plans to put up a fight and could still oppose the proposed legislation. The two parties were 
united in opposition to Canada's combat mission in Iraq last year, but they are heading in different 
directions in regards to Bill C-51, known as the Anti-Terrorism Act (2015). After a caucus meeting on 
Wednesday, Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau announced his party will support plans to beef up the powers 
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the RCMP, and to criminalize the promotion of 
terrorism. Mr. Trudeau said his priority will be to "address the gaps" in the bill. In particular, the Liberals 
will push for parliamentary oversight of Canada's national security agencies, and try to add a sunset 
clause that would force Parliament to evaluate the legislation before it is periodically re-enacted. 

Edward Snowden speaks to Toronto students, urges caution on new terror bill 
Canadian Press, Adam Miller, 201502 03 
Toronto - Former U.S. intelligence contractor turned whlstleblower Edward Snowden says citizens of the 
world, including Canadians, should be "extraordinarily cautious" when their governments try to pass new 
laws under the guise of an increased threat of terrorism. Legislation tabled last Friday would give the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service powers to actively disrupt threats, not just collect information 
about them. Snowden, who remains in Russia after leaking U,S. National Security Agency documents, 
says citizens of any country should have concerns about this type of legislation. "I would say we should 
always be extraordinarily cautious when we see governments trying to set up a new secret police within 
their own countries," Snowden sa id_ Monday night during a video conference organized by Upper Canada 
College in Toronto. Intelligence powers used by governments in ways related to political ideologies, 
radicalization, influence of governments and how people develop their politics are cause for concern, the 
farmer NSA analyst added. 

MacKay once backed spy.oversight now rejected by Tories 
Globe and Mail, DanieiLeblanc and Steven Chase, 2015 02 03 
Ottawa - One of the Conservative cabinet ministers responsible for Ottawa's new anti-terrorism legislation 
once advocated parliamentary oversight of Canada's spy agencies, which the government now rejects as 
unnecessary even as it expands the powers of this country's national security apparatus. Justice Minister 
Peter MacKay stood beside Prime Minister Stephen Harper last week when the government unveiled a 
bill that would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service new authority to disrupt terror plots and 
lengthen the number of days individuals can be held on suspicion they may commit terror ads. As deputy 
leader of the Conservative Party in 2005, Mr. MacKay argued forcefully for giving MPs and senators a 
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role in overseeing Canadian spies. "When you talk about a credible oversight body, I would suggest 
that a parliamentary body is going to have more credibility because of its independence and because of 
the fact that there is also parliamentary accountability that will be brought to bear," Mr. MacKay said in 
October of that year. "To that end, 1 suggest that it would also cause a little bit more diligence on the part 
of the security agents themselves, just knowing that this oversight body was in place." Asked to comment 
Monday, Mr. MacKay said circumstances have altered his opinion. 

Anti-terror Legislation—Commentary 	4  
144.001, 

Security our goal 	 4 /• Ofn itee 
Leader-Post (Regina), Steven Blaney, 2015 05 01 
Letter To the Editor: I was disappointed to read Greg Fingas's April 23 column, "Growing mistrust of Tory 
terror bill." The federal government Is addressing issues of national security and ensuring Canada's 
collective preparedness to respond to terrorist threats. There is no more important duty for any 
government than the safety and security of its citizens. I would tike to Clarify a few important points 
regarding Bill C- 51. It is designed to help authorities stop planned attacks, criminalize the promotion of 
terrorism and prevent terrorists from travelling and recruiting others. Without security, there cart be no 	4%, 
liberty. Furthermore, Bill C-51 will provide our police forces and national security agencies with the tools 4-,̀..94a2.., 
they need to prevent, detect, deny and respond to threats. Through Bill C-51 the government will re they  
systemic barriers, eliminate intelligence gaps, and allow for faster sharing of critical Inforrnation.(Note: 	;,i)e  
Blaney is federal minister of public safety and emergency preparedness.) 	 -.AF4V 

HOW C41 will undermine Canada's business climate: An open letter from BO Canadian business 
leaders 	 •"q 
National Post, Multiple VVOters, 2015 04 21 
Comment: The challenge of being Canadian today is to uphold our values of openness, tolerance, and 
trust of others. while maintaining a very real understanding of the dangers of terrorism and the 
government's need to protect us. But sometimes this balance is not struck correctly and we, as business 
people and entrepreneurs, are convinced that Bili C-51 is not balanced the way we as Canadians would 
want. Many have spoken of the impact that Bill C-51 will have on Canadians in their everyday lives, so let 
us speak to the business impacts. We work with international clients, and we fear that this proposed 
legislation will undermine international trust in Canada's technology sector, thereby stifling the kinds of 
business our respective technology companies can generate when that level of trust is high. We believe 
that, despite the rising tide of the knowledge economy, this legislation threatens to undermine Canada's 
reputation and change our business climate for the worse: First, we must not allow censorship to become 
commonplace. Bill C-51 provides too much leeway for the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service 
(CSIS) to take unjustified actions against our businesses, including the takedown of websites. As it 
stands, C-51 criminalizes language in excessively broad terms that may place the authors of innocent 
tweets and the operators of online platforms such as Facebook, and Twitter, along with Canada's 
Hootsuite and Slack, at risk of criminal sanction for activities carried out on their sites. The Bill further 
empowers CSIS to take unspecified and open-ended 'measures, which may include the overt takedown 
of multi-use websites or other communications networks with or without any judicial supervision. Second, 
we believe that Bill C-51 will effectively grant the Communications Security Establishment (CSE), which is 
empowered to assist CS1S, an implicit offensive mandate to act within Canada. 

The government has not made its case for C-51 
Globe and Mail Online, Kent Roach and Craig Forcese, 2015 03 30 
Op-ed: We must exercise caution in judging the government's amendments to its security law, C-51. We 
have received what appears to be the official government language. There is some good, some bad and 
much that remains ugly. First the good: it is helpful that the proposed changes will now exclude from the 
national security information sharing regime protests of all sort, and not just protest complying with each 
and every regulatory law. The amendments will also temper language that might have authorized further 
sharing of information to "anyone", including in disregard of security caveats attached to that information. 
But in all other respects the government has disregarded warnings of the Privacy Commissioner (and 
many others) about the reach and potentially ungovernable nature of this vast privacy-limiting power. 
Downstream sharing can still take place so long as it is "in accordance with law", which include many 
exceptions to privacy. Even more distressingly, the government refuses to redress in any intelligible way 
concerns with proposed new CSIS powers. Instead, its amendments seem to offer a simple proviso that 

w 	CSIS shall not have "law enforcement powers". But that expression, a colloquial one rarely used in 

	

4 	Canadian law, raises new interpretive headaches. We assume it means that CSIS will not haVe Criminal 

	

be 	Code powers of arrest. We never thought it did. But arrest does not exhaust all the forms of detention 
exercised by state agencies. If CSIS wishes to detain or Interrogate, It wilt do so for threat disruption 
purposes, not law enforcement". 

The first duty of government Is citizens' safety 
Hamilton Spectator, Steven Blaney, 201503 25 
Op-ed: Following the introduction of the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2015, many Canadians have voiced their 
opinions on this important piece of legislation. Bill C-51 will protect our rights and freedoms by providing 
better tools to confront the twin challenges of our time: radicalization and terrorism. As Canada's minister 
of public safety, I want to ensure the debate over C-51 is based on facts and not the alarmist mythology 
advanced by some critics of the bit, including the Liberals, the NDP and certain academics. Following 
terrorist attacks at Saintelea n-sur-Richelieu, Que., and in the heart of our democracy, Parliament Hill, we 
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have a moral Imperative to act. The first duty of any government is the safety its citizens. We must not fail 
in that duty. The Anti-Terrorism Act, 2015 proposes the following measures in order to better protect 
Canadians: Criminalizing the promotion of terrorism, including websites promoting jihad; Granting 
authority to the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to disrupt threats while ensuring our courts 
exercise close oversight of such activities; Enhancing Canada's Passenger Protect Program to prevent 
people seeking to participate in terrorist activities from travelling by air; Making it easier for law 
enforcement agencies to detain suspected terrorists before they can carry out attacks; Enabling the 
effective but responsible sharing of relevant national security information between federal departments 
and agencies. Many allied countries intelligence agencies already have the capacity to disrupt threats in 
exactly the same way. Note: Steven Blaney is Canada's minister of public safety and emergency 
preparedness 

101'414 oke, 
Done right, 0-51 can balance freedom and security 	b) 410., '9  /0 
Globe and Mail, Christian Leuprech, 2015 03 17 	 #4, 
Op-ed In debating the federal governments anti-terrorism legislation, Bill C-51, we would do well to 
remember that there is a reason even Pierre Trudeau insisted on protecting freedom of expression rather 
than "Freedom of speech" in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms: unlike the United States, 
there was a broad consensus that we did not want to afford neo-Nazis constitutional protection to march 
through Jewish neighbourhoods (National Socialist Party of America vs. Village of Skokie, 1977). 
Similarly, we do not want salafist Jihadists abusing their adulterated interpretation of Islam to lure the 	zr 
unsuspecting back to the moral ice age. More Related to this Story Far from creating a police state, C-51 r 	Wee 
is merely getting Canada caught up to the rest of the civilized world. Living thousands of miles from the 11/010-04 
world's hotspots, Canadians have until lately enjoyed the privilege of being able to bury their heads In the 
sand. But globalization has made Canada as vulnerable to violent extremism as our allies. The difference 
is that most of them have long had In place the provisions in C-51 that have caused such heated debate 
in Canada: measures of detention that are clearly distinct from arrest. risk-diminishment mandates for 
security intelligence, more robust provisions to stop people from boarding planes, and very robust 
provisions for sharing data, Mile controversy on C-51 abounds, all critics agree on one fundamental 
question: "How can the government assure me that my rights and freedoms have not been violated?' The 
question is hardly new. Note: Christian Leuprech is among the 48 witnesses called to testify on Bill C-51 
before the House of Commons Standing Committee on National Security. He is associate dean and 
associate professor at the Royal Military College of Canada, affiliated with Queen's University. 

Canada's Antiterror Gamble 
International New York Times, Craig Forcese, Kent Roach, 2015 03 12 
Op-ed from Ottawa - The Canadian Parliament is debating the country's most significant national security 
reform in over a decade. The proposed act, known as Bill C-51, would supplement antiterror laws enacted 
following 9/11. Responding to United Nations Security Council resolutions calling for the criminalization of 
terrorism, that legislation -- passed without partisan rancor modified Canada's criminal code, creating a 
host of new terror offenses. In contrast, Bill G-51, proposed in January by the Conservative government 
of Prime Minister Stephen Harper, is a highly politicized response in a parliamentary election year to the 
October terrorist attacks in Ottawa. With Conservatives controlling the House of Commons, it is widely 
expected to pass before Parliament breaks in June. Bill C-51 has many moving parts. Taking a 
breathtakingly broad view of national security, it facilitates information-sharing among federal institutions, 
with no robust limits on how that information may then be used (or misused). The legislation would 
augment police powers to preventively detain or restrict terror suspects. But when it comes to 
antiterrorism, its main goal is to enhance the covert powers of Canada's security services. Bill C-51 would 
authorize the C.S.I.S. to "take measures, within or outside Canada, to reduce national security threats. 
The government argues that this would enable a range of valuable actions, like allowing C.S.I.S. agents 
to speak with parents of potential terrorists. But the real endgame could be much more concerning. if the 
bill is passed, the C.S.I.S. could have the capacity to do things like block the return of Canadians fighting 
abroad; remove Web postings it found threatening; drain bank accounts; engage in disinformation 
campaigns; or bypass traditional police channels in order to detain suspects. The bill's main safeguard 
would be judicial warrants, required when potential agency actions would contradict Canadian law or 
contravene rights enshrined in the country's Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 
Note: Craig Forcese and Kent Roach are law professors specializing in antiterrorism law at, respectively, 
the Universities of Ottawa and Toronto. 

SRC doesn't meet test of robust oversight 
Times Colonist (Victoria), Cohn Kenny, 2015 03 06 
Comment: Prime Minister Stephen Harper loves to claim the review body for the Canadian Security 
intelligence Service provides "robust" oversight. If by "robust," he means weak, ineffective and half-
baked, then I agree with him. lf, however, he means the word as it is conventionally understood, Harper 
couldn't be further from the mark. The responsibility for keeping an eye on Canada's national security 
officials rests with the Security Intelligence Review Committee. But committee members themselves 
admit they are struggling to carry out their duties. Every year, SIRC releases a departmental performance 
report that outlines its accomplishments and challenges, Its latest report paints a grim picture. It says that 
there are "many inherent risks associated with [SIRC's) small size." These risks are unsurprising given 
that the committee's annual budget of $2.8 million is a mere half a per cent of CSIS's $513 million in 
funding. SIRC only has 17 staff and five members to monitor the activities of CSIS -an organization that 
has arrangements with 265 foreign agencies in 144 countries, employs about 2,500 personnel, and has 
14 district and regional offices across Canada. To make matters worse, committee appointments are part-
time, and they met on only nine occasions last year. (Note: Colin Kenny is former chairman of the Senate 
Committee on National Security and Defence.) 
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If you're so sure of C-61, debate it 
National Post, Tom Mulcair, 2015 03 03 
Op-ed: Justice Minister Peter MacKay is out of touch with reality when he pretends the official Opposition 
is on "the sidelines' of Bill C-51 ('Freedom and security, hand in hand, Feb, 28). In fact, New Democrats 
have been on the front line - leading the charge - opposing Conservative schemes to ram it through 
Parliament at all costs. If the minister and his government were really serious about security, they 
wouldn't shy away from meaningful study and debate of this sweeping new bill. The NDP knows that 
public safety is the priority of any government and we are not alone in our opposition to bill C-51. A 
growing list of eminent Canadians are adding their voices to the chorus of those saying the 
Conservatives' socalled anti- terror legislation goes too far. Four former prime ministers are concerned 
with the bill's broad measures; the privacy commissioner - an officer of Parliament - lacks the power and 
resources to provide oversight of C-51; and Canada's reputation is being famished as international media 
report the Conservative bill could open the door to human rights abuses. Last week, New Democrats 
were calling on the government to allow a full range of experts and others concerned about the bill to 
testify at committee in order to develop practical amendments that will strengthen oversight and protect 
Canadians' freedoms. Instead, the government decided to cut off debate and to play more politics that 
puts our freedoms at risk. The government wants to give CSIS a huge new mandate without improving its 
oversight: Minister MacKay says the best way to protect our fundamental freedoms is to rely on our 	4946, 
independent judiciary. Regular attacks on Canada's courts when they don't rule in the government's 	/ 
favour show the Conservatives' disdain for an independent judiciary, but the issue here is that judges 	0, or, ,74,41, 
cannot be asked to replace the role of civilian oversight for our nation's security. It is also hard to 	14,14:4", 
understand why the minister would object to Canada's elected officials providing security oversight, when 
you consider how one of their appointments to head the Security intelligence Review Committee is now 
sitting in a Panamanian jail. Note: Tom Mulcair is the leader of the Official Opposition and the NDP. 

•S'ee 
What real oversight would look like 
National Post, Cohn Kenny, 2015 03 02 
Op-ed: If the Prime Minister thought public pressure to institute a more robust review system for national 
security would slowly die down, he has miscalculated. Recently, a number of former prime ministers and 
Supreme Court justices penned an open letter calling for the government to keep a closer eye on federal 
intelligence activities. While certainly increasing the visibility of the issue, the fetter was lacking as far as 
specific policy prescriptions. There are a number of concrete steps the government should take to 
address the gap in national security accountability. Chief among those are improving the integrity of the 
application process for national security warrants, re-establishing the Office of the Inspector General of 
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, and expanding the Security Intelligence Review Committees 
(SIRC) size, capabilities and mandate. National security officials usually seek between 40 and 50 new 
warrants each year in addition to the 150 to 250 renewals or replacements. The prime minister argues 
that the involvement of federal court judges is a check on the bureaucracy. It may well be, but we should 
also note that the overwhelming majority of these warrant applications are approved. With CSIS now 
designating terrorist 'sympathizers" as national security threats and the authority to make targeting 
decisions being delegated to lower level officials, 

Freed= and security, hand in hand 2.4.• of 	-vet 	; 
National Post, Peter MacKay, 2015 02.28 
0pEd: I reject the assertions of NDP leader Thomas Mulcair's recent op-ed in the National Post 
(Canadians' rights are at risk, Feb. 19). Now that Bill C-51, the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2015, has passed 
second reading in the House of Commons, I wish to provide a reality check to Mr. Mulcair's continued 
opposition to these crucial anti-terrorism measures.The world has been shocked by recent atrocities 
perpetuated by jihad' terrorists We have witnessed outrageous acts of violence by extremists who attack 
those that don't share their narrow and oppressive ideologies. As a result, acts of terror have been carded 
out across Western nations, most recently in France, Belgium, Australia, Denmark and here at home in 
Canada. Today, we are part of a global struggle againsIjisjjistit brutal extremism, including in the fight 
against ISIL. Mr. Mulcair has proposed that we ignore this fact by voting against the Anti-Terrorism Act.On 
many occasions, the excellent work of our national security agencies and police forces has foiled 
attempts to terrorize Canadians. Recent attacks in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu and on Parliament Hill in our 
nation's capital have revealed that terrorism is evolving. Our government introduced the Anti-Terrorism 
Act to keep up with the everchanging terror tactics which confront us.The government's focus is on 
serious threats to the security of Canada, such as espionage, sabotage and foreign influenced 
clandestine operations, as already outlined in the CSIS Act. Our security agencies are interested only in 
those who pose a serious threat to Canada's security.Both Liberal leader Justin Trudeau and Mr. Mulcalr 
have wrongly stated that the new powers granted to national security agencies tasked with protecting 
Canadians are not subject to proper oversight. They would rather see Canada's national security 
oversight put in the hands of politicians; however, the best way to protect the fundamental freedoms of 
Canadians is to rely on our independent judiciary. Such oversight is further strengthened by the Security 
Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC), which provides independent, expert, third-party advice regarding 
compliance with the law.(Note: Peter MacKay is the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada.) 

Security reforms raise questions on human rights 
Ottawa Citizen, Alex Neve, 2015 02 26 
Op-ed: There is so much packed into the governments current national-security law reform, it Is hard to 
know where to focus Bills C-44 and C-51, currently before Parliament, constitute the most substantial 
and controversial overhaul of Canada's national-security landscape since the 2001 terrorist attacks. The 
weeks to come will see much debate about the human rights consequences of CSIS's unprecedented 
new powers to act to reduce security threats and to apply for Federal Court warrants authorizing charter 
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violations as part of that process. There will be discussion of the vagueness of the new criminal offence of 
advocating or promoting the commission of terrorism offences in general and the certainty that this will 
both Intrude on and chili free expression in the country. Indigenous peoples, environmental activists, 
human rights campaigners and others will worry that the new measures protect only "lawful" advocacy, 
dissent and protest, an Intentional retrenching from current laws that recognize that protests that are not 
lawful in the sense of having a city hall permit are nonetheless not criminal, are protected under the 
charter and should not, by any twisted interpretation, be lumped in with terrorism. Bill C-44 and Bill C-51 
both establish that CSIS can be active outside Canada, a dramatic departure from the agency's mandate, 
which has always been limited to operating within the country.. 

The anti-terror bill is a work in progress 
National Post, Wayne Easter, 2015 02 25 
Letters: After the deadly attacks on military officers in Quebec and on Parliament Hill In October, we must 
consider how best to protect Canadians from modem terrorist threats while safeguarding our values. 
Although the governments new anti-terrorism legislation, Bill C-51, takes some proper steps in that 
direction, it will need fixing. The Liberal Party is well aware of the tough issues and sensitivities involved. 
We will support C-51 because of measures that will help keep Canadians safe: making better use of no- 
fly lists, building on the powers of preventive arrest and allowing more coordinated information sharing in 
government. Beyond laws, there are real worries this government is not providing enough resources to iirA, 
the task. Our existing review body for the Canadian spy agency, CSIS, has raised doubts about its 
capacity after the government left vacancies on its board open for years. We must also ensure our

41  
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security services have what they need to do their jobs, without depriving them of resources in other area, 
- especially in light of recent budget cuts. It is not enough for govemment to simply say 'trust us." That 
trust must be earned, it must be checked and it must be renewed. 

Terror's limits 	 -446i3ko4  
Globe and Mail, Hugh Segal, 2015 02 20 
Commentary: As Parliament debates Bill C-51, the new anti-terror legislation, and the oversight issue is 
justifiably raised, them is a bill in the Senate - S-220 - that affords all sides an opportunity to make 
progress (A Close Eye On Security Makes Canadians Safer - Feb. 19). 8-220, which I proposed last 
spring, seconded by then-senator Romeo Dallaire, creates the kind of joint and multipartisan legislative 
oversight that mirrors what is used by the U.K, U.S. and France. It provides for in-camera hearings, 
regular review of the plans, approaches and budgets of security agencies, and genuine statutory 
oversight by parliamentarians from both Houses. In the U.K., the committee of parliamentarians 
membership includes, among others, sitting MPs and lords who were former police chiefs, chiefs of the 
defence staff and home secretaries. In both Canadian houses, we have ample parliamentarians with 
constructive experience in defence, police and other areas. The U.K. approach, initiated some 20 years 
ago, has never resulted in a leak or security breach. Here, the notion that the Security Intelligence Review 
Committee's retroactive, complaints-based approach to 0518 activity, or that relying on a retired judge 
and small staff who report on the Communications Security Establishment is sufficient is, at the very least, 
wildly optimistic. 
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Op-ed: In recent months, horrific terrorist attacks have shocked the world and united Canadians. 
Mourning has brought us together and strengthened our resolve to defend our way of life against the 
cowards wanting to intimidate us and erode our freedoms. That's the Canada that stood together in grief 
and defiance the day after the Parliament Hill shooting, pledging that violence would not - even for a day -
haft the work of our democracy. Unfortunately, at a time when we need responsible approaches to 
protecting Canadian values and freedoms, Prime Minister Harper is playing politics and putting our 
freedoms at risk. Canadians are right to suspect the Harper governments new anti-terror bill, C-51, goes 
too far. After careful review of this complex legislation and its negative impacts, the Official Opposition 
New Democrats will not support bill C-51. The Prime Minister is telling Canadians they need to choose 
between their security and their rights - that safety and freedom are mutually exclusive. Instead of putting 
forward concrete measures to make Canadians safer and protect our freedoms, Conservatives have put 
politics over principle and introduced a bill that is sweeping, dangerously vague, and likely ineffective. C-
51 would give CSIS a huge new mandate to "disrupt" the activities of people or groups it believes to pose 
a threat. That sounds OK, but the Minister for Public Safety and his officials refuse or are unable to 
describe what activities this new mandate covers, while experts are concerned it would lump legal dissent 
and protest together with actual terrorism. There are already serious deficiencies in oversight of CSIS. 
The last report from the under- resourced Security Intelligence Review Committee found that CSIS had 
'Seriously misted" the Committee in one investigation, and that the Committee faced "difficulties" and 
"significant delays" obtaining information about the spy agency's activities. This Is on top of the Harper 
Government's decision to eliminate the office of the CSIS Inspector General in 2012, which further 
weakened oversight. Wth these serious shortcomings it Is Irresponsible to give an agency such sweeping 
new powers without enhancing oversight to make certain freedom doesn't hang In the balance. Note: 
NDP leader Tom Mulcair is Canada's leader of the Official Opposition. 

A close eye on security makes Canadianssafer 
Globe and Mail, Jean Chretien, Joe Clark, Paul Martin and John Turner, 2015 02 19 
Op-ed: The four of us most certainty know the enormity of the responsibility of keeping Canada safe, 
something always front of mind for a prime' minister. We have come together with 18 other Canadians 
who have served as Supreme Court of Canada justices, ministers of justice and of public safety, 
solicitors-general, members of the Security and Intelligence Review Committee and commissioners 
responsible for overseeing the RCMP and upholding privacy laws. Among us, we have sewed in our 
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various public office roles from 1988 to 2014. Over that time we were faced with, and responded to, a 
range of pressing security concerns. We all agree that protecting public safety is one of government's 
most important functions and that Canada's national security agencies play a vital role in meeting that 
responsibility. Yet we ail also share the view that the lack of a robust and integrated accountability regime 
for Canada's national security agencies makes it difficult to meaningfully assess the efficacy and legality 
of Canada's national security activities. This poses serious problems for public safety and for human 
rights. A detailed blueprint for the creation of an integrated review system was set out almost a decade 
ago by Justice Dennis O'Connor in his recommendations from the Maher Arar inquiry, which looked into 
the role that Canada's national security agencies played in the rendition and torture of a Canadian citizen. 

CSIS-Bill C-61 moves us closer to end of privacy 
Toronto Star, Kent Roach and Craig Forcese, 2015 02 18 
Op-ed: The new information-sharing law in Bill C-51 will relax constraints on the flow of information 
between government agencies about "activities that undermine the security of Canada." This change has 
not received as much attention as have other features of the bill. This is unfortunate because, as with 
other features of Bill C-51, this proposed law is not balanced. "Big data' technology enables incredibly 
detailed and potentially intrusive monitoring and scrutiny of people's behaviour. Law stands as the 
bulwark against the end of privacy, and this bill makes the law weaker. Recent events raise real concerns 
about terrorism, and there may be a case for increased information sharing. The Air India Commission 
even recommended mandatory sharing by CSIS to prevent another such attack. So information sharing is 'b 
required. But it must be reasonable in its scope and be countered with effective review to ensure that thel...;").,;% 
information shared is reliable and respects privacy. Mote: Craig Forcese and Kent Roach teach national • 41,./40;7,9 
security at the Universities of Ottawa and Toronto respectively and Roach worked with both the Arar and 
Air India commissions. They have posted detailed legal analyses of Bill 0-51 at antiterrorlawca. 
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Globe and Mail, Steven Blaney, 2015 02 05 
Letter to the editor: Re Stephen Harper's Secret Policeman Bill (editorial, Feb. 2): The international phalli 
movement has declared war on Canada. Canadians are being targeted by jihadi terrorists simply because 
they hate our society and the values it represents. These threats require a strong response. That is why 
our government has put forward measures, such as the Anti-Terrorism Act, which protect Canadians 
against jihadi terrorists who seek to destroy the very principles that make Canada the best country in the 
world to live. As the Prime Minister said, our government rejects the argument that every time we talk 
about security, our freedoms are threatened. Canadians understand that their freedom and security go 
hand in hand and expect us to protect both. There are protections in this legislation to do exactly that. 
CSIS is not becoming a secret police force. The key powers of the new legislation are subject to judicial 
review and judicial authorization. In addition, a highly respected law school dean was appointed to the 
existing oversight body last Friday. Providing CSIS with new tools will ensure that gaps in sharing 
information about suspected terrorists do not limit its ability to prevent attacks on Canadians. Steven 
Blaney, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness 
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Portrait—Michel Coulombe grand patron des services secrets canadiens 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche, 2015 04 25 
Ottawa - Cost un personnage-cle pour la securite nationale du Canada. En matiere de terrorisme, de 
contre-espionnage, de menaces pour les xinterets canadiensx darts le monde, c'est beaucoup a lui que 
le gouvemement s'en remet. Son budget vient d'augmenter substantiellement et le projet de loi C-51 va 
etendre considerablement ses pouvoirs, comme it le souhaitait. Certains I'admirent, certains s'en mefient. 
Ma's dans ('ensemble, le public connait peu Michel Coulombe, directeur du Service canadien du 
renseignement de securite (SCRS). Portrait dun fidele soldat. Un soldat de l'ombre. 411 n'aime pas les 
projecteurs. D'ailleurs, ne va pas aimer ce, votre articles Le ton est donne. Michel Juneau-Katsuya, 
ancien cadre du SCRS qui connalt le directeur actuei depuls des iustres, resume Bien ('aura de secret qui 
entoure Michel Coulombe. 

Coniment wirer la controverse 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche, 2015 04 25 
Ottawa - Comrne dans pratiquement toutes les democraties, les services de renseignement canadiens se 
sont attire leur lot de critiques et de controverses, consequences de la nature meme de !curs activites et 
du secret qui lei entoure. Voici comment le directeur navigue a travers certains des ecueils 
rencontre sur son ctiemin.Des gens d'horizons aussi varies qua Is lanceur d'alerte americain Edward 
Snowden, des avocets de la defense, darociens juges de to Cour supreme et d'anciens premiers 
ministres ont deplore le manque de contrele. et  de surveillance des services de renselgnement canadiens. 
ell a etc demontre que dimportantes violations de drolts de la personne peuvent etre commises au nom 
de la securite nationale. Compte tenu du secret qui entoure les activites de securite nationale, des 
violations de droit peuvent ne pas etre relevees et demeurer sans recourso, dep‘oraient recernment dans 
une lettre ouverte les anciens premiers ministres Chretien, Martin, Clark et Turner. Los agents du SCRS 
ne sont pas syndiques,•certains font un travail risque et ils sont lies par un sceau du secret qui rend toute 
demands d'aide dIfficile en casde problemes. EA mon apoque, y even au une etude sur les griefs a 
!Interne: 93% d'entre eux etaient regles en favour du boss, et les 7% restant etaient des abandons. Les 
employes sent a la mere! de rorganisatlomb, se rappels Michel Juneau-Katsuya, anclen cadre dans ce 
service. La position du directeur: De I'avis de toutes les sources interrogees dans le cadre de ce 
reportage, Michel Coulombe s'est distingue par son accessibilite et son ecoute des employes, peu 
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Importe leur fonction. ail a mis !accent sur la communication. On pouvait lul poser des questions 
directement sur !Intranet et it repondalt. Les gens lui posalent des questions trenches a couteaux 
raconte Dave Charland, ex-agent du SCRS. 

Promised budget funds not a quick fix for security challenges: experts 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 04 23 
Ottawa - Hundreds of millions of dollars of promised new security spending in the federal budget will not 
be an instant solution to national law-enforcement challenges, academic analysts say. The pre-election 
budget doles out almost $293 million over five years to police and intelligence agencies for additional 
resources to fight extremism. 'This government will stand up to keep Canadians safe," Public Safety 
Minister Steven Blaney said Wednesday in the House of Commons. A spokesman for the minister 
stressed that security commentators have praised the planned expenditures as a step in the right 
direction. However, University of Ottawa intelligence expert Wesley Wark notes just $18 million of the 
money is earmarked for 2015-18, despite apparently pressing needs, particularly at the RCMP. In any 
event, it will take time to develop new officers to cover the personnel shortfall, said Jez Littlewood, an 
assistant professor of international affairs at Carleton University. Littlewood expects some of the new 
federal money will go toward enlisting Mounties. But "we'll probably have to live with this internal 
reallocation of resources by the likes of the RCMP and deal with the risks that entails" for many months, 
he added. The budget also allocates $12.5 million in new money for the Security Intelligence Review 
Committee, the watchdog that keeps an eye on CSIS -- almost doubling its resources. But both Wark and 446i, 
Littlewood noted there was no new funding for the watchdog that monitors the Communications Security r   
Establishment, Canada's electronic spy agency, which works closely with CSIS in tracking suspected 	aki  
terrorists.  

Des milliards pour la securite 
La Presse, Hugo de Grandpre, 2015 04 22 
Ottawa - Pour proteger les Canadiens du 4(monde dangereux dans lequel nous vtvons), le budget d'hier a 
accords des milliards de dollars a la Defense nationale, aux corps policiers, aux agences de 
renseignement eta d'autres institutions, comme le Parlement et les tribunaux. A plusteurs reprises depuis 
les attaques du mois d'octobre a Ottawa et Saint-Jean-sur Richelieu, la GRC a declare que le regain 
dattention porte aux dossiers de terrorisme nuit a d'autres secteurs, dont la lutte contre le crime organise. 
Le gouvemement a donc reserve un montant de 293 millions pour le corps policier de meme que le 
Service canadien du renseignement de securite(SCRS) et l'Agence des services frontaliers du Canada 
pour leur permettre de mieux hitter contre le terrorisme. La repartition de ces sommes na pas etc 
precisee. Le service de police de la Ville d'Ottawa obtiendra pour sa part 10 millions sur cinq ans, compte 
tenu des clefts particuliers que pose la protection de la capitale canadienne. Trois millions seront 
egalement mis de cdte pour permettre d'arnefiorer les communications entre diverses agences chargees 
d'assurer la securite 

Federal budget: More than $400 million to be spent on national security 
Ottawa Citizen, Ian Macleod, 2015 04 22 
Ottawa - The government is buttressing its war-on-terror talk with hundreds of millions of dollars in new 
spending on national security measures. About $439 million was announced in Tuesdays federal budget 
for counter-terrorism investigations and increased security for Parliament Hill, the Supreme Court of 
Canada and protection of the interconnected critical infrastructure that forms the nation's economic and 
societal backbone. "The jihadist terrorists who proclaimed a so-called caliphate in the Middle East have 
declared war on Canada and Canadians by name. In response, we have taken up the fight both overseas 
and here at home," Finance Minister Joe Oliver told the House of Commons. The lion's share of new 
funding - $293 million over five years - is to go to the RCMP, Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS) arid Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA). No breakdown was available, but the RCMP in 
particular has been straining under the investigative demands triggered by a rise in domestic recruiting of 
"foreign fighters" and the need to track potential threats at home from dozens of so-called high-risk and 
lone-actor extremists. There is no new money, however, for its sister agency, the Office of 
Communications Security Establishment Commissioner. it reviews the activities of Canada's other spy 
agency, the CSE, which is responsible for collecting foreign signals intelligence and government cyber 
protection. 

tine soiree de solidarite avec un imam dans la mire du gouvemement federal 
Le Journal de Montreal, Andrew McIntosh, 2015 04 19 
Montreal - Les journalistes ne pourront toutefois pas faire Mat des appuis communautaires accordes 
r imam Ali Sbeiti puisqu'ils sant exclus de revenement, a appris notre Bureau d'enquete."Aucune 
presence medlatique ne sera perrnise", enflame une affiche bIlIngue (arabe-francais) qui circule sur le 
reseau Facebook et.Invite les Libanais era bes et 4s musulmans de la region a prendre part a la soiree en 
presence de fimam Ali Sbeiti.Le Canada a nivoque le passeport de Sbeitl avant Noel, mats on Ignore 
toujours pour quells raisionle gouvernement federal refuse de dlvulguer le contenu dun dossier de huit 
pages de securite nationals au sujet de M. Sbeiti.L'Imarn conteste l'annulation de son passeport devant la 
Cour federate du Canada a Montreal.Des documents deposes dans le cadre de cette demarche montrent 
que I'Equipe intogree de la securite nationale de la GRC s'interesse é M. Sbeiti et a ses deplacements 
depuis 2012.Son avocet pretend que la revocation brims le droit consfitutionnel de ('imam, qui garantit la 
liberte de circulation a foLitcitoyen.Ce motif est egalement souleve par les organisateurs de la soiree de 
solidarite avec M. Sbeiti.Let partisans de M. Sbeiti menlionnent dans l'affiche pour 4 soirée -en arabe 
seulement -leur opposition au terrorisme en general et aux actes qui visent les musulmans en 
particulier.Ali Sbelti est cltoyen canadien depuis 1991. ll s'est plaint publiquement d'etre traque par la 
Service canadien du renseignement de securite depuis son arrivee au Canada en 1987. 
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Les espions touches par l'austerite 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche;!Ham Leclerc, 2015 04 14 
Ottawa - Les heures supplementaires au SRCS n'ont pas Me epargnees par les reductions budgetaires 
L'austerite bodgetaire a cause de la frustration chez les espions canadiens, qui se sont plaints de 
crinconsistancen dans la remuneration des heures supplementaires passees a traquer les terroristes ou 
les agents etrangers ces demieres annees. En vertu de la Loi sur recces a !'information, La Presse a 
obtenu une note a ce sujet, datee de septernbre 2012. La missive avail etc envoyee a taus les 
gestionnaires du Service canadien de renseignement de securite (SCRS) par Vanden directeur de 
rorganisme, Richard B. Fadden, sous le litre Elimination du Black book. 

Comment un Montrealais a aide a coincer un trafiquant de faux passeports 
Le Journal de Montreal. Andrew McIntosh & Felix Seguin, 2015 0411 
Montreal - Un Montrealais lravaillant dans le plus grand secret a permis de mettre a jour un important 
reseau de faux passeports canadiens et etrangers Wrens a des terroristes et a des contrebandiers. Arian 
Azarbar est un homme d'affaires montrealais d'origine iranienne devenu, un peu malgre lui, collaborateur 
pour l'Agence des services frontaliers du Canada, la GRC et le Service canadien du renseignement de 
securite (SCRS). Son nom a fait surface ran demier dans des documents poticiers fidentlflant comma "un 
agent de renseignement iranien". Cele ra bless& dit-il, et cast un peu pour cela 	accepte aUjourd'hui 
de raconter a notre Bureau crenquete comment it a aide les autorites canadiennes et thallandaises 

14'  apingler Parknejed Seyed Ramin, un trafiquant de faux passeports canadiens et strangers, qui fournissatt 	:0 4 CI 
des terroristes violent& et des trafiquants d'humains ou de drogues. `01'4C11 -c* 
CIA ex-spy on Canada's intelligence safeguards: 'You're kidding me' 	'44'6•1411f0;te 
Canadian Press, Alexander Panetta, 2015 04 07 	14. 
Arlington, Va. - A former CIA spy's eyes widen when he hears that, in Canada, the political opposition 	ef 
doesn't get to see or scrutinize national-security intelligence files. "You're kidding me," says John 
Iriakou, who's now under house arrest in Virginia after a two-year prison stay for revealing information 
about his former employer. "Mars shocking to me. It seems to black any chance of a national consensus 
on an issue that I think would be very serious. There has to be oversight." lqriakou made the remarks 
during an interview in which he described an internal controversy within the CIA over the arrest and 
rendition of Canadian Maher Arar to be tortured in a Syrian prison. Many colleagues protested, arguing 
that they were punishing an innocent man, he said. The CIA's role in the 2002-03 affair has never been 
publicly scrutinized. But the fallout in Canada did include a public inquiry and a $10-million government 
payout to Arar.. The inquiry recommended giving review bodies the power to scrutinize more than one 
agency at a time so that they could see, for instance, how CSIS and the RCMP co-operate on cases. 

Les Supemacistes Blanes En Tete 
L'actualite, Alec Castonguay, 201504 04 
Ottawa - Les loups solitaires a, ces terroristes qui commettent des attentats seuts au nom dune 
ideologie, ne se trouvent pas que clans le camp des islamistes. Un document interne du Service canadien 
du renseignement de securite (SCRS) montre que les supremacistes blancs qui croient en fa superiorite 
de la race blanche et les partisans de rextreme droite sont plus susceptlbles de perpetrer des actes 
terroristes en solo que les islamistes_ L'automne demier, les attentats terroristes inspires par une vision 
extreme de rislarn commis par Martin Couture-Ftouleau a Saint-Jean-sur- Richelieu et par Michael Zehar-
Bibeau a Ottawa ont certes marque les esprits. Or, dans le monde, seulement 15 % des attentats 
perpetres par des loups solitaires sont motives par rislam. Au premier rang viennent plutot les partisans 
de rextreme droite et les supremacistes blancs, responsables de 17 % des attentats. Dans les demieres 
annees, le cas le plus mediatise a etc ceiui d'Anders Breivik, qui a fait 77 morts et 151 blesses en 
Norvege en juillet 2011. Suivent le Black Power et rextreme gauche, les militants antiavortements et les 
luttes separatistes. Plus du tiers des attentats commis par des individus isoles ne peuvent etre attribues 
une motivation ideologique precise. 

Mystery meats ... and many menu mistakes 
The Toronto Star, Laurent Bastien Corbeil, 2015 04 03 
Toronto - For Canada's spies, the most harrowing challenge apparently begins at lunchtime.The catered 
food at CSIS headquarters is so off-putting that one employee threatened to "raise the issue with 
Amnesty International," email& obtained by the Star show.A dozen pages of complaints on the quality of 
the food served at CSIS headquarters over a five-year period offer a rare look Inside the workings of 
Canada's spy agency. 

Rights groUp presses watchdog on CSIS records about Northern Gateway pipeline 
41: 	Canadian Press/Presse Canadienne, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 26 

Ottawa - A civil liberties group says newly disclosed Canadian Security Intelligence Service records on 
protest surveillance bolster its formal complaint that spies went too far In eyeing environmental activists. 
The British Columbia Civil Liberties Association has asked the Security Intelligence Review Committee to 
consider the documents which reveal CSIS deliberations on the proposed Northern Gateway pipeline as it 
investigates the spying allegations. The association filed a complaint with the review committee in 
February 2014 after media reports suggested that CSIS and other government agencies consider 
opposition to the petroleum industry a threat to national security. 

Some 5,600 privacy breaches in federal government in 2014: documents 
The Hill Times, Bea Vongdouangchanh, 2015 03 25 
Ottawa - At National Defence, there were 11 breaches that affected 30,642 Individuals, of which one was 
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reported to the Privacy Commissioner's Office, which affected 30,632 people. This large breach 'Involved 
basic information about CAF members which was 'low risk,' but personal. There were 5,600 privacy 
breaches in the federal government in 2014, affecting almost 44,000 individuals, according to data 
ministers tabled in the House of Commons on March 23 Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney (Levis- 
Bellechasse, Que.) wrote in his response in the sessional paper to Mr. Angus that, "CSIS does not 
disclose information related to data, information or privacy breaches. That said, all the activities 
undertaken by CSIS are mandated by the CSIS Act and consistent with Canadian law, Including the 
Privacy Act and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms." Mr. Blaney said that there are "robust internal 
security policies and procedures" in place to protect classified information and assets. "This includes 
having controls in place for the removal, transportation and storage of classified information and controls 
to prevent unauthorized access to this information. 

Ore  
charges laid against Edmonton-area teen 

CBC News, Staff Writer, 2015 02 21 
Edmonton - A teenage boy from the Edmonton area has been charged with trying to leave Canada to 
commit an act of terror, CBC News has leamed.The 17-year-old was arrested Thursday in Beaumont, 
south of the city, by the RCMP's integrated national security enforcement team.The teen was. charged 
with trying to leave the country to fight with the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, an organization that 
controls a vast tract of territory in Syria and northern Iraq and has become infamous for its cruelty. Tips :4IeA, 
can come from someone in the community, or at a school, or from parents, or even from a foreign 
intelligence agency.Terror-related investigations are usually led by integrated national security 	Lr arA., 
enforcement teams, or INSETs, made up of members of the RCMP, the Canadian Security intelligence *44 crif,54 
Service, the Canada Border Services Agency, and provincial and losel police. 

inside Canada's Five-Year-Long Anti-Terror Investigation of a Group of Quebec Communirl 4, Vice News Canada, Nora T. Lamontagne and Justin Ling, 2015 03 20 	 0 130  
Ottawa - On November 30, 2004, a bomb buried under two bags of sand went off, shaking the 
foundations of a hydroelectric tower near the Quebec-US border. Two years later, a car bomb decimated 
an oil executive's car outside of his home, northwest of Montreal. Four years after that, an explosion 
ripped through the inside of a Canadian Forces recruitment center in Trois-RiviAres. " C-SONORE has 
even led many of the activists to draw up their own instruction manual for dealing with the anti-terror 
investigators. In the midst of heated debate over whether the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 
and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) should have expanded powers to investigate terror 
threats, C-SONORE reveals the tactics- -some possibly unconstitutional, many seemingly ineffective—In 
the anti- terror investigators' toolbox. 

Feds put protest activity under microscope in compiling national 'risk forecast' 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskili, 2015 03 18 
Ottawa - Use of social media, the spread of "citizen journalism," and the involvement of young people are 
among the key trends highlighted by a federal analysis of protest activity in Canada over the last half-
decade. A growing geographic reach and an apparent increase in protests that target infrastructure such 
as rail lines are also boasting the impact of demonstrations, says the Government Operations Centre 
analysis, obtained under the Access to Information Act. The Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
included the spring 2014 risk forecast in materials prepared for two meetings of the deputy ministers' 
committee on resources and energy test April. The meetings were driven by the federal government's 
desire to plan for protests that might happen in response to resource development decisions on projects 
such as the Northern Gateway pipeline. The newly released documents heighten fears about government 
anti-terrorism legislation that would allow much easier sharing of federally held information about people, 
said Josh Paterson, executive director of the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association. 

Jihadists leave kin to pay debts: CSIS 
Ottawa Sun, Staff reporter, 2015 03 17 
A CSIS officer who conducted anti-terrorism training for 100 Canadian police officers at the end of 
January confirmed that jihadists are going into debt before leaving Canada. But the CSIS agent, who 
can't be named for reasons of national security, went even further than Karim Rajwanl in describing the 
problem and its impact on families. The officer said departed young jihadists are leaving letters for their 
relatives, apologizing for all their mistakes. "They're also asking their families to settle their debts and 
financial problems for them, which is astonishing," he said. "Some phadist websites say that martyrs can't 
go to heaven until all their debts are repaid," said the spy. (Full report) 

CSIS helped government prepare for expected Northern Gateway protests-D 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 17 
Ottawa - Canada's spy agency helped senior federal officials figure out how to deal with-protests 
expected last summer in response to resource and energy development issues including a pivotal 
decision on the Northern Gateway pipeline. The Canadian Secunty Intelligence Service prepared advice 
and briefing material for two June meetings of the deputy ministers' committee on resources and energy, 
documents obtained under the Access to Information Act show. The issue was driven by violence during 
demonstrations against natural-gas (racking in New Brunswick the previous summer and the 
governments interest in "assuming a proacthie approach' in 2014, says a newly declassified memo from 
Tom Venner, CSIS assistant director for policy and strategic partnerships. Release of the material comes 
amid widening concern among environmentalists and civil libertarians about the spy agency's role in 
gathering information on opponents of natural resource projects. Those worries have been heightened by 
proposed anti- terrorism legislation that would allow CSIS to go a step further and actively disrupt 
suspected extremist plots. Traditional aboriginal and treaty rights Issues, Including land use, persist 
across Canada, Venner said in the memo to CSIS director Michel Coulombe in advance of a June 9 
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meeting of deputy ministers. "Discontent related to natural resource development across Canada Is 
largely an extension of traditional concerns," he wrote. "In British Columbia, this is primarily related to 
pipeline projects (such as Northern Gateway)." On June 17, the federal government conditionally 
approved Enbridge's proposed $8-billion Northern Gateway pipeline, which would see Alberta crude flow 
westward to Kitimat, B.C. Prior to the federal decision, Venner dratted a second memo for a follow-up 
meeting of the deputy ministers on June 19, in which he laid out CSIS assessments of three scenarios: 
approval, approval with aboriginal consultation, or rejection. Much of the content is blanked out. Other 
censored sections indicate that while CSIS believes most Northern Gateway opposition falls into the 
category of legitimate protest and dissent, it concludes some does not. Public Safety Canada may lead 
deputy ministers in a guided discussion That will consider possible federal responses to protest and 
demonstration incidents," Venner added. CSIS spokeswoman Tahera Mufti did not respond to requests 
for comment on the newly disclosed documents. The Elsipogtog conflict was a policing matter, not 
threat to national security, said Keith Stewart, an energy campaigner for Greenpeace Canada. 

t14 'high-risk' Canadians bilked RBC before leaving for areas near conflict zones 
QMI Agency, Andrew Mcintosh, 2015 03 17 
The Royal Bank of Canada has identified 114 clients as "very high- risk" for maxing out their credit cards 
before travelling to countries near Syria and Iraq, OMI Agency has learned. Before leaving Canada, the 
clients borrowed the maximum amount of money allowed on their credit cards or lines of credit, a senior irev  
RBC vice president, Karim Rajwani, told participants during a webinar earlier this year. OMI Agency 
obtained the audio recording. The webinar was organized for anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist 	4 If financing professionals in the banking industry. Rajwani, a world expert in the fight against terrorist 	4'  
financing, says he discreetly shared his information with the Canadian Security and intelligence Service. 
None of the 114 clients paid off their debts and their accounts have been inactive since they left the 
country, he added. "We aren't saying that these people are terrorists, just very high-risk lodividuals,'!'41,-, 
Rajwani noted. 	 arc/  ■-qtrei  

Terrorism threat runs broad 'gamut'-Michael Peirce 
The Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2015 03 15 
Ottawa - "Lone wolf attacks more often come from white supremacists and extreme right-wing Ideologies 
than from Islamic radicalism, internal CSIS documents say. Citing recent academic research, the 
unclassified documents note extreme right-wing and white supremacist ideology has been the "main 
ideological source" for 17 per cent of so-called lone wolf attacks worldwide. Islamic extremism accounted 
for 15 per cent of such attacks, the document noted, while in 40 per cent of cases there was no clear 
ideological motivation. "Lone actors tend to create their own ideologies that combine personal frustrations 
and grievances, with wider political, social or religious issues," note the documents prepared for Michael 
Peirce, assistant director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. "This study confirms that lone 
actor terrorism runs the gamut of ideological persuasions." The documents, obtained by the Star under 
access to information law, were prepared for Peirce's appearance before a Senate committee on national 
security in October. His testimony came five days after Michael Zehaf-Sibeau fatally shot Cpl. Nathan 
Cirillo at the National War Memorial. After three people were arrested last month in an alleged plot to 
open fire in the Halifax Shopping Centre, Justice Minister Peter MacKay called them "murderous misfits' -
not terrorists - because their attacks were not "culturally motivated." When reporters later asked MacKay 
to explain what he considers terrorism, he encouraged them to "look it up" in the Criminal Code. The 
CSIS documents explicitly warn that the notion the Western world is at war with Islam plays into terrorist 
recruitment strategies. "international terrorist groups place a high priority on radicalizing Westerners who 
can be used to carry out terrorist attacks in their home countries," the documents read. "The narrative that 
the West is at war with Islam continues to exert a very powerful influence in radicalizing individuals and 
spreads quickly through social media and online fora." Other CSIS documents, obtained by The Canadian 
Press, warned the Conservatives last September that there is an emerging anti-Islam movement in 
Canada, similar to movements in Europe. 

'Spy accused of helping girls Join ISIS likely had some connection to Canada: former CSIS 
officials 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2015 03 14 

	

$4, 	
Ottawa - Former Canadian intelligence officials expressed doubts Friday about allegations a Syrian 
human smuggler arrested by Turkish authorities for helping three British teenage Os join the Islamic 

	

'0 	State of Iraq and Al-Sham was working for Ottawa.The four ex-Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
officials said If he had any connection to the government it was likely tenuous, but after being arrested he 
had inflated his role as an intelligence source.'' think if I had to put $5 of my hard-earned pension on the 

44044 
 table, that's pretty much where I'd come out," said Reid Morden, director of CSIS in 1988-92.AccordIng to 

Turkish press reports, Mohammed Al-Rashad accompanied the girls to a border town. where they 

	

4, 	crossed into Syria to join ISIS.Following his arrest Feb. 28, he claimed he worked for Canadian 

	

— 	intelligence and had visited the Canadian embassy in Jordan several times to pass on information.While 
Mr. Morden thought it was unlikely CSIS had recruited the man, had he approached a Canadian 
embassy, staff would have listened to what he had to say. "I mean, never turn down a source of 
Information.''Another former senior CSIS official, who spoke on the condition he would not be named, said 
when he worked overseas people wouldWalk in to the embassy "all the time" offering information. 

Reports link Islamic State recruiter to Canadian Embassy in Jordan 
Ottawa Citizen, Jason Fekete, Lee Berthlaume and Ian MacLeod, 2015 03 14 
Ottawa - Canada's embassy in Jordan, which is run by Prime Minister Stephen Harpers handpicked 
ambassador and former top bodyguard, is being linked in news reports to an unfolding international 
terrorism and spy scandal. The federal government refused to comment Friday on multiple Turkish media 
reports that a foreign spy allegedly working for Canadian intelligence — and arrested in Turkey for helping 
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three young British girls travel to Syria to join Islamic State militants— was working for the Canadian 
Embassy in Amman, Jordan.Reports also say the suspect has confessed to working for Canadian 
intelligence and was doing so in order to obtain Canadian citizenship. The man previously travelled to 
Canada with the embassy's approval, said one report. Canada's ambassador to Jordan is Bruno 
Saccomani, the former RCMP officer who was in charge of Harper's security detail until the prime minister 
appointed him almost two years ago as the envoy to Amman, with dual responsibility for Iraq. 

Turkey captures suspected 'spy' for Canadian intelligence helping British girls join ISIS 
Daily Sabah (Turkey), Yusuf Ziya Durmus, 2015 03 13 
Istanbul - Turkey's Foreign Minister Mevlet cavu?o?lu revealed on Thursday that a member of a foreign 
Intelligence service that actively took part in the coalition against the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham 
(ISIS) aided three British girls in joining ISIS in Syria. Cavu?o?lu declined to name the country while 

• sources, with close ties to the government, speaking exclusively to Daily Sabah stated that the suspect 
might not be a Canadian citizen but confirmed that he or she was working for the Canadian intelligence 
agency. He was speaking on Turkeys A Haber channel on Thursday about the flow of foreign fighters to 
Syria through Turkey when he said: "We were informed by Britain about three girls who left to join ISIS a 
few days after they departed for Turkey. It turned out someone helped them and [that person] was 
captured. This person was working for the intelligence service of a country participating in the coalition 
against ISIS. This country is not the United States or a member of the European Union. I told this to the 4irk, 
British foreign secretary (Philip Hammond) and he replied 'as usual.' Foreign Ministry sources said that 4,-.,041, 
the person Is currently in detention and an investigation is continuing. They said that the unidentified 	 r, 	, r•te 
Intelligence agent was not a citizen of 'the coalition member country.' It was said that the unspecified 	Sit4,7,7).2, 
country was contacted on the matter. Neither the minister nor any other government official would name 	Waif 
the country in question, however, sources close to the government said the person was a member of 
Canada's intelligence agency. Apart from the U.S. and EU countries, Canada, Australia, Gulf countries 
and several other Arab countries are taking pert in efforts to wipe out the ISIS presence in Syria through eiro 
airstrikes. The Canadian embassy in Turkey declined to comment on the issue. Canada's Department of 
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development had no immediate comment as of press time either. 

ISIS sympathizer arrested after plotting to bomb U.S. consulate in Toronto: CBSA 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2015 03 12 
Toronto - A Pakistani man arrested by immigration officials this week is an ISIS supporter who had plotted 
to bomb financial buildings and the U.S. consulate in Toronto, the Canada Border Service Agency alleged 
at a hearing Wednesday. Jhanzab Malik, who came to Canada as a student in 2004, told an undercover 
police officer he had attended training camps in Libya and wanted to build an explosive device to conduct 
attacks in Toronto, the CBSA said. Believing the undercover officer was a veteran of combat in Bosnia, 
he attempted to recruit him by showing him ISIS beheading videos and encouraging him to watch the 
lectures of al Qaida figure Anwar Al-Awlaki. [M]ass destruction and possible loss of life would have been 
the result He was arrested on Monday following what the OBSA called a "lengthy investigation" by the 
RCMP Integrated National Security Enforcement Team in Toronto. He faces no criminal charges at this 
point but is being deported. Had the man he attempted to recruit not been an undercover officer, "mass 
destruction and possible loss of life would have been the result," CBSA officer Jessica Lourenco told the 
Immigration and Refugee Board. "The planning was elaborate, including discussing with the undercover 
officer the video message they would leave behind In order to inspire others," Lourenco said. Appearing 
by video conference from the detention centre in Lindsay, Ont., Mr. Malik remained quiet during the 
proceedings, dressed in an orange jumpsuit. His lawyer made no arguments at the detention hearing. A 
decision is pending. On Monday, his lawyer Arisen Farooq said Mr. Malik had contacted him following his 
arrest by the CBSA but had no details. He said Mr. Malik had been question by the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service in the past. The arrest followed the Oct. 27 apprehension of another Pakistani citizen, 
Mohammed Ageeq Ansari, who was picked up in Toronto following an RCMP investigation called Project 
Seashell. A hearing to decide whether to deport Mr. Ansari to Pakistan concluded last Wednesday. 

Canadian torture victim seeks access to documents 
Toronto Star, Emma Jarrett, 2015 03 12 
Toronto - A Canadian torture victim who is suing the federal government fOr his detainment and torture 
overseas is heading to court Friday to fight redactions by RCMP and CSIS to documents related to his 
case. Abdullah Almalki, a Syrian-Canadian businessman who was sent to Syria in 2002 and detained for 
two years, filed the submission at Federal Court in February. The submission is part of his ongoing 
lawsuit in which he is seeking $100 million in damages. Almalki, now living in Ottawa, is one of three 
Canadians suing the government after being detained and tortured in Syria as part of a post-9/11 terror 
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 investigation. He says full access to the documents would also help the cases of the two other men, 

Ahmed El Maati and Muayyed Nureddln. A fourth man targeted In the investigation, Ottawa- resident 
Maher Arar, has already received compensation and an apology from the Canadian government 
stemming from his lawsuit. On Friday, the court will consider whether to uphold the redactions. The partly 
censored files Include 60 internal memos, emails and security reports from the RCMP that were disclosed 
In February. Through access to information requests Almalld and his lawyers have collected more than 
20,000 documents from the RCMP and CSIS since' he returned to Canada in 2004. Most are redacted er 
partly censored, but Alrnalld haasingled out these 60 files as essential to his case. 

Montreal creating program to Tight against radicalization-D 
Toronto Star, Allan Woods, 2015 03 10 
Montreal - Montreal is creating a program to identify and head off aspiring terrorists and other extremists 
after the disappearance of sec young people who left Quebec to live under the rule of the Islamic State 
group. Montreal Mayor Denis Coderre said he wants to ensure that poke, schools and front-line 
community groups are working together to single out those at risk of radicalization before they commit a 
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crime, endanger public safety or flee the country to join the ranks of the terrorist group, also known as 
ISIL, that has taken over swaths of Syria and Iraq. "The goal in all of this is to prevent violence," Coderre 
said. The program, which is to be up and running in the coming weeks, is also meant as a resource for 
struggling family and friends of radicalized individuals who will be able to call a telephone hotline for 
assistance and advice on cases that could range from people lured into street gangs, neo-Nazi groups or 
Islamic terrorism. The hotline is being fielded by the city's police force. RCMP Commissioner Bob Paulson 
said on the weekend the national police force is seeing "a steady increase in the number of radicalization 
cases in Montreal, as well as in Alberta and Ontario. He did not provide any figures, but last fall said there 
were about 90 Canadians the Mounties had classed as "high risk" of trying to join the ranks of the Islamic 
State. Speaking before a Senate committee Monday, CS'S director Michel Coulombe said the numbers 
are "growing incrementally but are not in the thousands today." 

.  Pakistani arrested in Toronto over alleged terror links r  -et•;441  
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2015 03 10 
Toronto - Federal immigrations officials arrested a Pakistani man in the Toronto area on Monday and are 
attempting to deport him for alleged connections to terrorism, a government source confirmed. Jhanzab 
Malik was being held at the Maplehurst detention centre while the Canada Border Services Agency took 
steps to have him declared inadmissible to Canada on terrorism-related grounds. His lawyer, Anser 
Farooq, confirmed Mr. Malik had contacted him following his arrest but he had no details. He said Mr. 
Malik had been questioned by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service in the past. He was expected to 

1,)4111'4 appear before the Immigration and Refugee Board, possibly on Wednesday, to determine whether he 
should remain in custody pending his inadmissibility hearing. The CBSA declined to comment. The arrest 
comes almost five months after another landed immigrant from Pakistan, Mohammed Ageeq Ansari, was 	#,* 
picked up in Toronto following an RCMP investigation called Project Seashell. A hearing to decide 	• 
whether to deport Mr. Armed concluded last week with Mr. Ansari insisting he was innocent and the 
CBSA claiming he had "long-standing involvement' in the terror group Sipa h-e Sahaba Pakistan (Ftil 	&co 
report) 

La police partage sea renseignements sur les terroristes allegues 
Le Joumal de Montreal, Andrew McIntosh, 2015 03 08 
Montreal - La gendarmerie royale du Canada) a declenclie une initiative poeciere sans precedent au 
quebec pour mieux detecter et ciejouer des attentatsterroristes au Canada, en collaboration avec le 
Service canadien du renseignernent, la SOrete du quebec (Sq) et la police de Montreal (SPvM) .Les 
terroristes de l'Etat islamique et CAI-Qafda ainsi que leurs partisans djihadistes violents font partie 
integrante de cette menace, et leurs partisans did sant cibles par de multiples enquates."Nous sommes 
en guerre (contre rEtat islamique). II Taut s'attendre a une riposte ", nous a reoemment confie un membre 
de Ia GRC que nous ne pouvons pas identifier pour des raisons de securite nationale.Ces groupes 
extremistes violents et leurs partisans sant loin d'être les seuls a pouvoir perpetrer des attentats chez 
nous, salon Is GRC et la SQ.Des groupes violents d'extrerne droite et dextreme gauche, des neonazis, 
des cyberterroristes et rnAme nos propres radicaux avec Resistance intemationaliste, qui ont commis 
trois d'attentatsvioients au Canada depuis 2004, sent presents et capables du pire. Pour contrer ces 
menaces, Is GRC, avec l'aide du SCRS, de Ia SQ, et du SPVM, a augmente le partage des 
renseignements que chacun recueille au quotidien. Des agents du SCRS ont eu des rencontres secretes 
avec la GRC et Ia SQ depuis les attentats mortels contre deux soldats canadiens en octobre.11s ant 
partage leur liste de sujets d'enquetes, incluant radresse des suspects, salon un agent du SCRS. "Gest 
quelque chose qu'on n'aurait jamais fait par le passé", dit-il. 

RCMP doubles its counter-terrorism efforts 	
-440. 

04. 
sf Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 03 07 

Ottawa - The RCMP has doubled the number of Mounties on counter-terrorism investigations, with 130 of 
those officers hunting for possible suspects who may have aided Michael Zehaf-Bibeau's murderous 
rampage, RCMP Commissioner Bob Paulson told parliamentarians Friday. In response to what Paulson 
said is a steadily rising threat of terrorism on Canadian soli, 600 officers and staffa re now assigned to 
counter-terrorism operations, an increase of 300 positions since October. "eve not seen a tempo and 
pace of (counter-terrorism) operations like this. It is an unprecedented alignment of our resources." he 
told the committee. Ile added: "People don't need to be afraid, people need to be engaged, people need 
to be aware. But make no mistake, it's a growing presence, not only in Canada but in our partner 
countries at a level that is challenging us all." Paulson told MPs he believes Zehaf-Bibeau was clearly 
involved in a terrorist activity as defined by the Criminal Code. "If Zehaf-Bibeau had not been killed but 
rather taken into custody, we would have charged him with terrorist offences_ The RCMP believes on the 
evidence that Zehaf-Bibeau was a terrorist. The same committee on Tuesday is to begin hearing 
testimony on the Conservative's disputed antiterror Bill C-51, which would give exceptional new powers to 
Canada's spies, government and the RCMP to counter a broad range of "threats to the security of 
Canada" A day alter Zehaf-Bibeau struck, Prime Minister Stephen Harper told the Commons that an 
existing government initiative to strengthen laws dealing with the surveillance, detention and arrest of 
national security suspects would be "expedited." Two months later, he unveiled Bill C-51, which the 
government has since repeatedly linked the need for with the Oct. 22 attack. 

Winnipeg man considered radical-extremist by CSIS, his father says 
CBC.CA, Joanne Levasseur, 201503 08 
Ottawa - A career member of Canada's armed forces said CSIS has informed him his 23-year-old son is 
now considered a radical extremist, He worries he could be swept up when new anti-terror legislation 
comes into force. The man, who serves on an Alberta military base, says his son in Winnipeg goes by the 
alias Harun Abdurahman and runs a Tedter account that sides with the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria 
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(ISIS). The 56-year-old man agreed to speak to CBC News on condition of anonymity, fearing for his 
safety. He says his son went through a difficult childhood, and converted to Islam in 2008 while living in 
Ontario. "Harun Just started getting radical last year," he said. He found out when CSIS agents paid him a 
visit in December. At that time, CSIS considered Harun a "radical extremist" Agents pulled out a file three 
centimetres thick, documenting Harun's tweets and retweets. "Some things made me want to throw up," 
the father said, "People beheaded, he's commenting on them like it's some big joke arid he's applauding 
their actions. There was picture of Christian kids being assassinated and he said they deserved it." It 
came as a complete shock to the father, who identifies himself as white and Christian. 

Spies expelled to U.S. were riot Americans-D 
Toronto Star, Michele Shepherd and Tonda MacCharles, 2015 03 04 
Ottawa - A report that five spies were thrown out of Canada and sent back to the U.S. ruffled diplomatic 
leathers Tuesday, prompting Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney to confirm that the individuals were not 
American agents. "All five of the suspected spies deported from Canada to the United States were cases 
of Canada retuming to the United States someone who was suspected of spying against the United 
States," said Blaney's communications director Jean-Christophe de Le Rue. No other details about the 
cases were provided. Figures revealed by the Star and La Presse Monday show that in the last decade, 
Ottawa has sent five people, out of a total of 2I • who were barred from Canada to the U.S. Officials 
determined they were "inadmissible on security grounds for engaging in an act of espionage that is 
against Canada or that is contrary to Canada's interests." The release of the previously undisclosed 
statistics compiled by the Canada Border Services Agency - and provided to the newspapers under the - fry '‘rri Is. Of re Access to Information law - led to speculation that Americans were spying on their northern neighbours. 
Efforts to clarify the information with the CBSA, the U.S. embassy, former American ambassadors, 	-2Yof 
diplomats and government officials prior to Monday's report were unsuccessful, as none would provide 
any details on the cases. Michel Coulombe, the director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 
has often warned in public statements about espionage, noting in 2014 that foreign spies show a 
particular interest in Canada's nuclear, aerospace and oil sectors. "Our industrial capabilities, rich natural 
resources and access to key allies make Canada an attractive target for hostile actors,' Coulombe said. 
"Mat is new, however, is the sheer breadth of today's targets and the use of cyber attacks, which are 
efficient, cost-effective and most importantly, deniable, providing anonymity for their perpetrators." 

CSIS warns government of homegrown online anti-Islam threat 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 201503 04 
Ottawa - Canada's spy agency is eyeing the threat of a homegrown anti-Islam movement spreading 
online. The Canadian Security Intelligence Service advised the office of Public Safety Minister Steven 
Blaney of its concerns during a secret September briefing. CSIS flagged well-known warnings of the 
persistent menace posed by terrorist groups al-Oaida. lieZb011ah and the more violent and radical Islamic 
State of Iraq and the Levant, or ISIL, say notes obtained through the Access to Information Act. But under 
the heading Domestic Extremism, the spy service alSo underscored what might be the flip side of that 
coin the recent development "of a Canadian online anti-Islam movement, similar to ones In Europe." CSIS 
characterized it as an "ongoing risk, particularly as its proponents advocate violence." The Sept. 18 
briefing for Blaney's office came a little more than a month before soldiers were killed in Canadian attacks 
Just two days apart murders committed by young men that authorities say were motivated by Islamic 
extremism. Lome Dawson, a University of Waterloo sociology professor and co-director of the Canadian 
Network for Research on Terrorism, Security and Society. Dawson suspects CSIS is motivated by the 
horrific July 2011 slaughter of 77 people in Norway by Anders Behring Breivik, who penned a manifesto 
outlining his far-right ideology, including an extreme anti-Muslim outlook. CSIS spokeswoman Tahera 
Mufti did not respond to requests for comment. 

Terrorism survey: 50% of Canadians feel less safe than 2 years ago 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 03 04 
Nearly half of Canadians say they feel less safe from terrorism than they did two years ago, according to 
a survey conducted for CBC News. Two-thirds say it is likely that an attack will occur In Canada within the 
next five years, including 42 per cent who expect that it will result in mass death and destruction. 
However, only nine per cent think terrorism and national security should be the top priority for federal 
politicians, behind unemployment (20 per cent), the economy(19 per cent) and health care (15 per cent). 
*People aren't hysterical about terrorism. 

The spies next door-D 
Toronto Star, Tonda MacCharies, 2015 03 03 

4". 	Ottawa - New figures show Canada has turfed out five spies in the past decade from a surprising source seeo_ .  country - its best friend and ally, the United States. From 2004 to 2014 Ottawa sent back to the U.S. five 
of a total of 21 of those barred from Canada "on security grounds for engaging in an act of espionage that 
is against Canada or that is contrary to Canada's interests," according to a document produced by 
Canada Border Services Agency. It's not clear if the espionage was by foreign government agents or if it 
was industrial espionage - that is, spying to obtain state secrets, intellectual property or corporate secrets. 
A document released under access to information laws shows the suspected spies were permanent 
residents or foreign nationals deemed inadmissible on security grounds, but doesn't break down them 
down by citizenship. Rather, it indicates the country the spies were sent back to. Still, the fact that the 
U.S. is the origin of the most espionage cases Is surprising, especially given the emphasis put by federal 
politicians - including two former CM directors, one of whom is now national security adviser to Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper - on China as a suspected source of espionage. In a joint project, the Toronto 
Star and La Presse sought further information from CBSA, the U.S. embassy, former American 
ambassadors, former diplomats and Canadian officials, but none shed any light on the specifics of any 
case.. "We have long been concerned with espionage," CSIS director Michel Coulombe toki a Senate 
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committee last month. "Our Industrial capabilities, rich natural resources and access to key allies make 
Canada an attractive target for hostile actors. What is new, however, is the sheer breadth of today's 
targets and the use of cyber attacks, which are efficient, cost-effective and most Importantly, deniable, 
providing anonymity for their perpetrators. 

Le directeur du SCRS inquiet-D 
La Presse, Joel-Denis Bellavance; Wiliam Leclerc, 201503 03 
Ottawa - Dans un temoignage quil a livre devant un comae du Senat en fevrier 2014, le directeur du 
Service canadien du renseignerrient de securite (SCRS), Michel Coulombe, exprimait son inquietude au 
suiet de l'espionnage sur le aol canadien. II relevait aussi que l'espionnage evoluait rapidement et prenalt 
ma intenant la forme de cyberattaques menees a partir d'ordinateurs a retranger. (Nous nous 
preoccupons depuis longtemps de lespionnage. Le Canada constitue une cible attrayante en raison de 
ses moyens industriels, de ses vastes ressources natureiles et de son acces eupres dallies importants. 
Ce qui est nouveau, c'est l'ampleur des cibies actueiles et le recours aux cyberattaques, qui sont 
efficaces et rentabies et qui, surtout, peuvent etre dementies et permettree teurs auteurs de rester 
anonymesa, 	affirrne durant son temoignage. 

ints,  Ate  44, 

Montreal - It will take more than tougher anti-terrorism laws to prevent young people from ;pining the 	!, 	,_ 4,8# 
ranks of the Islamic State and other extremist groups, says a Montreal Muslim leader once accused of '--"S̀ 74 127)4,— 
being a sleeper agent for Al Qaeda. Adil Charkaoui was branded a terror threat by the federal 	 -"0411 
government and fought his forced removal from Canada from 2003 until accusations that he was a 
national security threat were dropped in 2009. He is now a Canadian citizen. But Charkaoui has been 
pulled back into the news with reports this week about six young Quebecers - four young men andemo 
women - who fled the country last month on a flight bound for Turkey. The young man reported his travel 
documents as stolen to the police and applied for a new passport without raising any red flags. "How did 
CSIS, the RCMP how did nobody see anything and he could have another passport so easily to fly to 
Turkey?" Charkaoui said. "I was really surprised." 

Poursuite d'adil Charkaoui Ottawa englouti sous les documents 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche, 2015 02 27 
Ottawa - Le gouvemement federal et les services secrets ont etc engloutis par une montagne de travail 
de nature particulierement delicate, Mcemment, pour tenter de devoiler autant que possible Adil 
Charkaoui la preuve ultra-secrete qui avait justifie son arrestation et sa detention pour soupcons de 
terrorisme. A repoque. le Service canadien de renseignement de securite (SCRS) disait avoir odes motifs 
raisonnables de croire qu'il etait mambo dune organisation terroriste, Setait livre et continuerait de se 
livrer au terrorisme et constltuait un dangers. II aurait aussi aparticipe a des camps dentrainement d'Al-
Qatda, frequente des extremistes islamistes, discute de la planification d'attentats et mend des activites 
crimlnelles pour appuyer le djihad*. 

Six Montreal students suspected of travelling to Middle East join Islamic State 
Globe and Mail, Les Perreaux & Daniel Leblanc, 2015 02 27 
Montreal & Ottawa - Four young men and two women who disappeared from the Montreal region have 
travelled to the Middle East to fight with Islamic State, authorities believe, triggering scrutiny of a Muslim 
teacher once accused of his own terrorist links. Mile the Canadian Security Intelligence Service says up 
to 145 Canadians have gone abroad to join terrorist groups, including an estimated 40 who have joined 
Islamic State, the addition of six would-be fighters at once represents a stunning new level of recruitment 
in Canada. Until now, most known recruitment has involved loners or in rare cases groups of two or three 
at most. At least four of the young people studied at Montreafs College de Maisonneuve as recently as 
last fall, a school official confirmed. The case shocked college officials who said they learned about the 
recruitment in the local newspaper, La Presse, and were not aware of a radicalization problem in their 
midst. At least one of the young men attended classes taught there in rented space by Adil Charkaoui, 
the leader of a Montreal Islamic centre who spent six years under security certificates after police alleged 
he was an al-Qaeda sleeper agent. Courts quashed the certificates In 2009. 

ROMP red-flagged Almalki after 9/11, despite doubts 
Ottawa Citizen. Andrew Duffy, 2015 0225 
Ottawa - Newly released documents show that an RCMP national security team described Ottawa's 
Abdullah Airnalki as an imminent threat and an "important member of al-Qalda to foreign agencies even 
as investigators expressed serious doubts about the veracity of those claims. Other documents reveal 
that the RCMP team, despite its misgivings, shared details of Almalid's international travel plans with the 
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency in December 2001, during the highly charged aftermath of 9/11. "The 
available information clearly confirms the Intent of Canadian investigators in sharing the travel information 
was, If possible, to arrange for or assist in his detention before he could return to Canada," Almalids 
lawyers charge in a written submission to the federal Court of Canada. The new documents have been 
released to Almalkes legal team as part of the diaciosure process in his $100-million civil suit against 
federal officials for his detention and torture in Syria. Almalld. a Carleton University graduate and father of 
six, spent 22 months in Syrian custody after his arrest at the Damascus airport in May 2002. He has 
never been charged with a crime in Canada. A federal inquiry has already found that Almalki was 
Inaccurately labelled by the RCMP in letters to foreign intelligence agencies. The new documents 
disclosed by the government suggest that RCMP officers, in labelling Alrnalki an imminent threat, also 
ignored evidence to the contrary. An RCMP memo, dated Sept. 5, 2001, generated after a meeting with 
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Canadian Security Intelligence Service officials, said that "CSIS have not uncovered information that 
would lead them to believe the subject (Almalki) is doing something illegal." 

Spy cables: Israel airline used as intelligence 'front' (Canada). 
Al Jazeera, Rahul Radhakrishnan, Will Jordan, 2015 02 25 
Doha - Secret cables obtained by Al Jazeera's Investigative Unit confirm that South Africa's spy agencies 
concurred with allegations that Israel uses its flag-carrier, El Al Airlines, as cover for its intelligence 
agencies. Leaked documents from South Africa's intelligence agency support claims made on a 2009 
South African television programme by a former El Al employee-turned-whistleblower. Despite official 
Israeli denials, the whistleblower's claims prompted an emergency meeting between senior officials from 
both sides, as well es a separate note of enquiry from Canada's intelligence agency. The Spy Cables also 
reveal that Canada's intelligence agency had written to the SSA and asked for 'any findings or 
information" on Israel using the airline as "a front for clandestine operations", promising to treat such 
Information "in strict confidence. 	 4719 00 
ISIS recruited Canadian woman to join fight in Syria ea.. ̀Cal, 1.4400.0k7 4?..a'd  
CBC News, Natalie Clancy, 2015 0225 
The family of a young Canadian woman who travelled to Syria after being radicalized say losing her was 
the most "shocking thing In the world" and that they wish CSIS had done more to prevent the 23-year- 
old's departure. The woman, whom CBC News is calling Aisha to protect her Identity, made the journey to 3. it  
Syria to join up with ISIS last summer, after taking an online course to study the Qur'an taught by a 	r 1?).1. 
woman based in Edmonton, says her older sister Rabia (whose name has also been changed). "We ail 44.4s 49* 
went to work, came home, all her stuff was gone. She had packed all her winter clothes, took her 	-'74V 
computer and left," Rabia says. "It was the most devastating, most scary, most shocking thing in the 
world:' Over the past several months, Rabia has been speaking to CBC News about her family's ordeal. 
Some details, such as names and the family's location, are being withheld for security reasons. The 	kit Canadian Security Intelligence Service declined to comment on the specific case, but said in an emailed 
statement that terrorism Including radicalization of Canadians and terrorist travel remains the most 
prominent threat to Canadian interests and our national security." Rabia alleges Aisha was recruited 
under the guise of an online class to study the Qur'an taught by a woman in Edmonton. But instead, 
Rabia says, Aisha learned how to get to the ISIS-controlled city of Raqqa in Syria. CBC News has 
confirmed the identity of the woman in Edmonton and that she was asked to leave a mosque after she 
attempted to recruit people. She has not been charged in connection with this case. 

Les services secrets ont supprime en douce la prime au bilinguisme 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche avec Wiliam Leclerc, 2015 02 24 
Ottawa -Presses de recluire leurs depenses par le gouvemement Harper, les services secrets canadiens 
craignaient d'avoir a geler les salaires ou reduire les effectifs ces demieres annees, mais ils ont 
finament trouve une autre !aeon d'economiser : supprimer la prime au bilinguisme qui avait ate gag nee 
awes une decennia de lutte par les espions francophones, principalement issus du Quebec. Cest ce qua 
revile une note Interne du Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS), obtenue par La 
Presse en vertu de la Loi stir recces a 'Information. L'organisme d'enquete federal est presentement au 
coeur de la strategie antiterroriste du gouvemement, qui propose d'ailleurs crelargir ses pouvoirs. 

Watch for Islamist infiltration, blogger tells Senate inquiry-Michael Peirce mention 
Ottawa Citizen, Dylan Robertson, 201502 24 
Ottawa - Canada needs to ensure radical Islamists don't infiltrate law-enforcement institutions, a 
controversial blogger told a Senate committee Monday. Marc Lebuis has tracked radical Islam in Canada 
on his blog, Point de Bascule, since 2010. With the help of roughly 10 people, Lebuis documents both 
tenuous and strong links between Muslim leaders and radical groups. "Leading influential Islamist leaders 
have specifically targeted Canada," Lebuis told the Senate national security committee, noting that 
Islamist groups abroad have called on their supporters in the West to join police forces and spy agencies. 
Lebuis gave numerous examples of prominent Muslims in Canada whom he said supported Islamist 
groups, such as a prominent scholar of Islam who suggested Muslim judges in secular countries could 
use their jurisprudence to make verdictsthat favoured the principles of Sharia law. He also took aim at 
remarks senior CSIS official Michael Peirce gave to the same committee last October, when Peirce 
discussed "individuals whose activities may be assodated with a particular institution, but it's the 
individuals we investigate. For instance, we don't Investigate mosques," Lebuls said that was misguided. 

DND, CSIS, RCMP unable to spend $11 billion of their budgets since 2007 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2015 02 20 
Ottawa - New figures show the country's three major national security institutions were collectively unable 
to spend $11 billion of their budgets over the last eight years. The statistics on lapsed funds at National 
Defence, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the RCMP were presented today at the annual 
Conference of Defence Associations Institute meeting, which also heard a renewed warnings that the 
military is on the verge of a major equipment rust out. The numbers stand in contrast to the rosy 
assessment of the Harper government's defence spending record as presented by Jason Kenney, the 
newly appointed minister. Kenney dismissed the argument over lapsed funding, saying all departments 
do it as part of the normal budget process, an explanation the government used last year when it was 
revealed Veterans Affairs gave back $1.13 billion in unspent cash. "Every department lapses funds every 
year. And they always have, and they always will,' Kenney told reporters. "Departments don't blow out 
their budgets. That's irresponsible fiscal management. Departments submit budgets always with a little 
margin for error on the high side and they always have carry forward provisions:.  National Defence has 
lapsed $9.7 billion since 2007. The RCMP has handed back $1.7 billion and CSIS was unable to spend 
$180 million, 
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CS-IS-RCMP express alarm over 'anti-petroleum' ideologists 
Globe and Mail, Shawn McCarthy, 2015 02 17 
Ottawa - The RCMP has labelled the "antipetroleum" movement as a growing and violent threat to 
Canada's security, raising fears among environmentalists that they face increased surveillance, and 
possibly worse, under the Conservative government's new terrorism legislation. "There is a growing, 
highly organized and well-financed antiCanada petroleum movement that consists of peaceful activists, 
militants and violent extremists who are opposed to society's reliance on fossil fuels," concludes the 
report, which is stamped "protected/Canadian eyes only" and is dated Jan. 24, 2014. The report was 
obtained by Greenpeace. The government has tabled Bill C-51, which provides greater power to the 
security agencies to collect information on and disrupt the activities of suspected terrorist groups. Mile 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper has identified the threat as violent extremists motivated by radical Islamic 
views, the legislation would also expand the ability of government agencies to infiltrate environmental 
groups on the suspicion that they are promoting civil disobedience or other criminal acts to oppose 
resource projects. A spokeswoman for Public Safety Canada said Bill C-51 does not change the definition 
of what constitutes a threat to Canadian security, and added CSIS does not investigate lawful dissent. 
"CSIS has a good track record of distinguishing genuine threats to the security of Canada from other 
activities," Public Safety Canada's Josee Sirois said. 'The independent reports of the Security intelligence 
Review Committee attest to CSIS's compliance with the law." 	iii.orp' ,40 

dip 0f, 
CSIS documents reveal how agency designates terrorism targets 	12,4:152P4.71Q, 	 7 ._rce 
The Globe and Mail (Online edition), Colin Freeze, 2015 02 12 
Toronto-- When Canada's spies designate someone as a "target" of a terrorism probe, they input that 	-Wiff 
information with one of four labels -"terrorist," "extremist," "supporter" and "sympathizer." From there, the 
spy service determines whether the target is a Level One or Level Two threat. Only the latter can be put 
under the surveillance of bugging devices or paid infiltrators. Newly released documents provide details 
on the targeting methodology now being used by Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the secretive 
agency that's about to be given new enforcement powers through legislation. CSIS spokeswoman Tahera 
Multi replied with the following statement on Wednesday: CSIS developed a lexicon of common terms 
and definitions to guide and ensure accuracy in its descriptions of individuals in information exchanges 
with domestic and foreign partners. This effort was informed in part by observations by Commissions of 
inquiry, and the use of the lexicon's terminology can in no way be equated to "casting a wider net'. It also 
does not alter the threshold of the Service requiring reasonable grounds to suspect an individual's 
activities pose a threat to national security before launching an investigation - a threshold which the 
Service has dutifully respected for 30 years. As indicated in the ATIP related documents, the internal 
audit found that the Service's targeting activities were carried out in compliance with the CSIS Act, 
Ministerial Directives and Service targeting policy. 

Preventing radicalization a key in terrorism fight, imam tells senators 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 03 
Ottawa - Canadians must work harder to prevent young people from becoming radicalized instead of 
simply dealing with the aftermath, says an Ottawa imam. There is little talk of steering vulnerable people 
away from extremism, Zijad Defic told the Senate national security committee Monday. Instead, the focus 
Is on trying to deradicalize them after the fact. Political leaders, social services, teachers and others need 
to "find ways of tackling" the lure of extremism. Delic said. Last fall, the RCMP said it had some 63 active 
security investigations on 90 suspected extremists who intended to join fights abroad or who had returned 
to Canada. The federal government has since introduced two bills aimed at reinforcing or expanding the 
ability of Canadian security agencies to investigate and deter terrorist threats. Legislation tabled last 
Friday would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service powers to actively disrupt threats, not just 
collect information about them. It would also make it easier for police to control the movements of terror 
suspects and to detain them longer without warrant. Opposition MPs and civil liberties advocates 
expressed concern Monday the bill did not boost oversight of Canada's spy agency concerns the 
Conservative government quickly dismissed. 
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WITNESSES 

Public.  Prosecution Service of Canada 

George Dolhal, Deputy Director of Public 
Prosecutions 	- 414, 

Ursula Handel, Senior Counsel and-National 
Terrorism Prosecutions Co-ordinator 
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THE STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY AND DEFENCE 

EVIDENCE 

OTTAWA, Monday, April 20, 2015 

AGENDA 

The subject matter of Bill C-S1, An Act to enact 
the Security of Canada Information Sharing 
Act and the Secure Air Travel Act, to amend 
the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service Act and the Immigration 
and Refugee Protection Act and to make 
related and consequential amendments to 
other Acts 

ORDRE DU JOUR 

La teneur du projet de loi C-51, Loi edictant Ia 
Loi sur Ia communication d'information ayant 
trait a la securite du Canada et Ia Loi stir Ia 
sarete des deplacements aeriens, modiflant le 
Code criminel, la Loi sur le Service canadlen du 
renseignement de securtte et la Lot sur 	40  
['immigration et la protection des refugies et (41  P 4%113,, 
apportant des modifications connexes etSlil.%.*/),s7 
correlatives d'autres loll 	 Jiro. 	'we!, 
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1 P.m. - 2 a.m. 	 13 h - 14 h 
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Michel Courombe, &erten r 
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Canadian Security Intelligence Service 

Michel Coulombe, Director '1̀ 444.74t,o_  .4•0  
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Royal Canadian Mounted Police 	--v i r   ..4.46 -; , Gendarmerie royale do Canada 
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Service des poursuites petioles du Canada 

George Dolhai, dlrecteur adjoint des 
poursuites penales 

Ursula Hendel, avocate-conseil et 
coordlnatrIce natlonale des paursuites de 
terrorlsme 

15 h - 16 h 
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As on Individual 
	

A titre personnel 

The Honourable John Charles Major, 	 L'honorable John Charles Major, ancien 
former judge of the Supreme Court of 

	
juge de la Cour supreme du Canada (par 

Canada (by video conference) 
	

videoconference) 

16 - 17 h  

4  rtivoiNs &pi ;Votib. 

Associonbn du adrreau canadien 0,741  jr".  

Eric V. GOttard), president, Section du drol, 
penal (par videoconference) 	iP)p 4,_ 
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nfit 

Peter Edelmann, Membre de l'executif, 	0.9 
Section du droit de ('immigration (par 

vIdeoconference) 
4V"Ctke 

4 p.m. - 5 p.m,  

WITNESSES 

Canadian Bar Association 

Eric V. Gottardi, Chair, Criminal Justice 
Section (by video conference) 

Peter Edelmann, Executive Member, 

Immigration Law Section (by video 
conference) 

Canadian Civil Liberties Association 	 Association conodlenne des libertes civiles 

Sukanya Pillay, General Counsel and 	 Sukanya Pillay, avocate generale et 

Executive Director 	 dlrectrice executive 
00, 
a .21641, er ,. Criminal Lawyers' Association O-- 	 Criminal Lawyers' Accorlation 

/0 	 iiii B
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04l  

Michael Spratt, Member and CHM 	/4 "01 tra, 	Michael Spratt, membre et crlmlnallste 
4,...40  As. , 044  
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' Leo Russomanno, Memberand Criminal 	44;ND°' _cir  +0,I.eo Russomanno, membre et crlminallste 
Defence Counsel 

Senator Daniel Lang (Chair) in the chair. 

44? ak,  
to, 	The Chair: Before we welcome our witnesses, I would like to begin by introducing the people 

around the table. My name is Dan Lang, senator for Yukon. On my immediate left is the new clerk 
4,0 

	

	of the committee, Adam Thompson. Welcome. I would like to go around the table and invite each 
senator to introduce themselves and state the region they represent, starting with our deputy chair. 

4Ae.r.5/6-;c" 
Senator Mitchell: Grant Mitchell, Alberta. 

(French follows -- Sen. Dagenais: Jean-Guy Dagenais) 

(apres anglais)( Senator Mitchell: Grant Mitchell, Alberta.) 

Le shnateur Dagenais : Jean-Guy Dageriais, Quebec. 

(Sen. Beyak: Senator Lynn Beyak, Ontario...) 
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The Standing Senate Committee on National Securityrand Defence met this day at 1 p.m. to 
examine the subject matter of Bill C-51, An Act to enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing 
Act and the Secure Air Travel Act; to amend the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act and the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act; and to make related and 
consequential amendments to other Acts. 
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(anglais suit) 

(Following French — Sen. Dagenais — Quebec) 

Senator Beyak: Senator Lynn Beyak, Ontario. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: Carolyn Stewart Olsen, New Brunswick. 

Senator Kenny: Colin Kenny, Ontario. 

Senator Runclman: Bob Runciman, Ontario. 

Senator Jaffer: Mobina Jaffer, British Columbia. 

Senator White: Vernon White, Ontario. 

k? 	irtr44r %411-1°41 44f4. 
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Senator Baker: George Baker, Newfoundland and Labrador. 

4414 Senator Campbell: Larry Campbell, British Columbia. 047,401, 	41407 	- 

44P 410 040  4144 141) 414q1  St 	h 
#7 S. 15ril 4f, 	 bP4y  cir  tip)  0'14. 

The Chair: Thank you, colleagues. The Senate has referred to this committee Bill C-51, An Act to 

enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act and the Secure Air Travel Art, to amend the 

Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and the Immigration and Refugee 

Protection Act and to make related and consequential amendments to other Acts. 

The issue of terrorism is forernost in the minds of Canadians. We have witnessed increased 

reports of terrorist actions, not just at home but around the world. The security agencies around 

the world are reviewing their mandates, and governments are seeking to ensure these bodies have 

the appropriate powers to combat acts or threats of terrorism within our democratic systems of 

government. 

France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, and Australia, amongst others and, of course, 

Canada are all examining what more can be done. 	
O.? 	• #re, jIr? 1,140_ 

Locally, we have identified 684 instances of terrorism financing since 2009. Last October, we 

learned that we have 145 Canadian jihadists abroad supporting ISIS, 80 plus who have returned and 

93 who wanted to go but were disrupted and are being monitored. These numbers are significant, 

and we do know that law enforcement agencies are being stretched to the maximum. 

Our criminal prosecutions also appear to be lagging behind our colleagues in France and the 
United Kingdom. 

Joining us today as we consider Bill C-51 are Michel Coufombe, Director, Canadian Security 

intelligence Service; Mike Cabana, Deputy Commissioner, Federal Policing, Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police, and Greta Bossenmaier, Chief, Communications Security Establishment. 

Mr. Coulombe and Mr. Cabana, welcome back to the committee. Ms. Bossenmaier, as this is 

your first appearance before the committee as chief of the CSE, we offer a special welcome to you, 

and congratulations on your appointment. 

I understand that you each have an opening statement.' invite Mr. Coulombe to begin, followed 

by Mr. Cabana and Ms. Bossenmaier. 

Michel Coulombe, Director, Canadian Security Intelligence Service: Senators, I am pleased to 

be here today with my colleagues to discuss Bill C-S1. 
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(French follows — Mr. Coulombe J'ai comparu devant vous) 

(apres anglais)(M. Coulombe :...to discuss Bill C-51.) 

J'ai comparu devant vous a maintes reprises, au tours des derniers mais, mais je n'ai jamais eu 

('occasion de prononcer une allocution d'ouverture. Je suis tres heureux de le faire aujourd'hui. 

raimerals debater en fournissant des informations additionnelles concernant la menace qui 

pese sur la securite nationale du Canada et le role que joue le SCRS pour la contrer. Soyons clairs. 

Quand je panle de la menace pour la securite du Canada, c'est dans le contexte de la definition qui 

se trouve dans la Loi sur le SCRS. Cette definition a resiste a l'epreuve du temps, slapplique toujours 

en depit de la transformation du contexte de la menace pour le Canada depuis la creation du SCRS 

et ne changera pas apres ('entree en vigueur du projet de loi (WO 

(Mr. Coulombe cont'g: When the CS'S Act was passed in 1984...) 

(anglais suit) 

(Following French -- Mr. Coulombe cont'g — du projet de loi C-51) 

When the CSIS Act was passed in 1984, the primary security concern was espionage. It is a 

serious issue, yes, but it did not and does not represent an exigent threat to life. The presence of a 

foreign spy in Canada posed a long-term threat to national security but not an Immediate danger to 

public safety. For CSIS, collecting intelligence on the threat and making government aware was 

then a sufficient response. This seems wholly insufficient in today's threat environment. A 

watching brief will not suffice in the face of ever-more direct threats to Canadians' security and way 

of life. 	
4e;`,`,41s0i 

In recent years, the terrorist threat to Canada and its allies has amplified. Canada is not immune 

to violent terrorist attacks. This has long been apparent to those of us in the national security 

community. Most recently, we have observed a steady increase in the number of terrorist 

travellers, including those who have travelled, returned from travel or aspire to do so. 

Based on service assessments, the terrorist threat to Canada's national security interests has 

never been as direct or immediate. Quite frankly, the scope of the threat, the speed of change, and 
the ease with which people engaged in threat-related activity connect means we no longer have the 

luxury of time to contemplate our response. 

In addition to complex plots involving multiple threat actors over a prolonged period, we must 

also be alert to rapidly escalating threats posed by individuals determined and able to act with little 

or no warning or support. As has been stated, identifying lone actors, Investigating them and 

Predicting their behaviour is tremendously difficult. 

'1e, 4A, 
`As as final pOint on the threat environment, I would note that, while terrorism is the current 

focus, our mandate requires that we do not lose sight of other threats such as espionage, 

proliferation and cyber threats. 

The CSIS Act must be viewed as a product of its time and in the context of the events leading to 

the creation of CMS as an-intelligence agency independent from the RCMP. You are, of course, 

aware of the recommendations of the McDonald Commission and that CSIS was specifically created 

as a civilian agency to ensure that its operation could be rigorously reviewed and controlled. Today, 

both CSIS and the threat environment have evolved. 

(French follows — Mr. Coulombe -- Les modifications proposees) 

8'4  

f3iNc• °'1.:4134-1  449v 

"le 40 041  g, 41  .94,4  04, 
1'0 140 4, &et  
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(apres angfais)(M. Coulombe : 	CSIS and the threat environment have evolved.) 

Les modifications proposes a Ia Loi sur le SCRS tiennent compte des legions apprises et des 
recommandations formulees par le Comite de surveillance des activites de renseignements (CSARS) 
et le Comite senatorial special sur I'antiterrorisme. 

' .1* 
(anglais suit) 

34, 
641 al (following French-- Mr. Coulombe sur l'antiterrorisme) 41)441 4C? 44'

10 
 fr-,14Ar 

CSIS' mandate to investigate threats to the security of Canada allows it to have early awareness 
of developing threats. Despite this, CSIS has no legislative authority to act on this information, even 
when doing so could save lives and diffuse or remove that threat:44;4447r% 	414-'404'v 0 ieiro 4,9‘ s,is  , 41, 	+-7 irir 

(French follows — Mr. Coulombe -- Des observateurs ont)' 	

4fr , 	ci 
w&t r/jo  or 

Ozpvi...S%-P0108, -'4/ 

(a pres anglais)(M. Coulombe :...diffuse or remove that threat.) 	 -14r0e$ ;26, 04. 
Des observateurs ont avance que le SCRS veut obtenir le mandat de recluire la menace, parce 

qu'il ne veut pas divulguer ('information a la GRC pour que cette derniere fasse appliquer la loi. Its 
ant aussi indique que ce serait une source de conflit avec la GRC. Pour dire les chases simplement, 
c'est une fausse interpretation qui ne fait pas honneur a notre relation avec la GRC, et ce West 
certainement pas Ia raison pour laquelle le service demande le mandat de perturber les menaces. 
En fait, le nceud du raisonnement est plutOt le suivant. Grace au mandat demande, le 
gouvernement du Canada pourrait exploiter les connaissances specialisees du SCRS, son savoir-faire 
et sa capacite de deceler rapidement les nouvelles menaces. En consequence, it aurait une plus 
grande souplesse et serait mieux en mesure de defendre activement le Canada et les Canadiens 
contre les dangers. 	"fil ;. k̀Oh.."4/4 	.°4 	 01g41  

(Mr. Coulombe cont'g: Providing a threat-disruption authority:..) 
4/6.04 	iar tr7.1744y 

(anglais suit) 	
tci 

4  40 PS'4 
e. SIA °Ofr 84.11:74'  

(Following French -- Mr. Coulombe cont'g— contre les dangers) 

Providing a threat-disruption authority to CSIS will not, in any way, take away any authorities 
from the RCMP. Furthermore, both CSIS and the RCMP are committed to de-confliction and 
coordination wherever necessary and appropriate, as is our current practice. 

In the few minutes I have remaining, I would like to quickly address a few of the other 
misperceptions surrounding this bill. 

I want to be clear. This bill will not make CSIS a secret police force. CSIS is not a law 
enforcement agency, and this bill will not change that, nor confer any law enforcement powers to 
the service. A threat reduction mandate doesn't equate to becoming law enforcement. 

There is nothing in this billlhat gives us power of arrest. There is nothing in this bill that give us 
the mandate to collect evidence to bring people in front of the court, and there is nothing in this bill 
that gives us the mandate to enforce any law, including the Criminal Code. 

In addition, this bill provides clarity to what is required of CSIS in order to take a threat 
disruption measure. First, before taking any measure to reduce a threat, the service must have 
reasonable grounds to believe that the activity constitutes a threat. This is a higher threshold than 
is required to investigate the activity which has always been reasonable grounds to suspect. The 

(Mr. Coulombe: CSIS' mandate to investigate threats...) 

04.47'Ob. 
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service would also request judicial authorization on a case-by-case basis for any threat disruption 
activities that will contravene a right or a freedom protected by the Charter or that will otherwise 
be contrary to Canadian law. The regime allows a judge to determine if a measure Is reasonable 
and proportionate in the circumstances, having regard to the nature of the threat, the natures of 
the measures and the reasonable availability of other means to reduce that threat. In addition, the 
judge can include any terms or conditions deemed advisable in the public Interest. 

The bill does not change anything for the service in relation to environmental and other activist 
groups. As I noted when I began, the definition of threats to the security of Canada in the CSIS Act 
will not change. That definition in the CSIS Act clearly excludes lawful advocacy, protest and 
dissent, and SIRC has repeatedly confirmed the service has not overreached in this regard. it 

? 
~44# ir 

44, 
s, 

404074,0 

Les modifications proposees 5 la Loi sur le SCRS sont adaptees aux besoins mesures-et, selon 	IdAti 
moi, essentiels. 	

445, 

Les nouveaux pouvoirs qu'elles accordent sont sembiables a ceux exerces par bon nombre de 
nos partenaires strangers et sont assortis de solides mesures de protection. 

Le nouveau mandat du service comportera un processus rigoureux d'autorisation judiciaire 
fonds sur les instructions du ministre, examines par le CSARS, et mends selon un cadre d'evaluation 
des risques bien 

(Mr. Coulombe: The men and women of 0515 are, and...) 

(anglais suit) 	O" j. 	 ert":1 

(Following French — Mr. Coulombe cont'g -- des risques bien defini.). 

The men and women of CSIS are and have always been committed not only to fulfilling our 
mandate of keeping Canada and Canadians safe but also to doing so in a way consistent with the 
law and Canadian values. I appreciate the opportunity to provide these remarks and I look forward 
to answering your questions. 

The Chair: Thank you Mr. Coulombe. 

Mr. Cabana, please. 

Mike Cabana, Deputy Commissioner, Federal Policing, Royal Canadian Mounted Police: Good 
afternoon, Mr. Chair and honourable members of the committee. 

(French follows -- Mr. Cabana cont'g —.le vous remercie de ...). 

'VO 
"triee, (ogres anglils)(Mr. Cabana),_ 

40ie..°14 	 44-7 

	

.fir 	414., 
le vows remercie de ('invitation a Solis entretenir au sujet du projet de loi C-51 selon la 

perspective de la GRC. Ce projet de loi constitue une etape determinante pour eider la communaute 
canadienne de la securite et du renseignement a nnieux !utter contre le vaste eventail de menaces a 
la securite nationale. 

(Mr. Cabana: If passed, the bill will'enhanced...) 

(anglais suit) 

(French follows -- Mr. Coulombe continues ro Les modifications pposees a...) la
tO  4

0  

(apres anglais)(M. Coulombe) tt 0)004  &14-.7'4 	1,1.10, ,„ a's• *for 
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(Following French — Mr. Cabana cont'g — a la securite nationale.). 

If passed, the bill will enhance key prevention tools at the disposal of the RCMP and domestic 
law enforcement agencies. I will focus my comments today on these specific measures and clarify 
their application from the RCMP's point of view. 

To place the RCMP in context, it has a broad range of national security-related mandates and 
responsibilities ranging from national security criminal investigations to critical incident 
management and protective policing. As Canada's national police force, the RCMP also has a 
legislated mandate to both prevent and investigate criminal activity to ensure public safety. 

The RCMP recognizes that the most effective approach to countering terrorism involves 
preventing an individual from becoming radicalized to violence in the first place. Through the 
RCMP's Terrorism Prevention Program, we're helping to provide law enforcement and communities 

a across Canada with the skills and tools they need to identify and intervene with individuals at risk • A.,:a4A, 
;Iv-  I, 4,4"11 before they mobilize to violence. 4t 	-40 	Ate  • 

Unfortunately, we will never be able to prevent all terrorist activities. When necessary, the 
RCMP makes use of its long-standing ability to access a wide number of tools and laws at our 4 °Oft, 
disposal to disrupt threats as they materialize at various stages. We also work closely with our 
domestic and foreign partners to address threats to Canada at home and abroad. While disruption 
measures are sometimes necessary to protect public safety, they can never — nor should 
they replace the pursuit of criminal charges, the ability to make arrests and bring forward 
prosecutions. 

In this effort, the RCMP and our partners have had significant success in combatting terrorism 
since the introduction of the Anti-terrorism Act in 2001. To date, 19 individuals have been 
convicted and criminal charges have been brought against an additional 17 for various 
terrorism-related activities. This is a testament to the fact that the criminal justice system remains 
the most effective means of countering terrorism by adhering to the rule of law through a 
transparent process. 

4° 	,V  1 
However, since the introduction of the Anti-terrorism Act in 2001, there has been a considerable 

shift in the threat environment. While we continue to face threats from highly orchestrated 
terrorist plots, which tend to develop over a long period of time, we are also now facing an 
increasingly complex environment characterized by individually driven plots that can materialize 
quickly and in unforeseeable ways. We know all too well that Canada and Canadians are not 
immune to this threat. 

This new environment presents a significant challenge for law enforcement. It necessitates a 
capability to contain imminent threats while continuing with an investigation. National security 
investigations are complex, lengthy and resource-intensive, generally spanning multiple 
jurisdictions. The key objective in addressing the current threat environment is to mitigate the risk 
of violence and protect public safety. We do this in the context of collecting sufficient evidence to 
proceed with criminal charges which may lead to a successful prosecution. 

The RCMP is doing everything in its power to manage the current threat environment. For 
instance, we are facilitating information sharing through the RCMP's National Security Joint 
Operations Centre, an example of unprecedented-interdepartmental collaboration. We have also 
increased our training, intervention and outreach efforts and reallocated hundreds — in fact now in 
excess of 600 resources from across the country to the RCMP-led integrated national security 
enforcement teams and our national security enforcement sections. 
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4:0,7ekar: aten,kr, 
Within this context, the large-scale redeployment of RCMP personnel to counterterrorism files, 

while necessary, is negatively impacting our capacity to manage other risks, such as those posed by 
serious and organized crime and espionage. As a result, the RCMP recognizes that it needs to find a 
longer-term solution to be able to respond to the breadth of its federal policing mandate. 	- • 	•;.1" -44 

The proposed changes outlined in Bill C-51 to the Criminal Code would strengthen the existing 	b ?̂OE/ 

recognizance with conditions and terrorism peace bonds. These are important preventative 	
..lifozir 

ief measures that can be applied with the consent of the Attorney General. The recognizance with 
conditions provisions will allow the police to arrest an individual without a warrant when doing so 
will prevent an imminent act of terrorism. Putting restrictions on their movements or activities can 
help the police to manage a threat while the investigation is being pursued. 

I must emphasize that these tools will be used in a limited number of circumstances within the 
context of an active criminal investigation. Lowering thresholds and extending periods of detention 
will make these tools more effective in a preventive capacity to disrupt terrorist activity, be it 
planning a terrorist attack or attempting to travel for terrorism purposes. The current threshold 
makes it impractical to use them as preventive tools as it is essentially the same as the threshold to 
lay criminal charges; and, as outlined, to be in a position to lay charges takes time to investigate and 
collect the necessary evidence to proceed. There are situations where we do not have the luxury of 
time. To ensure the safety of our communities, Canadians and citizens of other countries, law 
enforcement must have the ability to take immediate action...,"2404t7Ne,-, 

The new advocacy and promotion of terrorism offence will make it easier for law enforcement 
to address the material that is being used to radicalize Canadians to violence. Through Bill C-51, the 
courts will have the ability to seize, forfeit and request a removal of terrorist propaganda material in 
Canada. This will allow law enforcement, in collaboration with the Attorney General, to direct 
Canadian service providers to remove material that is contributing to the radicalization of 
Canadians. 

Unfortunately with these new measures being proposed through Bill C-51, we will never be in a 
position to mitigate all potential terrorist threats. Rest assured, the RCMP will continue to mobilize 
as necessary and work in collaboration with our partners at ail levels of government and civil 
society. One of our key partners has been and will continue to be C.515. Going forward, particularly 
with its new mandate to reduce threats, it will be essential to enhance de-confliction processes to 
maintain separate and distinct investigations in parallel. 

(french fa flows Mr, Cabana contg: En terminant, je tiens a reiterer mon objectif 	) 

(apres anglais)(M. Cabbna) 

En terminant, je hens a reiterer mon objectif, qui est aussi celui de la GRC, de vous 
communiquer en toute transparence la fawn dont ces mesures aideront notre organisation a 
s'acquitter de son mandat et les demarches entreprises pour assurer l'entiere protection des droits 
des Canadiens. 

Even with all of these efforts, we still face challenges in countering and managing the threat 
posed by terrorism. For example, there is no single path to radicalization to violence and, as 
illustrated by the attacks of last October, there is often little advance warning that someone intends 
to act violently. In the context of high-risk travellers, some individuals make travel plans without 
notifying family or friends, and law enforcement only becomes aware after they have left Canada. 
Fundamentally, there is no linear threat trajectory. Each case presents a unique circumstance, and 
every enforcement action must be considered carefully to prevent the threat from shifting or 
escalating. 
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Je vous remercie de votre attention. 

(Mme Bossenmaier : Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and honorable senators...) 

(anglais suit) 

(Following French by Mr. Canbana: 	remercie de votre attention.) 

Greta Bossenmaier, Chief, Communications Security Establishment: Good afternoon Mr. Chair 

and honourable senators. Thank you for inviting me here today alongsidelny colleagues from the 

RCMP and CSIS as you undertake your study of Bill C-51. 	 404 

As the chair mentioned, this is my first time appearing before your committee in my new role as 

Chief of the Communications Security Establishment. I am pleased to have the opportunity to share 

with you some insights I have gleaned to date, including these as they relate to Bill C-51. I realize I  ' 1  If 

our time together is short so I will keep my comments brief. 	4ig• Cr  •{I ii Q. 	 -41 1  4 0 	g• 	OS 4/ 43P  
40 ,40 44,3..,  

{French follows — Ms. Bossenmaier contg: C'est avec fierte que j'occupe 	
0 

occupe ...) 	
_0 	

lobr 
34 

ky 04.4  

C'est avec fierte que j'occupe le poste de chef du centre de la securite et des 

telecommunications. Mon role consiste a appuyer le ministre et le ministre assccie de la Defense 

nationale. 

En tant qu'organisme national de cryptologie du Canada, le CST occupe une place unique au sein 

du gouvernement du Canada et compte parmi les principaux organismes canadiens charges de la 

securite et du renseignement. Depuis ores de 70 ans, le CST joue un role essentiel dans le maintien 

de la securite du Canada etde tous les Canadiens. 

(Mme Bossenmaier : CSC has a three-part mandate as stipulatedin Part...) 

04, 
(anglais suit) 	 ,547e/40b 	a 

0
4!4e

, 

(Following French — Ms. Bossenmaier contg after: ... et de tous les canadiens.) 

C5E has a three-part mandate as stipulated in Part V.1 of the National Defence Act. Specifically, 

Mr. Chair, CSE is mandated to collect foreign intelligence in accordance with the Government of 

Canada's intelligence priorities. We also provide advice and support in the defence of electronic 

systems of importance to the Government of Canada, often referred to as "cyber protection." 

Finally, CSE is mandated to provide support to federal law enforcement and security agencies in 

executing their lawful authorities. 

Bill C-51 does not alter C5E's mandate or authorities. CSE is, however, one of the departments 

and agencies listed under the proposed security of Canada information sharing act. CSE will 

continue to ensure that any information we may share or receive from our federal partners is done 

in full compliance with the law and respecting the privacy of Canadians. We have established 

policies, practices and protocols to guide this sharing of information, reflecting Canadian law, the 

Charter and relevant privacy protections. 

cte 	 Ari-44  
(French follows— Ms. Bossenmaier Contg:Iiimerais donner des precisions sur le mandat ...) 

(apres anglais)( Mme Bossenmaier) 

J'aimerais donner des precisions sur le mandat d'assistance du CST. 

(apres anglais)(Mme Bossenmaier) 
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En vertu de la disposition sur l'assistance du CST, les organismes federaux charges de 
('application de la loi et de la securite comme la GRC et le SCRS peuvent soiliciter ('assistance 
technique du CST, conformement aux mandats qui leur sont conferes. 

De fait, lorsque le CST prete assistance 5 ces organismes, ii agit en vertu du pouvoir juridique de 
l'organisme demandeur et dolt se conformer aux restrictions et aux conditions associees. En vertu 
du projet de loi propose, cette disposition reste la merne. 

La Loi sur la Defense nationale definit aussi clairement les mesures que le CST est tenu de 
prendre pour proteger la vie privee des Canadiens. Elle precise que les activites lives aux 
renseignements strangers et a la cyberdefense du CST ne doivent en aucun cas viser des Canadiens 
ou des personnes se trouvant au Canada et que ces activates doivent etre soumises a des mesures 
de protection de la vie privee des Canadiens lorsque des renseignements interceptes sont utilises et 
conserves. La Wi sur la Defense nationale definit le bureau du commissaire du CST et les , ),-.1t04;444.., 
responsabilites qui lui incombent et fournit le cadre juridique lui permettant d'exercer son vaste 	6,:$'44y 

pouvoir d'examen. •ti swfo, 1404.741 
et 'iv 

(Mme Bossenmaier : Mr. Chair, since arriving at CSC, I have been impressed..) 	`104, et -wet 
(anglais suit) 

(Following French -- Ms. Bossenmaier contg after: 	son vaste pouvoir d'exa men.) 

Mr. Chair, since arriving at CSE, I've been impressed by the dedication, commitment and 
professionalism of its employees. This dedication is reflected in part in the clear commitment to 
respecting and protecting the privacy of Canadians. I have already observed first-hand this 
commitment throughout the organization to respect CSE's legal framework, including the privacy of 
Canadians. This culture of compliance has been affirmed by the independent commissioner of CSE. 
I can assure the committee that I take very seriously my responsibilities to insure that the 
organization complies with the law and protects the priVacy of Canadians. 

?A. 
Saw 

 -.11P 4,1; 
The Chair: Colleagues, before we begin with questions I would like to direct a general question 

to Mr. Coulombe. Six months ago at this committee, it was revealed that there were well over 300 
Canadians either directly or indirectly involved in terrorist activities in this country In large part in 
respect of the Middle East. Could you update us on the nature of the radical Islamic jihadist threat 
that Canadians are facing? Also, could you tell us if one of your agencies has developed a threat 
projection over the next 7 to 15 years? If things continue the way they are, what threats will 
Canadians face, given the current radical Islamic jihadist movement? 

Mr. Coulombe: I'll begin with the last part of your question. It's extremely difficult to project 
what it will look like 10 years from now; but I can that the phenomenon will still be with us 10 years 
from now. We're still dealing with threats following the wars in Afghanistan and Bosnia; and well 
have to deal with and manage that threat fora long time. 

In terms of an update, the last time I was here I was reluctant to give you numbers, but I can say 
they are increasing. Maybe to correct the record, you mentioned at the beginning at the time 145 
people in Iraq and Syria. It's 145 known Canadians around the world, with about one third in Iraq 
and Syria and some in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, Libya and elsewhere. That overall number is 
slowly increasing, with the sharpest increase in Iraq and Syria. In fact, over the last three or four 
months, we have probably seen an increase of 50 per cent in the number of people who have left 
for Iraq and Syria. 

Thank you for inviting me here today. 
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Senator Mitchell: Thanks to each of you for provocative, in a good way, presentations. It's clear 
that you don't have enough resources; and you've been almost explicit about it. I know that you 
really can't be, but we'll see what happens tomorrow. 

My first question is to Mr. Coulombe. Given that you probably do disruptive activities from time 
to time already — you might want to address that -- what kind of disruptive activity would Bill C-S1 
allow you to do that you wouldn't already be able to do? I'd like to get beyond this idea that you'd 
be able to talk to parents, because that's kind of the vanilla-type example that's used. But could you 
be more explicit about that? 	 ,O•p"141":4 Of 

Mr. Coulombe: I will address the part that we probably already do disruptive or 
threat-reduction activities. in fact, we don't, because we don't have the mandate. What happens in 
our collection mandate, yes, sometimes as a by-product, it can have a secondary effect. if we're 
talking to somebody, it could have the result of diminishing the level of activities, for example. 13 ut:V4p0  
that's not why we're doing an interview. Our mandate at the moment is to collect, and that's "ot 11,*,411/4  
strictly what we do, again sometimes with the side effect of diminishing the threat. That's 40., 3)044:#44r 
important to understand. 	 Olir  

In terms of giving you examples of what we could do in the future, aside from the vanilla -- I will 
go into the chocolate part— it can go from asking people who are cooperating with the service to 
intervene to try to dissuade somebody who is thinking of travelling. But it could go into disrupting a 
financial transaction done through the Internet, disabling mobile device use in support of terrorist 
activities, and tampering with equipment that would be used in support of terrorist activities. 
Those would be the types for which we would need judicial authorization. There is a vast array of 
activities we could take in order to fulfill that threat-reduction mandate. 

Senator Mitchell: My next question I would address to Ms. Bossenmaier. it could be addressed 
by all three of you, but it comes out of your presentation, where you mentioned that it's a very 
serious concern that people have under the implications of the sharing of information act. You have 
ways to limit the use of that information, but can you reassure us or give us fundamental 
reassurance that under these changes we won't get another Arar situation, where information goes 
to another country or another department and then that department or that nation can do with it 
what it wants? How do we avoid that? How can we reassure Canadians? That's a fundamental 
problem. 

Ms. Bossenmaler: Thank you for the question, senator. My colleagues as well might want to 
address it. 

The first thing I would note from a C5E perspective, as I noted in my opening remarks, is that this 
bill does not actually alter CSE's mandate or authorities. I put that out to begin with. 

in terms of information sharing, I'd touch on a couple of points. First of all, all of CSE's activities 
are able to be reviewed by the independent commissioner of CSE. He has a robust review 
mechanism over our activities, full access to our data, our systems and our people, up to the point 
that he actually has the ability to subpoena people. So there is a robust oversight in terms of our 
activities, and he has never found us not to be in compliance with the law. 

As well, I spoke a bit it my opening remarks, senator, about the overall procedures and practices 
we have in terms of protecting privacy. Since 1 have been at the agency for approximately two 
months now, I have been impressed almost from day one in terms of the type of rigour that's 
applied to protecting the privacy of Canadians. That starts with the training of our employees 
through executive oversight, to systems checks, to compliance measures, just an overall robust 
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measure in terms of protecting privacy and abiding by the law. Again, my colleagues might have 
other items to add. 

Mr. Coukornbe: I think it's important, first of all -- and it was mentioned previously -- that a 
privacy impact assessment will be done and sent to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner. Also, 
especially section 5 and 6 of the new information act are extremely important. First of all, it clearly 
states that any regulation or act at the moment that prohibits or restricts the disclosure of 
information is not changed by this act. This act is just to clarify explicitly the fact that you can share 
national security. If you're subject to an act that restricts or prohibits, this doesn't change. 

It also says — and I will take the example of the service -- that if you decide to share information 
with the service, you can only share information that falls within the mandate of the service. quite 
often, people will read the definition found in the act in section 2 and say that it's a very broad .9).4  
definition of national security and that, because of that, the service will now be receiving?-40A,9frn_ 

Oicr '41 ....761‘, information about all kinds of activities. 	 • 	• d s/  4)  44 s That's reading section 2 in isolation of what section 5 says, that you can only share information 
with the service if that information falls within the existing mandate of the service. As i said in my 
opening remarks, the definition of threat to security of Canada for the service is not changed by Bill 404,  

C-51. 

In addition, if you look at section 6 of the information, it clearly states that further disclosure or 
use, again, is not changed by this act. If you are subject to an act or regulation that prohibits or 
restricts the use or further disclosure, that still applies. 

Senator Runciman: A couple of quick questions for Deputy Cabana. You mentioned in your 
opening comments about I think it was 19 convictions, plus 17 other charges. Of those 19 
convictions, are we talking about the Toronto 18? Is that part of that? 

• -‘4 
Mr. Cabana: That would be part of that, yes, senator) 4 

4/. 
 0— 

wr _ 
1 
-"Oti ket 

Senator Runciman: So outside of that, one conviction. If you compare that with what's 
happened with respect to some of our allies over the past number of years in terms of terrorism 
and financing charges, we sort of pale in comparison. I am wondering if you could speak to that 
issue: why we haven't seen more charges laid. I don't know if this is a question perhaps more 
appropriate for the next panel, prosecution services. I'm not sure. Maybe you can speak to why 
that has been the case and how this legislation may assist the RCMP in terms of laying more charges 
and getting to grips with more of these challenges. 

Mr. Cabana: Thank you very much for your question, senator. Maybe put a little bit of 
context around some of the statistics that you're referring to. I'm not questioning whether some of 
the other jurisdictions may have had better success. Maybe that's a reflection of the level of activity 
in their respective countries. That's pure speculation on my part. 

4h), -git. What's getting missed in these statistics is the fact that not only the RCMP, but law enforcement 
in Canada, when we approach a file or an investigation related to terrorism, we look at all the tools 
that are available to us. The outcome of an investigation may not necessarily lead to 
terrorism-related charges. It may lead to a pure criminal charge that results in the individual being 
incarcerated. Those statistics are not being captured, that I'm aware of. When we assess the 
viability of an investigation and when we deVelop our investigative strategy, we look at all available 
avenues. 	 00 q10 /.4 

Senator Runciman: This committee has been told, I believe, that there are approximately 80 
individuals who have returned after travel abroad for:terrorism-related purposes. I don't believe 
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any of them have been charged. We have the infamous jihadi brides. How many of those folks are 
dealing with 810 orders? What kind of monitoring is going on there and what activity, if any, is 

occurring? 

Mr. Cabana: Unfortunately, I don't have the statistics with me, but I would challenge the notion 

that not one of them has been charged. Some of those individuals have been charged. Some have 

actually travelled again and are currently under charges. So there have been some charges. 

You've likely seen in the media as of late an increase in the use of the 810 provisions. But the 

difficulty in leveraging those tools, as they currently stand, is the proximity. They're in close 

proximity in terms of evidentiary threshold or requirement in order to be able to use the tool. 

To put a peace bond in place currently, there's not much of a difference. If we can put a peace 

bond, most of the time we're pretty close to being able to lay a charge. ' '4;4  C.;!494411, C1  - 

Senator Runciman: Just looking at an article this past weekend in the Montreal Journal I don't 

want to misquote the name of the publication and I can't find it here. I know it was a Montreal-- 	11047°  

paper. With respect to terrorism money and the lack of charges, I don't know this individual lawyer 

who is quoted in the article saying it's becoming embarrassing for Canada at an international level, 

that we have a bad reputation throughout the world concerning charges of terrorism financing. 

FINTRAC has passed on numerous, they say 683, tips of alleged cases of terrorism financing, but 

again there seems to be a very stark lack of activity in terms of moving on these. I am wondering if 

you want to respond to those comments. 

Mr. Cabana: The comments may be accurate. The difficulty in terms of terrorist financing is the 

ability or inability from Canada to be able to confirm, in an admissible manner, the end-use for the 

funds that are being transferred overseas. Most of those activities take place in a location where 

our ability to secure the necessary evidence is limited. 

Senator Runciman: Is this legislation going to enhance your ability to deal with these issues? 

Mr. Cabana: UnfOrtunately, no, senator, I don't believe it will. I question Canada's ability to 

legislate anything that would engage some of those foreign jurisdictions to any kind of obligation on 

their part. 

The Chair: If I can follow up on the 80 on that particular subject, has that number substantially 

increased since six months ago, with Canadians returning that have been involved in terrorist 
activity? 

Second, I don't understand why we have laid very few if any charges to these individuals who 

havO obviously broken the law, we know they've broken the law. With the changes in this bill will 

we now see more charges being laid and these people being put into the judicial system and taken 

out of harm's way? 

Mrf Cabana: Senator, this Is speculation on my part. I believe, yes, you will see increases in our 

ability to leverage the tools. So I think it goes to reason that there will be more charges and more 

peace bonds being applied for. 	 , 

The Chair: YOu didn't answer my first question. Are there more numbers coming back to 

Canada? 

Mr. Cabana: Well, yes, there are more numbers. I don't have the number with me but, yes, as 

you can see in the media, there are individuals travelling fairly regularly, so the number changes on 

a daily or weekly basis, if not more than that. 
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The Chair: I would like to pursue that in a different venue. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: I'm going to ask more of an informational question, if you don't mind. 
Can you tell us why the bill explicitly gives C515 the authority to operate outside of Canada? Did you 
not have this power before and why is it necessary to state that in this bill? 

the country. 	 v'Y *470/4  "L4 s  
0.9 	g4A, 

#1 -'104-.410 
4f  41 	b)&47. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: Thank you very much for your very clear outline of the danger that's 	 ono* N.  
present for us and that Canadians should be well aware of that we have to look at. This is a 	-
question about the privacy of Canadians for Ms. Bossenmaier. 

How confident are you that the privacy of Canadians will be protected under this bill and under 
any new requests that come your way? Are you confident about the sharing of information with 17 
different agencies? 

Ms. Bossenmaier: Again; I would, if I could, reiterate that this bill does not alter CSE's current 
mandate or authorities. 	./0„:44'a.': 

In terms of privacy, our legislated mandate has clear provisions and limitations on our activities 
in terms of protecting the privacy of Canadians. And as I noted earlier, we are operating within all 
the Canadian laws, including the Privacy Act and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

By law (=SE is prohibited from targeting people in. Canada or Canadians anywhere in terms of our 
foreign intelligence and cyberdefence activities. As 1 mentioned, we have been reviewed by the 
independent CSE Commissioner since 1996 who has found that we've never acted unlawfully, and in 
previous reports has noted C5E's culture of lawful compliance. 

In terms of being on the list of 17 entities, as I noted, yes, we are listed as one of the federal 
entities that could receive information. Again, it would have to be strictly related to our mandate of 
foreign intelligence or cyberprotection, so a very limited mandate. 

We can currently receive and collect that information, but this would be breaking down some of 
the barriers that may exist for other departments to be able to share that with us. Again, it would 
be very strict in terms of our mandate of foreign intelligence and cyberdefence. 

Senatorkenny: Deputy Commissioner Cabana, I have a couple of questions for you. 
- v42.4, 	 • 

Could you describe to the cokartiittee the costs, financially and otherwise, of moving 600 staff 
away from organized crime and similar activities and putting them in to work in the INSETs? The 
annual cost of a constable is somewhere in the range of $187,000. Commissioner Zaccardelli back 
in the day estimated it was around $200;030. That's salaries, equipment, overtime and the whole 
package. Ob. 

I am interested in how difficult it is to move people into a new area working at INSET, how long 
it will take before they're effective and how the backfill works in organized crime, or is that just left 
open? And if you got $100 million extra in tomorrow's budget that would give you room for 500 

Mr. Coulombe: Actually, it was our interpretation of the CSIS Act that we always had the 
mandate to operate overseas. But again, just so that it would be explicitly stated in the CSIS Act, it's 
actually Bill C-44 that is bringing that explicit authority. 	10•;iiii : 04 _ 

If Bill C-44 goes through, then Bill C-51, when we apply it, does say we can do threat-reduction 
activities outside the country, just like our mandate to collect information can also be done outside . 	, 	. 

But it's Bill C-44 that gives us explicitly something that was always there. 
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more constables. How long would it take before they were effective and useful in either organized 
crime or at an INSET? 

Mr. Cabana: Thank you for the question, senator. Good question. Unfortunately, I'm not sure 

how informative my answer will be because this is not something that I believe we've actually 

costed. 

The individuals that we've redirected to national security priorities, it's not a situation for the 

most part where we've actually relocated people. They just work in the same area but for a 

4/0 -4Siit: P  t,.117tIv.... 

So the cost associated to that, you can take the math. I think the numbers you have are 

probably fairly accurate. But this is not an unprecedented situation for the RCMP in the sense that 

that's what we do. So we continually prioritize our resources and direct them to the highest 	4,rif  
CP& /0 

priorities, 	 Sit  
Cke 	ge.s 4-7 aist  

If you go back just a few years, most of you will likely remember the migrant vessels that landed 

on our shores. At that time we directed significant resources to that particular priority.-44,-.45t. 
044  

Now it's national security/terrorism that we focus on. I agree with you, there are costs, but I'm 

not quite sure exactly what it is. 

In terms of how long It takes for them to become effective, I guess it all depends on your 

definition of "effective." We understand that a significant number of those individuals have had 

limited expertise or experience in the national security realm. 

We understand the recommendations that stem from the O'Connor Commission and the 
lacobucci Commission, so we're very attuned to the need to make sure there is close supervision by 

individuals that have the requisite level of expertise, and we shifted our focus in terms of providing 

adequate training as quickly as possible to ensure they have the basic knowledge to operate within 

the national security arena. 	 10:4 0  F 	41. 4.440.t;Mer; 

Over and above that, the governance framework around our national security work is 

centralized here in Ottawa, so every step of the investigative process is closely managed and 

supervised by individuals here who have a high level of expertise within national security. 

Those are some of the steps we have put in place to try to mitigate the fact that some 

individuals may or may not have as much experience in national security area. 

Senator Kenny: If you could increase the throughput of depot by 500, how long would it take 

before they would be useful in an INSET? 

Mr. Cabana: I'm afraid I can't answer that. It would take some time. 

Senator Kenny: My second question is to ask Deputy Commissioner Cabana if he could give us 

examples of when the police would be arresting someone without a warrant. Could you walk us 

through the process of making the decision, how you would go about It and Just how it would work? 

Mr. Cabana: That's a broad question because there are many circumstances where this may 

happen. I can actually recall one partittilar incident-- I think it dates back to June of last 

year where an individual under investigation proceeded to the airport to leave Canada and our 

police officers were of the belief that the individual was set to travel for terrorism purposes. They 

did not have a warrant, and I remember proceeding with arresting the individual. So providing that 

members have reasonable and probable grounds to believe, members can currently arrest 

Individuals. 

different purpose. 
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Senator Kenny: And hold them without a warrant? 

Mr. Cabana: Nobody in Canada can be held without a warrant forever. So there are provisions 

under the law for individuals who are arrested without a warrant to be brought in front of a judge 

as soon as possible but certainly within the first 24 hours. 

Senator Beyak: Thank you ail for your excellent presentations. They were very clear and 

informative and I think very reassuring for Canadians watching at home. It's a concern for all of us, 

this fight against terrorism, and we want to give you as many tools as we can. 

There is a concern from some of my constituents that there are two sets of justice: one for 

ordinary Canadians and a bit of a softer approach for people like the jihadi brides. Is that an 

accurate observation? Can you give me a little bit of detail as to what led you to not lay charges 

against them when they seemed to be supporting a terrorist organization? Was it their age, their zNH 
country of origin or other details that you can share with us that have not been reported? •-•=o• 41, 9,.7 4547 

76w
1.. 

•F A. gir 

Mr. Cabana: I assume, senator, that question is directed at me. I will also make another - 7 O • 
r"fr 	

4s, 

 
assumption that we are referring to the three teenagers from Toronto. tit  

.1Qt4fereI04)ir 
Senator Beyak: Yes. 

Mr. Cabana: The decision whether or not to proceed with charges is not one that is made 

lightly. It involves significant consultation with representatives from PPSC. A number of factors are 

considered in making that determination. Ultimately, at the end of day, the decision on whether or 

not to proceed with charges is the Attorney General's decision. 
41,,s,4'41r?:,11 46, '41,0  

Senator Beyak: Thank you very much. 

(French follows -- Le sinateur Dagenais : Merci a nos invites. Ma...) 
dvo  4.0470410. 	444  

ri4  efOrp1401,-.44A, 
Le senateur Dagenais : Merci a nos invites. Ma question s'adresse a M. Cabana. 

Le projet de loi C-51 rendra criminelle la glorification des actes terroristes, et je crois que cela 

est tres important lorsqu'on sait la facilite avec laquelle cette glorification peut se faire par Internet. 

faimerais que vous nous parliez de vos methodes de travail et de ce que vous recherchez pour 

vous permettre de porter des accusations en vertu des dispositions de la nouvelle loi? 

Avez-vous une idee du nombre d'accusations que vous aunez pu porter si le projet de loi C-51 

avalt ete en vigueur lors de la derniere armee? 

M. Cabana : Merci beaucoup pour votre question. C'est une tres bonne question, mais 
malheureusement, je ne peux y repondre. Nous ne nous sommes pas arretes au nombre d'enquetes 

qui auraient pu mener a des accusations en vertu du projet de loi C-51. 

Plusieurs methodologies seront utilisees. On n'a pas une approche simple pour chacune des 

enquetes. Ce sera du cas par cas et, dans certaines circonstances, ce sera base sur ('information qui 

nous parvient, soit de la famille ou de la cOmmunaute ou des sources d'informations confidentielles. 

De meme, it y a des Bens, au sein de la GRC et au Service canadien du renseignement de securite, 

qui suivent les medias sociaux afin de voir quelle sorte de materiel ou d'informations sant partages 

publiquement sur certains sites.... 46$  .--,lei  

(Sen. White: Thanks to each of you for_.( 

(apres anglais) 
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(anglais suit) 

(Following French — Mr. Cabana continuing -- partages publiquement sur certains sites.) 

Senator White: Thanks to each of you for being here. 

Mr. Coutombe, you talk about disruption, and I understand a number of other countries, 
including Scandinavian countries, I think U.K. and some others that we partner with pretty regularly, 
utilize disruption; and primarily in those countries they would argue they have police services even 
more closely engaged with them than we probably have with CSIS and the fact that some of those 
actually have joined units at least 

Or pc..10/. 
In this country can you explain to the Canadian public-- you explained how you would do r 

it — why it is necessary for you to have such a capacity or ability? 	. 	. 	 3117 
444, 

'el'A:.j6tR7.w4C+ 	41)•  - OA, 	04., 
Mr. Coulombe: There are a number of reasons. We've talked about the speed, the velocity at er, laid 

 

which today it goes from aspiration to conception to execution of a terrorist attack. I've said that 
37641 r  

,fle 
sometimes we just don't have the luxury of time to decide on a response. You may not meet a 
threshold where, for example, the RCMP could intervene. I was talking about, for example, if we ilocf  
are going to be asking a human source to try to dissuade someone from travelling, if we have that 
relationship with that person, then it just makes sense that we have that mandate then to act 
instead of having to pass that human source to the RCMP. Time goes by, and at the speed things 
are evolving, the person could be on the plane on their way out. 

There is the pre-criminal world where we could intervene, and again, the thing I have to stress is 
the conflict in consultation with the RCMP that we already do in our collection mandate to make 
sure that we don't jeopardize a criminal investigation, to make sure that we don't duplicate efforts, 
but also to make sure that there are no gaps, there is not an area one of us is not looking at. The 
same principle will be applied on the threat reduction mandate, and it's not just with the RCMP. It's 
also with other partners like CBSA and others. 

40e). 	4.1,440,:i.IVOV.,  
Mike was talking about the joint operation centre to deal with high-risk travellers with a number 

of partners, and it's good case management, sitting together and deciding on each case what the 
best course of action is and who should have the lead on that file. 

Senator White: Thank you very much for that. In fact, in Canada we-have 198, give or take, 
police agencies spread across this country and the RCMP aren't the police service of jurisdiction in 
the two largest provinces and provide instead a federal role and national security role, of course. 
Certainly most would argue that the lack of the ability to disrupt could jeopardize Canadians' lives. 

Mr. Coulombe: Yes. 

Senator Ngo: To follow up on Senator White, did you say that CSIS sharing information about 
terrorist threats is within your mandate? If so, who determines when and if the information is 
shared? Someone also suggested that CSIS keeps the file of a suspect a little bit too long. Do you 
agree with that? 	4 	 ,,r, 	• 

Mr. Coulombe: Sorry, that we what? 

Senator Ngo: That you are keeping files of the suspects too long before sharing. 

Mr. Coulombe: For example, with the RCMP? 

Senator Ngo: Yes. 
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Mr. Coulombe: Honestly, I would totally disagree with that. You have to look at how the 
relationship and the service with the RCMP are today and not how it was 20 years ago. There is not 
a day that goes by where, among our regional offices and the different divisions and headquarters, 
there are not several meetings between our officers and RCMP officers. 

When I was director general in Montreal -- and I know this is still the case -- there was a monthly 
meeting between us and the RCMP going through the different CT files. We are not police officers. 
We're not experts in terms of when it meets the criminal threshold. That's why we consult with the 
RCMP all the time in terns of when that information should be passed to the RCMP. 

Again, I totally disagree with this notion that we keep files to ourselves and that we decide on 
our own when it should be passed to the RCMP and that it's normally done too late. 

	

44v 40t.,0" t'443. 	4.4!;4Atto ,t, 
s. 4, 4A, Senator Ngo: Who determines If and when the information is shared? 44,, 

4"dr...7 	 0.04*04.4,  
'War 

'r  IIF*1 Mr. Coulombe: Again, through consultation now with the RCMP in looking at the files, we 	0,$.1  414  49  
decide that -- and with time, the service has developed certain knowledge. Again, we are not 	'14 e  
experts. There is certain knowledge as to when we get the RCMP involved. 	.4von- -,470  

4/4  
On the counterterrorism file, we talk with the RCMP every day, we share with them, they are 

aware of what we do, the targets we have and when it is time for them to engage. It's important to 
understand when the RCMP does engage, it doesn't necessarily mean we disengage. Mike talked in 
his opening remarks about parallel investigations. We are not here to supplement what they do, 
but we can run parallel investigations. 

Senator Day: Thank you very much for being here. I'm just learning my way through this piece 
of legislation. It takes a while to understand the nuances, and so my questions are somewhat 
general at this stage. As time goes on, we will get into some of the more specific points. 

My first question is for the director. Mr. Coulombe, you seem to settle all of our unease and the 
public's unease with one paragraph here in your presentation: "The proposed amendments to the 
CSIS Act are responsive, measured and, in my view, essential." -4 	2 -4 

	

'Pt.. • 	tz,  

We're dealing with Bill C-51 totally, and the amendments to the CSIS Act are Part IV, Sections 40 
to 51 or so, just a small portion of the five different parts of this act. When you say "essential," are 
you talking only about the amendments to the CSIS Act, or should it be expanded to the other four 
parts? 

Mr. Coulombe: I'm certainly also talking about the information sharing part, which for us is 
essential. 

'it. Senator Day: Yes, which is the first part, Part I. 
•1#0, 

Mr. Coulombe: Yes. And although it has an indirect impact on the service, I certainly believe 
.410 that the other three changes to the Criminal Code in terms of air safety and also Division 9, I believe, 

are also required changes, 
4,144;0  ,Q14 

Senator Day: Thank you. That's helpful in understanding your comments. 

You also talk about the new,authority similar to those exercised by many of our foreign partners. 
You're satisfied that the new authorities that appear in the various sections of this act — not just the 
CSIS Act amendments but others, such as sharing of information, et cetera -- are similar to those 
exercised by many of your foreign partners? 
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Mr. Coulombe: In that case, yes, but I'm more particularly talking about threat reduction 
activities. 

Senator Day: Thank you for that. I understand a little better the meaning of your presentation. 

My second question goes to the deputy commissioner in relation to your presentation as well. 
wonder if you could expand on where you were talking about in excess of 600 members being 
moved from one area of responsibility to the Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams and 
national security enforcement. We appreciate that. I'm sure you're looking at those that were 
involved in areas where funding might have been illegally sought after to support terrorist activities. 
You're not removing people from that particular area. 	

w4,i
3 

64;1V  /IN 
You can comment on that if you will, but my primary area of inquiry is where you say "as a 

result, the RCMP recognizes that it needs to find a longer term solution to be able to respond to the 
breadth of its federal policing mandate.' We recognize there are quite a few RCMP members 
involved in contract policing as well. 	 st, ita*  

Can you speculate a bit on how you are going to deal with finding a longer term solution? We 
recognize as well that you need more funding and to hire more members, but that will presumably*" 
come in due course. What are you thinking now in terms of management? 

Mr. Cabana: Thank you very much, Senator Day, for the question. 

This is a reality that we've been challenged with. We started looking at this going back at least a 
year ago where we saw the trend. With the service, we've been having discussions in terms of the 
significance of the trend and how to position ourselves. 

Internally to the RCMP, we are trying to be as judicious as we can in selecting members to 
supplement current investigators that are part of INSET or our national security investigation team. 
So we want to make sure that we're not being counterproductive by removing them from an area 
that is actually supportive of the priority itself. The reality is that we have so many members, and at 
the end of the day, there is an impact to some of our other mandates in some areas. 

That's what I meant when I said we need to look at a longer term solution. This is not 
sustainable. In terms of whether we are managing the current crisis and the trend, we are. We are 
assigning the necessary level of resourcing to it, but it has a cost and an impact to other areas. I 
can't tell you what our solution is because we do not have one right now. 

We are looking at options and assessing how we prioritize our file. This is something we do 
consistently, almost on a daily basis. We are looking at how we can make adjustrhents to make sure 
we have a balanced approach in terms of meeting our various mandates. One thing we will 
continue to do is prioritize the higher risk files which currently, for the most part, are national 
security in nature.. 

40:0-3444r;: 
Senator bay: W ould' 	this adjustment include looking at the assets you are using now in contract 

policing? Would it include increasing the number of members and new inductees going through 
depot? 

-4°410;v4f."-oca 	 Ot-:40p, 
Mr. Cabana: I can tellyou that currently --'nbt,to a large extent -- we do have members that 

originate or come from contract policing that are providing assistance to some of our team. Like I 
said, they are not in huge numbers, (alit we do have some. 
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in terms of increasing our numbers in Regina, we're making adjustments to our troop intake on 
a fairly constant basis, but currently we don't have the ability to start hiring large numbers and 
bringing them through depot. 

Senator Day: From a finance point of view? 

Mr. Cabana: From a finance standpoint. 

Senator Baker: Mr. Cabana, if you were investigating me, say for a drug offence, you'd conduct 
an investigation and then lay a charge. But if you're investigating anybody under those terrorism 
provisions, you would conduct your Investigation and can't laya charge. You have to send it to an 
office in Ottawa to be reviewed for any Charter violation, taking days, perhaps weeks or a month or 

4jta  

allowed to lay charges just like they do for any other common offence under the Criminal Code? 
And the first part of this bill gives a limitation period of one year to lay a summary offence charge. If 14 'IS 
you were investigating a fisheries violation, it's two years; an environmental violation, two years; a 
politician, 10 years, five years after you became aware of the fact. The first section of this bill says 10? 
only one year, and beyond the year a charge can't be laid. 

You may not want to answer these questions that's your choice — but would you support a 
recommendation by this committee to allow the authorities a longer period of time to lay a charge 
instead of having that small period of time of just one year in a very complicated area of terrorism? 

Mr. Cabana: I'm afraid this is not a yes-or-no question, senator. 

In short, the RCMP is in the business of applying the laws that Parliament sees fit to develop and 
put in place, and that's what we will continue to do. •'•!,'* 	h, 

In terms of context, I want to make sure there is no misconception here. First of all, there are a 
number of jurisdictions in Canada where criminal or drug trafficking charges require pre-charge 
approval. And secondly, the relationship we have with PPSC in terms of the development of our 
cases is an even closer relationship than we have with CSIS. 

They are engaged from the start of our investigation in providing advice, and yes, there is a 
process, currently, where the file is sent to Ottawa for approval, but the discussions have taken 
place well in advance of this process kicking in. 

Senator Baker: Second question, the limitation period. 

Mr. Cabana: Well, it's up to Parliament to decide what kind of limitation they want to put on 
the applicability of these provisions. 

Senator laffer: I am very concerned, as many people are in the Canadian Muslim community, of 
how-this legislation will be applied. There is no doubt when the chair addressed it that the Muslim 
jihadist community feels very threatened, and I want to know what you are putting in place. 

One thing I've been hearing from many community members is the information sharing. Now 
this information will be shared with 17 groups. including the food agency, including the transport, 
public health agency; and there is a comfort level that CSIS knows how to intelligence-gather and 
protect It. How are you going to share this Information with all these groups and make sure there 
are no breaches? 

so before a charge can be laid. 

Would you support a recommendation from this committee that the police in Canada be 
,„ 	

d
4f0 
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Mr. Coulombe: Well, again, I think it's important to understand that this bill, in terms of 
information sharing, is there to facilitate. it doesn't change in terms of how we already interact 
with other departments In terms of information sharing, and I'm talking about CSIS. 

For us it's essential because, at the moment, we have to rely on us asking another department if 
they have information, but it's difficult to ask something that you're not aware of. As section 5 says, 
they can, on their own, decide to share information with us if it falls within our mandate. 

We have protocols when we share information. We place caveats on it in terms of how it can be 
used. Nothing changes with this. The controls that are already in place will be there with Bill C-51. 
It doesn't change anything in terms of the flow of information. it just makes it explicit that in the 
context of national security, there is an expectation that if your regulation under which you operate 
permits you to share. 	 .4fir -4.'41$*.. 	4g4,-;,‘#14 4  

Mr. Cabana: Maybe I can give the RCMP component of this. The information-sharing provisions 	
4,45, 

IP 2. 40 
that are found in the bill currently do not change much in terms of our current practices. We have 	wf, 

•'1 
well-established operating procedures that have been developed over many years based on 	

00,  
recommendations from a number of commissions. We share in accordance with the current legal 

In terms of your questions about the concerns of the Muslim community. !can tell you it's not 
lost on us. We understand their concern. We actually work very closely with key individuals within 
the community, but at the end of the day we do not target communities. We do not target 
individuals based on their faith or origin. We work based on evidence. 

We fully understand the community's concerns, and hopefully over a period of time we'll be 
able to clearly demonstrate that the community itself is not the target of the RCMP. I don't want to 
speak for my colleague, but I am pretty sure it's safe to say the service. 

Mr. Coulombe: Exactly the same point. We do not target any communities. We target 
individuals based on their activities. If their activities fit the definition of a-threat to the security of 
Canada that you find in the CSIS Act, we will investigate. „ir 	lys,; 

The Chair: Colleagues, I would like to follow up on one question with Deputy Commissioner 
Cabana. Six months ago, as I said in the opening statement, the public was made aware that there 
were over 300 Canadians indirectly or directly involved in terrorism activity. This is six months later. 

When I put the question earlier, I was told that that has increased, but we were not told to what 
numbers. It's time, quite frankly, that the public be made aware and apprised of how many 
Canadians are being actively involved directly or indirectly in terrorism in this country, whether they 
are in or outside of this country. 

Mr. Cabana, would you be prepared to table with this committee the number of high-risk 
travellers that have returned to this country in the last six months, those wishing to leave this 
country to be involved in terrorist activity outside this country, and an update on the current 
numbers that are seen to be actively involved in terrorism out of the country? Canadians want to 
know that answer, and I would appreciate•if it could be tabled to this committee. 

Mr. Cabana: Senator, I will definitely endeavoUr to do that, understanding that the moment I 
provide a number, it is likely obsolete becauSe,the number changes continuously. 

The Chair: That's fine. Its six months, and I know we're not looking for an update every day. 
The Canadian public deserves to know what threat this country faces. The way can quantify it is by 
the numbers of people that are actively indirectly or directly Involved in terrorism. 

framework, including the Privacy Act and based on consistent use. That's not going to change. - •34,1., •zi 
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It is concerning and we know that the terrorism threat has increased substantially since six 

months ago. We're looking forward to that response, and sooner than later would be appreciated 

by this committee. 

Thank you for coming. We appreciate your forthrightness when responding to our questions. 

445, :4SA 4,  
The Public Prosecution Service of Canada is on the front line for enforcing the laws passed by 

Parliament and as we heard earlier, you work closely with the RCMP, as well as with CSIS in some 

cases, in determining how, when and if the laws will be enforced. 	 44, 
*404, 4fo 

Mr. Dolhai and Ms. Hendel, welcome back to the committee. I understand that Mr. Dolhai has ?an; IfiraiTi 

an opening statement, and I invite you to begin. 	 diAS, 

George Dolhai, Deputy Director of Pubik Prosecutions, Public Prosecution Service of Canada: xt. 
'cf Last fall, Ms. Hendel and I had the pleasure of appearing before your committee in respect of 

national security questions in general, and terrorism in particular. As you are aware, the Public 

Prosecution Service of Canada doesn't develop legislative policy. We're an operational department. 

The investigation and prosecution of terrorism offences, as you heard from the previous panel 

and as has been our experience, brings together the efforts of law enforcement, intelligence 

agencies and prosecution services. 3A,447A., 

(French follows — Mr. Dolhai cont'g -- En ce qui touche les dispositions...) 

(apres anglais) (M. Dolhai cont'g intelligence agencies and prosecution services.) 

En ce qui touche les dispositions du Code criminel sur le terrorisme, noUs exercons une 

competence partagee avec les services des poursuites des provinces. Nous coordonnons notre 

approche avec ceux-ci au moment de decider lequel menera la poursuite dans une affaire donnee, 

en fondant cette decision sur le critere de l'interet public. 
'13* 1100 et 

(M. Dolhai: At the regional and headquarters levels...) 

(angiais suit) 

(Following French — Mr. Dolhai cont'g critere de l'IntArAt public.) 

At the regional and headquarters levels, we engage in ongoing communication with 

investigative bodies, such as the RCMP, to ensure that we're aware of their operational priorities. 

We continue to allocate and reallocate our prosecutorial resources accordingly in order to ensure 

that we can respond to those'oPerational requirements. 

We assign experiented counsel in each region to deal with any aspect of the advisory role during 

the course of an investigation, or to conduct the prosecution. Our Crowns provide timely advice to 

police agencies conducting terrorism investigations. We also provide training to law enforcement 

officers. We have senior counsel, such as Ms. Hefidel, in our headquarters that ensure assigned 

prosecutors get the support they need in the regions on the front lines, including providing 

specialized tools and training. 

Colleagues, I would like to thank our witnesses for appearing here and answering our questions. 

I want to welcome two witnesses from the Public Prosecution Service of Canada, George Dolhai, 

Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions and Ursula Hendel, Senior Counsel and•National Terrorism 

Prosecutions Co-ordinator. 
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I often consult with our senior general counsel, the most senior litigators in the country. We 
consider their group to be a national resource that I will call upon to undertake advisory work or 
prosecutions, regardless of where they're situated, given their experience. All of this allows for a 
coordinated effort in relation to tt4se cases. 

Beyond providing advice to the police, we must make assessments as to whether to provide the 
Attorney General's consent in relation to recagnizances with conditions, peace bonds or the 
initiation of terrorism offence prosecutions. These decisions are the product of intense and ongoing 
consultation and communication between us, investigators or assigned prosecutors at our 
headquarters. The ultimate decision to consent to a recognizance with conditionS, a peace bond or 
a terrorism offence prosecution has been delegated to me as a deputy director. 

°I".•.'  fin,-4 
My role as a deputy director in considering consent is not to determine whether I would issue 

the process that is being sought with the peace bond, recognizance or the laying of charges, but :491,04.  
whether there is sufficient evidence available that a judge could — not that the judge would -- find 'lir) 4. cf 
that the statutory requirements or threshold has been met. 10;S1 

4.4f...4MD0 
As Deputy Commissioner Cabana alluded to, Ms. Hendel, I and other senior counsel at )e, 

our'.' oA, 
headquarters have an ongoing relationship in relation to the investigations and advice that our.' 	'9:1 
Crowns are providing. Generally, unless it's something that comes up literally at the last minute, 
Ms. Hendel and I are very well versed in the evidence that has been gathered, having received 
briefings directly from our most experienced counsel. 

When I receive a request, senator, what you referred to as something coming to Ottawa, at the 
same time, something goes to the RCMP at headquarters. By the time that happens, we have a very 
good sense of what the evidence is and whether the thresholds have been met. At that point, it's 
not a situation where we are reading about it or learning about it at the first instance. 

(french follows - Mr. Dolhai cont'g- En conclusion, le Service des poursuites 

(apres anglais) (M. Dolhai) 

En conclusion, le Service des poursuites penales du Canada,accorde une grande priorite aux 
poursuites en matiere de terrorisme. Je suisfier du devouerrient et de ('expertise dont font preuve 
les procureurs du Service des poursuites penales dans de tels dossiers. Nous avons h5te de 
repondre a vos questions. Merci. 

(Sen. Runciman : Mr. Dolhai, you mentioned your ...) 

(anglais suit) 

'14 (Following french - Mr. Dolhai cont'g 	vos questions. Merci.) 

Senator Runciman: Mr. Dolhai, you mentioned your responsibilities and that you serve as the 
*- 	Attorney General's delegate fonerrorism prosecutions and signing off on peace-bond requests. I'm 

speaking to a specific issue that Canadians are very concerned about, obviously, and reacted 
strongly to and that is the death of Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent. Apparently, there was a 
peace-bond application with respect to thatparticular individual involved in the warrant officer's 
death. J4 Pitt 	4*/,‘ 

Could you elaborate-in any way, shape or form with respect to what the process was there? You 
talked about meeting the threshold. Did this peace-bond request actually get before a court, and 
what was the involvement of your office in that process? 
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Mr. Dolhai: With respect to that tragic event surrounding his death, there was not a request for 

a peace bond. There was ongoing discussion between the investigators in Montreal and our senior 

Crowns to see whether or not there would be sufficient evidence to proceed with, among other 

things, a recognizance with conditions or a peace bond. 

That's an ongoing process that our Crowns and the investigators locally were involved with. 

They concluded that, in fact, there was insufficient evidence to meet the statutory threshold. 

I was consulted throughout that process as well, so I was aware of what the nature of the 

evidence and the assessment was by the senior prosecutors in the regional office, as well as the 

investigators. 	
.'44tr?„•:` 

Senator Runciman: With the changes in Bill C-51, if you were faced with that same sort of 2  
situation, what would your reaction be? 

1.„...*45  
Mr. Dolhai: I would assess what the nature of the evidence is. We are, as I indicated, ayery'a•s: io!, wet 

470 17&  operational department, so we are focused right now on assisting the police and following through 	4f 

on the prosecutions based upon what the law is today. 

Senator Runciman: I understand that. I'm saying you're being given more latitude in terms of 

Interpreting a threat. 

• 
Mr. Dolhai: The threshold is definitely lower. 

Senator Runciman: I would hope that given this legislation that would have been in place, you 

and the investigators would have responded differently. 

I referenced earlier an article in Je low°, deli/1000a/ this weekend. One of the elements they 

commented on was the Public Prosecution Service of Canada did a deal with the Tamil Tigers' 

supporters to ensure that no one faced prosecution on terrorism financing and the Tamil Tigers. 

We know that we've spent a lot of money on FINTRAC since 2009 to track terrorist financing. I 
think you were in the audience. You heard me quote some of the comments out of that article that 

it is becoming an embarrassing situation for Canada at an international level arid very few charges, if 

any, have been laid. 

Would you like to take the opportunity to respond to those comments in that article? 

Mr. Dolhai: Senator, the question of financing of terrorism offences is an important one. It's 
one that we work closely with police on. We have had convictions in Canada in relation to financing 

offences. One was in relation to the LTTE in British Columbia. Mr. Thambithurai pled guilty and was 
convicted. 

As Deputy Commissioner Cabana indicated, it's a question of obtaining the evidence. As Crown 

prosecutdrs, our role is to provide advice to the police. It's not just passive, where we sit and say, "I 

don't think you have enough." It is very much an Iterative process where the Investigators, our 

Crowns arid headquarters, including myself, are constantly reassessing whether there is sufficient 

evidence to go forward in relation to a charge, including a financing-of-terrorism charge. 

I have indiCated that Thambith(irai was one. There were also financing charges in relation to 

Mr. Khawaja. 	 ow, 	. 

Senator Runciman: Two since 2009:4, 

Mr. Dolhai: That's right. 

-41 a 1̀ ,100 4,0  
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Senator Runciman: Well, $250 million, 683 tips through the RCMP, CSIS and other police forces 
and two prosecutions. I think that's a legitimate concern. If there is any advice that you could offer 
the committee that we could pursue further, it would be appreciated. Thank you. 

The Chair: Maybe we should pursue this aspect, because I think it is of concern. 

With Bill C-51, is this going to allow your office, the intelligence agency and law enforcement 
agencies more latitude in bringing due process with respect to terrorist financing and with respect 
to the judicial proceedings? 	 (Yrikk 

Mr. Dolhai: With respect to terrorism financing, the legislation does not address that 
specifically. It creates other offences and deals with lowering the threshold for a peace bond or a 
recognizance with conditions, but does not specifically address terrorism financing, With respect to 
that, the police would have to use the tools that currently exist for them in relation to the code,„3414,46..  

b:.1104&, 
It is a tremendous challenge for the police, and it is one of those a reaSWhere we have worked .14.-  Ara _  

with the police. We also work with them in relation to these questions on proceeds of crime 	111416‘  
generally, and it's a question of gathering the necessary evidence so that we can go forward with a 
case. If we have the evidence, we will go ahead with it. In fact, the police will, no doubt, have the 
same assessment as us if the evidence occurs. 

The Chair: Just to clarify for the record what Senator Runciman brought forward to the 
committee, is it true that your office made an agreement with the Tamil organization not to 
proceed with any charges? 

Ursula Hendel, Senior Counsel and National Terrorism Prosecutions Co-ordinator, Public 
Prosecution Service of Canada: No, I wouldn't say that's true. 

The Chair: What is true? e.,50tr
'v 	

A:44 "0,7 p 
4,4714.0 	No 44 /,.. 	 ._ 

Ms. Bendel: Well, it depends which case is being referred to, but I'm unaware of any case 
where we made an agreement with somebody not to proceed with charges where charges were 
otherwise warranted. 

	

n Z.0  e:740.1, 	*WO/ 
Mr. Dolhai: In the instance with the Tamil Tigers, senator, there was sufficient evidence to 

proceed with restraint and a seizure and forfeiture of property that was forfeited pursuant to the 
terrorism provisions in the code. They don't require a charge to be laid. They require, on a balance 
of probabilities, which is lower than the ordinary criminal standard, that the court be satisfied that 
the property had been used in some way with respect to terrorism. In that case, there was property 
that was forfeited, which included, among other things, bank accounts. 

Senator Mitchell: I'd like to pursue this a little bit further as well but in a slightly different 
direction. 'Iv 

There is still concern, because we had testimony that there have been 2,000 prosecutions In the 
U.K. and not very many here, comparatively. There are suggestions by some that if anybody Is 
fighting for ISIS and they come back, they should not be allowed back in. 

Is the problem realty trying to get adequate evidence for what somebody did once they left? 
How do you do that? How do you get evidence that they actually fought for 1515 or that they did 
something that broke terrorism laws? Is that the problem? Is that one of the reasons why it is so 
difficult to prosecute? 

'w•ii:r 	%Fit  
Mr. Dolhai: It is an issue. It's definitely an issue, but we have successfully prosecuted persons 

who were going overseas. They hadn't left yet. Mr. Hersey was an example, and he, in fact, was 
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counselling the undercover officer that he should go too to commit the same sort of activity in 
support of a foreign terrorist organization. 

We have those prosecutions, and we have currently before the courts a number of those 
prosecutions that focus on those who are going overseas or have gone overseas. In the modern day, 
there is, for example, as senators all know, the issue with respect to things that people post on the 
Internet That raises particular evidentiary issues, but, certainly, we look at that evidence to the 
extent we can establish it as evidence. That is part of what we proceed with. We have had, I 
believe, five travellers, persons who have either gone overseas or were attempting to go overseas, 
in relation to whom there have been convictions Mr. Khawaja, Mr. Hersi. 

crn 

Ms. Hendel: Jamal James, of the Toronto 18, was the third, and then we have warrants 	F: 
outstanding for two others. The five that Mr. Dolhai referred to are individuals who were charged 

Air prior to the coming into force of the four new offences that specifically address leaving or ). 4;11 	Offn  
attempting to leave Canada. Charges since then. 	 4Yte 	1.,41,4t.„ 

WO' 4414 

4  F24  40 C9 0 'a6/#4,14  ,r4:644, 1:6. The Chair: Who are the other two, for the record? 

AP4;41 

Mr. Dolhai: We currently have charges outstanding, pursuant to the new provisions that 
address specifically those who are seeking to leave in order to assist a terrorist entity with its 
activity or specifically to commit terrorist activity as well. We have made use of the new provisions. 
In fact, just today, there were new charges laid in relation to travelling. 

The Chair: Just for the record, how many charges have been laid in that particular area that you 
just outlined? 

‘4 	 7.41-1 
Ms. Hendel: If you give us a moment, we have all the stats here. We can do the math. Your 

question is in relation to the charges for travelling? I can add that. Just to correct the record, I know 
the number 19 was mentioned earlier in the testimony. That relates to the number of convictions 
obtained. Actually, 45 people have been charged in Canada. So 19 is the number who have had 
their cases concluded in the courts to the stage of being convicted. If you give us a moment, we can 
add up the travel-related charges in particular and tell you. The number of people charged is not 
the same as the number of charges because, in these cases, generally speaking, there will be more 
than one charge per person. 

The Chair: How many individuals? 

Ms. Hendel: You want to know how many individuals have been charged with leaving or 
attempting to leave Canada? 

Mr. Dolhai: I can give you information, as well, with respect to the general landscape, 
post-2001, in terms of prosecutions. We have 19 persons who have been charged with terrorism 
offences, 17 who have been convicted and sentenced and two who were found guilty in Toronto in 
relation to a project known as Project Smooth. That case just recently terminated with the finding of 
guilt and will be going to the sentencing,stage. We have seven instances with respect to peace 
bond applications, and two of those resulted in consent by the individuals to quite onerous 
conditions, including electrOnic monitoring of bracelets. That occurred after the events of October. 

We have one acquittal with respedt to the cases that have been prosecuted, and that came in 
Project Samosa. The Crown has stayed two charges, and one was withdrawn in OSage. We have 
currently two outstanding peace bond applications, and we have pending arrest or trial. When I say 
"pending arrest" it is because the individuals have left Canada and not come back yet. We have 17 

Ms. Hendel: Mr. Yar and Mr. Emau from Winnipeg. 
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of those. Of those 17, seven are persons who are wanted on arrest warrants overseas and who go 
into the system, in the event that they travel through another country, so that they can be 
apprehended. 

Ms. Hendel: My math might be off by one because I did it on a scratch pad, but I count 16 
individuals charged with offences that relate to leaving or attempting to leave Canada in order to 
participate in terrorist activity or the activities of a terrorist group overseas. 

Senator Mitchell: There is some analysis that suggests changes to the use of special advocates 
as a result of this act. Really, what I'm looking for is clarification. That's a problem, of course, 
because the special advocate stands in for somebody who is accused of something and cannot be 
there because the process may be secret. If you could clarify, are there significant, substantive 
changes to the use of special advocates? What are those changes, if any, or what is the status of the 
use of special advocates in relation to security certificate and other administrative immigrationiu44.0._ 
hearings? 	 it,

go.
vo 4wei 

Mr. Dolhai: Senator, I wouldn't be able to comment on the immigration aspect because We 	KS' 

don't act for the Crown in relation to immigration. With respect to prosecutions, special advocates 
can arise in one of two ways. To date, we've had them arise primarily in relation to appearances 	'wee 
before the Federal Court, when, under section 38 of the Canada Evidence Act, the Federal Court • 
judge is faced with a situation where disclosure needs to be made, pursuant to the Stinchcombe test 
for disclosure, and the Federal Court judge needs to balance the interests of the individual and the 
state interest or the prosecution interest versus the interest in preventing harm to Canada. We had 
that happen, for example, in Khawaja. I believe we had five applications to the Federal Court. What 
we have done since Khawaja is dealt with many of these issues before the trial judge because, under 
the system in Khawaja, it goes to the Federal Court judge. That judge sees all of the information and 
then determines how much can go into the trial, and the trial judge deals with the cards that have 
been dealt, essentially, in terms of what she or he can see. What we have done in a number of 
cases, most recently In the Smooth case but in other instances as well -- OSage was another 
instance with respect to the adults -- is that the trial judge has seen some of the sensitive 
information. In Smooth, the trial judges actually saw all of the sensitive information that was at 
issue in relation to a challenge to the wiretaps called a Garofoli proceeding and was able, in looking 
at all of the information, to say, "This is clearly irrelevant to this application," so it doesn't go to the 
Federal Court at all, This has some relevance but can be summarized sufficiently to allow the 
accused to be able to know the case against them. That's what happened there. So in Smooth, for 
example, there was no referral to the Federal Court for the Canada Evidence Act ruling. It was very 
helpful to be able to do that entirely in front of the trial judge. If there had been dispute and 
relevant information the trial judge didn't think he -- in this case Justice Code — could summarize, 
then it would have gone to the Federal Court. But it would've gone to the Federal Court with an 
indication from the trial judge as to how important this information was as far as disclosure in that 
trial. Hopefully, it would have been a relatively small amount of information. As it turned out, there 
was no such application necessary, so it assisted in reaching a verdict in a timely fashion. In that 
case, for example, I believe that, between the time of charges and the guilty verdict, we were 
approximately two years, which, given the nature of the evidence and all that goes with the 
disclosure processes, et cetera -- is a good time in terms of being able to bring the matter to a 
conclusion, . 

'4414' 	Cte A;::44,  
Senator Kenny: The chair comes hack to this question of charges and convictions on a regular 

basis. I think I'm right in saying he is doing it because he wants metrics. A lot of money is being 
expended and a lot of time is going into it. The question on our minds is how are we doing? How do. 
we measure how we are doing? Are there other metrics that occur to you that would give us some 
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indication of whether the money is being well spent and whether people's time is adequately 
directed? 

Jump in any time, chair, but 1 think I'm heading at what you're after. 

If you don't have the answer yourself, give us some names of people who might have a 
perspective that could give us some information about metrics or indices that would show all this is 
worth It. That is, are we achieving the goals we want? Should we be happy by chasing convictions 
or are we better off disrupting people and resolving things in a less formal way? 

Mr. Dolhai: Senator, obviously I come at this question from a prosecutor's perspective and 
what our role is in relation to criminal investigations and prosecutions. As you heard from the 
previous panel, and no doubt have heard a number of times, there are a number of ways to deal 
with the challenges. In our law, thresholds are required to be met before you can take the criminal.V4, 
route. There are others that may be more appropriate to an immigration route, and there may be ir b.;  4%4,4 

others that are significant and appropriate for removal of assets as occurred in the L1TE/WTM case :re—` cf  
-'1 V with the bank accounts. Again, there area number of tools there. Is it worth it? I think that's a 

question for either a criminologist or a sociologist. Even in relation to something like the 
relationship between convictions and sentences and additional crimes, whether for terrorism or 
otherwise, is not really the place that we come from in terms of the study; it is a criminological 
question. 

We are governed by the directions from the court. We stress at the time of sentencing that the 
primary goal in relation to an offence like terrorism is deterrence. Normally one has specific 
deterrence, which is trying to stop the person who did it; general deterrence, which is stopping 
others who may get it in their head to do it; and rehabilitation. The Supreme Court and courts of 
appeal have made it abundantly clear that in this realm it's deterrence that trumps all other 
interests. It is not that other interests like rehabilitation are not taken into account, but we are 
talking about a situation where deterrence is a singularly important element to it. 

I don't know if I have been of assistance because the question is one that, for a prosecutor like 
me, is a bit outside of my realm. 

01.40 ,44a, 440414  
Senator Kenny: We get lots of perspectives around here and that's the business we're in. When 

you talk about deterrence, are there any metrics associated with deterrence? 

Mr. Dolhai: One could look at re-offence for the individual. One could try to assess how the 
deterrence operates generally among those who might be thinking about this. However, that's a 
difficult exercise not just in relation to terrorism but even in other cases that we deal with as well, 
like drugs. Where you have a much larger population of people who have gone down that road or 
maybe attracted to it, it's a difficult matter to tell. Among other things, you need a real good picture 
of what your population is in the first place. In looking at deterrence and how it works, other than 
the individual who is before the court and has gotten a sentence that reflects the seriousness of the 
offence, for others I would imagine — and I am now out of my field — that one would need to know 
how big is the pie before we can tell if we are making advances on It. 

Senator Kenny: I interrupted Ms. Hendel. 

Ms. Hendel: I think your question is obviously a very important. However, for our humble 
prosecutors, how to best reduce risk of terrorist activity, if we have any expertise at all, is in the 
rules of evidence. That is, how to get cases before courts and how to argue cases before courts. I 
don't really have anything to contribute. 
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Senator Kenny: I'm surprised at the response because prosecutors have a great deal of 
discretion in our system. As they exercise that discretion they must bring values to it, and I'm 
curious as to how to adapt those values. If you don't have an answer, you don't have an answer.  
However, I'm happy to see even a bit of blue sky here because the question of how many 
convictions today is getting a bit nauseous. 

Mr. Dolhai: It is an important question, as Ms. Hendel has indicated, but a difficult one to 
answer. You talked about values. From a prosecutor's perspective, we have a test that requires us 
to look at the evidence for a reasonable prospect of conviction. Only if we meet that test is it in the 
public interest to proceed. We have a number of criteria, or values if you like, that we need to 
consider in terms of whether prosecution makes sense.  

c14,4'4. 
Our desk book tells us, as do the judges and the case law, that the more serious the offence, 

the more the public interest requires prosecution. By their nature, terrorism offences are generallyNo  
serious. Therefore, public interest would normally require a prosecution. 	0 	4-41 tr.1144 

V75 wit? 	 4,07 

114 As a prosecutor, if we were going ahead with these cases and were coming to a decision on the 
merits, although the Crown doesn't win or lose we are still advocates. We have assessed the 244 
evidence and think it points to a certain place, and we make that advocacy in a fair way before the 'F 

A, 
oP 

court. However, again as a prosecutor, if we were going through that and there were findings of 
guilt and the sentences were not in line with the guidance around general deterrence and what 
helps to deter as far as the criminal law establishes, then that would be one of the metrics where I 
would be concerned about our effectiveness. Thankfully, our courts have treated these offences 
very seriously. We have had life sentences on a number of occasions. 

The Chair: I want to follow up on this as it is an issue that I continue to raise because it is 
important from the public interest point of view. It's interesting to note that six months ago we 
began our hearings. A number of charges have been laid over the last number of months that were 
not there previously, yet there was full knowledge within the bureaucracy and the law enforcement 
agencies that there were vast numbers of individuals involved, either directly or indirectly, in 
terrorism activities. I have a concern that right now that we have, as has been projected, 80 
Canadians — and all indications are there are more -- who are back in Canada and have been 
involved in terrorism activities. 

""4*.Ze'cV1, • 
In respect to your department to be able to bring forward proceedings in these cases if we're 

going to deal with them according to the law, because what they have done is unlawful, are you ' 
going to be able to deal with this as these numbers obviously increase? 

Mr. Dolhai: Well, senator, I agree that there are valid questions to be asked around this in 
terms of the events after October. There has been realignment, as Mr. Cabana indicated, with 
respect to the police. We have realigned as well. We have put more senior people on this. They 

-have been specifically,chosen because of their extreme in depth expertise in relation to criminal 
law and national security, once they have developed that. We have a very good group with respect 
to that experience. 

If we have the evidence, yes, we'll go ahead with it. We have the capability right now to deal 
with anything that the police bring to us in terms of potential cases. 

14f  ar..47 ,!?,4cf 
Senator White: Thank you for your attendance here today. I wonder if either of you could walk 

us through any jihadi bride cases that you have dealt with in the last 8 or 10 months and what 
recommendations for or against charges would have been brought from your office to the RCMP. 

Mr. Dolhai: The difficulty, senator, is that those discussions between our Crowns, Ms. Hendel, 
the police and me are privileged; and it's not our privilege to waive. 
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Senator White: The question changes now. Could you acknowledge that you did not support 
charging any of those cases? That's not privilege because that's an opinion not being shared with 

them. It's being shared with us. 

Mr. Dolhai: In every instance, we have been in a situation where we have been working with 

the police to try to get the evidence necessary. As I indicated, we don't generally have 

disagreements with the police around whether there is enough evidence to proceed with a 

prosecution. Generally if there is not enough, they will come to the table and indicate along with us 
that in their assessment and for these reasons there is not enough. If there is enough, generally 

there will be agreement with the Crown. Bear in mind that they're involved on an ongoing basis. 

It's not just a situation where a call comes out of the blue. People are working on this an ongoing 
basis. It may be short time frame, depending on what we're dealing with, or it could be a longer one 

if, for example, wiretaps et cetera are involved. A lot of active assessment goes on throughout 

7 	

th4. 
time; so we're generally on the same page with the police. 	 0 	E't 04,ifko04•_ 

a' fr, bp  
4, .ffcir 

Ms. Hendel: Maybe I could attempt to answer that question in a different way. In general 	451140.9.g4 

terms, we make our assessments on the basis of the evidence; so it's not about whether the people 

who are brought before us are male or female, for example, if that is one of the things that 

concerns you. In fact, this morning a female was charged. It's entirely on the basis of evidence in 	Cf  

relation to the elements of the offences. Participating in the activities of a terrorist group In general 

terms, for example, means more than membership; and terrorist financing means more than 
sending money overseas. We need to be able to prove that the money was intended to benefit the 

activities of terrorist groups. There are specific elements within the Criminal Code. I think the 

Deputy Commissioner referred to this in his testimony. 

We look at what we know and what we're able to prove. We map that against the offences in 

the Criminal Code. If there is sufficient evidence on each element of the offence to rise to the level 

of a reasonable prospect for conviction, then generally we'll agree and we'll see some charges. If 

there is not there's not. It has nothing to do with extraneous considerations about the Individual 

circumstances of the suspects. -40,, ,`-`bc,4  ?cio_ 	 ,.44::137:44,,, 

Senator White: Ms. Hendel, you said "more than membership." Explain what "more than 

membership" means. 

Ms. Hendel: Being a member of a terrorist group is not contained in the Criminal Code; so it's 
not an offence to belong to a terrorist group. To be subject to charges, you have to commit one of a 

whole host of offences in the code. The one that's very common is participating In the activities of a 
terrorist group. There is a specific offence if you leave or attempt to leave for that purpose as well. 
You have to be participating in the activities of a terrorist group; so we have to.prove that there is a 

terrorist group of some sort in whose activities you are participating or you intend to participate, for 

example. It is the same with terrorist financing. 

Again, I want to keep this conversation general. I don't want you to get the mistaken impression 

that I'm trying to subliminally refer,to any particular case. The evidence needs to demonstrate that 

the individual is engaged in activity Oat is either terrorist activity or is connected to the activities of 

a group that is engaged in a terrorist activity. We need to have evidence of that. 

(french follows -- Le senateur Dagenais: Ma question s'adresse a M. Dolhai.. ) 

-44 	 i44.-  4 

(apres anglais) 4 4:14.‘Ofr of  • 
glOr: .4141 _ 

Le senateur Dagenais : Ma question s'adresse a M. Dolhai. Selon vous, est-ce que les services 

policiers au pays ant suffisamment de connaissances ou d'information pour monter rapidement un 

dossier afin que vous puissiez intervenir ou si, plus souvent qu'autrement, vous devez redemander 
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au service policler des complements d'information? Le projet de loi C-51 va-t-ii accelerer 
significativement le processus? 

M. Dolhai : Selon moi, tout dependant. Pour ce qui est de la question des policiers et en 

particulier leurs connaissances de la tai, tout depend de la personne. Dans la GRC, de meme que les 

dans autres corps ponders, comme la SQ ou I'OPP, on a des membres qui ont une connaissance 

profonde de la loi. C'est le cas en particulier des membres qui travaillent dans requipe appele 

INSET, qui comprend des membres de la GRC, des policiers municipaux, des policiers provinciaux et 

un representant du SCRS. 	 -4:-.1 47/4  . 44 ekti  
tP) 	0, 1? /0 14  40 4/4.A..._  

40 	• 	114- w4474, - f  4/ °44. 4/470.400 	1Rr/ !Z'  0 4  / Ho 	4, 4  4, 044  k 
1#.4 411b. 	Oit-s°14,) Ss, 

disseminates statements glorifying terrorism made by another person be charged under the 

proposed new offence? 	 '140 Oct  

Ms. Hendel: Unfortunately I don't think my answer is going to be as succinct as your question. 

It will depend on whether the person's conduct falls within the definition of the offence. The 

offence requires that the individual -- I'll get the exact wording in front of me advocate or 

promote the commission of a terrorism offence. Yes, there is definitely a mental element. Whether 

somebody's conduct fits this definition is something we have to assess based on the specific 

evidence presented to us by the police. It's a really difficult question to answer in the abstract. 

Mr. Dolhal: One can draw inferences from circumstantial evidence in the conduct of the 

individual and other things they have said. One can look beyond the material to determine whether 

they are promoting or advocating the commission of a terrorism offence. That could include 

situations where they are reckless as to whether or not it occurs. They have to knowingly do it, but 

47,4410,s. 
Senator Beyak: Thank you very much for your presentations. sr_ 

In our fight against terrorism I believe that we all have the best of intentions, but there is a 

perception amongst the Canadians watching that the rights of 35 million Canadians are not being 

looked at and are not taking precedence over the rights of terrorists in the prosecutions that are 
occurring. 

• In my previous question to the commissioner he presented the evidence and said that the 

Attorney General's office made the final decision not to prosecute. Could you tell us why, in the 
case of jihadi brides and teenagers, you would make such a decision, what evidence was lacking and 

how you might re-evaluate your criteria for future cases? Terrorism is such a serious issue. There is 

discomfort amongst Canadians about their rights and the rights of terrorists. 

Ms. Hendel: I tried to answer Senator White's question. I think we really can't talk about 

individual cases for a number of reasons, including privilege, but also because If we talk about an 

individual case and we reveal what evidence is missing in an individual case, we've essentially 

demonstrated what we think could potentially be scenarios where people might engage in troubling 

behaviour that might notrun afoul of the law. 

It's important that we don't discuss individual cases. We can certainly try to discuss generally 

what conduct is prohibited in the code and we would need evidence that we can introduce in court 

(Sen. Ngo: My question is brief and precise ...) 

(anglais suit) 
::*-(01:„ 	.1, 44  44, 

(Following French by Mr. Doihai: ... et un representant du 	.4.*  4/4  cty4,
l 	1?tfr 

41  04p  4,2 

they can be reckless as to whether it occurs. 	htt,- 4.14  

't7' "WA' 	Itf  ari 	-"ce 
Senator Ngo: My question is brief and precise. Under Bill C-51, will someone who publishes orb  140IS' 
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that would speak to each and every element of those offences. but beyond that I'm not sure there is 

much more we can say. 

Senator Beyak: Could you re-evaluate your criteria in some way for terrorism? You mentioned 
criteria that you use in these cases. Canadians aren't satisfied with that answer. 

Mr. Dolhai: The criteria, senators, are criteria that apply to all crimes, and Parliament made the 

choice to put terrorism in as a crime. So the criteria for the assessment of the public Interest are 

what apply to all crimes. 	 prnei 

As I said at the beginning, where it's a very serious offence one starts fromthe notion that 

generally the public interest requires a prosecution. That's the point at which we begin and we 

apply then the criteria that are in there to assure there's nothing specifically that would cause us to 

find there is not — but it is not a question of weighing competing rights of individuals. -Our focus is `4/4, 
again on the question of evidence and what is admissible. &,_04N 

	

-4S-  4441. 414 	lar  047 7  "FOP  
Senator Day: I'm referring to the act, section 57, 58 and section 59. Section 59 is the general 	4144  

provision subject to section 83: 	 "4,) 
04f  icy, 

qv 
the Minister shall, within a period set by the judge 

Ca) provide the special advocate with a copy of the information and other evidence... 

Et cetera, that was provided under certificate or a warrant. 

I appreciate that this is under the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, but I am wondering if 

Ms. Hendel could perhaps help me in terms of the exemption to providing that information to the 

special advocate that appears in section 57 which amends or creates a section 83 that basically says 

the minister can apply not to provide that information to the special advocate. 

We have supported the concept of special advocate to balance the important national security 

secrecy requirement, and balancing again the importance of fairness and natural justice for the 

individual, if it looks now like we're starting to take away from the special advocate some of the 

information that he or she could previously have relied on. Can you help me with respect to why it 

was deemed necessary to create this exemption? 	
.r**,;,?4/.4 

Ms. Hendel: Thank you for the question. I really have mentioned once already my lack of 

expertise in general, but certainly in relation to the immigration and refugee regime and the 

Immigration and Refugee Protection Art. I have zero qualifications to comment. 

The criminal regime is quite different, and the criminal regime is predicated on an individual 

getting a fair trial and an individual being in a position to make full answer in defence. Entirely 

different considerations apply, so I can't even begin to speculate why that would be considered 

important. 	tg;,404!ff.t  

Senator Day: Is there a similar type of provision under the CSIS legislation, for example, that 
you're aware-of? I haven't found it in looking through here, but I thought maybe you could help us. 

Ms. Hendei: Again,..in relatiorilo the' q15 	can tell you what happens in a criminal trial, and 
- 	. 

that's really all. 	.4v, 	 ,f4 

Senator Day: And Cr 	 then. 

Ms. Hermit!: Yes. 
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Senator Day: Do you have this kind of provision where there is an exemption the minister can 
apply for? 

Ms. Hendei: No. The closest thing we have in relation to national security information is a 
ministerial certificate. But I haven't seen one, and I think it would be difficult to continue a 
prosecution if material and relevant evidence that was deemed essential to make full answer in 
defence were withheld from a defendant. 

Senator Stewart Olsen: You mentioned in your presentation that you haVe two outstanding 
peace warrant applications. Can you give me a timeline, please, of how long they've been 
outstanding? I bear in mind that the presentation by CSIS was that a lot depends on how quickly we 
can move in order to deter or prevent. What's the length of time? How long have these been 
outstanding and how quickly can you move? 	 414- 40,.• fr°,,, a. . 	4  6;/01. "L4  A*., 

45; 	 '741 
4.0 

Mr. Dolhai: We can move relatively quickly in the sense of the preparation of the information $b„..6.64, 
zi#41,1,2  and the affidavit that goes with it, setting out the grounds. 	 s 

•cir 0 k,_ &if  
Senator Stewart Olsen: What you do you mean by "relatively"? Just a ballpark.

,9 .
"44 OA.'" 

470 *arii 0,kv  
Mr. Dolhai: It will depend on the situation. We will respond as quickly as is required by the 

police, and they should expect that of us. 

For example, if they're working on something and we get a piece of information or a draft 
affidavit, we're going to try to turn that around that day, as soon as possible, because they're the 
ones who will be swearing the affidavit. We're the ones to assist them. We don't want them 
waiting on us, so it Is as quickly as possible to get it into the system. 

Then it depends on the scheduling for the hearing, and again there we will push hard, as we 
have in a number of cases, for as early a date as possible, given the nature of these offences. 

`trOt. 44,,r 
 

Senator Stewart Stewart Olsen: Thank you, that's somewhat reassuring, but two outstanding peace 
warrants is a bit of a concern. 

- ivo  .10A; 1-.41 
4r 	

- 00,‘" 40: 1-4c, 

	

Mr. Doihal: I understand. 	 -fec 	S;tx... 
41 

N 	44, 

The Chair: Colleagues, we've come to the end of our time. I would like to thank our witnesses 
for appearing. We appreciate you coming before us. 

Joining us now to discuss this important bill is retired Supreme Court Justice Mr. John Major. 
Justice Major, welcome back to our committee. We are very pleased to have you. We appreciate 
the time you have taken to join us today, and we're looking forward to your very learned 
comments. I understand you have an opening statement. Please begin. 

Hon. John Charlet Major, former judge of the Supreme Court of Canada, as an Individual: its 
probably too generous to callthis an opening statement. It's just a review of what I have said on ...a 
previous appearances. 	

", 

44,9 
I have no objection to the alms of till C-51. However, it is legislation that increases the powers 

of government agencies, and in particular CSIS. All the protection under Bill C-51 arises at the front 
end, such as obtaining warrants, permitting C515.tO act in various ways that you are familiar with; 
but there is insufficient control, in fact virtually no control, at the back end, and by that I mean, if 
CSIS obtains a warrant, how do we know they acted within the powers granted under the warrant? 

',It, 
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C515 has been theoretically governed through oversight by SIRC. I think the Senate is aware that 
S1RC has not been particularly efficient, by lack of members and lack of finances, to do much of a 
supervision or efficiency job. 

The lack of compulsory sharing of information between agencies is something that is lacking, 
and I came to the conclusion that the necessity of that arose in Air India. The recommendation in 
Air India was, among other things, fora national security adviser, which the government of the day 
misinterpreted either willfully or innocently to mean a department. It is clear from the 
recommendation that it was meant to be a senior government official, probably from the Justice 
Department, who could act as a referee, to use a general term, between CSIS and the RCMP. 

There is a long history. I was a younger lawyer when the McDonald Commission recommended 
CSIS being formed and I attended, on behalf of the tax department, at that lengthy commission, so 
I'm familiar with the background of CSIS. There may be a place where who should be in charge of w4.,‘  

c  national security is no longer a debate. We've decided on a separate agency, CSIS. Bat my concern, ):Sa  4,, 
1* and the concern I have expressed a number of times, is not the purpose of the bill, which 1 support, ''S4  

but the oversight of agencies that are going to implement it. 

That's all 1 have to say. 

The Chair Thank you, Mr. Major. 

Senator Mitchell: Thank you, Justice Major, for all the time you spend with our committee. You 
have been very helpful. One of the answers to your concern that was given to us, I believe by one 
of the two ministers, was that judges will follow up. They have the right to follow up on warrants. 

Has it been your experience, in your long career in the judiciary, that that is the case or is it an 
onerous expectation?  

Mr. Major: Who will inform the judge? How does it get before the judge? Theoretically, if a 
CSIS officer is acting outside of the authority of the warrant, it may not come to the attention of a 
judge. 	 4-1 4  ibal 04  

'-'44174 0  4%4., -.47,Q7.2 
Senator Mitchell: Right. Thank you. 	041„...e4r,rat, 

Have you given any thought to a broader form of parliamentary oversight in addition to a more 
administrative oversight? 

Mr. Major: Parliamentary oversight, in my limited experience, appears to be pretty diffuse. By 
that I mean, who in Parliament has the responsibility and the oversight? Parliamentarians are also 
politicians. They have a lot of things, other than oversight of an agency, to be concerned with. I just 
don't think it's the kind of thing parliamentarians can do. 

Senator Runciman: I was going to ask you about the parliamentary oversight because I noticed 
your comments about that. As you know, it has been suggested and promoted by a number of 
members of the house, but in any event, that's not something you feel is appropriate. 

You've called for this after the fact review of capacity, capability. Are there any instances under 
the existing CSIS Act that you're familiar with where SIRC has the authority to question other 
agencies and departments, and require them to produce documents when they are linked to a CSIS 
operation? I'm thinking specifically itif 39(2)(N, which seems to suggest a broader mandate than the 
general power that you can also find in the CSIS Act. Do you have any views on that? 

--„Ator  

Mr. Major: I don't, really. It's not clear enough to me. I just don't understand, as a general 
proposition, the reluctance of the government to make this a better act than it presently Is. We 
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come to the sharing of information by agencies, and I can only be helpful to the extent that I can tell 

you the absence of sharing led directly to the Air India tragedy. 

Senator Runciman: The absence of sharing information, right? 

Mr. Major: Yes. 

'01 	 4.11. 

Senator Stewart Olsen asked an earlier witnesses about concerns that had been raised by a 

number of people, including a couple of academics who appeared befo're the committee last sitting, 

about the possibility of reporters being charged under the provisions of this act with promoting 
terrorism if the wording is knowingly advocate. 	 S'7,4 

44440.64% 
&Et  

Do you think that's an over-the-top concern? Do you think it has any validity at all? • 	vor,41,4,, 

4104,14  
Mr. Major: My first reaction is yes, that it is over the top. I think we are all prepared to initially 

give good faith to the operation of the various agencies. But human nature being what it is, if CSIS is 

closing in on something that they feel is very important -- and in fact may be very important the 

temptation to go just beyond what is authorized in order to secure what they are looking for is 

sometimes more than humans can refrain from doing. I don't lay awake at night thinking of the 
abuse that CSIS is planning. - I'm just concerned that in their enthusiasm for doing the right thing, for 

breaking a terrorist ring or whatever it is, they may go too far. 

Senator Runciman: With the oversight suggestion you made, a national security adviser, do any 

of our allies have a comparable approach to oversight that you are aware of? 

Mr. Major: I'm not aware. 0f. 

Senator Runciman: What do you base this on? What is the origin of this? Is It your experience 
on Air India, essentially? 

r.44!*. 40.4'• 4-1 
Mr. Major: Yes, it's my experience on Air India and the recommendation that came out of Air 

India. The reason for it is that the theory, before this bill was proposed, was that for a number of 

reasons it was decided to form CSIS to gather intelligence. Once they gathered intelligence, if it 

pointed to the commission of a crime, they were to turn it over to the RCMP. 

At what point in time does the information require them to turn it over to the RCMP? We saw 
on more than one occasion -- and by the way it works both ways — where they were reluctant to 

give up the file to the RCMP. They were on the edge of solving the problem and for personal 

reasons, ambition or whatever it is, CSIS felt that the file should remain with them. That was not 

discussed With anybody. They had nobody to run that by. 

If you reverse it -- I don't want to make CS1S the scapegoat — the RCMP was meant to came into 

the situation to investigate the crime. They were not to be Involved in the gathering of intelligence 

as it related to terrorist activities, but on occasion the RCMP would get involved in work that 

probably properly belonged to CMS. They were, for the same reasons, reluctant to turn the file over 

to CSIS at an,early stage. - 	
/If 440  

It's not hard to understand this happens, and our notion in Air India was a national security 

adviser would be completely independent and in a position to look at an application by the RCMP, 

CSIS or any other agency and for that adviser to consider what information CSIS, the RCMP or 

anyone else had and if it was appropriate at that stage to turn it over or at least share it with other 

agencies. 

Senator Runciman: You have long been a supporter of the'need for a mechanism to improve 

interagency coordination; I know that. 
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(French follows - Senator Dagenals — Evidemment, on entend beaucoup 

(apres anglais) (Mr Major:... with other agencies.) 

Le senateur Dagenals videmment, on entend beaucoup de commentaires sur le projet de loi 
C-51 et je suis toujours surpris lorsqu'on parle soit de manque de controle ou peut-etre d'un a bus 
de pouvoir de la part des services de renseignement de se curite ou des organisations policieres. 

.16 
le  sens merne une espece de climat de mefiance envers les organisations.qui pourraient 

travailler avec cette loi. Selon vous, a qui devrions-nous faire confiance, sinon aux organisations qui 
doivent assurer noire securite? 

• -4.461,:ft 47,,AFq 

(M. Major: I understand what you're saying...) 4144P 	 4, 	4,44rOivZ t'
Arcit0b, °14,L, 

wa 
(anglais suit) 	 iv I 

	

440* br.19;40 	s. ) 
	'No 

07 if 	o'g, 04,4  
1 • (Following French — Senator Dagenals cont'g 	doivent assurer notre securite?) 	 iZsa 

elivsNo. 
Mr. Major: I understand what you're saying, but it's not mistrust. 	 4"414..-t i4;• 

• fli0 :it III 
You have to realize that C515 is not something abstract. It's composed of Individuals. I, for one, 

believe that they start acting In good faith. i don't think they plan to do something outside their 
authority, but I've been around this business for over 50 years, and I have seen the best-intentioned 
police officers and other people in authority, with all the goodwill in the world, get themselves 
down a path they shouldn't have gone down. You can find, without looking very hard, where police 
officers have done it. From the experience of Air India, CSIS could be criticized. 

It's not a matter of distrust. It's a matter of well-meaning officers and agencies wanting to do a 
good job but acting beyond-their limits. Why the government is not more concerned about that 
remains a question. 	4t: 	iVOP 	t...`Vop :44 :1 

(French follows • Senator Dagenais II faut dire que les cornites., 4 jo  
41g/e.:14  4,7 	- 	:Oct  

(eves anglais) (Mr Major : ... that remains a questiOnl 	07, 5. 

Le s4nateur Dagenals : II faut dire que les comites de surveillance se cornposent d'humains qui 
peuvent aussi commettre des erreurs. On a vu des policiers ou des gels du SCRS qui se sont 
retrouves dans des situations facheuses alors qu'ils avaient de bonnes intentions. 

II ne faut pas oublier que les comItes de surveillance dont on parle, parce 	va yen avoir, sont 
composes d'humains aussi qui peuvent faire des erreurs. 

(M. Major: I agree with that...) 

(anglais suit) 

0-4, (Following French-- Senator Dagenias cont'g 	peuvent faire des erreurs.) 

Mr. Major: I agree with that, but we're dealing with probabilities and a system that's not going 
to be perfect. The oversight,Whether it's a committee or individual, can certainly make mistakes, 
but we try to have a number that precludes more mistakes. They are not going to be infallible, the 
oversight, but they are one more check. —444,r44  

_WS`A 
If C5I5 -- and I don't know iirRy I keep picking on CSIS -- but any agencies aware of the fact that 

there is an efficient oversight committee or individual, it's a deterrent. It's just one more thing that 
will curb their enthusiasm of pursuing beyond what they are authorized to do. 
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It's not perfect It's not going to eliminate all misbehaviour, if that's the right word, or excessive 
jurisdiction. 

Senator Beyak: I read your whole Air India report before your last presentation, and I recall a 
section on glorification and why it was important for us to come down very hard on the glorification 
of terrorism. 

Would you be able to elaborate a bit for the committee and for those watching at home? 

Mr. Major: Could you repeat that question? I'm not sure I got the gist of it. ,. 
I  17/44."-- 

Senator Beyak: I read your Alr India report, and it seemed to me there was a section in itnwhere 
you raised concerns about the promotion and glorification of terrorism and why it was, obviously, 

T 7.4  0e4f4tri, 
Mr. Major: What I was referring to there was the ringleaders of the Air India disaster were living 74740  

in Surrey, B.C. I think the largest Sikh population in Canada is in Surrey. Well-known supporters of Aosiejk 
that movement, as you know, originated in India, where Sikhs were looking for their own homeland. 
After being crushed by the Indian government, the control centre, if that's the right word, moved to

ilor  Surrey. 

Even after the Air India disaster, you will remember It sort of ebbed into the background for a 
while. Known or suspected members of the Sikh radicals would be featured on floats at which our 
politicians attended. I'm not sure they put their mind to what they were attending, but the fact is 
they were standing shoulder to shoulder with people who were terrorists. It was an observation 
that the audience wouldn't appreciate just what was happening, but to see a member of Parliament 
shoulder to shoulder with the terrorists, in our view, was not a very good idea. 

Senator Beyak: Are there lessons we could learn from that today? 
44(  ntage'4%),(1  

Mr. Major: I think so. 	*4. 44,2ik,A• 	 6, qta,  444. 
-0 	 -04,f 'VO b,04ks  

The Chair: Justice, I want to pursue this particular question. w-_•?,7 

Last week in Toronto, I did visit a temple, and I did see that on the various walls in the temple 
are large photographs of many of the individuals involved with the Air India tragedy that you 
investigated. 

Perhaps you could expand a bit further on Senator Beyak's question. Exactly what role can 
government play in respect to ensuring that this type of glorification is minimized at least to some 
degree? 

Mr. Major: That's a difficult question in a democracy, how far you should legitimately interfere 
with people's choice of company or -- I can't, I guess, give you a good answer, 

The victims of the Air India tragedy, the fact that they might be immortalized I have no problem 
with, as I'm sure you don't. They were innocent people tragically murdered. 

Independent leaders from another country such as India and the Sikh organization in Canada, 
the radical Sikh organization, have a terrific influence. They virtually terrorize communities. They 
do it in subtle ways, and I'm not sure how that could be policed. 

In Air India -- I keep going back to that -- CMS and the RCMP were in constant conflict. The 
RCMP claimed that a is, to use the expression, burned certain witnesses by interfering with the 

not a good thing, but you had some recommendations on how we can handle that. 
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RCMP investigation. There were a number of those instances where each, I concede, might have 
been trying to act in good faith, but in the end result it was bad. 

I keep coming back to the old theme. If you had somebody -- and I think it should be somebody 

rather than a committee -- that provided oversight, when the RCMP or CSIS or any one of the 

organizations involved in this exercise felt they lacked information that other organizations had, 

they could go to an individual and put their case. That individual could hear from the other agency 

why it was not appropriate to disclose what they had at the moment. It just seems to me that the 

sharing of information to the people entitled to it would be such a useful step in being efficient in 

trying to meet what is a terrible challenge of terrorists today. 	- 

Senator Jaffer: The clarification I wanted to make is that -- and I'm sure it was a slip by the 
chair it's a gurdwara you have gone to, not a temple. I'm sure it was a slip. 	W  *.t,",11‘44  

-` I have a question for you Justice Major, and it's something I'm struggling with. It's not directly r if 410  fris.„6_ 

related to your inquiry but to the very prominent position you have held in the Supreme Court of 	*or' 
io‘v  0 

Canada. Its to do with warrants. The bill sets out: "The Service shall not take measures to reduce a 

threat to the security of Canada if those measures will contravene a right or freedom guaranteed by 

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms or will be contrary to other Canadian law, unless the 

Service is authorized to take them by a warrant issued under section 21.1." 

The difficulty I have with this is that it sort of changes the roles of judges. The judge can give 

permission to breach a Charter right. That's how 1 read it. I have great difficulty putting judges in 

that position. I would appreciate a comment from you about the warrants. 

Mr. Major: I think everybody has a little trouble with that section, and I think the justification is 

that, when you are dealing with the terrible behaviour of ISIS and the jihadist radicals, extreme 

measures may have to be taken. That section, as I read it, anticipates the agency going before a 

judge and saying, "We have to commit a breaking and entry to get certain documents," and the 

reason for that they outline in an affidavit, evidence supporting that the breach of the law is a 
reasonable operation in order for the objective they are trying to obtain. 

It's a very delicate situation. I know that the kind of breaches that are going to be or anticipated 

to be permitted are limited to nonviolent crimes and more serious crimes, but, nonetheless, the 

point you make is correct that the constitutional rights of individuals will be breached by such a 

warrant. So it becomes important that the evidence is complete as to why this should happen, but, 

more importantly, it should be followed up in some way that the authority given under the warrant 
was not breached, was not extended by the operation of the officers involved. 

Senator Jaffer: Do you think that, when these breaches are being discussed, there should be a 

special advocate present? 

Mr. Major: That would be a safety valve. There comes a time when you can only have so many 

safety valves, and you're dealing with a very serious question. I would have no objection to an 

advocate being present. It might be reassuring. 1 think, however, we need protection at the back 

end, after the warrant has been implemented. We need something, as the matter goes on, to 

ensure that it doesn't exceed.what the warrant permitted, and the warrant permits something quite 

unusual. Sel 4 .44 	=7 6'm 

Senator Campbell: Thank you for coming today, Mr. Major. 

For some reason I have the sense that, if you go and get a warrant, somebody rights are going to 

be violated. If I, as a police officer, went and got a warrant for wiretapping, I was violating privacy. 

It would seem to me that the very basis is that you get that warrant so that there is a judicial 
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oversight to ensure that, when you do a breach, there is somebody looking at that to ensure that 
you have the evidence that supports that breach. Am I wrong on that? 

Mr. Major: You're not wrong, but you stopped too soon. For instance, if you, as a police officer, 

wanted to wiretap, you go before a judge with the reasons why you want to wiretap, why you can 

infringe on the privacy of that person, and you are granted the wiretap. The oversight on that 

comes when the matter goes to court. You attempt to put your wiretap evidence in, and the judge 

looks at the warrant and says, "You were entitled to wiretap the residence. You had no authority to 

wiretap the business office. The evidence you have comes from the business office, so were not 

allowing it in." That's where the oversight comes in in the type of question you raise. If It never 

gets before a court -- 
•S*.;:citr-9̀1, 

Senator Campbell: If it gets before a court, and I, as a police officer, followed all the results and 

only wiretapped the house, which I had the warrant for, the oversight is still there. But I still am 	 446.. 
infringing. fr.:To, 

Mr. Major: You're infringing but the purpose behind that, as they say, is in the public interest. In 4.!f 

protecting the public and preventing crime, it's necessary to breach the privacy of the individual 

because the evidence against that individual toward the commission of a crime or having 

committed a crime is sufficient to infringe on his right to privacy. 

Senator Campbell: Thank you very much, sir. 

Senator Baker: Justice, your point being that there is nothing at the back end. Are you referring 

to two things here? For example, when a warrant is issued under 487 up to 492 and the 186 
warrant that you just mentioned, the wiretap, there is a requirement fora report to a justice. That is 
one accountability, a report to a justice. Then, beyond that, you are saying that there should be an 

overview at the back end as well, to make sure that things were carried on within the jurisdiction of 

the warrant and within the rules of law. Are you talking about both here that there should be a 

report to a justice, as is required under standard warrant provisions, plus the addition of a security 
adviser? 

‘a4r4.-1  41A1, 	 474 
Mr. Major: No, not in all cases. You go before the judge, as you point out, with the evidence. 

Probably, in the majority of cases, the need for the back-end oversight won't arise. There will be 

nothing to trigger that kind of oversight. The terms of the warrant will be carried out in accordance 

with the warrant and the matter will proceed. 

What I'm suggesting is that there should be some method of oversight in cases where that need 

arises. I would expect it wouldn't be that frequent because I don't live with the notion that officers 
and 0515 are going to deliberately exceed the powers under the warrant. I'm simply saying that it 

would be good practice to have some method so that, where that occurs, if it does occur, there's 

some way of adjusting it. 

Senator Baker: Some people have mentioned that there's no report to a justice in any of these 

provisions. I was just looking at the,bill and I noticed on page 22 that it says that any search 

warrants issued under the transportation section, the airlines section, the general terrorism 

provisions will now be added to that section. It says: 

(3) Sections 487 to 492 of the Criminal Code apply in respect of any offence committed 

or suspected to have been committed-under this Act. 

Its under the heading "Search warrants." Section 487 to 492 includes a report to a justice. 

Mr. Major: After the event? 
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Senator Baker: Yes, but you're right that in the second part of the bill regarding CSIS there is no 

such provision there. Section 487(1)(e) would apply, "a report to a justice;" or 489.1(c) would apply, 

which is also a report to a justice. That's one thing that the committee could consider adding to the 
bill. 

Let me ask you what exactly you have in mind for a security adviser oversight, given the facts 

that have transpired with SIRC. As you well know, there is a matter before the Supreme Court of 

Canada regarding SIRC and a report that they made in 2013 in which they said there was a new 

warrant power for CSIS under a decision made by a Federal Court judge in 2009. Of course, they 

were wrong. They produce a report. They have 14 people working in the office who are experts in 

the field. I imagine a lot of them are lawyers like we have in the Senate here. We have lawyers 
everywhere. We have former police officers, and so on. I'm sure they have people who know the 

law in the SIRC office, yet they were wrong. The Federal Court judge said they misunderstood what 

was happening and now we have this huge problem on our hands of all these warrants over four 4'004  
years about a thousand of them. You don't know what to do with the results of the warrants. 	,.11)5, 04a1 

'N#44146 

We already have these experts in SIRC. They have 14 of them. What are you suggesting to cut 

down on the inefficiencies or the errors that could be made by oversight? 

Mr. Major: Let me back up just a minute. Why wouldn't the provisions you read with respect to 

the transportation be adopted as a general blanket for all the other provisions? 

Senator Baker: Good idea. 

Mr. Major: That would give me some rest on this carping that I keep doing. 

On the other question, I think probably the confusion in SIRC is you have too many members. If 

you have 13 or 12 -- put 12 lawyers together in a room and you're going to get a lot of opinions. I 

would be in favour of an individual having to make those decisions. 

The Chair: I'd like to follow up on Senator Baker's question, but you go ahead with the RCMP. 

Senator Baker: We've been talking about all of the terrorism provisions. When the terrorism 

act was brought in, there was a special safeguard that with all warrants, all actions, and all 
prosecutions, the RCMP takes the CSIS information and the RCMP would then have to vet the 

material with the Public Prosecution Service of Canada, who at that time was the Attorney General 

of Canada. They would have to vet it and then they would have to make a decision on making a 

charge. That's different from ail the Criminal Code provisions that normally apply to Canadians. The 
RCMP is allowed to lay a charge. 

What are your thoughts on giving the RCMP the authority like they do on murder and drug 

investigations to lay the charge? Like every other Canadian, then it's up to the court to examine the 
constitutionality of the actions of the police and it's up to the Public Prosecution Service of Canada 

to decide whether to continue the prosecution. A. lot of people would say that's the Canadian way 
of doing things. Police lay the charge; the prosecution service decides whether to continue with the 

prosecution. What are your thoughts? 

Mr. Major: I have no troublewith that but my difficulty Is before you get there. My difficulty is 

in the activities of CSIS -- and I keep picking on CSIS -- before it gets into the hands of the RCMP, 

Before the charge is laid, what has CSIS done? Have they turned it over early enough? Once it's 

turned over, I'm with you. 

The Chair: I want to pursue the question of the warrants and the question of trying to ensure 

that the circle is completed in respect to the effect of the warrant and the reporting back to a judge. 
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Right now, my understanding is the judge can require that a report be given back to him or her at 
the end of the investigation for the warrant. Is that not correct? The judge could ask for that. 

Justice Major, can you hear me? 

Mr. Major: Yes, I can; I heard the question. 

The Chair: Are you going to answer the question? 
1/4 

ittA '41  4+ Mr. Major: I thought you were looking at someone elsedfr,..-. 0  .01  4:34, 
fan. /4Stia 

The Chair: I was looking at Senator Baker but he was.speechless, which is hard to believe. 

Mr. Major: I think the answer to your question is this: If all judges were of similar ambition and 

would ask for a report, that might be one thing. But once a judge signs a warrant, they sign a • f1,11irk 
01? 

number of warrants. They sign a number of orders, and it usually takes something unusual for them r  4,44, 
to follow up on their own initiative to see what happened. They're satisfied they've got the proper 4.140s., 
information before them and they sign it. however, once they sign it, my experience is that they 

generally put that out of mind until somebody comes back. 

The Chair: To pursue this a bit further, the concept has been put forward during earlier 

testimony that perhaps the Governor General, through regulation, require any CSIS officer to 

provide in their request for a warrant a commitment to follow up in a certain time period to ensure 

that they inform the judge whether they fulfilled that warrant properly. Would that meet your 
objective? 

Mr. Major: That would certainly be a very significant step forward. 

The Chair: Justice Major, we once again want to thank you very much for taking time out of 

your busy schedule. We certainly appreciate your advice. I thank you for coming here today. 

Mr. Major: Thank you, and good luck. -,14*-1.. 	4..."44:1;:q6t 

The Chair: Joining us in our final panel are two representatives for the Canadian Bar 
Association: Eric Gottardi, Chair, Criminal Justice Sedion by video conference; and Peter Edelmann, 
Executive Member, Immigration Law Section by video conference as well. 

From the Canadian Civil Liberties Association: Ms. Sukanya Pillay, General Counsel and Executive 
Director; and from the Criminal Lawyers' Association: Mr. Michael Spratt, Member and Criminal 
Defence Counsel; and Mr. Leo Russomanno, Member and Criminal Defence Counsel. 

Ms. Pillay, I note that you have been before this committee before and I am pleased to welcome 

you back. Mr. Gottardi, Mr. Edelmann, Mr. Spratt and Mr. Russomanno, welcome to the 
committee. I understand each of the associations have an opening statement. Ms. Pillay, I invite 

you to begin. •':"')' 

Sukanya Pillay, General Counsel and Executive Director, Canadian Civil Liberties Association: 
Thank you, Senator Ling, and thank you, committee members, for this opportunity to appear 
before you today. It's very important to the CCLA that you have invited us here. I have had people 
writing to me from across the country asking me to express CCLA's serious concerns to this 

committee, and it is my honour to be able to do so. We have provided detailed written submissions 
to the committee that I understand are being translated. I will highlight three of our most pressing 

concerns and am happy to answer any other questions that you may have. 
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As you know, for over 50 years CCLA has fought to protect rights, freedom and justice in this 
country. Bill C-51 creates new laws and amends existing laws to create new powers and crimes. 

One of these new laws is the security of Canada information sharing act, which I will refer to as 

SCISA. We do not question that government needs to share information to protect against the 

terrorist threat. Proper information sharing as an effective and indispensable counterterror tool has 

been recognized by the Arar Commission, the Air India Commission and by the international 

community, particularly after 9/11 and UN Security Council Resolution 1373. 

But such information collected and shared must be subject to critical legal safeguards, including 
targeted surveillance and collection with limits on dissemination, use, retention, with destruction 

protocols and with caveats reduced to writing. SCISA does not provide these legal safeguards. It 

increases the scale and scope of information sharing far beyond that related to terrorist activities 

through exceptionally broad language: "activity that undermines the security of Canada." 
4ro 

SCISA and the recent amendment to section 6 refer to existing legal safeguards, but as the Arar 	4v  
Commission and Air India Commission revealed, existing legal safeguards have been tragically 	•11 474" 
inadequate. SCISA exacerbates these failures of accountability and completely disregards the 'lb,  

recommendations of the Arar Commission regarding integrated review. 	
4, 

447, 

We also point out that it is not helpful to say that the Privacy Commissioner and the Auditor 

General will cure these accountability deficits. I know the Privacy Commissioner has already 

submitted his concerns to you, and we are concerned that the necessary review of information 

sharing among 17 agencies and also to foreign governments and to domestic and foreign actors 

requires proper review and oversight. Such an absence of accountability exposes Canadians to 

serious risks and is-incompatible with the accountability requirements of a free and democratic 

country. 

Mass surveillance and information sharing will not result in efficacious security, but it will result 
in mistakes where every individual is not viewed as an individual with constitutionally protected 

privacy rights but rather as a suspect. jir,,,!'4w0„ 	011 440.1.:11rikir, • • • 

Second, I would like to talk about the proposed amendments to the CSIS ACI. We are concerned 
by amendments that confer broad new powers upon CS1S, transforming it from a recipient agency 

collecting intelligence into an agency that can act at home and abroad to disrupt threats. While we 

recognize and respect the value and importance of SIRC, we recognize that they, by their own 
findings, are constrained in their resources with respect to the review of current existing 

intelligence-gathering operations. Further, the warrant provision, read as drafted, allows CSIS to act 
in a manner that would contravene the Charter or any other Canadian law if authorized by judicial 

warrant and to do so on an ex parte and in camera basis with no adversarial process built in. 

In our view, this Is incompatible with Canada's commitment to constitutional supremacy and 

rule of law. Contrary to what some witnesses have said, warrants are not meant to allow laws to be 
broken -- period. Rather, warrants ensure compliance with the law and legal safeguards. Coupled 

with Bill C-44, Bill C-51 provides a green light for CSIS to act in contravention of foreign domestic 
laws and international law; and, in our view, sends a problematic signal to foreign allies and 

agencies and undermines the international framework that is essential in global counter-terror 

efforts. 

Lastly, I want to address the proposed amendments to the IRPA that would permit the minister 

to withhold relevant evidence from special advocates and security certificate cases. We are very 

concerned by this and for us it represents a regression from the understanding of the scope of 

protection contained in section 7 of the Charter. Special advocates are top security security-cleared 

lawyers entrusted with national security secret information. We respectfully remind the committee 
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that, as the Supreme Court of Canada stated in its unanimous decision in Charkaoui, which led to 
Parliament's creation of the special advocate scheme, the whole point of the principle of 
fundamental justice is that a person whose liberty is in jeopardy must know the case to be met The 
court went on to say that the national security context cannot be used to erode the essence of the 

section 7 protection, which is meant to provide meaningful and substantial protection. 

The danger in the "war on terrorism' lies not only in the actual damage the terrorists can 

do to us but what we can do to our own legal and political institution by way of shock, anger, 

anticipation, opportunism or overreaction. 	'f01".46!;u#  6%_.. Rh-1 /4  

That is a quote from the Supreme Court of Canada in Air India, which also reminded us in Svresh 

decided in the months after 9/11 that it would be a pyrrhic victory if we defeated terrorism at the 

cost of sacrificing our commitment to values that lie at the heart of our constitutional order. 

4.:140:444, 
Eric V. Gottardi, Chair, Criminal Justice Section, Canadian Bar Association: Thank you, 	 0 4,1„$`4% 

Mr. Chair, Mr. Clerk and committee members. I will address you for three minutes arid Mr. 	Nr 	.4  /  1)6. 
"`Ifiv Edelmann will address you for three minutes. 	 'Ob. 

We're grateful for the opportunity to appear before this committee once again. As you know; 0•S• 

the Canadian Bar Association is a national association of over 36,000 law students, lawyers, notaries 

and academics. Our mandate focuses on seeking improvements in the law and the administration 

of justice. I'm the Chair of the National Criminal Justice Section of the CBA and Mr. Edelmann, my 

colleague, is involved in the Immigration Law Section with the Canadian Bar Association. In the 

written submission that we provided to the committee, we have made 23 specific 

recommendations with a view to trying to improve or fix aspects of the bill. In putting together this 

written submission, we have relied upon expertise from our members in the fields of criminal law, 

privacy, charities, immigration, Aboriginal and environmental law. All members contributed to 

aspects of the submission you see before you today. 

44; 4-&1*Cti 
Obviously we can't comment on all 23 recommendations. I only wish to address two points, one 

of which arises out of the evidence that you received from your prior witness, the Minister of Public 

Safety, on March 30 before this committee. The issue focuses on that of judicial warrants, how they 

work and what they are. There seems to be some confusion about that, and I want to try to clear 

that up. 

The CBA is saying that the "Charter violation warrants,' as I will call them, contemplated in Bill 

C-51 are very different than other Criminal Code warrants. You see, search warrants issued by 
Canadian judges every day actually protect Canadians' Charter rights. Section 8 of the Charter 

includes qualifying language by including the word "unreasonable." Canadians do not have an 

absolute right to complete freedom from police search, only unreasonable police search. As such, 

when the Supreme Court of Canada held that judicial preauthorization was required, they were 

actually protecting Charter rights. It's the warrant itself under section 8 that renders constitutional 

what is otherwise unconstitutional. The proposed Charter violation warrants are completely 

different. 	1N:44  

It was also suggested that section 25(1) of the Criminal Code, the provisions that allow police 

officers to break the law, is alSo an example of a so-called precedent for the Charter breach 

warrants; and that's a misunderstanding of the code. That section provides for a violation of 

Parliament's laws, their Criminal Code, their criminal prohibitions, not of the ultimate law of the 

land. Finally, in the evidence of Department of Justice lawyer Michael Duffy at clause-by-clause 

consideration by the Standing Committee on Public Safety and National Security, the government 

advanced a new rationale for these Charter violation warrants arguing that the intention was not to 

violate the Charter. If that's the intention, then the intention the CBA totally supports that position. 
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We would simply ask that any reference to the Charter be removed from section 12.1(3). However, 

if, as that witness went on to suggest, the warrant is somehow some kind of section 1 analysis to be 

undertaken by the judge, that indicates a fundamental misunderstanding of our Constitution and 
how section 1 actually works. 

(French follows — Peter Edelmann, Membre de rexecutif, Section du draft de (Immigration, 
Association du Barreau canadien: Je vous remercie de l'opportunite de comparaitre . ) 

(apres angle's) 
	

'cor -7*- ;.*Yrr,. iff" 
Peter Edelmann, Membre de l'executif, Section du droit de !Immigration, Association du 

Barreau canadien: Je vous remercie de l'opportunite de comparaitre devant le comite. Je ne 

repeterai pas les comrnentaires de mon collegue. Comme vous le saver, nous avons presents un 

memoire ecrit tres detaille. J'aimerais re titer deux des aspects fondamentaux de nos 	-4,4  44A, .ro., 
recommendations par rapport au projet de loi et aux lois en general dans le contexte de la seeuriber 401. 
nationale. _ 

• giu -40 	4 Si 
air 

(Mr. Edelmann cont'g: The first is precise drafting of legislative restrictions...) 	"*.p
4,  
2ivf  

Ape,010,104?  

(anglais suit) 

(Following French -- Mr. Edelmann contg after: ... le contexte de la securite nationale.) 

The first is precise drafting of legislative restrictions. Although not everyone can be privy to the 

detailed functioning of the national security apparatus, all can see and understand the legal 

framework within which that apparatus operates. The second is comprehensive and effective 

oversight of the national security apparatus as a whole. A number of individuals have commented 

on the need for effective oversight. We won't repeat those comments here but would simply point 

out that effective oversight should be welcomed rather than feared by our national security 

apparatus. 	 ''"/V;.°01.7-421 eN. 

The SCISA is a good example of a third problem in the nature of the discussion around these 

proposed amendments. It was not until the clause-by-clause analysis before the house committee 

that the intended scope of these provisions became clear. Our concerns that these sections went 

far beyond any concerns for terrorism were confirmed by government officials. I recommend to 

members of this committee that they carefully look at the comments made by officials with respect 

to SCISA. The intention of SCISA is not limited to information sharing about terrorism, much less the 

jihad's terrorism that has been the focus of many witnesses heard before the house and before this 

committee. The officials made clear that the Intention was information sharing from any and all 

sections of the Government of Canada with the 17 listed agencies within the broad scope of the 

definition that has been given of "national security." 

For example, it is difficult to imagine any activity of the Canada Border Services Agency that 

would not be covered by the language in the definition, which includes the detection, prevention or 

investigation of interference with capabilities in relation to things such as public safety or border 

operations. CBSA has extensive powers and focuses in those areas and would now be able to 

receive information from any part of the Government of Canada in pursuit of its operations. CBSA is 

also one of the few enforcement agencies in Canada that has no independent oversight whatsoever. 

Unlike the RCMP or CSIS, the CBSA answers only to the minister. 

In the national security context, imprecise drafting and lack of oversight are fatal to the trust 

and cooperation that are by far the most valuable tools that our national security agencies have. 

We welcome the opportunity to work with you to assist in crafting effective legislation. 



„440 
6

.,,s4450, 

You also heard from Senior Assistant Deputy Minister 6 	got who disagreed with the -No 
plain reading of the legislation. He said: 044:7104,v  

If 1 could just add to that, in the same vein, there's been a criticism that the bill would 
actually permit a violation of the Charter and engage the judge in a violation of the Charter. 
That's not possible because even judges are subject to the Constitution. Judges have to 
abide by the Charter just like everyone else. 
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Michael Spratt, Member and Criminal Defence Counsel, Criminal Lawyers' Association: Mr. 
Russomanno and I appear before you today representing the Criminal Lawyers' Association. We're 
a non-profit organization comprised of over 1,200 criminal lawyers, and we support legislation 
that's necessary, modest fair and constitutional. 

I would like to start by thanking this committee for inviting us to make submissions on this bill. 
It's a pleasure to appear before a truly independent body that, with saber second thought, can 
review legislation. 

#0)7. 10.4.4-. 	ilfe• 
Bill C-51 is in need of review, in our opinion. The CIA adopts the position of the CM, the CCLA, 

Professors Forcese and Roach, and the myriad of other groups who have been critical of this bill. 
Indeed, I was most disheartened to hear the testimony of the minister when he dismissed in some 
very strong terms the criticisms levelled by the CBA. 	414, 	b4s '4--PAZ(144.1.'g4,.91  ,  

wo_ 

	

We are deeply concerned about, among other things, the liberal information-sharing 	"Ct 1,41% 
amendments to the Criminal Code, peace bonds, preventative detention and the appalling lack of ).0, kr; CI  

►IS*  oversight contained In this bill. But today I want to focus on warrants -- on clause 42, sections 12.14  
and 21.1 -- that allow the judiciary to authorize the state to breach the Charter, a back-door 4Z, 

' notwithstanding clause. 	 Qja
qr 
 

Our members deal with judicial authorizations every day; we know how this process works and 
we know how its flaws can be magnified under this legislation. We know that judicial warrants 
prevent -- not authorize -- Charter violations. For example, a warrant to search is what makes a 
search reasonable and thus not an.illegal violation of the Charter. Empowering judges to authorize 
violation of the Charter is a perversion of the basic principles of our system. As Professor Forcese 
told you quite bluntly: It's a radical ideal that contorts the basic constitutional understandings and 
roles of the court. 

146, 
Now, you have been told different by Minister Blaney, who says, "This is nothing new under the 

sky" and that judges issue warrants all the time. The minister is dead wrong. He's either 
misinformed or skewing his analysis. This is not "nothing new under the sky;" it's novel, profound 
and disturbing. 

to 	That's precisely what this bill does. The plain wording makes it clear, and the rationale offered 
by the senior assistant deputy minister contradicts this bill and, indeed, the government's position. 
Mr. Blaney is asking judges to bless in advance a violation of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in a 
secret hearing that isn't subject tOappeal, with only the government's side represented and 
differept from the Criminal Code, with no notice, reporting provisions and little prospect that any 
violations or problems in that process will come to light. 

Before I turn it over to Mr.-Russornanno, I would like to dispel the notion advocated by 
Mr. Blaney that this is simply a further codification of powers already under the Criminal Code of 
Canada, under section 25.1. That's just a strained and misleading justification. In the Criminal Code, 
under section 25.1, police power is limited to criminal law and criminal Investigations. Section 25.1 
doesn't authorize a violation of the Constitution -- doesn't permit unconstitutional searches or 
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illegal detentions — and, importantly, the police power in that section is vastly more transparent 
than this is, requiring reporting, notification and ultimately disclosure, in most cases. 

None of that applies to Bill C-51. It's misleading and ill-conceived to strain that analogy. 

Now I will turn it over to Mr. Russomanno who will provide details about the scope and the 

extent of problems we have currently seen with CSIS and how that could play out in our courts. 

Leo Russomanno, Member and Criminal Defence Counsel, Criminal Lawyers' Association: 

Thank you for inviting me to committee. It's always nice to come here and dialogue with 
parliamentarians. 

• 44;4.  41'4,.-10  Of 
There are important aspects of this bill we want to talk about, but this committee is faced with 

an embarrassment of riches in terms of opinions from experts such as Professors Forcese and 	4-A, 

Roach. Also, the CBA paper was also very helpful for our purposes, as was the Civil Liberties • 1 tr  4'0,5.4v  

Association. Mr. Spratt and I are trying to bring some practical experience to the table, having 41,N, 
litigated CSIS Act warrants in the past in an Ottawa criminal investigation, as well as security •3

, 

vrof 
certificate cases that have involved CSIS muddying the waters with regards to being a policing 

. organization, essentially, and dealing with some issues with their duty of candor. 	4410. coy  

We as an organization are concerned with the potential expansion of the scope of CSIS's powers 

to include policing. We are concerned with the government handing over the "keys to the tank," as 

it were, to CSIS with expanded powers, with very limited oversight. We are concerned that this ex 

parte proceeding, which is necessarily a part of the warrant process, does not provide any 

meaningful constraints. When we talk about CSIS as a policing agency, although the text of the bill 

may say otherwise, the fact that CS'S is able to potentially detain or carry out rendition of 
individuals is certainly cause for concern. -`4,7 !r: fie, 

There are some examples in our recent history that unsurprisingly suggest that CSIS, as an 

intelligence organization, has a limited ability to understand the transparent role that a policing 
agency might otherwise have. Police forces are familiar with their obligations to disclose 

information -- to be candid with the court. There are some recent examples, particularly in the 
Harkot case, the laser case and the Federal Court case mentioned with the previous witness Justice 

Major, in which C515 has failed in its duty of candor to the court. That's a concern, because it's an ex 

parte proceeding, and we rely on that duty of full, frank and fair disclosure. 

I'm happy to answer any questions in respect to the practical application of CSIS being more 

involved in criminal investigations. We believe that would lead to more complexity in proceedings. 

We believe these powers to detain and possibly carry out rendition are also troubling, as well as the 
lack of transparency that one often sees with CSIS as an agency as a whole. 

/ 	Senator Runcirnan: Thank you all for being here today; it's much appreciated. 

We heard a commentrearlier today — I think it was from the CSIS director -- that in the 

anti-terrorism world, success is measured in terms of prevention rather than success. Relating that 

to the fact that you folks are. primarily involved in the traditional criminal process, I wonder if that 

colours your views with respect to this legislation, because I don't think you would challenge the 

need for successful terrorism investigations and prosecutions. Given the nature of the new 

domestic threat, I would hilpe that all of you would agree it requires a greater preventive focus 

rather than where your expertise primarily hes and that's in the traditional criminal process. I would 

like your reaction to that. 4,,e;i:g/„.1.  

Mr. Spratt I can't disagree that, in the current climate, those are all Important things. 

However, from the criminal side, we have seen prosecutions fail, evidence excluded and some 
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egregious behaviour on behalf of CSIS. In the laser case, Justice Code found that CSIS gave 
misleading information to the judge. One only needs to look at the SIRC report and Justice Mosley's 
decision to find out what can happen when there isn't full disclosure leading to authorizations that 
may not have been granted, or the Mojid decision from Toronto where CSIS found child 
pornography as a result of a warrantless, unconstitutional search -- something that would be 
available under this legislation. If you look at what happened at the criminal proceedings, that 
evidence was excluded, the charges were stayed, and there were criticisms of CSIS. 

Mr. Russomanno: I can follow up on that. 	4C}.P 44CIA: , 41r0r,  4fr,  

Senator Runciman: We don't have a lot of time. Maybe you will have an opportunity. 

I wanted to follow up and get a sense of where you are coming from on these issues. I am r 
inferring, perhaps incorrectly, but the CBA also had this; namely, that the concerns your 	'491, 

"l 
organizations have -- and we're hearing rumours about what might happen tomorrow with respect 	61,4•.s, 

b. 'Wel 
to the budget and the possibility of more monies being directed toward security and potentially 	

• 404,74" 
oversight. 	 31, 

If oversight is enhanced to address many of the concerns that you've expressed, would that allay 
most of your concerns? 

Mr. Russomanno: That depends on the kind of oversight. I'm generally an optimistic person, 
but I'm not holding out too much hope, senator, 

Senator Runciman: Well, from your appearances before our committees, 1 don't hold out much 
concern for support, either.'0,44,a,-1,O14)4, #,- 

Mr. Russomanno: Then let me say this: As someone who believes in limiting government,  
power, you may accuse me of being conservative, which I'm not 

44, '4•310/1.1 	ab47124:3L4  
Senator Runciman: Don't worry about that..  

. 	1.4•4  Ox. Ne, 

Mr. Russomanno: I believe that if you're going to drastically expand state power to limit 
individuals' freedoms, you should have evidence to back it up, and I thought that was a 
Conservative ideal. 	

-40,;f•941 

The Chair: Senator, if you could get to your question and respond. We won't get into a debate. 

Senator Runciman: The CBA raised the privacy issues and you've expressed concern about 
information sharing among the federal departments and the damaging potential as you see it. The 
bigger picture is what is inherently wrong with the different branches of government talking with 
each other and sharing information on defined grounds. 

There are areas within the current Privacy Act that essentially contemplate exactly the same 
4p„ 	thing that Bill C-51 is proposinp. I'm having difficulty with your argument in that sense. 
'AN, 	-140:07 

Mr. Erielmann: With respect to both of the senator's questions, the first on oversight, for us it's 
not just a question of adding more resources in the budget. It's that when you are talking about 
fundamental changes to the structure of the national security apparatus, the oversight should be 
integrated into the legal structure itself. 

'41 10Z1°  ;..4")•1: 
With what we're talking about now in terms of the oversight agencies, I recommend that you 

read the analysis of this by professors Forcese and Roach around the silos that the oversight 
agencies currently find themselves in. ThiS proposal breaks down the silos for the agencies, but 
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maintains them for the oversight. So even with more resources, the oversight is not done in a 
comprehensive way. 

With respect to the information sharing, I would suggest the problem here Is that the discussion 

has been around the information sharing for purposes of terrorism. What became clear in the 

clause-by-clause is that the intention of this information sharing act is much broader. I would 

suggest that this committee, and the committees before the house, ought to separate the 

information sharing act out of this bill so that it can be properly studied to understand what exactly 

the Canada Border Services Agency is going to do with this information, the Canada Revenue Agency 

and the other 17 listed agencies whose mandates have little or nothing to do with terrorism. 

Ultimately, our criticism was that the definitions are not particularly restrictive, and that was 

confirmed by the government officials. The intention of this is not terrorism. It is the broad 

mandate of all 17 agencies as it intersects with a very broad definition of national security which, irk 

when you look at agencies like the CBSA, covers pretty much everything they do. Qt. 	. 

Os. 
Senator Mitchell: Thanks to each of you. I think you're a testimony as to how excellent trained 	•-4r  

legal minds can identify and isolate issues clearly. You did a lot in a very short period of time and 

you will note in a moment that i don't have one of those minds. 

My question is to clarify further, but I admire them. One of the things specifically mentioned by 

Mr. Gottardi is the issue of the difference between a warrant under the Criminal Code, which 

somehow avoids contravening the Charter because of a provision in the Charter, and the warrants 

that are contemplated under this act. Anybody can answer this. How is it that that provision 

applies in the first case but wouldn't apply in the second case, these newly contemplated warrants? 

Is there a way to make that occur so the warrant is not a warrant to break the law but it is 

consistent with the Charter? Is that impossible? 
4-3k_ 	4-1;4  4'*•.-:` 

Mr. Gottardi: When you're talking about the Criminal Code warrants, you're mainly talking 

about search and seizure warrants for the most part. Under section 8 you have the built-in qualifier, 

and you have the Jurisprudential starting point that warrantless searches are unreasonable and if 

they were to go ahead, there would be a Charter breach. 

crN-u 
The prior issuance of a judicial authorization, a warrant, renders what would have been 

unconstitutional as constitutional. The warrant mechanism affects a change. 

In the warrant that's contemplated in relation to the measures in the CSIS part of the bill, if you 

were to accept the understanding of how the warrant is supposed to work as described by 

Mr. Duffy, it's really not a warrant at all because he talks about the judge employing section 1 of the 
Charter -- a section 1 analysis to decide whether or not the Charter breaching measure is going to 

be termed a "reasonable limit" under the Charter. But if it's a reasonable limit then it's not a 

Charter breach, so the judicial opinion is just that. It's kind of like a section 1 comfort letter. It's not 

really a warrant that the government is seeking; it's a judicial opinion that the measures they seek 

to undertake aren't unconstitutional. That's fundamentally different from what a warrant is and 
what a warrant does under our Criminal Code and under our Constitution. 

It's something completely novel to our law and clearly unconstitutional. 

Ms. Pillay: rwould agree with what our colleague at the CBA has just said. I would add that the 

judicial warrant to coMply with section 8 ensures all the checks and balances are in place so that 

what we have is reasonable search and seizure, not unreasonable. We are concerned about the 

other Charter protections engaged by the broader powers now contemplated for CSIS. 
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If we are looking at arbitrary protection or due process rights, it's inconceivable to us that it 
could be legal for there to be warrants in those cases. 

Senator Mitchell: I have a lot of questions about oversight and Senator Runciman touched on 
the idea that if we had a better oversight, we would solve a lot of problems in the bill. 

Ms. Pillay, you mentioned something that caught my interest. You talked about the era of 
integrated review or this context of Integrated review. Could you elaborate on that? 

Ms. PiIlay: Thank you for the question. This was set out clearly by Justice Dennis O'Connor in 
the Arar Commission report when he said that in today's threat environment, which is relevant in 
2015, our agencies are working in an increasingly integrated fashion. What we do not have is 
integrated review of how those agencies operate. So he suggested something, sort of like a super 
SIRC if you will, which would allow for those legislative gateways into the silos that ourcolleagues 4rA. 
have referred to. "r0,9 4r, 

4:04 
to.

' ‘70 
••/..1 —14? 

Senator Mitchell: Is this the specific problem of SIRC not being able to pursue the ultimate 
destination of some information past the boundaries of CSIS, say into CSEC, CEISA or into another 
country? 

Ms. Pillay: Yes, and it also goes beyond SRC. The super SIRC was an analogy, but there must be 
some sort of body that can review where all this information is going. As you know from my last 
appearance before you, we are very concerned about agencies like CIL% that have no review 
process in place. We are concerned about this. 

Senator Mitchell: Thank you very much. 

Senator White: Ms. •Pillay, I'm trying to get my head around the disruption comments you 
made. What would you see as appropriate action by CSIS if they felt there was a need to disrupt an 
act that was about to occur? 	4.2e..*°104., 	4`..b.4,124140x.t. 

Ms. Pillay: One the questions we have been asking at the CCLA from the outset is why these 
new disruption powers are necessary. To answer your question succinctly, I would say that right 
now, given what we know and the laws in place, we would look at the RCMP to be fulfilling these 
functions. We are concerned about bringing CSIS into this new realm, and we are also concerned 
about it blurring the lines between intelligence and evidence. 

As Justice Major and my other colleagues have said, this might undermine successful terrorism 
prosecutions in the future. 

Senator White: If you look at other countries that have the ability for their similar agencies to 
disrupt, some of the Scandinavia countries, the U.K. and others, they have had it for a while now 
and have shown to support It overall by their actions, but more importantly, when you look at the 
RCMP and their behaviour and actions in Canada, they don't police in Ontario or Quebec as a 
front-line jurisdictional 150lice service. 

It's easy to say, with the size of this country and the hundreds of cities and towns and 198 police 
agencies, that the RCMP, if they were one agency policing the whole country, probably would be 
correct that disruption could be handed off that easily, but it just does not fit with the ability or 
even the capacity Otthe RCMP to pick something up in a moment's notice at a call in Ottawa or 
Smiths Falls or Cornwall and actually be able to handle the call for service. 

I'm trying to figure out whether or not you think, in that case, only the need for CSIS to be able 
to disrupt might actually save lives. 
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Ms. Pillay: I appreciate the question. In my mind, it is not an answer to address a problem by 
creating a whole new problem, and that's what the CSIS amendments do. If we do not have 
adequate RCMP forces to assist in disruption activities, it is not an answer to say, "Let's just put CSIS 

there." This has to be thought through very clearly, how our CMS officers trained. 

While I da not doubt the intentions of CSIS and the good work it does, we have a litany of cases 

in which CSIS has made errors, and to increase the powers without addressing the systemic failures 

that contributed to those errors is, in my view, dangerous. 

‘Ch 	'WI)" Aft,  
To respond to your first question, I do not want to pretend that I am an expert on what other 

agencies have done, but I have given thought to that, and I would direct you to Professor Forcese's 
most recent blog on what other foreign agencies are doing and have done, the powers of other 

foreign agencies when it comes to collecting evidence, which should be distinguished, in any 
consideration of this, from disruption powers. -ary„,y 4p:4  -cro 	44 Its, 40,„ 0.  

"r07 	440 	kZeof SI,Ro• 	_ 	 4,11  
4  0-c4  'lb 4194 	47141)8' 

C144  1 ,44' 
‘'Oe414/04,47  

Le senateur Dagenals : Ma question s'adresse 5 M. Spratt et M. Russomano. Pourquoi est-il 

acceptable dans notre societe d'augmenter les sentences minimums pour les egressions commises 

contre les femmes et contre les enfants, et d'augmenter les sentences contre les agresseurs sexuels. 

Vous dites que ce West pas correct de le faire pour ceux qui commettent des actes qui sont lies au 

terrorisme. Pouvez-vous apporter des precisions sur cette question? 

(Mr. Spratt : I was actually quite pleased ...) 	P #91344..  
-441' 644;r9  if4  

4'4 	(44.4 (anglais suit) 	4+tif 4443/4 	0  

(Following French — Senator Dagenais cont'g 	precisions sur cette question?) 

41.1kickie 
Mr. Sprat: I was actually quite pleased and surprised you brought up some of the other 

testimony that I've given. 

In my reading, there are no minimum sentences in this bill, which might be a first for this 

government, but what has been the theme of our testimony 

(French follows -- Senator Dagenais Je fais...) 

(apres anglais) 

4: 	Li senateur Dagenais : Je fais un parallele. 

4to 	. (Mr. Spratt: What has been a theme of our testimony...) 

ir 
40 . 	(anglais suit) --wkizclatt  

'TN 

(Following french Senator Dagenais cont'g 	un parallele. 

'4%96' 4144, 
Mr. Spratt: What has been a theme of our testimony is that evidence should be based — 

(French follows -- Senator Dagenais -- Vous &les un avocet le ...) 

(apres anglais) 

I would refer you to that blog. I think it was dated April 16. 

(French follows -- Senator Dagenais -- Ma question s'adresse a ...) 

(apres anglais) 
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Le senateur Dagenais : Vous etes un avocat. Je suis sir que vous me comprenez. 

(Mr. Spratt : The parallel between those submissions ...) 

(anglais suit) 

(Following French Senator Dagenais cont'g — 	vous me comprenez.) 

Mr. Spratt: The parallel between those submissions and this submission is this: The Charter and 
the Constitution should be the guiding light behind any legislation, and to have judges issue 
warrants for police officers to violate the Charter. We're not just talking about searches, but we 
could be talking about mobility rights, denying access into the country, detentions that are arbitrary, 
mass arrests. These are all possibilities. To co-opt the judiciary to provide illusory front-end but 
ultimately secret, ex parte, unreviewable, not disclosable and, ultimately in criminal proceedings, 4, 
probably useless authorization for this type of activity runs contrary to the very principles that we 4.4f004, 

b.) should be seeking to defend when we advance legislation such as this. 
41 Ns 

	

'41 e!,740 	 Alf  • 
Our testimony has been completely consistent. What appear not to be consistent is what the 

minister has told you and what the officials from the Department of Justice have told you. There 
voi appears to be some conflict there. 

Mr. Russornanno: What we are primarily against is unconstitutional legislation. We want to 
avoid having to spend time litigating this in court, having this go through the process where, 
inevitably within a few years, the Supreme Court or a lower appellate court will find it to be 
unconstitutional. I don't want to say "unanimous," because I'm cautious, but there seems to be a 
wide scope of opinion amongst legal scholars that this particular provision is highly offensive and 
almost guaranteed to be unconstitutional. That's our concern. 

(French follows — Senator Dagenais Je comprends 	pew*,.) 
44,401;424z, 441.4 , 

(apres anglais) 	 4146 f,dnti 	'.‘44 444° 
Le senateur Dagenais le comprends qu'il peut y avoir un consensus parmi les juristes, mais it y 

a aussi un consensus parmi les Canadiens, soit l'application des foil pour assurer la securite des 
citoyens. On parle souvent de la Charte canadienne des droits et libertes, mais on devrait aussi 
parler des devoirs et responsabilites. Le gouvernement a la responsabilite de proteger les citoyens. 
C'est juste un commentaire. 

(Sen. Beyak : New provisions in Bill C-51... ) 

(anglais suit) 

do 	(Following French — Senator Dagenais cont'g . citoyens. C'est juste un commentaire.) 

Senator Beyak: New provisions in Bill C-S1 are lowering the burden of proof for recognizance 
with conditions and preventive arrests. They expire July 15, 2018, and I wonder what your thoughts 
are on that section and if you agree with the sunsetting in 2018. 

Ms. Pillay: We have no issue with the sunsetting. We think that's very important. 
4,S6;..41  470,-, 

We're very concerned about the lowering Of thresholds, lowering from "likely" to "may." We 
think this broadens it. The CCLA has spoken out before about recognizance with conditions and 
preventive detention and our concerns around this in general. I'd be happy to elaborate if you 
would like. 
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Senator Beyak: ff anyone has thoughts I'd appreciate it, because it seems to be contentious out 
in the general public. 

Ms. Pillay: I will say one thing before I hand it over to my colleagues, because I'm sure they 

have thoughts on this. Recognizance with conditions in the anti-terror context is concerning. We 

have asked but have not been given an answer as to why either individual in the October tragedies 

was not detained. We do not know the answer to that. 

What we do know the answer to is that in the national security context, surveillance is an 

important tool, and if someone comes under suspicion, it is beneficial to survey that person. 

Cutting off their Internet access, cutting off their ability to interact with other people, might actually 
undermine the ability to gather surveillance. One of the senators brought up some of the 

international perspectives, in the U.K., in some of the parliamentary committees that looked at 

control orders, and this is one of the results that was found. The issue is that they are not always 44Q  
necessarily useful, but they can actually be detrimental. 4e7eat 

14.7/0 
I wanted to add that the CCLA, and I think all of us, but speaking for the CCLA, we certainly agree -01 

and understand and support the government in its duty — and it's a duty to keep Canada and 
, 

Canadians safe, and they have shown that with the 19 convictions, with the VIA Rail and the 	
O

"w
A

cy 
Toronto 18 successful prosecutions and convictions. 

The question that we have asked is why these new powers are necessary. We have not received 
a satisfactory answer to that. 

The Chair: Having had these hearings since October, there has been a general concern raised 

time and again at the hearings.in respect to the number of individual Canadians who are involved 

either directly or indirectly in terrorism, and it's almost impossible, it seems, to be able to 

apprehend them in one manner or anotheri*A -, 4*Z41,,''4.1,.,  

We do have some convictions, but when comparing to any other jurisdiction, whether it be the 

United Kingdom or otherwise, our actual proceedings are very minimal. That was told to us at the 

last hearing by Commissioner Paulson, who said they had to look at the thresholds so they could 

take certain actions to prevent harm to Canadians. - 	•'•.4  - 
I just put on that the record. 

Senator Baker: I congratulate the committee for inviting these witnesses here today, because 

they have experience in litigation, especially Mr. Russomanno and Mr. Spratt. 

Mr. Russomanno is involved in a lot of cases involving terrorism that we can read in our case 

law. I noted that the last two witnesses, Mr. Spratt and the previous witness before the committee, 
referred to the case of loser, which was decided six months ago. For anyone who is interested and 

wants to read it, it's an Ontario judgment, 6424, that you can obtain, and it's Michael Code, who 

gave it, the famous Michael Code. 
zoo  

My question is to Mr. Russomanno who has experience in this field. Before I do, just an 

observation. I have noticed that there has been no comments so far on the new 12.2 in this bill. 

Now, in normal circurnstances,'police officers, if they're exercising a warrant for covert activities, 

are restricted in that they cannot interfere with the bodily integrity of any person. This bill, under a 

new 12.2, says that C515 cannot kill somebody, number 1, cannot sexually assault the person, 

number 2, cannot inflict bodily harm as defined by section 2 of the Code, which is not transient 

harm in nature. I'm surprised that no one has actually referenced this difference between what a 

police officer can do and what the CSIS officials can do. 
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My question, though, to Mr. Russomanno, a single question: We have all of these warrants out 
there, and the government, in their good sense, introduced Bill C-44 to correct a problem that we 
have in foreign nations in the execution of warrants. That's why the government introduced Bill 
C-44 so that CSIS could act in foreign nations. But we've got this huge problem that, since 2009, we 
have this massive number of warrants, about a thousand as I've seen evidence on that SIRC has 
disclosed, enough to fill this room, evidence -- and could you clarify this for our committee — that 
may not ever be able to be used in evidence in any criminal prosecution. How does that work, Mr. 
Russomanno, in that CSIS is a third party and the RCMP would be bringing the charge? Is it correct 
that we've got this huge problem on our hands in Canada with all of this evidence collected to date 
by CSIS? 	 `44'31."I i5,74%_ 

Mr. Russomanno: I will go beyond yes or no. There may be a problem in that, as the law stands 
now, C515 is viewed as a third party, so, if a counsel for someone charged with a terrorism offence 

4, seeks to have disclosure of a CSIS Act warrant, they would have to bring a third party records 	06.._ 
application. 	 (1.1 	-oar 06.101 ,74v  

*pc .yo  "t04, 14 Z4 
C4 Senator Baker: O'Connor. 	 ,„ 

wit* 
Mr. Russomanno: Yes, under O'Connor, as was done by John Norris and Bruce Davis in the most 

recent case, the VIA Rail case in Toronto, and that adds certain complexity to the proceedings and 
lengthens the proceedings perhaps. 

Where a CSIS Act warrant is used by a traditional policing agency, such as the RCMP, to obtain 
their own Part 6 or wiretap authorizations, then the constitutionality of those subsequent Part 6 
warrants depends on the constitutionality of the original CSIS Act warrant. So, in that case and in a 
case that I was involved in here in Ottawa, the original CSIS Act warrant can be challenged in 
Superior Court with your criminal trial judge. You can seek leave to cross examine that CSIS agent. 

weia. 4.1h„ 	4P.,4.741/iN 
Senator Baker: A CSIS warrant, a secret warrant.'0 

f-74r
10. 

Mr. Russomanno: It's a secret warrant that then the Crown and the police would disclose with 
redactions. Very often, as occurred in our case, as well as in the Toronto case, the Crown might say, 
"We're choosing not to rely on paragraphs X, Y and Z. They're redacted anyway, so we don't have to 
get into the business of litigating whether those should be unredacted." But it does add a potential 
layer of complexity to the proceedings. The CSIS afflant would be required to provide full, frank and 
fair disclosure in the information to obtain the warrant, just as any police affiant would. This is what 
I identified in my opening statement; there is a culture within CSIS that is, unsurprisingly, one that is 
directed toward secrecy and intelligence gathering, rather than evidence and the disclosure that 
this necessarily entails in a criminal proceeding. So, yes, there are ways in which you can challenge 
a C515 Act warrant in a criminal case. When the criminal warrant or the police warrant under the 
Criminal Code relies on the CStS Act warrant, then you necessarily have standing to challenge the 
CSIS Act warrant, 

40CP 	fp; 
1V0 #0 	Senator Baker: So we have a problem. 

Mr. Russomanno: Let me just add this because there is a layer of complexity in addition to that 
with national security evidence. Where the government wants to have otherwise relevant 
information kept from the defendant's view, they have to bring an application under section 38 of 
the Canada Evidence Act, and those proceedings, the Supreme Court has ruled, are within the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court. So it's actually a parallel proceeding where you would have to get 
an amicus to be able to go beneath those redactions, which I, as counsel, would not be allowed to 
see, and that's a whole separate proceeding that takes place that has to occur prior to the criminal 
trial taking place. It has been our experience — my experience certainly — where a trial is put on 
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hold or the criminal proceedings are put on hold because the government is making certain claims 
with respect to national security. So you have to go off to Federal Court. Before you can proceed in 
criminal court, you have to go before a Federal Court judge and argue whether those redactions 
should be lifted or not. Ultimately, if the judge orders that they be lifted, then the state might have 
an important decision to make as to whether they stay these proceedings rather than disclose this 
national security, sensitive information. This is like an onion of sorts, with layers to peel back, but 
this is a potential problem with national security investigations. 

Senator Wier: When I listen here, I have this very uneasy feeling that there is an assumption 
that everybody that the security services are pursuing is a terrorist or has done something wrong. 
The issue was raised that rRsA has no oversight, and all we know that, just two months ago, 
Benatta's case was settled because he had suffered unlawful treatment after 9/11 because of what 
the federal government did. He spent five years in prison, and I will use his words. "People need to 
understand a terrible injustice was done to me. I was labelled a terrorist because I happened to be 
Muslim. ...That is racial profiling at the worst. These Canadian officials ruined my life without a 	-1/4 
second thought, and that is really hard to bear." The Canadian government settled with him two 	44 CS' 
months ago because an Injustice was done. Not everybody that the security forces deal with are 
terrorists. They are innocent people who get caught, and that's why we have rules. My concern is 
the sharing of information with 17 agencies, and then there is a provision if it's shared in good faith 
and if there is a breach. For example, an Arar will never now be compensated if this bill goes 
through because the federal government has taken care of an Arar situation. I would like some of 
you to comment because there is an underlying assumption here that CSIS only goes after terrorists. 
There are innocent people who get caught too. 

Mr. Spratt: I think an important point to add to that question is something we see in criminal 
law all the time. For each warrant that is struck down in court, that's the tip of the iceberg. There 
are hundreds of warrants that We're not aware of because charges aren't laid. That problem is 
compounded in this bill. We have mass information sharing. You have sort of oversight on the back 
end that is inadequate and at the front end, on the back of this massive information sharing, new 
powers. You have a real lack of oversight and an increased secrecy. To link your question to what 
Senator Baker was saying, I would be very shocked to see any RCMP warrant or any criminal charges 
proceed to completion on the back of Charter breaches perpetrated by CSIS. 

So when you combine the lack of front-end oversight with liberal information sharing and the 
secrecy involved, we might not know even that there is a problem until some government 50 years 
in the future is apologizing for what happened tomorrow. 

Ms. Pillay: I would like to add that we address many of those comments in our detailed written 
submissions, but !also want to add that I agree with your concerns. The CCLA hears frequently from 
different groups around the country. In 2012, we held a conference called the Social Cost of 
National Security, where we had people telling us, not only from Muslim communities but also from 
Sikh and other communities where people identify themselves as visible minorities, that they feel 
that they have somehow come under suspicion. Our concern with the SISA is what I said in my oral 
comments and elaborate 0.6 . in the written comments, namely that this mass sharing of information 
beyond terrorist activities as defined in section 2 of SISA allows for all of these agencies to have 
information on people inside of Canada to form profiles on them and it can create a distrust that is 
exactly what we do not want when we want to work with communities to fight such things as 
radicalization and other existing threats. 

Senator Day: There has been reference to the written submission of the Canadian Bar 
Association with the 22 different recommendations. That hasn't been circulated — it has been 
received? 
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Adam Thompson, Clerk of the Committee: That was circulated last week. 

Senator Day: That's the same document that you referred to as being helpful. I understand 
that document, then. 

The written submissions from the other witnesses we have not seen but we will in due course. 

The Chair: It will be circulated as soon as it's translated. 

Senator Day: Our rule here is that they have to be in both official languages. 

You made reference two or three times today to us having studied this matter for the last six 
months. Generally speaking you're right, but it's important for the record to reflect that what we're 
engaged in now is a pre-study on Bill C-51 and that the evidence we're gathering here now is for Bill 
C-51, not for Bill C-44 — that is, not for the general study but for the purpose of studying Bill C-51.. WO 

.- 	cf  
The Chair: I want to thank you for clarifying for the record. They're interrelated and it is 	

4 
 

fortuitous for the committee that we're doing our terrorism study. We've done Bill C-44 and are 
4.); •WL. 

—I/Of —104 cf 
I want to thank our witnesses for appearing. We appreciate the time and effort you put into 

your submissions. They were very well thought out. 

We will reconvene again at 1 p.m. on Thursday to continue our study of Bill C-51. i am going to 
try to see if we can get a new location for Thursday at Centre Block so we can accommodate the 
house proceedings, but you'll be notified in due course. 

1i445:044,, 
{The committee adjourn;.) 2; -441  4-.1 4') 	" 4404 bLi 4,44.04700143/444.744  
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now going into Bill C-51. It serves us well in respect to the overall study. 

Thank you for coming. 
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SUMMARY 

• You have been invited to attend a meeting of the Deputy Ministers' Committee on 
Intelligence Assessments, to be chaired by the National Security Advisor, Richard 
Fadden. 	 ; 

• As per the agenda (TAB I), the assessments to be discussed include: 
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SUMMARY 

• You have been invited to attend a meeting of the Deputy Ministers' Committee on 
Global Trends, Foreign Affairs, and Defence (GTFAD) chaired by DFATD. Per the 
agenda (Tab 1), issues to be discussed include: 

o Medium Tenn Planning (MTP) Policy Options: North America; and, 
o Medium Term Planning (MTP) Policy Options: China. 

• 4.14,-6.4iqo 	‘'E,-4,0i;;Nro  
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i'43;716.1A 
This is your first invitation to GTFAD since 2013. Previous agendas and records of decision 
were not made available at the time of production, however, from past experience, the committee 
typically examines strategic issues affecting Canada's global economic, security, and diplomatic 
interests. 

In addition to the two agenda items, a speech by Derek Bumey (Tab 2) was included at the 
request of the DM of DFATD strictly for information. Mr. Burney advocates for a bold 
expansion of Canada's interests and ambition to Asia, particularly China, and that we should not 
constrain ourselves to our North American geography. There are, however, few concrete 
proposals of how such engagement should take place. 

AGENDA ITEM 1— MTP POLICY OPTIONS ON NORTH AMERICA 

DFATD will present a deck and accompanying annex on MTP policy options related to North 
America (Tab 3) including: Border Cooperation with the United States (US); Regulatory 
Cooperation with the US; Energy Cooperation with Mexico: Climate Change Cooperation with 
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• TAB 1: Agenda, GTFAD, 14 May 2015 (DFATD) (S/ 
• TAB 2: Speech, "Meeting the challenge of a Changing World," Derek Burney, 4 May 2015. 
• TAB 3: Deck, Medium Term Planning: North America, a Renewed Agenda, 14 May 2015 

(DFATD) (S, 	; Annex, Detailed Policy Options for North America, 14 May 2015 
(DFATD) 
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Question and answer/discussion 

Agenda 

Deputy Ministers' Committee on Global Trends, Foreign Affairs and Defence (GTFAD) 
May 14, 2015, 09:30 — 11:30 

DFATD, Room A8-126, 125 Sussex Drive, Ottawa 

Time 	 Agenda item 

Ordre du jour 

Comite de sous-ministres sur les tendances mondiales, politique etrangere et defense (TMPED) 
L  Le 14 mai 2015, 09h30-11h30 
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My topic today — "Meeting the Challenge of a Changing World" — is the sub-title 
of a book I co-wrote - "Brave New Canada"- which, I am told, prompted this invitation. 

I want to address a few of the major global changes underway and offer 
suggestions on how Canada should respond to the risks and the opportunities they 
present. In an election year, you never know who might be listening. 

We are now in a world where power is more diffuse, leadership and western 
resolve is less certain and institutions intended to preserve stability and prosperity are 
losing their vibrancy of purpose. It is what Ian Bremmer calls a "G-Zero" world, one in 
which self-interest is in the ascendency and customary notions of alliance solidarity or 
neighbourly goodwill are slowly ebbing. 	 'Mr" 4"4//:4-keft 	A,'.'44±..;'woe,, 

We see the resurgence of an internationally, lawless Russia destabilizing more 
than 70 years of relative stability in Europe. We see daily the despicable carnage 
perpetrated by ISIS in the Middle East, now spreading to North and Central Africa and 
attracting spasmodic support from youngsters in Western countries, including our own. 

The Middle East is more muddled than ever. It is a topsy-turvy region in which 
you can no longer distinguish clearly friends from enemies. 

The initial euphoria over the nuclear agreement with Iran may not sustain the 
complex negotiations still to come and, in any event, raises broader questions for this 
explosive region . 	 t,,- 40e, 

When Ronald Reagan was asked to describe an optimist, he often told the story 
of a young boy confronting a room full of horse manure. As the boy started to dig 
enthusiastically into the pile, onlookers asked what on earth he was doing. His reply: "I 
just know that there must be a pony in there somewhere." 

Despite all the turmoil, I happen to believe that some countries are better able to 
cope with the uncertainties and seize advantages from the changes underway. Canada 
is definitely one such country — with the bloodlines of a pony of sorts! 

So, before you flee the room in despair, just consider the profound 
transformation of the global economy which, I would argue, is mostly encouraging. 
Power is shifting inexorably to China — soon to overtake the U.S. as the world's #1 
economy — and to other Emerging Markets notably, but not exclusively, in the Asia- 
Pacific region. 

•74.14;.. 11) ;440. 
This is potentially good news provided we in Canada can galvanize the national 

will to act boldly and capture the opportunities that beckon. 

The primary objective of foreign policy should be to ensure a prosperous and 
safe Canada in a stable, more humane world. The test will be how effective we can be 
in meeting those goals. 

vokp 4.0,  
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We should determine shrewdly how to counter threats to global stability - as we 
are doing against ISIS - and how to assert our comparative advantages in global 
markets offering the most promise. 

Beyond that broad guideline, here are some suggestions on what I think Canada 
should do to be more attentive, more influential and to thrive in this still young century: 

1. 	First and foremost, we need to recalibrate and counterbalance our relations with 
the United States with a deliberate and more selective focus on new growth 
opportunities. 	 -'0491;40frov  -44'14,44e 	$, 

0,4,/,40 °et, 4.s*A"Vol.t9 
We will always need to be vigilant in defending our vital commercial interests in 

the U.S. but we should also adopt the "Wayne Gretzky model" - focusing more 
strategically on where economic growth will be. We should never be dependent on a 
single market for any export. 

Canadians may well crave a "special relationship" with America, as many others 
do, but the U.S. seems neither able nor willing to reciprocate. In fact, America is 
increasingly using its economic influence these days to advance its own national 
interests. 

The Mulroney era, with which 1 was closely involved, was a high point of mutual 
trust and mutual benefit but I now realize that it was an exception, not the norm, and 
unlikely to be replicated any time soon...:_er,..;v40,„ 

The negative impact from the protracted impasse over Keystone and from other 
protectionist actions underscores the risk inherent in excessive reliance on the U.S. It 
has bred complacency in Canada. More to the point, we are losing market share in the 
U.S. and not making much headway elsewhere. That is the economic challenge we 
must confront. 	 r wit 

4-5•Z101‘, 

Two-thirds of global growth in recent years has been in Emerging Markets, 
mostly in Asia and especially in China. By 2020, that share is expected to be 75%. 
Many of these markets need not just energy, mineral and agriculture commodities but 
also education and health facilities, banking, insurance, aeronautic goods and services -
all of which are Canadian strengths. 

We have the need, the capacity and the opportunity to broaden our global 
agenda on economic, security and other fronts. What we lack is a concerted strategy 
enabling us to adapt nimbly to reap potential benefits. 

We should extend the bandwidth of our global economic relations selectively 
and strategically to countries that are fast becoming the drivers of global growth. 

The CKFTA and the CETA with the EU, when it is implemented, are significant 
steps that will help and the prospect of a trade and investment agreement with India, 
announced during the recent visit of Prime Minister Modi, is most welcome. But more is 
needed. 
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Let me emphasize that this recalibration is intended to complement, not displace, 
relations with the U.S. However, I can assure you that the more balance and depth we 
inject into our global agenda, the more we become a mature, global player serving our 
own interests, the better able we will also be at managing our comprehensive relations 
with the U.S. 

The key foreign policy question facing the world will be how the U.S. and China 
choose to manage their significant, complex and potentially fractious relationship. 
Throughout history, dominant powers have always struggled to cope with rising ones. 
The U.S. is fixated on the ascendancy of China. Not surprisingly, China is determined to 
resist containment maneuvers and assert influence more in line with its economic 
power. 	 -Ivoi,;.‘st."140-4.4., 	.4r) ;7•43,07,wel„ 

Canada has an interest in ensuring that this relationship evolves in a stable 
manner. The best way for us to contribute is to engage seriously and sensibly with both 
major players 

2. 	That is why my second recommendation calls for a more coherent, consistent 
strategy on China. 

Economic growth has slowed to a paltry 7% in China - I'll just let that sink in —
and questions persist about China's ability to sustain growth. What has happened to 
date is real enough but the reforms contemplated in President Xi's November, 2013 
"Decisions" plan are ambitious and are intended to convert the Chinese economy more 
to market forces. There will be significant upgrades for the manufacturing sector and 
greater emphasis on the services sector. It is a delicate balancing act moving towards a 
more open, market economy while sustaining monolithic, internal, political control. 

To paraphrase what Churchill once said about Russia, China may well be "a 
riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma" but it offers real opportunity for Canada. 

an 4f4 
Only thirty years ago, 84% of China's population lived on less than $1.25 per 

day. That number dropped to 6% in 2011 and today is no longer a statistic at all_ That is 
what market reforms helped generate, proving that moves out of poverty come from 
less, not more, state control. And that trend is accelerating. 

The Chinese leaders recognize that they need a new economic model to secure 
high quality growth for decades to come but, under any scenario, China will continue to 
need globally sourced natural resources and advanced services expertise. That is 
where Canada has distinct, comparative advantages. 

The terms of trade will play a key role and, as the currency hub opening in 
Toronto demonstrates, financial globalization of China's economy will be the next major 
move. 	 744f, 	ti 4P: ff; 4 

But we cannot hope to reap dividends from these dramatic reforms if we rely 
essentially on spasmodic, high level visits to advance our interests. 
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China is pursuing major, market reforms for the simple, self-interested reason 
that it is the smart thing to do. Self-interest should motivate a similarly serious and 
strategic response from Canada. 

Regrettably, we have been hesitant or cautious in seizing the opportunities. 

An economic, complementarity study has been gathering dust for more than 
three years. 	

"4*.A.,7_ I fr...4tivAt., 
We took more than two years to ratify a fairly routine Investment Protection 

Agreement. t 'COW 4j/.1 	u41.).• -.7Uf 74  1+, 

Frustrated by the failure of the IMF and the World Bank to adjust their voting 
structures to reflect China's growing economic power, Beijing moved earlier this year to 
create the Asian Infrastructure and Investment Bank (AIIB). The objective is to finance 
a 21st  century Silk Road of facilities to transport goods efficiently in China's immediate 
neighbourhood. Some see it as a Chinese version of the Marshall Plan. The most 
compelling attribute of this bank is that China has money. Lots of it. Trillions of foreign 
exchange to deploy. 

This new Bank is all about global legitimacy, serving China's strategic interests 
and making Beijing a lender of first resort. 

Sadly, Canada chose not to be a Founding Partner and, consequently, 
Canadian construction companies and Pension Funds may not be in the initial queue 
when the Bank's first contracts are signed. p, 

The polls in Canada suggest a certain wariness or fear about getting too close to 
China. It does have a very different system of government and a checkered record on 
human rights. But, if those are reasons for caution, I would suggest that constructive 
engagement and negotiation is the best way to influence change. 

In world affairs, influence flows from relevance and capability, not sentiment. And 
governments have a responsibility to lead, not follow public opinion. 

We need to decide what kind of relationship we want with China and why as a 
pivotal part of a more concentrated focus on the Asia-Pacific region. 

A top priority should be the launch of a comprehensive, bilateral economic 
negotiation that would give us more certain market access for our goods and services 
and provide greater protection for investors and for things like Intellectual Property 
rights. That is precisely what New Zealand and Australia, among others, have done. 
That is what Canada should do. 10, 

TPP, if it is concluded, will help in some other Asian markets, notably Japan, 
Vietnam and Malaysia but we need a bolder, braver, full court press by the government 
and the private sector to reap the rewards in this dynamic region, 



This recalibration should be about more than China. It should also be about 
more than economics. We should enlarge our security footprint in the Asia Pacific 
region and not focus exclusively on customary linkages across the Atlantic. Beyond the 
Middle East, the potential flashpoints for insecurity lie predominantly in Asia which is 
why many in the region would welcome a more substantive security role from Canada. 
That is a defining difference between being a partner and a visitor. 

3. 	For many decades, a cornerstone of Canadian foreign policy has been a 
consistent commitment to multilateralism. That was seen as the quintessential role for a 
"middle" power, often reflecting the old joke about why the Canadian chicken crosses 
the road 	to get to the middle! 	 -4;4k 	4.40,  • vi4  

‘7,9 	7.44%, 
rGA,... V4,6  06.? • 	 ) 6 0* wn, 

But multilateralism was never an end in itself and nostalgia, however comforting, 
is not the best lens through which to chart the future. 04.7 

Many of the institutions formed in the wake of World War II are losing their 
lustre, their relevance and their influence. It is time for some honest stock-taking and 
reform of what works and what does not and for some reallocation of Canadian 
commitments and contributions. 

Today's problems .- from terrorism to cyber security, nuclear weapons 
proliferation and natural disasters - require a fresh, forward looking, collaborative 
approach initiating new strategic engagements free from outdated power concepts and 
institutional gridlock. 	.4ro• 

Since the end of the Cold War, NATO has lost much of its sense of purpose and, 
more pointedly, the degree of commitment from its member states. As Russia's 
incursion of Ukraine is demonstrating, NATO has become a paper tiger of sorts when it 
comes to securing territorial integrity in Europe. The U.S. prefers to see the Europeans 
take the lead but major European powers, like Germany, put economic self-interest 
ahead of concerns about breaches to international law. 

After a brief flurry of activism in the 1990s, the UN Security Council has returned 
to Cold War style paralysis among its Permanent members unable or unwilling to act on 
breathes to international law, savage acts of terrorism and massive migrations by 
Would be refugees' seeking safe haven. Many wonder why countries like Germany, 
Japan, Brazil and India are not part of a more responsible, UN inner circle. 

The WHO was abysmally AWOL in the face of the Ebola crisis. Many UN 
agencies seem over-burdened by bureaucracy, under-funded and ill-equipped to meet 
new global challenges. With Ebola and now Nepal, inspired 'ad hocery' tries desperately 
to make up for the gaps and the shortcomings of institutional responses. 

As the 7th  largest contributor to the UN budget, Canada definitely should have a 
say on internal reforms. For leverage, we should consider tailoring our contributions 
more to agencies that actually deliver results ensuring that our substantial financial 
commitments are more aligned with our global interests. 
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My basic message is that Canada cannot aspire to be "all things to all people". 
We should be more analytical and selective, channeling our economic strengths, our 
diplomatic skills and ideas and our security assets pragmatically where we have 
interests and the best capacity for influence and success. 

4. 	We cannot derive the benefits of broader market access unless we get our own 
house in order. Despite our claim to be an "energy super power", we are actually 
lagging in a sector where we should be leading. 

As noted by Brian Porter at Scotiabank's recent AGM, we are seen by putative 
partners from Malaysia to Japan and China as "fat around the middle", ambivalent at 
best, incapable at worst, in building the infrastructure and attracting investments 
necessary for development and export. 	 -1V-; 4fiei 0,1 	cif 	)0' .t; Aff,  

A senior Asian diplomat candidly told me that he thought Canada was too well-
off, too self-satisfied and not striving strongly enough to seize new opportunities, notably 
in his region. 

"You have every resource known to man" he said, "from water to agriculture, 
minerals and energy and, unlike most other countries, you have no existential threat to 
your existence. And yet you prefer to coast". 

We do seem at times to be like the man born on third base who thinks he hit a 
triple. We do tend to coast on the richness of our resource base and the economic 
oxygen of our southern neighbour. 

If $50 per barrel oil was not bad enough for our energy sector, we hobble 
ourselves further with a combination of judicial ambiguity, provincial posturing and 
irrational demands from special interest advocates. Meanwhile, our LNG projects 
languish at the back of the global queue. The Energy East pipeline that would both 
reduce our dependence on foreign imports and expand our markets for exports of oil, 
adding an estimated $35 billion to our GDP, is hamstrung by opposition of various 
stripes. 

We act as if we have the luxury to procrastinate, consult forever, send conflicting 
messages about our appetite for investments and infrastructure without risk — as if the 
world is waiting breathlessly for Canada's rich resources. That is a dangerously naive 
presumption. Investors do have choices. Customers do have other sources of supply. 

No single company can surmount these obstacles by itself. Both governments 
and the private sector, including, may I suggest, some of you, need to do a better job at 
framing and leading a rational, national debate on projects that will serve the national 
interest. 4040"14

i  4
) `044, 	,!; 04,43,''Yov, 

'54%-r•tii, Q4 	b.‘14,44LYiv 
Incidentally, we can implement sensible actions to preserve our environment 

while developing our resource base. We should not succumb to a false choice between 
one or the other. 
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Let's face it. We may have an abundance of food and energy resources but, if 
we cannot move them efficiently to markets, we will be left literally in a snow bank of our 
own making. 

The real lesson from the sand bagging of Keystone is that we should move 
expeditiously to export energy beyond North America. It is that straightforward. 

We need to decide as a country whether we are capable of taking concrete 
action to build the infrastructure needed to secure our prosperity. In my view, the 
Government should assert its constitutional powers to act "on works or undertakings for 
the general advantage of Canada" on the grounds that a pipeline, or an LNG facility or 
a hydro-electricity dam is vital to the economic well-being of the country. Otherwise, we 
can continue to tinker at the margins, dwell on the fad of the moment and conserve 
political capital prudently for more limited objectives. 

This is not just a challenge for governments. Complacency can be found in the 
private sector as well where it is, to some extent, chronic if not cultural. We do have 
some superb global champions who have been hugely successful in markets like China 
where there are serious risks as well as obvious rewards. We should not be shy at 
celebrating and emulating their success. 

The government can set the priorities and the policy framework through 
negotiations but it is ultimately the private sector that can bolster the public debate and 
exploit the benefits of more open market access and more secure environments for 
investment. 	 -414rst.. 	'44 34/•,7 

Macdonald acted on that kind of vision to forge a nation that many thought was 
improbable 148 years ago. What better way to celebrate our 150th  anniversary than with 
decisions that will stimulate our prosperity and our economic security for the balance of 
this century. 

5. 	Finally, how does all this relate to you and those you advise? I assume that 
many of you are involved with full wealth management models that extend beyond pure 
insurance. The relevance of some of my messages may already be obvious. But let 
me try to put it in terms that I would use if I were in your shoes. 

At times of profound global change, and as you face tougher competition from 
the major banks and from internet-related advisory services, remember the basic adage 
about the value of direct, personal service, As a client myself, I can attest to the trust 
that I put in regular, candid discussions with my advisor now more than ever. 

When advising on opportunities, keep in mind the rapid demographic change in 
countries like China, India and Indonesia and the income spending capacity of the rising 
middle class in each. They will be consuming much more of what countries like Canada 
can supply. vitt.or  

400,Z1406, 

8 



Watch closely the extent to which China is able to develop its embryonic services 
sector_ That expansion will best illustrate whether China can sustain domestic stability 
as economic growth inevitably slows....to say 6%! And domestic stability will always be 
the preoccupation for those in charge. 

Your clients need smart advice on markets where the rules of business are 
somewhat elastic and where transparency is not the order of the day. You can make a 
positive difference with your analyses and your advice on where the right balance lies 
between higher risks and higher rewards. 

4,4100.4te 	'-'40 7a 
We do live in an age of fast-changing threats and opportunities but Canada is 

better placed than many to draw real advantages provided that we do not let the 
blessings of nature and past performance lull us into a false cocoon of comfort. 

Geography may have given us the luxury to coast for many years but geography 
and sentiment should never limit our ambition or our courage to exploit our strengths 
beyond North America. That is my basic message for you today. 
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Appendix 

MTP — North America 

Detailed Policy Proposals 

Submissions from Government of Canada Partners 
- aR,. - 

Building on GTFAD's review of a diagnostic paper on North America in late 2014 and 
ADM-level consideration of initial policy options at a meeting convened by PCO/P&P in 
March 2015, on April 23, 2015, at an ADM-level meeting, DFATD requested further 
detailed policy proposals from our OGD partners. 
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Medium-Term Planning (MTP) Process — North America 
Detailed Policy Options Proposal 

Issue to be table dropped 

Policy Proposal: 

Canadian Interests: 

Key Canadian Partners: 

US Expectations/Asks: 

Costs and Benefits: 

Timelines: 
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The China Context 
• China is Canada's: 

— second-largest trading partner 

— eighth-largest source of foreign direct investment 

— largest source of foreign students, and among top three sources of immigrants 
4.4A4  

— fourth-largest source of tourists, who are second-highest spending per capita 
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— China to become world's largest economy within 15-20 years 0.40....  

v? 

 China's share of global consumption rising as per capita GDP rises 

— China has world's largest urban population: 991 million by 2030, with 66%oft_.  

— 

urban households "mass affluent" (McKinsey 2014) 
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